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December 19, 2001 2:15 PM 

TO: Ian Brzezinski 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ ~ 

SUBJECT: Notes 

Here are the notes l used for my luncheon talking points on NATO in 20. 

Thanks. 

Attach 
Note card, 

DHR:dh 
12\901-4 

f)fli!. /trv1 cfi'" I J J, 
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SUGGESTED POINTS FOR WORKING LUNCH 

,~.;; WHt~L .1.-LUJ le,-
' 

• t,A TO-Russia pooperation based on practical, concrete 
and ~utually1berieficial initiatives. /o. 

., ., 
• Alliance consens "at 19" efore orlgf,1::any specific 

• 11 t 20" , ,_ •'--· L ""1 t,L.u( issue a -~f-~.LJ: "'· ,, ( ... ~W"'iL a,µ,J·, fWI 
~ l vo{{<J/( "'"" I ;'#1,,, 'tlvrr I~ I !...rr 'f'/f' 

• Conscnsu'-i'at 19'~quired to work an issue "at 20" (i.e., 
Qny 611:9 canmill_anv issue back to"'!(!?" any tilfie.D 

• We wantto•i;~~tca11.d..m:?.!~k~g~-but n~_J 
res~-~ATO-Russia i~jtitutions. ..>o/'~ 

c_:§o ~I~~~~-: ··- . 
• !'J'6 meetings "at 20" with Russia~~;mt ~£0 

consensus. 1lf'.. -~ ·t,.:,r ~ C -

• No Russian veto in any Al1iance decision-making. 

FN~~ ,lr'"""''' • We should rt fae1Htate Russian wedge-driving among 
Allies. 

• We will not elevate relations with Russia above those with 
other..A.!!i~s. 

• tJo pte,agreed Jists nf issues fin: NATO-Russia joint ~ 
cooperation and decision. a t&..""P. rt ..:J re ~ t .P. '· ~-

• We must not discourage and/or marginalize other 
Partners. 

NAC must retain oversight over Se,-taty C xal ( 4iiiiil 
lfi:temational Staff) contacts with Russian Presidency. 

Prepared by Ian Brzezinski f l'H\f'.~ .. n e.Jr ·r~,e( ~ ,Jr 
DASD{EUR/NATO), 614-5249 O VJ; j ~ 'h( /f1.~ J . /-
December 13, 2001 7: 11 PM o c- 8.:rJ?{'eC.--{.rl"J-iJ flAo r 'j.JM. h"f\1 M J:1,o 

~ e.' !\.s.t &A ./o / 
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December 19, 2001 2:15 PM / .$ 

TO: Ian Brzezinski 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Response to Ivanov 

Here are the notes I used in my statement in the meeting of the 20 in response to 

Ivanov. 

Thanks. 

Attach 
Noles 

PHR·dh 
121901-S 

UI5118 02 
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December 19, 2001 7:30 PM 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 
Dov Zakheim 

FROM: Donald Rumsfdd JI\. 
SUBJECT: Budget SVTC w/CTNCs 

4 
I 

The SVTC we had with the CINCs was 1101 useful. They al sed different 

formats. I didn't have a book to guide me as to what the were miking about. I 

didn't know the acronyms. When they were talking mbers, I couldn't tell 
... 

whether they were talking ·03 or the FYDP. I 
I have to get briefed on what they were sayina: Please set up a meeting for 

someone to explain it to me. Hopefully, ¥time I will understand what it is 

about. / 

I "/, 
Thanks. / e--
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• • 
CINCEUCOM 

#1 Theater C4 Modernization: 

- CINC POSITION: Requests additional funding for C4 
modernization and increased connectivity at 25 USAREUR sites. 
Particularly concerned with communication infrastructure from 
gates to buildings. 

11-L-0559/0SD/5038 

••• 
Issue Status 

*Some funding added. 

*Remaining requirement 
funded with our "cost of 
war" request for 
additional topline. 



• • 
CINCNORAD/SPACECOM 

Issue Status 
#1 NORAD Battle Control System: 

- CINC POSITION: Current system cannot meet requirements for I *Funded. 
increased Homeland Defense Mission. Requests additional 
funding to integrate FAA tracking information into NORAD 
system. 

#2NORAD C2 Out-Year Tails: 
- CINC POSITION: Emergency supplemental provided $25M for C2 1 *Funded. 

improvements. Fund out -year tails. 

11-L-0559/0SD/5039 
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• • 
CINCNORAD/SPACECOM 

#1 SPACECOM Information Operations: 
- CINC POSITION: New mission areas require additional 

manpower. 

#2 SPACECOM Space Control: 
- CINC POSITION: Funding insufficient to satisfy Space Control 

Capstone Requirements Document. 

#3 SPACECOM Space-Based Radar: 
- CINC POSITION: Requests funding in FY03 to look at 

alternatives. Leave options open for an FYIO launch/FY13 IOC. 

11-L-0559/0SD/5040 

••• 

Issue Status 

*Funded. 

I Funded. 

*Funded. 



• • 
CINCPACOM 

# 1 Preferred Munitions: 
- CINC POSITION: Requests additional funding for J DAM and LGB. 
- Emergency supplemental provided funds to increase production 

capacity. 

#2 Force Protection: 
- CINC POSITION: Requests additional manpower and funding for 

force protection. 

#3 JTF Wamet: 
- CINC POSITION: Requests additional funding for WARNET. 

Considers WARNET critical to ensure interoperability in 
communications, databases, and messaging for JTFs. 

11-L-0559/0SD/5041 

••• 
Issue Status 

•Significant funding 
added. 

*Remaining 
requirement funded 
with our "cost of war" 
request for additional 
topline. 

I Priority CINC 
requests funded. 

• W ARNET • Sent to 
JROC to validate 
requirement. 



• • 
CINCPACOM 

#4 Theater C4 Infrastructure (NMCI): 
- CINC POSITION: PACOM NMCI contract is underfunded. 

#5 Theater C4 Infrastructure (Army): 
- CINC POSITION: Requests additional funding for C4 

modernization and increased connectivity. 

#6 Airborne SIGINT: 
- CINC POSITION: Requires the capability to access, locate and 

decipher Low-Probability-of-Intercept (LPI) communications 
(reinstate J SAF or develop follow-on program). 

11-L-0559/0SD/5042 

•. ' 

Issue Status 

*Funded. 

•Some funding added. 

t Remaining 
requirement funded 
,,•ith our "cost of war" 
request for additional 
topline. 

*Restructured program 
being developed. 



• • 
CINCSTRATCOM 

#1 Trident D-5 Production: 
- CINC POSITION: Requests additional funding to avoid break in 

missile production. 

#2 Trident D-5 Guidance & Electronics: 
- CINC POSITION: Requests additional funding for guidance and 

electronics subsystems. 

#3 Advanced Extremely High Frequency (AEHF): 
- CINC POSITION: Requests additional funding to support AEHF 

FOC in 2010. 

11-L-0559/0SD/5043 

• • 

Issue Status 

*Funded. 

*Funded. 

I Funded. 



• • 
TRANSCOM 

#1 C-17: 
- CINC POSITION: Requests funding for Boeing's multi-year 

procurement proposal. 

11-L-0559/0SD/5044 

••• 
Issue Status 

*Funded. 



• • 
USCENTCOM 

#1 Deployable Headquarters Command Post (DHCP): 

••• 
Issue Status 

- CINC POSITION: Terrorism emergency supplemental funded •Funded with other 
$30M of $43M requested. Requests the remaining $13M be emergency supplemental 
funded in FY02. funds. Will backfill cuts 

in second supplemental. 

#2 HQ C4 and Theater Infrastructure C4 Requirements: 
- CINC POSITION: Requests additional funding for C4 

modernization and increased connectivity. 

11-L-0559/0SD/5045 

*Some funding added. 

• Remaining requirement 
funded with our "cost of 
war" request for 
additional topline. 



• 
#3 Force Protection: 

• 
USCENTCOM 

- CINC POSITION: Requests additional manpower and funding for 
force protection. 

#4 Prepositioning 
- CINC POSITION: Requests additional funding for Air Force and 

Army prepositioned war reserve equipment. Some of this 
equipment has been depleted by the war effort. 

11-L-0559/0SD/5046 

Issue Status 

•Priority CINC 
requests funded. 

•Air Force issue 
f"unded. 

••• 

•Army repositioning 
assets. 



• • 
_/FCOM 

#1 I oint Experimentation: 
- CINC POSITION: Mandated every other year major field exercise is 

unfunded and odd year concept development is underfunded for 
level of effort necessary for major joint exercises. 

#2 I oint Warfare Analysis Center (I WAC) Manning: 
- CINC POSITION:JWAC cannot provide the required level of effort 

without an additional 13 1 billets. 

11-L-0559/0SD/504 7 

Issue Status 

• Funded FY03 
& FY04. 

•• 

•Funded 1/2 of" 
request. 



• 
#1 MH-53 Extension: 

• 
CINCSOCOM 

- CINC POSTION: Requests additional funding for MH-53 
helicopters to accommodate the slip in CV-22 production. 

#2 cv-22: 
- CINC POSITION: Emphasized his support for the CV-22 program. 

#3 Aircraft Survivability Equipment: 
- CINC POSTION: Requests additional funding to modernize 

outdated on-board aircraft defensive systems. 

11-L-0559/0SD/5048 

Issue Status 

I Funded. 

• ATkl is 
restructuring. 

*Funded. 

•• 



• 
#4 Flight Readiness: 

• 
CINCSOCOM 

- CINC POSITION: Requests additional funding for flying hours 
program. 

#5 Advanced Gwtship design: 
- CINC POSITION: Supports an ACTD & AOA with USAF 

sponsorship for an Advanced Gunship design. 

#6 Psychological Operations: 
- CINC POSITION: CINC requests additional funding for 

psychological operations capability including modernization of 
Commando Solo aircraft and communications suites. 

11-L-0559/0SD/5049 

••• 
Issue Status 

I Funded. 

•Funded. 

I Funded. 



• • 
CINCSOUTHCOM 

#1 Intelligence, Surveillance. and Reconnaissance (ISR): 
- CINC POSITION: Requests additional airborne reconnaissance 

assets, SIGINT, and HUMINT to support on going operations. 

#2 Drug Interdiction and Counterdrug Activities: 
- CINC POSITION: CINC requests additional funding for various 

assets used in support of the counterdrug mission. 

#3 SOUTHCOM Headquarters Building: 
- CINC POSITION: Miami is the best location for the 

USSOUTHCOM headquarters. Purchase of the building and 
associated land is cost-effective. 

#4 Facilities and Infrastructure: 
- CINC POSITION: Requests additional real property maintenance 

(RPM) and MILCON funding to ensure operational capabilities of 
USSOUTHCOM components and subordinate commands. 

11-L-0559/0SD/5050 

••• 
Issue Status 

*Dedicated drug ISR 
is not supported. 

*Drug mission is being 
reduced. 

• Plan to work Hill for 
FY04 budget. 

*Drug mission is being 
reduced. 



December 19, 2001 5:45 PM 

TO: Torie Clarke 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel/~ 

SUBJECT: Rowan Scarborough 

I don't know Scarborough, but I noticed this article by him, and it reminded me of 

my guidelines. Do you think it might be smart to sit down and show him these 

guidelines sometime? 

Thanks. 

Attach 
l l /06/0 I SecDef memo 
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Doctrine must be updated to fit new war on terrorism Page l of 2 

The Washington Times 
www,weenlimee sew 

SECDEF HAf,C,, 

DEC l 9 2801 

Doctrine must be updated to fit new war on terrorism 

Rowan Scarborough 
THE WASHINGTON TIMES 

Puhlish~tl 11/5/2001 

The Weinberger-Powell doctrine that intluen~ed presidents on when and how to use American 
military power for nearly two decades has given way to the unchartered war on terrorism. 

Named after former Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger and Secretary of State Colin L. Powell, 
the doctrine's major tenet is to use decisive, or overwhelming, force to achieve a clear objective. 

That convention is out the window in the ongoing campaign in Afghanistan and the broader war 
against global terrorism. Targeted action, not decisive force, is what i, needed to uproot shadowy terror 
networks. U.S. offkials say. 

President Bush and Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld ::ire trying en achieve with limited arms 
(air assaults, speci~tl operations and CIA covert action) what overwhelming force is designed to attain -
namely. the destru~tion of an enemy. Osama bin Laden, and ousting of a belligerent government, 
Afghanistan's Taliban. 

But the exact ·'Bush-Rumsfeld" doctrine that would st:md alongside the Weinberger-Powell 
principles i!"i !:>till to be written, military analysts say. It takes a significant military event. such as the 
Vietnam War or the nascent war on terrorism, to spur strategist:. to starting thinking about what it all 
means. 

"All you've got right now are a series of disconnected policy musings that are the most immediate 
response [(l the challenge we are currently facing," says retired Army Col. Kenneth Allard, a TV military 
analyst who has written books on military strategy. 

Analysts predict thi!:> century'!:> first war against so-called af:.ymmetrical threat, - in this case 
ten-orism - will produce a military doctrine like no other. 

"We need a new vocabulary," Mr. Rumsteld said shortly after the air war began Oct. 7. "We need to 
get rid of 'old think' and Mart thinking about this thing the way it really is." 

"New think" is actually what Mr. Weinberger aimed to do in 1984. Then. in the early days of the 
Reagan military buildup, the defense secretary wanted to set down principles for deploying forces that 
would prevent another Vietnam. Mr. Powell, former Joint Chiefs of Staff chairman, later amended the 
Weinberger doctrine to also call for using "decisive force." 

In a Nov. 28, 1984, speech to the National Press Club. l\.lr. \\feinberger said U.S. armed force would 
be used only to protect "vital interests of the U.S. or its allies." He said the action must have "clearly 
defined political and military objectives" and come with "reasonal."lle assurance we will have the support 
of the American people and their representatives in Congress." 

Analysts say Mr. Bush is meeting those criteria. Congre:.s and the American people are 
overwhelmingly backing military action. Mr. Rumsteld ha, stated the objective: ousting the ruling 
Taliban, and eliminating bin Laden and his al Qaeda terror network. The United States holds bin Laden 
responsible for the September 11 attacks on New York and the Pentagon. 

But Mr. Powell himself agrees his principle of decisive force does not fit in Afghanistan. 
"I've always talked about decisive force, meaning you go to the point of decision and that's where 

http://asp.washtimes.com/printarticle.a~Pl?~t~559~l,Ml=200 I l l 05-94650506 11/6/2001 



Doctrine must be updated to fit new war on terrorism Page 2 of2 

you apply decisive force," Mr. Powell told NBC shortly before the air assault began Oct. 7. "Tn the 
Persian Gulf war lO years ago, you had an army sitting out there easily identifiable ... and we applied 
decisive force against the Iraqi army. It's different this time .... I can assure you that our military will 
have plans that will go against their weaknesses and not get trapped in ways that previous armies have 
gotten trapped in Afghanistan." 

One major objective in Afghanistan is not only to destroy the enemy but to simultaneously befriend 
the Afghan people as the United States works to fom1 a post-Taliban democracy. 

Michael O'Hanlon, a defense analyst at the Brookings Institution, says that if Mr. Bush's current 
strategy is successful, then local politics may be part of a new doctrine. 

"Things that were an anathema to Powell and Weinberger and were partly a reaction to Vietnam are 
now correctly recommended as necessary to this kind of war," Mr. O'Hanlon said. "In cases where you 
really have to worry about the hearts and minds, and not just battlefield success, politics are an inherent 
part of the operations, especially when you are trying to convince people not to fight you and to change 
sides. So the concept of overwhelming force is not really applicable." 

James Webb, a decorated Marine Corps officer in Vietnam and former secretary of the Navy, says 
the Powell doctrine never fit every conflict anyway. 

"There are times when a nation must fight even though it is unable to amass overwhelming force. 
Think of the early battles of World War TT," Mr. Webb said. "And there are times when overwhelming 
force is irrelevant, because its application does not meet the threat, which is where we are today. What is 
important here - to use the phrase I used in my speech at the Naval Institute - is ·specific lethality.' 
That means finding the 'point targets' in this kind of war and then obliterating them." 

If the new war on terrorism gives birth to a Bush-Rumsfeld doctrine, clues to its content might be 
found in a series of policy pronouncements. 

Mr. Bush's most significant new policy is his edict that governments that host and protect 
international ten-orists will be treated as if they are the perpetrators themselves. Tn another stark marker, 
the president has said that foreign governments are either "with us or against us" in this war. 

Mr. Rumsfeld and Gen. Richard Myers, Joint Chiefs of Staff chairman, repeatedly say, "it's a 
different kind of conflict" - making it hard to pin down any new doctrine. 

';If you try to quantify what we're doing today in terms of previous conventional wars, you're making 
a huge mistake," Gen. Myers told reporters. "That is ·old think' and that will not help you analyze what 
we're doing." 

Copyright © 2001 News World Communications, Inc. All right& reserved. 

Return to the article 
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' 
March 2001 

Guidelines to Be Weighed When Considering Committing U.S. Forces 

Is the action necessary? 

A Good Reason: If U.S. lives are going to be put at risk, as they will be, whatever we do 
must be in our national interest. If people could be killed, we better have a damn good 
reason. 

· Legal Basis: In fashioning a clear statement of the legal underpinning for the action and 
the political basis for the decision, avoid arguments of convenience. They may be useful 
at the outset to gain support, but they will be deadly later as their invalidity is exposed. 

Na1""~1.L1 
Diplomacy11All instruments of national power should be engaged before resorting to 
force,and they should stay involved once force is engaged. 

Is it doable? 

Achievable: When the U.S. commits forces, the task should be achievable-at 
reasonable risk-something the U.S. is capable of accomplishing. We need to know our 
limitations. The record is clear; there are some things the U.S. simply doesn't know how 
to do well. 

Clear Goals: To the extent possible, there should be clear, well considered and well 
understood goals as to the purpose of the engagement and what would constitute success, 
so we can know when we have achieved those goals and can honestly exit or turn the task 
over to others. 

Command Structure: The command structure should be clear, unambiguous and one the 
U.S. can accept-not UN control or a collective command structure where key decisions 
are made by a committee. If the U.S. needs or prefers a coalition to achieve its goals, we 
should insist on prior agreement from the coalition partners that they will do whatever 
might be needed to achieve the agreed goals. We must avoid trying so hard to persuade 
others to join a coalition that we compromise on our goals or jeopardize the command 
structure. The mission must determine the coalition; never allow the coalition to 
determine the mission. 

Is it worth it'! 

Lives at Risk: If an engagement is worth doing, the U.S., and our coalition partners, if 
any, must be willing to put lives at risk. 

Resources: The military capabilities needed to achieve the agreed goals must be 
available and not committed or subject to call elsewhere halfway through the 
engagement. Even the U.S. cannot do everything everywhere at once. 

11-L-0559/0SD/5054 



• 
Public Support: If public support is weak at the outset, U.S. leadership must be willing 
to invest the political capital to marshal support to sustain the effort for whatever period 
of time is required. If there is a risk of casualties, we should acknowledge that at the 
outset, rather than allowing the public to believe the engagement can be done 
antiseptically, on the cheap, with zero casualties. 

Impact Elsewhere: Before committing to an engagement, consider the implications of 
the decision for the U.S. in other parts of the world if we prevail; if we fail; and if we 
decide not to act. U.S. actions or inactions in one region are read around the world and 
contribute favorably or unfavorably to the deterrent and U.S. influence. We need to ask 
what kind of precedent a proposed action would establish. 

If so--

Act Early: If it is worth doing, U.S. leadership should be wil1ing to make a judgment as 
to when diplomacy has failed and act forceful1y early, during the pre-crisis period, to alter 
the behavior of others and to try to prevent the conflict. If that fails, we need to be 
willing and prepared to act decisively to use whatever force is necessary to prevail. 

Unrestricted Options: In working to fashion a coalition or trying to persuade Congress 
or the public to support an action, the National Command Authorities must not dumb 
down what is needed by promising not to do things-not to use ground forces, not to 
bomb below 20,000 feet, not to risk U.S. lives, not to permit collateral damage. That 
simplifies the task for the enemy and makes the U.S. task more difficult. Political 
leadership should not set arbitrary deadlines as to when the U.S. will disengage, or the 
enemy wi\1 simply wait us out. 

Finally--

Honesty: U.S. leadership must be brutally honest with itself, the Congress, the public 
and coalition partners and not make the task sound even slightly easier or slightly less 
costly than it could become. Preserving U.S. credibility requires that we promise less 
than we believe we can deliver, since it is a fact that it is a great deal easier to get into 
something than it is to get out of it! 

Note: 

Guidelines, Not Rules: Finally, while these guidelines are worth considering, they should 
not be considered rules or a simple formula to inhibit the U.S. from acting in our national 
interest. Rather, they are offered as a checklist to assure that when the U.S. does engage, it 
does so with a full appreciation of our responsibilities, the risks, and the opportunities. The 
future promises to offer a variety of possible engagements. The value of this checklist will 
depend on the manner in which it is applied. 

Decisions on engagement will be based on less than perfect information, often under extreme 
pressure of time. Guidelines will be most effective not in providing answers, but rather in 
helping to frame and organize available information. 

Donald Rumsfeld 
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Bergeron, says it has "lan- if al-Qaeda's s1n1ster appeal 
guished for dec,1des." In I CJ% and global reach are ever to be 
Congress told the ins to set up broken, the bombers too must 
a computer system to track play their part. 
those who come into the U.S. Rc!porwd hy Bruce Crum-
on student visas; but with some ley!Paris, Helen Gibson and 
600,000 such people in a coun- Jam('.1· L Graff/London, Sco11 
try with more l11an .22,000 edu- Macleod/Cairo and Viveca 
cational institutions, the sys-
tem is not yet up and running. Nov Washing/on, w other 
Only one of the 19 hijackers b1 eaus 
entered on a student visa. Can 
screenings in foreign countries 
be tilhtened? Mavbe, but Washington Times 
19 were run through a con1Jrilt- November 5,200 1 
erized "watch list" of suspected 
ten-orists when they applied for 
visas ( at least six were inter
vie wed personally). Nothing 
turned up. In any event, as 

Pg. I 
Analysis 
42. Doctrine l\lust Be Up
dated To Fit New War On 

Kathleen Newland, co-director Terrorism 
of the Migration Policy Insti- By Rowan Scarborough, The 
tute in W,1shington, says, "The Washington Times 
facts remain the same." Glob- The Weinberger-Powell 
alization will continue to spin doctrine that influenced presi
people around the world. The dents on when and how lo use 
U.S. will continue to have two American military power for 
enormous hmd borders with nearly two dec:1des has given 
peaceful neighbors: we're way to the unchmtered war on 
never going to see watch tow- terrorism. 
ers :1long the 49th p:1rnllel. Named after former De-
Each year .. sa_,,s Newland, there ' fense Secretary Caspar 
are 489 million border cross- we· be ·ger . ld Se, et. r 0 1· m 1". ai er a y 
ings into the U.S., involving s c· 1· 1 p 11 h d . tate .o 111 •. owe , t e oc-
127 million passenger vehi- trine's maior tenet is lo use de-
cles; each ,.,ear, 820,000 1,lanes , cisive, or overwhelming, force 
and 250,000 ships enter U.S. to achieve a dear objective. 
airspace or waters. However That convention is out the 
terrorism is beaten, it won't be 
by American border controls. 

Will ii be by war? In the 
immediate aftermath of Sept. 
1 l , there w:1s a hope tlmt po-
1 ice work might be able to rid 
the world of al-Qaeda and its 
associ:1tes. Aut the more we 
know of bin Laden's group. the 
less that seems likelv, and not 
just because its operatives are 
ruthlessly fanatic. 

Perhaps the single most 
important truth learned in 
'seven weeks is the existence of 
a creepy camaraderie, an inter
national bond among terrorists. 
Those ties are forged in Af
ghanistan. 'The one thing that 
absolutely everyone involved 
in terrorist groups has in com
mon," says a European official, 
"is passage through the al· 
Qaeda camps. When leaders 
are sent from Afghanistan lo 
stmt orgm1izing people, there 
are no questions asked: the 
camp expe1ience allows every
one to recognize the bona fides 
of jihad." The B-52s pounding 
away from 40,000 fl. may not 
look like sleuths and cops. Aut 

window in the one:oin<> cam
paign in Afghanist:111 :rid the 
broader war against global ter
rorism. Targeted action, not 
decisive force, is what is 
needed to uproot shadowy ter
ror networks, U.S. officials 
say. 

President Bush and De
fense Secretary Donald H. 
Rumsfeld are trying to achieve 
with limited arms (air assaults, 
special operations and CIA 
cove1t action) what over
whelming force is designed to 
attain - namely, the destruc
tion of an enemy, Osama bin 
Laden, and ousting of a bellii
erent government, Afgham• 
Stan's Taliban. 

B u t t h e e x a c t "Bush• 
Rumsfeld" doctrine that would 
stand alongside the Weinber· 
ger -Powell princi pies is still to 
be written, militarv analvsts 
say. It takes a signit'icant rnili
tary event, such as the Vietnam 
War or the nascent war on ter-

rorism, to spur strategists to 
starting thinking about what ii 
all means. 

"All you've got right now 
are a series of disconnected 
policy musings that are the 
most immediate response lo 
the challenge we ,ire currently 
facing,"' says retired Anny Col. 
Kenneth Allard, a TV military 
analvst who has written books 
on 1i'.iilitmy strntegy. 

Analysts predict this cen
tury's first w:ir against SO· 
called asymmetrical thre:1ts -
in this case te1rnrism - will 
produce a military doctrine 
like no other. 

"We need a new vocabu
lary," Mr. Rumsfeld said 
shmtly after the air war began 
Oct. 7. "We need to get rid of 
'old think' and start thinking 
about this thing the way it 
really is." 

"New think" is actuallv 
what Mr. Weinberger aimed to 
do in 1984. Then, in the earlv 
days of the Reagan military 
buildup, the defense secretary 
wanted to set down principles 
for deploying forces that 
would prevent another Viet
nam. Mr. Powell, former Joint 
Chiefs of Staff chairman, l:1ter 
amended the Weinberger doc
trine to also call for using "de
cisive force." 

In a Nov. 28, 1984, speech 
lo the National Press Club, Mr. 
Weinberger said U.S. armed 
force would be used only to 
protect "vital interests of the 
U.S. or its allies." He said the 
action must have "clearly de
fined political and military ob
jectives" and come with "rea
sonable assurance we will have 
the support of the American 
people and their representa
tives in Congress." 

Analysts say Mr. Bush is 
meeting those criteria. Con
gress and the American people 
are overwhelmingly backing 
military :1ction. Mr. Rumsfeld 
has stated the objective: oust
ing the ruling Taliban, and 
eliminating bin Laden and his 
al Qaeda terror network. The 
United States holds bin Laden 
responsible for the September 
I I attacks on New York and 
the Pent,1gon. 

But )Jr. Powell himself 
agrees his principle of decisive 
force does not fit in Afghani
stan. 

"I've always talked about 
decisive force, meaning you go 
to the point of decision and 
that's where you apply decisive 
force." Mr. Powell told NBC 
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shortly before the air assault 
began Oct. 7. "In the Persian 
Gulf war IO years ,1go, you had 
an :1rmy sitting out there easily 
identifiable ... and we applied 
decisive force against the ln1qi 
army. It's different this lime .... 
l can assure you that our mili
tary will have plans that will 
go against their weaknesses 
and not get trapped in ways 
that previous armies have got
ten trapped in Afghanistan." 

One major objective in 
Afghanistan is not only to de
strov the enemv but to simul
taneously befriend the Afghan 
people as the United States 
works to form a post-Taliban 
democracy. 

Michael O'Hanlon, a de
fense analyst at the Brookings 
Institution, savs that if Mr. 
Bush's cuITent ~~trategy is suc
cessful, then local politics may 
be pmt of :1 new doctrine. 

"Things th:1t were an 
m1athema to Powell and 
Weinberger and were pa11ly a 
reaction to Vietnam are now 
con-ectly recommended as 
necessary to this kind of war," 
Mr. O'Hanlon said. ''In cases 
where you really have to won-y 
about the hearts and minds, 
and not just battlefield success, 
politics are an inherent pm1 of 
the operations. especially when 
you are trying to con vi nee 
people not lo light you and lo 
change sides. So the concept of 
overwhelming force is not 
really applicable." 

James Webb, a decornted 
Marine Corps officer in Viet
nam and former secrelarv of 
the N:wy, says the Powell doc
trine never fit every conflict 
anyway. 

'There are times when a 
nation must fight even though 
it is unable to amass over
whelming force. Think of the 
early battles of World W:1r II," 
Mr. Webb said. '·And there are 
times when overwhelming 
force is irrelevant, because its 
application does not meet the 
threat, which is where we are 
today. What is important here 
- to use the phrase I used in 
my speech at the Naval Insti
tute - is 'specific lethality.· 
That means finding the 'point 
targets' in this kind of war and 
then obliterating them." 

If the ne\\~ war on ten-or
ism gives birth to a Bush
Rumsfeld doctrine, clues to its 
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December 19, 2001 5:55 PM 't? 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Steve Cam bone 
V ADM Giambastiani 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~~ 

SUBJECT: Process 

Please take a look at this memo from Dov Zakheim, and then let's set a meeting 

and discuss it. See if you can come up with a list of things we might want to do 

this for, and a list of people who might be the right folks to do it. 

Thanks. 

Attach 
10/21/01USD(C) memo to SecDef 

DHR·dh 
121901-22 

U15125 02 
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Sunday 2 I October/ 2 130 SECOEF HAS Si: 

Mr. Secretary- uC:C 18 2001 

I have given a lot of thought to your very frustrated memo to us of last week. I had 

thought that the memo would be discussed at least Tuesday's staff meeting (I 

missed Ftiday's because I was with l<b)(6) !, but it wasn't. 

I have a generic response: it seems to me that for each major area of concern to 

you, you should create a streamlined process with a designated hitter in charge. 

I believe you have done that on the operational military side; though that is not my 

bailiwick. I know that it is equally do-able in other areas that you might address: 

the war gives you the ability to cut back and streamline bureaucratic processes, 

though those who are not in charge, or are cut out entirely, will cry "foul." 

I base my recommendation on my own experience as Cap Weinberger's 

coordinator of supplies for the British during the Falklands War, when I was only a 

special assistant to an Assistant Secretary (Richard Perle). I was given the authority 

to deal directly with four-stars; cut deals with the British, and prepare memos 

directly to Cap through Fred Ikle, who was Under Secretary. 

Pick the people you want, and put them in charge-not just folks near the top, as 

you have with Tom White on homeland defense, but people further down the chain 

if they show real promise. 
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As things stand now, for issues that are not your primary focus, the bureaucracy 

continues to attach highest priority to attending meetings, and "chopping" on 

memos, rather than doing anything creative. 

We' II be hamstrung in some areas requmng interagency cooperation-for 

example, when it comes to getting 0MB to release significant funding, I simply am 

unsuccessful-they nickel and dime us as if we were not in a real war, only a 

bureaucratic tussle. 

But in other areas. whether in health matters; 

or ramping up defense production: 

or detem1ining what to do in future to ensure greater prominence and capability for 

special operating forces: 

or accelerating transttm11ation; 

or merging defense agencies as you have intended for so long. 

or other areas that preoccupied you before September I 1th, you can either anoint 

the designated official as czar, as you have done "-'ith Ray Dubois. or reach deeper 

into our personnel structure, or even cross nominal jmisdictional lines. since so 

many people around you have multiple competencies beyond their job 

desc1iptions. You could then look to energized people to implement your priorities 

without being hampered by the usual bureaucratic barnacles. 

I hope this memo is not too presumptuous. 

Dov 
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~ December 21, 2001 1:45 PM ~ \~ 

TO: Steve Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: CIA and the NSC 

It is interesting that every department of Government coordinates through the 

National Security Council except for the CIA. 

That is to say, the NSC reviews what State is thinking of doing and DoD as well, 

but we don't seem to review anything CIA does in terms of the allocations of 

assets to different regions, philosophies, or approaches. 

Why don't you draft a memo from me to the President or Condi with respect to 

that, and I will see if I can't figure out what might be done about it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
122101-11) 

Please respond by _________ _ 
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TO: 

~/~ 
Torie Clarke 

Donald Rumsfeld efl FROM: 

SUBJECT: Reuters Story ,1/ 

/ 
/ 

Here is this Reuters article. I would like to make sure we: git that corrected. I am 
/ 

worried about it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/19/0 I Reuters article on German official 

DHR:dlt 
122101-17 

/ 

·································~······································· 
; 

Please respond by--~=-=,·===== 

' 
.,/ 

/ 
I 

/ 

I 
/ 

/ 
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~""' " ~'11, . FROM: 
~EF 

~/ 

DATE: Decen1ber 27, 200 l 

SUBJECT: Reuters Story 

You addressed this matter in your pre-Christmas briefing, and I 
addressed it in two morning media updates. I think this one is 
behind us. 
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UNCLASSIFIEDNFOR OFFICI2'L USE3 ONL¥ 

SIRO PRESS REVIEW - THURSDAY, 20 DECEMBER 2001 

This SIRO Press Review was compiled in the National Security Agency's National Security Operations 
Center (NSOC) by the Senior Information Resources Officer (SIRO) for use as background information 
by analysts and to serve as an indicator of significant worldwide events which may be reflected in 
STGINT. 

THURSDAY, 20 DECEMBER 2001 

HIGHLIGHTS 

l. (AFGHANISTAN CAMPAIGN Pakistani troo s mounted a hu e manhunt on Thy_rsd_ay to tr to 
recapture at least 20 al-Qa'ida fighters who esc a a ear 1er after a n I wit their ua11 s m 
w 1c e1g a - a I a fig ters an six Pakistanis were killed. Dozens of prisoners, arrested after fleeing 
from Atghamstan, had initially managed to escape. Twenty-one of the escapees were subsequently 
recaptured. Elsewhere, a sweep of snow-laden cave hideouts by Afghan fighters yielded more prisoners 
and documents, and U.S. helicopters flew night missions through the mountain valleys. Britain 
announced it had offered to lead a multinational peacekeeping force and to commit 1,500 troops, adding 
,!hat in any conflict with the U.S. military, the Americans would be in charge. A German official had 
said earlier that German troops and other international forces must not come under the command of the 
U.S., insisting there be a clear separation between the peacekeeping force and the U.S. campaign. 
Britain said the exact composition of the force, which could number 3,000-5,000, would be resolved in 
the coming days and that a vanguard of 200 British soldiers could move from Bagram airport to Kabul 
in time for Saturday's inauguration. Key UN Security Council members have completed a resolution that 
authorizes a peacekeeping force, and a full Security Council vote could come Thursday. Meanwhile, at 
Camp Rhino, FBT agent~ auestjoned 15 al-Qa'ida and Taleban captives. none of whom are among the 22 
on the U.S. list of most- wanted terrorists, Einally. Canada on Wednesday revealed elements of its elite 
fomt Task Force 2 commando unit are in Afghanistan taking part in operations to crush pockets of 
Taleban and al- Qa'ida resistance. -APIREUTERS,19120 DEC 01-

2. (MIDDLE EAST) The Palestinian Authority (PA) arrested 12 of its own securitv men from Gaza 
Wednesday in an effort to rein in anti-Israeli militants, charging them with violating the cease- fire 
orders. Also, a Hamas leader in the West Bank, Hassan Youssef, said consideration was being given to 
suspending suicide attacks. Meanwhile, Israel offered to loosen its military grip on the West Bank city 
of Nablus as incentive for Arafat to crack down on militants. In addition, Israel resumed security 
contacts with the PA; Palestinian sources said later the first meeting was a failure. Arab states are 
expected to propose a resolution at a UN emergency session on Thursday calling for an end to the 
violence and affirming that the PA is essential to any peace efforts. -APIREUTERS, 19120 DEC 01-

3. (INDIA/PAKISTAN) A New Delhi newspaper reported Thursday that scores of battle-ready Indian 
army units, including tanks and mechanized infantry formations, have been deployed along the Punjab
Pakistani border. Although ominous, Indian Prime Minister Vajpayee has said he would first use 
diplomatic means to convince Pakistan to close down the two groups India claims carried out the attack 
on the its parliament. -FBJS!ReUTERS, I 9120 DEC OJ-

CAPSULES 
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1. (U.S.ffERRORISM) Zacarias Moussaoui, the first man indicted in the 11 September attacks, was 
ordered held without bail Wednesday in a brief appearance in a Virginia courtroom. -AP, 19 DEC 01-

2. (COMPUTER WORM) A new computer worm, disguised as a holiday greeting, has popped up in 
the U.S. and Europe that could destroy personal computers, experts said Wednesday. -REUTERS, /9 
DECO/-

3. (COLOMBIA) The ELN has broken a Christmas-season truce it announced just two days ago by 
kidnapping civilians and raiding an Indian village, the army said on Wednesday. -REUTERS, 19 DEC 
01-

4. (ARGENTINA) Four Argentines were killed during rioting and looting Wednesday, as the 
government declared a 30-day state of siege to contain the worst civil unrest in a decade. 
Demonstrations continue on Thursday, according to a government-owned news agency, and the 
economic minister and rest of the cabinet resigned. -FBISIREUTERS, 19/20 DEC 01-

5. (UK/AFGHANISTAN) Britain will resume diplomatic relations with Afghanistan on 22 December. -
REUTERS, 19 DEC 01-

6. (RUSSIA) Parliamentarians on Wednesday prepared to scrap labor laws brought in 30 years ago in 
favor of a new code allowing private companies to hire and fire workers. -REUTERS, 19 DEC 01-

7. (BALKANS) Three ethnic Albanians accused of involvement in a bus bombing that killed~ !]:~CiN' 
were freed Wednesday by Kosovo's supreme coUl't after nine months behind bars. M~.~~ 
01- tt~\.,11~1 

8. (JORDAN) A former member of the Jordanian parliament, Sheik Dib Aneef Shihade iP,iFJm\ l~~1 
without bond in a Chicago jail for alleged visa violations, officials said. -REUTERS, -19 DEC 01-

9. (IRAN) The U.S. disputed an Iranian claim Wednesday that U.S. naval forces in the Gulf attacked an 
oil tanker bound for an Iranian port, saying the vessel was a Belize-flagged tanker suspectedw:· t ating 
sanctions against Iraq. -REUTERS, 19 DEC 01- ·'"\"l 

~ 
10. (SOMALIA) U.S. Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld said Wednesday that a senior German official's 
earlier remarks saying the U.S. ts 1Uf~1v to strike Somalia next in its war against Usama bin Laden, were 
"flat wrong.'· -RE01ERS, 19 DEC 01 

11. (INDONESIA) An Indonesian army transport plane carrying 90 soldiers crash landed at an airport 
in northeastern Aceh on Thursday, injuring several personnel on board. There are conflicting reports as 
to whether rebel fire or faulty brakes were to blame for the accident. -AP/REUTERS, 20 DEC 01-

TRAVEL 

1. PAKISTANI PRESIDENT PERVEZ MUSHARRAF arrived in China on 20 Dec. 

2. ZIMBABWEAN PRESIDENT ROBERT MUGABE arrived in Libya on 19 Dec. 

PREPARED BY BOB WALTON, NSOC SIRO, TEAM 2 
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TO: Torie Clarke 

December 26, 2001 12:16 PM 

--ti 

~11, t',f 
FROM: Donald Rumsfeld l}'f\. / 

/SUBJECT: Press Policy / 

/ Please look at this article here about the press. There ought 1;6 'e some way we 

'( /' can do something like that. What do you think'? 

l 

I 
,· 

/ 
/ 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/21/0 l Early Bi rd article #46 

DHR:dh 
122601-6 

.........••..•••••••••...•............................................. , 

Please respond by 

I 

--~-------/ 

I 
/ 

/ 
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.Y.irines have moved into tional secrecy~e~or in- ab1~-amt--almost no first-hand '>" Mr. Hillen, a former army o/fi-
Kandahar, the birthplace of the stance, in the Gulf War on5,,..-a:ccounts from reporters or his- cer and decorated combat vet
Taliban. Every day millions of American reconnaissan~~ yn1t torians who were actually 
Americans must think to them- fought a hotly conteste~~l_!,I ere. ·cally in the infor- eran of the Gui{ War, is chief 
selves how proud they are of against the Iraqi RJPu · an mation age wars are being operating officer of Island 
these wa~riors. And yet hardly Guard on the second' of the unrecorded an ur heroes lost. ECN. 
an Amencan can name one of ground war. 1n/ at fight, This was no always the 
them ~- and probably won't known as The Rattle of the 73 case with the milit . ln ear-
well into the future. Easting, one _e'fficer in particu- lier wars, the am1e forces Washington Post 
. }nstead, Americans st~d l'.'f, C:apt. 1~- McMaster, dis- lhrus_t their_ hero7s int the December 21, 2001 
in Jeopardy. of remem?e~mg tmgu1she4' hims~lf as a ~~tie ~pothght and put them on ur p . 44 
Geraldo Rivera, Christiane leader squarely m the trad1tton m order to inspire the Amer 4~ . . . 
Amanapour or Ashleigh Ban- of Amotica's greatest fighting can public and cement the · A Mo~em Tanker fktt· 
field as the heroes of the Af- men. / message that these soldiers r The Air Force, 
Y,lil;I War. Relentlessly narcis- Ip that battle, in which I were one with them. Sergeant obert No~aks. Dec. 16 
s1st1c and buoyed by cloying parti,tipated, Capt. McMaster's York Audie Murphy and the :re I olumn, I B~emr ~oin
network anchors at home, re- scouts surprised a full strength crew' of the Memphis Belle ogg ~. wrong Y tmf ie I at 
porters such as these have used Republican Guard tank battal- were just some of those that the _ ~If orce do~sn t hav~ a 
dramatic license to heighten ion dug in for an ambush of the were paraded as an exampte of p~sitl~n n leasing ~oemftg 
the sense of personal danger to American advance. While what the everyman can ac- 7 7s 1or ~. as tank_er a1rcra . 
themsel~es and _thus tacitly di- Ql:her Wlits ~ . ~is reiiment complish when fighting for O~ positt .-..~ previousl_y ex
~ect !herr reportm~ toward? the stopped after m1t1al resistance America. plained to Mr. No~ak, 15 that 
inevitable concluston -- "am't 1 from the Iraqis, Capt. McMas- The U.S. needs a similar ~ve need to r\.odem1ze our ag
a hero?" . . . /ter personally took the lead in policy today, especially now mg ~~er n~et, and we are 

, As. the v1ewmg _public, / his tank and assa~lted into and that for the first time in history c.onsid_er~g _al\ reas?nable op
we re likely. to take tnem at / throu_gh the Iraq, forces in a we have a small professional ~tons, me udtn~ leasing or buy-
face value, in part b~cause we / hail or fank fire -- destroying force serving a large (and non- mg 7675· ~ 
know no other Amencans who: the equivalent of an enemy participatory) citizenry. While . In our gl? 1al wai: on t~r
can ~apture our U!lagination o~ brigade by battle's end. the American public greatly r?ns~, the air !l'efuehn~ m1s
mspir.e us to sacrifices of . Ollll The battle received a fair admires its military and re- s~on ts m~stly one with ~ 
own m the war on terrorism; amount of press, prestigious spects it more than any other aU'c_raft des,~e and first b~i~t 
As a ~onsequence we .P~Ss ~ur medals were a:-,varded, Tom institution in the country, it is durll_lg the E1se ower admuu
affect1~ns on to the m1lhoname S:lancy feature? 1t prominently the respect of a voyeur. Fewer stration. We ha : flown _mo~e 
celebnty reporters rather than tn a nonfiction book, and and fewer Americans serve in than 3,_500 refu !llg sorties m 
to the $35,000-a-year Delta movie rights were quickly a smaller force these days and Operatwn End mg Freed?rn 
Force sergeant crawling sold. Mr. McMaster became a as a result public contact of and_mo.re than ?DO ~efuelmg 
around Tora Bora. : legend in the shrinking and in- any sort with the people on the sorties m s~ppo . ?f au: patrols 

. It is n?~ the, me4ia's fa~lt~ creasingly insular circles of ground in the military is rare. over Amencan ihes since the 
It ts the m1htary s. ~!Ilce Viet~ our professional anny. To he Ip reconnect the pub- ~ept. 11 attac. The~e .opera
nam, :,vhere t!le m~htary's ad-< But. ask an American to- lie with the military that de- tlons, along w1 a miss.ion fo
versanal relat10nsh1p with the\ day (or ll1 1992 for that matter) fends it, Americans should be cus .on homel_a d security, are 
press was cemented, the Pen:\ to name an on-the-ground hero exposed to soldiers like Jason forcmg ~e Arr Force to assess 
tagon has had a mistrustful :ffid, i of the G~lf War and you are Amerine, t~e wounded G_reen a.cce!eratmg r placement op-
ham-handed way of handling \:ar more likely to hear about Beret captam whose exploits in t10ns. . 
!he .oress and 8.IJ.V attention thatt~hur Kent. the "Scud sturl ," helping to capture Kandahar . lnc~rpor mg new_ '.67 
it. cannot control. Some ser- .even Peter Arnett, who he- were dramatically detailed in aircraft into ~ fleet ~,II 1m
y1ces are better than others, but }1,callymanned a hotel room the Washin~on Post. Rather pro~~ our n~I refuel mg ca
·~ gener~I t~e Penta_gon's war- lfl Baghdad. than restrictmg Capt. Amerine pab1hty .cir at1cally. Benefits 
time po!Jcy 1s "no pictures and \". In fact, Mr. McMaster is. to one newspaper interview, he mclude I r~ased fuel ?ffi?~d, 
no names, please." pr bably better known for a should be on Oprah, the morn- near-te. . atrcra~ ~~ailabzhty 

Compoun~~g th~s ~s the we -received military history ing news shows, Jay Leno,. Bn:<l 5?10n rehab1hty -- all 
fact that the_m1\1tary 1s 1mpl~- bo? he wrote while a .West talking to high-school an~I wi artowersupportcosts. , 
cably egahtartan when tt Porn rofessor than he ts for campus autliences, and in Should Congress approve· 
comes to individual attention·- his e aordinary battlefield movie playing himself (lY e a: leasing option to put new 
"all the brothers are equally leadersh1 . The movie of his war against terrorism-. -It's a t\}nkers ~ service, we will ana
brave," a commander once told battle has ne been made and shame that more · Americans lyze bus mess conditions and 
me. It's a bit like the Penn instead Hollywootl--ha.t__given now know-·cofKe!ly Flinn, the detefI!iine the _mo~t cost
State foo~b~ll teams that never us two "':'holly fictiona~lritandering and lying B-52 effe_ct1ve mod~m1zat1on path 
have md1v1_dual names on the War movies -- "Courage Under pilot, than Capt. Amerine. avaLla~le. Leasmg m~y ~na~le 
backs of Jerseys, except the Fire" and "Three Kinss." Like Mr. McMaster, an- the Atr Force to av_o!~ s1gmfi
Pentag~n won't eyen put . As for the official record, other self-effacing soldier, cant up-front_ acqmsmon cash 
names m the press gmde. m 199 l the anny was so para- Capt. Amerine might be un- outlays, and 1t could allow us 

. Granted_, the current c~- n~id about having a possible comfortab1e with the publicity, to accelerate re~irement of ~e 
pa1gn, . dommated by Special failure recorded that it refused but it serves a much greater oldest, least-~ehable tankers m 
Operations troops, needs to to. let reporters ( even army re- good. Without knowing the he- t~e. flee~, savm~ more tha? $3 
preserve secrecy. But the f~n- porter~) advance with the roes of our professional mili- b1ll1on m repatr and mamte-
tago? ~3? eschewed I:'ubhc1ty front-lme troops and as a result tary, how can our children be nance costs. . 
for u:id1v1~ual he!oes m every there is hardly a single frame inspired to become like them, lf a cost-benefit analysis 
conflict smce Vietnam, even of batt!e footage from the rather than like Geraldo? fa_vors another appro.1:ch, we 
well after the need for opera- ground war in the Gulf avail- will pursue that alternative. 
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February 1, 2002 
TO: 

FROM: 

SECn:F 

r/iLARKE 
SUBJECT: Press Policy - John Hiller1 

Agree with John Hillen's.point. We have facilitated some of the "connection" between 
the U.S. military and the American people, but we need to do much more. Plus, we need 
to look beyond just the news media as a vehicle. Most important to success is a cultural 
change, one that seeks and exploits opportunities to tell stories like Captain Amerine' s 
rather than shunning them. 

Note: Many in the military take your strong public statements about leaks and your 
private ones about the media as a signal that you want to shut the media down whenever 
possible. Their perception of the intent behind your comments has had a chilling effect 
on the very outputs you state you desire in your snowflake. 

IDhiru:s n e 

• Scores of media embeds with carriers, bombers, AWACs, CAPs, as well as with 
troops in the region when large numbers went in on the ground. 

• Tndividual media embeds with 6 SOF teams. 

• Release of combat camera footage of (first) October 19 SOF raid in Afghanistan. 

• lnterviews with SOF members injured in friendly fire incident and the crew of the 
B-1 that crashed in the lndian Ocean. 

• Development of DefendAmerica website (direct communication with the 
American people) 

• Premier of Ocean's 11 at Incirlik; Magazine cover story on troops and celebrities. 

• MTV (music television -- cable show) program from Ramstein Air Force base. 
Reach over one million people, domestically. 

• Compaq Computers national campaign allowing the general public to email 
messages to the troops. 

• Sony and Circuit City campaign allowing the general public to digitally record 
messages to the troops. 

• Establishment of the "Messages to the Troops" email program. 

I 
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• AOL online chats and promotion of our website, DefendAmerica 

• Helped form United We Stand, Inc .. a group of volunteers who have developed 
campaigns to keep Americans engaged in the war effort. This group designed the 
United We Stand bracelets. tNet proceeds are donated to the military societies). 

• NFL cooperation resulting in several half-time tributer..; players' salutes to troops 
aired every Sunday during games. 

• Special tributes to the troops on Leno and Letterman. 

Upcomin~:: 

• Flix special lin Super BoY.'1 Sunday; profiling troopr. in Kabul/Kandahar during 
the Super Bowl. 

• SECDEF messages on Super Bowl. 

• Nickelodeon Children·s C~tble Program (Nick News broadcast from Afghanistan) 

Activities Underway 

• Camera crews will travel to the region compiling footage for PSAs. news trailers 
for movie theaterf:>, as well as for a VH-1 special. 

• Business Newf:> TV crew in Afghanistan. A documentary team filming segments 
for PBS, Nickelodeon. BBC. and Hi-definition TV. 

• VH-1 (Music cable station) taping "Special J\·1usic Requests'" with troops in 
Afghanistan. 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 
Torie Clarke 

Donald Rumsfeld~ 

December 26, 2001 12:23 PM 

SUBJECT: Recognition of Commentators 

There are a lot of commentators on television who ar_rgood and a lot who are not. 

When this thing is over, we ought to write the one~ho are good. 

I 
For example, Lt. Col. Bill Cowan, retired us:ic, is doing a good job on Fox 

f; 

News. A fellow named Shepherd is doing,,if°goodjob, as is Wes Clarke. 

f 
Why don't we tickle a note for MarclyA.pril for me to dictate a note and send it to 

the ones who have done a good job,tind have shown thoughtfulness and balance. 

I 
I 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
122601-7 

....................... · 1· ........................................................... .. . 
/ 

Please respond by_· ---------
/ 

./ 

{x,, ~I 
~ .. 

,.......-.---. 7 C//~J 

M fp ~tco/ &-1 ,J ~~ 

/J1arJ /4P~· / ~ ~ ~v 
AT(' /~ ~<4 y ~ -

U 151 3lf 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

cc: 

SUBJECT: 

sy~~EF 
11.u 
T~~--

December27, 2001 

DiRita 

Recognition of Commentators ... 

I recommend you don't send them any written commendations. 
Most of the commentators, good and bad, get paid for their work, 
and I would hate for ;my correspondence by you to make it into the 
public eye. Shepard and Clark check in with us fairly regularly 
and have not exploited those communications for personal gain. 
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!snowflake 

December 26, 2001 5:09 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld v. 
SUBJECT: Security 

I would like to talk about who gets security in the building. At the present time, it 

apparently is the Secretary and the Deputy Secretary, the Chairman and Vice 

Chairman, the Secretary of each of the Services, the Chief of Staff of each Service 

and the Vice Chief of Staff of each Service, and the Commandant of the Marines. 

I think it is excessive. Let's talk about it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
122601-20 

P~u~~ood~----------
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~~ 
December 27, 2001 9:35 AM '\ _4.'? 

~ 

TO: 

FROM: 

Torie Clarke 
Larry Di Rita 

~-~ 
Donald Rumsfd V 

SUBJECT: Tony Dolan Memo 

Tony Dolan's 12/14/0 l memo here is first-rate. You both ought to read it 

carefully, and then we ought to figure out how we fix it. 

Let's have a meeting and talk about it 

Th~rnks. 

Attach. 
12/14/0 I Dolan mem<1 to SecDef re: Speeches 

DHR:dll 
122701-22 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond hy _________ _ 
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~c?.Wg-
f~SEtN ~ 1 1 

Dec.14, 2001 ScCOE /0/17 /1oJ s f°'Dh'lelc::,Ot/ 
MEMORANDUM C. 0 1 '2.00'\ A 

O'E. " . U_ .. f ,,,, "; i . ..L 1').. a /'p _ /--;-; To: Secretary Rurnsfeld yt,(;;~ /1 J J ,., ~ 1....- J N_ 

Fr: Anthony R. Dolan (-, , t.:ee & £ f-
Re: Speeches ;'tY r . 11e.r el/ei c j,,( 

fe,1/e /;iroce!5 Hs. ,-,, ~re_ 

()l 1 .,J !I' lo r ;e ~ roh le,., (. J tt al\ 

j 1 l .J. -/ofly ,.,_,,1,;f.l v';;,u f.c 5ee ycvl t;CA, lffv / 

I THE PERSONAL, TOUCH 

(A) The Wall St. Journal was most enthusi~stic about the Pearl Harbor {J l/:.'t._ 
piece because of the personal information -- thanks for the time on the plane to 
Tampa. 

(B) And your get-together with the speechwriters a while back led to both 
the Keeper-of-the-Flame address and a statement that was a ten-strike in the 
briefing room the next day. (The thoughts you called down were about smoke still 
coming out of the WTC ruins and how wars take time.) 

So, is this is a lead-in to a request for more face time with you? 

Such things should take care of themselves. Just kinda happen. A single 
writer chatting with you for two to three minutes the afternoon before a briefing'! 

Anyway, just the observation that seeing the writers saves time because it (a) 
exponentially increases the chances of getting it right in the first draft (b) provides your 
quick word or line that can be a mustard seed (c) assists in your own engine-revving (d) 
contributes to the creative culture and the movement towards a day-to-day excellence that 
is the ultimate objective of speechwriting and (e) raises consciousness about the 
importance of speechwriting to the Secdef process. 

On this last point speechwriting is sometimes the last to know; for example, for the 
Dec. 11 memorial event the writer had 24 hours and warning for this week's Thursday 
briefing warning was a few hours. Meeting in Torie's office Friday may have solved this 
problem. 

Be assured your briefing room and TV appearances are watched and 
scrutinized and learned from by writers. 

II GENERAL,: SITUATION 

Running speechwriting is about brokering drafts but, above all, 
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developing writers by getting everybody in the rotation -- makin'em stars. (Helps 
the chief writers' writing too.) 

Marc Thiessen doing this now. 

You may have noticed the variegation: Terri Lukach now has done 
memorial remarks as well as numerous briefing statements and tapings, about 
which you were kind enough to compliment her. So, her confidence grows. 
Fleming Saunders - slated soon for starting pitcher role -- did Great Lakes naval 
and Tuesday's statement. Major Ann Skelly kept very busy by deputy (this has left 
a gap here) but we hope, if she gets a breather, to work her into your rotation. 

There is movement towards the right culture, one where writers stop by 
each other's offices, hand drafts back and forth - don't just take edits but actively 
seek them from colleagues. And less up-tightness. Takes time. (But great things 
can happen when a creative atmosphere is established and writers can prosper. 
GWB got that unforgettable speech to Congress because of such a culture -- the 
writers interact, Gerson's management is skillful, the president is protective and 
the talent is there.) 

Writers also working to develop strengths and gain some awareness of 
quirks or weaknesses. Incidentally -- and this may interest you -- one obstacle 
being overcome is everybody's capitol hill experience. The writers chide and 
deride me for saying this (young people today lack my own generation's sense of 
servility) but writing floor statements or testimony in a place where other senators 
don't pay attention and the press gallery picks up the written text later means there 
isn't enough training in establishing a connection to a live audience. You know -
chitchat, one-liners, common interests -- the sense of theater and audience that you 
have. Instead, everybody wants to fine tune the polemic -- get right to the forensic 
point. Never mind the charm or to-ing and fro-ing. There is an absence of set-up; 
and, in speechwriting, set-up is everything, just everything. 

Ill. TWO PROBLEMS PRESENTLY KEEPING US (OR AT LEAST ME) UP 
AT NIGHT (BUT CLOSE TO BEING SOLVED). 

(A) RESEARCH -- We are close now to solving this but here is 
showstopper: We have no researchers. 

I've never seen this before. First, writers don't get a set-up memo with 
useful information, points of contact, reference material for an event. Currently 
the writers do this by themselves - which can take hours - sometimes days. 
(Writer spent almost a full day on the phone getting details for Ft Bragg visit.) 
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Besides the fatigue factor, the writer doesn't have a fresh approach to the data. 
This risks reducing quality. Moreover, great speeches are usually the result of 
research -- the quintessential quote or datum or person. 

Second, before things go to you, there is no formal system for proofing 
drafts. (So you get a Wall St Journal piece with transposed pages, for which, 
again, I apologize.) 

But, third, and most terrifying of all - no real fact-checking. Marc told 
me about the Hanseatic League. And you should have seen the scurrying around 
down here when we were trying to verify that 1.5 million Afghans died in last 
decade. And then there was the Yamamato quote. Apparently, the sole source was 
a Hollywood screenwriter. Had we gone with this one -- you would still be 
explaining yourself. And we would be explaining ourselves -- to you. 

This sort of thing terrifies me, having worked in a newsroom and seen 
how easily a factual error can be made even by experienced reporters and editors 
and how awful the consequences can be. 

Anyway, two experienced researchers are interested (your stardom keeps 
upping the applicant pool). Marc will try to move this through the bureaucracy. 

Besides institutionalizing a sense of caring about accuracy, having 
researchers on board means they will also get familiar with and have handy for the 
writers the Rumsfeld archives which Marc organized and recently brought 
upstairs. They will be available if you have a personal research project. 

(B) YOUR CARDS OR HALF SHEETS -- Right now writers are 
responsible for your cards or large-type text. Which is crazy. They shouldn't be 
doing the typing but looking it over - making sure text is right and changes 
incorporated. (Particularly since you rework right up to delivery.) If and when 
researchers get here we will establish a process. 

And, by the way, somebody with you - security or staff-should have a 
spare set of cards or sheets just in case. Always. 

IV. SUMMARY 

So some progress made. And more, we hope, on way. 
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DOLAN'S GUIDE TO SPEECHES 
(In spirit of Rumsfeld's Rules) 

Very few things are more important to the principal than knowing speech 
drafts will come in on time and be in reasonable shape. The comfort level here 
must be high. Higher. Highest. 

Principals get the draft WHEN they want it. End of discussion. 

Principals get the draft HOW they want it. End of discussion 

Principals have a staff because they have achieved something. And they need a 
speechwriter because they have something to say. So principals should be the 
principal origin of speechwriting material as well as source of its success. 

Good speechwriting is asking the right questions and taking good dictation. 

Access is everything 

Principals who do not give their writers access are either (a) costing themselves 
time because the work must be redone or (b) forcing themselves to accept an 
inferior product that won't sound like them. 

If a principal asks "Gonna make me sound like Kennedy? Gonna make me 
sound like Reagan?" the smart speechwriter responds: "No I'm going to do better 
than that. I'm gonna make you sound like you." 

Little is of more importance to a public official's discharge of duty in a 
democracy than his or her report to the people on the work being done, which 
means message, which means speeches. 

Message or speeches are not the tail end of a strategy since strategy is, after 
all, nothing more than its formulation and in public life, that usually happens in the 
speechwriting stage. 

Real change is not about process but about ideas and the words that convey 
them - the speeches. 

Speeches - the words are largely what history remembers presidents for. 
And a few presidents-- Kennedy, Reagan -- knew this. And knew that 
speechwriting was, arguably, their most important department. 
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So, one of Washington's favorite truisms: words vs. action poses a false 
dichotomy. Because words are action -- the first action. And oftentimes the most 
important action. The Declaration of [ndependence did as much as any battle to 
win the American Revolution --by bringing France in. The Emancipation 
Proclamation did as much as any battle to win the Civil War -by keeping Britain 
out. 

The amount of attention principals pays to speeches depends on which of 
two kinds of statesmen they aspire to be: .. problem solver" or "world changer". 
Problem solvers think the stuff of history is clever maneuvers by high-level people 
like themselves. (They end up making changes at the margin.) World changers 
believe the stuff of history is great ideas and the words that enunciate them -- and 
the faith. hope and love those ideas and words evoke in ordinary people. (They 
end up accomplishing enduring change.) 

The problern solver -- impressed by who has the biggest battalion and largest 
GNP -- tends to leave most things be. The world changer -- impressed by who is 
telling the truth and cares the most about it and understanding truth has ontological 
power and moral force is the greatest power in the world -- tends to think all things 
are possible. 

Great change requires great ideas. Great ideas require great words. Great 
word:,; require great :,;peeches. 

Great speeche:,; require "the Casablanca effect"". Nobody knows how or why 
such a good movie got made; nobody knows who came up with the great lines or 
ideas. The studio just made a habit of getting good ~·Titers and directors together 
and lettin'em mix. Planned serendipity. Habits of excellence. "Luck is the residue 
of design," as the man says. 

The government culture is not just opposed to the kind of culture that a good 
speechwriting department needs tu prosper. It is hostile. deeply hostile. In fact, it 
wages implacable, unrelenting war on any prospect or hint of such a creative 
culture. 

Speechwriters should not be surprised by obstacles. Bureaucracy, while 
necessary and useful, also has its downside - it hates anything that stands outs. 

Which is another way of saying bureaucracy is opposed to and relentlessly 
seeks to stamp out or suffocate excellence. So. unless speechwriters are lucky 
enough to have a principal who protects them (rare), they must expect to try and 
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survive in an atmosphere that is punitive, coercive and intent on thwarting al1 their 
best work. 

When staff types or administrators are punitive, coercive and attempt to thwart 
their best work, speechwriters should not feel singled out. The military 
bureaucrats, after al1, sought to arrest Grant for trying to take Vicksburg, drove 
Billy Mitchell out of the army for seeing the possibilities of air power, drummed 
Rochefort out of the Navy shortly after h.is code breakers helped win possibly the 
most decisive naval battle in history at Midway, and did everything to stop Hyman 
Rickover from corning up with a weapon system (saved by Congress) crucial to 
preventing nuclear war and wining the Cold War. 

Which isn't to mention the church bureaucrats. They banned the works of 
Thomas Aquinas -- a doctor of the church, harassed and chased all over Europe 
Ignatius Loyola -- founder of a great religious order, and incinerated Jean D'Arc -
a most conspicuously holy saint. 

For staff types, going to meetings, talking on the phone, dictating memos, 
issuing orders and making sure the principal listens to their brilliant advice is the 
priority stuff. Speeches are something th.e principal also does. When time permits. 

Staff types - who would never do it themselves -- cannot be expected to 
comprehend a job that requires someone to sit at a computer for up to eight or nine 
hours a day for sometimes three, four, five, or six days running. (A good speech 
usua11y demands 20 to 40 man-hours.) 

A good many staff types care about speechwriting when it will make them 
look good. Or when it will make them look bad. No other time 

A good many staff types will shut off access to the principal but give the 
writers no guidance. They will make sure speechwriters are the last to know about 
a speech but demand the draft early. They will take credit if the speechwriters 
does come up with something but will demand to know why their instructions 
weren't followed if the writer is dry. 

Speechwriters just need to know there will always be "staff officers from 
Crecy" - wearing shiny uniforms and swagger stick in hand, they show up on the 
front lines, look down on the combat soldiers in the trenches who have been 
holding off the enemy and criticize them for the unshined appearance of their 
boots. 

Government is simply ill equipped to reward or make room for work that 
requires a magical mix of ambiguity and precision and countless hours of draining, 
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lonely, thankless application of seats of pants to seat of chair. 

Government administrators are ill equipped to understand that speechwriting 
is not like attending meetings or talking on the phone -- which is what 
government administrators do. They cannot be expected to know that writing is 
bleeding, that there are limits, -- and a need for restoration 

In the private sector, the equivalent to the way government usually does 
speechwriting is this: The CEO of a pharmaceutical firm has his drug researchers 
and scientists report through and explain themselves to his sales, marketing, 
financial, security, maintenance and motor-pool divisions. 

But business too - failing business -- can wage war on creativity. Visit any 
struggling company and the one division that is making money will be the subject 
·of the most constant and severe criticism and the agreed-on source of the 
company's problems. Vice presidents of divisions not making money will be 
gigging and threatening and attempting to cut back the size of money-making 
division even as they try to add more staff to their own failing empires. 

Usually though, the private sector is usually quite different from government. 
There is a bottom line -- money is at stake. So appreciation and compensation and 
advancement for creative types exists. In television and movies, creative types 
especially writers get paid mind-boggling amounts and have chance to go on to be 
directors and ruin their own scripts. In the news business, creative types get 
airtime or bylines and become international celebrities. On Madison A venue they 
not only get paid well, they frequently end up ad company CEOS 

«Are creative types important to your business?" someone once asked Phil 
Geir, the head of Interpublic, world's largest 'pr'conglomerate. "Important to my 
business?" Geir asked back with incredulity, "They are my business." 

For years, Peter Dailey of Dailey Associates, California's biggest ad agency, 
paid his creative director more than he paid himself. 

The private sector has a way of preventing a trauma public officials often have 
to endure: waking up one day to find their writer-types have drifted off and 
silently gone away and left them with a problem of indescribable size. 

Speechwriters are your marines; if your marines don't have attitude, who's 
going to have attitude? 

Speechwriters are like jet pilots and surgeons-they better have confidence. 
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The only thing worse than a department of troublemaking speechwriters is a 
department of non-trouble-making speechwriters. (As I used to say to Don 
Regan.) 

So speechwriters are nature's noblemen and noblewomen. They are also giant 
pains in the neck. 

NEXT INSTALLMENT - guide to avoiding speechwriter and chief 
speechwriter foibles and infirmities. 
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TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld J pl 

SUBJECT: George Shultz Speech 

December 29, 200111:43 AM 

Attached is an interesting speech that our mutual friend, George Shultz gave. I 

thought you might like to s~e it. 

Respectfully, 

Att;u.:h 
I 1/0S/01 Ge\1rg~ Shultz Speech to In~citut~ of United S1ates Studie~ 

DHR.:dh 
L2291H-~ 

f.HI 

\~~ ,o,.. 
~· 

~ ,oot> 

U15141 02 
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AMOREACCOUNTABI.EWORLD? 

George P. Sb Ditz 

Institute of United States Studies 
James Bryce Lecture on the American Commonwealth 

London: NovembcrS,2001 

You honor me greatly, Lady Thatcher, by your presence here tonight and by 

introducing~c in your own country. You and Ronald Rcasan prodllccd a revolution by 

tho power of your ideas and by your ability to put those ideas into operation. You ended 

the Cold War, you Jed the way to the elevation of rrccdom as an organizing principle in 

political and economic life, you changed the world and so very much for the better. 

In doing so, you also became the symbol of the greatest national partnership in 

history: Britain and America, Our steadfast relationship once again, at this very 

moment, is fighting on a far-off frontier for freedom and 5ecurily-for ourselves and for 

all decent people. 

James Bryce, whom we honor through this lectureship, explained the strength of 

: the Anglo- American bond: how our common hen tage, developed in different styles, laid 

the foundation for democracy, progress, end the rule of law around the world. 

Bryce's remarkable work, The American Commonwealth. gave Americans a gift 

we could not have given ourselves. As Prcsidenl William Howard Taft said, ''He knew 

us better than we know ourselves." 

As a Californian, I should also note that James Bryce was the first British 

'Ambassador to the United States to visit the West Coast. A man whose intellectual 
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energy produced a ceaseless flow of written observations on his travels fell utterly silent 

during his stay in San Francisco. We have nothing whatsoever on record from him then. 

The new mansions on Nob Hill built by the rail and gold rush millionaires, tho Golden 

Gate (even before the bridge), the squalid and \tialent Tenderloin, the flood of immigrant 

Chinese workers must have presented such an amazing sight that even the great Bryce 

could find no words for it. 

• • • • • 

Recently, I have been working on the question of accountability, the importance 

of holding people and institutions, public and private, accountable for theft actions. 

/ 
Without accountability, without a sense of consequence, a mentalily takes over that says, 

,;y can get away with it." That is true whether you arc talking about individual behavior 

or corporate or national reactions to bailouts, acts of genocide, and much more. Right 

now the issue is terrorism. So this evening, 1 want to look at terrorism through the lens of 

accountability. 

The mo11straus acts of Al Qaeda have now made the principle of state 

accountability the law of nations. After the bombings of our cmba1i;;ies in 1998, the 

Security Council stressed •'that every Member State has the duty to retrain from 

organizing instigating, assisting or participating in tcn'Orist. acts in another State or 

acquiescing in organized activities within its ten-itory directed towards the commission of 

2 
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such acts .•.. " [Res. 1189 J On December 29.2000, the Council strongly condemned "the 

continuing use of the areas of Afghanistan under the control of the Afghan faction known 

as Taliban ... for the sheltering and training of terrorists and planning of terrorisl acts., .. 

[Rcs.1333) Thant after September 111 2001, the Council accepted the position pressed 

by the United States and Great Britain recognizing the inherent right of self-defense, 

s~ssing "that those responsible for aiding, supporting or harboring the perpetrators, 

org11llizcrs and sponsors of these acts will be held accountable," reaffirming that every 

Sta!e is duty-bound to refrain from assisting terrorists or acquiescing in ibeir activities. 

[Res. 1368 &.1373] 

The legal basis for tho principle of state accountability is now clear, and the right 

of self-defense is acknowledged as an appropriate basis for its enforcement. And our 

actions now must make that principle a reality. 

The Basic Anti-Terrorist Ideas 

1111: attacks ar September 1 I, 200 1, arc a grotesque reminder that freedom 

remains vulnerable to authoritarian ideologies. Democracies continue to face the ,hrcat 

of terror from those who refu.se lo accept the principles oflo1erance and equality for all 

human beings. We have learned what we must do to prevail. 

Then Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, after a tcaorisl attempt on her life in 

'Brighton's Grand Hotel on October 12, 1984, spoke about terrorism wilh characteristic 

strength and candor: "'The bomb attack on theGrdlld Hotel early this morning was first 

and foremost an inhuman, undiscriminaling attempt to massacre innocent, unsuspcc:ting 

men and women .... The bomb attack , , . was an attempt to cripple Her Majesty's 
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democratically elected Government. That is the scale of the outrage in which we have all 

shared; and the fact that we arc: gathered hera now ..•. -.hocked, but composed and 

determined- is a sjgn nor only thar rhis attack has failed, but that aD iauem13lS to destroy 

dcmoqacv bv terrorism will fail." 

Speaking two weeks later in reaction to Brighton and orher acts of terror, I 

developed her themes: "We cannol allow ourselve, to become the Hamler of nations, 

worrying endlessly over whether and how to respond. Fighting terrorism will not be a 

clean or pleasant contest. but we have no choice. , . , We must n:ach a constnsus in this 

country that our responses should go beyon1..l passive defense to consider means of~ 

prcventiL)ll. preenmtitHl. and retaliation. Our roaJ must be to 11rncnt and deter future 

te1TOrisc acts." 

The Heads of the Group of Seven major industrial democracies meeting in Tokyo 

on May S, 1986 stated that we '*strongly reaffirm our conllemnation of international 

terrorism in all its forms, of its accomplices and of those. includjpg J;OVemmenl5, who 

sponsor or support it. Tcttqrism has no iustificarion." 

This unprece<lente<l international manifesto came about thtough the toughnisss and 

dctmnination of Margaret Thatcher and Ronald Reagan. but the other leaden were fully 

on board. 

These statements from the past show ibat lffl'Orisrn is a wt!apon with a long 

history, used by states and groups hostile to free societit!s and operating in ways designed 

to make it hard to know who has committe<l an atrocity. They also contain the key ideas 

necessary for succeas in the fight against the terrorisls and thdir stale sponsors. 

4 
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Admiral Yamamoto, who led the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, knew 

somelh:ing about the United Stales. After the attack he warned, "We have awakened a 

sleeping giant and instilled in it a terrible resolve." Well, Osama bin Laden and his 

cohorts do not know much about the Unitod States, hut he will know that his attacks on 

Americans on American soil have awakened a giant. His band of killers has instilled in 

us a deep resolve to stamp out terrorism. And we have mobilized powerful support 

around the globe, most dramatically from the government and people of Great Britain, a 

nation that is all too familiar with terrorism. Your Prime Minister was applauded 

throughout the United States, as well as in Congress, when he appeared with Laura Bush 

at that dramatic joint session in September. 

Yes, we have had terrorists before and the fundamental ideas are there. But the 

sense of urgency and the scale of effort underway today far exceed what has come before. 

The prospects for success therefore are far greater. 

And now, as before, we are lucky enough to find real leadership, people rising to 

the challenge. In America, we have a president who is decisive and inspirational and 

determined. He is candid with us about the nature of the threat we fact and about what 

we need to do about it. He has an impressive team working with him. I know these 

people well. They are experienced. They are open-minded and tough-minded. They 

know what must be done and they know how to do it. As my wife put it the other day, 

'"Aren't we lucky that the adults arc in charge?' 

I have noticed that since the campaign was joined in Afghanistan only four weeks 

ago, there has been a growing unease in the European mama. Won't innocent& gel hurt? 

Yes, war hurts innocents, especially when terrorist forces try to use them as shields, but 

s 
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our effort is to keep this to a minimum. Won't there be far-reaching consequences? Yes, 

and for the better. Isn't this dangerous'? Yes, but even more so if we fail to act. We 

cannot allow the effort needed for a just cause to u11dcnnine our will. As a British Prime 

Minister once said, 'This is no time logo wobbly.'' 

Presidcru Bush's Winning Stratc;gy 

T have listened carefully to the many powcrfulstatcments,fanualand 

conversational, made by President Bush since September I I. Here is how I understand 

his strategy. 

The conceptual heart of the president's approach is contained in four big ideas. 

First is this: we are at war, and we are at war with terrorism. That's a big change from 

the way our government hu looked at this in the past, as a matter for law enforcement -

catch each criminal temnisl and bring him before a court. That is not war. A war is 

fought against an enemy bent on the defea\ of your country. The object of war is to use 

all necessary means to eliminate the enemy's capacity to achieve his goal. So a big, 

important difference in concept is at work when you go to war. 

./ The second big idea is that our enemies are not just the terrorists, but also any 

state that supports or harbors them. Terrorists don't exist in a vacuum. They can't do the 

things that they aspire to do unless they have a place where they can train, where they can 

plan, where they can assemble equipment and their deadly weapons, where they can 

gather their intelligence and arrange their finances. They have to have a place, they have 

to be sheltered and helped by a state. So the President has been saying to everybody, 

Watch out. We are not only after the te1rnrists, but also the countries that hi& them, or 

protect them. or encourage them. The President seeks to make any state that harbors 
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terrorists accountable and therefore so uncomfortable that they will want to get rid ot 

them. So in the end. the tem>rists will have no pl:.ice to hide. 

/ The third big idea is to get rid of moral confusion. anyconfu.sion between the 

terrorists and the political goals the terrorists claim to seek, Their goals may or may not 

be legitimate, but legitimate causes c1n never justify terrorism. Terrorists' means 

discredit their ends. Terrorism is an accack on the idea and the practice of democracy. 

Terrorism for any cause is the enemy of freedom. So let us h:.ive no moral confusion in 

this war on terrorism. As long as terrorism exists, civilization is in jeopardy. Terrorism 

must be suppressed and, ultimately, eliminated. 

President Bush ·s fourth big idea parallo1s what Ron:.ild Reag:.in, whc.n :.i 

presidential candidate, said in an address on August l 8, 1980, written out in his own 

hand: 

/ "We must take a stand against terrorism in the world and combat it with finnness, 

for it is 3 most cowardly and savage violation of peace. 

'There is somothing else. We must remember on heritage, who we are .ind what 

we arc, and how this nation. this island of freedom, c.ime into heing. And we must make 

it unmistakably plain to all the world that we have no intention of rnmpromii.ing our 

principles, our beliefs or our fre~dom. That we have the will and the determination to do 

as a young president said in his inaugural address twenty years ago. 'Bear any burden, 

pay any price.' Our reward will be world peace; there is no other way to h:.ive it." 

War. No place to hide. Moral clarity. Freedom. There are all sorts ot words that 

go with this grand strategy: determined, realistic, patient. tough, 111d don't forget smart. 
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Americans are smart and so are our principal partners, the British. We have to work at 

this not just with our massive capabilities, but with those goat national characteristics by 

which our peoples traditionally are known. Yankee ingenuity is an old phrase. And the 

British, as the names of Royal Navy warships tell us, are Indc;faligblc, 1QUCJ1id, and 

Tndomillblc. We do unexpected things. And we never give in. 

The American people get it. All of a sudden, the American people understand 

that here is this phenomenon that is dangerous to us - to our way of life - and we are 

going after it. No doubt success will take lime. No doubt there will be bumps and 

potholes along the road. But we wilJ be determined. And we will TC!fflember who we are 

and we will live our lives as they should be lived. As Margaret Thatcher put it in 1984, 

"shocked, but composed and determined." 

Time for Action 

A sm,ng defense is essential. But the best defense is a terrific offense. Both need 

extraordinary intelligence. And the universality of the cause needs the support of a 

skillful professional diplomacy and an energetic, public diplomacy. That is an outline of 

the action program. 

I hear almost constant reference to a coali1ion. Of course, we need to build as 

broad a base of support as possible. But we will need a dazzling array of coalitions 

depending on the subject, the time, and the p1ace. You need differentarrangcmcmtsfor 

over-flight rights, for foTWard basing, for drying up means of finance, for intelligence, 

and more. Each will require its own approach. The diplomatic etTort involved is 
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immense. The objectives will shift. as activities develop. So coalition building is a job 

that keeps changing and never ends. 

lntclligcmcc, in the first instance, means what we - Americans and British - do 

ourselves. Historically, both our countries have been good at this. But now we must 

build up our neglected ability to interact with people all over the world who know 

something. There will be all kinds of people, sometimes not so lovely, We will have to 

sup with devils, sometimes with a pretty short spoon. The question is whether they know 

something worthwhile and whether we can locate what matters within a massive flow of 

data. And can we find the patterns that enable us io piece together a basis for action? 

Preemption is the key. There has been more success than is realized at aborting terrorist 

plans through superior intelligence. We must retaliate against the terrorists, but much 

more important is to disrupt, deter and prevent their evil acts in the first place. We must 

act so that they cannot. 

When it comes to military action, much ofit will be undertaken by the United 

States, with our great friends, you British, who always come through in the clutch - I 

repeat: who always come through in the clutch. We'll have relatively few partners when 

it comes to military action because the targets are so elusive. You look for them - you 

find them - they're there and then they evaporate. T've sat in targeting meetings in the 

past, and 1 have a feel for what they're going through right now. You look at 

information, you evaluate it from many angles, and then you have to decide and act. In a 

war like this, there is not a lot of time to consult with members of a large coalition. 

Action must be quick, without warning, and without leaking. 
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As governments around the world see 1hat we are serious, competent and 

dctcnnined to win this war against terrorism, we will have more friends and the terrorists 

will have fewer slates who volunteer to harbor them or to be identified with that weapon 

of evil. T recall President Kennedy's remark after the Bay of Pigsdisucer: "Success has 

many fathers; failure is an orphan." Well, we will see a parade offillhers Tn rac.t, we 

may - just may - already be seeing the pendulum start to swing. The JR.A may be 

coming to the realization that it does not wanl the tefforist label. Yassir Arafat's 

Palestinian Authority has recently appointed a representative who speaks openly about 

Israel's right to exist. Small signs, yes, and there arc others at least pointing in the right 

direction. One thing we have learned for sure over the years is that when signs of 

progress toward peace start to appear, the terrorists step up their attacks. We will have to 

fieht fiercely against terrorism even as WC respond cautiously to any signs of change. 

This is a two-front war. American now faces the need for Homeland Defense. 

For most of two centuries, we in the United States have not had to concern ourselves With 

this. But now we must, The Congress has passed a comprehensive anti-terrorism bill that 

will give us some tools to deal with the threat. This effort will be monitored with great 

care to ensure that as we safeguard the American people, we also continue to safeguard 

lhmr co111timtional rights. 

The President has created an office for Homeland Defense and persuaded an 

outstanding man, Pennsylvania's Governor Tom Ridge, to lake charge. Hewillha.velo 

make his way through the classic bureaucratic thickets to find the key decision poinls that 

will make him effective. He will find, I believe, that we are better prepared than WC think 

we are. 

10 
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Talented and experienced people have worked on this problem, sometimes in 

formal commissions, sometimes as individuals or as sclf~motivaLed groups. They have 

thought about structure. They have thought about threats. They have thought about 

responses. Our country is full of immense talent. For example, between university 

laboratories, medical practitioners, and the pharmaceutical industry, we can assemble the 

talenL needed to help think through and develop means to deal with biological threats. 

The threats arc all too real and sobering. Understandable fear will give way, however, to 

candor and hard professional work. Action will spoak: louder than words. 

J have a suggestion to allow quick recruitment of talent to take on urgent bursts of 

work: create an Emergency Service Corps as a vehicle Lo put people to work for shon 

periods without the endless clearance process in place for regular appointments. Our 

Director of Homeland Defense needs the ability to reach out into that vast pool of talent 

that fuels our creative and dynamic economy and put the best people, whether in 

government or out, to work on the job. 

Let's look at the economic side. What has this attack done to us? The most 

serious and tragic loss by far is that of human lives, We mourn many victims and we 

honor muny heroes. On a material scale, infrastructure has been damaged in New York 

and Washington. There is cleaning up to be done, building to be done. We are awakened 

to the fact that our armed forces must be strengthened, so defense expenditures will 

increase. Federal expenditures must also go to harden potential targets and put in place 

better defenses against biological and chemical attacks and additional support for medical 

ll 
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research on prevention, control and cures. So there is no need to invent ways to spend 

money. We need to spend on the things that arc worthwhile and there arc plenty of them. 

Meantime, with an economy having come down sharply from a speculative boom, 

a number of quick steps had already been taken to loosen monetary policy- After 

September 11, Alan Greenspan and his colleagues in the Federal Reserve immediately 

in.iectcd into the system masivc liquidity - massive liquidity- on a scale beyond what 

has ever been done in such a short time. And history shows that monetary policy works. 

But effectiveness will depend on how well we deal with uncertainty. 

Becauac the second big thing that happened to the U.S. economy as a result of 

these attacks is the creation of uncertainty, a concern about our vulnerability. As 

financial people, students of economics, businass people, we understand about risk: how 

to discount, how to hedge. We work with the idea of risk all the time as we make 

investments. You face choices: risky, big gain, maybe; Jess risky, Jess gain. 

Uncertainty, however, is something else. Uncertainty is disturbing in a way very 

different from risk. So a big part ofrestorins economic growth will stem from the 

actions that our government is taking to give a sense that we are getting hold of the 

threats at home and that our war effort abroad is in powcrtul motion. In this way, we will 

reduce uncertainty and replace it with confidence 1ha\ we arc going to be OK. Again, 

actions will speak much louder than words. We have work to do, but we are getting 

there. A good job on homeland security is a crucial ingredient for return to a healthy 

economy. 

12 
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Accountability for Imorism 

The President has declared war on terrorists !lld the states that harbor them. No 

place to hide. This idea underlines the importance of the sovereign nation state, an entity 

with the capacity to govern and therefore to be responsible for what takes place within its 

borders. That is one reason for the emphasis on helping countrjes - Afghanistan right 

now - learn to create for themselves a stable government, remembering their history, 

developing their own pattern of representation, and giving hope to people that the future 

can be better than the past But \VC must remember (hat, when a slate ceases to function, 

chaos is sivcn license. 

But the war to hold ten-orists accountable for their evil acts and to hold states 

accountable for acts of terror that originate within their borders, compels us to look 

closely at the foundation of order and progress in the world. 

We live in an international syslem of states, a system that originated over three 

hundred years ago. The idea of the state won out over other ideas about how to organize 

political life because the state gave people a sense of identity, because it provided a 

framework for individual freedom and economic progress, and because states over time 

proved able to cooperate with each other tor peace and mutual benefit. 

The state has made its way in the world by beating back one challenge after 

another. In rhe nineteenth century, the idea of nationalism tried to lake over the state aud 

tum it into an instrument of aggressive power. 

ht the twentieth century, communism in Russia created a monstrous totalitarian 

tyranny, 
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The Nazis took power in a s1ate, convinced they could transform il into a 

"Thousand-Year Reich," an empire based on pre-stale fanlasies of racial purity. 

Jn our time, the state has been challenged by global currents that have eroded its 

authority. Information, money and migrants move across borders in ways far beyond the 

traditional means of state control. Non-state entities encro..ich upon state responsibilities 

from below while intcma.tional organizations draw sovereign state powers from above. 

As states hav~ appeared weaker, terrorists have moved in on tbcm. Many states in 

response, and in the false hope of buying time or prot~ction. have taken d:mrnging actions 

that only furthel' diminish their own authority and legitimacy. States in cve:ry part ot the 

\\'Orld have avoided ,ll·councability when it comes to terrorism and now we are paying a 

heavy prii.:e. 

Some states have ma<le tacit deals with foreign tcrroriats, allowing them offices in 

their cities in return for a pledge of immunity. 

Some states have tolerated, subsidized and facilitated homegrown terrorist groups 

on the understanding that they will not attempt LO overthrow national leaders. creating a 

kind of grotesque protection racket. 

Some states pump out huge volumes of propaganda against other stares, in order 

to direct terrorists within their borders toward external targets. 

Some states, in a desperate search for legitimacy. have invited religions that foster 

terrorists to take over substantial sectors of governmental activity on condition that some 

f1D1ctions, like foreign affairs and defense policy will be loft alone. 

And some states secretly, but undeniably. 5-upport terrorism directly as a matter of 

state policy. 
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Every one of these deals between states and tc:rrarislS is an abdication of state 

accountability to its citizens. If these deals arc not reversed, the states that make them 

and ultimately the international system of states will not survive. That is why the war on 

terrorism is of unsurpassed importance. 

For all the realities of globalization that have drained aulhorily from the state, no 

other basic entity of int.arnaliona.l life can replace it. TI1e state is all we have as a means 

of ordering our international existence. Other forms may challenge but none can replace 

it in its most important funclio11: the state is the indispensable institution for achieving 

representative government and for protecting individual rights. 

lf we fa1ter in the war on terrorism, more and more states will make 

accommodations with terrorism. Ultimately, the consequences for world peace, security, 

and progress will be catastrophic. 

But if we are creative and resolute, more and more leaders and citizens will regard 

our determination as anopportwrltylo clean up and liberate their own saci~ties and to 

n.'CC11Stitute the principle of accountability in their states. 

Right here, in this hall, we sense the heritage of freedom and courage that is ours 

to uphold. We have the examples of Baroness Thatcher and President Reagan, of the 

Prime Minister and President today, and of the great leaders and valiant people of our 

countries in centuries past. 

With this inspiration, we will surely Sllcceed. 
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FOREWORD 

It would be reassuring to believe that Pearl Harbor was just a colossal 
and extraordinary blunder. What is disquieting is that it was a supremely 
m·db1a1·y blunder. In fact, "blunder" is too specific: our stupendous 

unreadiness at Pearl Harbor was neither a Sunday-morning. nor a 
Hawaiian, phenomenon. It was just a dramatic failure of a remarkably 

well-informed government to call the next enemy move in a cold-war 

Cf i Si S, 

If we think of the entire U.S. government and its far-flung military 
and diplomatic establishment, it is not true that we were caught napping 
at. the time of Pearl Harbor. Rarely has a government. been more expec
t.ant. We just expected wrong. And it was not our waming that was most 
at. fault, but. our strategic analysis. We were so busy thinking through 
some "obvious" Japanese moves that we neglected to hedge against the 

choice that they actually made. 

And it was an "improbable" choice; had we escaped surprise, we might 

still have been mildly astonished. (Had we not provided the target, 

though, the attack would have been called off.) But it was not all that 
improbable. If Pearl Harbor was a long shot for the Japanese, so was 

war with the United States; assuming the decision on war, the attack 

hardly appears reckless. There is a tendency in our planning to confuse 
the unfamiliar with the improbable. The contingency we have not con

sidered seriously looks strange; what looks strange is thought improbable; 

what is improbable need not be considered seriously. 
furthermore, we made the terrible mistake--onc we may have come 
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'VtU - Foreword .. . .. 
close to repeating in the 19SO's-----of forgetting that a fine deterrent can 

make a superb target, 

Surprise, when it happens to a government, is likely to be a compli

cated, diffuse, bureaucratic thing. It includes neglect of responsibility, 

but also responsibilily so poorly defined or so ambiguously ddegaced 

that action gels lost. ll includes gaps in intelligence, but ahm imelligence 
that. like a string of pearls loo precious to wear, is too· ~ensitive tu give 
to those who need it. ll includes the alarm that fails tu work, but also 

the alarm that has gone off so often it has been disrnnnected. It induJe., 
the unalert watchman. but also the one who knuw~ he'll be chewed out 

by his superior if he gels higher authority ouc of bed. [t indudes lht! con

tingencies that occur to no one, but also those that everyone a .. sume" 

somebody else is taking care of. It includes ~traightforward procrnstina

tion. but also decisions protracted by internal di~:igreement. " include~. 

in addition, the inability of individual human beings to rise to the occa

sion until they are ~ure ii i1 the occ,1sion-which i~ usually too late. 

(Unlike movies. re,11 lite: provides no musical background lo lip us off to 

the climax.) rinally. as ,II Pearl Harbor, su111ri~e may indude some meas
ure of genuine novdty imroduced by the enemy, and pos.,ihly some sheer 
bad luck. 

The results, at Pearl Harbor, were sudden. concentrated, and dramatic. 
The failure, however, was cumulative, widespread, and rnther drearily 
familiar. This is why .,urprise. when il happens lo a guvermnenl, 1,;annut 
be described just in terms of startled people. Whether at Pearl Harbor 
or at the Berlin Wall, surp1ise is everything involved in a government'~ 
(or in an alliance's) failure tu anticipate effoclively. 

Mrs. Wohlstetter's book is a unique physiology of a great national 

failure lo anticipate. [f she is at pains lo show how ea~y it was to slip 

into the rut in which the Japanese found us, it can only remind, us hnw 

likely it is that we are)n the same kind of rut right now. The danger is 

not that we shall read the signals and indicators with ton little skill; the 

danger is in a poverty of expectations-a routine obsession with a few 

dangers that may be familiar rather than likely. Alliance diplomacy. inter

service bargaining, appropriations hearings, and public discus.,ion alt 
seem to need to focus on a few vivid and oversimplified dangers. The 

planner should think in subtler and more vaiiegated lerms and allow for 

Foreword a 
a wider range of contingencies. But, as Mrs. Wohlstetter shows, the 

"'pl.mners" who count are also responsible for alliance diplomacy, inter

service bargaining, appropriations hearings, and public discussion; they 
.1re ,il~o ve1)' busy. This is a genuine dilemma of government. Some of 

i1s consequences are mercilessly displayed in this superb book. 

Center for International Aff air1 
Harvard University 

THOMAS C. &HELLING 
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FOREWORD 

It \\iOUld be reassuring to believe that Pearl Harbor \\'as just a colossal 
and extraordinary blunder. What is dhquieting is that it was a supremely 
ordinary blunder. In fact, "blunder" is too specific; our stupendous 
unreadiness at Pearl Harbor was neither a Sunday-morning. nor a 
Hawaiian, phenomenon. It was just a dramatic failure of a remarkably 

well-informed government to c;:ill the next enemy mnve in a cold-war 

Cr i Si S. 

If we think of the entire U.S. government and its far-flung military 
and diplomatic establishment, it is not true that we were caught napping 
at the time of Pearl Harbor. Rarely has a government been more expec
tant. We just expected wrong. And it was not our warning that was most 
at fault, but out strategic analysis. We were so busy thinking through 
some. ··obvious" Japanese moves that we neglected to hedge against the 

choice that they actually made. 

And it was an "improbable" choice; had we escaped surprise, we might 

still have been mildly astonished. (Had \\ie not provided the target, 

though, the attack would have been called off.) But it was not all that 
improbable, If Pear! Harbor was a long shot for the Japanese, so was 
war with the United States; assuming the decision on war, the attack 

hardly appears reckless. There is a tendency in our planning to confuse 
the unfamiliar with the improbable. The contingency we have not con
sidered seriously looks strange; what looks strange is thought improbable; 

what is improbable need not be considered seriously. 
Fm1hermore, we made the terrible mistake--one we may have come 
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viri Foreword 

close to repeating in the 1950's----of forgetting that a fine deterrent can 

make a superb target. 

Surprise, when it happens to a government. is likely to be a compli

cated. diffuse, bureaucratic thing. It includes neglect of responsihi lity. 

but also responsibility so poorly defined or so ambiguously delegated 

that action gets lost. H includes gaps in intelligence, but also inlelligl!nce 
that, like a slring of pearls too precious to wear, is too· sensitive lo give 

lo those who need it. It includes the alarm lhal fails 10 work. but .1bit1 

the alarm that has gone off so often it has been di,cnrmected, It ir1cludes 
the unale11 watchman, but also the one who knows ht!' II be chewed (JUI 

by his supe1ior if he gets higher authority out ol' bed. [1 incll1des lhl! con

tingencies that occur to no one, but also ttwse that everyone a,,ume, 

somebody else is taking care of. l! includes strnigh11'orward procrastina
tion, but also decisions protracted by inll!mal di ... agreement. [1 includes. 

in addition, the inability of individual human heings to rise to the occa

sion until they ate sure it is the (1ccasion-which is u,ually to(l bte. 

(Unlike movies, teal life pmvides Tl(l musical background to tip us off to 

the climax.) f-imilly. as at Pc:ml H.irbor. su1111i..,e may indudc: some tnl!a..,

urc: of gc:nuine novdty introducl!J by the: enl!my. and po..,sibly ... ome sheer 
bad luck. 

The results, al Pearl Harbor, were sudden, concenlraled. and dramatic. 
The failure, however, was cumulative, widespread, and rather drearily 
familiar. This is why ~urprise. when it har,pens to a government, cannot 
be described just in terms nf startled people. Whether at Pearl Harhor 
or al the Berlin Wall, surprise i~ everything involved in a government's 
(or in an alliance's) failure lo anticipak effectively. 

Mrs. Wohlstctter's hook is a unique r,hysiology of a great national 

failure to anticipate. [f she is at pains lo !>how how easy it was lo slip 

into the tut in which the Japanese found us, it can only remind, us how 

likely it is that we are.,.in the same kind of rut right now. The danger is 

not that we shall read the signals and indicators with too little skill; the 

danger is in a poverty of expectations-a routine obsession with a few 

dangers that may be familiar rather than likely. Alliance diplomacy. inter· 

service bargaining, appropriations hearings, and public discussion all 

seem to need to focus on a few vivid and oversimplified dangers. The 

planner should think in subtler and mpre variegated terms and allow for 

Foreword t3c 

a wider range of contingencies. But, as Mrs. Wohlstetter shows, the 

"pk1nners" who count are also responsible for alliance diplomacy, inter
i;ervice bargaining, appropriations hearings, and public discussion; they 

ate also very busy. This is a genuine dilemma of government. Some of 

its com,e4uences are mercilessly displayed in this superb book. 

Center for Internt1tional Affairs 
Htlrvnrd Univenity 

THOMAS C. 5cHF.LLING 

11-L-0559/0SD/5103 
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September 10, 2001 9:08 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Jim Kimsey 

Please have someone look at Jim Kimsey and see if we think he is the right person 
for the Policy Board. 

Here is his card. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Business Card 

DHR:dh 
()91()01-10 

JAMES V. KIMSEY 

Fot'NDI>fG C- a CIIADIN.Ui l!JMl'°lllf'Mnl 

AM•a1<eA Ol<LIIOS ll<<C, 

r~~j 
fl1; ( J J ;l r. 7,..,'K 

l too PBNN&YJ ... v4,r1A. .ii.vs • .N'W •u•ira 'IIO(I W &11•t•t,t0M, DC' :10009 

flf'HI.NIIT: IIUMll&YeAOL,C-ON 

!(b )(6) 
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September 19, 2001 3:13 PM 

TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable George Tenet 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

Following are some concepts that I offer for consideration as elements of 
speeches, press briefings and talking poi11ts, internally and externally. It is always 
helpful if we are all working off the same sheet of music. 

I. Terrorist Attack. The September 11th terrorist attack on the U.S. was 
carefully planned. There may well be more attack plans in place, and we 
must recognize that. It is likely that the terrorists planned not only the 
September I l th attack and future attacks, but that they planned how they 
would hide and what evidence they wished to leave behind for us to find to 
confuse our search. Therefore, it will take a sustained effort to root them 
out. 

2. Expectations. The world needs to have realistic expectations. This 
campaign is a marathon, not a sprint. No terrorist or terrorist network, such 
as the Al-Qaida network, is going to be conclusively dealt with by cruise 
missiles or bombers. We recognize that it will take time and pressure on 
the countries that harbor these people for the foes of terrorism to be 
successful. Therefore, the fact that the first, second, or third wave of our 
efforts does not produce specific people should not come as a surprise. We 
are patient and determined. 

3. Worldwide Support. The legitimacy of our actions does not depend on 
how many countries support us. More nearly the opposite is true: the 
legitimacy of other countries' opinions should be judged by their attitude 
toward this systematic, uncivilized assault on a free way of life. 

4. Coalitions. The coalitions that are being fashioned will not be fixed; 
rather, they will change and evolve. While most countries are concerned 
about terrorism, and properly so, each country has a somewhat different 
perspective and different relationships, views and concerns. It should not 
be surprising that some countries will be supportive of some activities in 
which the U.S. is engaged, while other countries will not. Which group 
any country falls into wi11 depend on the nature and location of the activity. 
We recognize that some countries will have to conceal or downplay their 
cooperation with us. That needs to be understood and accepted. 

11-L-0559/0SD/5107 U15559 /01 



5. Fear. We understand that people have fears-fear for themselves, their 
families .and their governments. Therefore, some will be reluctant to join 
an effort against teJTorism or at least some aspects of our efforts. Terrorists 
terrorize people. We accept that fact. However, we need people's help and 
any information they can provide that will assist us. A number of countries 
are helping quietly and we appreciate that. Indeed, we ask people across 
the globe to provide us any information they have that can help in rooting 
out terrorists and their networks. 

6. Against Terrorism, Not the People. We are after teJTorists and the 
regimes that support them. This is not a war against the people of any 
country, The regimes that support terrorism terrorize their own people as 
well. We need to enlist all civi1ized people to oppose terrorism, and we 
need to make it safe for them to do so. 

7. Not Against Islam. This is not a war against Islam or any other religion. 
The Al-Qaida terrorists are extremists whose views are antithetical to those 
of most Muslims. Their actions threaten the interests of the world's 
Muslims and are aimed in part at preventing Muslim people from engaging 
the rest of the world. There are millions of Muslims around the world who 
we expect to become allies in this struggle. 

8. Secondary Effects. Finally, there will be secondary effects. We recognize 
that as we continue to go after terrorism, our activities wi11 have effects in a 
number of countries. We have to accept that, given the importance of the 
cause. As a result, relationships and alliances wi11 likely be rearranged over 
the coming years. 

DHR:dh 
091901-o 
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September 18, 2001 1:31 PM 

TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Honorable George Tenet 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfdd 3~ __. 

SUBJECT: Infonnation 

I just received thi-;, and I think you ought to have a copy. 

Thanks. 

Attach. ~ 
9/16/0 l ~ ltr w/endosurt' tll SecDef re: Potential "Heads-Up" from the Philippines 

DIIR:dll 
11'11~/Jl -1.1 
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FROM DOt,I & UAL HAt·JNA 

The Honorable 
Donald Rumsf eld 

(b)(6) 

The Secretary of Del~tbe 
The Pentagon 
Washingt,.m D.C. 2030 L 

l(b)(6) 

September 16, 2001 

Sep. 162001 12:SSFMPl 

!(b)(6) 

VIA FACSIMILE 

JR~OE/ ~ II 
r-:11. vf 

Re: Potrntial "'Read~" from the Philippines.. 

Dear~:~ 

-f:;.._rv<J../ /o 1/<JJl'l'I-/ 
/):J-2 /"'" (J;,uby} J),;Jf 

Do noL wish Lo burden you in these hours of crisis, however, just received the a11:1ched F-mail 
from an individual in the Philippines, which I thought should be brought to your attention. based 
upon events of the last several days. 

I only know this person through E-mails: regarding manufacturin:; aircraft modeh-. therefore 
cannot vouch for hi~ "bona fides"! 

I wish you to know that your many friends out here on the Frontier s11ppurt Jou. and your efforts 
in this tragic period, in every way. 

~ and I wish you and Joyce the very be~t. in these trying times. 

Most.RespectfulJy, 
(b)(6) 

P.S. P.X. Kelley Lelis me lhal he his ready for the disn1::;sil1n you suggested, al any time, at your 
convenience! 

11-L-0559/0SD/5112 



FRO/'! DON & 'JAL HPN.'-1~ l(b)(6) 

Fw: P.1oject Bojinka 

--- Original Message --
From:!(b)(6) 
Sent: Sunday, September 16, 2001 8:33 PM 
Subject: Project Bojinka 

> 
> 
:, 

l(b)(6) 

> Subject: Project Bojinka 

> Sometime in January 1995, when Philippine Police authorities 
> captured Ramsey Yaussef in Manila, I was asked, because of my 
> affiliation with the NBI, to help decode and decipher the hard drives 
> of the computers found in Youssefs possession. This is where we 
> found most of the evidence of the projects that were being funded by 
> Osama Bin Laden in the Philippines. 
> 
> The first plan was to assassinate 
> Pope John Paul II who was then scheduled to \4Sil the Philippines. 
> 
> The second was Project Bojinka, which called for the hijacking of US 
> bound commercial airliners from the Philippines, Korea, Thailand, 
> Taiwan, Hongkong and Singapore and then crash them into key 
> structures in the United States. The World Trade Center, the White 
> House, the Pentagon, the Transamerica Tower, and the Sears Tower were 
> among prominent structures that had been identified in the plans that 
> we had decoded. A dry-run was e'ief\ conducted on a Tokyo bound 
> Philippine Airlines Hight, which fortunately was aborted by our 
> security personnel. It was also from these computers that we found 
:> the plans for the first bombing of the World Trade Center in February 
> 1993. 
> This e~dence was e~tually used to convict Ramsey Youssef, 
:. Abdul Hakim Murad and Wali Khan for the WTC bombing. Ob\4ously. the 
:. original Project Bojinka was modified to gi'le it more significant 
;;, impact on the USA. By hijacking planes that originated from within 
> the United States instead of Asia, they made sure that AMERICANS 
> would be killed in the hijacking instead of Asians, which Ob\10usly 
> would elicit a stronger reaction from the Americans. And 
> transcontinental flights (East Coast to West Coast) would haw more 
> fuel for most of the targets which were on the East Coast. Abdul 
> Hakim Murad admitted that they had been taking flying lessons in the 
:. Philippines for Project Bojinka. Ob'liously, after they were caught 
> and con~cted, a new set of terrorists were trained in the United 
> States (Venice, Florida) for the modified Bojinka. 
::,. 

> The Philippines has been having a lot of problems lately because Osama 
Bin 
> Laden has 
> been funding the acti\ities of the Abu Sayyaf through his 
> brother-in-law, Khalifa Janjalani. The success of these recent 

11-L-0559/0SD/5113 
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FROM Dat-i &, 1)AL HANNI=+ FAX ric. 203 622 77:31 

• 
• 

> termristic(sic) ads in the United States will embolden Commander Robot 
:;, and Commander Sabaya. both of the Abu Sayyaf. to wreak more hawc in 
> our part of the world. What is strange 1s that the United States 
;:,, agencies that took possession of the e\Adence tnat we gathered, 
> obliously did not take Project Bojinka seriously. I would h~le 
> thought that intelligence operaliws would ha~ analysed all the 
> evidence and worked out \erious scenarios that could ha-.e included 
> the modified Eojinka plan. If they had done so, the US would ha\e 
> been prepared for this attack. 
> 
> Let us thank God that many of our 
> friends were spared from the horrors of the other day. I ha..e been 
:;, stuck in Minneapolis for the last two days after attending the 
> reunion of the East Coast Fried Eagles in Washington DC I am irritated 
::> that I am unable to trawl but I am gratified that I am still ali-.e 
> enough to be irritated! 
> l(b)(6) 

> Telechargez MSN Explorer gratuitement a l'adresse 
> http:/lexplorer.msn.fr/intl.asp 
> 
> 
>-------------
> This message has been cleaned by MessageCleaner.exe \12. 15 
> http://www. RoundhillSoftware.comfMessag@Cleaner?ulORqtRo 

11-L-0559/0SD/5114 
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I snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: MoD Singh 

'-"'~- . •" . ;... , , -...... ··-

September 24, 2001 12:50 PM 

Here is a memo relating to Minister Singh of India. Please craft a very 

appreciative note to him in response to his conversation with Paul Wolfowitz. 

This is a very fme, impressive individual. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
9/22/0 I DepSecDef memo to SecDef re phonecon w/MoD Singh 

DHR:dh 
092401-20 

I 
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MEMO FOR SECRETARY RUMSFELD 22 September 2001 

FROM DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE WOLFOWITZ 

SUBJECT: Phonecon with Indian MoD Jaswant Singh 22 
September 200 I (I 000 EDT) 

Don, 

Details of my conversation with Singh next under. He was 
genuinely impressed by your leadership in this crisis and clearly 
feels that he formed a strong personal tie with you during your 
meeting here earlier this year. 

11-L-0559/0SD/5116 
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MEMO FOR THE RECORD 

FROM MA DSD 

22 September 2001 

SUBJECT: DSD Phonecon with Indian MoD Jaswant Singh 22 
September 2001 (1000 EDT) 

MAJOR POINTS: 

1. MoD Singh called and wanted "to sincerely convey from one 
soldier and Minister to another that he was most impressed and 
moved" by Secretary Rumsfeld's leadership and actions during 
the crisis. He was particularly impressed by Secretary 
Rumsfe1d's remaining in the Pentagon after the attack and his 
movement to the impact site to help evacuate wounded. 

2. The Indian government "understood the logic of what is being 
done" (re Pakistan). "Be assured - we are keeping our priorities 
straight in this matter." "The Indian government tru1y 
appreciates what the US is doing in the fight against terrorism." 

3. India is a big democracy where people express a11 kinds of 
opinions. Singh himself has been speaking out in support of 
U.S. policy. After President Bush's speech, Singh went to the 
press and reported that the reaction of the Indian government 
was that "it was extremely well received." 

Semper fi, 

LtCol Davis 

11-L-0559/0SD/5117 



September 25, 2001 10:22 AM 

TO: 

FROM: 

General Shelton -~ 

Donald Rumsf eld 

SUBJECT: Papers 

Here are the two papers-the one I sent you first and then the one that 

memorializes our meeting with George Tenet. I would like you to feed them into 

the Joint Staff so they know precisely what it is I am looking for. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
9119/0 I SecDef memo to CJCS, 9/24/01 SecDef memo to DCJ 

DHR:dh 
092501-5 

C ,,t(,' C..,) 

~~ 
--~~RET 
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October 31, 2001 12:18 PM 

TO: Steve Cambone 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Pete Aldridge 
John Stenbit ,, · 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld J A.. 
SUBJECT: Bletchley Park 

We need a Bletchley Park. Why don't we do it? We would be pleased ten years 

from now. lt is needed. 

We have the money. We have the time. We have the authority. 

Why don't we pick out a big subject and get a group of brains on it, like they had 

at Bletchley Park. 

Now is the time, We have the chance to do something really useful that will help 

America for 5, 10, 15 or 20 years. Let's do it. 

The crash in the Internet world has dumped a whole bunch of these brilliant young 

people out into the marketplace. We should grab them. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
103101-24 

Please respond by _________ _ 

••• 

"'1 11:.,0 . . 

-

-
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September 26, 2001 11 :46 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Congressman Rohrabacher 

I suppose someone ought to answer this letter from Dana Rohrnbacher. He handed 

it to me out front. 

Thanks. 

Atta~h. 
9/26/01 Rohrabacher ltr to SecDef 

DHR:d!I 
092601-7 

+ 
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DAf>lA ROHRABACHER 
45th D,st net, c.,1 ilormil 

Commmees 

SCIENCE 

Chairman. Subcomm,nee on 
Space.and Aeronaut1c1 

Si..1bCom"r'11t1~f!: on f.f'lerg~ 

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

Vice Chairm,wn 
Subcomm,neeU 

East As,a and Pac,tic 

Subcommrttee on 
Modole East and South As,a 

• ' . . 

11; .. 

longreS's of tbe 'mlniteb ~tate9' 
~ouse a f ~tprrsmtatibrs· 

Sepcernber26, 2001 

The Honorable Donald H. Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 
1000 Defense Pentagon 

Washington, D.C. 20301 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

WASHINGTON OFFICE: 

2336 Re~burn House Othce Builcl,ng 
Weshmglpn, DC 20616-0645 

!(b)(6) 
DISTRICT OFFICE. 

101 Main Street, Suite 360 
H~n1•nrpn Boach, CA 92646,9118 

!{b)(6 
http:l1www.house.gcv1rohr1b1cher1 

I am writing to call your attention to the current tactical situation inside of Afghanistan.. 
As you are aware, my N,ttional Security Advisor Al Santoli has been in daily contact with 
Afghan Northern Alliani:e Commander. The new-. he received this morning wa-. troubling anc:) 
demonstrates the need for me U.S. to senain ,tmmunirion and other supplies. as well a..; begin 
providing air cover for the Afghan resi~r.an~e forces. 

The i:"lunrnand staff of General Dosmm in the mountainr.. 20 mile-. south of the ,trntegic 
town lif M .. 11.ar-i-Sharif near the Uzbekistan border reportr.. that during the pa~t 24 hourr.., while 
the resistance forces are running out of ammunition, the Taliban have been resupplied and are 
pressing a councer-auack. In addi cion, chey are now using more jet aircrnft to provide c I ose-a i r 
-.upport to cheir fighters on the ground. 

The resistance claims the Taliban's morale is up. now that they have heard ~tatements by 
officials in the Bush Administration that the goal muy not be to remove tl1e Taliban and ,m 
accommodation may be worked out. 

U.S. a:-si:,tance to the Northern Alliance should not he pt""rceived "nation huilding." 
Instead, it is the Afghans who are be~t able to clear tl1e Taliban/bin Laden fon:es out of the 
rugged mountains of Afghanistan. They will prevent American casualties. We ~hould support a 
moderate government that will prevent terrori~ts from u~ing Afghanistan as a base. If the United 
States does not assist the Northern Alliance and we leave the Taliban in power, we do so at our 

own peril. 

Enclosed is a list of satellite telephone numbers of Nortl1ern Alliance commanders. It is 
imperative that our military people get in touch with them ASAP. 

ji;rb~ 
Dana ;o~bacher 
Member of Congress 

11-L-0559/0S D/5121 



TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable George Tenet 

Donald Rumsfeld 1)( 

October 10, 2001 12:23 PM 

SUBJECT: QDR 

Attached is the QDR. l am delighted the President got you interested! 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
2001 QDR 

DHR:dh 
101001-10 

11-L-0559/0SD/5123 
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I snowflake 

TO: Honorable George Tenet 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Rock Formation 

October 15, 2001 11:47 AM 

Here is an e-mail from Richard Perle about the rock formation behind bin Laden. 

Someone thinks they recognize it. 

Just a thought, my friend. 

Attach. 
10/12/01 e-mail 

DHR:dh 
101501-32 

U1'13l8 /01 
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Page 1 of2 

Richard Perle 

From: l"="(b.,..,)(_6).....,,.....,....,..____,.,,,......,,.,..,,..,.____,.,,..,,,.,,-,---___. 
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2001 4:43 PM 

To: Richard N Perle 

Subject: Targets 

SECDEF HAS SEEN 
OCl 15 200\ 

importance: High 

Richard, 

l(b)(6) I 
~-------------is an academic and specialist on 
Afghanistan's gems and minerals. She has traveled extensively 
there. 

When she saw the video and pictures of Bin Laden she recognized the 
types of rock formations behind him. 

The letter to me (below) explains her initial evaluation. She will 
have more information soon. 

While it is true that Bin Laden moves around a lot, the fact that 
she would put the video scene southwest of Kabul seems to me very 
important. In the context of the current strikes against the Al 
Quaid.a and Taliban, this information may help our "targeteers" do a 
better job. 

As soon as I get even more specific information (informally I may 
be able to pin it down to the very cave), I will give that 
information to you. 

Can you get this info into the right hands as soon as possible? 

l<b)(6) 

Dear !(b)(6) 

~l(b_)_<6_) _ ...... !suggested that I write to you regarding my ideas on the possible location of Bin Laden. 

I have trekked over Afghanistan many times, documenting gems and mineral deposits for my book, 
Gemstones of Afghaniatan. As a result of this extensive work, I have intimate knowledge of the country 
especially the northeastern part which has been held by the Northern Alliance. However, my research has also 

1 n/1 "llf)l 
11-L-0559/0SD/5125 



Page 2 of 2 

taken me to the mineral deposits of Central Afghanistan, the Kundar Urgan, Helmand, Tirpul and Karakum 
Basins. In this book I documented 1,407 coordinates of occurrences of gems and minerals in thecountry, 
including solid combustible minerals, metallic and non-metallic minerals, rare metals, radioactive elements, 
precious metals and gemstones, salt and industrial minerals, 

I have attached the photos I am referring to to this email. The formations in the background appear to be 
metamorphic and Afghanistan has one of the largest pegmatite fields in the world. I would guess that this is in 
the province of Oruzgan, south west of Kabul. I am expecting more information from my guide, and will get 
back to you shortly if I have any more information. 

My contacts in Afghanistan and Pakistan also told me on October 10 that rumors in Islamabad and Peshawar 
are that Musharraf had been removed. There was a hurriedly called meeting of the cabinet and many generals 
were removed or sent packing. All the religious parties have called for a collective strike on 16th Oct. 

r)(6) 

10/13/01 
11-L-0559/0SD/5126 



FOR OFFI 
r- ~ 

INFO MEMO 

October 16,200 I 

FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DepSec Action: ___ _ 

FROM: JOHN P. STENBIT, ASD(C3I) 0'6)?7 
SUBJECT: Spectrum u V 

In response to your memo, we have made significant progress in protecting 
DOD' s spectrum. 

• Third generation (3G) wireless 

• A major portion of the DoD band, 1770- 1850 MHz is out of consideration at 
the 2004 3G auction. 

• The National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA), 
NSC, and Federal Communications Commission (FCC) have agreed that the 
viability assessment plan will only cover the 17 I 0- 1770 MHz band. (1755-
1770 MHz portion is exclusive Federal government spectrum crucial to DoD 

operations, while the 1710-1755 MHz is commercial spectrum given to the 
FCC, except for 16 protected sites.) 

• I believe the assessment will show we cannot move or share until 20 15, 
which will force a confrontation with the FCC. In such a case, if they 
override us, we will insist, as the law states, that we be allocated 
comparable spectrum and time to transition. 

• Ultra wideband (UWB) 

• This is a spectrum interference issue that I would hope will be rejected by 
the FCC. We are participating in the debate to show that interference is 
unacceptable in our bands. Here is a case where if the FCC is going to 
allow such interference, we should insist it be only available to DoD. 

COORDINATION: None 

l(b)(6) 
Prepared by: CAPT Hanson, C3I, ------

FOR OFFICIAL LY Ul7411 /01 
11-L-0559/0SD/5127 
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October 15, 2001 1:20 PM 

TO: John Stenbit 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 0,\ 
SUBJECT: Spectrum 

How are we doing on spectrum? I sure hope we don't lose it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
101501-37 
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FOR OFFI 

INFO MEMO 

October 16,200 1 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DepSec Action: ___ _ 

FROM: JOHN P. STENBIT, A~ 2-- c ~;;! 
SUBJECT: Spectrum 

In response to your memo, we have made significant progress in protecting 
DoD's spectrum. 

• Third generation (3G) wireless 

• A major portion of the DoD band, 1770-1 850 MHz is out of consideration for 
the 2004 3G auction (the DoD band covers 1755-1850 MHz). 

• We, National Telecommunications and Information Administration, National 
Security Council, and Federal Communications Commission (FCC) are 
conducting a viability assessment plan to determine whether a portion of the 
band can be shared or made available to 3G applications, provided 
comparable spectrum is identified for incumbent Federal systems. 

• All parties have agreed that the viability assessment plan will only cover the 
1710- 1770 MHz band. (1755- 1770 MHz portion is exclusive Federal 
government spectrum crucial to DoD operations, while the 1710-17 55 MHz 
is commercial spectrum given to the FCC, except for 16 protected sites.) 

• I believe the assessment will show we cannot move or share the 1755- 1770 
MHz portion of the band until 2015, which will force a confrontation with 
FCC. In such a case, if they override us, we will insist, as the law states, 
that we be allocated comparable spectrum and time to transition. 

• Ultra wideband {UWB) 

• UWB applications will overlap with restricted government spectrum, 
potentially causing harmful interference in the global positioning system 
band. This is a spectrum interference issue I hope will be rejected by FCC. 
We are participating in the debate to show that interference is unacceptable 
in our bands. Here is a case where if the FCC allows such interference, we 
should insist that the application of UWB be available only to DoD. 

COORDINATION: None 

Prepared by: CAPT Hanson, C3l, ... !(b_)(_6) ___ __. 

FOR OFFICIAL Y 
11-L-0559/0SD/5129 U17486 /01 
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FO SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE DepSec Action: __ _ 

FROM: JOHN P. STENBIT, ASD(C3I) (16) 4 

SU BJ ECT: Spectrum u V AWArllNb 
ORIGINALS 

In response to your memo, we have made significant progress in protecting J l bl 
DoD's spectrum. . .. • .. lu.iC, cJ.- ~, ~L. ''(. ) 

Irv- C.1, ("., . ·-1 ~ f[; &qt,'~· 
, Third generation (3G) wireless O,.i)Nl-~~it- ~ ·Afl f"_,;,fc-:.J'VJ,k 

• A major portion of the DoD band, 1770-1 850 MHz i out of consideration at 
the 2004 3G auction. 

, The National Telecommunications and Information A inistration (NTIA), 
NSC, and Federal Communications Commission (FCC -hims agreed that the 
viability assessment plan will only cover the 17 lo-1770 MHz band. ( 1755- · 
1770 MHz portion is exclusive Federal government spectrum crucial to Do . 
operations, while the 1710-1755 MHz is commercial spectrum given to the 
FCC, except for 16 protected sites.) 

, I believe the assessment will show we cannot move or share until 20 15, 
which will force a confrontation with the FCC. In such a case, if they 
override us, we will insist, as the law states, that we be allocated 
comparable spectrum and time to transition. 

, <-: .. -7i.J cl;_ ,... 
• Ultra wideband (UWB) S,.J ... ___ lt"~t- , 

, This is a spectrum interference issue that I would hope will be rejected by 1 1..: 

the FCC. We are participating in the debate to show that interference is 
unacceptable in our bands. Here is a case where if the FCC is going to 
allow such interference, we should insist it be only available to DoD. 

COORDINATION: None 

Prepared by: CAPT Hanson, C3I, ._!(b_)(_6) ___ _. 

FOR OFFIC"IJAAl.ml~-..ILY 
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October 15, 2001 1:20 PM 

TO: John Stenbit 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld VI\ 
SUBJECT: Spectrum 

How are we doing on spectrum? I sure hope we don't lose·it. 

Thanks. 

DHR.:dh 
IDJSDl-37 
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INFO MEMO 
October 18, 2001, 3:30 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dov S. Zakheim~ 

SUBJECT: Costs of Campaign nr.T 2 2 2on1 

• The current estimate for Operation Enduring Freedom is approximately $15 billion. 

• This includes an estimate of $~.3 billion for "known" deployments (through 

October 10, 2001) for l year ( deployment/redeployment costs, $ l .2 billion; 

sustainment costs, $1.1 billion). 

• It includes an estimate of $0.2 billion 10 airdrop DoD's entire stockpile of 

humanitarian daily rations (HDRs). However, there is potential for additional 

humanitarian missions to include: set up of refugee camps in Pakistan, 

stracegic/cactical airlift. or protection for humanitarian convoys. 

• Also included is an estimate for critical programs that are not specifically addressed 

in deployment orders, but are essential to the campaign. These inc1ude costs for 

command and control, information operations. depot maintenance. spares. munitions. 

and offensive counterterrorism plus an estimate for increased operations beyond the 

current level. 

• The costs for Operation Enduring Freedom \.Vil] be paid from cmTent supplemental 

funds, allied contributions, or included in any future supplemental. 

• Attached is a summary of preliminary requirements totaling $68 billion for DoD to combat 

terrorism worldwide. The Office of Management and Budget intends to provide DoD with 

$21 billion of the current $40 billion supplementaJ. The remaining $47 billion of deferred 

requirements will be reviewed during the upcoming Program/Budget Review for possible 

inclusion in a future FY 2002 co;bating terrorism supplemental or the FY 2003 budget. 

W ·11 · CkloS ~l;h ! h0 J . S t·t· i I d d 'd • e w1 contmue to wor wit t e omt ta to cost ( ep oyment or ers an prov1 e 

. d' d f\ perm 1c up ates to you. 

COORDINATION: See attached. 

Attachment 
As stated 

Prepared By: Mary E. Tompkey, ~~1~~ :oSSS°f OSD~S 132 Ul 16 ai IO 1 
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PREDECISIONAL • FOR CONSIDERATION ONLY 
SUMMARY OF SUPPLEMENTAL REQUIREMENTS 

Second 
Total Ramt First Release ~ Armv .h'.!!L Air Force 

DW I Q.wJ: 

1. Increased Situational Awareness 16,680 1,152 124 4,996 6,272 442 530 3,109 2,191 10,408 

2. Enhanced Force Protection 10,447 522 218 1,630 2,370 673 820 572 305 8,077 

3. Improved Command & Control 7,074 140 325 1,071 1,536 303 237 339 657 5,538 

4. Increased Worldwide Posture 16,718 196 644 6,038 6,878 370 282 143 6,083 9,840 

5. Offensive Counterterrorism 7,665 37 215 1,752 2,004 43 1,091 440 430 5,661 

6. Procurement 4,753 . - . . . 
5781 

4,753 

7. Initial Crisis Response 1,506 301 217 225 743 52 62 51 763 

8. Pentagon Repair/ Upgrade 1,510 100 1,1 ss 1,2SS 108 47 . 1,100 I 255 

9. Other Requirements 1,219 100 . s 105 
1051 

1,114 

Total DoD 67,572 2,548 1,743 16,872 21,163 1,991 3,069 4,654 11,449 46,409 

10. Airport Security 204 w - . - . 
· 1 

204 

Percentage of Tota I supp 9% 15% 22% 54% 

DRAFT •CLOSE HOLD 
11-L-0559/0SD/5133 10/10/01 7:07 PM 
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October 10, 2001 8:41 AM 

TO: Dov Zakheim 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld\ 7 
3 

SUBJECT: Costs of Campaign 

At some point we are going to have to figure out what all this is costing us and 

how we are going to pay for it. We need to determine how it will affect other 

things and what we need to do in advance so we don't get stuck in a hole. 

Please think it through, talk to Paul and come back to me. 

Thanks. 

DHR.:dh 
101001-S 
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October 23, 2001 8:14 AM 

TO: Gen. Franks 

FROM: Donald Rumsfdd ·~ 

SUBJECT: Bahrain 

We met with Prince Abdullah. Crmvn Prince of Bahrain, yesterday. Among other 

things, he pointed out that he had offered the U.S. a location for your headquarters 

in the event you were to move. I did not ask if he meant permanently or 

temporarily. I am sure you are a\s.'are of thi~. but in case you were not, I thought 

you would want to know it. 

He also made a number of the comments on the attached sheet, which are things 

we ought to be using. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
I 0/23/0lSecDef note:, on mtg w/Prince Abdullah 

DHR;dh 
102301-7 
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October 23, 2001 7:28 AM 

SUBJECT: Meeting with Prince Abdullah, Crown Prince of Bahrain 

He recommends we get some experts from Harvard to come down and talk about 

Islam. 

Specifically, he pointed out in answer to my question about Ramadan, the 

terrorists won't stop because of Ramadan. 

The Iran-Iraq war was fought through Ramadan for years. 

lf one is at war, you are absolved of the requirements of Ramadan. Islam allows a 

war to continue during Ramadan. 

He said these people and bin Laden have hijacked Islam. 

We should talk about the number of Muslims who died in the World Trade Center. 

Only states can declare a jihad, and Taliban is not a state nor is Usama bin Laden. 

The Afghan people are hostages to Taliban. 

Bin Laden and his crowd have broken many of the laws of Islam. 

The Muslim world was always the most tolerant. It protected Jews and Christians. 

He said females cannot see a male doctor under the Taliban rules, and they cannot 

go to school. That means there will be no doctors for females. 

DHR:dh 
102301-6 

11-L-0559/0SD/5137 
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I snowflake September 27, 2001 7:58 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld V· 
SUBJECT: !(b)(5) I Letter 

Please get this letter fromp '--)<5_)_.....1!answered. I have kept the paper to read. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
9/10/01 ~ letter 

DHR:tlh 
092701-3 

i--ee L · 'J ..f t,i/ 

1/21 
fr ~},/T-

f&~,e ~vf far(~ 

:j1£L 
L.arrY Di Rita 
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SeptemberlO, 2001 

The Honorable Donald H. Rumsfdd 
Secretary of Defense 
1000 Defense Pencagon 
Washington DC 2030 l -1000 

Dear Mr. Sei.::recary: 

(b)(6) 

We have met, the last time when my wite and I were guests of Harold Brown at a Rand 
Director's dinner, but we have ha<l little personal Contact. Anecdotically, with the 
recommendations of Albert \V ohlstetter and Andy Marshall, I hired Jim Roche to head the 
Northrop Analysis Center, when you also were considering him. And, my wife and I had your 
seats at the Gala during President Reagan· s first lnaugurnl when you were unable to attend 
(thank you). Tom Koro\ogos was able to work through the chaotic reservation situation. 

To give you a feeling for my background. with the exception of the years spent at the 
University of California at Berkeley receiving my PhD in Nudear Physics. I have been 
involved in defense related activities since I was an Army First Lieutenant during World War 
IL I have had technical and management roles at Boeing and Northrop. served as a Director on 
the board of three Defense Companies, and chaired or served on Task Forces of the Defense 
Science Board for the last thirty years. I also have and continue to serve on advisory panels for 
the National Laboratories. And, most importantly to me. I served during the second Reagan 
Administration as Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering. 

I only present my background since it is the foundation for my endosed commentary "Beyond 
Mad: Toward a Seamless Deterrent". I hope you wj]] find the paper useful. I believe that it is 
consistent with the statements made by both you and President Bush and expresses the issue of 
deterrent in an important way. It strongly supports the purchase of additional B-2C bombers. 

11-L-0559/0SD/5139 



Many of us are totally supportive of this Administration's position that a major change is 
required in our military services if we are to be prepared for future threats- so different from 
that of the Cold War. At the same time those of us with Washington experience recognize the 
difficult task you face in dealing with the super sand boxe, of Congress, the Military Services, 
and the Defense Industry. Many of these supported systems are really social welfare programs 
that bring jobs and votes. The real hope for the neces,ary change is for an increase in the 
Defense budget. As you know the defense budget percentage of the GDP has gone from 6% 
when I was USDRE in 1986 to the present 2.9%. Yet, Defense is the one governmental 
responsibility that only the Federal Government supports. 

Recognizing that you haw to deal with your share of megalomaniac,, I am somewhat 
embarrassed, since I· rn not of chat ilk. to relate 1he fo11owing ,ucces, while I was Under 
Secretary. However, it makes a point that I trust will be helpful to you. 

I began to develop the technical capability in S1ealth at Northrop during the Sixtie, and continue 
to believe in its great importance. In that period before I left Northrop to become USDRE, I 
focused on the B-2 bomber and paid little attention to our efforts in the competition that resulted 
in the F-22 fighter. Howewr. when I went into the Department in the late summer of 1985, I had 
to focus on that program since the proposals were due in about one month. I was astonished to 
find chat the requirements for stealth were completely inadequate. Since it was clear technically 
that it could be a stealthy fighter, what had happened? Those in the Air Force without the 
necessary knowledge had had experience with the F-1 17 fighter that. whi]e stealthy. had poor 
aerodynamic characteristics. They wanted a high performance fighter. But the B-2 bomber 
incorporating a new generation of stealth technology had proved that an aircraft could be both 
stealthy and efficient. 

As a result I forced a four-month delay in the competition and ch::mged the specifications to 
require a stealthy fighter. The reaction was world class. All of the senior civilian and military 
leaders of the Air Force castigated me. Those in the Congress with the proper access demanded 
an explanation, and those companies in competition with Northrop acrnsed me of conflict of 
interest because of Northrop·s experience with Stealth. As you know from your own experience, 
I had made a great financial sacrifice in coming into government and had no financial ties to that 
company. Only the program's classification prevented a front-page attack in the New York 
Times or the Washington Post. 

But I held firm. No one could justify building a non-stealthy fighter when we had F- l5s and 
F-16' s. As you are well aware, the Air Force now is using the F-22's stealth as an argument 
against the group calling for its cancellation. (Note that from an acquisition stand point the first 
development contract for the F-22 was signed in 1986.) General Joe RaJston, then a coJonel, 
can confirm my actions. 

11-L-0559/0SD/5140 



Surprisingly, when the dust had settled, I received a visit from the Vice Chief of Staff~ 
representing the Air Force· who commended me for my action. 

I bring this issue up because I believe that the Air Force is just as remiss in understanding the 
importance of long-range force proje~tilln and a stealthy bomber- centric force. I believe that 
the arguments in my paper are valid, and that the Senior Leadership and their consultants are 
just as incorrect as those in my time. I have known, supported, and admired Jim Roche and 
Larry Welch for twenty years, but they are missing the point as badly as the Air Force did 
sixteen years ago. 

You have pointed out chat major military impacts can be mnde with n small percentage change 
of the force. I fully believe that proceeding with the purchase of the B-2C will give that 
impact. The Navy and the Army have much co do to meet the new requirements, but the Air 
Force should have a major role in the deterrent force. 

We have seen the lase ten years pass with little effort to chnnge our military force to meet the 
new requirements. It would be a tragedy for the Nntion's future if the Clinton Drift were 
allowed to continue through this Administration. 

Si.t1ee1-elv vour~ 
(b)(6) 

The stealth capability of the B-2C is sometimes questioned. Drs. John Foster & Bill Perry 
were the original chairmen of the Red Team com:emed with this issue. Dr. Fosterrecently has 
been thoro~ this subject and would be .in exce11ent reference. if you were 

concernectL___J 
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TO: 
cc\ 
FROM: 

Honorable Condolcezza Rice 
Uo,.,."*e Csu,., Powe. ... 
Donald Rumsfeld 1)/t 

SUBJECT: Schedule 

October 26, 2001 6:39 AM 

It isn't possible to have a 7: 15 a.m. phone call, an NSC meeting and then two PC 

meetings in one day. That takes most of the day. 

T need time \Vith my staff. Let's try to figure out a different way to do our 

business. 

lf \Ve are going to have an NSC meeting in the morning, I suggest we have a 

secure phone call for the PC, not a video teleconference at the end of the day, and 

skip the 7: 15 a.m. phone call. 

Any thoughts? 

DHR:dh 
102501,36 

Ul7907 /01 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Honorable Colin Powell 

Honorable Condoleezza Rice 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 
Gen. Richard Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld \\\\ 

October 26, 2001 6:36 PM 

SUBJECT: DoD Presence at Afghan Opposition Meetings 

It is probably important that DoD, possibly OSD as well as the military, be 

represented at meetings of Afghan opposition forces. l saw that there was an 

event on October 24 and 25 in Peshawar and that one is scheduled for October 28 

and 29 in Ankara. 

Anything you can do to help see that we are connected to future meetings would 

be appreciated. Even if the U.S. is not invited, I think we should have people there 

on the margins to gather information. 

Thanks. 

DHR:<.lh 
10260l-24 
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August 16, 2001 11:27 AM 

TO: General Hugh Shelton 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld !;)\. 
SUBJECT: Honduras 

I notice that there are some 565 U.S. DoD personnel deployed to Honduras for 
JTf Bravo. 

Please have someone take a look at that and see if there is some way to reduce the 
size of that group. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081601-IK 

11-L-0559/0SD/5145 018036 
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TO: 

c· ·---s~c.~_ .. 

r~r re-1 ) I .,. . 2 2 -.,, L~ -· ,·.; _: j 

Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Saudi Arabia 

October 15, 200111:16 AM 

Did you ever figure out why Wald apparently arrived without getting Sultan's 

clearance to go in and add capability? It may not be true, but that is what Sultan 

told me. 

We want to make sure we do things in a gracious way with everybody, but 

particularly with the Saudis. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
101501-27 

11-L-0559/0SD/5146 
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\ D • October25, 2001 12:50 PM 
!snowflake 

TO: David Chu 

FROM: Donald R.umaf.,ld~ 

SUBJECT: Disposition of Antmax 

Please find. out what the United States did with thi- anthrax we had before we 

discontinued work on it back in 1969, 

Thanh. 

DHa;dh 
10250147 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Pleast; respond by ....:.I ..... D ?F-=z::::;..11------

TOTAL P.01 

A111:1lv1d Oct-2&-nl Dl:41PIII To-Dftlcl A11l1tant S1c Pa1• DDI 
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October 13, 2001 1:19 PM 

TO: Gen. Myers 

cc: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel«'\) 

SUBJECT: Rich Haver Memo 

Please take a look at this memo from Rich Haver. I would like you to come back 

with a proposal as to what you think we ought to do. 

Thanks . 

Attach. 
l 0/1 0/0 I Haver memo to SecDef 

DHR:clh 
101301-14 
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Ju1y t6, 2001 'lµ~f!S St.t.~ 
StCO~t 

.\l\L l ~ 1~0\ 

TO: V ADM Giambastiani (V ADM Holcomb on leave for 2 weeks) N 
0 
.~ 
'· .. J 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Promotion to 4-Stars 

I don't want to sign these Gen~ promotions until I know that you have 
(D seen them and the Service Secretaries have seen them and, in addition, my instinct 

is, in the case of the Air Force, to hold them until the ne~hief of Staff sees 

..•. - .. :, 

them. (a) 

I don't think it is fair to fill a whole bunch of general officer appointments the 
week before the new Chief of Staff of the Air Force comes in. It looks like the 
bum's rush to me. 

Let's hold them up. 

I'i'/ MSW~IIV~ FOK 5TA682. 

DHR:dh 
071601-75 

CD 5TASB2.. f<.~COVll41ENDS 
FOR- T i+E5e ~ /J/Oj'ff, /VOl'-1!}/ltTlOAf,~ 
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TO: Admiral G 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Donald Rumsfeldy $i;,/ ""L--
June 9. 2001 I 

Someone give me lhe informalion about the Ft. Levenworth Hall of Heroes and tell me how 
many successful people have gone through that lraining program who end up as Chief of Staff of 
the Armed Forces in their country. 

S 'f:=.C,,() EF ---
CO f Y or /JI y P(!e u1ous1-y ~ v1fdM1 TT£1:)(_j, .. ..) 
. . \/\ 

A-1./SWl:R. IS 4TTACHED. Gui.JD SP1==1=C.H 
' H 4T 1L A 5 You VE- STATt::b. 

DHRiazn 
060901.18 

0 
~J 

v/ K 
~g/5 

... 

a 
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TO: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: COL WHITMORE 

June 12, 2001 7:38 PM 

SUBJECT: Information on International Hall of Fame, Fort Leavenworth and 
Naval Command College, Newport, Rhode Island 

• International Hall of Fame: dedicated in 1973 to recognize 
International Officer Graduates who have attained, through military 
merit, the highest positions in their nation's armed forces, or who have 
held an equivalent position by rank or responsibility in a multi-national 
military organization. 

Total Inductees: 200 
14: Presidents: 
148: Commander/Chief of Staff of Armed Forces 
38: Minister/Ambassador/Legislature: 

46 are currently in leadership positions today 

• Naval Command College: assist specially selected senior naval officers 
from other countries prepare for higher command responsibility in 
their own navies, and to familiarize them with United States Navy 
methods, practices, and doctrine. (1J.RJ..i£1~1-r /JullKI!= .;,-:-4/!.-TE}) 7H 15 

Total Graduates: 1400 (All foreign officer graduates since 1956) C'Ot-tR.S1:::) 
755: Flag Officers 
143: Chiefs of Service 

13 are currently in leadership positions today 

11-L-0559/0SD/5152 



CGSC International Hall of Fame 

Codes: 
P = President 
C = Commander of Armed Forces/Chief of Staff. A,·med Forces 
M = Minister, Ambassador, lJegislator 

ARGENTINA. 

CARIDI, JOSE S. D. 

BAHRAIN 

AL-KHALIFA, HAMED 

BELGIUM 

MERTENS, GUY 

SCHOUPS, JOZEF J. 

BOI.ZVZA 

LTG 

GEN 

LTG 

LTG 

ARREDONDO MILLAN, GONZALO LTG 

BOTSR',\l\l/\ 

FISHER, LOUTS MATSHWENYEGO L TG 

BRAZIL 

MARTINS, WALDIR 

COLOMBIA 

ARIAS, ARMANDO CABRALES 

FORERO MORENO.RAFAEL 

DENMARK 

HELSO,HANSJESPER 

SCHEIBYE, VLF 

FINI.AND 

HAGGLUND, GUSTAV 

GEORGZ1 

TEVZADZE Sr., David D. 

GERMANY 

REINHARDT, KLAUS 

GEN 

GEN 

GEN 

MG 

MG 

GEN 

LTG 

GEN 

C C/S ARGENTINE ARMY 

P EMIR (Effective MAR 99) 

C CHIEF KING'S MIL HOUSEHOLD 

C CHIEF OF STAFF, ALLIED FORCES 
CENTRAL EUROPE 

C COMMANDING GENERAL OF THE 
BOLIVIAN ARMY 

C COMMANDER, BOTSWANA DEFENCE 
FORCES 

C C/S BRAZJLJAN ARJ\1Y 

C CDR COLOMBIAN ARl\1Y 

C CG MIU TAR Y FORCES 

C CDR DANJSH ARMY OPERATIONAL 
COMMAND 

C COMMANDING GENERAL, DANISH 
HOJ'v1E Gl.lARD 

C CHIEF FINNISH DEF FORCES 

M MINISTER OF DEFENSE 

r CDR NATO LAND FORCES CENTRAL 

Page I of 3 
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CGSC International Hall of Fame 

GREECE 

PARAGIOUDAKIS, MANOUSOS K. 

GUATEMALA 

LOPEZ FUENTES, HECTOR 

HONDURAS 

CANTARERO, ARNULFO 

INDONESIA 

HARTONO,RADEN 

ITALY 

PUCCI, CESARE 

SIRACUSA, SERGIO 

JAPAN 

FUJINAWA, YUJI 

KENYA 

CHERUIYOT, A. K. ARAP 

LEBANON 

GHANEM, ISKANDAR 

LIBERIA 

WASHINGTON, GEORGE T. 

MALAWI 

CHIMBA YO, JOSEPH G. 

MALAYSIA 

HASJilM BIN HUSSEIN, Dato' Seri 
Md 

NEPAL 

RANA, ARJUN NARSINGH 

NORWAY 

BREIDLID, OLAV 

PAKISTAN 

JEHANGIR, KARAMAT 

EUROPE 

LTG C CHIEF OF HELLENIC ARMY GENERAL 
STAFF 

BG M AMBASSADOR 

BG C CG HONDURAN NAVAL FORCE 

GEN C C/S INDONESIAN NATIONAL ARMY 

GEN C CDR ALLIED LAND FORCES SOUTHERN 
EUROPE 

GEN C CG, CARABINIERI CORPS 
(OPERATIONAL COMBINED COMMAND) 

GEN C CHAIRMAN, JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
(JSC) 

LTG C CDR KENYA ARMY (Eff 6 JUL 94) 

MG M MINISTER OF DEFENSE 

LTG M AMBASSADOR 

GEN C ARMY COMMANDER, MALAWI ARMY 

GEN C CHIEF OF MALAYSIAN ARMY 

GEN M AMBASSADOR 

MG C C/S NORWEGIAN ARMY 

GEN C CHIEF OF ARMY STAFF 

Page 2 of 3 
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CGSC International Hall of Fame 

RAHIM UDDIN KHAN 
PERU 

ZEGARRA DELGADO, JORGE 

PHILIPPINES 

GAZMIN, VOLTAIRE T. 

NAZARENO, CESAR P. 

SARMIENTO, RECAREDO A., TT 

SORIANO, ORLANDO DE VERA 

SENEGAL 

CISSE, LAMINE 

SPAZN 

PARDO DE SANTAYANA, 
ALFONSO 

THAILAND 

CHAVALTT YONGCHAIYUDH 

PRAYUDH CHARUMANI 

SURA YUD CHULANONT 

WATANACHAI WOOTTSIRI 

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO 

ALFONSO, CARL A. 
TUNISIA 

ESCHEIKH, ABELHAMID 

VENEZUELA 

ALCALDE, HUMBERTO 

SALAZAR RODRIGUEZ, RAUL A. 

YUGOSLAVIA 

KADIJEVIC, VELJKO 

GEN C CHAIRMAN JOINT C/S 

GEN C CG PERUVIAN ARMY 

LTG C COMMANDER OF PHILIPPINE ARMY 

MG L CDR PHIL NATIONAL POLICE 

D/GEN C DIR GEN PHILIPPINE NATIONAL POLICE 

LTG C CG PHILIPPINE ARMY 

LTG C CHIEF OF STAFF, SENEGAL ARMED 
FORCES 

GEN C CHIEF OF STAFF 

GEN M SENATOR 

GEN M SENATOR 

GEN C CINC ROY AL THAI ARMY 

GEN C SUPREME CDR ROYAL THAI ARMED 
FORCES 

BG C CH DEF STAFF T &T DEFENCE FORCE 

MG M MIN OF YOUTH & SPORTS 

MG C MINISTER OF DEFENSE 

MG C MINISTER OF DEFENSE, VENEZUELAN 
ARMED FORCES 

GEN C FED SECRETARY OF NAT'L DEF 

Page 3 of3 
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Naval Command College Graduates 

Chief of Naval Operations: 

Denmark: RADM Tim Joergensen 

Finland: V ADM Esko Antero III 

Ireland: COMO John Kavanagh 

Israel: VADM Yedidia Ya'ari 

Jordan: BGEN Hussein Ali Mahmoud Al Khasaw 

Liberia: CAPT Patrick Wallace 

Mexico: ADM Jose Ramon Lorenzo Franco 

Portugal: ADM Nuno Goncalo Viera Matias 

Singapore: RADM Lui Tuck Yew 

Turkey: ADM Ilhami Erdil 

Presidents: 
Lebenon: BGEN Emile 
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!snowflake 

April 23, 2001 2:28 PM 

TO: 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 
RDMLQuinn 
Steve Herbits 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ . 

SU BJ ECT: Security 

We have been somewhat successful in calibrating down the amount and visibility 
of security in the Pentagon and around me. We have it about halfway to where I 
want it. 

Thus far, we have been able to: 

Completely dismiss the internal security for me in the building. I now 
proceed through the building without one of the internal security people 
following me everywhere. 

Not have SFC ~ meet me every morning at the front steps and salute, 
walk with me to see me off every evening at the front steps with a salute. 

Get Major Damiano to stop escorting me throughout the building 
everywhere I went. I now walk throughout the building without an 
escort. 

~ Shift my car from a Cadillac to a 4-wheel drive SW. 

Now we need to cut it back some more. The way I want to do it is as follows: 

- Unless there is a very good reason, I don't want security people to call 
ahead to announce when I am arriving someplace. That includes the 
Pentagon, a dinner party, an official event or a social engagement. I 
don't like the feeling of having people waiting for me out in front as 
though I need a welcoming committee. I am happy to fend for myself. 
The only time it may be appropriate is to get the White House or Blair 
House guards ready to open the gates, so I can get in for meetings 
without a long wait. I don't want it done when we arrive at the 
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• Pentagon. I want to see how other people coming to the Pentagon are 
treated. Therefore, I don't want my arrival announced to the Pentagon 
gate guards or to the guards at the entrances I go in. Nor do I want 
guards told which entrance I am going into. I want to be able to move 
around and get a sense of how the building works without people being 
on notice that the SecDef is coming. 

Second, when I am going to a social event or some event outside that is 
not a major official event, I do not want the cars that take or escort me to 
pull up to the front, park in the front or be in the front when I come out. 
The effect of that is that everybody else is blocked and waiting for me to 
arrive or come out. I don't like to feel that I am putting everyone else 
out. If I am going to church or some event, have the car drop me off a 
little away from the front door, out of people's way so we don't block 
everything, and then pick me up away or around the corner so my arrival 
or departure is not a big deal. 

- Third, I want to discontinue the chase car. I need to be in 
communication at all times, however, I don't need a chase car. If I miss 
a meeting someday or we have to call for help because the car breaks 
down, we will do it. I consider the security and communications 
function to be basically a communications and location function. The 
reason I have people with me is not only for security but it is so that 
anyone who needs to get me will always have the ability to get me by 
telephone on a secure phone. The communications function is critical, 
since I need to be available to the President, the other members of the 
national security team and the Pentagon. 

-The security function, in my view, is something that can be a part of that 
and is appreciated, but I think it is more of a deterrent. Anyone who 
really wants to get a public figure, can do it, notwithstanding how many 
security people he has, as long as that person is willing to be caught. 

As a citizen and a taxpayer, I don't like to see a lot of money wasted on things I 
think are not necessary. And, as a citizen and taxpayer, I don't like to feel that 
when a some person is waiting for an elevator, the elevator is blocked because 
some so-called public servant is going to arrive in five minutes to go up or down 
the elevator. I don't like the feeling that, as a taxpayer or a citizen, when you want 
to get in or out of your car or in or out of a building that the doors are blocked or 
cars are blocking the way because some public servant is going to arrive or leave. 

The long and the short of it is that I want things connected to me done in as low a 
key as possible, in as invisible a way as possible. It is important that I always 
have communications. It is also important that we not act like the Secretary of 
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Defense is so important that everybody else in this country has to wait and stand 
back while he aiTives, departs or does his thing. 

After you have thought this through, please fashion a new plan for us and come in 
to discuss it with me. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
042301-5 

L-+, dtc..,_c, 7 L 
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22 MAR 01 (1500 HRS) 

• MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY RUMSFELD 

THRU: RDML QUINN 

SUBJECT: SECURITY FOLLOW VEHICLE (CHASE CAR) 

Sir, 

The security follow vehicle is employed for the following reasons: 

• It serves as "eyes and ears" of your motorcade movements; they are talking to 
advance personnel on site, monitoring traffic chokepoints and other potential 
hazards and dangers 

• It protects your vehicle from any reckless movements from the rear or blindside 
areas, intentional or otherwise 

• In the event of breakdown, it would serve as your primary transport; in the event 
of an attack, it would serve as your emergency evacuation vehicle 

• In the event of an emergency or exigent circumstance, it would provide additional 
manpower 

• Our entire security package is geared and trained toward the presence of a fo1low 
vehicle / additional manpower as the focal point for reaction to emergencies 

In deference to your desire for lower visibility, we had already taken the fo1lowing 
measures with regards to the follow vehicle: 

• Removed the overhead lightbar 

• Directed less visibility on arrivals and departures from functions, particularly for 
private, low key events or controlled environments 

• Directed a loose follow procedure with no blocking or aggressive maneuvers in 
order to establish a lower profile, yet able to still react to an emergency 

We feel that further degradation of your security posture would make you a '"softer" and 
more lucrative target to a surveillant or terrorist threat and potentially jeopardize your 
safety and/or that of your family. 

Strongly recommend that the follow vehicle be retajned for your movements within the 
Washington, D.C. metropolitan area. 

V/R Rick Kisling 



• , ·1. 

TO: RADM Quigley 

Donald Rumsfeld 1y 
SUBJECT: Talking Points 

FROM: 

April 20, 2001 6:44 PM 

I would get these talking points on surveillance and reconnaissance over to the 
State Department, the National Security Council and Ari Fleischer, in addition to 
your having them. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
04200 1-14 
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TALKING POINTS: SURVEILLANCE AND RECONNAISSANCE 
OPERATIONS (SRO) 

Purpose: Respond to SECDEF request to prepare talking points on value of SRO. 

Suggested Talking Points: 

• Surveillance and reconnaissance flights help protect the peace. They improve 
awareness of what other countries are doing and help contribute to regional 
stability through greater transparency. 

• It has been a long-accepted tenet of arms control policy and international legal 
discussion that greater transparency leads to greater stability. Reconnaissance 
and surveillance assist in providing transparency. 

• We gather information and monitor events in a continuing effort to reduce 
surprises that could threaten U.S. security interests, or the interests of our 
allies, friends and deployed forces. 

• The U.S. needs to know if there are hostile threats to our men and women, to 
our servicemen and to our allies. 

• We are one of the many nations that engage in SRO flights around the world. 
The PRC, Taiwan, Japan, and many others regularly engage in surveillance and 
reconnaissance flights, to help to protect the peace. 

• · These flights are over international waters and international airspace, and are in 
accord with international law. 

• The U.S. has never challenged the right of other countries to engage in the 
same types of reconnaissance and surveillance flights in U.S. littoral waters or 
in international waters. 

• Finally, these are not spy flights. They are not done in secret. They do not 
invade other nation's air space. They are overt, not covert. They are not done 
in dark glasses and trench coats as some in the press would have you believe -
they are in the open, with "U.S. Navy" emblazoned on the aircraft and the 
aircraft are totally unarmed. 
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Countries who have Airborne Intelligence Collection Capabilities 
Version 3, 2135L 8 April, 200 I 

The following is an unclassified list of nations who possess intelligence collection 
capable aircraft and conduct intelligence collection missions. The Open Skies Treaty 
signatories were included in this list, they are listed separately and may be duplicated in 
the first listing. 

Nations who have Airborne Intelligence Collection Capabilities 

Australia Algeria Argentina Brazil Bulgaria 
China (PRC) Chile Cuba Egypt France 
Germany India Indonesia Iran. Iraq 
Israel Italy Japan Libya Peru 
Philippines Thailand Vietnam French New Guinea 

Polynesia 
Romania Russia Singapore South Africa South Korea 
Sweden Switzerland Syria Taiwan Ukraine 
United USA Burma Malaysia New Zealand 
Kingdom 
T011ga Pakistan Sri Lanka 

Open Skies Treaty Signatory Countries 

Belgium Belarus Canad3r Czech Republic Denmark 
France Georgia Germany Greece Hun2arv 
Iceland lreland Italy K yre:vzstan Luxembourg 
The Netherlands Norway Poland Portugal Romania 
Russia Slovak Spain Turkey Ukraine 

Republic 
United Kingdom USA 

-- .. 
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I snowflake 

April 19, 2001 10:18 AM 

TO: RDML Quinn 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Foreign Views 

For every meeting I have with a foreigner from now on, I would like a report as to 
where they stood on the Chinese taking our airplane and our crew and what their 
government said on the matter at that time. I may wish to bring that subject up in 
my meetings. 

I like to know who our friends are, and friends are those who stand up when you 
need it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
4/18/01 Washington Post op-ed, "With Friends Like These ... " 

DHR:dh 
041901-3 
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Washington Post 
April 18, 2001 
Pg. 21 

With Friends Like These. • • 

Where were our Asian allies duri11g the China standoff? 

By Ted Galen Carpenter 

Critics of the Bush administration's diplomatic compromise wirh China over the spy plane incident worry 
that Washington conveyed weakness .and dam.aged its credibility with East Asian friends and allies. But if 
anything, it is the credibility of those ~ountries .as friends and allies that has been damaged, given the 
statements and actions of Ease Asian leaders in re-.ponse to the crisis. 

Vocal support for the U.S. position wa-. notably absent. Even Washington's treaty allies in the region -
including Japan, South Korea, Thailand .and the Philippines -- declined to say that a U.S. apology to 
Beijing was unwarranted. Only Singapore's elder statesman Lee Kuan Yew unequivocally supported the 
U.S. position. 

Japan's tepid. ambiguous stance epitomized the reaction of America's so-called friends 1:1nd 1:111ies. 
Kazuhikl1 Koshikawa, a spokesman for Prime tvfiniscer Yoshiro Mori, said, "We strongly hope thi, case 
will be settled in an .appropriate and acceptable manner." Beijing_ could take as much comfort as 
Washington from such a comment. 

This is not the first time America's East Asian allies have abandoned the United States in the midst of a 
crisis. Indeed. that sort of behavior has become a pattern. The motto nf tht> East Asian gowrnments appear, 
to be that they will always stand behind the United States -- about as far behind as they can get. 

Their behavior in this episode is disturbingly reminiscent of their actions during tl1e 1996 crisis in the 
Taiwan Strait. As China conducted provocative missile tests in the ,trait, the l.lnitrd Statt>s dispatched two 
aircraft carrier battle groups to waters near Taiwan. The reactions of the allies were nmst revealing. South 
Korea and the Philippines emphasized that their mutual security treaties with the United States did not 
cover contingencies involving Taiwan. Other countries contt>nted tht>mselws with thr banal response of 
urging restraint on both sides. Japan went no further than to express "understanding·· of the reasons for the 
naval deployment. 

The incidents underscore a potentially dangerous flaw in U.S. East Asia strategy. Throughout the Cold 
War, Washington could operate with confidence that its security clients would not form close economic 
ties with America's strategic adversaries. Tn other words, tht>re wnuld be no serious tension between the 
economic interests of those allies and their security relatiLmship with the United States. 

The situation today is much more ambiguous. A chilly relationship lto say nothing of an armed 
confrontation) between the United States and China would put thr East Asian countries in a difficult 
position. Most of them have extensive investments in China and maintain lucrative trade ties. 

That accounts for their repeated ambivalence. In essence. thr East Asian allies seek the best of both worlds. 
They view the United States as an insurance policy to protect them from Chinese aggression or 
intimidation, if that problem should arise. But they don't want to incur Beijing's wrath -- or even jeopardize 
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their commerce with China -- by endorsing a hard-line U.S. policy on any issue. 

That may be a smart (albeit cynical) strategy for them, but it puts the United States in a most unappealing 
position. As East Asia's protector, the United States might find itself involved someday in a perilous 
military confrontation with China over Taiwan or some other issue. Even worse, it might have to wage the 
ensuing struggle virtually alone. American leaders would be wise to rethink a strategy that puts all the 
burdens and obligations for East Asia's security on the United States while the countries that benefit from 
U.S. protection seem inclined to stand on the sid~lines whenever a crisis erupts. 

The writer is vice president for deft'1W' mu(f,m'i.~11 policy studies a1 the Cato Institute. 
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TO: 

\J » 
/. 't r.d 

The Honorabl~ ~udy de ~o~\J 

March 2, 2001 11:56AM /. 

/ 

Cc.: 'Dt. W() t.fflw r~ A 
Donald Rumsfeld 1tfl-FROM: 

SU BJ ECT: Congressional Reporting Requirements 

Would you pull -together a proposal for tht, Department to o to Congress to ask 
for the elimination of all of these reports that neither Co gress nor the Department 
benefit from? This memo suggests there are at least 8 reports that are of no value 
to either the Department or Congress. 

i 

Let's also suggest that in the future they conside/putting in a sunset provision 
whenever a report is required, so that if it the rsel is one, three or five years, 

This will at least get something started. ThJ we will do a more careful review 
after that. / 

. I 
Before we send up the list of reports. sqtnebody ought to check it to make sure we 
still agree with the list. / 

I 
I 

If you have a better suggestion, let ~e know what it is. Thanks. 

Attach. 

DHR·dh 
030201-8 

I 

(~/ ,, 
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/ 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301 

SECDEF :.fAS SE 

MAR 2 ~001 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

THROUGH THE SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE SECRETARY)fC.....z./2.f 

FROM PAUL GEB~ er1 

SUBJECT: Congressional reporting requirements 

This memorandum responds to your request (Tab A) for someone to look 
into the many Congressionally mandated reports in 200 I. You asked: 

1. What does all this cost? 
• Congress currently requires 374 recurring reports from the Department. Some 

of these reports are quite long. such as the Annual Report, and other 
requirements can be satisfied with one-p~ge notifications. In 1999, the 
Department reviewed all the reports required and estimated the cost for a 
sample of 45 reports. Extrapolating from this data. we estimate that the cost 
fur completing all 374 reports is approximately $] 2 m each year. 

2. Which Committees are requiring these reports'? 
• The vast majority of the repons are requested by the Authorizing Committees 

either in legislation or more often through committee reports. The 
Appropriators request some reports and a fe,v requirements flow from the 
Intelligence Committees. 

3. Which Individuals are requesting the reports'? 
• We have not been able to do a legislative history on each of the reports. 

4. Are there some of the reports that can be rt"asonably t"liminated 
completely? 

• Yes. In 1999, the Department reviewed the 3 14 reports then required by 
Congress and determined that 168 were of no value to the Department. 
Department officials assessed that I 05 reports were of no value to the 
Congress. There is an overlapping list of 86 reports that may be of no value to 
either the Department or the Congress. The Department estimates that these 86 
reports cost approximately $2.5 million each year to complete. 

0 
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5. Are there some reports that can he combined? 
• Yes~ but the yield may be very low. In 1996, the Department reviewed all 

Congressional1y mandated reports and was able to combine only two reports. 

6. Is it possible that we could encourage the Congress to put sunset clauses 
on these reports so that they only happen once and never again? 

• Yes, we certainly could encourage the Congress to insert sunset clauses. 
Currently, four of the. reports have expiration dates and five have sunset 
clauses. This leaves 365 recurring reports, one for each day of the year. 

7. Does someone have the due dates? 
• At the beginning of each fiscal year, the OSD Office of Legislative Affairs 

informs each DoD compone.nt of the reports for which they are responsible. 
There is no central repository of the due dates required for all reports. 

8. ls this something we should be talking to the key members of Congress 
about and see if we can't calm it down? 

• Yes. 

Is there some way we could reduce the level at which these reports or 
responses have to be? 

• Yes, and this is already done. In many cases, the legislation specifies 1hc
Secretary of Defense as the party responsible for providing the report. In other 
cases, the legislation or committee report requests a report from the 
Department of Defense. In both cases, it is a judrement call by the Secretal) 
as to who should sign out the report, 

Discussion 
Convincing Congress to repeal all or some significant portion of these 

recurring reports would be an important victory. In previous efforts, the 
Department has been able to eliminate no more than about I 0% of the required 
reports. If immediate elimination was unacceptable to the Congressional 
Committees, we could press for a rule that all reporting requirements were annual. 
Should you want to reduce or eliminate these reporting requirements, such an 
effort could be made part of your reform initiatives and presented as part of a 
larger reform package this Spring or Summer. 
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• SECRETARY OF DEFENSE MEMO 

February 14, 2001 1:19 PM 

TO: Mr. John Veroneau, Legislative Affairs 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Congressional Repotting Requirements 

Attached is a report that indicates the Congressional reporting requirements for 
2001. 

I am absolutely amazed. I have not seen ·anything like this. 

I have these thoughts: 

cc: 

I. What does all this cost? 
2. Which committees are requiring these reports? 
3. Which individuals are requesting the reports? 
4. Are there some that can be reasonably eliminated completely? 
S. Are there some that can be combined? 
6. Is it possible that we could encourage the Congress to put sunsets on these 

reports so that they only happen once and never again? 
7. Does someone have the due dates? 
8. Ts this something we should be talking to the key members of Congress 

about and see if we can't calm it down? 
9. Ts there some way we could reduce the level at which these reports or 

responses have to be? For example, the ones for the President being 
reduced to me and the ones for me being reduced down to lower levels. 

TO. Any thoughts from anyone? 

Dr. William Schneider 
Dr. Paul Wolfowitz 
Dr. Dov Zakheim 

Attachment 

DR;dh 
020501-7 
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2C:: t?' - I ,,, 7: sq October 31, 2001 9:38 AM 

TO: Honorable Condokezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumskld · 
a 

SUBJECT: Newt Gingrich 

I think you ought to think about getting Newt Gingrich in as a consultant to help 

on the influence campaign and the culture side of this thing. He is interested, he 

has been involved in it and he knows some good people. 

r find him very stimulating, and r think he would be a big help. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
103101-13 
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October 31, 2001 9:38 AM 

TO: Governor Tom Ridge 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld !)A 
SUBJECT: ..... l<b)_<6_) _....,, 

Recently,!._<b_)(_6) __________ _.! died. His widow,!?~~ I is a good 

friend of Joyce's and mine. She indicated to Joyce that she would very much like 

to volunteer her services to help the country. 

She is smart, enormously well connected, has a lot of energy, is recently widowed 

and has time. !(b)(6) !was a Marine, and it was one of the proudest aspects of his 

life. 

U would like to contribute to the war effort. I know you are looking for 

detailees-here is one who is free, and I will vouch for her! 

Regards, 

P.S. My wife, Joyce, has her home phone number if you can't find it. If someone 

calls her to get her into your office for whatever purpose-answering phones, 

connecting things, organizing-you are welcome to use my name. 

DHR:dh 
103101-14 
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I snowflake 

C :: .. -- , 

SE/";:-;~··.,· 

October 31, 2001 10:32 AM 

TO: Attorney General John Ashcroft 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld Y-{L. 
SUBJECT: Justice 

Joyce and I were in Florida one time walking along the beach. There is a plaque. 

The quotation on the plaque reads: 

"On June 13, 1942, eight trained saboteurs paddled ashore on rafts 

from Nazi submarines in Florida and Long Island. CaTI'ying fake 

IDs, explosives and $175,000 in cash, Hitler's agents had come on a 

mission: Blend into American society and blow up U.S. factories. 

On Long Island, four were spotted. Two defected and betrayed their 

comrades. FDR ordered all eight to be tried by military tribunal. On 

August 8, 1942, six were executed in a D.C. jail, buried in unmarked 

graves." 

We were standing at the spot where the saboteurs first arrived ashore in Florida. It 

is interesting that from the day they landed in Florida to the day they were 

executed, it was plus or minus 57 days. 

Regards, 

DHR;dh 
I03101·1S 
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TO: Torie Clarke 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

DATE: October 27, 2001 

SUBJECT: Taliban Treatment of \\'omen 

Have one of your geniuses take this memo on Women and the Taliban and put it 

into one or two pages with bullet points with the most egregious wrongs against 

women, and then giw me back the original memo as well. 

Thanks very much. 

DHR/azn 
102701.01 

Attach: Infunnation Memo: Taliban\ Treatment of V\'mm:n 

8:27 AM 
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Philbin/Heilsnis OSD(P A) 
703-697-5737 

0 INFORMATTON MEMORANDUM: The Taliban's Treatment of Women 

Summary: There are many good independent sources of information about the 
mistreatment of women and girls in Afghanistan. Reports from organizations such as 
Amnesty International, the National Organization for Women, Human Rights Watch, and 
Physicians for Human Rights, which are not shy about criticizing the U.S. Government 
on occasion, may be especially credible citations. This report also includes information 

I from the Journal of the American Medical Association, the United Nations, and the U.S. 
Deoartment of State. 

I. Amnesty International and its U.S. Affiliate 

Since the Taliban's takeover of most of Afghanistan, Amnesty International has prepared 
several reports on human rights abuses against women there. Here are three examples. 

In an October 200 I "Issues Brief," Amnesty USA stated: 
• "The Taleban imposed harsh restrictions on personal conduct and behavior to 

enforce its particular interpretation of Islamic law and were responsible for 
numerous and widespread human rights abuses, particularly against women . 
. . . The Taleban's severe restrictions on women's rights constitute a policy of 
"gender apartheid" unlike anywhere in the world (emphasis added); their 
policies deny many of the most basic and fundamental rights. Women are 
effectively denied education, employment, medical treatment, and freedom of 
movement. They are obligated to wear an all-enveloping 11burqa11 robe, to block 
their windows to prevent being seen from the street, and to be accompanied by a 
male relative if they appear in public. Those women deemed to have disobeyed 
the regime's rules, enforced by the Ministry of Preventing Vice and Fostering 
Virtue, are subject to severe beating, amputation, and even death by stoning, 
depending on the alleged offense. Women suffer extreme repression and 
effectively live under house arrest. Many are widows and unable to care for their 
children. Severe depression and desperation is rampant." 

In a March 1999 Statement, the British headquarters of Amnesty International noted: 
• "Tens of thousands of women remain restricted to their homes under Taleban 

edicts banning them from seeking employment, education or leaving home 
unaccompanied by a male relative. Other measures restricting women include the 
closure of women's hammams (public baths). Women are also barred from the 
streets for certain periods during the fasting month of Ramadan. These 
restrictions have been enforced through the use of cruel, inhuman and degrading 
punishments and ill-treatment including the beating of women by Taleban guards 
in detention centres or in public places." 
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In January 1999, Amnesty International headquarters issued a report entitled, Women in 
Afghanistan: Pawns in men 's power stmggle.~·. u Among other points was this: 

• "Literacy rates are extremdy low and are estimated to have dropped to as low as 
four percent for women. Afghanistan is ranked ... bottom of the UN gender 
development index." 

2. National Organization for Wmnen (NOW) 

A recent "Action Alert" on NO\V's \Veb site notes: 

• Afghan women who fled the ruling Taliban's oppressive regime comprise 
more than 70 percent of those in refugee camps; many are already starving. 
Before I 996, women were 70 percent of the school teacher-., 40 percent of the 
doctors. 50 percent of gl1\·ernmenc workers and 50 percent of the college students 
in Afghanistan. They were scientists, professors, of parliament and university 
profeSSl11'S. ,. 

Note: Another NOW ··Action Alert'" calls on members to contact the President and 
Secretary of Seate to ensure chat women are part of any new Afghan government: 

• ··\Ve need your help to demand that the U.S. include Afghan women leaders, 
many living in exile or under virtual house arrest. in rebuilding a democratic 
government in Afghanistan. The U.S. must not lend credence to the human rights 
abuses suffered by Afghan women and girl, by allowing members of the Taliban 
to participate in reconstructing the country. Afghan women leaders - not Taliban 
extremists - must be at the table. 

J. Human Rights Watch 

FYI: Human Rights Watch started in 1978 as Helsinki Watch. to monitor the Climpliance 
of Soviet bloc countries with the human rights provisions of the landmark Heh.inki 
Accord!'>. In the l 980's, Americas Watch was set up to counter the notion that human 
rights abuses by one side in the war in Central America were somehow more tolerable 
than abuses by the other side. The organization grew to cover other regions of the world, 
until all the "Watch" committees were united in 1988 to form Hmmm Rights Watch." 

Here are excerpts from the organization's 2001 Women·s Human Rights report: 

• " ... the Taliban administration in Afghanistan sluouded its denial of women's 
rights in the rhetoric of protection but its forces raped ethnic Hazara and Tajik 
women with impunity ... " 

• "In Afghanistan, as the twenty-year civil war continued, the Taliban, which 
controlled 90 percent of the country, continued to violate women's rights with 
unabated severity. Tn addition to severe restrictions on women's access to paid 
work, health care, and secondary and higher education, the U.N.'s rapporteur for 
Afghanistan reported that Taliban members had abducted and raped ethnic Hazara 
and Tajik women with impunity. Such sexual violence by the Taliban 
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undermined its leaders' claim that their policies toward women were intended to 
protect them from violence and abuse." 

4. Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA) 

This sober publication's August 5th, 1998, edition included an article entitled, Women's 
Health and Human Rights in Afglwnistan. Its "conclusion" section read as follows: 

• "The current health and human rights status of women described in this report 
suggests that the combined effects of war-related trauma and human rights abuses 
by Taliban officials have had a profound effect on Afghan women's health. 
Moreover, support for women's human rights by Afghan women suggests that 
Taliban policies regarding women are incommensurate with the interests, needs, 
and health of Afghan women." 

5. Physicians for Human Rimts (PHR) 

FYI: Founded in 1986, this group was one of the original steering committee members of 
the International Campaign to Ban Landmines and, as such, shared the 1997 Nobel Peace 
Prize. PHR is coordinator of the US Campaign to Ban Landmines. 

In the Executive Summary of its 200 l report, Women's Health and Human Rights in 
Afghanistan: A Population-Based Assessment this group stated: 

• "The Taliban regime's restrictions on women's human rights represent some of 
the most deliberate forms of discrimination against women in recent history. 
They have compounded profound suffering due to more than 20 years of war, 
extreme poverty, periodic drought, lack of infrastructure and economic stagnation 
in Afghanistan." 

6. United Nations 

Following a November 1997 visit to Afghanistan, the UN Special adviser on Gender 
Issues (Angela King) noted, 

• "· .. the situation for women and girls remained very dire. After her mission, 
which had spanned two weeks, Ms. King reported that Afghan women and girls 
were not free to enjoy even the basic human rights protected by international 
law." 

• "Women in Afghanistan were the lowest on the UNDP gender development 
index, which listed 130 countries, she said. The maternal mortality rate in 
Afghanistan was the world's second highest, and only 4 per cent of girls in the 
country were literate. Women's access to health care was very limited ... " 

7. Department of State Information 

An October 17frt. Office of Information Programs fact sheet entitled, The Taliban's 
Betrayal of the Afghan People includes the following section about abuses against 
women and girls: 
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• Taliban rule has been particularly harsh for Afghan women and girls. Taliban 
restrictions against women and girls are widespread, institutionally sanctioned, 
and systematic in Taliban-controlled areas of Afghanistan. 

o Girls are formally prohibited from attending school. 
o Women are prohibited, with very few exceptions, from working outside 

the home, and are forbidden to leave their homes except in the company 
of a male relative". Tht"se rt"stricciom, are devastating for the thousands of 
Afghan war widows, who have reportedly been reduced to selling their 
possessions or begging to feed their familie,. 

o The Taliban have" significantly reduced women', access to health care, by 
decreeing that women can only be treated by women doctors. 

o The Taliban threaten and beat women to enforce the Taliban's dress code 
for women. 

The latest Cn111111y Rt•pon on Human Rights Practices for Afghani .. tan notes: 

• "The human rights situation for women was extremely poor. Violence against 
women remained a problem throughout the country. Women and girls were 
subjected to 1·ape. kidnapping, and forced marriage. Taliban rer.criccions 
against women and girls remained wide,preacL institutionally sanctioned, and 
;;y;;temacic. The Taliban impost"d ;,trict dre,s codes and prohibited women from 
working outside the home exct"pt in limited circum,tances in the health care field 
and in some humanitarian assistance projects. Despite these formal restrictions. 
the treatment of women and girls in Taliban-controlled areas improved slightly 
for the second year in a row, mainly due to lack of enforcement. Although girls 
were prohibited formally from anending ,chool, ~evernl organizations were able 
to run elementary ~chools and home ~chools with girls in attrnd,mcr de,pite the 
formal prohibition. Nonetheless. there wa:- widespread and widely acl·epted 
societal discrimination against women and girls throughout the country:· 
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November 2, 2001 9:03 AM 

TO: Governor Tom Ridge 
Homeland Security Council 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld \)f\ 
SUBJECT: ..... l<b_)<5_) ___ ...... 

. 1<b )(6) I I did not have ._ __ __,address when I sent that note a couple of days ago, but 

her address is .... !(b __ )( ..... 6) ____________ __. 

She is first-rate. I hope you will have someone give her a call and get her in for an 

interview as a volunteer. You will recall her husband was l(b)(a) 
rb)(6) I ..__ ___ ...... 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
110201-6 
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NuvtmbE1 1, 2tun &:38 m 

TO: DIRECTOR, DIA 
ASD(C3I) 
DIRE= CT DR) NSA 

cc: DCI 
Director, FBI 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ ;1. ~ 
SUBJECT: Sharing Threat Information 

We need to share threat information based on sensitive intelligence with U.S. 

police and law enforcement organizations. Existing policies and procedures for 

sanitizing intelligence information are too cumbersome. As a result, U.S. police 

forces do not get the critical intelligence information that we receive. 

We have to protect intelligence sources and methods, but we also have to give the 

law enforcement community the information they need. 

Please figure out how to get this done. 

DHR:dh 
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]snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

George Tenet 
Gen. Tommy Franks 
Gen. Dick Myers 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld \}

November 5, 2001 

SUBJECT: Taliban Brutality 

~ttach~d is a~ email I received. I don't know whor .__><_5_) __ ... ! is, but I thought 

1t was mterestmg. 

Thanks. 

Please respond by: ----------------

DHR/azn 
I 10501.30 

Alluch: Email dated 10/J 3/0 I 
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_J(b)(a) ! 1 thought IZG~sTlght be interested in thi:,, my fricr,d~~cnt it to meo; he does not know~ but hod rccaiwdit 
from a frjend ~f his. 

!(b)(6) Rr:cei-.ed 10/08/01 
Many of you are probably not aware that I was one of the last 
American citizens to have spent o great deal of time in Afghanistan. 
I w;:i:; first there in 1993, providing relief and Hsis1Dncc to refugees 
along the T.:ijik border; and in this capacity, I have lra\eled all along the border region batwccn the two countries. 
In 1998 and 1999, lwDs thei(b)(6) lforthcU.N.'s mine action program in Afghanistan. This program is !he 
larges\ c;i1,1li;:in employer in the country, with o..er 5,000 persons cloaring mines and UXO. In this latter capacity, I wu!) 
somewh:;t ironic.olly engaged in a "Holy War," 3S decreed by the Taliban, against the elAI of landmines, and by a special 
proc!am.ition of Mullah Om.ir, all those who might hnw died in this effort were considered to be "martyrs," c~n :,n ''infidel~ like 
myself. lhe minc.:iclion program is the most respected relief effort in the country and, because of this, I had the opportunity 
to ire'«:I exlensiv.:ly, without too much interference or res \riction. I still ha\e exlen&i\oE' contacts in the area and among the 
Afghan community and resd a great deal on lhe subject. 
I had wanted to write e3rlier and sh::irc some of my p&rspecti~s. but, quite frankly, I haw been a bit too popular in D.C. this 
past week and havo Not had time!(b)(6) I comments were excellent, and I would like to use them as a basis for 
sharing some obscl'V3tions. 
First. he is absolutely correct. This war is about will, rcsol-.e and character. I want to touch on that later. but first I want to 
share some comments about our "cnerny." 
Our enemy is not tho people of Afghanistan. The country is devasta!ed beyond what most of us cnn imagine, The vdsl 
majonty of the people Ji~ doy-tc-day, hand to mouth, in object condi:ians of po-.erty, misery and deprivation. Les!! thon 30% 
of the men arc litcr:i11!, tile women c~n less. 
11,es country is ext,austcd and desperately wants something like peace. They know very tittle of the world at lorge, and h3-.e 
no access to information or knowledge tlnl'I would counter what they .1re being told by !he Taliban. llicy ha\Q nothing lc:-ft• 
nothing, that is, cxcr:pt their pride. 
Who is our enemy? Well, our enemy is a group of non-Afgl,ans,oftcn referred to by the Afghans 3$ "Ar:ibs," and a fanatical 
group of rcligiou:; ll-!..lders and their military cohort. the Talibon. The non-Afghan contingent came from .:ill O\.Cr the Islamic 
world to fight in the war ngainst the Russians. Many came using a CO\\::rt network created with assistance by our own 
· gowrnmenl. 
OBL (as Oi:.3m3 bin Lndr.n w::is ref,::incd to by us in the country at the time) restored this network to bring in more fighters, 
this time to support !he Taliban in their civ.l war Dg<Ji~sl the former M11johidccn. 0"(:r time, this militmy support, along with 
linar.cicll support, has zillowed OBL and his "Arabs" to co-opt i,igniflc.mt 901Rrnment activities and leaders. OBL is The 
"inspector gencr:il" of Ti!llil:,.,n armed fortes. His bodyyuards protect senior T:Jlib l~3ders, and hr: hos built;:, system of deep 
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• 
bunkers for Ille hlilxin, which were designed to wilh:;1and cruise missile strike~; {LJl1m, where did ho lc.irn to do U1a1?). I !is 
ro~css basically rvlt: 11\e southorn city of K,mdal,ar. 
I his hii;h-prot,Jo prcr.r.:it:t! of OIJL and hh; "/\r..ibs" has, in tho last 2 years or so. started to gr.-ncr.:ite a gri;at deoJ of rcscnfmcni 
on the p::irl or the lcc:nl /\fgl1a1is. At the sonic lime. the lcgithm1cy of th!:! T;:!liban regime h:ir. .:;\_r111~d lo d~c,e~se :is it hns 
fai/~d lo end the w;H, 3S local hum~J11i!arian conditions h.iw worsened and ns "cull ural" restrictions h~-.c br.c.ume e\/On 
harsher. 
It is my assc~smcl'lf 111:.:tt most Ngtians no longer suppon the Taliban. l11ce:cd the r~~lib.i11 ha-..c rcccnlly had il ~ry difficult 
time g~uing recruits for their forces and Im~ had to rely more or,d more on non-Afghons, ei\her from Pushhin tribes in 
Pakistan or from OBL. OB Land :he Tt.llban. absent any U.S. action. wen~ probably on their way lo sharing tho same fotc 
\h;!l all other outsiders and outside doctrines ha\e experienced in Afghanislt:n- dtreat and di:m,cmbcnncnt. 
During the A1Gh3.n war with th.: So'dets, much attention was paid lo the martial prowess of the Afghans. We were all at W1::it 
Point;,\ the time. and most of us hod high-minded idcillistic thoughts about how we would all wr,nt to go help the bra\e 
·'freedom fighters" in their &truggle against the So\\els. 1ho:.c conc:eph; were nai\C to the r.:xlrenie. The Afghans, while nevar 
conquered O!. a n::lion, arc not invincible in battle, A "good" Afghan bottle is one that mokc5 a lot of noise and light. B.:isic 
military skills are rudimentary and clouded by cultural con:5lrainl$ that. no n,otter what, 3 warrior should never lose his honor. 
Indeed, tiring from lhr. prone is considcr~d dittai1\cful (but still done). Traditionally, the Afghan order of battle is wry feudal in 
nature. with fighters owing .i\legiance to a "comm:Jndef' and this pr.rse>n owing ~llcoi:::inr.e upwards and so on and so on. 
0f1t:"n such allcgi;mr.;e is secured by payment. And while the Taliban force:; ha1,e ch .. ~ngad this somewhat, many of the units 
in the Toliban 3rmy arc there because !hey ore being paid to be there. All such groups haw >,ery strong loyalties along 
l'lh11ic and tribal lines. Again. the concept of hating n place of ''hone(' ,1nd "respect" is of paramount importance and blood 
fr.uds between families nnd· tribes can lo!:l for generations owr 3 percei\.t!d or :ic?U3l slight. That is one reason why lh~re were 
7 groups of M;.,jehidccn fighting the Russians. 
II 1s a \lary difficult task to form nnd keep united a large bunch of Afghans into a military formation. The "real" stories that 
h.::·..t: come out of the war against the So\.iets are wry enlightening and a lot difi@rent from our fantastic visions as cm:i~l::.. 
When the" firs l batch of Stingers came in and were giwn to one Mujehide~n group, another group - supposedly on the Same 
:;ide.attacited the first group and stole u,e Stingers, not so much because they war.led to use them, but bccouse h.!1-.ing 
them was a nwt!cr of prestige. Many larger coordinated ;H1acks that advisers tried to conduct failed when all lhe v.:riou~ 
Afghan fighting groups would gi"=! up their assigned tasks (such as blocking or owtm::itchJ and instead would join the .Jrsault 
group in order to seek glory. In comparison to Vietnam, the intensity of combat and the r~t~ of fatalities were lower for all 
in\.OIWd. 
As you can tell from cbo~. it is my m:sessment that these guys are not THAT good in a purely mi!itaiy sens<::, and the 
"Arabs" probably even loss so than the Afghans. So, why is it that they haw nc~r been conquered? It goes back to Dr. 
Kern's point about will. During their history, the only e'I.Elnts that t,a~ ni~n~ged to form ony Sl!mbtancc of unity amor,g the 
Afghans is the desire to tight foreign invaders. And in doing this. the Afghans haw been fanatical. The Afghans' gre.:itest 
military strength is the ability to endure hardships that would, in all probability, kill most Americans and cneMte the rcsol~ 
of all but the most elite military units. 
The physical dimculties of fighting in Afghanistan, the terrain, the we~ther and the harshness are all wc:.ipont that our 
enemies will USI:' to their adv.;ntage and use wctl. (NOTE: For you mili!ill)' planner types .:ind armchair gcncrills•around 
Nowmber 1, most road mo-..emcnt is imposslblc, in part because all the roods used by the Ru!i!i i::ins M~ been destroyed, 
and air mo~ment will be problematic .it best). 
Also, those fighting us 3!'e not afraid lo fight. OBL end olhers do not :!1/r:k 1J·,e U.S. h:.1s lhc! wm or !he stomach for a fight. 
Indeed. ~ficr the absolutely in:,ne missile strikes of 1998, the cwrwl1elming consensus was thnt we were cowards who would 
not risk one life in face-to-face combat, R<1t11er than dcmo:islratfog our might and acting o~ 3 deterrent, that :.\ction and others 
of the not-so-recent past htve reinforced the perception that the U.S. does not ha-.,e any "will" and that we are morally and 
spiritually corrupt. 
Our challenge is to play to the wca~~C!~a.es of our enemy, notably their propensity for internal struggles, the distrust between 
Ille extremists/Arabs and the majority of Afghans, their limited ability to fight coordinated battles :mdthQir lack of extcrnat 
support. More importantly, though, we h,j\e to toke steps not to play to their strengths. which would be to unite the entire 
population og:.iin$l us by increasing their suffering or killing innocents. to get bogged clown trying to hold terrain, or to get into 
a b:Jtlle of attrition chasing up and down mountain vcllt?ys. 
I h.i-.c been asked how I would fight the war. This is n big question and Well beyond my pay grade or expertise. A1)d while I 
do not want to !;~COlld-gucss current plans or dart an academic debate, I would share the following from what I know about 
Afghanistan and tl1c Afgh~ns. 
• First, / would gilot'! !he Nor:hcrn Alliance a big wad of cash, so they can buy olf a chunk of the Ta:iban army before. wi~ter: 
• Second, ill:..o wi:h this cm;h, ! would pay some guys to kill some of the Talib:in h~adetsliip. making it look like ;,;11 m:;11::e Job 
to spread distrust And build on existing discord. 
• Third. I would support the Northern Alliance with n,ilitary ass~s. but not t:1ke it owr or odopt so high a profile as to 
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llndcrmina its legitimacy in the eyes of most /\f!]h,m~;. 
,. Fourth would be logi"'~ 1113sshcamounts or in,manit~ri;,n :.iid .rnd assi5to1nr.c 10 1/\e AfghMs in P;;ikist:!!n to dcnionr.lr~!<! our 
goodwill and to giw tliesc guys a reason to liv.-=-, rather than the choice between dying of i.tarvolion or dying fighting the ir1tio'cl . 
. Fifth, start a series of public works projects in nrc.Jri of the country not under 1'~1ib;;in control (these om much more th;:,n the 
press rcpom:). again to dsmonstratc goodwill and !hnt impro1eme11ts cornc with peace . 
• Si)(lli, I would consider v-.;ry carefully putting any female scr...icemernbcrs into Arghanist:sn proper-sorry to the fern;ilcs of our 
class, bul within that culture, a m;Jn who allows a woman to fight for him has zero respect, end we will need respect to gain 
the cooperation of Af9h;:in allies. No Afghan will work with a m~m who fights with women. 
"I would hold olf from doing anything too dr.im3tie in tho l'\C'!W term, keeping :l low lewl of C0\.13rt action and prcssurr.;, up OIA;!r 
the winter. allowing !his prc:;:;ure to force open lhefrssrons nmund the ralibtinlhat were already dei.clcpin!}. 

I m:p~ct tho.I they will quickly turn on :hr;n,sel~s and on CRL. We can Pick up tile pieces next summer. or the summer 
:,ncr. Wlir~n we do pick up tho pioees, I would mf1ke sure that we do so on the ground, "man lo man.'' While! would nc'ler 
w..int to advoc:.Jle Amcricon c::iusalltics. it is essential th,1t we ccmmunic;:,\e to OBL and all others Wil\ching that we can and 
will r.ng~ge and de!::lroy the enemy in close comb3t. As mcntionrd abo\/0, we should not try to gain or hold terrain, but 
infantry operations 09.:iinsl the cn(!my are esscnli:iJ, 11,ere can be no excuses nfter the defe.Jl or lingering doubts in the 
minds of our enemies rcgilrdlng Amcrir.an resol-..e, and nolhing, nothing will communicate this eitcepl for ground combat, 
And once lh:s is u/1 o\Er, unlike in 1989, the U S. must pro1.Ade c-:ntinucd long•ll:mll economic assistance to rebuild the 
cou11lry. 
While I 113~ written too much ;1lready, I think ii is also important to sliorc o few things on tho s ubjcct of bru\;Jlity. Our 
opponcn1i. will not abide by tho Gene...a con~ntion~. There will be no prisoners unless there is a chance that they c;Jn be 
ransomed or made part of a local prisoner exchan13c. During the war with the So\1cts, llidcot::ipr:s were made of communist 
Prisoners hating their !hroa!s slit. Indeed, there did exist a "trod~·· in prisoners :.o that soul,l:)njr ~di::os could be made by 
outsiders to rake homr: w1lh :hem. This practice hos spread to the Philippines, 13osnia and Chechny3, where similar 1.1doos 
art! being made today and c.:Jn be four,d on the web for lhor,e so inclined. We can e)(pect our soldiers lo be {re.:1ted tho Mime 

way. Sometime during this war, I expect that we will see V:dcos of U.S. prisoncr!.h3-.ing their hcEds cut off. Our enemies 
will do this not 0111y to demonstrate their ''slre11glh" to their followers, but also to c~u!lc w:. to overreact, to sack wholesale 
rel.Enge ag.iinst civilian popul3llons and to turn this into the world w;dc religious war that they desperately want. Thi:; will be 
a 1cst of our will ond of our choracter. (Fer further corroboration of this type of a.c.ti\ily, please ro;id Kipling.) 
This will not be a pretty war; it will be u war of wills, of resol\e and. somewhat conversely, of compassion and chrimcter. 
Toword our enemies. we must show a le.cl of ruthlessness that has not been p3tt of our military c::hMoc:er for a long lime. 
But to those who are not our enemies, we must show a !ell!!! of compoGsion probably unhc-::ird ot· during war. We should do 
this not for numonilarian masons, e'ven though I llere arc many, but for shrewd military logic. 
For anyone who is still reading this way too long note, thanks for your patience. I will try to answer any questions that may 
arise in 1 more cpncii;\e manner. 
Th,'.mks, (b)(6) I .............. __ _. 

----····---- ---··--·-

l(b )(S) I \hou~l!" T9"' bo ;neen,,tod ;n th;s, my friend~ sen1" to me; ho does not knofil,ut had mcer..od ;1 fn,m 
a friend of his. (b) 
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TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld Vl\ 
SUBJECT: Saudi Arabia 

October 12, 2001 8 :47 AM 

You were going to get back to me with some ideas on how we could rearrange our 

forces so we will have fewer forces in Saudi Arabia when this is over. I would 

like to see the plan, please. 

Thanks. 

DHR.:dh 
101201-7 
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
6000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301 ·6000 · .. 

.... ,, • 1 .... , ,. •• "" I -
-~ .. I (1i /~: I J 

INFO MEMO 
COMMAND. CONTROL. 

COMMUNICATIONS. AND 
INTELLIGENCE November 8, 2001 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

JOHN P. STENBIT, ASD(C3I) 17 
SUBJECT: Aircraft 

FROM: 

Getting the secure voice communications, secure faxes and video to work in the 
various SECDEF aircraft is being addressed and these efforts have been accelerated as a 
part of the counter terrorism supplemental or current budget review. This is what I see 
our doing: 

• In the immediate timeframe, several steps are being taken to upgrade the computer 
and communications technology on the fleet of executive aircraft. 

• However, the crux of the matter seems to be getting a handle on the entire leadership 
fleet of 40 aircraft, and managing them as an entity to upgrade and standardize their 
data and voice technology. The management approach would have to include: 

• Consolidating the efforts of a wide array of executive agents, 

• Coordinating with the Air Force program offices to ensure capabilities are 
successfully and effectively integrated, 

• Identifying contacts in the White House, State Department and other stakeholder 
Agencies, and 

• Working the budget and the politics of the budget. 

• Consequently, I have had conversations with your front office communications center 
staff and alerted my key personnel that we will move quickly on this. I would look 
forward to pulling such an integrated program together if so enabled. 

COORDINATION: None 

Prepared by: CAPT Craig Hanson, C3I! .... <b_)(_6_) ___ _. 

U18:;0r I ! r 1 
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TO: John Stenbit 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld vt' 
DATE: November 5, 200 I 

SUBJECT: Aircraft 

I think we have got to do something to get the secure voice communications and 

secure faxes in the various SecDef aircrafts so they work. It is almost always 

difficult to accomplish anything. Why don't you look into it and tell me what you 

think we ought to do. 

Thanks. 

Please respond by:_' _____________ _ 

OHR/az.n 
110501.19 
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October 29, 201)110:11 AM 

TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfrld\)r\ 

SUBJECT: Middle East Concerns 

Have you come up \Vilh 10 or 15 ways we can show our concern about the Middle 

East problem wilhout doing in Israel? 

Thanks. 

OHR:dh 
101901-li 

Please respond by ________ _ 

' .. -- . --

~ 
• I 

~ 
~ 
~ 

"' A 

~ 

() --
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FROM OFC OF S:iCCIF/!XEOUTIVE SUPPORT CTR (THU) l t 8' 0 l, 19: 22/BT, 19 1 2 l/NO • ..._!(b ..... )(....,6) __ _,!P 2 

To: 

FROM: 

HonorableCondoleeaa Rice 

DonalclRumsfeld lJ" 
SUBJECT: PSYOPS 

November81 2001 10:45 AM 

Who in the government is in charge of psychological warfare, public relations and 

the influence campaign? 
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November 19, 2001 12:36 PM 

TO: Honorable Paul O'Neill 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Freezing Accounts 

Are you comfortable with the pace at which other countries are cooperating in 

freezing accounts? My impression is that it is a relatively small amount of money 

so far. 

If they are not cooperating, why don't we get the State Department to do some 

major demarching to those countries that aren't doing what they ought to do. 

The other thing we can do is start mentioning publicly that countries need to 

cooperate more fully, but without specifying which countries. 

Any thoughts? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
lll90l-27 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ________ _ 
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November 20, 2001 7:36 AM 

TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable Colin L. Powell 
Honorable Paul H. O'Neill 
Honorable John D. Ashcroft 
Honorable George Tenet 
Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld )'O\ 
SUBJECT: de Soto Article 

Attached is an article by Hernando de Soto. He is a thoughtful fellow who has 

some thoughts on how to address the te1Torism problem through legal and 

economic reforms. 

We might want to get some people to talk with him. 

Thanks. 

Altach. 
I OIi 5/0 I New York Times, Hernando de Soto op-ed, 'The Constituency of Te1rnr" 

DHR:dh 
111601-5 
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Copyrig::1t 2001 The Nev, York ·~·imes Cornp,i!:y 

:te New Yo=k Times 

Octobe= 15, 2001, Montiay, Late Editio~ - f.:..~al 

SEC:IO~: Sectio~ A; Page 19; Column 2; Editorial Jesk 

LENGIE: 998 words 

:!EJI.JLIKE; The Cons:.i:.uency of Terror 

BYLHJt: 3y Hen~a1~do de Soto; Her:1a:1do de Soto is author of "The Mystery of 
Capital" anti fo~nder of the lnstitute for ~iberty and Democ=acy .:..~ ~irra, Peru. 

DATELH;E: LIMA, Pen; 

BODY: 

Kewspaper ieadli~es and televisio~ anchors across the United States as~, "Who 
are :.iese people who hate ~s so ~uch?" We wio :.ive i~ the Third World and the 
~orrrer Soviet r.atior.s know terrorism well. :he 2ls~ century terrorists we 
cor::ror:t are ruthless po:.iticia.r:i, with domestic ami:J.:..t.:..ons . .:<:illir:g innocen:-_s ii, 
bi.:t a means to an end: takir:g ,:or:trol of political power .:..:1 tt:eir own countries. 

B~t tiese :.erroris:. poli:.icians have a corr.mo~ problem. They are sma:.l 
mino=ities in the.:..r ow~ countries. Io take power, ttey need to swell their 
ranks, anti in tte deve:.op~~g world, tte overwiel~ing majority o~ people are 
poor. Tie diffici.:lty is ~hat for the past 30 years ~ie poor in most p:.aces have 
beer: more .:..nterei,ted in becoming e:1treprer:e1:rs tha.r: revo:.1:tior:a.r.:..es. ·~·o improve 
their lives, they r:ave r:1.:..grated by tt:e r:1.:..:.:..:..c:is to U:e c.:..t.:..es. '.l'.01; c,n see 
tiese rniara~~s in the streets of ~ie Middle East or Asia, sellina what thev 
r:iar.i.:fact i.:-re in tieir sha:--1t~es, f =om ,:a.rpet s ,Dd books to tools ar;ti er:gir:es _-

They have wor~ed harder than most people ir. :.ie West realize. :n Eex:co 
alcne, acco:::tiing t.c 011= research, the poor today own assets worL1 $315 billior., 
seve~ tirres the value of le~ex, the ~at.ion's oil monopo:.y. l~ ~gyp~, the poor 
contra:. some $245 billion of goods -- 55 times the total foreign investment made 
in ~gypt over tte last 150 1•ears. All over :-_he deve:.oping world, the poor a.re 
.:..~~ti~g towa=ti a market society. 

w:1at is a terror:st to do to divert the poor frorr. eco:-iomics :.o poLLcs? He 
~ust try to create an irresistible emotional shock that foc~ses people on their 
differer.ces w~th tie West rather than tteir asp~rat~c:--1s to rese~ble it. 

To pc:.ar:ze people in this way, yo~ do sorr.ethinq as atrocious as possible and 
hope th,it Lie enemy will retaliate eve:1 :nore violently rrnd ir:dis,:rirr.ir:ately, 
killi~q ~ore in~oce~:. people and creat:r.g legior.s of refugees. :he terror~st 
politicia~s hope then ~o sit back a~d wa.:..t for ~ie poor, and those whose hearts 
go o·.1t to the peer, to rally around their leatie=ship. 

Tte recent attacks on New York anti Wash~:-igtc~ are a gigantic pc:.~t~ca:. trap. 
I::1ey .vere ir:te:1ded to be a s::1oc:-c :-_hat would polar.:.. ze the war ld' i, h1;ndrecis o: 
millions o: l-'.i.:slirr.s. Bi.:t :Oy :,itting si.:cr. symbols o: American wealb ar.d powe=, 
the attacks may also be perce:ved as attacks on a poli:.ical-economic system ar.d 
ar. atter:ipt to polarize the poo= against the bastior.s of der:iccrat~c cap~ta:.~sr:i. 
lf terrorist politicians are to fi~d any sig~.:..f.:..ca~t co~stiti.:e~cy, i~ will have 
to be by appealing to material rather tha~ spiriti.:al neetis. Iha~ .:..s where the 
battle will :Oe :ought, anti r:ow, s,:dly, tt:e world is ripe for such conflict:,. 

After :.ie fall o: the 3erlin Wa~l 12 years ago, most enthi.:siasts for :.he :ree 
market, .:..~cl~di~g the internatio~al financial .:..nst.:..tut.:..ons, assi.:meti tha~ the 
bene:its would tr.:..ckle tiow~ ~o the worki:-ig poor. :~steati, small entrepreneurs 
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octside the West have experie'1ced mainly economic suffering, =umbling incorres 
a~d higi anx!ety. Those who favor tie market had forgot=en that the o~ly way 
capitalism ca'1 help the poor prosper is by br!r.ging tiem into =he capita:..ist 
system. Bet tl"'.at r.as r.ot l"'.apper.ed. The poor of=en do 1~ot have clear legal t!t:..e 
to their assets; buildings and land canr.ot ~e 'Jsed =o guarantee credi=. The poor 
in the vas= majori=y o= nations canr.ot yet =a~e advan=age of :..ega:.. strcctures 
that are central to the p:cotiuction of wealti. 

Yet America~s in the past ce~t'Jry proved that they k1~ow how =o cocnteract 
polarizatior.. After Wo:clti War II, Ger.eral Douglas MacArthur ar.d the new Japar.ese 
governrrer.t -- inspired by the writi~gs of Wol~ ladej!nsky, who was associateri 
witr. tie Cniteti States Departr:1e:"1t of .Z..g:cicultu:ce, ar.d by Japanese technocrats 
depriveri the ~eudal-m!l!tary establishment of its constitcer.ts by replac!ng a 
fecdal legal system with a property-based law that protected individ~als, 
inclutiing tr.e poor. Tiat change was !cstrcmental i~ maki~g ;apan's phecorrecal 
ecor.orr.ic growtr. possible. Arr.erica Lkew!se helped Taiwan create a new prosperi=y 
throcgh =:'1e ;o.:..nt Comrr.is.'3ior. on Rural Recons=ruc=io'1 and acted similarly .:..n 
Sot:t.r. !<:orea. 

Ir. r:iy native Pe:cu, we helped t:ndermine =he Sh.:..r..:..r.g ?ath terror.:..st moveme:-i= .:..n 
the 1990' s by reformbg laws to make it easier for =:'1e poor to ga!n legal Lt:..e 
to =ieir homes acd small businesses. In my experience, the Shicicg Path and 
s!rr!lar gro'Jps elsewhere have protecteri peasant land claims as par= of the!r 
politics -- ar.ti once =he state .:..tse:..f protects those claims through grar.ting 
clear title, tie =erroris=s lose their po:..itica:.. iold. This strategy was 
actua:..ly first used by =ie Prussians to rally =heir ~arrrers to defeat Napoleon 
in tie early :9th ce'1tury. 

To divert the poor =rorr. t:'1e siren call o= terror.:..sts, Arr.erica and its a:..l.:..es 
must appeal to thei:::" ent:::-ep:::-eneu:::-ial inte:::-ests. It .:..s not enough to appeal to 
the storr.a:::f'.s of the poo~. Or.emus:. a~·peal :.o the.:..r a.5piratio~s .. This is, in a 
way, wr.at the terrorists do. Bi.;t their pati leads only tc- dest ri.;ct ior .. 

Cp tor.ow, tie West's pol!c!es acri economic !ncent!ves have concentra=ed oc 
encocraging =ie rest of the wor:..d to follow good rracroecor.orrics: =o stabi:..ize 
cu:c:cencies, balance budgets ar.d privatize pub:..!c e~terpr!ses. Tie infl~ence, 
power a~d glamor of the West are s=ill so great that most cou~=ries have 
followed tr.ese prescriptions. The Wes= did not get icvolved i~ the detai:..s; !ts 
bene~iciar!es have progressed (or faileri) oc the strecgth o~ their own 
!rragir.atior.s and p:cog:cams. It is now =ime for the West to crea=e new pol!c!es 
that inspire goverr.ments to harr.ess the entrepreneurial e'1ergy that is already 
hcmrr.!1:g among the poor anri focJs 01~ deve:..oprr.er~t at a micro level, enco·Jraging 
capitalism frorr be:..ow. 

Tie long-term ~ight against terrorisrr neeris to offer mi:..l!ons of potential 
warriors a ~ormal stake in the eco~omic system they are striving =o joi~. Acy 
carr.pa!gn tha= does not drive a poli=ical and eco1~orr.ic wedge be=ween terror!sts 
and tl"'.e peer is likely to be sl"'.ort-lived. 

http://www.nytimes.com 

:.OAD-DATE; October 15, 2001 
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TO: Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen. Myers 
Gen. Pace 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ) 

SUBJECT: Kaplan Piece 

November 12, 2001 4:08 PM 

After you have read this Kaplan piece, let's talk about it someday. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
11/12101 The New Republic, Lawrence F. Kaplan, "Ours to Lose" 

DHR:dh 
lll201-10 
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Please respond by---------
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October 31, 2001 3:19 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ;t 
SUBJECT: Letter from l_<b_)<5_) ___ _ 

Here is a letter l received from one of the people who came to that Labor meeting. 

Someone ought to read it, think about it and get him an answer. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
I 0/31/0 1 !(b)(6) btr toSecDef 

DHR.:dh 
103101-3S 
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Please respond by l ( } t5:" _......,............,.,---~===---
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
6000 DEFENSE PENTAGON "11 ''"'" ""' .. .., .., 7 

COMMAND. CONTROL, 
COMMUNICATIONS. AND 

INTELLIGENCE 

FOR: 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-6000 

INFO MEMO 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: JOHN P. STENBIT, ASD(C31)<f 7 
SUBJECT: Future Planning 

November 28, 2001 

DepSec Action: __ _ 

• We have moved out and continue to make progress on all of the activities in our 
jurisdiction. Due dates and milestones are on track. 

• I appreciate your offer of support and won't be shy about asking. 

• Regarding aircraft communications for the National Command Authority, do you still 
envision C31 having an oversight or management role? We are standing by. 

COORDINATION: None 

Prepared by: CAPT Craig Hanson, C31, .... l<b_)<_6) ___ .... 
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• • ~ECRET ,111, 1 3'1i11> ~ ,.... 

November 26, 2001 5:41 PM 

TO: John Stenbit 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ')X\ 
SUBJECT: Future Planning 

I looked at your future planning memo. It is good and helpful. 

What do we do to get things going? What should I do to be helpful? 

Thanks. 

Attach. . 
J l/S/01 ASD(C3I) memo to SecDef re: Bletchley Parle 

-f!it (•'"" e,-.,t.t - ,._£l'too11 6u.rcHL,.,. l~tt-k /-'IC."" JJJw, ~Ov 111i 
f;J)w~O (VIIIIJllli '"1'fl1o i/HSCH TflH .10\/~il.f tf.EFfi<i to 

DH1t.:dh 
112601-22 

~/1.f /01 O?lf) 

en,--
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Please respond by ________ _ 
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COMMAND, CONTROL, 
COMMUNICATIONS, AND 

INTELLIGENCE 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
6000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-6000 

INFO MEMO 

July 31, 2001, 5:00 PM 
~~;' s;. L l)( f 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE cl', . 
J I j"jI (r-LTJ.,c,. 

SUBJECT: Recent Comments on Transformation by Bill Owens and Art Cebrowski; 
Background for Upcoming SECDEF Meeting 

You are meeting on August I with Bill Owens and Art Cebrowski. Both attended a 
recent meeting on "Transformation and DoD," where their off-the-record comments 
provoked thoughtful discussion. Key points are summarized below. 

• Bill Owens said DoD is talking about transformation and not doing it. He felt we 
could never re-capitalize the current force and bluntly assessed mismanagement 
across DoD as a longstanding problem. Given the information potentially available, 
he equated friendly-fire personnel losses to "white collar crime," and said accepting it 
as co1lateral damage was unacceptable. 

• He challenged DoD to apply system-of-systems approaches and said we need to 
stop experimenting with jointness, and start operating jointly 365 days a year, 
incrementally standing up joint forces. DoD should set a three-year goal for 
achieving the ability to see a battlefield the size of Iraq, 24 hours a day, with 30-
second latency and accuracy of IO centimeters. He recommended managing DoD 
as a business with SecDef as the CEO. 

• Art Cebrowski proposed reducing overlapping support functions by giving one 
function to each Service. He saw transformation objectives as: (I) Broadening the 
coverage of military forces over space and time, (2) leveraging the great advantages 
of American industry, and (3) responding to Information Age realities. New 
capabilities can be generated by changing only a small percentage of force, say I 0%;. 

• He cited an urgent need for new warfare analysis tools, and disagreed with Bill 
Owens on the adequacy of re-capitalization funds, suggesting that doing things 
differently could alleviate this problem. He agreed with him that the 
bureaucracy in management must be changed, but preferred many small 
organizations to a well-managed large one. 

The transformation discussions were held at a session of the Highlands Forum which 
provides a valuable, cross-disciplinary venue for Nobel and Pulitzer Prize winners, 
business leaders, scientists, academics, and journalists to share their ideas with senior 
DoD leaders. Phil Condit and Goran Lindahl were among the other attendees. 

Prepared By: Mike Yoemans, (b)(a) 
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TO: David Chu 

CC: Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Senator Voinovich 

December 7, 2001 2:12 PM 

I briefed the Senate yesterday, and Senator Voinovich of Ohio indicated a desire to 

get a sense of what the Pentagon is doing on the personnel business. He has some 

ideas, and I think it would be a good idea if you talked to him. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
120701-4 

.........•.............................................................. , 

Please respond by 
----------

._ .............. .. r -. -.• ___ ......... ~-~,/,~<.O••r. ""T~~·-.. -,.. ....... ... 
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__ I snowflake 

: , 
\. _ ___...-· 

TO: Lm1·y Di Rita 

FROM: Donald H. Rumsfcld 

DATE: November 23, 2001 

RE: 

Find out who this ... !<b_)(_6) ___ __.! is. Read this paper. I think there is something u eful 

in there, but I am having trouble crystallizing it and digging it out. See if you can et 

some smart p.erson to sit down and figure out what in here is of value, and what 

do, and get back to me no later than Tuesday. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
I 12301.23 

Respond by: TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 2001 
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A Hunter Network: Destroying the Taliban and Al Qaeda Networks 

AA Open Letter to Family and Friends: 

5 November 200 1 

"Never, never, never believe any war will be smooth and easy, or that anyone who embarks on 
that strange voyage can measure the tides and htmicanes he will encounter. The Statesman who 
yields to war fever must realise that once the signal is given, he is no longer the master of policy 
but the slave of unforeseeable and uncontrollable events. Antiquated War Offices, weak, 
incompetent or arrogant Commanders, untrustworthy allies, hostile neutrals, malignant Fortune, 
ugly surprises, awful miscalculations all take their seat at the Council Board on the morrow of a 
declaration of war. Always remember, however sure you are that you can easily win, that there 
would not be a war if the other man did not think he also had a chance." 

From Winston Churchill's 1930 memoir, .. My Early Life." 

Ugly Surprises 

On Wednesday 24 October, a spokesman for the Joint Chiefs of Staff stated that he was 
"surprised" by the tenacity of the Taliban. On Friday 26 October, the Taliban scored an ugly 
surprise victory with the capture and execution of opposition figure Abdul Haq. Haq., an ethnic 
Pushtun, had infiltrated Afghanistan from Pakistan several days earlier in an effort to encourage 
other Pushtun leaders to desert the Taliban. lf former National Security Advisor Bud McFarland 
is to be believed, and I do, this was a significant blow to the US war effort. 

When we start surprising the Taliban and Al Qaeda more than they are surprising us, we'll know 
that we're winning this first phase of a long war with many unknown and known fronts. When 
we see a local Afghan government capturing members of the Taliban and Al Qaeda, we'll know 
that victory is close at hand. As mentioned in the first letter, we are up against a smart and 
ruthless foe that fully intends to win this war. Why have we yet to see large defections from the 
Taliban in Afghanistan? One major reason is simple and obvious: few on the ground in 
Afghanistan believe that the US is winning. The current diplomatic and military strategy is 
inadequate. A new approach is called for. This letter describes an approach that can better 
destabilize the Taliban and Al Qaeda by adding a necessary and unpredictable (dare I say "non• 
linear" approach) to war that quickly makes believers of friends and enemies alike. Let's call it 
the Hunter Network. 

11-L-0559/0SD/5201 
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A Great Task For A Great Nation 

We need to find a winning blend of five elements: policy; diplomacy; intelligence; an outward 
focused, event driven military force; and an effective local Afghan government (not a stooge for 
the Americans). This is a great task - suitable only for a great nation. 

This letter presents the Hunter Network as a candidate to achieve that winning blend, explaining 
the practical experiences and conceptual framework that shape it. The letter has three sections. 
Drawing from the experiences of US special envoy Robert Oakley (and some of my own), 
Section l explores the positive and negative lessons of the US in Somalia from 1992-1994. Al 
Queda has not overlooked these experiences. Lessons of Somalia help form an indispensable part 
of the Hunter Network strategy in Afghanistan. Section ll introduces John Boyd's thoughts abour 
a counter-guerrilla campaign. During Vietnam the US pursued an "attrition" war (whose metrics 
include body counts and target sets). The Viet Cong effectively countered and won by pursuing 
a strategy built around gueril1a warfare. Al Queda has not overlooked this lesson either. Section 
III lays out how the US could rapidly build several forward-deployed cells -- that include 
diplomatic-military-Afghani members -- capable of destroying the Taliban and Al Qaeda within 
Afghanistan, while protecting and perhaps even nurturing an effective alternative form of 
Afghani government. 

I: A Hunter Network in Somalia - A Pattern for Winning and Losing 

T first met US Ambassador Robert Oakley in New York City in 1995. Business Executives for 
National Security, BENS, featuring Oakley as guest speaker and I was one of four military 
officers addressing The Association of the Bar of the City of New York on uAmerica's Role in 
the New World Disorder." Oakley understands the importance of military agility: the ability to 
rapidly and unpredictably transition back and forth between military mass and precision as 
required by events on the battlefield. Let me preface Oakley's remarks about his experiences in 
Somalia with my own remarks about Bosnia in l 994, which created the first element of a Hunter 
Network. 

U.sing John Boyd's ideas my squadron, VFA-81, created an informal first generation "Hunter 
Cell" composed of shooters and spooks (intelligence specialists). Under combat conditions, 
these shooters and spooks improved the air-to-ground combat effectiveness of the air wing, 
carrier battle group, and theater air against small, elusive targets in Bosnia by several orders of 
magnitude. A single Hunter Cell quickly evolved a method capable of making appropriate killing 
decisions measured in minutes and in case, seconds as compared to the usual bureaucratic 
surveillance network (BSN) decision cycle measured in weeks, months, and in times of crisis -
incapable of rendering any decision at all. When I briefed the USAF three star in charge of 
theater operations, he immediately directed that we teach every US squadron in theater how to 
develop their own Hunter Cell, ("Bosnia, Tanks and .... From the Sea," U.S. Naval Tnstitute 
Proceedings, December 1994. pp. 42-45 .) . 

While a member of the Joint Staff from 1999 to 2000, 1 initiated and was subsequently asked to 
head a Department of Defense effort tasked to develop a road map for improving U.S. combat 
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effectiveness in urban combat operations. This involved extensive discussions and workshops 
with Oakley, US Ambassador to Somalia between November 1992 and May 1993. Chosen as a 
Special Presidential Envoy by Bush the Elder in November 1992, Oakley and US Marines were 
intimately involved in the first phase of military intervention-offering security for humanitarian 
relief operations. During the second phase, a UN force replaced the Marines and Oakley too. 
The situation deteriorated during the second phase and completely fell apart on 3 and 4 October 
1993, when 18 Army Rangers were killed and 73 other Americans were wounded. Over 500 
Somalis were killed and more than a thousand were wounded as well. Clinton hastily called 
Oakley back into government service as a Special Presidential Envoy, returning him to Somalia 
in October 1993 where he successfully negotiated a truce with Aidid, a Somali warlord, to secure 
the release of captured US Ranger Michael Durant and a Nigerian officer. 

The approach developed by Oakley and the US Marines during the first phase is useful in 
developing a plausible approach for progress in this war. During this phase. much of the local 
population welcomed the U.S. forces, viewing them as saviors for lrying to help reduce the 
effects of a teITible famine. In Oakley's own words: 

'"The environment in Somalia was always tense, because the Somalis arc very 
xenophobic. aggressive people. So the trick that we discovered-at least during 
our period--was to maximize communication with them. To show firmness. But at 
the same time ... to demonstrate that our humanitarian programs were beneficial, 
that we weren't there to dictate to them, (but] to give them a certain amount of 
latitude. On the other hand, if they stepped oul of line and challenged us 
militarily, then we had to hit back ... hard, swiftly, and then immediately resume 
the dialogue. 

We met with Ali Mahdi and Aid.id's political military leadership every day for the 
enlire time we were there. We made sure we did that even after the military 
incident We'd resume the dialogue and say ·Let's treat this as a passing event, not 
as the beginning of a whole sequence of escalating events.' We understood the 
need of this--we had a radio station. we had a newspaper [in thel Somalia 
language. These things disappeared when the UN came in and [theyl didn't really 
understand lhe need lo maintain lhe dialogue, to maintain the communications and 
it was slowly degenerating inlo hostility." 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/sbows/ambush/interviews/oakley.html 

It's worth taking time to read the entire interview with Oakley. It gives us a feel for how a 
combat diplomat thinks and what he can accomplish. 

During the second phase in Somalia, lhe situation deteriorated as a UN force less familim with 
the local culture replaced Oakley and the Marines. Violence on both sides escalated as US 
policy began to wander. A valiant US military force replaced lhe Marines and became part of a 
new UN force lacking the in-depth knowledge of the local culture and leadership developed by 
Oakley and the Marines. They found themselves increasingly adrift in a society that was 
growing increasingly hoslile. Bullets began to fill the void left by a lack of policy and 
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diplomacy. One attack was particularly disastrous setting up the killing spree that occurred on 3-
4 October 1993. This attack was supposed to wipe out the warlords in one quick stroke. It 
completely backfired and ended up killing innocents rather than the warlords. This was the final 
nail in the coffin of what had started out as a we&intentioned humanitarian mission. The local 
populace was now I 00% hostile. The wheels came off during the battle on 3-4 October 1993 as 
described in Mark Bowden's excellent book, Black Hawk Down and the related web site: 

http://www.phiJly.com/packages/somalia/nov I 6/rang 16.asp 

Lack of heroism wasn't the problem. Lack of firepower wasn't the problem. The problem was 
a lack of policy, intelligence, and diplomacy while military forces were left in the field. A BSN 
approach to war began to lock up. Consumed by internal disputes and inexperience with war, 
national and international decision makers focused inward rather than on the enemy. America 
and others were adrift in a combat environment. So, the US military hammered away with the 
only tool left to them -- firepower. What should shake us in our boots is the Al Qaeda fingerprint 
in 1993 Somalia. Yes, unbeknownst to the US at the time, the nascent Al Qaeda organization 
was clandestinely orchestrating and escalating an uncertain and disorienting Somali combat 
environment. 

Eight years Tater to the day (4 October 2001), British Prime Minister Tony Blair stated that 
Osama and Al Qaeda had been responsible for a number of terrorist outrages over the past 
decade, including "the attack in 1993 on US military personnel serving in Somalia- 18 US 
military personnel killed." 

http://www.pm.gov.uldnews.asp?Newsid=2683 

Osama and Al Qaeda used Somalia as a test drive for their latest generation of guerrilla attacks 
against the US. Hardly anyone has noticed that .AJ Qaeda has used every military encounter with 
the US to upgrade their guerrilla attacks and to probe the US methodically in assessing 
America's military strengths and weaknesses throughout. Hardly anyone has noticed that Al 
Qaeda entered Somalia and opened a terrorist schoolhouse on how to drive the Americans, on a 
humanitarian mission, out of a country. To this day, Al Qaeda is the only military organization 
that fully appreciates the rich lessons of Somalia. 

The front page of the 4 November 2001 Washington Post describes how Osama and cohorts may 
be planning a hasty retreat into Somalia, Malaysia, or the Philippines. The article also reports 
that Rumsfeld had requested that his commanders draw up plans for finding Osama should he 
flee Afghanistan: <;Rumsfeld reviewed the commander's responses last month and rejected most 
of them as narrow and unimaginative. The concept paper submitted by the Central Command, 
which oversees US military operations in the Mideast, Central Asia, and Northeastern Africa - a 
territory that includes Afghanistan, Traq, Iran, and Somalia - was among those that got negative 
reviews, officials said" (Pp. Al, A-22). 

As the senior Navy line officer attached to the Marine Corps Warfighting Lab in 1998, I was 
reminded by a highly respected combat Marine, Paddy Collins, to never forget that "terrain 
neutralizes technology." This lesson has-never been lost on our enemies. Make no mistake --

ennl'iJI 
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there are increasing indications that the Taliban and Al Qaeda are already setting up a killing 
school house for the Americans in Kandahar with every intention of tu.ming it into a 21st 
Mogadishu for the US just as they did for the Russians in Grony, Chechnya. 

As this letter is written, the Taliban and Al Qaeda have melted into the local Afghan population 
and retreated into buildings and universities. They are preparing for yet another generation and 
field test of guerrilla warfare against the US. They have blurred their external personal signatures 
and are rapidly disappearing into extremely c1;m1plex terrain: culrural1 religious, mountainous, 
and urban. A few bad fish have blended in with a school of local innocent fish confident that 
technology alone will not be able to distinguish them from the innocents. They hope to present 
us with the losing dilemma of having to kill the entire school of fish in order to save it. Only 
those that know how to see the blackness of Taliban hearts will be able to detect, identify, and 
target them. 

There were no Afghan hijackers on LI September. They were mostly Saudis. Yet, the US is 
attacking and killing Afghans. Welcome to 2111 cenrury war. 

Some takeaways from the Somali experience: First and foremost, war is about people. People, 
not machines, win wars. 2 l 11 century war is also about populations and non-linear complexity. 
We instinctively understand non-linear complexity but l've witnessed multiple instances where 
this new science has not penetrated military thinking that seeks a methodical and predictable one 
plus one equals two approach to war. Instead of one plus one equaling two, one plus one can 
equal a hundred thousand or even two hundred million in non-linear complexity. Tn Mogadishu, 
a single US military attack trai,sformed the local Somali population from neutral to hostile. Tn 
New York, DC, and aboard United Flight 93 over Pennsylvania, four attacks turned a national 
population from neutral/concerned to hostile. Does the US having any way of effectively 
assessing the effects on Islamic populations. Have we thought about it? A recent I?oD request 
for technology was surreal -- if we can only get the right technology, we'll win this damn thing. 
Business-as-usual has a powerful inertia, which apparently prevents us from taking to heart and 
acting on the lessons of guerilla and urban warfare. 

War is about making friends faster than making enemies. 21 n century military actions cannot be 
viewed in isolation as visual information instantly reverberates through friends and enemies 
alike. Osama and the Taliban and Al Qaeda have been making piles of fiiends in the Islamic 
while the US efforts appear to struggle. Abdul Haq's capture and execution sent a clear message 
to potential enemies and friends alike: To date, the Taliban and Al Qaeda are able to detect, 
identify, and eliminate their mortal enemies more effectively than the US has been able to 
destroy their nemeses. The Taliban and Al Qaeda have sent a clear message: "This old fool 
Abdul Haq (who was 43), the late Lion of Peshawar, thought he could simply walk back into our 
country and overthrow us. The Americans were unwilling or unable to risk American lives for 
an Afghan inciting rebellion against the Taliban. Opponents of the Taliban, if you get in trouble 
expect the fate of Abdui Haq, when we come to kill you, expect the Americans to send an 
unmanned plane with two bombs. And even that will arrive too late -- as we've already got you. 
You're on the way to be hung." Business as usual.. .. 
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Fortunately. it appears that the expensive lesson of Abdul Haq did in fact wake some people up. 
On I November the media reported that US Navy fighter-bombers fired on Taliban forces 
attempting to capture Hamid Karzai, a prominent Afghan tribal leader from the Pashtun ethnic 
group. This outward countering must he sustained and enlarged. 

11: A Hunter Network-A Counter-Guerrilla Campaign 

Like Sun Tzu and Clausewitz before him, John Boyd has recently become the most quoted and 
least read military genius. During the last twenty years of his life, Colonel John Boyd, USAF put 
his thoughts about war together in a presentation entitled "A Discourse on Winning and Losing." 
It consisted of over 200 briefing slides. In February 1993, Boyd spent three half days presenting 
his "Discourse'' to the F/A-18 pilots at NAS Cecil Field, Florida. Part of this presentation 
included his "Patterns of Conflict" and was Boyd's monumental look at what ro.a.kes any 
organization competitive. Encompassing 2,500 years of the history of conflict, this briefing 
introduces his famous Observe-Orient-Decide-Act "OODA loop" concept and is available to 
download on PDF format at: 

http://www.defense-and-society.org!FCS Folderfbovd.htm#discourse 

Boyd's thoughts about guerrilla warfare and a counter-guerrilla campaign have immediate 
relevance to this war as the Taliban and Al Qaeda ,u-e highly intelligent, adaptive, and lethal 
guerrilla networks. The Taliban hi&jacked the government of Afghanistan and the Al Qaeda 
seeks to highjack the Islamic religion. Along the way, they fully intend to drive the US into a 
hunker mentality and finally into a full retreat from the world scene. 

In ''Patterns of Connict," Boyd made the following observations about guerrilla will': "Popular 
support is critical for guerrilla or counter-guerrilla success. Without the support of the people. 
the guerrillas (or counter-guerrillas) have neither 3 vast hidden intelligence network nor an 
invisible security apparatus that permits them to ·see' into adversary operations yet 'blinds' the 
adversary to their own operations." (See slide 109.) Boyd also sketched how to mount a counter
guerrilla campaign. Keep in mind what happened to the captured and executed Abdul Haq, 
while considering the following eleven points: 

++ Undermine guerrilla cause and destroy their cohesion by demonstrating integrity and 
competence of government to represent and serve the needs of the people - rather than exploit 
and impoverish them for the benefit of 3 greedy elite. 

-!+ Take political initiative to root out and visibly punish corruption. Select new leaders with 
recognized competence as well as popular appeal, Ensure that they deliver justice, eliminate 
grievances and connect government with grass roots. 

++ Infiltrate guerilla movement as well as employ population for intelligence about guerrilla 
plans, operations, and organization. 
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++ Seal-off guen-illa regions from outside world by diplomatic, psychological, and various other 
activities that strip-away potential allies as well as by disrupting or straddling communications 
that connect these regions ,.vith the outside world. 

++ Deploy administrative talent, police, and counter-guerrilla teams into affected localities and 
regions to inhibit gueni.lla communication, coordination and movement; reduce guerrilla contact 
with local inhabitants; isolate their ruling cadres; and destroy their infrastructure. 

++ Exploit presence of above teams to build-up local government as well as recruit militia for 
local and regional security in order to protect people from the persuasion and coercion efforts of 
the guerrilla cadres and their fighting units. 

+t Use special teams in a complimentary effort to penetrate guerrilla controlled regions. 
Employ guerrillas own tactics of reconnaissance, infiltration, surprise hit-and-run, and sudden 
ambush to keep roving bands off-balance, make base areas untenable, and disrupt 
communication with the outside world. 

++ Expand these complementary security/penetration efforts into affected region after affected 
region in order to undermine, collapse, and replace guerrilla influence with government influence 
and control. 

++ Visibly link these efforts with local political/economic/social reform in order to connect 
central government with hopes and needs of the people, thereby gain their support and confirm 
government legitimacy. 

++ Break guerrillas' moral-mental-physical hold over the population, destroy their cohesion, and 
bring about their collapse via political initiative that demonstrates moral J~~-timacy and vitality 
of government and by relentless military operations that emphasize stealth/fast-tempo/fluidity
of-action and cohesion of overall effort. 

(From Patterns of Conflict: Slide 108). 

III: A Hunter Network-Destroying the T~liban and AI Qaeda Networks 

Oakley and the US Marines put together an effective forward-deployed diplomatic-military team 
in Somalia. Boyd sketched out key elements of a counter-guerrilla campaign. Coupling Oakley's 
practical experience with Boyd's conceptual .framework, we have looked in detail at two of the 
three components needed to construct the Hunter Network strategy. The third element, touched 
on earlier, is the Hunter Cell. In 1996 the Association of Naval Aviation and U.S. Naval 
Institute awarded their Annual Naval Aviation Article Writing Award to "Hunters from the Sea," 
calling it "the best article on Naval Aviation in any publication or periodical" (COL Mike Wyly 
and l co-authored the article in Proceedings, December 1995, pp. 3 1-33). The Commandant of 
the Marine Corps personally supported a series of experiments at the Marine Corps WadightLng 
Lab from 1997 to 1999 designed to mature our understanding of this Hunter concept and VF A-
8 l's Hunter Cell that improved air-to-ground effectiveness in Bosnia by 10 to 100 times. These 
new understandings were briefed to the Navy's Director, Air Warfare and Assistant Secretary of 
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the Navy for Research, Development, and Acquisition and are summarized in: "The Carriers 
Pack the Airborne Cavalry," (Proceedings, August 2000, pp. 28 - 32 that I co-authored with 
Major Chris Yunk.er, USMC): 

http://www.usni.org/Proceedings/ ArticlesOO/promoore.htm 

See also: Spirit Blood and Treasure: The American Cost of Battle in the 21'" Cenrury (Major Don 
Vandergriff, USA ed., Presidio Press, 2001) 

Thus, the lessons of Oakley and Boyd -- coupled with the detailed military understandings 
developed through the experiments at the Marine Corps W arfighting Lab -- give us the 
opportunity to create a unique and important Hunter Network comprised of multiple Hunter 
Cells. These highly evolutionary cells - diplomatic-military-Afghani - are capable of using 
stealth/fast-tempo/fluidity and cohesion to relentlessly attack and destroy the Taliban and Al 
Qaeda networks. 

A Hunter Network focuses outward, on the enemy. It drives events on the battlefield rather than 
being driven by a schedule. There is no "air" war or "ground" war. There is only one war with a 
simple mission - to destroy the Taliban and Al Qaeda networks and help establish the conditions 
necessary for an effective Afghan government. A Hunter Network should initially involve less 
than a 100 people and function as an experimental compliment to our existing military structure. 
Tt would notionally start with eight cells - one for a variety of cities in Afghanistan (perhaps 
Kandahar, Kabul, Jalalabad, Herat, Mazar-I-Sharif, Kunduz, Zaranj, Qalat). They should be 
forward deployed, as close to the battle and their specific cities as possible. Broad discretion 
and significant resources -- intelligence, military, diplomatic, financial -- should be given to each 
cell. A competition should be set up between the cells measuring how effective each cell is in 
achieving disrupting, surprising and destroying the enemy. Cells would combine or split as 
necessary to fit the situation on the battlefield. Initial measures of effectiveness should include: 

++ Repeatedly surprising the Taliban and Al Qaeda networks. Surprising an enemy involves 
discerning and understanding his patterns. Our enemies know our patterns and have anticipated 
many of our responses. It's time to return the favor. 

++ Increasing numbers of Taliban/Al Qaeda defectors willing to risk their lives to achieve the 
mISSIOn. 

* Significantly reduced response times from the ground perspective -- measured in seconds
minutes rather than hours-weeks-months - capable of exploiting fleeting opportunities on the 
battlefield. 

Success - as increasingly defined by the Hunter Network - would be rewarded by a significant 
increase in resources. 

The starting composition of each cell would consist of eleven people: 88 people total. The 
remaining twelve people constitute a command element. With the exception of the command 
cell, the age of the people in these cells should be young -- 35 years or less. The cells should 

o,,nr,:;a., 
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evolve based on feedback from the battlefield. The starting composition each cell could consist 
Of: 

** Two American Afghanis preferably from each of the eight Afghani cities: 16 total. Personal 
knowledge of Afghanistan is essential and initially may require people older than 35. 

** One intelligence officer and two enlisted intelligence specialists: 24 total. (04 or below.) 

** Four Military: two officers, two enlisted: 32 total. Each officer and enlisted would form a 
team that would alternate with the other team-- one week in the field, one week with the cell. (04 
and E6 or below.) 

** Two Foreign Service Officers: 16 total. (GS-14 or below.) 

A Hunter Network: Using A Naval Culture to Destroy a Terrorist Culture 

Sailors and Marines have grown up in a culture well adapted to expeditionary combat. "From 
the Halls of Montezuma, to the shores of Tripoli .... " This culture has assimilated and refined the 
hundreds of years of experience against unpredictable foes with obscure signatures operating in 
fluid, chaotic environments and cultures. Naval forces - much smaller than an Army or Air 
Force yet significantly bigger than a Special Operations Force (-45,000) have a culture bias 
designed to fill in the important area between the hundreds of thousands of people on the ground 
in theater and a few hundred "snake eaters" on the ground (special operations). 

Naval forces have also developed highly evolved methods for searching out and destroy 
relatively small enemies hiding in fluid and highly complex environments. Presently, our anti
submarine warfare experts have the most effective understanding of how to look for patterns of 
where the enemy is and is not. A Hunter Network, focused on the enemy is capable of 
surprising him because it discerns his patterns of behavior and then anticipates his next move. A 
Hunter Cell does not supplant a bureaucratic surveillance network (BSN) but complements it in 
attacking the enemy with agility, mass, and precision from every available dimension to include 
time, sea, air, land, diplomatic. 

A Hunter Network complements and expands the capability of a bureaucratic network built upon 
surveillance and reaction. This BSN is fundamentally different than a Hunter Network. A BSN 
is designed to perform in an environment of certainty and usually lock up when confronted 
uncertainty (unexpected events). A BSN requires a significant distance from the enemy so that 
the BSN has sufficient rime to react. A BSN looks exclusively for positive indicators - a missile 
plume, a rocket launcher - and then reacts. By definition, it is always a step behind the enemy 
and compensates for this with massive firepower. Instead of a bullet to an enemy's head, it 
blows up the entire building, levels an entire neighborhood, or even an entire city. 

ln contrast Naval culture has developed an instinctive understanding of close combat: it's too late 
if the CO of a submarine or a ship waits to react to an inbound torpedo, There are many cases 

where we can reacquaint ourselves with the rich combat lessons from naval history built upon 
decentralized leadership and judgment against obscure foes. Sustaining these qualities has 
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become difficult during a period of apparent peace and in the face of significant budgetary · 
pressures aggressively pursuing a BSN culture. The terrorist bombing of the USS Cole has 
reawakened us to the need for combat force in port as well as at sea. Port calls to foreign 
countries bring naval forces in close contact with friends and enemies alike. Naval forces have 
always had a strong link to diplomats and have a significant number of people used to searching 
for an elusive and well-disguised enemy hiding in local cultures. 

The mass of the bureaucratic surveillance network is necessary but not sufficient to win this war. 
The precision of a special operations force is necessary but not sufficient to win this war. A 
Hunter Network comprised of members from all services and Allies brings agility to our mass 
and precision. Built upon centuries of combat experience with a cultural bias towards 
decentralized waifare, naval forces can help a President ruthlessly and relentlessly search out and 
destroy an elusive and fanatical foe with agility, precision, and mass. 

Love to all, 

l(b)(6) I 

TTnl'lt, 

JO 
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To that end, he said, missions, but was still willing London Financial Times 
"we've indicated in principle to take part in an Afghan force. December 12, 200 I 
our willingness to play a lead- Mr. Blan: - with strong p 8 
ing role in any U.N. mandated agreement in Europe - has g. 
force to provide stability in been the leading voice in urg- l2. Germany Set To Con-
Afghanistan." ing the United States to move tribute Up To 1,000 Troops 

Mr. Blair said time was more swiftly on the aid front. By Carola Hoyos, Alexander 
short, yet he was unable to say But the commander of United Nicoll and Hugh Williamson 
whether a British-led force States forces in the war zone, BERLIN , NEW YORK 
could deploy in Afghanistan Gen. Tommy R. Franks, has and LONDON -- Germany is 
by Dec. 22, the date the in- blocked deployments of ready to contribute up to 1,000 
terim Afghan government led peacekeeping forces from troops to an international 
by Hamid Karzai will set itself other nations, fearing that they peacekeeping force in Af
up in Kabul and take political would confuse the battlefield. ghanistan, officials in Berlin 
control of the country. The Last month British com- said yesterday amid intense 
multinational force will O_(Jer- manders sou~ht unsuccessfully discussions about the force's 
ate independently from Umted to land British troops at Ka- mission and make-up. 
States forces, which will con- bul's main air base to pave the Underlining the difficul-

heavily on US logistica. 
port_ 

Donald Rumsfeld, US "' 
fence secretary, said the leall 
country would work closely 
with Central Command in 
Florida - from where the Af
ghan war is being run a to de
termine the numoer of troops. 
The aim is to have some troops 
in place next week in time to 
protect members of the interim 
government who take office on 
December 22. But British offi
cials said much remained to be 
decided. 

tinue their military cami:iaign way for relief efforts. A de- ties, Mohammad Fahim, Af- Los Angeles Times 
to crush the remnants of the ployment by French forces ghanistan's interim defence December 12, 2001 
Taliban and hunt for Osama holding in Uzbekistan has also minister, said it should be Jim-

'-., bin Laden. been delayed while the United ited to 1,000 troops a far fewer 13· Maligned JU Bomber 
' "It is obvious that any States focused on prosecuting than being discussed in Lon~ Now Proving Its Worth 

force that is goin~ to be sig- the war. don and Washington. Military: Pla11e's successes in 
'-..._ nificant," Mr. Bla1r said, will Secretary Powell arrived In what appeared to be a war have quieted critics in 
~ take some time to "build out," here today just as a rare rebuke setback for the peace process, Pe11tagon-1or 110 w. 

and therefore "this is an issue of United States policy was re- Mr Fahim said Northern Alli- By Peter Pae, Times Staff 
~- that has to be decided rela- verberating in the form of a ance troops would remain in Writer 

, ) tively quickly" so such a force speech by the top British mili- Kabul despite having promised No aircraft in recent his-
could deploy quickly and be~ tary commander, Adm. Sir Mi- in last week's Bonn agreement tory has been maligned as 
gin providing "the stability that chael Boyce. . that they would be withdrawn. much as the B-1 bomber, con-
people expect." In remarks to the Royal The reversal threatened to sidered an albatross by the Air 

Other countries that have United Services Institute, he complicate the arrival of the Force the day it rolled off the 
offered to take part in the force criticized the United States for new interim government, d · r 1 
include Germany, France, Tur- pursuing the Afghan campaign which includes non-Northern Palmdale pro uction me, a
key, Jordan, Bangladesh and m onr one dimension, He Alliance members who had beled a flymg Edsel of the U.S. arsenal and later derided as a 
Indonesia. wame that a "single-minded expressed significant concerns relic of the Cold War, 

Mr. Blair said "no formal aim" of destroying the Taliban over their safety and insisted For critics of defense 
O decisions have been taken yet" and Al Qaeda with a "high- on a robust peacekeeping force spending, the B-1 became a 

---.t:: among the allies. And there are tech, Wild West"' operation at the discussions in Bollll. symbol of 8 mili'""' industrial 
""'-. \ an "immense" number of ~- was not enough to win the Military officers from -;, __ , . . complex gone berserk, a mas-
~ litical and logishcal issues - "hearts and minds" campaign countries offering to contribute sive $28-billion boondoggle 
~ ing worked out in intense dis· across the Arab world and to to an initial peacekeeping force bolstered by a vast political 

cussions between London, dry up the conflicts that are the are expected to meet in Lon~ lobbying machine that was en
Washington and the United breeding ground of terrorism. don on Friday to thrash out amored by the 60,000 jobs it 
Nations Security Council. · Arab OJ>inion will be radi- some of the issues. The force is created in Southern California 

Mr. Blair's comments to- calized against Washington, he expected to be led by Britain and elsewhere. 
day were the first public ac- said, if the United States wages with contributions from But in an odd twist of fate, 
knowledgment of Britain's d war in a manner that appears France, Germany, Italy, Can- the B-1 has become the work
sire to take the leading role · disproportionate or ignores the ada and Turkey. Representa- horse of the air campaign in 

rming and deploying an in sources of terrorism and as tives from the US and the UN 
f ab Af~hanistan, credited with 

te ational force. The pea well as the sources o Ar are also Jikely to attend. Ir' , k d 
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chanc for success of the in- the failure of the peace process tors estimate it would take at Al Qaeda forces with devastat
terim han administration to deliver statehood for the least 4,000 troops to secure ing precision and helpin~ to 
by mobih ·og the relief pro- Palestinian people. Kabul, with more expected to hasten U.S. military operations 
gram within the country and Secretary Powell declined be added if the force expands in the Central Asian country. 
~ After more than three dee-
providing sec 'ty until police to comment, saying he had not into a longer-term operation. ades of unrelenting contro-
forces can take er. read Admiral Boyce's remarks. Britain is set to be the fii 

Until this we , it seemed Mr. Blair sidestepped the leader because it has rapidly versy, the B-l is inally re• 
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RUSI SPEECH 

UK STRATEGIC CHOICES FOLLOWING SDR & TH~ 

SEPTEMBER 

My Lords, Ladies and Gentlemen 

l had intended to give you a tour d'horizon, the view from the top, and some 

personal thoughts, but given where we have and haven't moved to since the events 

of September I 1th. I thought something more pertinent on that line would be in 

order and then return to some of the other stuff. 

So, let me start by saying that the thinking behind the 1998 Strategic 

Defence Review, and the conceptual work that formed its basis, have been 

reinforced rather than, as some have suggested, invalidated by what has happened. 

True that expeditionary operations stretch us a lot; true that many of the enablers 

for SDR have been late in coming and in some cases are still awaited; true that we 

find ourselves committed to more operations than originally intended; and true 

that parts of the system have not yet adjusted tu new approaches. I am sure that 

you will have your own views and that some of you may have discussed the 

perceived inadequacies or shortfalls at length, but the SDR process never could 

have been a i'big bang" - and thinking still develops. SOR was a datum, a start 

point from which to progress and we have not done badly since then.~ We 
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validated the JRRF concept (very much the jewel in the SDR crown), warts and all 

on exercise SAIF SAKEEA 2- and - without pre-empting the lessons identified 

( or learned), I can say that we have a fairly accurate and encouraging view of just 

what the JRRF can achieve i...i. expeditionary operations. Thus we now have a 

much clearer idea of where we will have problems, where the weaknesses in our 

structure and procedures may be, and where we can play to our strengths. Also, 

we have some ground truth on our capabilities, so we can take an essentially 

pragmatic view on the conceptual developments that have occurred since 1998, .. 

and this springboard will aid us enormously as we start developing "the Next 

Chapter" that has been prompted by the events of I 1th September. l' 11 talk more 

about this 'Next Chapter' in a moment, but as background, it would be as well to 

give you an idea of how current strategic thinking has been affected by the fallout 

from l l 111 September, OP VERJT AS (the UK contribution), and ENDURING 

FREEDOM. 

From the outset, the United Kingdom, in addition to diplomatic, financial, 

humanitarian and political contributions, has provided military support - nuclear 

attack submarines equipped with Tomahawk missiles, tanker, reconnaissance and 

other support aircraft, and the use of Diego Garcia. This support has played an 

important role in the military operation to date. At the end of October we decided 

that a larger, balanced, maritime force .. including an aircraft carrier (LPH 

configured) and amphibious forces - would remain in the region, ready to play a 
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part in a range of contingency operations as required. Since then, the rapidly 

unfolding events in Afghanistan have enabled us to place an enabling; force on the 

ground at Bagram primarily to support the political process and to enable 

humanitarian aid, And the United States are now looking seriously at Bagram as 

an APOD and a major support node for future operations. 

The UK deployments need to be placed against the immediate objectives set 

out by the government which were: 

to bring UBL and AQ to justice 

to prevent UBL and AQ from posing a continued terrorist threat. 

to ensure Afghanistan ceases to harbour terrorists, or sustain 

terrorism. 

following Mohammed Omar's refusal to negotiate, to bring about 

sufficient change of leadership to break Afghanistan's links with terrorism. 

I could give you a litany of sorties flown, TLAMs fired and the like but, in 

general, I can say that we have made progress in regime change, - but work is not 

yet complete. One thing that has become clear is that military actions have had a 

l 
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beneficial effect on the behaviour of potential sponsor states such as Yemen, 

Sudan and Syria. 

P.05/24 

But we should be careful, - the rapidly unfolding events on the ground that 

led to the fall of Masar e Sharif, Herat, Kabul, Jallalabad, Konduz and Kandahar 

give the appearance of success. Media and politicians focus on maps on the wall 

showing the inroads made by the Northern Alliance and other opposition forces. 

But the ground truth can be very much different. The riot, or counter-attack 

(depending on your viewpoint) at Masar e Sharif shows just how tenuous the 

situation is. And changing sides for advantage is a noble practice in Afghanistan 

'[there is a saying (rent not buy!)]' and simple victory over the Taleban is not the 

end-state we seek. We must continue to focus on the enemy rather than on the 

ground taken; and we must be doubly careful not to identify our enemy just in the 

human form of UBL - this is not a high tech 21 '" century posse in the new Wild 

West. The immediate enemy is AQ with its cells around the world, and its current 

capability. Through operations in Afghanistan we may - indeed, trust we will -

disrupt and deter aq from prosecuting its medium and long-term terrorist 

programme; but in the short term AQ remains a fielded, resourced, dedicated and 

essentially autonomous terrorist force, quite capable of atrocity on a comparable 

scale to what happened at the WTC and Pentagon. And we should contemplate 

what might be the effect of such another attack- especially on coalition 
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perceptions, and heightened concerns on the most appropriate use for military 

force against terrorism: 

P.06/24 

Firstly, another attack could cause wobbles, playing to the· "if only 

we hadn't responded militarily" lobby - in effect capitulating to terror 

Or, secondly, 

The desire to use greater force with less constraint, less distinction, 

and less proportionality~ something that strikes at the acceptable laws of 

armed conflict, and exposes our strategic centre of gravity (our will) by 

radicaJising the opinion of the Islamic world in favour of AQ. 

It will not be either/or, for you can be sure that some states will wobble, and 

others will harden their resolve. These stances strike against the coalition's will 

and cohesion - which is why the United States are considering "agile partnerships" 

But it will give all countries problems - they will be forced to make strategic 

choices· dictated by national self-interest, rather than altruism. 

So where does that ieave us with Afghanistan? At the global strategic level, 

the world cannot afford non-states, black hole states or failed states, because such 

5 
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states breed terrorism. Therefore we have to attack the .c..au.s.e.s, not the s.vmntoms 

of terrorism. To do this, we need to isolate the terrorist by making it more 

attractive for his supporters to seek peace. We need to address the hearts and 

minds of the population, offer effective humanitarian assistance, run efficient 

information and support operations, gain intelligence, set the framework as we did 

in Kosovo, and conduct deep operations to strike the terrorist by attritional or 

other means. We have done much of this already, and are now moving from 

operations against UBL and AQ (which will still remain concun-ent activity) 

towards a focus on restructuring and reintegrating Afghanistan~ so the campaign 

in Afghanistan is in transition to a new phase. And this fits with the UK's wider 

objectives which are: 

To do everything possible to eliminate the threat posed by 

international ten-orism. 

To deter states from harbouring, supporting or acting complicity with 

international terrorists. 

To reintegrate Afghanistan as a responsible member of the 

international community. 

6 
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Following the political process in Bonn, and the decision by Brahimi and 

the interim administration to start in Kabul later in December, and -with the 

undoubted requirement for further development over the next months against a 

background of continuing action, humanitarian assistance, and fragile international 

support, we will have to look carefully at the UK's strategic choices, and ways of 

prosec~ting operations that we may find contradict national policy. Both the UK 

and United States wish to promote regional stability, but our perspectives of global 

and regional stability have been distorted by the focus on fighting terrorism. We 

have to consider whether we wish to follow the United States single minded aim 

to finish UBL and AQ~ and/ or to involve ourselves in creating the c.ond1tions for 

nation-building or reconstruction as well. It is clear at the moment that the United 

States see the precondition to a stable post conflict environment for political 

development as ridding the country of UBL and AQ for good. And they see 

national assistance for Afghanistan as a general long-term goal, rather than short 

term goal, but it is also clear that they recognise the UK's particular strengths in 

facilitating the nation building process, and increasingly favour our lead in that 

area. We may have to decide whether to play to the strengths of our armed forces 

(and our corresponding value to the United States) in our ability and readiness to 

deploy highly capable forces quickly for offensive operations; or to commit to 

longer term nation building tasks that might reasonably be taken on by other, less 

capable, nations-or both. But without being cynical, our experience in Malaya 

and Northem Ireland teaches us that concentrating on the hearts and minds side of 
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the campaign enables us to gain information, to isolate the terrorist and to strike 

him. 

This is an approach that has proved successful in counter terrorist 

campaigns the world over· and it may be the approach that is needed now. But 

we cannot dodge the UK's strategic choices. In simple terms we have a number of 

things to consider: 

We have to realise that broader operations into regions that threaten 

UK policy goals will force us to choose between unconditional support to 

the coalition, conditional support, and «•red lines" or selective support - or 

indeed lack of support. 

I have already mentioned nation building, but we have to decide 

whether we do that at all, whether we do that in parallel to other operations, 

or whether we do that instead of other operations. 

We will have to face the fact that our ability to run concurrent 

operations will be affected. Something will have to give. And within OP 

VER IT AS /El\1DURING FREEDOM, we are constrained by ISTAR assets 

and availability and by the bandwidth available, so we will have to 

concentrate our efforts and flex them appropriately or risk spreading them 

g 
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too thinly, and thus dissipating their effect. Quite simply, we cannot be "al! 

seeing" all the time - we simply do not have the resources. 

We v.ri11 have to look at the UK's capability and contribution outside 

Afghanistan and the VERIT AS JOA. Will we be able to consider 

concurrent operations, or will we be forced into sequential operations; or 

into backfilling for the United States, just as other nations are backfilling for 

us in other theatres? 

We will have to consider how we use or work with established 

security bodies such as the UN iNATO, or the fledgling EU organisations. 

Altogether, that there will be some slight difference in emphasis in 

the approach between the United States and UK is clear- but with a 

previously isolationist single super power background and a global 

capability, the United States has less need of consensus than we do. They 

are still seared by their experiences with NATO at 19 during the Kosovo 

conflict. Their current requirement for high tempo operations is likely to 

put them outside the maximum capability capacity and potential of an 

institution such as NATO-which was never &signed for global operations. 

The United States, on the other hand, developed a global capability to 

support its policy in Western Europe and elsewhere during the Cold War. 
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Thus the USA's need to protect its own interests will possibly push it more 

towards seeking political. rather than material support from these 

organisations. Aiso. in the absence of a cle::ir UN mandate, Article 5 1 has 

proved sufficient justification for current operations - but widening the 

campaign will cause problems, and is certain to radicalise "ome states, 

thereby reducing the number of nations who are willing to share the 

politi~al l'isk. But v.·e need these states and institution" to su"tain the 

political will on a multilateral basis in order to :.ichieve the political end state 

- which must be the rehabilitation of Afghanistan ::is an internationally 

acceprnble nation with acceptable governance. 

Ami what about WMD? Should we focus on W.MD and active 

methods to reduce them? Or should we accept that there is likely to be an 

internationally acceptable level of WMD threat that the world ean live with? 

- Incidentally the same goes for terrorism. Should we accept that this 

mismatch in ideals exists and that a long term pragmatic view should 

prevail; or is now the time to go out and do something al."lout it'? The 

threshold for terrorist atrocity may have ehang.rd for ever, but on the other 

hand, it may subside to dose to its historical norm. 

Whatever the choices we make, and for whatrver reason, we must ensure 

that those decisions maintain our freedom of strategic choice; but we will have to 
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decide soon whether we make a commitment to a broader campaign (widening the 

war), or make a longer tenn commitment to Afghanistan. Recent military success 

must be capitaiised upon, so it is not a question of whether we will trap our hand 

in the mangle; but of which mangle we trap it in: Mv aim, incidentally, is not to 

get fixed in Af!!hanistan, • but- if I have to address the causes of terrorism, I may 

have to. But the strategic risks are obvious: - a UK military footprint might 

broaden the pan-Islamic perception of invasion; variations in loss of consent 

between traditionally bellicose factions might lead to mission creep and the 

dangers of peace enforcement, loss of impartiality and perceived clientism; 

resources might be diverted from priority missions; we might have a reticent and 

inadequate transition by the UN, leading to an unattainable exit strategy or end 

state· and all of this added together resulting in inevitable strategic failure and all 

that that might entail. 

That is just one lgloomy J set of variations on a general theme, but 

notwithstanding any such gioom mongers views, the British Armed Forces are still 

meant to be a "Force for Good", so, if we were required to trap our hands in the 

mangle in Afghanistan in order to facilitate the political process, what sort of 

mission could we consider being involved in? 

Well, at the lower end of the spectrum, we could be looking at an amplified 

version of military close protection to the British Office in Kabul and the 29 
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delegates of the interim administration. And at the top end, we could be looking at 

a multi-national stabilisation force for Afghanistan and ::ill that that entails. - and 

by that I mean we should remembet" that Bosnia took 65,000 troops- and we're not 

out of there yetl 

But judging from the outcome of Bonn last week, the Afghans indicated that 

they do not want anything that looks like an occupation army, • but they do want 

enough of a military presence to reassure both the interim adminfstration and their 

politkal constituency that the international community does care, ::ind that it can 

help to stabilise the country. 

I ::ilso think that any international security force th,lt goe-s into Afghanistan 

would have to focus on Kabul,. the seat of the political process. - and provide 

military reassurance, which involves majntajnjng the peace. That requires a UN 

mandate, the requisite ievel of consent, and effective liaison with the involved 

factions. .And given that the peace is kept, the interim administration and 

transitional authority could be advised on military and security matters, such as 

military reconstruction and redesign; Afghan troops could be trained in specialist 

skills (particularly mine awareness and clearance); and infrastructure survey prior 

to reconstruction could be conducted in areas where NGOs and UN agencies are 

unable to operate. 
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Much of course, would have to be considered in parallel - the scale of the 

deployment: its timing and duration; the logistic concerns - which are 

considerable: how the force might work with the coalition; and what, if anything, 

might need to follow on from the force. 

That is all in the immediate future of course. - and very Afghanistan 

focussed. 

But, what about the next steps at a global level'! Well, if we are not to get 

trapped, we will have to be light on our feet, - and we will have to get used to what 

are now being called "agile partnerships" - in essence flexible, conditional 

arrangements that balance coalition needs, the common good, and national 

interest. We will need to plan and act concurrently across the political, 

diplomatic, economic, military, legal and information spectrum. We will need to 

re-examine what we require to achieve, develop key capabilities, and understand 

our strategic limits. In doing this we have to wrest the initiative back from the 

terrorist, - We have to negate his advantage in striking at the place and time of his 

choosing, by restricting his space through legislation. military action; surveillance, 

diplomacy and deterrence, which will also impact his timing and tempo of 

operations - we should bear in mind every terrorist organisation has its 

constituency - and an inability to prosecute its war aims reduces its appeal to its 

supporters. So information operations designed to support and influence are 
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terribly important here. Above ail, what we do must be legal, or otherwise we 

jeopardise our legitimacy,~ but we must also beware of exporting the ten-orist 

problem. It's a bit like sitting on a partially filled waterbed. ~ if you bear down 

too heavily on one part, then another part comes up. - This has been the US 

experience in Colombia where successful investment in counter-terrorist activities 

at all levels has forced the F ARC - and therefore the problem - into Mexico and 

Guatemala. Fleeing AQ returning to the Yemen or Palestine (amongst others) will 

cause similar problems. 

As for the key capabilities we require· well: we could have a lengthy 

discussion on each as subjects in their own right. 

But let me briefly mention some: precision guided munitions (PGMs) allow 

the focused application of combat power. It has been interesting to watch their use 

in asymmetric war, - and it is clear that the United States have learned from the 

less effective use of air power in Kosovo. At first it appeared that this essentially 

kinetic form of warfare was merely turning big rocks into smaller rocks. And 

there were all the nom1al targeting problems. However, the volume of kinetic 

targeting against the AQ / Taleban (effectively non-state actors) appears to have 

helped deliver strategic success in providing the Northern Alliance and opposition 

forces with the tactical mass required to overwhelm, or at least turn the Taleban. I 

acknowledge that this really only applies against the conventional elements of the 
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Taleban and AQ, but a study on the coercive effects of air power in the campaign 

so far will make a worthy project for those air power gurus in the audience. 

Strategic communications and force projection capabilities will also be 

vital, - particularly strategic lift and expeditionary infrastructure. We will also 

have to concentrate on the establishment of secure line1, of communication, basing 

and overflight rights. And, of Cl1urse. special forces are crucial - but they are at a 

premium at the moment, and we will need to :.iscertain how best to employ them. 

They have great use in direct action, but there is :.in :.ittrition bill in that. But wh:.it 

about support and influence opera!ions? We only have to look at UK experience 

in Maiaya and the Dhofar to see how effective these operations can lle. 

lr.telligence assets and the move towards the use of information in the 

battlespace; sen~or to decision maker to shooter cycles: increasing the tempo of 

operations - all of these also are of vital importance and are key l'apabilities that 

we will need to expand, - but we must always bear in mind the relative tempo of 

the political decision making cycle and the political requirement. What is the 

point of delivering the illusion of victory and a ·gone to ground' Taleban/ AQ, if 

"the peace" holds more threats'! 

Incidentally, I do think it is important to remember that capabilities are not 

just bits of kit or troops, not just PGMs, ~hips or battalions, but the combination of 
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those means, - with the ways in which to employ them to achieve the appropriate 

ends, plus the military, and more importantly. political will to use them 

effectively. Furthermore, those capabilities must be available, timely, and capable 

of integration into a particular operation. 

I have spoken only broadly about the strategic considerations in the current 

campaign against terrorism, but I hope I've left you with the idea that we have 

choices to make in all sorts of areas. But from the UK's point of view, this has not 

only been dictated by what has happened since 11 September, hut also by what 

else has been going on around the world, where I can assure you that. nothing has 

stopped - it is very much business as usual. 

So, we find our armed forces are deployed on or beneath most of the 

world's oceans and in all continents - either on operations, exercises or in 

smaller training teams, in our overseas commands, in coalitions, with the 

UN, or by ourselves. 

in addition to ganisons in Fl, Cyprus, Gib ...... . 

Row! Naw 41 combat units and support outside UK home waters today -

personnel Uust over 17%) (inc v-boat on permanent patrol)-37 yrs 
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Of the trained army 20% deployed i 27% committed to ops 

• N(: 13K / Balkans: 4.7K/ SL: 400/ VERITAS. 

RAF 6.6% deployed/ I Kon OP RESINATE / VERITAS/ORACLE/ Fl/ 

elsewhere. 

• TTs & M'Ms ~ Nepal, Bangladesh, Bermuda & Antarctic. 

UN operations: in Cyprus, Georgia, E Timar, DRC, Kuwait, Sierra 

Leone. 

So, we are busy, even before we think about the 4500 currently committed 

to the Afghan campaign who will not be sitting around their Xmas trees in 2 

weeks. and that's assuming no more are committed. 

What can we draw from this? Well, the thinking embodied in SDR, added 

to our experience of these and previous operations around the world, has led us to 

address what we think the likely shape, form and conduct of future warfare will 

be, and what we think the British approach to military operations is. 

At the heart of this approach, to remind you, we see our warfighting ethos 

(very much embodying being fit to fight), as central, and ready to be applied if the 
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circumstances demand it. In PS0s, for example, it is what gives the UK's armed 

forces the ability to establish a base of influence from which both they and other 

agencies can operate. Joint, integrated and multinational operations are the means 

by which the UK's fu!l range of capabilities and attributes are brought to bear. 

Our armed forces operate together as a coherent entity to maximise their ability to 

deliver operational effect, and in doing this they are guided by the principles Gf 

war which are as applicable at the strategic level as they are at the tactical; - and 

also which are as relc\'a:,t in PSOs as they are to warfighting. The intelligent 

application of the principles of war is a fundamental element of the rnanoeumst 

approach, which in tum results in commanders being allowed, and encouraged, to 

prosecute their objectives using methods of their own choosing tr.rough a flexible 

and pragmatic state of mind. To do this they need the necessary means. By this is 

meant not only the physical mear.s - men, equipment and other tangible resources 

- but also the conditions inherent in mission command that are conducive to 

seizing the initiative, obtaining the advantage of tempo and achieving surprise. 

These themes represent the core of the British approach to operations. 

So, if we put cuffent strategy through that rather doctrinal prism, we can see 

what and how the British military are likely to be addressing current events and 

where this is leading us in our developing thinking on SOR - in other words "the 

Next Chapter". 
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One of the main things we have done is to expand definition of asymmetric 

warfare. which I must stress, is not just international terrorism .. to cover: 

Firstly, dissuading, and if necessary, preventing terrorists from using force· 

particularly mass effect· to achieve change in international affairs. 

Secondly, coercing states from launching asymmetric attacks; or acting in 

support of, or complicity with, te1rnrists .. (whilst we take trouble to reinforcing 

those combating terrorism}. 

And thirdly, contributing to the defence of the UK base and overseas 

territories from such attacks. 

It is very early days at the moment, and there is much to do, but we have set 

ourselves a number of tasks: 

To stop and assess if 11 September represented a fundamental change 

in the strategic context, and if so, how serious a change. 

To ensure that our examination attempts to understand the causes of 

teITorism and the thinking of the terrorist. 
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To consider the extent to which we can continue to rely on specific 

intelligence of threats. 

To strike the right balance between the contribution the armed forces 

make to home defence; and to countering threats abroad. 

To understanding the roles of key international organisations in the 

new environment. 

The approaches which the armed forces are considering include: 

Preventing the conditions that allow international terrorist 

organisations to operate, by helping less capable states build better 

capabilities to counter terrorism themselves through our conflict prevention 

and defence dipiomacy activities. 

Deterring would be attackers by making sure that international 

terrorist groups, and those regimes that actively sponsor or harbour them, 

are aware of our range of military options and readiness and willingness to 

use them if provoked. 

20 
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Coercin~ regimes and states which harbour or support international 

terrorism with the threat and, ultimately, the use of, military force in the 

event that diplomatic and other means fail. 

Actively disrupting the activities that support international terrorist groups, 

by targeting their sources and flows of materiel, finance, and freedom of 

movement. Our armed forces may need to develop a more active role in stop and 

search missions on land, at sea, or in conducting search and destroy raids on key 

terrorist facilities. 

Acting todestrov terrorist cel1s with military action; and perhaps, in the last 

instance, acting against those regimes, • such as the Taleban, w which support, 

protect, nurture and direct terrorism. 

We will also need to look carefully at the arrangements or agreements we 

may want in place in the areas where we wish to operate. Where forward 

deployment on land in a crisis is not possible, alternative basing arrangements will 

be required. In this context, the flexibility of the two new aircraft carriers we have 

planned is particularly important 

We need to give due attention to the requirements of home defence and 

security. We will review the arrangements and level of co-ordination between civil 
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authorities and the armed forces in order to maximise the utility and suitability of 

responses to any future requests. 

i have aimed to give you an idea of where we have got to over the last 3 

months or so. If 1 I September did anything to our views, it was to confirm that 

the direction we took with SDR was the right one. Our intent now to move 

beyond SOR has been reinforced by our experiences around the world since 1998 

and on VERITAS / ENDURTNG FREEDOM. As we develop, we will have to 

stay in balance; we cannot afford to take risks with capabilities and enablers; but 

we must be lighter, more focused/ precise and more flexible; and leave behind the 

inertia of the Cold War for good. There is a lot of room for new thinking - and for 

the reconsideration of 'old' thought in world affairs at present, but if we can 

concentrate on those aspects that the British Armed Forces are and should be good 

at: 

Command and mission command; 

Information and intelligence; 

"fightability"; 

Sustainability; 

22 
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Trainability; 

A flair I penchant for coalition operations 

And sound doctrine - what I !ike to call "the interoperability of the mind" -

then, aithough we might not get it completely right, - we won't be far 

wrong. 

Thank you very much. 
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I snowflake 

December 7, 2001 7:14 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld 1 \\ 
SUBJECT: Historic Prope1ties 

A high school friend of mine sent me this material. Why don't you figure out 

what ought to be done with it, and see if you can get someone working on it. She 

may have a decent idea. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/05/0 I !(b )(6) ! Itr to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
120701-1 

Please respond by ________ _ 

-



·. 
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Recapitalizing the Army's Historic Properties 

Presented to: 
Assistant Secretary of the Army (Installations and Environment) 

NOVEMBER 2001 

Introduction 

To obtain greater economic value from its portfolio of older buildings and fulfill its 
federal stewardship responsibilities, the Army created the Historic Properties 
Redevelopment Initiative. As part of this program's work, the Anny asked the National 
Trust for Historic Preservation to examine the barriers to and opportunities for 
recapitalization and redevelopment of the Army's historic properties and to use its 
knowledge of historic preservation management and preservation finance in the private 
sector to recommend progressive, efficient strategies for the economically feasible use 
and management of Army historic prope11ies. This report sets forth the National Trust's 
recommendations to the Army for redevelopment and recapitalization of Army historic 
properties. 
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TO: Secretar of Defense Donald Rumsfeld 
FROM: (b)(6) 

----,--,,......,,,.,,..,..,,...__. 
DA TE: December 5, 2001 
RE: Recapitalizing the Army's Historic Properties• Executive Summary of the National Trust for 

Historic Preservation/ Army Project 

For the past two years, the National Trust has been working with the Army to address the 
perceived and real financial burden of maintaining historic properties on Army installations. The 
grant came through the Assistant Secretary of the Army for Installations and Environment to the 
Trust which, in turn, retained an excellent consulting team of which l was a member. l note that 
the team is not mentioned in the Executive Summary but it represented some of the brightest 
developers, lawyers, and preservationists in the country. The progress on the project was 
painfully slow despite the fact that we were in an election cycle and believed that our 
recommendations would be of interest to both parties prior to and after the election. 

lam certain that I was put on the team as a result of the 25 years of congressional lobbying 
experience I had gained while president of Preservation Action, the national grassroots lobby for 
historic preservation. Tt surprised me that the congressional liaison office of the Army forbid any 
of us to go to the Hill during the process. My experience has been that constant contact with key 
Hill members and staff on a subject with the high interest that this has is a good thing and is not 
lobbying in the pure sense. It invites discussion of and reaction to various proposals and lays the 
groundwork for legislative support needed later to advance the recommendations. 

The National Trust worked closely with the Assistant Secretary of the Army and the Office of 
Historic Properties. The :linal report JS nearing completion (though I do not have a date for its 
release) and will be presented then to the Secretuy of the Army. The full report includes 
e'i:cellent backup information as welf as more tfetaffed expfanation about tli.e proposecffofriatives. 
Iffiirthe1 l)lbpb§b etglll UeiilOIISll filibll jJI OJ et ts, SOiiie m Miieii !ii@ 1 eady wde:rway. 

T do believe there are some excellent recommendations that should be attractive to the entire 
Department of Defense as you addresses policy change in the Pentagon. I will let you know when 
the final report is released and when it will be presented to the Secretary of the Army. Ifl can be 
of further assistance, do not hesitate to call 

Again, thank you for wonderful work on behalf of the nation. 

r)(6) 

Historic Preservation Consultant 
5202 Carhon Street 

Bethesda. MD 20816 
l<b )(6) I 
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Recapitalizing the Army's Historic Properties 
NOVEMBER 2001 

Preface 

1. This document is a product of a Cooperative Agreement between the Department of 
the Army and the National Trust for Historic Preservation, award number DAMD 17-
99-2-9039. 

2. The U.S. Army Medical Research Acquisition Activity, 820 Chandler Street, Fort 
Detrick, MD 21702-5014 is the award1ng and administering acquisition office. 

3. This document does not necessarily reflect the position or the policy of the 
government, and no official endorsement should be inferred. 
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Recapitalizing the Army's Historic Properties 
NOVEMBER 200 I 

Executive Summary 

Tn fulfilling its mission to tight and win wars, the Army relies on a strong esprit de corps 
- and few things inculcate a stronger sense of institutional identity or embody a shared 
legacy more effectively than a historic place. Mahlon Apgar N, former Assistant 
Secretary of the Army for Installations, once described the Army's historic buildings by 
saying, "These properties are a significant part of our national heritage, telling the story 
of America one Army post at a time. They help the Army to recall the rich legacy of our 
great nation, and we must spare no measure to ensure they are preserved to inspire 
tomorrow's generations.'' 

But, the Army's heritage - as embodied in its architectural legacy - requires a new 
approach in order to survive. 

The Army's current real estate inventory includes approximately 12,000 historic 
buildings - about 90 million square feet of space. Some of these historic buildings are 
vacant; most are in active use. But, almost all are undercapitalized and threatened with 
physical deterioration and obsolescence. And, within the next 30 years, approximately 
50,000 additional Army buildings will be 50 years of age or older, of which an estimated 
7,400 are likely to be eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places -
increasing dramatically the Army's historic properties management challenge. 

A number of specialized financial and management tools are available to private-sector 
developers of historic properties (such as the federal rehabilitation income tax credit). 
Many of the tools and incentives which attract private capital to historic rehabilitation 
projects in the private sector are available to the Army, as well, and, with some 
modifications, many others could be available to the Army. But a number of obstacles 
prevent the Army from using these tools and incentives effectively, resulting in 
undercapitalization and deferred maintenance, which ultimately means higher repair and 
maintenance costs, deteriorating building stock - and frustration for installation 
commanders. These obstacles include: 

The Sustainment, Restoration and Modernization (SRM) real propert.v maintenance 
budgetingprocess. The Army has received an average of only 60 percent of the 
minimum requirements for maintenance and repair of all buildings, including its 
historic buildings. For Army historic buildings, this means an annual shortfall of 
$2.50-$3.50 per square foot, or S225-3 15 million annually for 90 million square feet 
of historic buildings. This results in deferred maintenance, which increases repair 
costs and exacerbates deterioration. 
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Leasing restrictions. Several restriction" make redevelopment of Army historic 
properties problematic for private-sector developers. For example, the opportunity for 
a developer to acquire, redevell1p, and 1hen lea"e back a redeveloped historic Army 
property to the Army is virtually precluded under current regulations. Even if that 
difficulty can be overcome, rax code restrictions force a developer to give up much of 
the otherwise available federal rehabilitation tax credit if the Army occupies more 
than 35 percent of the redeveloped property. Also, a number of Army regulations 
restrict the number of years 1he Army can lea"e property to private-sector developers, 
making it extremely difficult for developers to lease property for the 40·year 
minimum required in order to obtain federal rehabilitation tax credits. While longer
term leases are allowed by 10 U.S.C. $2667, the proce.-.s of executing them is 
administratively cumbersome. 

Installatio11-let·el llcct'.u to wot.~ a11d informmion. At the in,.tallation level, the process 
of assembling the information ~md a~cessing the tools and resources needed to 
effectively assess and .. Kt on redevelopment opportunitie.-. is haphazard and 
cumbersome. \\/hile it is very difficult for a post commander to implement and 
~omplete property development project, within his or her typical two-year term of 
command on an instal lacion, the lack of installation-level information about 
re(lcveloping historic Army properties in particular makes the proces, and timeline 
LmusLially frustrating. discouraging initiative that might otherwise exist for 
redevelopment projects. 

Army budgeting {111d managementproce.~ses. Current budget allocations and design 
processes encourage con51ruction of new buildings rather than redevelopment of 
hi.-.toric buildings. even though the historic buildings· hingrr Hfe cycles. a\:lility to 
attract private capital. and other characteristics often rnake them a more fiscally 
attractive option. 

In spite of the challenges that exist. redevelopment of the Army·s J1istoric buildings is an 
economically advantageous option for the Army and reprrsents a substantial potential 
fiscal benefit 

Cost savings and C<HI avoidance: The cost to the Anny of 1101 redeveloping its 
historic buildings is significant. For example. simply demolishing its 12,000 historic 
buildings would cost the Army SI billion. And if thr Army demolished its historic 
buildings and therefore needed to rent :,;pace elsewhere for the functions currently 
housed within Army hi!'>toric buildings in "green"' condition alone, the annual cost to 
the Army would be between $155-$2 IO millhin. Tf it were a real estate holding 
company, rather than the Army, that held title to these 12,000 historic buildings, the 
estimated market value of those properties would be $5.S·SS.9 billion in a 
rehabilitated state, with a net value (market value less required rehabilitation costs) of 
between $1.3-$1.7 billion. 

• Leases and incomeproduction: In addition to the cost savings realized by use of the 
Army's historic buildings, significant income opportunities also exist for the Army's 
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historic buildings - opportunities that are not currently being realized. For example, 
the approximately S810 million spent by the Department of Defense to lease space off 
post in FY2000 would, on an annualized basis, be more than enough to support the 
operating expenses, return of investment, and adequate replacement reserves for a 
significant amount of the Army's historic property inventory. 

· Significantly lonxer life-cycle: Many of the Army's historic buildings (particularly 
those from its pre-World War II inventory) were constructed using materials and 
techniques which offer a significantly longer life-cycle than those of most newer 
buildings - typically a 50-80 year life cycle, versus the much shorter useful life of 
most buildings now being built on Army installations. The historic stone buildings in 
the Army's inventory of historic properties, for example, have already survived five 
20-year life cycles and offer physical evidence of the life-cycle benefit of many of the 
Army's historic buildings. 

In brief, self-funded historic Army buildings offer the dual benefits of freeing up other 
financial resources and inculcating pride, reinforcing the Army's mission. ln order to tap 
this latent economic value and avoid future costs, investment needs to occur. Without 
reinvestment in and expert management of the redevelopment of its historic properties, 
the Army cannot achieve substantial levels of recapitalization and cost avoidance. 

We have concluded that the most achievable and cost-effective solution for the Army lies 
not in a single tool or a single program but. instead, in the refinement. strategic 
deployment, and specialized mana~ement of a collection of tools • almost all of which 
already exist. This is the case with many aspects of economically viable preservation 
projects. In the National Trust for Historic Preservation's Main Street Program, for 
example - arguably the nation's most economically successful preservation strategy and 
a useful analog for the challenge of redeveloping the Army's historic properties - a 
skilled management program draws on a wide range of organizational strategies, financial 
resources, marketing strategies and regulatory tools to attract new capital and market 
activity to historic commercial districts. 

In order to effectively recapitalize, manage, and make cost-effective use of its inventory 
of historic properties, we recommend the Army take these actions: 

1. Empower installation personnel to implement redevelopment projects: Many of 
the tools needed to redevelop Army historic properties are already in place. But many 
of these tools are difficult to access or require specialized knowledge to use 
effectively, and many are most appropriate and effective when used to leverage other 
tools and resources, which requires skilled coordination. 

Through the process of conducting pilot feasibility assessments of historic properties 
on five Army installations', we developed a Feasibility Assessment Manual and a 

1 Pilot feasibility assessments were conducted of historic buildings at Fort McPherson, in Atlanta, Georgia; 
Fort Shafter in Honolulu. Hawaii: Rock Island Arsenal. in Rock Island, Illinois; Fort Sam Houston, in San 
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Matrix of Redevelopment Allernatives. The Feasibility Assessment Manual provides a 
step-by-step process by which installation personnel can identify redevelopment 
opportunities. The Matrix of Redevelopment Alternatives provides instaHation 
personnel with a structure for evaluating different redevelopment options and for 
easily accessing case studies and information on authorities, financing sources, and 
other tools. The matrix provides information for 18 different development scenarios. 
These include three potential development options (the Army retains title and 
assumes development and funding responsibility; the Army retains title and shares 
development and funding responsibility; or the Army disposes of the property), with 
six potential users for each of these three scenarios (the Army; other Department of 
Defense entities; other Federal agencies; state or local government; a nonprofit 
organization; or a private developer). 

We recommend that the Army institutionalize the use of the Feasibility Assessment 
Manual and the Malrix of Redevelopment Altemalives. We also recommend that the 
Army continue to conduct on-site feasibility assessments of Army installations to 
provide ongoing guidance to installation personnel on the redevelopment of specific 
historic properties on their installations. 

2. Dedicate proceeds from leases of Army historic buildines for the redevelopment 
of historic buildings: 10 U.S.C. 2667 currently directs 50 percent of the proceeds 
from leases of all non-excess military prope11y to non-military entities back to the 
installation where the leased property is located -but the remaining 50 percent rolls 
into an account for department-level for building repair and maintenance. We 
recommend that the Army seek a change to IO U.S.C. 2667 so that, for leases 
involving historic buildings, this latter 50 percent would (a) be dedicated to the repair, 
maintenance and management of historic buildings, and (b) would be directly and 
immediately accessible to the Army and other Department of Defense agencies for 
the benefit of their respective historic building inventories. 

In addition to the leasing authority contained in 10 U.S.C. 2667, Section 111 of the 
National Historic Preservation Act also authorizes agencies to reinvest the proceeds 
of leases of historic buildings that are listed on the National Register of Historic 
Places. This authority is, however, rarely used. We recommend that the Army pursue 
a program to implement this authority. 

3. Create an Army Historic Properties Reinyestment Fund: One of the most 
significant obstacles to redevelopment of Army historic properties is the lack of up
front development capital. We therefore recommend that the Army develop a new, 
specialized source of financing to raise redevelopment capital for Army historic 

Antonio, Texas; and Fort Monroe, in Hampton, Virginia. In addition to providing specific guidance to these 
installations on the redevelopment of their historic properties, the pi lot feasibility assessments provided 
valuable information to the National Trust and its project consultants on the opportunities and constraints 
that exist for the redevelopment of Army historic properties. 
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properties. The Army Historic Properties Reinvestment Fund would function as a 
revolving fund, capitalized by proceeds from a combination of direct appropriations, 
bond proceeds, equity investments, the sale of historic properties and from the 50 
percent of lease proceeds from historic buildings which, under IO U.S.C. S2667, arc 
not retained by the installation where lease revenues arc generated (sec 
Recommendation #2, above). Proceeds would be used to further develop the Army's 
historic property management initiative and to provide general rehabilitation and 
operating income for Army historic properties. In addition. the Fund could contain 
any or all of the foJlowing three components: 

An appropriated version (Army Historic Properties Reinvestment Fund-A, or 
AHPRF-A), capitalized by direct Congressional appropriations, against which 
garrison commanders can borrow when the rehabilitated property will be used by 
a Federal, state, or local government entity. 

A bonded version (AHPRF-B), capitalized by the sale of tax-exempt Army 
Heritage Bonds. Like AHPRF-A, garrison commanders could use this fund when 
the rehabilitated property will be used by a Federal, state, or local government 
entity. 

An equity version (AHPRF-E), which would provide private-sector equity for 
properties developed under long-term leases by operating as a blind-pool fund for 
investors interested in taking advantage of the Federal rehabilitation tax credit. 
Rehabilitated properties could be leased by public- or private-sector entities. 

No exact prototype for this proposed fund currently exists, although the Federal 
Buildings Fund provides some useful experiences and examples. In addition, the 
Residential Communities Initiative's use of the Basic Allowance for Housing (BAH) 
to provide an income stream might provide an analog for the redevelopment of 
historic Army properties, with Sustainment, Restoration and Modernization (SRM) 
allowances for the maintenance of real property providing some operating cash for a 
developer's use. There arc limitations in this paraJlcl, however, as SRM would not 
provide a proportionately comparable income stream and is therefore unlikely to be a 
sufficient inducement for a private-sector developer to redevelop Army historic 
properties. 

We estimate that appropriations of SIOO million annually for ten years could leverage 
an additional S300 million annually from sources other than the Fund itself. 

4. Make technical changes to tax laws which currently restrict the redevelopment 
ot' Army historic properties: 

(a) The "Pickle Amendment": Section 168 of the Internal Revenue Code currently 
makes it difficult for developers using the federal rehabilitation income tax credit 
to lease back rehabilitated property to the Army or other Federal agency. The 
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military's inclusion in this definition currently restricts developers from leasing 
back more than 35 percent of a redeveloped property to the military while still 
being able to fully utilize the federal rehabilitation tax credits, as well as 
restricting certain other lease terms. We recommend that the Army seek an 
amendment which would exclude the Federal government and the armed services 
from the definition of a "tax-exempt entity." 

(b) Length of leases: In order to capture the Federal rehabilitation tax credit, a 
developer must lease a prope1ty for a minimum of 40 years. Although IO U.S.C. § 
2667 currently allows the Secretary of the Army to approve leases of this length 
for private-sector developers, it does so as an exception to the authority's general 
lease limit of ·no more than five years,' which makes the process of executing 
leases of historic buildings attractive to private-sector developers a cumbersome 
one. We therefore recommend that the Army seek an amendments to S2667 
which would make it possible for the Army to streamline leases of historic 
properties to private-sector developers for 40 years or more. 

5. Streamline the process of' accepting gifts for the rehabilitation of' Army historic 
properties and encourage private-sector contributions for historic property 
redevelopment: 

Increase g(ft levels: Under existing statute, individual installations may accept 
direct gifts only up to a $20,000 limit. We recommend that the Army substantially 
raise or remove altogether the upper limit of gift allowances to installations for 
purposes of rehabilitating and maintaining historic buildings on Army 
installations.* 

Encourage creation (l Jriends' groups for the redevelopment t~f' spectffr: historic 
properties: Several 'friends' groups have been successful in attracting private• 
sector contributions for the redevelopment of specific Army historic buildings,3 
working in tandem with the respective installations We recommend that the Army 
work with installations to help create and provide technical support and 
information to 'friends' groups for this purpose. 

Create ll chllritable gift.fund: A gift fund or an Army-affiliated, nonprofit 
organization could solicit donations from the private sector and either transfer the 

2 Precedence exists for increa~ing the gift level for hi.~toric propertie~: the Secretary of the Army, pursuant 
to authority under Public Law 97-252§ 1133. raised the gift acceptance level of West Point U.S. Military 
Academy to $500,000. 

3 For example, the Society for the Preservation of Historic Fort Sam Houston was established in the mid
l 980s lo support and assist the Commander of fort Sam Houston in programs that preserve, enhance, and 
record the history of the Fort. A major early activity for The Society was to raise money and provide 
volunteer services for lhe rehabilitation of the Stilwell House. a historic properly on the installation. The 
Society leased the property from the Army. managed the rehabilitation process for the structure, and 
continues to provide maintenance and support services for the building. 
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funds to the Army for rehabilitation of specific historic properties or, in the form 
of matching grants, to local "friends' groups which would redevelop specific 
Army historic properties. 

6. Use inter-service agreements to charge rent levels to other Department of 
Defense and Federal tenants sufficient to cover full costs of occupanc,·: The rent 
levels currently charged to Department of Defense and other Federal entities are not 
sufficient to cover the true i:osts of owning and maintaining the properties. We 
recommend that the Army begin using inter-service agreements to charge rent levels 
adequate to cover all operating expenses, fixed expenses, adequate capital 
replacement reserws and. \vhen blitTowed funds are involved, debt repayment and 
return of investment. 

7. Actively e1u.'01m1ge Department of Defense entities to locate in historic buildings: 
We rei:limmend that the Army eni:ourage Department of Defense agencies to lease 
spai:e in Anny hiscork buildings whenever pm,,ible rather than renting ,pace off post. 
In FY2000, Department of Defense entities spent approximately S810 million in off 
pose leases -which, l,n an annualized ba,is, would he more than enough to ,upport 
the operating expenses. return of inve,;,tment, and replacement cost, for a r..ignificant 
amount of the Army's 90 million square feet of historic building ,pace. 

Tl, accomplish this, the Army might consider seeking a Federal Executive Order 
which would direct Department of Defense entities to give preference to locating in 
historic building:, 011 Army and other ,ervice installations, rather than leasing space 
outside installations. Federal Executive Order 13006 (now codified in P.L. 106-208}, 
which directs Federal entities to give preference to locating in historic buildings in 
older commercial distrkts whenever feasible. provides a useful example. 

8. Include underutilized historic buildings in the R~sidential Communities 
Initiative and adaptively reuse them for housing: \Ve recommend that, when 
possible, historic buildings not original1y built for housing (such as warehouses or 
industrial buildings) be included in the Army's Residential Communities Initiative for 
the possible adaptive reuse for housing or other uses compatible with RCT 
developments. 

9. Pursue several recapitalization leasing models: The National Trust and its 
consultant team investigated a number of possible recapitalization leasing models. Of 
these, those which merit greatest attenth1n are: 

In-kind leases: In this recapitalization model, a private-sector developer renovates 
Army historic properties and has the right to lease Army historic properties to 
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outside parties, with the lease term determined by the value of the improvements 
made and in-kind services provided to the installation. 

Third-party leases: ln this recapitalization model a private-sector developer 
renovates Army historic property, finds tenants, shares profits with the Army, and 
carries out typical landlord responsibilities. The developer would need a 
minimum 40-year lease in order to be able to utilize the Federal rehabilitation tax 
credits. 

Bundling of[nancial assets: In this recapitalization model, the Army assembles a 
portfolio of unimproved historic buildings and land for long-term lease to a 
private-sector developer for redevelopment; the developer leases back the 
redeveloped property to the Army and/or another Federal user. Redevelopment 
would need to meet the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation in 
order to qualify for the Federal rehabilitation tax credit. It would require an 
estimated minimum of $50 million in debt for this model to be financially feasible 
- the larger the portfolio, the more efficient the investment. This model's potential 
viability is diminished significantly by the fact that the Army's historic properties 
are, with a few exceptions, geographically dispersed, making it difficult for a 
developer to efficiently assemble and redevelop a large collection of properties. 

Section 2812 lease-purchase authorities: The authority provided in IO U.S.C. § 
28 12 allows the Army to lease back newly constructed buildings. We recommend 
that the Army explore the potential of amending the authority contained in 
Section 2812 for lease-purchase of improvements to Army historic properties. 
This authority makes it possible for a private-sector developer to renovate a 
building on an Army installation and lease it to the Army, with the property's 
ownership reverting to the Army at the end of the lease period. The lease term 
should be at least 40 years, in order to allow a developer to utilize the Federal 
rehabilitation tax credits. The developer would need special authority to utilize the 
tax credits and for depreciation because a Federal entity would be using the 
building. 

10. Create an Office of Historic Property Management to implement the historic 
property redevelopment program and guide the recapitalization process: Cost
effective redevelopment of historic properties requires specialized management, with 
expertise in historic preservation finance and public-private partnerships, to guide the 
recapitalization process. We therefore recommend that the Army create an Office of 
Historic Property Management to carry out the historic property redevelopment 
program. This office would incorporate and expand on the responsibilities of the 
Army's current Office of Historic Properties. The Office of Historic Property 
Management's major responsibilities would include: 
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Expanding, managing and refining the inventory of the Army's historic properties 
in order to prioritize the most significant buildings and to identify categorical and 
individual opportunities for redevelopment. 

Seeking partnerships with private-sector developers and investors. 

Serving as a technical resource for installation staff in the redevelopment of 
historic buildings. 

Providing policy guidance to installations and to the Army Corps of Engineers on 
rehabilitation opportunities for Anny historic properties. 

Managing the Army Historic Properties Reinvestment Fund and the Charitable 
Trust Fund. 

Providing guidance to 'friends of the Army' organizations involved in historic 
properties redevelopment projects. 

ll. Develop a comprehensive, Army-wide policy for classification and management 
of Cold War-era buildings: The Army - like other Department of Defense entities 
and Federal agencies which experienced growth in the Cold War era years of the 
1950s and 1960s ~ will soon be faced with the time-intensive task of evaluating tens 
of thousands of buildings which will become 50 years old within the next decade. 

We recommend that the Army work with the National Park Service, National 
Conference of State Historic Preservation Officers. and the Advisory Council on 
Historic Preservation to negotiate an agreement through which the proposed Army 
Office of Historic Property Management would be empowered, using agreed upon 
criteria, to make determinations of eligibility and non-eligibility for the National 
Register of Historic Places and to fulfill certain other duties typically fulfi11ed by a 
state historic preservation office. 

lntegral to developing such an agreement is that the Army, in collaboration with the 
other armed services, the National Park Service, the Advisory Council on Historic 
Preservation, and the National Conference of State Historic Preservation Officers, 
develop a comprehensive policy for dealing categorically, rather than individually, 
with Cold War-era buildings. The policy should consider the need to preserve or 
document a representative sample of Cold War-era buildings, with a variety of 
functions, but should not inhibit the redevelopment, replacement or demolition of 
Cold War-era buildings which have been significantly altered or which are redundant 
in their architectural or historic imp011ance. 

12. Expand. manage and refine the Army's inventorv records of historic properties: 
Tn order to attract private-sector capital to Army historic building redevelopment 
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projects, the Army must be able to provide a thorough, detailed and reliable inventory 
of the Army's historic properties, induding information on life-cycle costs for 
individual historic buildings and for i:ategorie" of historic buildings. Expanding, 
managing and refining its inventory recordr. must be a top priority of the Army's 
historic building redevelopment program. 

13. Test the ARMS model in a pilot site: The Armament Retooling and Manufacturing 
Support program (ARr..•TS) has been succesr.ful in u,ing targeted incentives, facilities 
use contracts, government-backed loan guarantees, and r.treamlined regulatory 
processes to attract private operawrs for Army indur.trial facilities. The National 
Trust's consulting team has inve!.tigated the potenth1l of adapting the ARMS model 
for the redevelopment of historii: building,, with revenues generated through facilities 
use contracts being u!.ed to offset the cost of redeveloping Army historic buildings 
(along with non-historii: buildings) included in the scope of the contracts. We 
recommend that the Anny test this adaptation of the ARMS model for historic 
property redevelopment in a pilot site and, if successful and cost-effective, expand its 
use to other sites. 

In prioritizing these lJ a~tions and !sequencing the implementation of its hi,toric 
prl1percies redevelopment program, we recommend that the Army ur.e the following 
guidelines: 

Fo~us primary efforts on the maintenance of the most historically and architecturally 
significant properties. 

When feasible, adapt non-residential buildings for hou!'-ing and include them in the 
Residential Communitie:-; Initiative. 

Generate adequate lease income from historic propertie~ already in use. pai1kularly 
those buildings used by other Federal agencies under inter-~ervice agreements. 

Where appropriate, require Army and other Depa11ment of Defense entities currently 
leasing off po~t to relocate into hifltoric buildings within Army in~tallations. 

Explore private-sector uses and development p:u1ner~hips. within the context of the 
Army's mission and needfl. 

If the property is not among the moM hi!'-tt1rically or architecturally significant, 
consider the possibility of de-accession or dispm,al or. if no use or development 
scenario is feasible now, a systematic prni;ram of stabilization and .. mothballing" for 
the intermediate term. If no use or development scenario is feasible in the foreseeable 
future, consider demolition only a:; a last reso11. 

The fiscal benefits of these recommendations are significant: by investing relatively 
modest amounts to stimulate private-sector investment in the redevelopment of historic 
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properties, the Army can leverage scarce re-.ources and thereby recapitalize a significant 
number of its historic properties. Such investments could: 

Recapture much or all of the $810 million ctmently spent by the Department of 
Defense annually in rents ft1r space leased off ba,e. 

Avoid SI billion in estimated denwlition cosr.-... 

Streamline redevelopn1t·nc p1\1('edures for in,tallation personnel, making multi-year 
redevelopment projects more easily achievable. 

Reposition the inventory of historic building:, as Army asset, rather than as perceived 
liabilities. 

Attract private-sector capital investment into building-. for which the Army has no 
current need and/or for which it does not h,ive adequate annual funding for 
redevelopment. 

And, in the process of be('oming more fiscally fit, the Army will also preserve it, most 
tangible physkal manifestatil1n of Anny heritage, tradition and hi,tory - it, historic 
properties. 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 'I('\ 
SUBJECT: j(b)(e) I 

,di o1~ 

Oetober-3-1,20DI 61aO P.M 

l(b)(6) I 
..... ____ __,is a very able fellow. He could be helpful on the biotechnology 

thing, I think. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
1 0/1 0/0 1 !(b )(6) ! letter to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
103101-40 

Please respond by --------

;U/LcLfr 
{Lt ~ ~Ju 

:s 
/)S!l ~ Lt ~ 

a r ;f.d/J ? I~ --
~ -

/}1U 



l(b)(6) 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHlNGTON 

~ .... --)~ear j<b)(6) I 
--==- Thanks so much for your letter, your offer of 

assistance and your fine support. I do <.1ppreciate it 
a great deal. 

I have asked my Special Assistant, Larry Di 
Rita. to see that your letter and the information gets 
plugged into the folks who are involved in things 
relating to the pharmaceutical industry. He or one 
of his associates will be back in touch with you. 

Thanks so much. 

Regards. 
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DuPont Pharmaceuticals Company 

October10, 2001 

Mr. Donald H. Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 
Department of Defense 
The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 
Fax: 703""693·0100 

Dear Don: 

t:N 'O: 15 

I 

I obtained your number from !(b)(6) !with whom I consulted pri~r to faxin this letter. 
Recognizing how extraordinarily busy you are at this unpreceden~dtime int e nation's history, 
I don't wish to waste your time. I cannot imagine what you must h~ve gone t rough over the 
past monthJ(b)(6) I however, encouraged me to volunteer wtjatfollows. In the Interest of 
keeping this communique short, I'll be very forthcoming and to theipoint. 

I 

As background, I have just completed a more than one year assig+ment with the DuPont 
company in selling the pharmaceutical company to Bristol-Myers ~qulbb. As of close of 
transaction last week, I have taken up full time residence in Chfcaqo once ag in. I have 
formally resigned from aoy pharmaceutical participation at both ~panles a d I am no.t 
currently affiliated in any management capacity with any other pharmaceuti I enterprise. 

My purpose in writing is to offer my services for assessing two diff~nt chan els Which might be 
of inlerest to you: i 

' 
' • As a contact point for your office to the American and intemati~nal phar1 ceutical Industry. 

Resulting from my serving on the PhRMA Board for years and~y extens e business 
development network, I know most of the CEOs of important gl bal pha aeeutical 
companies. it seems likely that the Department of Defense wil seek to llaborate with 
pharma companies in the uncertain times ahead. While the O O certainl has extensive 
contacts with the industry, there may be occasions when you other 00 officials may 
seek CEO audiences and outside opinions on matters under consideratio . I would be 
pleased to serve as your personal emissary in this capacity an~ have no onflict of interest 
in doing so. ! 1 

• As a conduit to the DuPont company, DuPont is the manufact~rer of Kel ar, a material that 
might be expected to play an increasingly important role in buililng harde Ing and personnel 
protection. The company also commands an impressive array ~f technol gy and would be 
anxious to cooperate as a good citizen in the current emergenc:t?r- Chad olllday, DuPont 
CEO and a member of the Business Roundtable, is a friend ani he has I Id me he is 
prepared to meet with you on short notice if you think such a m eting wo Id serve any 
purpose. I would be happy to arrange such a meeting and pa icipate If u wtsh. 

1/ :.! 

u111ss101 
~hestnut Run Plaza, Walnut Run Building. 974 Cef~~E-08gs91~~51}g~s>J 19d<)5 ..... (b_)c_a) _________ ___, 



SENT BY: 
' . 

Mr.' Donald H. Rumsfeld 
October10, 2001 
Page 2 

10-10- l 6=4SPM (b)(6) 

As an additional point of information, I have a very good business~lrelationsh with Yury Kalinin, 
head of the Russian company, Biopreparat. Dr. Kalinin was hea ofRusslc ; biologicals 
weapons program during much of the cold war. Most of that pro uction wa diverted into 
pharmaceutical manufacturing with collapse of the former Soviet nion and .D. Searle formed 
a joint venture with Biopreparat resulting in construction and ope tion of th first 
pharmaceutical plant in Russia meeting GMP standards, As hea s of the J company, 
Dr. Kalinin and I forged a warm personal relationship and I visited him many ·mes in Moscow. 
This was the basis for my participation on the U.S. Russian Busln ss Counc upon which both 
of us served. I can't imagine if such a contact might be useful to he DOD b t l,woutd feel 
comfortable in making any reasonable request of Dr. Kalinin, He would cle y view me 
differently from any more formal approaches from the U.S. gove ent. 

In making these suggestions, please be assured I will in no way b' Offended f you choose to 
ignore any or all of them. My motives are to simply offer them as options at ur total discretion, 

In event of follow-up, my primary contact points and numbers in C~icago arc 

Home phone 

Direct fax 

Cell phone 

Home Address 

Administrative Assistant 

(b)(6) 

I 
The thoughts of your many Chicago friends are with you. God bless you. th many with whom 
you're connected and God bless America. 

(b)(6) 
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December 26,200 1 

MEMORANDUM FOR SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Response to Mr .... !(b_)(_6) ____ ___, 

I am responding to your note to Mr. Aldridge regarding Mr. !(b)(6) letter to 
Secretar[ Rumsfeld offering his services to the Department. You asked Mr. Aldridge if 
Mr. !(b)(6 lcould be added to the DSB consultants list for future biotech initiatives. 

The DSB is preparing to address two biotechnology efforts in the near future. 
Please be assured that Mr.l<b)(6) lname will be given to the DSB Chairman, 
Dr. Schneider, as well as the chairmen of these two efforts for consideration as a 
prospective study candidate. 

CILl'/v.~ 
lJoFmv. Ello 

Executive Director 

U19819 /01 
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INFORMATION MEMO 

:: 2: 11 

December 18, 2001, 1640 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Arthur K. Cebrowski. Director, Force Transfonnalion ~-

SUBJECT: Review of'!(b)(G) I Paper entitled 
Hunter Network: Destroymg the 'l'ahban and Al Oaeda Networks 

i{bM} lis a prolific and energetic advocate of maneuver warfare theory 
applied to Naval Aviation. An enthusiastic disciple of the late John Boyd, he is a 
proponent of organizational/doctrinal innovation and "low" technology solutions to 
asymmetrical opponents. 

!(b)(~) I core thesis is that success in war against an asymmetric opponent 
such as Al-Qaeda and the Taliban, operating in complex terrain, will be a function of 
organizational adaptation and doctrinal innovation vice high technology. Without 
specificity, he outlines a stealthy, highly adaptive network of small cells-ideally naval 
forces operating from the sea - that integrate military, political and diplomatic eff orls 
while shortening the command/decision cycle to "make appropriate killing decisions 
measured in minutes and (in some cases) seconds" as well as making U.S. forces less 
predictable. 

The approach has merit because it reduces command and control delay lime, the 
major cause of losl firing opportunities. It also presents a determined opponent with lhe 
constant dilemma of dealing not only with one single commander, but rather with a series 
of decision makers able lo operate aggressively and unpredictably, either independently 
or in self-organizing groups. The Hunter Network would focus outward, seeking to drive 
events rather than be driven by them. Wholesale change in theater command and control 
would probably be required to fully exploit the benefits of this ''Hunter Network" 
concept. 

His idea expands on the Sea Dragon concept explored by the Marines during the 
HUNETR WARRIOR experiment in 1997 at the CMC Warfighting Lab at Quantico. By 
integrating the political and diplomatic dimensions with the concept of a small footprint, 
low signature, agile, "brilliant sensor" (e.g., a team lhal can rapidly bring precision 
effects to bear), he addresses the political complexity and asymmetric challenges inherent 
in a guerilla conflict. While his construct appears lo be similar to much of what SOF and 
other agencies are already doing in Afghanistan, il merits consideration as we lease out 
the implications for transformation. 

-----
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Jsnowflake 

\ . -___., 

TO: LanJ Di Rita 

FROM: Donald H. Rumsfeld l7A.. 
DATE: November23, 2001 / 

RE: 

Find out who this._!<b_)<_6)_. ___ ...,!is. Read this paper. I think there is somethin¥ u eful 

in there, but I am having trouble crystallizing it and digging it out. See if you c,m et 

some smart person to sit down and figure out wh:.it in here is of value, and what 

do, and get back w me no later than Tuesday. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
l 1230123 

Respond by: TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 2001 

, \ j.. \ .'>~:. i , 
11-L-05591'J>JCJJ~~ -· / Q 1/ : i 
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5 November 200 I 

A.. Hunter Network: Destroying the Taliban and Al Qa.eda Networks 

AIi. Open Letter to Family and Friends: 

'"Never, never, never believe any war will be smooth and easy, or that anyone who embarks on 
that strange voyage can measure the tides and hurricanes he will encounter. The Statesman who 
yields to war fever must realise that once the signal is given, he is no longer the master of policy 
but the slave of unforeseeable and uncontrollable events. Antiquated War Offices, weak, 
incompetent or arrogant Commanders, untrustworthy allies, hostile neutrals, malignant Fortune, 
ugly surprises, awful miscalculations all take their seat at the Council Board on the morrow of a 
declaration of war. Always remember, however sure you are that you can easily win, that there 
would not be a war if the other man did not think he also had a chance." 

From Winston Churchill's 1930 memoir, 'My Early Life." 

Ugly Surprises 

On Wednesday 24 October, a spokesman for the Joint Chiefs of Staff stated that he was 
"surprised" by the tenacity of the Taliban. On Friday 26 October, the Taliban scored art ugly 
surprise victory with the capture and execution of opposition figure Abdul Haq. Haq, an ethnic 
Pushtun, had infiltrated Afghanistan from Pakistan several days earlier in an effort to encourage 
other Pushtun leaders to desert the Taliban. If former National Security Advisor Bud McFarland 
is to be believed, and I do, this was a significant blow to the US war effort. 

When we start surprising the Taliban and Al Qaeda more than they are surprising us. we'll know 
that we're winning this first phase of a long war with many unknown and known fronts. When 
we see a local Afghan government capturing members of the Taliban and Al Qaeda, we'll know 
that victory is close at hand. As mentioned in the first letter, we are up against a smart and 
ruthless foe that fully intends to win this war. Why have we yet to see large defections from the 
Taliban in Afghanistan? One major reason is simple and obvious: few on the ground in 
Afghanistan believe that the US is winning. The current diplomatic and military strategy is 
inadequate. A new approach is called for. This letter describes an approach that can better 
destabilize the Taliban and Al Qaeda by adding a necessary and unpredictable (dare I say "non
linear" approach) to war that quickly makes believers of friends and enemies alike. Let's call it 
the Hunter Network. 

11-L-0559/0SD/5259 
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A Great Task For A Great Nation 

We need to find a winning blend of five elements: policy; diplomacy; intelligence; an outward 
focused, event driven military force; and an effective local Afghan government (not a stooge for 
the Americans). This is a great task- suitable only for a great nation. 

This letter presents the Hunter Network as a candidate to achieve that winning blend, explaining 
the practical experiences and conceptual framework that shape it. The letter has three sections. 
Drawing from the experiences of US special envoy Robert Oakley (and some ofmy own), 
Section I explores the positive and negative lessons of the US in Somalia from l 992-1994. Al 
Queda has not overlooked these experiences. Lessons of Somalia help form an indispensable part 
of the Hunter Network strategy in Afghanistan. Section II introduces John Boyd's thoughts about 
a counter-guerrilla campaign. During Vietnam the US pursued an "attrition" war (whose metrics 
include body counts and target sets). The Viet Cong effectively countered and won by pursuing 
a strategy built around guerilla warfare. Al Queda has not overlooked this lesson either. Section 
III lays out how the US could rapidly build several forward-deployed cells -- that include 
diplomatic-military-Afghani members -- capable of destroying the Taliban and Al Qaeda within 
Afghanistan, while protecting and perhaps even nurturing an effective alternative form of 
Afghani government. 

I: A Hunter Network. in Somalia - A Pattern for Winning and Losing 

I first met US Ambassador Robert Oakley in New York City in 1995. Business Executives for 
National Security, BENS, featuring Oakley as guest speaker and I was one of four military 
officers addressing The Association of the Bar of the City of New York on ;'America's Role in 
the New World Disorder." Oakley understands the importance of military agility: the ability to 
rapidly and unpredictably transition back and forth between military mass and precision as 
required by events on the battlefield. Let me preface Oakley's remarks about his experiences in 
Somalia with my own remarks about Bosnia in 1994, which created the first element of a Hunter 
Network. 

Using John Boyd's ideas my squadron, VFA·81, created an informal first generation ';Hunter 
Cell" composed of shooters and spooks (intelligence specialists). Under combat conditions, 
these shooters and spooks improved the air-to-ground combat effectiveness of the air wing, 
cmicr battle group, and theater air against small, elusive targets in Bosnia by several orders of 
magnitude. A single Hunter Cell quickly evolved a method capable of making appropriate killing 
decisions measured in minutes and in case, seconds as compared to the usual bureaucratic 
surveillance network (BSN) decision cycle measured in weeks, months, and in times of crisis -
incapable of rendering any decision at all. When I briefed the USAF three star in charge of 
theater operations, he immediately directed that we teach every US squadron in theater how to 
develop their own Hunter Cell. ("Bosnia, Tanks and .... From the Sea," U.S. Naval Institute 
Proceedings, December 1994. pp. 42-45.) . 

While a member of the Joint Sraff from 1999 to 2000, I initiated and was subsequently asked to 
head a Department of Defense effort tasked to develop a road map for improving U.S. combat 

2 
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effectiveness in urban combat operations. This involved extensive discussions and workshops 
with Oakley, US Ambassador to Somalia between November 1992 and May 1993. Chosen as a 
Special Presidential Envoy by Bush the Elder in November 1992, Oakley and US Marines were 
intimately involved in the first phase of military intervention-offering security for humanitarian 
relief operations. During the second phase, a UN force replaced the Marines and Oakley too. 
The situation deteriorated during the second phase and completely fell apart on 3 and 4 October 
1993, when 18 .AJ:m.y Rangers were killed and 73 other Americans were wounded. Over 500 

Somalis were killed and more than a thousand were wounded as well. Clinton hastily called 
Oakley back into government service as a Special Presidential Envoy, returning him to Somalia 
in October 1993 where he successfully negotiated a truce with Aid.id, a Somali warlord, to secure 
the release of captured US Ranger Michael Durant and a Nigerian officer. 

The approach developed by Oakley and the US Marines during the first phase is useful in 
developing a plausible approach for progress in this war. During this phase, much of the local 
population welcomed the U.S. forces, viewing them as saviors for trying to help reduce the 
effects of a terrible famine. In Oakley's own words: 

"The environment in Somalia was always tense, because the Somalis are very 
xenophobic, aggressive people. So the trick that we discovered-at least during 
our period--was to maximize communication with them. To show fi.nnness. But at 
the same time ... to demonstrate that our humanitarian programs were beneficial, 
that we weren't there to dictate to them, (but] to give them a certain amount of 
latitude. On the other hand, if they stepped out of line and challenged us 
militarily, then we had to hit back ... hard, swiftly, and then immediately resume 
the dialogue. 

We met with Ali Mahdi and Aid.id's political military leadership every day for the 
entire time we were there. We made sure we did that even after the military 
incident. We'd resume the dialogue and say 'Let's treat this as a passing event, not 
as the beginning of a whole sequence of escalating events.' We understood the 
need of this-we had a radio station, we had a newspaper lin the] Somalia 
language. These things disappeared when the UN came in and [they] didn't really 
understand the need to maintain the dialogue, to maintain the communications and 
it was slowly degenerating into hostility." 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/ambush/interviews/oakley.html 

It's worth taking time to read the entire interview with Oakley. It gives us a feel for how a 
combat diplomat thinks and what he can accomplish. 

During the second phase in Somalia, the situation deteriorated as a UN force less familiar with 
the local culture replaced Oakley and the Marines. Violence on both sides escalated as US 
policy began to wander. A valiant US military force replaced the Marines and became part of a 
new UN force lacking the in-depth knowledge of the local culture and leadership developed by 
Oakley and the Marines. They found themselves increasingly ad rift in a society that was 
growing increasingly hostile. Bullets began to fill the void left by a lack of policy and 
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diplomacy. One attack was particularly disastrous setting up the killing spree that occurred on 3-
4 October 1993. This attack was supposed to wipe 01.ttthe warlords in one quick stroke. It 
completely backfired and ended up killing innocents rather than the warlords. This was the final 
nail in the coffin of what had started out as a well-intentioned humanitarian mission. The local 
populace was now 100% hostile. The wheels came off during the battle on 34 October 1993 as 
described in Mark Bowden' s excellent book, Black Hawk Down and the related web site: 

http:/ /www.philly.com/packages/somalia/nov 16/rangl 6.asp 

Lack of heroism wasn't the problem. Lack of firepower wasn't the problem. The problem was 
a lack of policy, intelligence, and diplomacy while military forces were left in the field. A BSN 
approach to war began to lock up. Consumed by internal disputes and inexperience with war, 
national and international decision makers focused inward rather than on the enemy. America 
and others were adrift in a combat environment. So, the US military hammered away with the 
only tool left to them -- firepower. What should shake us in our boots is the Al Qaeda fingerprint 
in l 993 Somalia. Yes, unbeknownst to the US at the time, the nascent Al Qaeda organization 
was clandestinely orchestrating and escalating an uncertain and disorienting Soma1i combat 
environment. 

Eight years later to the day (4 October 2001). British Prime Minister Tony Blair stated that 
Osama and Al Qaeda had been responsible for a number of terrorist outrages over the past 
decade, including '"the attack in 1993 on US military personnel serving in Somalia- 18 US 
military personnel killed." 

http://www.om.gov .uk/news.aso?Newsid=2683 

Osama and Al Qaeda used Somalia as a test drive for their latest generation of guerrilla attacks 
against the US. Hardly anyone has noticed that Al Qaeda has used every military encounter with 
the US to upgrade their guerrilla attacks and to probe the US methodically in assessing 
America's military strengths and weaknesses throughout. Hardly anyone has noticed that Al 
Qaeda entered Somalia and opened a terrorist schoolhouse on how to drive the Americans, on a 
humanitarian mission, out of a country. To this day, Al Qaeda is the only military organization 
that fully appreciates the rich lessons of Somalia. 

The front page of the 4 November 200 I Washington Postdescribes how Osama and cohorts may 
be planning a hasty retreat into Somalia. Malaysia, or the Philippines. The article also reports 
that Rumsfeld had requested that his commanders draw up plans for finding Osama should he 
flee Afghanistan: "Rumsfeld reviewed the commander's responses last month and rejected most 
ofthem as narrow and unimaginative. The concept paper submitted by the Centra/Command, 
which oversees US military operations in the Mideast, Central Asia, and Northeastern Africa- a 
territory that includes Afghanistan, Iraq, Iran, and Somalia- was among those that got negative 
reviews, officials said" (Pp. Al, A-22). 

As the senior Navy line officerattached to the Marine Corps Warfighting Lab in 1998, I was 
reminded by a highly respected combat Marine, Paddy Collins, to never forget that "terrain 
neutralizes technology." This lesson has neverbeen lost on our enemies. Make no mistake --
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there are increasing indications that the Taliban and Al Qaeda are already setting up a killing 
school house for the Americans in Kandahar with every intention of turning it into a 21" 
Mogadishu for the US just as they did for the Russians in Grozny. Chechnya. 

As this letter is written, the Taliban and Al Qaeda have melted into the local Afghan population 
and retreated into buildings and universities. They are preparing for yet another generation and 
field test of guerrilla warfare against the US. They have bluITed their external personal signatures 
and are rapidly disappearing into extremely complex terrain: cultural, religious, mountainous, 
and urban. A few bad fish have blended in with a school of local innocent fish confident that 
technology alone will not be able to distinguish them from the innocents. They hope to present 
us with the losing dilemma of having to kill the entire school of fish in order to save it. Only 
those that know how to see the blackness of Taliban hearts will be able to detect, identify, and 
target them. 

There were no Afghan hijackers on 11 September. They were mostly Saudis. Yet, the US is 
attacking and killing Afghans. Welcome to 2111 century war. 

Some takeaways from the Somali experience: First and foremost, war is about people. People, 
not machines, win wars. 21" century war is also about populations and non-linear complexity. 
We instinctively understand non-linear complexity but I've witnessed multiple instances where 
this new science has not penetrated military thinking that seeks a methodical and predictable one 
plus one equals two approach to war. Instead of one plus one equaling two, one plus one can 
equal a hundred thousand or even two hundred million in non-linear complexity. In Mogadishu, 
a single US military attack transformed the local Somali population from neutral to hostile. In 
New York, DC, and aboard United Flight 93 over Pennsylvania, four attacks turned a national 
population from neutral/concerned to hostile. Does the US having any way of effectively 
assessing the effects on Islamic populations. Have we thought about it? A recent {?oD request 
for technology was surreal -- if we can only get the right technology, we'll win this damn thing. 
Business-as-usual has a powerful inertia, which apparently prevents us from taking to heart and 
acting on the lessons of guerilla and urban warfare. 

War is about making friends faster than making enemies. 21 at century military actions cannot be 
viewed in isolation as visual information instantly reverberates through friends and enemies 
alike. Osama and the Taliban and Al Qaeda have been making piles of friends in the Islamic 
while the US efforts appear to struggle. Abdul Haq's capture and execution sent a clear message 
to potential enemies and friends alike: To date, the Taliban and Al Qaeda are able to detect, 
identify, and eliminate their mortal enemies more effectively than the US has been able to 
destroy their nemeses. The Taliban and Al Qaeda have sent a clear message: ''This old fool 
Abdul Haq (who was 43), the late Lion of Peshawar, thought he could simply walk back into our 
country and overthrow us. The Americans were unwilling or unable to risk American lives for 
an Afghan inciting rebellion against the Taliban. Opponents of the Taliban, if you get in trouble 
expect the fate of Abdul Haq, when we come to kill you, expect the Americans to send an 
unmanned plane with two bombs. And even that will arrive too late -- as we've already got you. 
You're on the way to be hung." Business as usual.. .. 
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Fortunately, it appears that the expensive lesson of Abdul Haq did in fact wake some people up. 
On 1 November the media reported that US Navy fighter-bombers fired on Taliban forces 
attempting to capture Hamid Karzai, a prominent Afghan tribal leader from the Pashtun ethnic 
group. This outward countering must be sustained and enlarged. 

II: A Hunter Network - A Counter-Guerrilla Campaign 

Like Sun Tzu and Clausewitz before him, John Boyd has recently become the most quoted and 
least read military genius. During the last twenty years of his life, Colonel John Boyd, USAF put 
his thoughts about war together in a presentation entitled "A Discourse on Winning and Losing." 
It consisted of over 200 briefing slides. In February 1993, Boyd spent three half days presenting 
his "Discourse" to the F/A-2 8 pilots at NAS Cecil Field, Florida. Part of this presentation 
included his "Patterns of Conflict" and was Boyd's monumental look at what makes any 
organization competitive. Encompassing 2,500 years of the history of conflict, this briefing 
introduces his famous Observe-Ortent-Decide-Act "OODA loop'' concept and is available to 
download on PDF format at: 

http://WWW.defense-a.nd-society.org/FCS F older/boyd.htm#discourse 

Boyd's thoughts about guerrilla warfare and a counter-guerrilla campaign have immediate 
relevance to this war as the Taliban and Al Qaeda are highly intelligent, adaptive, and lethal 
guerrilla networks. The Taliban high jacked the government of Afghanistan and the Al Qaeda 
seeks to h:i.ghjack the Islamic religion. Along the way, they fully intend to drive the US into a 
bunker mentality and finally into a full retreat from the world scene. 

In "Patterns of Conflict,'' Boyd made the following observations about guerrilla well': "Popular 
support is critical for guerrilla or counter-guerrilla success. Without the support of the people, 
the guerrillas (or counter-guerrillas) have neither a vast hidden intelligence network nor an 
invisible security apparatus that permits them to 'see' into adversary operations yet 'blinds' the 
adversary to their own operations." (See slide 109.) Boyd also sketched how to mount a counter
guenilla campaign. Keep in mind what happened to the captured and executed Abdul Haq, 
while considering the following eleven points: 

++ Undermine guerrilla cause and destroy their cohesion by demonstrating integrity and 
competence of government to represent and serve the needs of the people - rather than exploit 
and impoverish them for the benefit of a greedy elite. 

++ Take political initiative to root out and visibly punish corruption. Select new leaders with 
recognized competence as well as popular appeal. Ensure that they deliver justice, eliminate 
grievances and connect government with grass roots. 

++ Infiltrate guerilla movement as well as employ population for intelligence about guerrilla 
plans, operations, and organization. 
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++ Seal-off guerrilla regions from outside world by diplomatic, psychological, and various other 
activities that strip-away potential allies as well as by disrupting or straddling communications 
that connect these regions with the outside world. 

++ Deploy administrative talent, police, and counter-guerrilla teams into affected localities and 
regions to inhibit guerrilla communication, coordination and movement; reduce guerrilla contact 
with local inhabitants; isolate their ruling cadres; and destroy their infrastructure. 

++ Exploit presence of above teams to build-up local government as well as recruit militia for 
local and regional security in order to protect people from the persuasion and coercion efforts of 
the guerrilla cadres and their fighting units. 

++ Use special teams in a complimentary effort to penetrate guerrilla controlled regions. 
Employ guerrillas own tactics of reconnaissance, infiltration, surprise hit-and-run, and sudden 
ambush to keep roving bands off-balance, make base areas untenable, and disrupt 
communication with the outside world. 

++ Expand these complementary security/penetration efforts into affected region after affected 
region in order to undermine, collapse, and replace guerrilla influence with government influence 
and control. 

++ Visibly link these efforts with local political/economic/social reform in order to connect 
central government with hopes and needs of the people, thereby gain their support and confirm 
government legitimacy. 

++ Break guerrillas' moral-mental-physical hold over the population, destroy their cohesion, and 
bring about their collapse via political initiative that demonstrates moral legitimacy and vitality 
of government and by relentless military operations that emphasize stealth/fasMempo/fluidity
of-action and cohesion of overall effort. 

(From Patterns of Conflict: Slide 108). 

III: A Hunter Network - Destroying the T~liban and Al Qaeda Networks 

Oakley and the US Marines put together an effective forward-deployed diplomatic-military team 
in Somalia. Boyd sketched out key elements of a counter-guerrilla campaign. Coupling Oakley's 
practical experience with Boyd's conceptual framework, we have looked in detail at two of the 
three components needed to construct the Hunter Network strategy. The third element, touched 
on earlier, is the Hunter Cell. In 1996 the Association of Naval Aviation and U.S. Naval 
Institute awarded their Annual Naval Aviation Article Writing Award to "Hunters from the Sea," 
calling it "the best article on Naval Aviation in any publication or periodical" (COL Mike Wyly 
and I co-authored the article in Proceedings, December 1995, pp. 31-33). The Commandant of 
the Marine Corps personally supported a series of experiments at the Marine Corps Warfighting 
Lab from 1997 to 1999 designed to mature our understanding of this Hunter concept and VF A-
8 1 's Hunter Cell that improved air-to-ground effectiveness in Bosnia by IO to 100 times. These 
new understandings were briefed to the Navy's Director, Air Warfare and Assistant Secretary of 
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the Navy for Research, Development, and Acquisition and are summarized in: "The Carriers 
Pack the Airborne Cavalry,'' (Proceedings, August 2000, pp. 28- 32 that I co-authored with 
Major Chris Yunker, USMC): 

http:llwww.usni.org/Proceedings/ ArticlesOO/pmmoore.htm 

See also: Spirit Blood and Treasme· The Amerjcan Cost ofBarr)e io the 21 '" Century (Major Don 
Vandergriff, USA ed., Presidio Press, 2001) 

Thus, the lessons of Oakley and Boyd -- coupled with the detailed military understandings 
developed through the experiments at the Marine Corps Warfighting Lab -- give us the 
opportunity to create a unique and important Hunter Network comprised of multiple Hunter 
Cells. These highly evolutionary cells - diplomatic-military-Afghani- are capable of using 
stealth/fast-tempo/fluidity and cohesion to relentlessly attack and destroy the Taliban and Al 
Qaeda networks. 

A Hunter Network focuses outward, on the enemy. It drives events on the battlefield rather than 
being driven by a schedule. There is no "air" war or "ground" war. There is only one war with a 
simple mission-to destroy the Taliban and Al Qaeda networks and help establish the conditions 
necessary for an effective Afghan government. A Hunter Network should initially involve less 
than a I 00 people and function as an experimental compliment to our existing military structure. 
It would notionally start with eight cells - one for a variety of cities in Afghanistan (perhaps 
Kandahar, Kabul, Jalalabad,Herat,Mazar-I-Sharif,Kunduz,Zaranj, Qalat). They should be 
forward deployed, as close to the battle and their specific cities as possible. Broad discretion 
and significant resources -- intelligence, military, diplomatic, financial -- should be given to each 
cell. A competition should be set up between the cells measuring how effective each cell is in 
achieving disrupting, surprising and destroying the enemy. Cells would combine or split as 
necessary to fit the situation on the battlefield. Initial measures of effectiveness should include: 

+t- Repeatedly surprising the Taliban and Al Qaeda networks. Surprising an enemy involves 
discerning and understanding his patterns. Our enemies know our patterns and have anticipated 
many of our responses. It's time to return the favor. 

-I+ Increasing numbers ofTaliba.n/Al Qaeda defectors willing to risk their lives to achieve the 
mission. 

-++ Significantly reduced response times from the ground perspective -- measured in seconds
minutes rather than hours-weeks-months- capable of exploiting fleeting opportunities on the 
battlefield. 

Success-as increasingly defined by the Hunter Network-would be rewarded by a significant 
. . 
increase m resources. 

The starting composition of each cell would consist of eleven people: 88 people total. The 
remaining twelve people constitute a command element. With the exception of the command 
cell, the age of the people in these cells should be young -- 35 years or less. The cells should 
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evolve based on feedback from the battlefield. The starting composition each cell could consist 
0 f 

** Two American Afghanis preferably from each of the eight Afghani cities: 16 total. Personal 
knowledge of Afghanistan is essential and initially may require people older than 3 5. 

** One intelligence officer and two enlisted intelligence specialists: 24 total. (04 or below.) 

** Four Military: two officers, two enlisted: 32 total. Each officer and enlisted would form a 
team that would alternate with the other team-- one week in the field, one week with the cell. (04 
and E6 or below.) 

** Two Foreign Service Officers: 16 total. (GS-14 or below.) 

A Hunter Network: Using A Naval Culture to Destroy a Terrorist Culture 

Sailors and Marines have grown up in a culture well adapted to expeditionary combat. "From 
the Halls of Montezuma, to the shores of Tripoli .... " This culture has assimilated and refined the 
hundreds of years of experience against unpredictable foes with obscure signatures operating in 
fluid, chaotic environments and cultures. Naval forces -much smaller than an Army or Air 
Force yet significantly bigger than a Special Operations Force (-45,000) have a culture bias 
designed to fill in the important area between the hundreds of thousands of people on the ground 
in theater and a few hundred ;'snake eaters" on the ground (special operations). 

Naval forces have also developed highly evolved methods for searching out and destroy 
relatively small enemies hiding in fluid and highly complex environments. Presently, our anti
submarine warfare experts have the most effective understanding of how to look for patterns of 
where the enemy is and is not. A Hunter Network, focused on the enemy is capable of 
surprising him because it discerns his patterns of behavior and then anticipates his next move. A 
Hunter Cell does not supplant a bureaucratic survcilJance network (BSN) but complements it in 
attacking the enemy with agility, mass, and precision from every available dimension to include 
time, sea, air, land, diplomatic. , 

A Hunter Network complements and expands the capability of a bureaucratic network built upon 
surveillance and reaction. This BSN is fundamentally different than a Hunter Network. A BSN 
is designed to perform in an environment of certainty and usually lock up when confronted 
uncertainty (unexpected events). A BSN requires a significant distance horn the enemy so that 
the BSN has sufficient time to react. A BSN looks exclusively for positive indicators - a missile 
plume, a rocket launcher- and then reacts. By definition, it is always a step behind the enemy 
and compensates for this with massive firepower. Instead of a bullet to an enemy's head, it 
blows up the entire building, levels an entire neighborhood, or even an entire city. 

In contrast Naval culture has developed an instinctive understanding of close combat: it's too late 
if the CO of a submarine or a ship waits to react to an inbound torpedo. There are many cases 
where we can reacquaint ourselves with the rich combat lessons from naval history built upon 
decentralized leadership and judgment against obscure foes. Sustaining these qualities has 
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become difficult during a period of apparent peace and in the face of significant budgetary · 
pressures aggressively pursuing a BSN culture. The terrorist bombing of the USS Cole has 
reawakened us to the need for combat force in pon as well as at sea .. Port calls to foreign 
countries bring naval forces in close contact with friends and enemies alike. Naval forces have 
always had a strong link to diplomats and have a significant number of people used to searching 
for an elusive and well-disguised enemy hiding in local cultures. 

The mass of the bureaucratic surveillance network is necessary but not sufficient to win this war. 
The precision of a special operations force is necessary but not sufficient to win this war. A 
Hunter Network comprised of members from all services and Allies brings agility to our mass 
and precision. Built upon centuries of combat experience with a cultural bias towards 
decentralized warfare, naval forces can help a President ruthlessly and relentlessly search out and 
destroy an elusive and fanatical foe with agility, precision, and mass. 

Love to ail, 

~ 

10 
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DEFENSE SCIENCE 
BOARD 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
3140 OEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-3140 ''1·,.:i, ffC.27 ti 9= 55 

December 26, 2001 

N 
MEMORANDUM FOR SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE ui 

SUBJECT: Response to Mr. ... l<b_)<_6_) ------

I am responding to your note co Mr. Aldridge regarding Mr. (b)(a) letter to 
Secretary Rumstdd offering his services to the Department. You as e r. ridge if 
Mr. !(b)(a) I \.':ould be- added to the DSB cons.ullants list for future biotech initiatives. 

The DSB is preparing to address two biotechnology efforts in the near future. 
Please be .assured that icb)(6) !name will be given to the DSB Chairman, 
Dr. Schneider. as well as the chairmen of these two efforts for consideration as a 
prospective study candidate. 

a..Py.~ 
"/JohnV. Ello 

Executive Director 

11-L-0559/0SD/5269 
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I snowflake If/ 1,, o 1 i:P 

Oetoher 31, lOOl 6139 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld V{\ 
SUBJECT: .... r_)<5_) ____ ____, 

l~b)(6) I ..... ____ ...,is a wry abk fellow. He could be helpful on the biotechnology 

thing, I think. 

Thanks. 

Attach. l<b)(6) I 
10/l 0/Qt.__---- letter toSecDef 

DHR:dh 
U)JWL--111 

Please respond by --------

-

a._~ k,, -til /u 

[)Sil~ LJ 

r"d!J? ~ 
~-

Ji~ 
UUfY Di Rita. 11-L-05B\'95g'?~o I O 1 ,,,.1'1 
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rb)(6) 

THE SECRETARY OF" DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON 

-= ~Dick, 

(i___ ....... ::_-::=-~---_---~ Thanks so much for your letter, your offer of 

ass1stance and your fine support. I do appreciate it 
a great deal. 

I have asked my Special Assistant, Larry Di 
Rita, to see that your letter and the information gets 
plugged into the folks who are involved in things 
relating to the pharmaceutical industry. He or one 
of his associates will be back in touch with you. 

Thanks so much. 

Regards, 
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DuPont Pharmaceuticals Company 

October 10, 2001 

Mr. Donald H. Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 
Department of Defense 
The Pentagon 
Wasbiooton pc l(b )(6) 

Dear Don: 

(b)(6) 

2 nl r.'"'T I ., ~-1 in. t 5 J L•,, ..... r\f .·J· 

l(b)(6) 

l(b)(6) I . 
I obtain~~ your number fr~m . with who~ I consulted prip~ t~ faxin this l~tter. . 
Recognizing how extraordinarily busy you are at this unprecedented time In ,e nation's history, 
I don't wish to waste your time. I cannot imagine what you must hl~ve gone 1rough over the 
past month. JCb)(6) t. however, encouraged me to volunteer w~at follows In the Interest of 
keeping this communique short, r11 be very forthcoming and to the !point. 

As background, I have just completed a more than one year assig ment witl the DuPont 
company in selling the pharmaceutical company to Bristol-Myers Quibb. A: of close of 
transaction last week, I have taken up full time residence in Chica o once ag in. I have 
formally resigned from any pharmaceutical participation at both co panies a d I am not 
currently affiliated in any management capacity with any other pha ceutic I enterprise. 

My purpose in writing is to offer my services for assessing two diff~rent char 1els which might be 
of interest to you: 

• As a contact point for your office to the American and lntematiqnal pharr aceutical Industry. 
Resulting from my serving on the PhRMA Board for years andty extens we business 
development network, I know most of the CEOs of important 91 bal phar 1aceutical 
companies. It seems likely that the Department of Defense wl seek to< illaboratewith 
pharma companies in the uncertain times ahead. While the D D certair , has extensive 
contacts with the industry, there may be occasions when you O! other Ot Dofflcial& may 
seek CEO audiences and outside opinions on matters under atnslderati1 ,. I would be 
pleased to serve as your personal emissary in this capacity an~ have no :onflict of interest 
in doing so. , 

• As a conduit to the DuPont company. DuPont Is the manufact~rer of KE ,ar, a material that 
might be expected to play an increasingly important role in buil~ing hard 1in9 and personnel 
protection. The company also commands an impressive array pf technol gy and would be 
anxious to cooperate as a good citizen in the current emergen9r. Chad ollk1ay, DuPont 
CEO and a member of the Business Roundtable, is a friend a; he has t Id me he is 
prepared to meet with you on short notice if you think such a eting wo Id serve any 
purpose. I would be happy to arrange such a meeting and pa . icipate If u w1sh. 

I 

11 2 
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(b)(6) 
, St.NI tn: ...... ' .. 
· · Mr.' Donald H. Rumsfeld 

October 10, 2001 
Page2 

As an additional point of information, I have a very good business!relatlonsh p with Yury Kalinin, 
head of the Russian company, Biopreparat. Dr. Kalinin washea~ of Russi s biologicals 
weapons program during much of the cold war. Most of that pro~uction wa diverted into 
pharmaceutical manufacturing with collapse of the former Soviet nion and .D. Searle formed 
a joint venture with Biopreparat resulting in construction and ope tion of th1 first 
pharmaceutical plant in Russia meeting GMP standards. As hea s )f the J' company, 
Dr. Kalinin and I forged a warm personal relationship and I visited him many 'mes in Moscow. 
This was the basis for my participation on the U.S. Russian Buln s.sCounc upon which both 
of us served. I can't imagine if such a contact might be useful b he DOD tJ t: 1.wouldfeel 
comfortable in making any reasonable request of Dr. Kalinin. t-.e would cle y view me 
differently from any more formal approaches from the U.S. gave ent. 

In making these suggestions, please be assured I will in no way b~ offended if you choose to 
ignore any or all of them. My motives are to simply offer them as 6ptions at our total discretion. 

In event of follow-up, my primary contact points and numbers in C~icago arc 

Home phone (b)(6) 

Direct fax 

Cell phone 

Home Address 

Administrative Assistant 

l 
The thoughts of your many Chicago friends are with you. God ble,s you, ti many with whom 
you're connected and God bless America. 1 

(b)(6) 
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TED STEVENS 

ALASKA • 
. 
j\ 

UNITED STATES SENATE 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20510 

January 31, 2001 

The Honorable Donald Rumsfeld 
Secretary 
United State Department of Defense 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

One of the great experiences I've had was the time 
that I was designated as President Reagan's Representative 
to the Paris Air Show. It is my great hope that you will 
favorably consider asking President Bush to give the 
honor to me again this year. 
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SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

February 23, 200 l 

From: Donald Rumsfeld 

To: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
The Honorable Colin Powell 

FYI 

The Honorable Condoleeza Rice 
The Honorable Mitch Daniels 
Mr. Andrew Card 

WOOtel 01 
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National Journal 
February 24, 2001 

Bush's Texas-Size Defense Challenges 

'The bad news is, we're not getting as much for defense as we thought. ' 

By George C. Wilson 

Imagine President Bush, Vice President Dick Cheney, Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, Secretary of 
State Colin L. Powell, and budget chief Mitchell E. Daniels Jr. sitting around a table at the White House, 
talking about how to make good on Bush's campaign promise to strengthen national defense. Imagine also 
that their "horseholders" (eager-beaver aides) are holding thick notebooks on their laps and are sitting-but 
never squirming-in hard chairs behind their bosses. The conversation might well go something like this 
(the dialogue is fanciful but the numbers and issues are real): 

Bush; OK, Dick. Give us the good news and the bad news. 

Cheney: Mr. President, the good news is that everybody agrees we need to raise military pay, improve 
housing and health benefits, buy more new weapons, and step up research. The bad news is that we're not 
going to have as much money for defense as we thought, 

Bush: How can that be? We've got a $5.6 trillion surplus out there. Isn't that enough to outdo Clinton on 
defense? 

Cheney: Tt is and it isn't, Mr. President. The Congressional Budget Office has indeed forecast a $5.6 
trillion surplus over the next 10 years. But about half of that amount will be in the Social Security fund, 
which we can't touch. So we're down to around $3 trillion. Subtracting from that the $400 billion surplus 
generated by the Medicare Hospital Insurance Trust Fund, another untouchable, leaves us with $2.5 
trillion. 

Bush: Still a helluva lot of money, Dick. 

Cheney: Again you're right, Mr. President. But your $1.6 trillion tax cut, together with tax credits already 
on the books, will pretty much eat up the surplus. We can't raise Clinton's $3 10 billion defense budget 
much without going into the red, especially if inflation goes up. 

Bush: Hell, you mean I won't have a dime of that $5.6 trillion to spend on the Army, Navy, Air Force, and 
Marine Corps while rm their commander in chief? 

Cheney: That's pretty much the case, Mr. President, unless we cut some programs. 

Bush: Ts Dick right, Mitch? 

Daniels: Dick could be off a little on his numbers, depending on the economy, Mr. President, But this is 
roughly where we are, sir. The Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments, a pretty good private outfit 
not under the thumb of the defense contractors, ran numbers that are close to our own. It concluded that 
we'll be lucky if we can increase the defense budget by 1 percent a year, after allowing for inflation. 
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Bush: Damn! Then what do we cut to get money for my boys? You know, they really love me out there. I 
got more hoo-ahs from them last week than Clinton got in his whole life. And don't tell me to cut 
education or Social Security or to give up my tax cut. 

Horseholder: Our latest polls, Mr. President. shov.1 that people outside the Beltway are much more 
concerned about money for education and Social Security than they are about national defense. 

Bush: I know, I know. But help me. Find me some more money for the military. And don't forget we've 
got to build a missile defense system, wo. 

Powell: Why not yank some of those nuclear missiles out of the ground'? The Air Force boys have been 
silent silo-sitters long enough. The: MX missile would come down under ST ART TI, anyhow, and it's 
costing us millions to keep all those l\1inureman missile-. from rotting. We've got plenty of nukes in 
submarines; we still have plenty for bombers. Our new precision-guided weapons can take out anything we 
want to without using nukes, 

Rumsfeld: Careful, Colin. We don't wane to give: the Rm,,.ians ideas or panic the Europeans 

Powell: Where arc: they gl1ing co gl,? The Russians have to take down their nuke,-they can't afford to 
keep them. The Europe,ms shouldn't be telling us what to do, anyway: they're not -.pending any real money 
on defense. They can't even hold up their end on simple bombing raids. They were pathetic during Desert 
Storm and Kosovo. 

Cheney: We: could. and probably should. reduce our nuclear force'-, Colin. Taking them off alert would 
cake some strain off the Air Force and make the world breathe easier. And you're right. We don't need all 
those 7.000 strategic nuclear warheads out there. Even the Joint Chiefs of Staff have signed off on going 
down to the START nr limit of 2.500 to 3.000. 

Horseholder: Yes, Mr. Vice President, but Congress in the fiscal 2001 defense authorization forbade us 
from going below the STARTT level of 6,000 strategic warheads untiJ Russi.i appnwed START TI. a treaty 
that would take us down to no more than 3,500 warheads on each side. Our Senate ratified ST ART 11 in 
1996. The Rus~ians finally approved START II in April. but they attached ~tring~. The strings have hung 
up START IL So, Mr. President, technically you can't get rid of our excess warheads without breaking the 
law. 

Bush: Th at' s crazy. Let's get ~o me peop I e from the Hi 11 down here .ind get rid nf that restriction. 

Cheney: We'll do that, Mr. President. It should be easy. It was really just anti-Clinton language. But I have 
to warn you, sir, that getting rid of some nukes-even though ifs the right thing to do at this time-won't 
gain us much spending money. The nukes are already paid for. We need to cut something big that hasn't 
been paid for. 

Powell: How about your old favorite target, Mr. Vice President. the Marines' V-22 Osprey? That thing is 
going to bankrupt the Corps. Tell 'em to buy Blackhawk helicopters for one-fourth the price. 

Cheney: Been there, tried that, Colin. So did Harold Brown when he had Rummy's job. The Marines rolled 
both of us. Getting the Osprey has become a test of their manhood. 

Powell: But how about confronting the Marines with a choice: <;You can have either the Osprey or the Joint 
Strike Fighter, but not both"? 
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Bush: How much money we talking about here? 

Cheney: The Osprey, including what we've already put in it, is going to cost us about $38 billion for 458 
aircraft. or $83 million each. The Joint Strike Fighter program could run $200 billion if we did what 
Clinton planned to do, and that was to buy 3,000 of them. 

Bush: Holy cow! Two hundred billion? Now there's some real money we can put in pay, housing, 
readiness, and hardware. 

Horscholdcr: We hear the Joint Strike Fighter is running way above original cost estimates, something like 
$4 billion over. 

Cheney: Sounds like the Navy A-12 I canceled in 1991 because nobody could tell me what it would end up 
costing. 

Bush: So why not cancel the Joint Strike Fighter? 

Rurnsfeld: The Marines would go ballistic, Mr. President, They refused to buy the Navy F/A-1 8 E and F, 
for fear of losing their own Marine air force to the Navy. They've been counting on the Joint Strike 
Fighter. 

Bush: Well, hell, Don. Everybody can't get everything they want. Give them the Osprey and tell them to 
make do with the Navy's new F-1 8 instead of the Joint Strike Fighter. 

Rumsfeld: I could do that, Mr. President, but we have only two companies left that can build an airplane 
from scratch: Boeing and Lockheed Martin. With no JSF, Lockheed might go under. Then we've got no 
competition. 

Bush: Wait a minute, now. Lockheed has the F-22, the C-130, and it still builds the F-16 in Fort Worth. 
Boeing has a lot of transport orders, including the C-17. 

Horseholder: I think the worry is that we won't have competing fighter designs, Mr. President. Also, 
remember that some of our European friends have put money in the Joint Strike Fighter. 

Powell: You could save big bucks if you canceled the Air Force F-22 fighter and stopped building those $2 
billion attack submarines, Mr. President. The modernized F-16 is plenty good enough for anything it would 
be up against. And because the Russians nowadays don't have many subs at sea, our attack subs aren't kept 
all that busy, So why keep buying them for S2 billion apiece? 

Cheney: We're pretty far down the road on the F-22, Colin. And the theater commanders keep asking for 
more attack subs to listen in on the bad guys. 

Bush: What's the F-22 going to cost us? 

Horseholder: About S62 billion for 341 airplanes. 

Powell: That makes it almost $200 million a fighter. Who's out there to challenge us? Nobody. And what 
about the Army? If you want to transform it into something lighter and better, you have to give it more 
money. 
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Rumsfeld: We could buy fewer F-22s. Treat them as silver bullets to be saved for special occasions, as 
we're doing with the F-1 17 Stealth bomber. 

Cheney: That's what Clinton did-just cut down on the number of F-22s you buy. 

Bush: Can't do that, then. Well, I guess we could, If I stop building subs, I'll have [Sen.] John Warner on 
my neck. My Dad told me Warner worked out a deal Lo have half the subs built in his home state, at 
Newport News, Va., rather than building all of them at Electric Boat in Connecticut. Wouldn't mind 
stiffing Connecticut and Joe Lieberman. though. Give me a paper on what I'd save by cutting back on the 
F-22 and new subs. 

4of4 

Cheney: We haven't talked about how Ll' pay for national missile defense, Mr. President. when we have to 
pay big bucks to actually deploy it. 

Bush: Why not trade the Joint Strike Fighter for NMD? Give me a paper on that, too. 

Cheney: We haven't talked about the big death spiral we're in. either, Mr. President. It's costing us more to 
keep old planes flying than we paid for them in the first pl.ice. Yet the new planes cost so much, that we 
can't afford to reph:e the l,ld l,nes one-for-l'tle. Unless we find a lot more money. the only way out is to 
make the Air Fon .. ·e and Navy air forces smaller so that they won't need so many planes :md pilots. We 
could end up with nor enough Navy planes to pur on all our carrier~. though. 

Rumsfdd: The same thing is happening in the Army. Navy, and Marine Corps, Mr. President. 

Horsdh)[der: The Army is bloated with he~idquarters staff. It would be beuer off if we ordered another 
down::;iling. Wouldn't hurl them to cancel the Crusader artillery rig, loo. It'::; tl)O heavy lo gel anywhere in a 
hurry-and will cost some $4 billion. We could save the Navy money if we slowed up the electric drive 
DD-21 de::;lroyer. The admiral~ are fighting the idea or manning it with only 95 pel)ple anyhow: they say 
you need more sailors aboard to win a battle. 

Bush: So you want me lo pull a Clinton and downsize. do )'L)U'? Well. hell. if that's the right way to go, give 
me a paper on it. l told ·em I'd make the military leaner and meaner. Next meeting.. we-11 talk about 
bringing more of our troop::; home. You say I can't pull lroL)ps out of the Balkans wilhl)Ul panicking the 
Europeans, but how about from Korea'? Do we still need 37.000 troops there. after all this time? I want to 
surprise everybody by shaking up the military. Hey, they can't fire me for four years. If the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff don't like it, I'll remind them we still have civilian control of t11e military in this country. Now, 
everybody get out of here. I need to pump some iron. 
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SECRETARY OF DEFENSE MEMO 

March 12, 2001 

FAX TRANSMISSION 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ]2 --(,. ;l ~ 
SUBJECT: Margaret Thatcher Speech 

Mr. President, attached are some remarks by Margaret Thatcher, given earlier this 
month, which I found to be on the mark. I thought you might en-joy reading them. 

Attach. 
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-------PROJECTFORT HE 

NEW AMERICAN CENTURY 

Speech To The Royal United Services Institute 
On Receiving the Chesney Gold Medal 

Margaret Thatcher 
March 1, 2001 

In peacetime, war is regarded by many ai,; too remote a possibility to merit much 
consideration. During such periods, the case for defense-preparedness is more difficult but it 
has to be made. Today, there is an additional factor: the public i~ encouraged in its sense of 
security by a body of expert 1..1pini1..1n whid1 sugge,ts chat political and economic change make 
future wars unlikely, even impossible. In the Global Village, peace will reign between the 
naighbors. Or so we're told. 

Such factors help explain the low levels of defense expenditure in 1mmy European 
countries. They ~11~0 account f,)r the lack or realism in much of the debate about securi1y issues. 
But let me turn co 1..'urrenc threats. 

Iraq 

Recently. British .airmen have been engaged over Jraq. l strongly support that C.S.
Bricish action. Saddam Hussein counts as unfinished business. Ile is neither manageable nor. 
in the king term, containable. He has to be removed. It is because he himself know~ this that 
Saddam will never ease up his pressure on us. We for our part can hardly expect ntherwi~e. 
Saddam knows the score. - even if some of our more faint-hearted allies don't. 

Not to have re'lponded to Saddam's attacks on our aircraft would have been 1;een by him 
as a sign of weakness. Failure to act would ahnost certainly have been followed bv fm1her 
provocation. Like all political strongmen who rule by force and fear. he rnu~t constantly 
demom,trate his strength Hor perish. 

Having just attended the tenth anniversary of the liberation of Kuwait. and having heard 
the latest information. I am convinced that present po]icies should not be weakened. On the 
contrary, thev must be strengthened. Let"sr.::nrnmbcr that Saddam l1as only recently renewed his 
spurious claim to Kuwait. And let":,; not forget eilht::r how mucb mischief hi; can do in that 
strategically vital but politically fragik r.;gion 

Missile Defense 

1110 perceived erosion, ovcr the last fow \"cars. nf intcmational cooperation to control 
Saddam may well have encouraged others to think that the West can be defied. even by a 
defeated minor power. At the same time. the ability of such powers to acquire the technology 
to build weapons of mass destruction, and to target them l:ly ballisticmissilas against our forces. 
our allies, and even our cities, has grown alarmingly. That is \\ily the creation of a system of 
global missile defense is a matter of urgent necessity. 

As you will have gathered, I do not share1hc widespread nostalgia for the Anti-Ballistic 
Missile Treaty of 1972. Far from regarding it as a cornerstone of stability - to use the well• 
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worn cliche -- 1 view it as an outmoded relic. Its principal architect, Henry Kissinger, has 
acknowledged as much. 

On this side of the Atlantic. there is a tendency to suggest that the problem of 
proliferation can be solved by diplomatic means and by control regimes designed to halt the 
flow of military technology. The possibilities of controlling proliferation by such means were 
always much slimmer than the optimists thought. Now they are all but a dead letter. 

To me, it is strange that European states have so enthusiastically lined up with Russia 
and China in opposing America's plans for a system of missile defense -- plans which would 
increase our safety. We should, in fact, be particularly keen to see ourselves included within a 
truly global system. 

The last U.S. Administration's plans did not offer that, and would have therefore left us 
exposed. So I applaud the vision of Pr.;sidcnt Bush and Secretary Rumsfeld in seeking to create 
A missik. shi.:.ld whi.:.h 'Wvuld pr.:,~,:.t Am.:.1·i,a's c1lli.:..~ and vlll' d-=.pl.:.y.:.d fol'.:..:..s. as w.:.11 as tllG 
~l!.W8f1}.filU\\YJans1 •• LhnR1t.f~at.,~'TIS!lPl}Ll;MrflR~§nJLUUt~1~~ now iolt them selves from their 

NATO&EU 

This brings l\\~ to a further area of con.::cn,: the plans for a European Rapid Reaction 
Force. This is a matter, 1 know, on which friends may differ. But it is surely cause for concern 
that the understanding of what is proposed varies so enormously. Indeed, the public could be 
forgiven for thinking that there are two plans: one for strengthening NATO, and one for creating 
a rival organization to it. 

My nwn vir.w is that if the, l',11rnpr.1mo, trnly wish ln impnwr. thriir N4 I , l rontrihlllinn 
th"v~ tvtu.l :'Jhvw it t-ii.u1,1ly vUVUli\h, TI1vy wu im,1vu;-.,,., Ji,I~m,,:, v,\l}vuJihu,:,. ThvY wu UIVV91UVIO 
swiftly to establish professional armed forces like those of the United Kingdom. And they can 
acquire more advanced technology. Indeed, unless that happens soon, the gulf between 
European and U.S. capabilities will yawn so wide that it will not be possible to share the same 
battlcfi..::ld. 

Conclusion 

I conclude where T began: in peacetime it is difficult for the nation to imagine our likely 
needs in war. At such times, there is a fondency for defonse spending to fall to dangerously ]ow 
levels; for strategic thinking to remain in a time-warp; and for unrealistic ideas about how 
armed forces should be organized to take root. All these temptations must be resisted. 
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March 18. 2001 2:07 PM 

TO: Honorable John Di Julio 
Assistant to the President and Director, 

Community Faith-Based Initiatives 

PROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Challenge Matching Grants 

John, I received this letter in the mail, which falls in your area of responsibility. I 
know nothing more than what the letter says, so I will leave it in your capable 
hands. 

I hope we have a chance to visit soon. 

Regards. 

Enclosure 

DHR:dh 
031801-8 
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March 9, 2001 

Dear~ DOY'\.. 

First congratulations, from both!(b)(6) !and me-the only problem we see in your 
appointment is that you probably will not be spending much time in New Mexico. 

As you might suspect, I have begun to 'work with the New Mexico Community 
Foundation and its dynamic Executive Director, Father Robert Stark. I am writing you 
as the only person I know in the Bush Administration with an idea that Father Stark and 
I have developed relating to the President's Faith-Based Initiative. 

As you may know, when I was at the Trust, I established a very successful program with 
suburban Churches utilizing their benevolent support of non-religious .inner-city social 
services to establish Church endowment funds at the Trust, while at the same time, 
providing current support to the intended inner-city needs 

Without boring you with the details, the program works a$ follows: 

• 

• 

• 

If Church )(h~d $4.0,000 to give t~ five inner-city social service agencies, it would 
instead give the funds to a new Church Endowment Fund at the Trust. 
The new Endowment Fund would be a "donor advised" fund with the Church X 
members as advisors-to be used in perpetuity for inner-city non-religious purposes. 
In return, the Trust would give each of the five designated agencies, I Yi times what 
the Church X had intended (a total 'of $60,000) 

A Win-Win situation for all: the Church X not only is responsible for helping the 
agencies, but establishes an endowment for future support; the agencies got 50% more 
than what they otherwise would have gotten; and the Trust supports agencies that. it was 
created to support. 

Well, what Father Stark and I have done is apply this concept in a somewhat broader 
manner, utilizing both private and federal government funds in a way that both supports 
agencies and creates specific endowments for their future support. We believe a pilot 
effort under the President's Initiative could be quite worthwhile and meet many, if not all 
his objectives. Thus this letter is asking for your help in getting to the right-person in the 
right way. 

I am enclosing a memo from Father Stark and me further outlining this effort. 
We were wondering what you might suggest about sending this material to Senator 
Domenici, who often attends Father Stark's parish and of course has an interest in human 
services in New Mexico. 

1 very much appreciate any help you can give. Our veIY'6tst to Joyce, 
(b)(6) 
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MEMO: February 9, 2001 
RE: Challenge Matching Grants to Faith-Based Communities for 
Building Endowments to Sustain Charitable Works Ministries. 

From its inception, the New Mexico Community Foundation (NMCF) has been involved 
with Faith-Based Communities (e.g. NMCF's first initiative was the Cornerstones Projeat 
which helped communities develop around the renovation of their places of worship). 
In the past year, two Protestant ministers were elected to NMCF's Board of Directors and 
they have expressed interest in NMCF supporting Faith-Based philanthropy. 

This interest has been further stimulated by President Bush's recent Executive Order 
creating a White House Office of Faith-Based and Community Initiatives and 
establishing Centers for Faith-Based and Community Initiatives in five Federal agencies 
"to ensure greater cooperation between the government and independent sector." It has 
also been reported that the Bush Administration plans to set up a Compassion Capital 
Fund, a public-private partnership that will match federal funds with private money to 
pay for increased management assistance to help small community and Faith-Based 
groups "increase their capacity, improve their competence, and expand their programs." 

NMCF is currently concentrating on helping communities sustain their good works by 
building permanent or endowment funds. Fortunately for NMCF, there exists a 
remarkably successful precedent in Chicago of a community foundation assisting Faith
Based communities in building endowments by providing the incentive of matching 
funds. The Chicago experience has inspired NMCF to consider the following: 
• NMCF would apply to a national foundation (e.g. the Lilly Foundation) for a 

substantial grant (e.g. $500,000) in order to be able to provide challenge/matching 
grants to Faith-Based Communities. Once this gram was secured, 

• NMCF would approach Faith-Based Communities who had specific programs 
addressing the needs of low-income communities which might be interested in 
applying for federal monies under the Bush Administrations new initiatives (e.g. The 
New Mexico Conference on Churches-NMCC Storehouse and the Catholic Diocese 
St. Vincent De Paul Societies which serve the indigent and low-income persons in 
need of emergency housing, food and transportation). 

• If these communities were going to become involved in the Bush Initiatives, NMCF 
would offer them a special incentive package that would build both their management 
capacity and their long-ten-n sustainability by: 

a) offering to match every dollar that Faith-Based community donors give to a 
permanent (endowment) fund in NMCF to sustain their respective charitable works 
(e.g. an endowment fund to support the NMCC Storehouse). 

b) offering additional monies for specialized technical assistance to help the Faith-Based 
Communities enhance their financial infrastructure for the complex accurate 
accounting needed to meet Federal auditing requirements which accompany most 
Federal funding, 

These matching funds would thus a) increase the management capacity, b) build towards 
long-term sustainability, and c) help prevent dependency on Federal funding by providing 
a growing option of endowment support for future funding. 
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PRESENTATION 

Under a solidary and brotherly Hemisphere, we take 
advantage of this opportunity to present to all the gentlemen 
Ministers of Defense of the Americas and other Delegation 
members, our most cordial regards. At the same time, we wish 
to convey the purpose of our country, and mostly of our 
Armed Forces, that is, to contribute to the study of cojuntural 
problems and phenomena that affect our historical space and 
time in regards to the hemispheric security issue, within a 
global common interest that was assertively outlined for this 
encounter. 

"The Latin American Military Component and the 
Hemispheric Security", is the issue that we are going to deal 
with in this Conference, we address this matter in order to 
analyze the political, military, social, economic and environ
mental variables presently in our context, which by no means 

MINISTRY OF DEAENSE 

disregard the most outstanding events occured in the nineties. M~jur General 

They were especially marked by the ·~unipolar Moment"' in Minister of Defense 

the military strategic field and by the region's necessity to adopt a new Hemispheric Security 
Agenda, Without irrational confrontations and always pointing towards a common goal of 
well-being, this Agenda will provide dignity, sovereignty, self-determination and independence 
to all our countries, under the sloagan "Attain Peace without doing War". 

Consequently, and along with a previous analysis of the Mutual Assistance 
Interamerican Treaty, and hence, due to its incapacity to give an adequate response regarding 
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the security issues in the region, we wish to respectfully state in front of this distinguished 
Assembly, an analogous proposal in order to create a security system in the region, established 
upon the regional autonomous integration and state security. 

All the above mentioned requires the conjunction of great shared efforts in the interna
tional political and military area, so as to find immediate, just and viable solutions for the 
region. 

We are sure to find echo to our thoughts in this Assembly, wherein all its participants are 
motivated in reaching the goals demanded, at this moment, by the hemisphere, and to con
quer the challenges it generates in our countries. 

We wish to reaffirm our solidarity and also to express our highest personal esteem. We 
are Sure that the Delegation of our country, Venezuela, will be in the alert so as to work toge
ther for a shared hemispheric cause that can be translated into well-being, peace and develop
ment for our peoples and nations. 
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THE LATIN AMERICAN MILITARY COMPONENT 
AND THE HEMISPHERE SECURITY 

Introduction: 

MINISTRY OF DEFENSE 

As a result of the development of historical events that have 
occurred since 1980, the international political system is experimenting, 
presently, the so called "Unipolar Moment" in the military strategic camp, 
which generates favorable conditions because it means that only one glo
bal power may implement the use of force with almost absolute autonomy. 
However, this fact jeopardizes the world because it affects the mi I itary secu
rity of the states, and therefore, the governments of Latin American whose 
armed components are called upon to propose a rational answer so as to 
provide a "relative security" for the countries in the region. This is notably 
different from the heterodox and ambiguous military security that has pre
vailed in the region since the beginning of the Cold War but, by no means. 
should it be considered as an affront or as an exclusion. 

The predominant unipolar moment in the system implies changes in 
the institutions, processes, systems as wel I as in the strategies to give 
power to the security because the state- nations, in an absolute strategic 
sense, have the obligation to create new conceptions in order to obtain secu
rity, and also peace and development required by their people. 

The regional events, according to the situational and historical analy
sis, require that the Latinamerican leaders make decisions in order to deal 
with the complexities and changes that, after the Cold War, have evolved in 
the strategic sphere and that have had an impact on the geopolitical, geo
economical and military issues that affect the regional security. 

Security, collective or not, cooperative or hegemonic. agreed upon or 
forced, multi polar or unipolar, has become a great concern among the com
plex issues that presently are attended by the leaders of the nation-states. 
They have realized that the present international situation is distinguished 
by a new estrategic political realism that demands intense studies. 
Morevover, delicate processes of decision-making are required to grant 
state security. Up to now, and due to their interdependence, leaders have to 
comply with much wider and sensitive security issues than in the past. 
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ARV BE - 11 BUOUE ESCUELA "'SIMON BOLIVAR" AMBASSADOR OF THE SEAS. 

Latin America, as a region, has the commitment to build ia. new secu
rity system, It is a latent debt owned in the zone because of the pragmatism 
that the United States has had in handling the hemisferic security issue, 
which confirms the inoperative and obsolete Interamerican Treaty of 
Reciprocal Assistance (MAIT), thus proving the need to evaluate the so 
called interamerican security subsystem. 

Traditional thinkers. as well as modern ones. agree in granting the 
security concept a vital importance, especially in regards to the Security 
System. 

Stephen Krasnerl confirms that "a security regime involves those prin
o'pals, rules, norms and decision-making processes that lead the nations to limit 
their behaviour in an atmosphere of mutual trust",and therefore, placing before
hand the collective interest over the national inte-rest, and respecting the 
principle of self-determination and sovereignty of the nation-states. 

Latin America, according to the above-mentioned reality, is com
pelled to define a new concept of Hemispheric Security. Within that con
cept, regional mechanisms are required in order to facilitate a icooperation 
to pursue, not only joint interests but also to understand the nation-states 
as units with an international political equality in the region and to esta
blish rules of behavior, so as to encourage a permanent, solidary and con
tinuous assistance among themselves. The Latin American countries 
should assume this callenge as a formula in order to not arrive late and 
unprotected again while facing the great changes of the post-modern era. 
The security, and therefore the supporting security system, not only has to 

1 KRASNER. Stephen D. 'Struo::tural Conflict. The Third World against global liberalism". University of California 
Press, Berkeley. 1985, Page4. 
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deal with the military as it was traditionally considered to do, but also with 
the political, economic, environmental and social areas. It must be addi
tionally endowed with a vision of the future whereupon the leading class 
may be capable of directing the necessary actions to obtain welfare, peace 
and the development of its peoples. 

In this context, a competent proposal should be oriented towards the 
adoption of a new security agenda in the Hemisphere. This would help to 
reach a decision in agreement to the issues considered, that is, the strategic~ 
political reality that reflects the obsolescence of the MAIT as a security sys
tem treaty, the new facts arisen after the Cold War and the voluntary desire 
to form a regional integration. It should also take into account the effects of 
these variables in the structure of a new Security System and should con
sider the subregional characteristics. It should promote, in a sole dimen
sion, the necessary mechanisms and instruments for the security and 
defense of Latin America as a region. 

Political-Strategic Transformations and Hemispheric Security 

At present, due to the intra and interstate faults in the security sys
tem, the International Political System has had to face complex conflicts 
in the Bakans2, Sierra Leona, Phillipines, Colombia or Chiapas, all of which 
reflect a security fragi I ity and. consequently. demonstrates the importance 
it has for the nation-states and for the International Community. 

The International Political System has not been able to cope with 
the difficult issues; it has been inadequate and very distressful in many di
fferent ways and in such diverse regions in the world. On the one hand, it 
has not been able to create suitable political-institutional answers to avoid 
the use of force; and, on the other hand. experience has shown that. con
trary to the desires of the International Community, force has been used to 
compensate, on numerous occasions, the enormous international political 
sense of void. The relationship between the use of force and the interna
tional crises of security gets increasingly narrower This can be shown 
through the usage of armed components in operations of difficult imple
mentation, such as, Peace Making, Peace Keeping or Peace Enforcement, or 
in those circumstances linked to the Promotion of Environmental Security. 
This situation demonstrates that the International Political System has 
severe limitations in complying with its vital function of maintaining 
peace and society values3 ; the System has been indefinite in regards to 
some of its political objectives and has had difficulty to implement them. 

The incompetency of the International Political System is analyzed 
by international thinkers such as: Charles Krauthammer who, regarding 
the insecurity sensation, questions the capacity of the United Nations as the 
organism that guarantees the security and the international order. He 
2 MACHILLANDA, Jose Y. Jones, Charles "Seminario Pre1e1aJi+.a-AMSJ.Q~Q/c§~1iQe en losBa!canes· 
M,111n?nnn 
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points out the fact that "The United Nations do not guarantee anything because 
if multilateralism really existed, there would be a genuine coalition of equivalent 
partners comparable in size and strength. "4 As a result, the interpretations that 
exist on security and order, among other issues, are the product of privi
leges that exist among the permanent members of the Security Council, 
who have comparative advantages and are significantly superior to those 
who are not, and are in favor of the consecution of its national interests. 
Hence, experience has shown that the political, ethnic, religious, historical 
and economic conflicts that undermine the security within the ~onvulsive 
present system, cannot be managed under the concept of the !traditional 
security agenda; its enforcement, far from solving the issues, h,s generated 
a deep void that is reflected, likewise, on the American continent level, 
mostly due to the absence of its own security system adjusted to the recent 
and latent political changes experienced in some nations within the region. 

Profile of Changes 

The second half of the eighties surprised the world with many 
events, such as, the Perestroika implementation and the downfall of the 
Berlin Wall, thus disappearing the serious East-West ideological confronta
tion. The reunification of Germany emerged as an evidence of the changes 
occurring around the world, and substracting the viability of the interna
tional security existing at that time. Analogous to the end of the Cold War, 
two phenomena happened in the world: an extraordinary technological 
development and a prevailing free trade market. It had sustained effects 
on the international political system, but no established answers to face the 
multiple and complex changes arising so quickly, and which apparently, 
the present system cannot seem to manage. 

The conflicts have multiplied and diversified in an ass;ymetric and 
chronic form, creating tensions, crises and wars; hence, the security issue 
has become one of the priorities of the nation-states. These countries, in the 
presence of such disorders, have the tendency to perform in a: traditional 
manner, that is, by employing their armed forces as a via to recover stabi
lity, even if the causes affecting the security are not in the military order. 
Even after the Cold War, the traditional security disorders in the 
Hemisphere are still latent, despite the changes suffered by the 
International System. This is due to the deterioration of governmental 
structures, and to social-economic, political and cultural conditions, which 
are the rather irritant characteristics of the region. The world, the American 
continent and the Latin American region, in coping with the void caused by 
the incompetent performance of the International Political System, is 
increasingly forced to face the need to employ its military component, and 
even including them in non-traditional functions, depending upon the cri
sis or region in conflict. Thus, the armed force, due to its capacity and cha
racteristics, functions as a fundamental instrument of restraint while facing 

4 KRAUTHAMMER, Cilarles "The Unipolar moment", page 297 in Rethinking America's Security. 
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STATE TRAGEDY. 

security unbalance, independently from the profile or reasons of change or 
of the developing crisis. 

At times, the new international system, as regards to its security, is 
fately considered unipolar in the military strategic field, and because of the 
unusual utilization of the military capacity with its processes, adapt&ions 
and rearrangements, it tends to constrain its typical security unbalances. 
As a consequence of this process, the nation-states must be aware of the 
necessity to clearly understand the present phenomenom and compare it 
with other tendencies, in order to find solutions in regards to the strategic
military complexity and to the insecurity perceived at the moment. 

The unipolar moment, defined as the unique capacity of autonomy 
that the United States of North America has to concentrate, coordinate and 
execute military operations in any scale and in any part of the world, and 
capable of obtaining a military victory, is in reality and at present, facing a 
contraposition: the virtual hegemony in the appliance of military power, 
the old fighting forms that have arisen even more sophisticated than before, 
the appearance of new forms of battle, such as the cibemetic or information 
wars, that use assymetric capacities and chronic spectrums. On top of all 
this, it calls to attention that in recent dates, despite obtaining forceful mi
litary victories, strategic objectives seem impossible to reach, so conflicts 
tend to remain latent, notwithstanding the tactical victories, which reaffirms 
what Carl Von Clausewitz sustains: /1n the war the results are never fina/"5. 
Consequently, the state-nations have an urge to emphasize the search for a 
new security system model so as to guarantee its territorial defense, its self
determination capacity and a rational exercise of its sovereignty. 

5 VON CLAUSEWITZ, Carl. On War. Edited and transl a tea a,*1,'165.QJOS ~/clai&~i2 Pri nee ton University 
Press. Princeton. New Jersev. Book 1.oaae 80. 
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This time, the Latin American military and political leadership, with 
creative genius, takes into consideration the conception of geographical 
regions with similar historic, ethnic and cultural identities, andi also con
siders its geopolitical perceptions and shared interests {what Barry Buzan 
calls "Regional International Sub-systems"6) . It acknowledges great impor
tance to the cooperation with other relevant parties that form part of the 
global, continental and regional system; it has the obligation to build its 
own system in order to reach security and to successfully cope with the 
unbalances that it reflects at the present time. This articulation1 that has 
already been functioning in the world for fifteen years, with! perverse 
affects on the Interamerican System demands, leads necessarily to the pro
posal of long term political strategic solutions. 

Strategies of the Unipolar Moment 

The acknowledged strategies within the Hemispheric Security sys
tem implemented, primarily, by the United States, seem to have derived 
from its Foreign Policies held since 1823 along with the adoption of the 
Monroe Doctrine?. Since then, in Latin America it is possible to identify the 
predominion of the North American military power by means of an impe
rialist foreign policy8 , of territorial expansion, military conquest and the 
construction of an American community under its optic. This policy after
wards became the "Good Neighbor Thesis" held by Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt. And, later on, with the connotations of the Cold War until the 
end of the latter, and due to the failure and division of the old U.S.S.R., the 
sole hegemony ofthe United States arises and a new stage introduces itself, 
known as the Post Cold War, wherein it seemed obligatory to elaborate a 
New Agenda for the Hemispheric Security as an alternative to contra attack 
its effects. 

The New Agenda, then, seems to be the great historical opportuni
ty that international realism imposes upon the Latin American stake-nations 
for the definition of the New Security System for the Hemispheric. The 
New Agenda for Hemispheric Security that the state-nations of this conti
nent must build should have a strategic form and contents. designed 
according to the new global relationships among the Latin American coun
tries and the world. Thus, the integration experiences of Europe, Asia and 
Africa, besides having a definitive regional political integration will, it 
must play a fundamental role in the decision-making so as to obtain imme
diate and necessary definitions for the Hemispheric Security. 

The New Agenda for Hemispheric Security will no longer be affec
ted by the rivalry between two superpowers, so ideologically different, and 
within the frame of a latent nuclear threat and having to face the ideologi
cal competition between capitalism and socialism. Neither will ,it have to 
face a world with such wide and well established opposing fields charged 

6 BUZAN. Barry. "People, State & Fear". Lynne Rei nner Publishers. Bouldon. Colorado. Chapter 5. 
7 AGUIRRE. lndalecio Lievano. "Bolivarismo y Monroismo". BibliotecaVenezolana de la Historia. Caracas, 1971. 
8SMITH. Peter "Talons of theEagfe.N.Y. Oxford University Press. 2000. Pages 14-22. 
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based upon the Monroe Doctrine born in 194 7, VEKUANA • "LA ESMERALDA" AMAZONAS STATE 

which coincides with the beginning of the Cold War. Tn its structure. this instrument intends to 

be "n tm1ty destined to prc1.1c1it mid rcpre~~ the threats nnd acts of nggrl'~.~io1111gah1:-f 1111y crimtry 1!f 
Amaica"lci, which envolves the usage of armed components to liberate wars again~! foreign 
enemies, a:;suming as conflict model the II World War. wherein tl1e nuclear e~calade had not 

even started yet. It was the ideological moment having. the East-\Vest face ll1 face. where 
Capitalism opposed Socialism and the unusefulnes:; of the nuclear capacity was not even con
sidered yet. 

All along its contents, the MlAT exhorts the cnoperatinn of the Hemisphere. Its articles I 
and 6 expressly forbid threat recurrence and the use nf force. implying the territory inviolabili
ty, territory integrity, the :;overign and political independen<.·e of all the states within the 
American Continent. Based upon these considerations, the MAil as the Security Regime for 
the Hemisphere, should have functioned as an international re:;ime. in which all the states of 
the continent had the obligation to comply with and observe the principles, norms and collt:~c

tive decisions, since the interests of all the American nations agreed on this system. However, 
the reality has been quite different. ll1 spite of the governments leadership and the fact that 
MAIT forced them to be linked and united in an indisoluble way in order to comply with the 
norms and principles of the sustem, this has not happened. and if it has, its application has been 
bevelled. 

Instead of the the United States understanding the MAIT more as an international 
security system, it has rather interpreted the Treaty as a group of joint norms that had to be 
modified according to its own interpretation, to its own interests at the time and to its power 
capacity. Therefore, the United States-has generated changes in the norms and in the decision 

making process, modifying the MAIT fft!.bss§fBSef/S~1femisphere, as many times as it 
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felt its interests threatened or when there existed a determined perception or "mistaken percep-
tion"11 , in relation to a political or strategic fact in the Hemisphere. As a consequence, its struc-

ture as a security system differs from the opinion that some authors have on this matter, such 
as, Stephen D. Krasner and Robert Jervis, for whom this concept implies not only the norms and 
expectations to facilitate cooperation, but rather as a guide towards a regiona I interest rather 
than a national one. These changes have been altering the Security System and,therefore, have 
weakened it,so it is not consistent with its contents, and a great difference is shown between 
the System per se and the behavior performed by its parties. 

Perversions of the MAIT as a Security System 

The obsolescence of the MAIT as a Security System derives, not only from the changes 
experienced in regards to the principals that lead to its creation, but also in the profound trans
formations that have characterized the international and regional atmosphere, especially in the 
last few years, which differ, considerably, from those principals that at first encouraged its 
application . 

In its condition as a superpower, the MAIT should have been understood by the United 
States, and therefore, as the hegemonic nation of the hemisphere, it should have been consi
dered it as a priority, moreover, because it could have regulated the general environment as 
well as the particular one, and would have legitimized the status-quo established in its articles. 
However, the reality turned out to be quite another. The decisiones made by the United States 
devaluated the MAIT, and nowadays it is no longer conceived as a viable system. 'Besides, the 
United States has perceived this and, in consequence, has taken actions, based upon the fact 
that its security will be greater the more its presence extends and dominates the Latin American 
sphere. This belief goes along with the unceasing search for a transculturalization and eco
nomic imposition in order to obtain the exploitation and production of resources of their own 
interest, and to have cheap labor or to export industries that cause great pollution in the ecosys
tems. In its performance, mutual assistance does not exist in the MAIT. Cooperation is forced 
upon and the priorities respond only to the of the United States; then, it is obvious that this 
system tends to die and on top of all, there is the passivity that the nations of the region have 
assumed while facing this situation. 

A typical example of lack of reciprocity, cooperation and interpretation of priorities for 
the Security System, is noticeable in the conditioning of policies and also in the contempt shown 
by the United States in the enforcement of its funtions to face the problems of hemisferic secu
rity: This beha-vior has reinforced the traditional North American position of trying to main
tain the regional security at a minimum cost, implementing transito-rial steps, many of which 
violated the international law or were an attempt against the sovereignity and self-determina
tion of the peoples and even more so, against human rights, so as to have more attention over 
its other global priorities. 

Since then, the United States, who had seriously compromised Latin American as a 
regional hemisphere during the Cold War, stopped to observe it as a center of ideological 
affront between the East and West. This situation leads Latin America and the United States to 
impose the construction of a New Regime for the Hemispheric Security, that necessarily must 

11 J ERVITS, Robert. "lnternationa I Regimes". Cornell University Press. London.1986. Pages 173-176. 
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surpass the MAIT. 

A New System for the Hemispheric Security must consider the tran
sitorial interdependency, in the frame of mind that the security should not 
exclusively involve the military aspect, but rather it should converge 
diverse issues, such as, technology, investments, identity of the nations, a 
balance of the development of the nation-states of Latin America and a rein
terpretation of the miiitary components, redefining its dimension and vi
sualization. It is not risky to confirm, at present, that uncertainty prevails in 
regards to the Security of the Hemisphere. No common codes exist in rela
tion to mutual behavior in the security system in general, although 
substantial goals have been obtained in the bilateral fields. Perhaps, what 
seems to appear and take shape in this complex issue regarding the 
necessity of a New System for the Hemispheric Security, is the voluntary 
feeling of integration that the Latin American political class has, shown 
through concrete facts, such as, the creation of institutions, agreements and 
permanent forums (Contadora Group, Group of Eight, SELA, the Summit 
of Latin American Presidents and periodic meetings of the Ministers of 
Defense of Latin America, among others). This will help, with no doubt at 
all, in the construction of the Security System and, besides, it will allow to 
establish the strategic limits in regards to the Latinamerican and regional 
hemispheric security. As of now. it can be confirmed that the Latin 
American military component needs to keep a sharp lookout over the com
plex work regarding military diplomacy. 

The Hemispheric Security and Integration in Latin America 

First of all, the Hemispheric Security has to do with the integration 
of Latin America, it forms part of it and requires a new military strategic 
agenda on the security issue for the XXI century. The cooperation and inte
gration are fundamental in order that the regional interests prevail over the 
national ones and may become an unavoidable strategic reality. 

In the Letter of Jamaica of the year 1815, Simon Bolivar, with his clear 
conception of the political space that Latin America occupied, proposed the 

integration of all these nation-states in order to create a sole new nation. 
Since then, the unification issue has raised again as a challenge, as a means 
of rescuing the deviated political objective. It is the opportunity to counter
attack the external pressures, the internal pettiness and the occasion arises 
to understand the historical demands, aspiring towards an appropriate phi
losophy, institutions, procedures and adequate structures, so that the poli
tical integration, even with all its imperfections.give way to a sole new actor 
in the role of International Security, having Latin America integrated as a 
region. 

It can be confirmed that the Latin American integration is the 
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NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS 

renaissance of old ideas, but the fact that they are being renewed by the representatives of the 
Latin American military bases, generates a great institutional and political responsibility. This 
means to construct an estrategic conceptualization and to know how to interpret the comple· 
xity of this international moment, but also, to accept the process and understands the integra
tion condition as the means to adopt permanent regulations in the tactic and strategic employ
ment of statal military abilities in the region. In addition, this responsibility implies the fact of 
giving up the use of violence in a unilateral way, giving priviledge to the establishment of cen
tralized organisms so as to coordinate the actions to be taken and favoring the execution of com
bined operations, according to a new regional strategic concept. As of this moment, the inte
gration extended to the mi-litary component will cope with the regional threats and will avoid 
the interregional or intrastate conflicts. That regional military component will acquire aptitudes 
and attitudes that will help to grant priority to the regional interests over the national'ones. The 
regional integration and the hemisferic security will have a mutual reinforcement so as to neu
tralize the concept of "reserved dominion"12 that, up to now, have branded upon; the Latin 
Americans and that some international political actors have used and exercised, obtaining their 

MIRAGE SO TAKE OFF FROM THE AIR BASELIBERTADOR 
12 PUIG, Juan Carlos. · lntegracibn Latinoamericana y R8gion Internacional". Universidad Simon Bolivar.Car..cas, 1987. Pl!gs. 390-391. 
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legitimization in the United Nations, depite the concept of justice that rules 
the letter of the United Nations.13 

The heterodox Hemispheric Securty imposed in a hegemonic 
manner and suffered by the Latin American nation-states for so many 
years, would lead to a new conception that would enable the autonomic 
integration of the region, that is, by via of shared values, even in the mi
litary area, and with the necessary alliances, an Hemispheric Security could 
be reached, including the Military Security. This means, that even if the di
fferences and asimetrics regarding military capacity among states do ma
tter, historical values, sovereignty, legitimacy, the attachment to democra
tic values and the south-south cooperation, would lead us at the end to 
give up the statal individual military performance in favor of a sole strate
gic regional military performance and with a sense of permanency. 

The autonomous regional integration would demand the reevalua
tion of the military components in the region. In this manner, it means to 
employ the intensity of the autonomous characteristis of the states and the 
commitment of its military forces in order to reach the integrationism goal. 
The integration established as such. through the regional autonomy, would 
lead to a strategic confrontation, similar to the one lived in Europe at the 
moment, but this defiance would be compensated through alliances so that 
misgivings and deprivations, existing up to now in the region, could be 
duly solved. 

The autonomous integration could make little progress in regards 
to the authoritative capacities established by the International Political 
System, since it would mean the use of relative power also of objective
power that Latin America has today in its integration. Therefore, the value 
would not lie in the weaknesses of the nation-states nor in the asimetries of 
the powers, but in the union that generates strength in the more impove
rished or relatively less developed states. Besides.the Latin American inte
gration would be strengthened by the acknowledgment of the internatio
nal system according to the legal regulations point of view and to the reso
lutions from the General Assembly of the United Nations that refer to the 
inviolability of independence and sovereignty, and those related to 
friendly relationships and cooperation among the states according to the 
Letter of the United Nations. 

The autonomous integration would deliver a new perspective on the 
limiting issue that have not been resolved as yet, or on other Carolingian 
problems,t4 in which the military component tends to have preponderance 
because it is a resource used by the State for the protection of its sovereign
ty in the interstatal relationship of the region. Until now, the performance 
of the military component corresponds to the hypothesis of conflicts, ven 
deriving into armed conflicts; however, in the context of the autonomous 
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13 UNITED NATIONS ORGANIZATION. 'United Nations Lil'fi.C.1'n.iJ~'5~0/ll'IJ!Cltlll!'19,~~l!jl Aourt of Justice. United Nallons. ;New York. U. SA 
14 NWEIH ET, Kaldone G. ;Frontera y Li mile an su marco m'u~diffl: iJr'fa als'r~,&¥ci15'itti lll"fr'ff'nt\!hSlogia".1992. PBg.5. 
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integration, it points out and calls up to the interstatal cooperation, projec
ting itself into a new geastrategic fenamenam: the regional assistance and, 
as a consequence, the search for agreeable solutions of multiple nature as 
the answer to the historic territorial complexity in the region. The regional 
military assistance is born from a new ontological concept on the armed 
component in which the use of force shall be subordinated, encouraging on 
the long run, the military integration of the region, since the regional inte
rests shall prevail in order to activate a general defensive strategic answer. 
Likewise, it is based upon the premises that in the region and in the inter
state relationships the armed forces will exist in order to maintain peace 
and avoid the war. As a consequence, the defense, as a multidimensional 
fenomenom, will extend itself to cover the interests of the region as a 
unique geopolitical unity, new and independently integrated. 

Then the regional military assistance becomes the patronage mecha
nism to block interestate conflicts, but even more important is that it will 
ensure competent solutions to counterattack the threats against the region. 
This cooperation will provide military capacity to withhold conflicts and 
operative capacity to neutralize and decrease the actions of variables or 
criptofactors that enforce the use of force. 

Once the integration is obtained, it is necessary,then, to agree upon 
the characteristics of the new Security System in the American continent, a 
regime that by all means and. 
without being exclusive, takes~ 
into account the Latin American 
nations as a "niche" and while 
accepting with a strategic sense 
the confrontation that it would 
produce, resolve the obso
lescense of the MAIT, according 
to a new and rational post-mo
dern concept; a regime that gua
rantees the security of the Latin 
American state-nations in ano
ther way completely different 
from the one used by MAIT 
since 1947, tied up since its birth 
to the hegemony of one of its 
members. 

The New Hemispheric Security 
System 

The complex changes. 
developed in the last twentyr ANMUH Vt.Hlt:AL DRAGON, ON PATROL 

OPERATIONS. 
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years compel the nation-states to cope with them under a new perspective regarding ;security. 
Authors, such as Barry Buzan, Joseph Nye, Stephen Krasner, Robert Jervis, Juan Guaribe and 
Juan Carlos Puig, among others, have stated in expanded studies that the Post Cold War world 
demands a new security regime that should take into consideration the realities of ~e local, 
regio-nal and global spheres. Stephen D.Krasner defines the Security System as .,~ group of prin
ciples, rules, norms and decision-making processes that lead the nations within a region to limit their 
behavior in a mutual trustworthy atmosphere,· it is understood that when referring to principles itmeans 
a group of coherent theoretic ideas that have to do with the manner in which the world functions; when 
mentioning norms, it means the general standards of behavior; and when referring to rules and decision
making processes, it means the specific prescriptions for behaviors in clearly defined areas "15 . This con
cept not only ratifies the norms and principles existing in a region, but also gives great value 
to mutual assistance and to common expectations, whereas the sense of cooperationiis impli
cit for the states as interpeer actors. 

The states restrict or limit their behaviors so as not to take advantage of their own and 
immediate interests, so that the system may last, have continuity and, above all, maintain a 
strategic political atmosphere in order to recede the actors irom the primitive but very' frequent 
model known in the theory of games as" the prisioner s dJ/emma"; that gives a very clear exam
ple of the consecuences that happen when acting in a unilateral manner. 

The Security Systems, defined as such, in the majority of times, refer to the way the 
human activities are interrelated through threats and vulnerabilities. The systems, therefore, 
should be understood as arrangements on the basis of common interests and not based on 
impositions as opposed to what has happened in Latin America. However, when referring to 
security systems, this statement becomes even more delicate, since the term of security has a 
vital significance for each state-nation and it is linked to its territory, to its self-determination 
and to its sovereignty within the region. 

All the states are inmersed in a net of security interdependency, and because the majo
rity of threats run easier along short distances than long ones, the perception of insecurity is 
often associated with nearness. Thus, the security interdependency is much more notable 
among the states that are within a geographic complex and that can, by all means,1 be trans~ 

15 KRASNER, Stephen 0. "Structural Conflicts_ The Th~~,Qi69tf@S~/~iversity of California Press. Berkeley_ 1985_ Page4 
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formed into a local or regional security system, formed either by the distribution of power or 
by historical relationships of friendship. The security regime that is politically built will allow 
its actors to manage themselves under the concept of equality, becoming a system that provides 
a sensation of security generating harmony and facilitate the development of its members in 
the international political and strategic areas where the military power will be managed accor
ding to a political purpose. 

A regional security system is formed by a group of states whose perceptions and main 
concerns on security are interrelated and their features are lasting although not necessarily per
manent. Among these considerations, theory states that in an international system geographi
cally diverse, the regional security complexities are considered normal and expected. Its prin
cipal components being: the disposition of the states and the differences among them, the mo
dels of friendship and the distribution of power. In the specific case of the region.the establish
ment of a security system must be based upon the friendly relationships and common :threats, 
reinforced by the facts which, presently limit the use of force, that is, the fear at considerable 
costs, interdependency, the extension of I iberal democratic precepts and the sensitiviy in front 
of the casualties caused by its usage. In this context, the regional security systems are 1 viewed 
as empiric phenomena with historical and geopolitical roots; they are the product of interac
tions among individual states that emphasize the need for interdependency based upon shared 
interests. Therefore, a security system for the region would be framed within the concept given 
by Richard N. Hass, who states that "Regionalism is the best option for a Security System"15, This 
is understood as the construction of consensus and abilities in the regional sphere that, while 
respecting the mutual assistance and self-determination principals, induce the countries of that 
region to assume the responsibilities and costs inherent to security. This concept is opposed to 
the traditional position that implies the dominion of a sole and hegemonic acting party, who 
determines the tasks that must be complied with in order to promote the regional order accor-

16 HAAS, Richard N. "Whal to do with American Primacy". Foreign Affairs. Volume 76. No.5 September-October 1999. Page 44. 
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MIRAGE 50 PLANE DURING THE LAUNCHING OF FLARE. 

ding to its own concepts and interests; this thesis is stated by Samuel P. 
Huntington who sustains that security depends upon regional powers, 
called "pivot states ". 

Since in the present international system the weaker countries, often 
with unstable social-political structures, have more vulnerabilities and face 
security problems that are different and more complicated than the ones 
faced by the stronger nations, a sol id and coherent regiona I security 
dynamic is called for, not only to control and moderate the intervention of 
external powers within the region, but also to become a competent 
channel so as to regulate and rationalize its accessibility. 

In this context, the new security system, open to multilateralism and 
therefore, not exclusive, could promote the political order, the economic 
development and the adequate use of the regional military components, 
under the terms agreed upon by its members, and based upon such princi
pals as peace and justice. The security system demanded by the region 
cannot be ambiguous, nor unbanlanced, nor differing; it must be unique, as 
the hemispheric reality demands and with the particular characteristics 
proper to the region, that fills up the void derived from the lack of a regime 
and it must provide its components with a real sensation of security. 

Now then, the constitution of a security system, in this regional case, 
must be integral; its beliefs will be intimately linked to the political, military, 
social, economic and environmental dimensions of that security. Thus, the 
emphasis on the more relevant issues of each dimension. 

It stands out, in the political dimension, the willin_gness expressed by 
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the Chiefs of States as regard to peace keeping, to reject the use of violence as a solution to bor
dering problems and the existence of the Tlatelolco Treaty of 1967, wherein the region is 
ordained as a "Zone Free of Atomic Weapons'; Likewise, the nations to intend to conform a 
regional dynamism, must comply with the principals that presently regulate the global system, 
in its just dimension, obviously. Thus, even if the United Nations (U.N.) represent the interna
tional order, established upon such principals and norms as sovereign equality, non
intervention, human rights, non-hegemony, self-determination and equal race.the legitimacy of 
actions taken by any system whatsoever should not respond to interests that are different from 
those strictly established by the organism, 

In the military, dimension, due to the dynamic security settings framed within friendly 
and mutual assistance relationships, contrary to the traditional ideas of enemity and distrust, 
and due to the United States lack of goodwill to assume the expenses and undertake the risks 
involving the use of military power in contingencies that do not sensitively affect their in
terests, the military sector plays an important primary role in the security system establishment 
and in the maintenance of the security system, in the wide range, { political, economic, social 
and environmental security). However, given the characteristics of the region, the social, eco
nomic and environmental sectors are intimately integrated, thus enforces them to establish the 
concept of "'Aggregated Security"with general characteristics for all the region, but additionally 
provided with the specifications that identify the security concerns of each nation-state mem
ber. It seems that the goal in this dimension is to operate in the region with a "Non offensive 
Defense"17 resulting from interdependence and the search for a security system in common and 
according to the point of view that all nations involved have the right to not feel threatened by 
the military capabilities of the others; thus, reducing the perception that security can only be 
obtained through offensive military actions, but admitting the usefulness that those: means 
have to obtain security. 

As for the social dimension, the weak structural conditions of our systems favor the 
appearance of primary threats, for instance, unemployment, poverty and crime that attempt 
against society and become a demand for security. Some aspects resulting from this structural 
weakness affect the human and food security and the lack of ability to neutralize trends such as 
transculturization and ethnic segregation, which affect the national identity in a negative way. 

In the economic dimension, highly globalized, certain problems occur while maintaining 
the political and economic stability,that go along with the persistent the gap trend among rich 
and poor countries. Hence, the economic security fixes its attention on the instability and 
unequality issues, and tends to characterize unemployment and unindustrialization is a me
nace for well-being and sovereignty. In this instance, the most obvious response to globaliza
tion is regionalization. Here, the regional group develops a stronger platform to operate and 
negotiate in the global economy and it can be used as a rapid via to improve relationships 
among neighbors, whose social-cultural compatibility function in favor of trade models and 
investment. For instance, an option in the economic sector could be the promotion of an ener
getic integration in the regional area, with the objective of reaching more security and ability to 
negotiate at an international scale. Thus, the integration process, besides strengthening the 
regional platform, will encou-rage it. The national economies will be obliged to implement 
adaptable processes to prevent dissimilarities and even a potential deterioration of the natio-

17 BUZAN, Barry and HERRING. Eric. "The Arms Dynamics in World Politics". Ly nee. Rienner Pu olishers. Boulder, Colorado. 1998. Chapter 14. 
Page23 
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nal economies, in view of the pre-ssures exercised by the foreign debt, lack of investments and 
instability. 

As for the environmental dimension, as well as for the economic one, the globalization 
influence tends to condition the ability of the nations-states to respond by impairing their own 
sovereignty. The highly interdependent environmental agenda includes multiple aspects, such 
as, the destruction of ecosystems, population problems, food scarcity, rival economic and civil 
issues, among others- The menace on the environmental security can be observed I in these 
aspects, which may become transnational or even transregional. They can be divided, basica
lly, into those that affect the human civilization {caused by itself or not) and, in the long run, 
threaten the population, and those that are caused by human activity and have an impact on 
the natural systems, without having, apparently, an immediate affect on the civilization. In any 
case, the environment seems to demand a change in lifestyle in order to reach an ;environ
mental security; this would help nature to avoid going beyond its means. A useful beginning 
to conceptualize the regional security systems in the environmental aspect, are the natural di
sasters scenes, adding to this, the environmental factors of degradation, erosion, desert waste
land, distribution and preservation of hydrographic rivers, economic exploitation and pollu
tion. 

As it can be noticed, despite the fact that the political, economic and military dimensions 
in the region tend to be the dominant ones, the more involved it gets with the rest of the dimen
sions, as if it were in an intersectorial crossover, the more possibilities it has to obtain congru
ent and powerful configurations and, therefore, to reach what is considered as aggregated 
security, whose ultimate objective is the search for general well-being. Besides, this aggregated 
security in the regional area would be encouraged by the fact that we are formed by a 
homogenic group of nation-states, situated in a geographical zone with shared characteristics 
and concerns. The viability of having a regional security system would be discussed through 
the Theory of Regionalization by Richard Hass and the studies on Security by Barry Buzan, Ole 
Waver, Michal C.Desh, Jorge I.Dominguez and Andres Servin, among others Accordingly, this 
new system would complement the performance of the United States in the context of the 
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Hemispheric Security System. At the same time, this sub-system would 
assume the costs and responsibilities inherent to the regional security con
text, In this way, it would compensate the relative resources limitation and 
the lack of domestic encourgement in some of the international' political 
aspects which.at present, exist in the United States society when assuming 
their responsibilities as the hegemonic power of the Hemisphere. 

A Security System for South America 

For Barry Buzan, in his book People, States and Fear, it is difficult to 
name the security characteristics of both Americas, in view of the over
whelming power of the United States. Its presence converts the continent in 
a mixture of security communities and, at the same time, in a hegemonic 
complex. For this author, the upsurgence of any indpendentl security 
dynamics will be influenced by the amount of impositions that the United 
States exercises over the region. In this case, for Buzan "South America also 
falls under the shadow of the United States, but much less than Central America 
and if may decrease so long as the interregional powers consolidate themselves"18. 
On the other hand, the existence in Central America as well as in the 
Caribbean of subregional security mechanisms appropriate fort/heir geo
graphical and particular realities, guarantees the possibility of South 
America to assume the responsibility of its own security, This is &stained 
by the effectiveness resulting from the use of their own resources to cope 
with prevalent threats. 

In spite of the capability inconsistencies, of the diverse priorities and 
objectives, of the individual differences or the parties potential to integrate 
the sub-region, and despite the historical confrontations among some of 
them. derived from territorial arguments inherited from the past colonial 
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1 B BU ZAN, Barry. "People, State and Fear" Lynna, Rienner Publishers Boulder, Colorado. 1991 . Chapter 5, page 
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times, despite certain power rivalries 
-J. or differences regarding positions 
· assumed in front of the international 
scene, there are, nevertheless, many 
coincidences and shared interests 
which merit an effort in considering a 
regional security system as the only 
response to those external, regional 
and local challenges that demand 
collective action. This process means 
that we have to overcome the barriers 
that separate us, to identify the values 
and goals in common and to encou
rage the regional identity, supported 
by the experience of sharing a history 
that is common to all, in sharing our 
concerns around the existing sociocul
tural, political, economic and military 
links that distinguish us and; in the 
goals obtained by several organisms 
that were created to manage collective 
issues. 

The characterization of South America as a non-nuclear zone, as well as the rest of Latin 
America and The Caribbean, under the Tlatelolco Treaty, constitutes in itself, a base of security 
for the formulation of a system that must extend into other kinds of weapons, such as chemi
cal, biological and toxic ones, which are dangerous as well, but worse even due to the easiness 
in which they are developed and transfered, 

The nations of the region should design cooperative initiatives in order to cope with their 
own threats that, presently and in their mayority, are the result of actions taken by parties not 
belonging to the state-nations, but due to their transnational condition, the nation-states have 
much difficulty in controlling them, even if they are eminently of domestic origin. Hence, the 
involved states must define a regional security agenda wherein certain aspects must be taken 
into account, such as, the democratic stability, the observance of human rights, the environ
mental protection, mutual assistance in case of disaster, development motivation, pence kee
ping, the viability of a regional integration, the energetic security, the collective coexistence, the 
overcome of particular social-economic problems and the minimization of domestic conflicts, 
among others. 

Likewise, in regards to the establishment of a regional security agenda, the spaces, objec
tives, forms of participation and the interaction of the regional parties must be defined, as well 
as the degree of their commitment, the resources to be used, the role of the different parties and 
even the possibilities of joining efforts with extraregional parties. All this, with the conviction 
that a regionalization process demands a real political goodwill, that implies the intention of 
providing particular prerrogatives according to common goals in the security area. This has to 
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be conceived from the social well-being point of view, as well as the per
formance of the citizens expectations and interests of each and every nation 
of ours, all which seem to be intimately linked to the attainment of peace 
in the region. 

The Military System for Regional Defense 

The proposal of a real and efficient military system for 1the he
mispheric defense lies within the security system andhaving the clear con
ception that military security issue in this context does not depend on the 
military capacity or power of the region, and much less thi:!;t its viabllity will 
depend on the use of military power. In principle, the proposal for a mili
tary system for defense denies the great emphasis and burden given to the 
employment of armed components for regional security. The proposal of a 
military system for the hemispheric defense must be outlined 
acknowledging the fact that the regional security issue demands an armed 
component, capable of interpreting and making differences between the 
regional and collective security and the hemispheric one and, must precise 
the usage of military components which is linked to the complex political 
security issue in the region. 

A military component with common characteristics for the defense 
of the region must accept the fact that as of 1970, analogous to the great 
technological jump and the massive acceptance of the free trade economy, 
the problems acquired highly interdependent multidimensional characte
ristics. The proposal, therefore, intends to precise accurately, within the 
hemisphere, the employment of armed components in the regional securi
ty, as a proactive element that helps to strengthen the aptitude by means of 
a defense on behalf of a regional development and based upon a political 
integration. 

"GENE,RAL SALOM" ARV-F-25 MISILISTJC FRIGATE LAUNCHING AN OTOMAT MKII MISIL 
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The Military System for Regional Defense, as a proposal, 
acknowledges that military security is proportional to interdependency, 
and that, likewise, it has to avoid ambiguity; that, although it is military, it 
cannot be based upon a militarist conception; its strength will depend on 
the tecnological development of the region, on the solidity of its democra
cies and on the employment of strategic resources, taking into account the 
zone capabilities and realities, The understanding of the military system 
will decrease the vulnerabilities of the region and will lead to an efficient 
and effective reaction in front of any violation against the security system, 
while converting the weaknesses and differences of the individualized 
state-nations into strengths within a group of nations, since this would 
mean an impressive instrument for international relationships, with a wide 
range of action and relevant effects. The military system could function as 
an early alert mechanism to correct weaknesses and to act in a proactive 
way in coping with menaces, disarticulating them instead of confronting 
them, since it will be provided with well controlled and concerted 
processes that will help to comply with the determined goal of using, in 
an efficient manner, the military organization. 

The hemispheric defense system would have a strategic rank and 
range of action that would involve certain aspects, such as, security on 
behalf of development, security over natural disasters, the statal individual 
security, the enviornmental threat, the military menaces and the annulment 
of criptofactual threats in the region. In this manner, the defense system 
maintains its original concept, that is, the hemispheric security is much 
more important than the military projection. Likewise, the defense system 
will reinforce the regional integrity and integration, from the very first 
moment that it acquires all the preventive-operational mechanisms and 
regional coordination processes to act accordingly, The system will act upon 
the Theory of Regional Security, considering it as the instrument used to 
guarantee peace and security. It will comprise the air, land and maritime 
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spaces, integrating its capabilities with other security instruments, thus gi
ving a step towards multilateralism. The defense system will have to be 
conceptualized as an instrument in agreement with the international rela
tionships of the new century and must sustain itself upon the basis of a 
regional security system. In addition, it will be supported by a new regio
nal strategic concept, within a modern military organization, intelgrated by 
highly qualified and versatile professional human resources. 

The Defense System and the Rationalization of the National Military 
Component: 

The military defense system will respond to the postmodern ten
dency of stregthening international organizations and structures~ contra
position to the of the state unit weakness. As a consequence, this proposal 
cannot be considered as a guideline to demilitarize the region, but rather, 
on the contrary, it must be identified with what Samuel P. Huntington 
defines as the "professionalism maximization"19 , which demands a great 
statal responsibility in regards to the technological development and con
trol over the military equipment and weapons system. The defense system 
is contrary ta the application and imposition of actions that only cause 
regional enemies so as to weaken the mutual assistance among the state
nations that belong to the region. Besides, the defense system understands 
the necessity to have available a military component according to the cir
cumstances and in agreement with the capabilities of each nation~state. The 
old proverb is regarded as theirs: "fhe states do not have permanent friends or 
enemies but rather tempora y alliances'~ The defense system will strengthen 
the importance of the military component because of two main reasons at 
present: 

19 HUNTING TON, Samuel P. "El Soldadoy el EstPt:lo'. Circulo Militar de Buenos Ai res. PBg.1986. 
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• The existence of internal battles of social and political nature that intend to threaten 
the integrity of the state. 
• Mutual assistance as the vital principle so as to avoid the imposition of the periphe-
ric concept, traditionally applied in Latin America. 

The System for Regional Defense. because of its political military constitution' will play 
a more political role, taking into account the fact that the international and interamerican orga
nizations provide, at present, a big burden to a united region. So. the system will have to accept 
the new interamerican architecture as a new political international structure, which will gene
rate more synergy in the region, without putting aside the strategic bordering. The system of 
defense has to be a new institution and has to develop as such, wherein the states of the region 
and its military components will acquire certain responsibilities so as to concrete the political 
purposes of the region. 

The Regional Defense System as a Security Institution 

When the MAIT disappears, because of a dismantelling process due to its obsolescense 
and to the end of the Cold War, we will be facing an institutional change of great significance. 
In this context, the regional military defense system will appear as an emerging institution that 
will oblige the regional leadership to dimension the present period of profound transforma
tions in the military strategic field and in the new security concept. 

The defense system will encourage the regional security integration and interdepen~ 
dence and it will create multilateral mechanisms so as to incorporate other parties who show 
affinity, relationship and interest sharing with the region. Likewise, the system will propel 
mutual assistance among similar organisms and. basically. it would promote the South-South 
assistance, providing its due importance to the United States, but without disregarding joint 
performances, and giving place to the attainment of shared interests and the confirmation of a 

NAVAL POST "LOS MONJES" WITH THE MISILISTIC PATROL SHIP ARV PC-12 ARV PC-13 
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new military strategic arrangement in the Hemisphere. 

The Defense System as a regional strategic political institution will reaffirm the concept 
of "Regionalized Security" stated by Richard N. Haas and ratified by Galen Carpenter, who indi
cates the increasing incompetence and ineptitude of the United States to support regional 
alliances. Consequently, the performance of this nation as a military power would complement 
the responsibility, efforts and expenses assumed by the region in regards to security. 
Additionally, the traditional pragmatism that the United States has always had towards foreign 
policy, which has led this nation to not acquire formal commitments on security matters, due to 
the relevancy that they give to their own priorities, will finally favor the region because of its 
increasing attitude in assuming the responsibility on this particular issue. 

The Regional Military Strategic Concept 

The Regional Defense System will have its foundations on the definition of a new strate
gic concept for the region, the conformation of a new military structure and the definition of a 
program to be implemented by stages. 

It is evident that the Hemisphere, with the exception of the United States, will continue 
to be established on the strategic direction of employing conventional weapons. The concept 
will define the performance stages and will set the responsibilities in each area through task 
assignments for the military components. 

The strategic concept will foresee the incorporation of new members, besides the possi
ble interconnections with other multilateral systems. Also, it will formulate the kind of forces 
and performance enviornments in each region according to the regional demands. The strate
gic concept will give special importance to the domestic descentralization factors; that affect 
some of the states in the region, and will propose the presence of negotiation and intermediary 
structures with the intention of resolving any conflict in a practical way. 
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The strategic concept will be an instrument held to attain the political goals and will pro
mote lines of direction to resolve regional strategic issues, but also, it will encourage the politi
cal action of alliance in the region. It is noteworthy to mention that the basic function of the 
strategic concept will be to outline the possible capabilities employment of the region to gua
rantee its political purpose. 

The Military Structure of the Defense System 

The New Combined Military Structure, framed within a new Security System, will ori
ginate from a political-diplomatic agreement and it will develop accordingly to the number of 
integrated countries. The Action Plan for its development will be executed gradually, in accor
dance with the necessities and possibilities of the members involved. 

For the attainment of the New Regional Military Structure, a plan of coordinated deve
lopment will be required, taking into account the capabilities and peculiarities of each country. 
Likewise, it will have a timetable for the attainment of goals and objectives that will allow to 
reach the desired structure in future. 

In its design, diverse propositions may be incorporated, such as: 

A regional assistance system in case of natural disasters and catastrophes. 
• A regional education and training center on military affairs. 
• A regional defense and maintenance system for the environment. 
• A security information center. 

Definition of processes for the planning and execution of intraregional combined 
operations. 

• An increase in the promotion of mutual trust guidelines. 

AB-212 ASW HELICOPTER (ANTI SUBMARINE) 
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• A regional conference on defense as a forum to discuss matters that are linked to the 
security issue. 

The attainment of this kind of structure will allow the rationalization of military expen
ses along with the national and regional security expansion. This structure, likewise, will 
enable the regional countries to assume part of the responsibility of their own defense comple
mented, if necessary, with the participation of other parties that have to do, with the 
hemispheric development as in. the case of the United States. In this way, there would be a 
reduction in the potential impact that could occur as a consequence of the "Theory of 
Inconsistency in the North American Foreign Policy'; that has limited this nation to acquire fixed 
commitments in Security affairs. 

Conclusion 

The Latin American region in the XXI century is obliged to design a political strategic 
response for the interamerican international political system. In its design, it has to have a new 
geopolitical unity, with its own Theory of Regional Security, that will substitute the 111resent he
terodox military security for a regional collective security. This complex regiona decision 
expects, within the postmodern changes, to reduce injustice as well as the ambivalence and 
conflicts of the military security, by implementing a more just, expanded, transparent system in 
favor of peace, so necessary for the development of the region. 

This complex process encourages the construction of concrete policies, new I processes 
and institutions (some of them already on going), and along with the contribution of the mili
tary leadership in military diplomatic functions, it may facilitate the approximation guidelines 
to obtain the military components cooperation within the South-South. Also, to accelerate the 
transformation of the complicated geopolitical state of the national military security in order to 
achieve an internationalization state of the regional military security, The region, in the military 
aspect, will acquire, in a medium course of time, new institutions, like the Regional Defense 
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System, which is a mixed consulting and decision-making military-political organism!. It will 
also have coordination structures for the operations performance, besides the implementation 
of new strategic criteria holding the existence of appointed national units, that will constitute 
the nucleus of the operating units for regional defense. 

The regional military security planning will tend to centralize and to be alongside the 
political power, so as to give priviledge to the regional interests over the national ones. All the 
regional military performance, through the Defense System, will enable the South-South coo
peration, and thus, the conflicts not yet resolved will find postmodern guidelines for their 
approximation through diplomatic fields. 

The Theory of State Security, defined as the "Autonomous Integration "will enable to 
have a new military strategy supported by a modern military component. It will respond to the 
necessities of the nation-states of the region with a collective security system, founded upon the 
defense issue and it will favor the necessary conditions so that the military component may 
operate accordingly to the regional political purposes. Hence, the integration will be perma
nently feed-backed by the new regional military defense system and the state-nations will per
ceive the growing autonomous capabilities, thus increasing their freedom to implement their 
political will power. 

Finally, understanding the regional military security as such, will be a potential factor 
for its strengthening and perfect accomplishment and will act, since the very beginning, as an 
intrastatal political accelerator for the execution of the autonomous regional integration 
process. 

Proposals 

History has shown us that challenges, such as the creation of a new regional: security 
system depends upon multidimensional actions, for instance: The regional autonomous inte-

I 

4 

ANTINARCOTIC SQUAD FROM THE NATIONAL GUARD, DURING THE DETENTION OF AN 
AIRCRAFT WITH ALLEGED DRUG DEALERS 
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gration, the creation of a new interamerican security system, and the premise of a Theory of 
State Security. All this implies the development of a whole series of strategies that merit great 
efforts to be performed. Likewise, it demands permanent motivation and the correct under
standing of the internationalization concept. It must also provide special emphasis on the vi
sual projection of regional capabilities, without false pretentions, that is, it requires realistic 
principles. It is evident that the modern conditions of our components are well behind the 
times, but this reality will help to promote and encourage us in the attainment of goals that are 
demanded by the present international conjunction, in terms of using our military capabilities 
on behalf of the political purposes of the region. Therefore, the present challenges oblige the 
proposal of the following planned actions according to time and objectives: 

In the international political field: 

• To hand in, discuss and enrich the present propositions in all the Ministeries of Foreign 
Affairs in each and all the Latin American countries . 
• To inform immediately the results of this Summit to the Commission on Hemispheric 
Security of the Organization of American States (OAS) and to the Group of Rio, in their respec
tive headquarters . 
• To write down and file this speech and its different discussions in the Ministeries of 
Foreign Affairs, as a preliminary document for the development of the new conception of 
hemispheric security. 

In the military field: 

• To elect in this Summit a Committee for 
the military strategic analysis, formed by 
experts, in order to perfectly accomplish the 
studies and conclusions approved in this 
Summit regarding Hemispheric Security, and 
to inform all the Ministers of Defense of the 
countries in the region . 
• To perform seminaries on the "Integration 
and Latin American Military Post Modernity'; 
which have to be conducted as of the year 
2001, extended to the highest academic and 
planning level of the Latin American nations . 
• To appoint in this Summit a permanent mi
litary technical commission for a two year pe
riod in order to prepare the Agenda for the 
Summit of the Ministers of Defense of L a tin 
America and to follow-up the proposals linked 
to this organism. 

CIVIC ACTION ON THE PER1JA SIERRA. 
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March 31, 2001 1:19PM 

TO: Honorable Clay Johnson 

DonaldRumsfeld /d 
SUBJECT: Tom Korologos 

FROM: 

I think Tom Korologos would do a good job as a NATO ambassador, the more I 
think about it, 

How are you coming on that project'? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
033 101-x 

.. 
W00392 01 
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April 4. 2001 7:01 AM 

TO: 

cc: 

' ' '~ " . ~ ' 
. . " . :. . . . . -.. ., . I 

President George W. Bush 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Colin Powell 
Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Military Assistance to the Families of the EP-3 Crew 

Attached for your information. 

Attach. 

DHR:dh 
040401-1 
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4 Apri.l 2001 

INFORMATION PAPER 

Subject:MILITARYASSISTANCETOTHE FAMILIES OF THE EP-3 CREW 

1. Purpose. 

To provide information detailing the efforts by the U.S. Navy, Air Force ar.td 
Marines and the parent units to assist the families of the EP-3 crew I 
currently being held by the PRC on Hainan Island. 

2. Kev Points. 

The EP-3 carried 13 U.S. Navy crewmembers from the parent EP-3 
Squadron, VQ- 1, Whidbey Island, WA and 11 personnel from the Naval 
Security Group Activity (NSGA), Misawa,Japan (9 USN, 1 USAF and 1 
USMC), Each service notified crewmembers Next of Kin (NOK) in 
accordance with standard operating procedures. Continuing support to 1he 
crewmembers' families is detailed below: 

Overall Navy support: 

The Navy has ensured that all Navy families have been provided with 1e 
following: 

• Offered services of a Casualty Assistance Call Officer (CACO). 
Nine families have requested information and have been assigned L 

CACO. 

Established Assistance Hot Line for families (1-877-48 1-378~ 
manned 24-hours a day 

VQ-1 provided the following family support: 

• Contacted t:Te~- primary and secondary NOK either in persor )r 
by phone. Commandir?, Officer, VQ- 1 communicated personal 
message to family members: 

• First concern is safe prompt return of crew-has full back~ng 
of USG and chain of command-aircraft standing by for pick
up 

• Crew did nothing wrong-demonstrated professionalism and 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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presence of mind to land aircraft without injury 

• All crew members are safe and well 

• Unit is working plans for NOK reunion at Widbey Island upon 
crew return 

Each family assigned an officer or senior enlisted assistance 
officer who calls at least once daily. Commander meets with these 
"sponsors'" at 0900 and 1300 daily to pass accurate information for 
distribution to families. 

• Briefed each family on BG Sealock's meeting with the crew 

The Naval Security Group Activity. Misawa. Japan has provided 
family support: 

• All immediate family members contacted personally by unit XC 
VIA phone, except for one family on leave in San Diego 

• Family members in San Diego contacted by NSGA, San Diego 

, All families provided a situation update at least once daily 

• All families provided a command E-7 point of contact 

• Two families requested "in-person' support. Support has been 
provided 

• Command has established a 24-Hour Hot Line for family suppdrt 

Air Force Family Support: 

• The Air Force crewm~mber's fa.mil\" has been rontacted bY the 
. -

commanding officer of the parent Wing, the 6, 11-. Intelligence 
Wing. A call to the crt'\\"ITIC'mber·s mother is made twice daily. 

Marine Corps Family Support: 

• The Marine crewmember's Company Commander has contacted 
the Marine crewmember's family at least once daily by phone c 
Email. 

Prepared by: DONIGAN, H.J., COLONEL, USMC 
J5ACJ-33J0D REP,J-3_!<b_H6_) __ 



TO: President George W. Bush 

c c : Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Colin Powell 
Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

April 4, 2001 7:01 AM 

SUBJECT: Military Assistance to the Families of the EP-3 Crew 

Attached for your information. 

Attach. 

DHR:dh 
040401-1 
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4 April 2001 

INFORMATION PAPER 

Subject: MILITARY ASSISTANCE TO THE FAMILIES OF THE EP-3 CREW 

I. Purpose. 

To provide information detailing the efforts by the U.S. Navy, Air Force and 
Marines and the parent units to assist the families of the EP-3 crew 
currently being held by the PRC on Hainan Island. 

2. Kev Points. 

The EP-3 carried 13 U.S. Navy crewmembers from the parent EP-3 
Squadron, VQ- 1, Whidbey lsland, WA and 11 personnel from the Naval 
Security Group Activity (NSGA), Misawa,Japan (9 USN, 1 USAF and 1 
USMC). Each service notified crewmembers Next of Kin (NOK) in 
accordance with standard operating procedures. Continuing support to the 
crewmembers' families is detailed below: 

Overall Navy support: 

The Navy has ensured that all Navy families have been provided with the 
following: 

I 
I 

Offered services of a Casualty Assistance Call Officer (CACO). : 
Nine families have requested information and have been assigned la 
CACO. 

Established Assistance Hot Line for families (1-877-481-3789)1 
manned 24-hours a day 

VQ-1 provided the following family support: 

• Contacted en:·r:-,· primary and secondary ~OK either in person ior 
by phone. Commanding Officer, VQ- 1 communicated personal ! 
message to family members: 

• First concern is safe prompt return of crew-has full backing 
of USG and chain of command-aircraft standing by for pick-
up I 

• Crew did nothing wrong-demonstrated professionalism and 
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presence of mind to land aircraft without injury 

• All crew members are safe and well 

• Unit is working plans for NOK reunion at Widbey Island u1 •n 
crew return 

a Each family assigned an officer or senior enlisted assistance 
officer who calls at least once daily. Commander meets with thes< 
"sponsors" at 0900 and 1300 daily to pass accurate information f< 
distribution to families. 

• Briefed each family on BG Sealock's meeting with the crew 

The Naval Security Group Activity. Misawa. Japan has provided 
family support: 

• All immediate family members contacted personally by unit XC 
VIA phone, except for one family on leave in San Diego 

• Family members in San Diego contacted by NSGA, San Diego 

• All families provided a situation update at least once daily 

• All families provided a command E-7 point of contact 

• Two families requested "'in-person" support. Support has been 
provided 

• Command has established a 24-Hour Hot Line for family supp< ·t 

Air Force Family Support: 

• The Air Force cn:'\\·member's family has been contacted by the 
commanding officer of the parent Wing, the 67r 11 Intelligence 
Wing. A call to the crC\\'lllt'mber"s mother is made twice daily. 

Marine Corps Family Support: 

• The Marine crewmember's Company Commander has contacted 
the Marine crewmember's family at least once daily by phone o 
Email. 

Prepared by: DONIGAN, H.J., COLONEL. USMC 
JSACJ-33J0D REP,J-3,!(b)(6) ! 
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TO: I Ionorablc Condokczza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld}) 

SUBJECT: Comments by Senator Stevens 

April 9, 2001 6:53 PM 

Please see the attached. As we discussed, Senator Stevens is interested. 

Attach. 
4/6/01 Senator Stevens Comments on National Missile Defense 

DHR:dh 
040901-60 
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"'~ senator Stevens comments on National Missile. Defense, April h, 2003 

Q: Hear anything about missile defense lately? 

A: Unfortunately we' roe hearing more and more. I don't think I've spoken 
publicly about this before, but there's a sizeable group of people now who fee: 
that the Navy should ga forward with its area and theater defense concepts to 

the· detriment of funding the currently planned National l'lissile Defense. syste:r.:. 
And, if they succeed they would try to evolve a theater-wide system into a 
national defense system at a later date- their primary concern is to try and 
increase the protection of our naval vessels a't sea and their deployments as 
task forces- which we support. I don't think they're inconsistent with what 
we're doing at all• But to put all of our federal resources into ,ai::celer,ating 
those defensive concepts for area and theater missile defense to the detriment 
of planning for a national defense s~ste111, I think is a step backwards. And 
what they're really saying- in my opinion is: We can defend the Ill states, that 
the two Senators from ~awaii and Alaska were not right in insisting that this t 

a Nationa I nissile Defense system.~ It's going to get very personal I think 
before we're through, but I'm worried very much ,about what's happanad• 

Q: It sounds li-ke they're taking some initial steps toward a boost phase type 
of a missile defense?·. · 

A: I don't think it's a question of what phase they're into- It's what area 
they believe is the primary area that must be protected first,. We have always 
tried to protect our forces in the field- As a matter of fact, it was Senator 
Inouye and I who sug.9ested turning the Patriot from a defensive system against 
air breathing aircraft into a defense against missiles and we'ua taken it now 
into the third generation of the Patriot, which is now very effective and wil I 
be deployed around the world to defend our forces and our allies, Now that is 
local ar.u protection concept and it's fairly small-, but it's very effective! in 
that they've had some recent tests now that prove that PAC-3, third version of 
the Patriot, is extremely successful. But that's not what they're thinking 
about doing with the Navy new, they're not thinking about deploying Patriots· 
They're talking develop Ing an entirely new system. As a matter of fact the 
missile is not even been perfected or even designed yet and the system has not 
even been designed. The National. Missil@ Defense system is designed. The 
Boeing systems integrator have designed a system and it has been proven and 
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tested ,by several different computer systems as being most effective and 
'tlieoratic:aBy capable defense ·system. It 1 s the integration of the system by man 
that still has to be perfected, a costly thing, But I'm very worried about what 
!'v8 just heard. It's not been announced yet that I know of. But we're hearing 
more and more about it· And the law is there that says, the last President 
signed the law reluctantly1 but he did,. that we must go fot"warcf with a National 
Missile Defense system- And yet there are portions of the Department of ~efense 
that ar-e side-tracking that and going ahead with another system. At least thev 
want to, • 

Q: Would a sea-based systeq like that still require the Sheinya radar or notf 

A! The suggestions that we heard is that a portion of the system could be on 
Shemya., but another portion would be afloat, would you believe- They're 
considering a mavaable generating capacity. But it's getting to a turf battle 
between the Army, the Air fol"ce, and the Navy. It will be a vary difficult 
problem for the Administration if this keeps up- I hope they get on top of it 
and straighten it out quickly-

Q: You're going to have a hearing about this at some point aren't you? I •ean ... 
you postponed a hearing ,nat you were going to have I believe on missile 
defense, 

A: We postponed it because we wanted to give Secretary ro?u11sfeld a chance to 
complete his review and we wanted to give the new Administration a chance to get 
in place, I think we've got the best team w·e•ve .ever had with Condi Rice in 
National Security and Colin Powell at the State and Rumsfeld at Defense and Vice 
President Cheney being a coordinator of the three for the President- I think 
that's a tremendous team. And by the way, I have no indication that the team 
has approved this. Thjs is coming from the Navy- what I'111 talking about. The 
Navy people are coming up with this plan and trying to lobby peopTe here on the 
Hil I to change the system- to go back and develop and emphasize the Navy system 
first. The National Guard would have the National nissile: Defense System- It 
would be basically an Army system .. integrated to some extent with the Air Forc:e .. 
but it would not be a Navy system at all-

Q: Is )al lobbying as hard for the land-based system? 

A: We have not heard from them yet, It's not classified, I'm not sure that 
they'll be too happy that I'm tall<ing publicly about what they're saying up 
hera. But the Navy needs to be reigned in. 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

Donald Rumsfeldi7 /.-. 

SUBJECT: Congressman Cox 

April 30, 2001 6:54 PM 

l talked to Chris Cox. He was disappointed. I told him you were still thinking 
about the situation, and that we might be back in touch with him. He would like 
that. 

DHR:d1t 
04300 1-60 
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May 15, 2001 7:26 AM 

TO: Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld Tf\ 
SUBJECT: Strategy Review· 

Thanks so much for your comments on the paper. They are very helpful. 

DHR:dh 
051501-7 
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May 15, 2001 4:50 PM 

TO: Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Iraq No-Fly Zone 

Attached is an artic1e on the no-fly zones, which is woJTisome. 

Attach, 
5/1 5/0 1 Chicago Sun Times editorial: "Saddam Exploiting U.S.-U.K. Split on No-Fly 

Zone" 

DHR:dh 
051501-22 
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Saddam exploiting U.S.-U.K. split on no-fly zone 
Q. 
D 

The Bush administration's 11ians a11d Chinese, l 
hesit_atio!t_on Iraq( po[icy is mighl at lasl mmu!ge to 
causmg Jnclmn WI.th lhe hrino down one ot 

~rits, t~e U~ited, Slates· best ally the pat;ol ai;.craft, so 
m. dcalmg '.1¥1.th Sad~am Hus- thev want cutbacks l 
smn-and 1l 1s cnablmg Saddam to in the pat.rols. The 
1score propaganda pomts. At the 8 't' h iJ"ta 
imoment, Donald Rumsfeld's De- n d~ m .. 1 r~,. .. 
Jense Department doesn't know ~ _of ~terner stuff, 
•what it wanl<; to do about main- letting Jt be 
1taining tht! no-fly mnes that n~wn_they intend to 
wrotecl the Km~t!s in the n_orlh of mmntmn t~e pres- Donald RllmGleld 
Iraq and the Sb11te Arabs m the / ent kvcl ol patrols. U. ,.., . '"'Q ..,.,, 

A l S dd • • nce,,om ,, " ,.... .. cy • . Arte south. Pentagon g_enerals are ner- m . a am ts • . , . VJ.et n. ran 
vuus that the lrnq1s. who have hoastmg that all the anti-air- elderly Slavic Ru sm was beat-
been getting help fmm the Rue- craft fire the Iraqis have been pul- en up in a 1;1llag~r the Black - I ting up is worki11g-even if il I Sea port of Nm!~J;:~iisk, four 

l hmm 't lOuehe<l a single plane. The\ buslo1ds of Kuba Co~&acka ar-
\ lraqi~ arc sa}ing what is obvi- rived in hia vill_ag Althougb 

ous: The Pentagon is afraid of en- the local Meshkhe i leaders pro-
dangering its pilot~. t.ested they weren' the asRBil-

• • • ants, the COl!Ucks unded up all 
on hunes charging- civil- the "Turk" men t y could find 

ums, sa ing, lcnouts t1ail- and took them awa in the buses. 
ing. That was the o · age of Eventually the Lo police were 
Cossack11 carrying out a rom. pe1&uaded to int.er¥ e, and t.he 
These days when Cossacks at- Cossacks released si lllen who 
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een beaten. 

• • • Hit 'em where it hurl& That's 
what e Buah administration ie 
plannln to do to terrorist orga
nizations Not by aending SWAT 
teams in Afghanistan tu dia-
pme of • bin Laden, but by 
blocking ac ss to money. 
Hence the F eign Terrorist ABSet 
Tracking Cen r, which the 
Treasury Depa ment iA working 
with other gove ment depart• 
menbl on setting p. Richard New
comb, dife(:tor of reasury'a 
office of foreign aa ts control, told 
the Senate that the nter will 
aim lo dcnv terrori roups' ac
cess to the ·internatio al finan
cial sy~tem, impair t!\ '! fund-rais
ing abili lies and block heir fi
nancial lransactions. 
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TO: Karl Rove 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1/1 
SUBJECT: Foreword 

May 19, 2001 1:31 PM 

Attached is the foreword from the book, Pearl Harbor, which 1 think you will find 
interesting. 

Attach. 
Thomas Schei I ing's foreword 

DHR:dh 
OS1901-16 

W00661 /01 
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FOREWORD 

It W011ld be ra.$$11ring lo bcliffe that Peul Harbor was j111t a mloasal 
and n:traordinary blunder. What is disquieting is that. it was a supreotely 
ordin1,r1 blunder. In fact, "blander" is too specific; our stupendous 
·unreadiness at Pearl Hubor was neither a Suaday-momin& nor a 
1:fn,aiian, phenomenon. It was just a di:amatk failure of 1. mnarlc:ably 
wcll-.infonnrd pemmmt to call the next enemy move in a mid.war 
crisis. 

If we tbmk of the entire 'Q.S. pcmmmt and ih far-flung military 
and. diplomatic establishmeat, it is not true that WC Wm caught nllpping 
at the time of Pl!UI Harbor. 1.trely ·bu a government been more apec· 
tlmL We just apecml wmng. And it-war not our waming that was most 
at £ault, but our strategi.c analpis. we were IO busy thinkin& through 
some "obvious" J•pusese moves that we neglected to bcd,BC against the 
choice: that they actuallJ made. 

And it was an '"improbable" choke; bad we escaped surprise. we might 

still ·hoe -= mildly atooube.d. (Had we aot proviW the target, 
though, the atbldc would have hem called off.) But it wu not all tbt,/ 
improbable. 1£ Pearl Harbor was a long sbot for the ,Japanese, .so was 
war with the United States; assuming the decision on war, tile attack 
hardly appeaES recldess.. There i, a leadaq in our planning to o:,nfwe 
die unfamiliar with lhc improbable. ·nie contingency we have ~t con. 
sided seriously looks strange; what looks strange is thought improbable; 
what is•isoprobd,le need not be mnsidered seriously. 

, 
(,. 

Furthermore, we made dx krrihle mistah-ane we may have a,me 
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close to repeating in the l~'Af forgetting that a fine detcricnt CUI 
make a superb target • . i:'~f- ·,;, __ ;._,, __ ,,-., ·_ ..• -. · ... · ..... ,.,- --~ _,-,, .. ·-.:.r~- _ ' 

.Star rise. when it h~1c • --bi · ~ '·•'b>]i~'~a~!i~;*'· p . .,.;.i. .• _. ~- . . ·- ·--'. . . . ·-- -- !"',_ ,·,····,-
ca-a diffuse, bureaumtic'Qhm•.. • - -- ecf:of ·mftnft-,;'bUlt,~-1;{· 

..... ~-----········-· ·• ... _, _____ .. -·- ... ·---•: -r,,:.., ..•. ,.--~- . .·., •• ----- ... . r:".:-:-. -... 
but also responsibHit, IO poorly def':I* or ID "guausly delegated. 
that action gets lmt. It iodudes ga.ps in intelli.gence.., but also m.telligmcc 
that. like a string of pearls too precious IO wnr, is too smsitivc to give 

to those who need it. It .includes the alarm that failJ to work, but allO 
the alum 'that has gone off so often it bu been disc:oimectcd. It indudes 
the u111le1t watchman, but also the one who knows he'll be chewed out 
by his superior if he gets higher authoril y out of bed. It mdudes the ca. 
tinsendes that occur lo no one, but also those that everyone assumes 
somebodJ else is taking care of. It includes straightforwud proaastina~ 
tion, but also dccisiom protracted by inN:m.al disagreement. It includes, 
in addition, the inability of' individual hllr?an beings to dse to the oca-, 

sioo u nt i I they are sure it ir the cxxuion-which is usually too !ale. 
(Unlilcc movies. real life provides no musical background to tip us off fD 
the climax.) Pmally, as at Pead Harbor, surprise auy include some· meu-

. u1e of gcnlline novelty inb:oduccd by the enemy, and possibly JOme sheer 
bad luclc. " 

The results, at Pu.rl Harbor, were sudden, concmt.nted, and dnmatic. 
The failure, however. was CWDUlsme, widesprtad, and rather drearily . 
familiar. This is why surprise, when it happens to a govcmmmt, cannot 
be described just in terms of startled _people. Whether at Pad Huber 
or at the Berlin Wall, surprise iJ everything involved in a govcrnmait'1 
(or in an alliance's) failure to anticipate cE£ectiYe!7. . 

Mrs. Wohlstctter's.,book is a unique physiology of a great .nationaJ 
lailure to anticipate. If 1he is at pains lo. show bow easy it was to 1Up 
into· the rut in which the Japanese found us, it can only remind, us how 
JikelJ it is that we ~ia the same kind of rut right now. The danger is 
not that we shall .rad the signals and indkalDa with too little skill; the 
danger is in a poverty' of expectations-a mutine obsession with a few 
dangers that may he familiar rather than likely. Alliance cliplomay. inter• 
service bargaining, appmpriations hearings, and public dixu.aion all 
s~ to need to focus on a few vivid and oversimplified dangers. The 
planner should think in subtler and more varieptcd. tcnns and allow for . 

POffllorJ ix / 

a widcc range o( a,atillgm~ But, u Mn:. Woblstetter Jhows_ the i 
"planners•• who munt ue alao 1tap01;1Sible far alliance diplomacy, inter .. 4 

service bargaining. appmpriations ha.rings, and public dilcussicJni they 
are also 'ft'}' busy. Thi, ii a genuine dilm11111 of government. Some of • 
its ~mcei' ire men:il.eulfiliiplipd"hithis'"iiiP,frh"hoolt:. ...... --- .... " ..... ·-· 

. . 
C111l,r for l11lmuti011J dflms · THOMAS C. ScHRWNG 

H--' u,,;.,~1iq . 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Colin Powell 
Condi Rice 

Donald Rumsfel-;;~ 

SUBJECT: Article by Keith Payne 

July 5, 2001 11 :20 AM 

Attached is an interesting piece by Keith Payne. We may want to discuss it 
at our next lunch. 

Cc: Paul Wolfowitz 
Dr. Cambone 

DHR:cd 
070501-12 

W00904 /01 
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR PUBLIC POLICY 

Exiting MAD With Russia: What Does It Mean? { 

By Keith B. Payne 

Introduction 

By the late 1960s the U.S.-Soviet strategic relationship was characterized by mutual 
vulnerability to nuclear retaliation. This condition became the central focus of U.S. Cold War 
detenence theory and policy. From the 1960s to the present, mutual vulnerability .came to be 
regarded widely as the basis for "stable" mutual deterrence. 

Mutual vulnerability, however, has been more than an objective condition. U.S. policy 
bas consciously sought to promote and codify vulnerability through the adoption of offensive 
nuclear uparity" and the avoidance of BMD. (In Washington, the 1972 ABM Treaty was 
intended to codify the condition of mutual vulnerability for the purpose of preserving 
"stability"). This U.S . .. nuclear doctrine" popularly came to be called Mutual Assured 
Destruction (MAD). The definition of what constitutes an effective "'assured destruction" threat 
evolved, but "stable" mutual deterrence remained the objective. 

The potential to move away from MAD as the foundation of U.S.-Russian relations was a 
topic of limited bilateral interest immediately following the Soviet Union's demise. The 1992 
Ross-Mamedov Talks involved some initial reconsideration of the basic MAD :frameworl<. The 
Clinton Administration chose to discontinue the Talks in 1993 and reembraced the ABM Treaty 
and MAD. 

President Bush bas called for a new strategic ":framework" that is not based on MAD, and 
has indicated his desire for cooperation with Russia in mating this new :framework. 

Issues 

What would it mean to move away from MAD? 

Why is moving away from MAD the preferred direction? 

What might it mean for Moscow? 

How might OSD facilitate such movement in Moscow? 

Discussion 

Moving away from a MAD policy has several potential meanings. For example, exiting 
MAD unilaterally, in competition with Russia, is a route that can be &scribed in principle. It 
would likely require the establishment and maintenance of U.S. strategic offensive and defensive 
capabilities sufficient to preclude a Russian "assured destruction" (however defined) capability 
against the United States. 

This approach to ending MAD unilaterally would entail the re-estabtisbme:nt of 
meaningful U.S. strategic nuclear superiority, and would provoke Moscow's mostcompeative 
efforts to retain a survivable retaliatory nuclear threat. Whether this route is :feasible in practice 

303 I Javier Rd., Suite 300 • Faiifax, VA 22031 • ... l<b_)(_a_) __ .... ! www.nip_p.org 
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is an open question. Feasible or not, it does not appear to be the route envisioned by President 
Bush. 

Attempting to end MAD with Russia in this fashion is not of interest. Nevertheless, the 
United States should not permit the condition of mutual vulnerability to be established with the 
Rogues or China. Because MAD cannot provide reliable, predictable protection against severe 
threats or attacks, U.S. vulnerability is an unnecessary risk vis-a-vis hostile countries if it is 
possible to deny them a retaliatory capability. Consequently, a policy of MAD vis-i-vis the 
Rogues and China is inappropriate. 

Preventing a condition of mutual vulnerability from emerging with the Rogues, or being 
developed by China, may require the meaningful offensive and defensive strategic superiority 
described above. 

Exiting MAD in cooperation with Moscaw, President Bush's expressed goal, would 
involve a completely different set of considerations than moving unilaterally as described above. 

I ) Cooperati.on in this ~r~nsition ~ould not ~e f~remost a question of changing force structure, but 
of changmg the poht1cal relations that dnve force structure. 

President Bush has stated that Russia is not an. enemy or an adversary, and that the United 
States wants .. Russia to be a partner and an ally." Consequently, maintaining a MAD policy 
framework with regard to Moscow is inappropriate. A MAD policy precludes the establishment 
of amicable political relations because it sets the maintenance of mutual nuclear threats as the 
centerpiece of relations. It contributes to the perpetuation of severe threat perceptions and 
politicalenmity.1 

MAD should not be viewed as a matter of capabilities alone. U.S. strategic relations with 
.the U.K. and France are not based on MAD, despite the fact that a level ofmuruaJvwnerability 
is an objective condition of those relations. Because MAD as a policy is first a function of 
political relations, it has pertained only to Russia, not to France and Britain. MAD must be 
understood to be more than respective capabilities for retaliation: it is a policy driven by the 
political character of a relationship. It involves mutual perceptions of threat, and the 
establishment of dedicated nuclear retaliatory requirements driven by those threat perceptions. 
This distinction between MAD as a policy framework, and. mutual vulnerability as an objective 
condition is crucial to identifying the meaning of moving beyond MAD cooperatively with 
Russia. 

U.S.-Russian strategic relations need not be defined by a MAD policy, despite the likely 
continuation of mutual capabilities for retaliation, any more than is the U .S.-French strategic 
relationship. The United States and Russia undoubtedly will retain strategic nuclear capabilities 
for the deterrence and coercion of other hostile states, and some level of U .S.-Russian mutual 
vulnerability will continue to be an objective reality for an indeterminate period. 

Eliminating MAD can be compatible with U.S. and Russian strategic capabilities, but 
would require a reorientation of political relations, a process that is likely to be shaped by the 
entire scope of U.S.-Russian relations. 

1 The Clinton Administration declared Russia to be a sb'ah:gic partner but continued to embrace a MAD policy 
predicated on the pczpetuation of $cvcrc mutual nuclear threats and threat perceptions. Thisineo.miste:c')'rip.tly 
generated enonnous Russian suspicion. 

2 
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The necessary change in political relations would involve lowered mutual threat 
perceptions and the force structure implications of that change: an ending to policies designed to 
maintain dedicated, widespread nuclear targeting of one another, and the removal of this focus as 
the organizing goal of anns control negotiations. 

Active defenses such as BMD could play an important role in this transition: defenses 
could facilitate the prudent reduction of U.S. targeting requirements devoted todamage
limitation goals, while also contributing to the denial of strategic capabilities to Rogues and 
China. 

The Russian Challenge 

The foremost challenge to ending MAD cooperatively is the high value Russian leaders 
continue to place on a dedicated, severe nuclear retaliatory threat to the United States. 

Despite attempted U.S. tutorials, the Soviet Union never adopted MAD as its own policy 
orientation; it never accepted the notion of promoting its own vulnerability (it endorsed the ABM 
Treaty for other reasons). Nevertheless, Russia now seeks to retain a nuclear retaliatory threat 
vis-1-vis the United States, and employs MAD-based "stability" rhetoric in doing so. 

While the United States appears ready to move away from MAD policies on the basis of 
a significantly changed political relationship and outlook, Russia generally continues to identify 
the United States as its premier security threat, and appears unready for the type of transition 
identified above. Moscow's current clear preference is to avoid risking the status and security 
benefits derived from the ABM Treaty and the related preservation of U.S. vulnerability. 

Russia has international and domestic political motives for perpetuating a Cold War-type 
strategic relationship. Crude Russian nationalism and anti-Americanism are increasingly 
exploited as a basis for domestic political legitimacy, and Moscow's general mistrust of 
Washington continues. 

Perpetuating the Cold War relationship is viewed in Moscow as a vehicle for preserving 
Russian leverage vis-a-vis Washington, limiting U.S. freedom of action, and exploiting Russian 
nationalism (and anti-Americanism) for domestic political purposes. Russians focus on the 
ABM Treaty as the premier symbolic and practical constraint on the U.S. capacity to breakout of 
that Cold War relationship. 

A Potential OSD Initiative: A High-Level Exchange Series on Exiting MAD 

Exiting MAD with Russia cooperatively may not be feasible given the political context 
described above. The unprecedented cooperation of the early 1990s, however, suggests the 
potential for success.' 

Because Russian policy formulation remains a fairly rigid top-down process in this area. 
dramatic change is possible following the acceptance of "new thinking" by a relatively small 
leadership group. 

2FormerR.ussiaa Foreign MinisterAndreyKozyrevresponded positively to ResidentBush"t May I speech. 
l<ozyrev emphasized the value for Russia ofreturning to the type of cooperation evident in the Ross-Matnedov 
Talk:!. Sr:e1he long com.mcntazy by former Foreign Minister Andrey Kozyrev in, "ABM-This is Our Chance," 
J.fo,cowM011tovskiyeNovosli, No.18f1092],May 1-14,2001,p. 5. 
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There is considerable potential for the new U.S. administration to encourage .nrw 
thinking in the relatively pragmatic, insecure, and young Putin leadership. 

OSD could help facilitate this process by showcasing, through a series of facet&ace, 
high-level exchanges, the reality of Washington's intent to move away from a MAD policy, what 
this means in practice, and the significant security and other benefits to Russia of doing so in 
parallel. 

A variety of factors could benefit the establishment of OSD-MOD exchanges on this 
subject: 

• The Putin government is reasonably pragmatic and understands Russian limiutiom; 

• Vladimir Putin bas given conditional personal support for a search for newopming.s 
in bilateral relations; 

• Putin. remains politically vulnerable in many areas where outside help may be 
important: dealing with sluggish economy, internal security challenges, withstanding 
regional pressures, etc; 

, There is significantaversion in Moscow to very close relations with China, let alone 
with the Rogues. A pro-Western stance is considered by some to be the preferred 
alternative to such relations; prominent individuals advocating this alternative 
continue to play a visible role in Russian policymaking. 

• Moscow has signaled its preference for initial debates/negotiations as a prelude to a 
changedrelationsbip; 

• Though the probable Russian goal for the above negotiations is to delay real changes 
in bilateral strategic relations, Russians officials, military and civilian, would strongly 
appreciate being involved personally in contacts with OSD, provided they are 
fmanced out of U.S. sources and confer status on the participants (i.e., they involve 
senior U.S. participants); 

• Involved R.ussianstcnd to support institutionalization of bilateral forums into more 
pem1anent structures; 

Establishing such high-level exchanges for this purpose could demonstrate to U.S. 
allies and interested domestic audiences U.S. good faith in seeking more amicable 
relations with Russia. 

Whether the initiative described above is deemed worthy of exploration, it is clear that 
much more thought needs to be devoted tothequestions addressed above. Additional significant 
related issues include: Why is leaving MAD advantageous for the United States?; What follows 
after MAD policies?; How might U.S. force stmcture changes contribute to shifting Russian 
Cold War views? And, what are the alternatives to MAD policies vis~a-vis China and the 
Rogues? 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld vf\ 

July 13, 2001 8:05 AM 

SUBJECT: PFIAB 

Please send me over the list •Jf people who are going to be on PFIAB. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
071J014 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Secretary Colin Powe11 
Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld 
a 

SUBJECT: Test Failures 

July 16, 2001 5:09 PM 

Attached is a paragraph that shows the number of times major weapons systems 
have failed. I think it is helpful to have that in mind. 

Attach. 
7/12/01 Testimony of Honorable Paul Wolfowitze before SASC 

DHR:dh 
071601-48 
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But in fact, both the Russians and the Chinese -- and I think this is very important -- will be able to see 
that we are reducing our offensive nuclear forces substantially and there is no need for them to build up 
theirs. In this budget proposal alone, with Peacekeeper, Trident, and B-1 reductions, we will be reducing 
START countable warheads by well over 1,000. We plan to reduce our nuclear forces no matter what 
Russia decides to do, but we believe it is in their best interest, and we think sooner rather than later they 
will recognize that it is in their best interest, to follow the same path. 

This is not a scarecrow defense. We intend to build and deploy defenses that will grow more and more 
effective over time; the more capable the better, but defenses don't have to be perfect to, save lives and 
reduce casualties. No defense is 100 percent effective. Notwithstanding the billions we spend on 
counterterrorism, and should be spending on counterterrorism, we did not stop terrorist attacks on the 
Khobar Towers or on our embassies in Kenya and Tanzania or on the World Trade Center. Yet no one 
would suggest that we stop spending money on counterterrorism because we have no perfect defense. 

Moreover, defenses don't need to be a hundred percent effective to make a significant contribution to 
deterrence. 

I've heard some astronomical figures attached to this program, Mr. Chairman, but we are not planning to 
spend hundreds of billions of dollars of taxpayer money. The money we propose to spend is comparable to 
other major defense development programs and comparable to other elements of our security strategy. We 
are proposing $8.3 billion for missile defense in 2002. That is still a large amount, but the consequences of 
failure could be larger still. 

And finally, I do not believe it diverts attention and resources from other more pressing threats. Some 
have argued that we should not spend any money on missile defense because the real threat comes from 
ten-orists using suitcase bombs. No question that that terrorist threat is a real one and we should be 
addressing it. But we should not argue that -- we shouldn't lock our front door because a burglar might 
break through the window; we should address both problems. 

As we move forward with accelerated testing and development, there are going to be test failures. There 
isn't a single major technological development in human history that didn't proceed with a process of trial 
and en-or, including many of our most successful weapons systems. Let me just mention six. The Corona 
satellite program, which produced the first overhead reconnaissance satellites, suffered 11 -- 11 straight test 
failures at the beginning of the program. The Thor Able (sp) and Thor Agena (sp) launch programs failed 
four out of five times. The Atlas Agena (sp) failed five out of eight times. The Scout launches failed four 
out of six times. The Vanguard program failed 11 of its first 14 tries. The Polaris failed in 66 out of 123 test 
flights. Yet from these failures and from the successes came some of the most effective capabilities we have: 
ever fielded. Failure is how we learn. If a program never suffers test failures, it probably means e're not 
pushing the envelope hard enough. 

Mr. Chairman, let me conclude where I began: this threat is not fictional, it is not limited, it is not 
remote, and it won't disappear if one or another troublesome regime disappears. And this is not a partisan 
issue. We do not know whether the president who first faces a crisis with a rogue state capable of striking 
Los Angeles or Detroit or New York with nuclear, chemical or biological weapons will be a Republican or 
a Democrat, but we do know that individual will be an American. And that is how we must proceed: not as 
Republicans or 

Democrats, but as Americans. Let future generations who look back at this period see statesmen who 
rose above party to make sure that America and its allies and its deployed forces were protected against this 
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July 24, 2001 9:09 AM 

TO: Steve Hadley 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~j\ 

SUBJECT: Meetings w/Ivanov 

You might let Condi know that I have already worked out my dates with Ivanov. I 
had a visit with him on the phone that Doug Feith can fill you in on. 

Thanks. 

DHR;dh 
072401-2 

W00993-01 
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September 19, 2001 7:33 AM 

TO: Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Feedback 

I send things over to the President. but I never have ~my idea whether or not he 
gets them or sees them. 

Is there some way I could get feedback acknowledging he saw something? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
091901-2 
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{/J Ollt/1- 0/ 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
September19r 2001 
From: _<bl<6l I 

MEMO FOR _____ ......, .. 141.l,11~~1,,,,A-----
TO: Cables/~ ,...,,.,-

TIIRU: Ex~ f" Y.-1 

Cables: 
Please fax attached SecDef memos: 
to Hon. George Tenet, DCI 

Hoa. Andrew Card, OP wo111t1-o l 

C&D: 
I. DepSecDef copy hasalreadybeen 

delivered-please DO NOT 
deliver. 

2. Please oontrol a file copy. 4'-&lt&-

No further action or coordination is 
required at this time. 

Thanks, 
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Jsnowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

Donald Rumsfel1A
Afghanistan 

September 27, 2001 6: 13 PM 

Attached are a couple of papers on Afghanistan that might be worth reading. I 

found them interesting. 

Thanks. 

Attadt 
Edwards and Miakhcl: "Enlisting Afghan Aid.'. Edwards: ··outwitting Osama'' 

DHR:dh 
omo1.2 
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Enlisting Afghan Aid 

David B, Edwards&Shahmah.mood Miakhel 

Osama Bin Laden is waiting for George Bush to declare a jihad against 

Afghanistan. It is the response he expects, and he can't wait. For him, this is a holy war, 

a clash of civilizations, and he has no compunction about using Afghans as kindling to 

start a conflagration that would involve the entire Muslim world. One hopes the 

policymakers in Washington realize where Bin Laden's strategy leads and will think 

carefully about how to avoid his trap. 

To develop a strategy that confounds Bin Laden's plans, we must begin by 

thinking of Afghans not as enemies but as potential allies, It is no coincidence that none 

of the names so far identified in the list of hijackers are Afghans. Bin Laden and his 

Arab followers live in restricted enclaves, and few Afghans, outside the Taliban regime 

itself, harbor any sympathies for his cause, Afghanistan now, no less than during the 

decade of Soviet control, is an occupied nation, and we must enlist in our struggle the 

many Afghans inside the country and out who would welcome the opportunity to unseat 

the Taliban and get rid of the Arab interlopers in their country. Two steps must be taken 

to draw these people into the international community in its attack on Bin Laden and his 

supporters. 

First, the international community must assemble experienced Afghan leaders to 

provide the nucleus of an interim government, This group should include exiled 

moderates who were forced out of the political picture .first by the extremist resistance 

parties in Peshawar back in the 1980s and then by the Taliban. They must be joined by 

the handful of moderate commanders forced into exile by the Taliban who Afghans still 
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trust. The number of recognized Afghan l"'aders who have managed to both survive and 

maintain their reputation in the polarized politics of the last two decades is small, but they 

exist and must be persuaded to put aside their partisan disputes and participate in a 

transitional coalition togovem Afghanistan until democratic elections can be held. As 

this group is brought together, Afghans generally must be convinced that these leaders 

will not be puppets of the United States or any other foreign power, Similarly, 

Afghanistan· s neighbors must understand that the interim government will avoid foreign 

entanglements and dedicate itself to the immediate goals of reestablishing the foundatious 

of government, helping the Afghan people become economically self-sufficient, and 

preparing the ground for general elections. 

The second step is an international commitment made up front to provide a 

massive intlux of development assistance to reconstruct the economic and social 

infrastructure of Afghan society. After 23 years of foreign occupation and civil war, the 

country's roads, irrigation systems, and electrical grid are in a state of ruin, and 

Afghanistan now is in the grip of a drought that has turned much of the region into a 

desert. Afghans remember well that the international community largely forgot about 

them after the Soviets withdrew from their country, and they must be assured that this 

will not happen again and that we will work with them to rebuild the once vibrant and 

modernizing society that existed prior to the Marxist revolution of 1978. Without such 

commitments, Afghans will find little reason to take the risks that opposing Bin Laden 

and the Taliban will entail. On the other hand, the promise of sustained international 

support for Afghanistan will send a message not only to Afghans, but to Muslims 

generally that the West is committed to their welfare rather than their destruction, 
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No group has suffered more in the last quarter century than the Afghans, but they 

are a resilient people and will be a formidable foe again if they believe themselves to be 

under invasion from a foreign enemy. We must frame our response to the terrorist 

outrage not as an assault but as a liberation-from oppressive rulers, unwanted guests, 

and the economic calamity that is their everyday reality. Respected Afghan leaders must 

be at the forefront of our efforts, and it must be clear that our intentions are to help 

rebuild rather than to destroy, Those afuswho have enjoyed the prosperity of the la.st 

two decades must recognize that terrorism is born of political and economic despair. If 

we fail to take into account .Afghanistan's. future, as well as its past and present, 

Afghanistan will remain a place where terrorists can find safe haven, and all the military 

might in the world won't make us safe again, 

David B. Edwards is Professor of Anthropology at Williams College and the director of 

the Williams Afghan Media Project, He is also the author of Children of History: 

Genealogies of the Afghan Jihad (forthcoming, Univ. of California Press) and other 

books and articles on the Afghan conflict. 

Shahmahmood Miakhel was a reporter for the Voice of America in Pakistan and the 

director of the Belgian relief organization for Afghan refugees. In the early 1990s, he 

was senior liaison officer in the United Nations Development Program in Afghanistan. 

He is presently a taxi driver in Washington, D.C. 

Contact Information: (b)(6) 

For David Edwards: dedwards@williams.edu. I 

For Shahmahm.ood Miakhel: ..... :rm=· akh_...,el.,,,...,lol,er_o,..1..,..,s ..... co...,m'"L.. _____ ___J 
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Outwitting Osama 
David B. Edwards. William5 Coll ge 

' "' 

America needs to drop "smart bombs" on Afghanistan. I clnn't me::in by this the bombs 
we used against Saddam Hussein, the ones that go down sm~kestacks to reach their 
target. I mean the kind that tear the heart out of a terrorist movement by denying it the 
support of the people it needs to spread its message of-hatred and fear. The bomber we 
need to mobilize for this mission is not the B-1 or the B-52. It is the C~5A cargo plane, 
and the bombs our aircraft should drop are shipments of food, blankets, and medicine to 
help the starving people of Afghanistan get through the coming winter, The international 
recognition that would come our way as a result of this humanitarian gesture would stop 
bin Laden in his tracks. It's the response .from us he least expects, and that is why is it 
the response that just mightsuoceed. 

To understand why this is the right strategy, two facts need to be recognized. First, 
Afghanistan is an occupied nation, The Taliban regime was imposed on the Afghan 
people after nearly two decades of foreign invasion and civil war. They are a regime that 
tore power away from squabbling warlords with the promise of offering the people a 
respite from violence, hut that then promptly turned the people into instruments for their 
own extremist policies, The Afghans endure a second occupier as well, in the form of 
Osama bin Laden and other foreign radicals who came to Af1hanistan under the guise of 
helping the people in their struggle against the Soviet Union, but then stayed on after the 
Soviets withdrawal in order to pursue a holy war against America and her western allies. 
It is no coincidence that Afghans have not been listed among the hijackers, The majority 
of Afghans support neither the Taliban rulers nor the foreign radicals who have set up 
bases in their cowitry, and we must realize that it is still possible to enlist the people of 
Afghanistan as allies in our struggle to gc.t rid of these occupation forces, 

The second fact is that Afghanistan is a nation of subsistence farmers in the grip of a 
three-year drought that, following on the heels of a two-decade long war, has left the 
country u,. desperate straits. Chris Buckley, a Christian Aid worker recently forced to 
leave Afghanistan, sent out an e-mail message in which he estimated that over five 
million people are in danger of starvation this winter, ;In a few weeks the winter snows 
will come," Buckley noted, "cutting off the hundreds of isolated villages whose only 
links to the outside world are rutted dirt tracks. Without seeds they will be unable to 
replant for next year, Without food aid now, thousands could be dead before the spring.'' 

The humanitarian crisis in Afghanistan a:ffor& an opportunity to bring Afghans and other 
Muslim nations into our coalition against ten-orism. By n1ounting a massive airlift of 
food and supplies to Afghanistan's people, and making sure that our efforts are well
publicized throughout the Middle East, w.e will neutralize bin Laden's campaign against 
the United States and build upon the unprecedented sympathy we currently enjoy around 
the world because of the acts of terror inflicted upon us. 

An airlift of the sort envisioned here was mounted successfully once before in 1948, 
when the United States and Great Britain began the Berlin Airlift that became one of the 

1 
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defining moments of the Cold War. America and Great Britain responded at that time to 
the Soviet blockade of the western sector of Berlin not with violence, but by sending our 
pilots on humanitarian missions to provide food for a hungry people. The Airlift did not 
prevent the Cold War, nor forestall the division of Gennany by the Soviet Union. But it 
ensured that a part of Berlin remained open and free, and just as importantly kept hope 
alive for the German people. Our actions at that time also won for America and Great 
Britain the abiding respect of millions of Gennans, who had until recently perceived us as 
enemies but who from that point on and ever since have seen us as friends and allies. 
The present crisis offers us a similar opportunity to confound our enemies and win over 
not only Afghans, but millions of other Muslims who will see that, in the face of terror, 
America retaliates with hope. 

It might be argued that the United States provided $123 million in humanitarian aid for 
Afghanistan last year, which hasn't seemed to help us any in gaining the trust of the 
Afghan people. Why would this operation be any different? It is the case that we have 
been consistently the largest humanitarian donor to Afghanistan, but the vast majority of 
our assistance has been funneled through UN agencies like the World Food Program, and 
few Afghans-haveany·idca--where this aid originally came from. This time, however, 
each of our nsmart bombs" should proudly display on its side an American flag, and our 
packages should contain a message in the native languages of Afghanistan telling the 
people that we will support them in their .efforts to rebuild their society and to institute 
free elections. 

When we commence our airlift, our government should also announce that, in light of the 
humanitarian crisis afflicting Afghanistan, we will temporarily hold off on military 
operations against Afghanistan. During this moratorium, the United States will provide 
the people of Afghanistan the opportunity to decide on a strategy for dealing with the 
te1rnrist bases on their soil, recognizing that the elimination of these bases is a non
negotiable requirement, Our government should also announce that, while the airlift 
continues, we will stand ready to assist moderate politica! apd religious leaders inside 
Afghanistan and in exile who want to help resolve this CTlSlS by ridding their country of 
the terrorists who operate there. 

There is, of course, no guarantee that this plan of action will work, but it would cost us 
little to try and would be of inestimable benefit to us if it were to succeed. At this point 
in time, we have lost the element of strategic surprise, but what is suggested here is a 
"surprise attack" of a different kind, one that would catch bin Laden and his followers 
entirely off-guard, They expect revenge from us rather than compassion, and they are 
undoubtedly ready to broadcast to the Muslim world pictures of the Afghan civilian 
casualties that would inevitably result from U.S. military strikes. How much better it 
would be for us to show the world a different sort of picture, a picture of Americans 
providing assistance to a people in need. No action on our part would more effectively 
reveal the falseness of bin Laden's claim to be the defender of Islam or demonstrate more 
clearly to the world the true nature of American justice. 
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I snowflake 

October 25, 2001 9:57 AM 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Presidenc Putin 

Attached is an interesting piece on President Putin that Andy Marshall sent to me 

and suggested [ read. [ have <lone so, and I think you might find it worthwhile. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
8/29/0 I paper. ··A Politkal PorLraiL l)f Vladimir Putin: Between Nationalist Ideology and 

Personal Interest~" 

DHR:dh 
10,501-20 
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A political portrait of Vladimir Putin: Between nationalistideology and personal interests 

Vladimir Shlapentokh 

Paradoxically, post-Soviet Russian leaders have had more decision-making power than the 

leaders of the Soviet past. In the USSR, the masters of the Kremlin, though seemingly endowed 

with 1imitless command over the country, had to confer with the members of the Politburo about 

their major decisions. For instance, the resolutions to invade Czechoslovakia in 1968 and 

Afghanistan in 1979 were made only after serious debates in the Kremlin. Though their real 

authority over Russia has been less efficient, and their control over the economy and social 

processes has been smaller in scope, post-Soviet leaders have had more freedom in making 

political decisions, particularly in the areas of foreign policy and the military, than the general 

secretaries. 

With his nearly boundless power, Boris Yeltsin made extravagant decisions. In response 

to his possible impeachment in March 1993, he was one step away from gassing the deputies of 

the Russian parliament in order to expel them from the parliament building. As it turned out, the 

parliament came up seven votes short of impeachment and Yeltsin remained in office. Later, in 

October 1993, when the parliament did indeed rebel, Yeltsin shelled the parliament building in 

order to maintain his power. Among other "monarchic decisions," Yeltsin appointed an unknown 

KGB operator as his successor-Vladimir Putin would become the guardian of Yeltsin's 

personal security and wealth after his departure from office. 

Though Yeltsin's personal power was certainly much greater than any democratic leader, 

it did have limits. To some degree, he adjusted his behavior to the position of the State Duma and 

the Federation Council. He also paid close attention to the media, which regularly criticized his 

decisions. 
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Today, President Vladimir Putin is almost completely free from external control by any 

political institution. He has converted the State Duma, the Federation Council and the new State 

Council into puppet bodies that react dutifully to the slightest flexion of his will. None of the 

respected Russian politicians-besides Grigorii Yavlinsky, the leader of the liberal democratic 

party "Yabloko,'' and Sergei Kovalev, a current deputy of the State Duma and fom1er head of the 

Durna's committee on human rights-dare to criticize the president publicly. Even the bold and 

open-minded Mikhail Gorbachev refrains from harshly criticizing the Putin administration. The 

independence of the media has been downgraded significantly in comparison with its status 

during the Yeltsin regime. Russian television and radio stations as well as most newspapers 

stopped producing critical reports about the president. There are only a few newspapers with low 

circulations that publish articles containing aspersions against Putin. With the evaporation of 

democracy in Russia, the activity of the political police is now more visible. For instance, fear of 

foreign spies and their Russian agents has returned to the political landscape, and self-censorship 

has crept back into the minds of many Russians, particularly those who work for the state, or 

depend on its privileges. 

As a long-term goal, Putin wants to rebuild the strong state and restore the country· s 

geopolitical status. His numerous statements to this effect should be taken seriously. With his 

commitment to Russian nationalism and its imperial past, Putin has demonstrated his deep 

respect for Stalin on several occasions. He treats Stalin as the great leader who won the war 

against Germany and gave mother Russia her superpower status. In 1999, with evident pleasure 

Putin joined Gennadii Ziuganov, the leader of the Russian Communist Party, in a toast to the 

memory of Stalin on his birthday (December 21 ). Putin supports the Communist-led campaign to 

keep the Lenin Mausoleum in its current Location on Red Square, in spite of the Russian 

democrats' attempts to have it removed. Putin also speaks fondly of former KGB chiefs Felix 

Dzerzhinsky and Yurii Andropov and maintains contact with Vladimir Kriuchkov, the former 

head of the KGB and the Leader of the aborted antidemocratic coup in August 1991. 

However, many of the president's practical deeds have gone against his goal of creating a 
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strong state. Putin belongs to that category of the leaders who are obsessed with personal power 

and ready to sacrifice the country's national interests for the sake of their political juggernaut. 

Stalin and Yeltsin were examples of this type of leader, while Gorbachev was not. Like any other 

leader, Putin is quite pleased when his country prospers in any possible way, but only on the 

condition that it does not put his power at risk. 

In spite of his much-publicized promises to enforce law and order, which is coveted by 

ordinary people and foreign investors, he has avoided the risky fight against corruption, 

seemingly wary of upsetting the oligarches, whose support will be needed for the 2004 election. 

Like Yeltsin, who opened the gates for the criminalization of society, Putin did not allow any 

corrupt high official to be prosecuted. What is more, he completely ignores media reports about 

the dark past of many of his aides, including his prime minister and the head of his 

administration. His true interest in advancing a major anticrime campaign was typified by his 

recent appointment of the new minister of internal affairs. This position is crucial for suppressing 

crime and corruption in the country, yet Putin has appointed a third-rank official, Boris Gryzlov, 

who belongs to the "Petersburg gang," the president's reservoir for cadres, a\1 of whom studied 

or worked with him in Leningrad/Petersburg, Putin1s other government appointees include many 

former KGB people who lack experience as managers. Instead, they have brought the manners of 

the political police to the highest echelons of the political establishment. Never in Russian 

history, including the Soviet period, has a leader been so influenced by members of the political 

police. 

Probably the most important factor in assessing the difference between Putin's concern 

for Russia and his personal goals is the fact that he sacrificed democracy for the latter. In order to 

solidify his monopoly on political power and guarantee his .reelection in 2004, he has discredited 

Russia's democratic institutions with various insinuations. He claims that these institutions 

undermine "the responsibility of the people before the state,,, "order in society" and "the security 

of the state'' (just a few of the president's beloved expressions). In a telling gesture, Putin ignored 

the August celebration of the tenth anniversary of the aborted coup against Gorbachev's 
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democratic reforms. His refusal to utter even a single positive remark about this historical event 

revealed his true feelings about democracy. 

Though Putin has successfully downgraded the country's democratic institutions and now 

has the power to prevent the emergence of a popular alternative candidate in the next election, he 

cannot afford to lose his legitimacy-inside and outside the country-as a democratically elected 

president. A blatant manipulation of the 2004 election would undermine the prestige of his 

office. For this reason, Putin is fixated on his rating and lavishly finances the public opinion firm 

that monitors it. 

To sustain his high rating, the Kremlin has been actively building Putin's "cult of 

personality." Recently, the Kremlin operators created a special youth movement called "Moving 

Together," which has only one purpose: to praise the leader. Putin's image-makers try to 

persuade the masses that there are no other suitable candidates for the presidency. They highlight 

Putin's "normaky" as president in comparison with Yeltsin's ahnost pathological behavior. In 

fact, the president is his own best image-maker. Appearing at least three to four times during 

every television news program in Russia, Putin successfully projects himself as a knowledgeable 

and balanced administrator. He publically dispenses specific instructions to his ministers about 

what to do in each area of life, a clear rebuke to Yeltsin who was conspicuously far from Russian 

rea1ity. He takes great pains to show the country that he is a caring person, deeply involved in the 

everyday Jives of the people, and that he is healthy, physically fit, and active in the nation's 

popular sports and athletic events (a stark contrast to the ailing Yeltsin). Putin's sentimental love 

for Petersburg, his native city, has been used by his PR agents to embe11ish his image. While 

preserving his reputation as a highly educated individual (besides Lenin, he is the first Russian 

leader who speaks foreign languages), Putin tries to maintain his image as someone close to the 

people: For the same reason, he has demonstrated his religiosity by using the great sign of the 

cross in public. At the same time, he operates with rude language and criminal jargon in his 

speeches. As a result, 70 percent of the Russians endorse Putin's performance as president. They 

believe the popular Moscow locution that Putin is <;a leader to whom Russians have no 
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alternative." 

As noted by some experts, Putin has been encouraged by the polling data and has 

seemingly persuaded even himself that he is an effective leader who has been foreordained to 

save the country from disintegration and restore its international status. While he claims that his 

KGB past has prepared him for his new job, he remains quiet on the issue of his limited 

experience in actual governing (he worked for a few years as vice mayor of Petersburg and one 

year as the chief of the Federal Security Service, FSB), especially by comparison to the Russian 

leaders of the last two centuries. 

For the sake of maintaining his power, Putin is ready to bend his governing principles, 

even if it damages his proclaimed goal of creating a strong state. Putin's ambivalent behavior is 

unprecedented in Russian history. He praises the achievements of the Communist past and 

denounces the Communist system. He supports private property rights, but unceremoniously 

intervenes in private businesses. Deciding on the national anthem and flag, Putin endorsed the 

music from the old Soviet hymn, coupled with rather anti-Communist lyrics, the official state 

banner with the symbol of tsarist Russia and the red pennant for the army. While maintaining a 

good relationship with Alexander Prokhanov, the editor of the antisemitic weekly Zavtra, he 

attended the Jewish celebration of Hanukkah. He demonstrates his deference to both Alexander 

Solzhenitsyn and Egor Gaidar, the former of which declared the Latter ;'the destroyer of Russia." 

Likewise, he declares his high esteem for President Bush, while buddying up to Fidel Castro and 

sending his emissaries to meet with dictators and promoters of tenorism, such as Saddam 

Hussein and Muammar Khadafy. In August, Putin's most hospitable reception for Kim Jong 11, a 

man with obvious paranoiac tendencies became the butt of ·1okes and oeneral amusement in 
' . 0 

Russia. As explained by Russian journalists, in preparation for the leader's visit on August 3, the 

Yaroslavl railroad station, while awaiting the leader's train (which had been equipped with 

twenty-one armored cars and spent seven days on route from the Russian-Korean border), had 

been ;<shampooed" for the first time in a century. 

For better or worse, Putin's unprecedented political power and his yearning to keep this 
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power is combined with a reluctance to make resolute decisions. Thinking retrospectively, it 

would be hard to imagine that Yeltsin, whose major preoccupation since 1996 had been the 

search for a pliable heir, would choose a strong-willed individual who could prosecute him for 

his dubious deeds. 

Several Russian experts have linked Putin's irresoluteness as president to the still unclear 

circumstances of his arrival to power. They have insinuated that the president may be vulnerable 

to blackmail by Yeltsin and those who brought him to power. Some Moscow authors have 

ascribed the September 1999 bombings of three residential buildings (two in Moscow and one in 

a provincial city, causing 200 deaths) to the"FSB, which Putin headed between July 1998 and 

August 1999. They pointed out that the blasts occurred just one month after Putin's appointment 

as prime minister and only a few months before he was declared Yeltsin's heir. Strengthening the 

argument about the FSB origin of the bombings, former FSB agent Alexander Litvinenko, now a 

political refugee in England, wrote the book, The FSB Blasts Russia, in collaboration with an 

American historian. Marking an unprecedented event in the history of the printed media, Novaia 

Gazeta devoted an entire issue (August 27, 2001) to this book, which implicated the FSB in the 

September explosions. 

At the time of the incident, an outraged public, under the influence of the official 

propaganda, blamed these attacks on Chechen tenorists. With a wave of nationalist feelings 

sweeping across Russia, Vladimir Putin emerged in the public eye as a national hero who would, 

by all means, punish the "perfidious Chechens." The perpetrators of these heinous crimes are still 

unknown to the public. 

Some journalists have ascribed Putin's indecisiveness to his alleged involvement in 

corrupt activities and possible connections to Russian mafia when he served as an aide to 

Petersburg Mayor Anatolii Sobchak in 1990-1996. Sobchak had a reputation as a corrupt official. 

He avoided being arrested only by leaving the country illegally; Putin (then the head of the KGB) 

assisted Sobchak in his escape. As an explanation for Putin's reluctance to make resolute 

decisions, the "corruption theory" has fewer supporters than the "explosion theory." However, a 
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recent investigation conducted by Newsweek (the results were published in August 2001), 

provided the advocates of the "corruption theory" with new facts. 

Whatever the cause of Putin's weak political will, it began to show early in his 

presidency. Contrary to the practice of almost all Russian leaders of the past, he has retained 

several officials from the previous regime, including the head of the Kremlin administration .. 

Putin's reaction to the Kursk catastrophe was another indicator of his ambivalence. 

Though it was quite clear that the navy commanders botched the rescue operations, Putin was 

apparently afraid to punish anyone involved in that effort. Such mild conduct was a vivid contrast 

to Mikhail Gorbachev's reaction to the famous case of a German youth who landed a Cessna on 

Red Square in 1987. Gorbachev, who had also been known for having a weak political will. 

dismissed several highly ranked army commanders, including Minister of Defense Sergei 

Sokolov, along with all of his deputies, the head of the general staff and two of his deputies, and 

the commander and head of the troops of the Warsaw military pact. 

Over the last year, the presidential administration has been tom by infighting on various 

prominent issues. For instance, last year Putin was unable to assuage the acrimonious public 

debates between the Minister of Defense Igor Sergeev and the Chief of the General Staff Anatolii 

Kvashnin. The men had stormily disagreed about military doctrine. The rift between these top 

military officials humiliated the army. The Kremlin further manifested its disarray last July when 

it changed its position on the cruel behavior of Russian troops toward civilians in three Chechen 

villages, oscillating between condemnation and justification of the army's conduct. 

In January 2001, Putin revealed his inability to behave as a resolute leader when Pavel 

Borodin was arrested in New York. Borodin, a corrupt official and former aide to Yeltsin, once 

served as Putin's boss. He is currently a member of the government. Putin was evidently troubled 

by the arrest of a man who was privy to the highest secrets in Moscow. He did not take a clear 

position on this issue. 

In the same evasive style, Putin has remained quiet on the subject of Belorussian 

President Alexander Lukashenko, who is known as a cruel dictator. Suspected of several murders 
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in 2000-200 I, Lukashenko has been ostracized by the international community. Likewise, Putin 

refused to take a pub1ic stance in relation to Slobodan Milosevic's transfer to the Hague's 

international court. 

Putin's treatment of the regional barons, governors and presidents is also quite 

ambivalent. On one hand, he proclaimed his determination to restore the unity of the country, 

which had been shattered by Yeltsin. He created an institution of regional representatives to 

supervise the seven inter-regional districts. On the other hand, it became clear that Putin failed to 

support these supervisors when they tried to challenge the authority of leading governors, such as 

Eduard Rossel in Yekaterinburg, Vladimir Yakovlev in Petersburg, and the presidents of national 

republics, such as Mintirnir Shamiev in Tatarstan and Murtaza Rakhimov in Bashkortostan. 

Governor Evgenii Nazdratenko of the Far East region was the symbol of corruption. After being 

pressured out of office by an interregional supervisor and pub1ic protests, Putin made him a 

member of the federal government, to the great stupefaction of the Russian people. 

Putin's reluctance to make risky decisions, his desire to present himself as a "democrat" 

as well as his drive to please everybody have often resulted in blatant lies. He bluntly denied 

suggestions about Russia· s authoritarian character and refused to recognize the all-out corruption 

in his bureaucracy as a serious problem. Straight-faced, he claimed that con-uption in the Russian 

bureaucracy is "no worse than in the bureaucracies of European or North American countries." 

The president denied allegations that the Kremlin an-ested media magnate Vladimir Gusinsky in 

May 2000 in response to his television company· s critical treatment of the Putin administration. 

Putin, along with top military officials, deceived the Russian public in July 2000 during the 

Kursk submarine tragedy. He continues to claim that the navy commanders had been ready to 

accept foreign aid immediately, when in fact they accepted this aid a few days later, after all of 

the sailors had perished. He also lied about this issue in an interview with Larry King in 

September 2000. His claim that Chechnia is "occupied by foreign hire1ings who impose an a1ien 

version of Islam" is another stark fabrication. The Soviet leaders of the past made similar false 

contentions, but none of them, besides Stalin, lied on issues that could be easily checked by 
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journalists and refuted by the public. 

Putin's personal qualities do not seem to affect his sober analysis of reality. He worked 

for seventeen years as a KGB agent and can easily separate "truth for me" and "lies for others.'' 

Neither opinionated nor trigger-happy, Putin is more inclined to simply absorb information about 

the world around him. In his first year in office, his analysis of Russia was quite objective, in part 

because he could blame the previous regime for the country's current problems. 

Putin understands the economy's major flaws. He realizes that by the size of its GNP, the 

economy places thirteenth in the world, behind South Korea and the Netherlands. He seemingly 

does not overestimate the importance of Russian economic growth in the last three years. As 

Putin understands, even if it continues, the rate of growth, which is mostly based on the export of 

oil and gas, will not have a major impact on the country's economic status in the world in the 

next decades. Despite his adoration of authoritarianism, he realizes that it is impossible to restore 

the command economy with his corrupt and financially weak state. For this reason, he supports a 

liberal economy. 

Putin is also well informed about the status of the army. He knows that it lacks basic 

resources, and that the battle with Chechen separatists has involved almost all of the elite units of 

the Russian army, the minister of internal affairs, and the Federal Security Service. 

While doing everything he can to sustain his popularity, Putin seems aware of the 

vulnerability of his status in the country. His fairytale ascension to power only adds to the 

unsteadiness of his character. He cannot escape the thought that the power that came so easily 

could likewise vanish, especially if "the criminal dimension" of his triumphant march to the 

presidency is true. He is no stranger to the biblical proverb, which is quite popular in Russia, " 

The Lord giveth and the Lord taketh away.'' He recalls the wax and wane in popularity of such 

brilliant politicians as Gorbachev and Yeltsin. He understands that he cannot take his current 

rating for granted. As one of Moscow analysts said, Putin is "the president of hope." His 

continued popularity depends on the country's economic progress and the betterment of life for 

the majority of people. While most Russians support Putin as president, they deny that major 
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progress has been made in the key areas of life. According to a survey conducted by the 

All-Russian Center of Public Opinion Studies (VTSIOM) in 2001, 67 percent of Russians 

thought that the material life in the country had either "not changed, or declined" over the last 

year; 73 percent said that the level of con-uption "stayed the same, or grew worse." 

President Bush's push for the National Missile Defense (NMD) system has been one of 

Putin's greatest challenges as president to date. It relates directly to his chance of being reelected 

in 2004 and his ability to keep his power intact. The American initiative has forced him to 

reconsider his foreign and domestic policies. He now seems to have two basic options. One, with 

his nationalist ideology he could advance a confrontational policy toward the West; or two, he 

could foster friendly relations with Europe and accept, though reluctantly, the leading position of 

the U.S. in the world. 

The first strategy would allow Putin to exploit the Russians' yearning for high 

geopolitical status and their lingering anti-Americanism in order to solidify his role as the savior 

of Russia, a reputation that was particularly important to him in the beginning of his rule. In 

doing so, however, he would exacerbate international tensions, deteriorate Russia's economic 

ties with the U.S., and squander the country's limited resources on a military buildup. The second 

strategy would enhance the chances for some economic progress, but would damage his 

reputation as the champion of Russian greatness. 

Weighing the strategies, Putin cannot ignore his personal and family concerns, which had 

certainly influenced Yeltsin's decisions. If Putin confronts the United States, he will lose his 

position as an almost full-fledged member of the G-8, which he enjoys on a personal level. His 

travels to the West would be extremely unpleasant compared to the friendly visits he would enjoy 

with a pro Western stance. Considering the atrocities of the Russian troops in Chechnia, 

Milosevic's fate should, as pointed out by a Russian nationalist newspaper, influence Putin's 

thinking. 

Without good relations with the West, the members of his family would be deprived of 

the usual benefits enjoyed by Russian elites. Western college educations would not be readily 
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available to his children. Western financial institutions, so important to the Yeltsin family, would 

also be excluded. Harsh anti-western policies would make it almost impossible for Putin to 

establish a safe haven for his family in the West in the case of an emergency-for instance, if 

extremists from the army or FSB came to power. 

Putin~s past behavior toward his family has demonstrated his positive attitude toward the 

West on a personal, even emotional level, in spite of his proc1aimed adherence to Russian 

nationalism. When the family moved to Moscow in 1996, Putin sent his two teenage daughters to 

a school run by the embassy of the Federal Republic of Germany, a blatant violation of the code 

of Russian patriotism. According to Putin's first book, he and his wife Ludrnila enjoyed living in 

East Gem1any, where Putin worked as a KGB agent in I 9851990. They apparently preferred the 

style of life in G.D.R., which was closer to that of Western Europe, even if both the Soviet Union 

and G.D.R. were totalitarian states. In the last years, Putin has used many opportunities to 

underscore his respect for Western European culture. 

Putin's reluctance to make risky decisions, his strong desire to stay in power, and "the 

family factor" have directed him toward a mixed strategy. In foreign policy, the Kremlin will 

ultimately accept Bush's NMD, the modification or abrogation of the ABM treaty, and the 

further extension of NATO to the East. At the same time, it may take actions periodically-some 

serious. some symbolic-to show the world and its own people that it still plays an important 

role in the international arena. For instance, the Kremlin will develop friendly relations with 

China-including the bilateral treaty of friendship and cooperation signed on Julyl6--flirt with 

Europe as an antidote against the U.S., try to strengthen its influence over the former Soviet 

republics, and make friendly gestures toward rogues states. It may also continue some modest 

efforts to enhance the military, though it understands that gaining military parity with the U.S. is 

impossible. Inside Russia, Putin will try to keep the "greatness syndrome" and anti-American 

sentiments alive, but he will avoid using them in their most extreme forms. To ensure good 

relations with the U.S., the Kremlin will allow the publication of some positive articles about 

America. 
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In the early 1980s, Ronald Reagan's Strategic Defense Initiative (SD0 had played a 

decisive role in Gorbachev's decision to launch perestroika. With the blessing of the army and 

KGB, the initial purpose of perestroika was to bolster the country's economy and military 

capacity. Gorbachev· s first campaign, suitably named "acceleration," was designed to <;catch up" 

with American technology. When this and other economic reforms failed and hopes of staying on 

par with America dimmed, perestroika took its liberal course, which led to the co11apse of the 

Soviet Union. 

The sobering affect of Bush's NMD on the Moscow political establishment was similar to 

that of Regan's SDI, only the outcome was more immediate. Once again, the Kremlin faces a 

situation in which the U.S. is about to make a leap forward in military technology, whatever the 

real potential for the proposed system's implementation. By all accounts, Putin and the Russian 

political establishment are in the process of reconciling Russia with its veritable international 

status. Most likely, Putin will look for a new rapprochement with the United States. The potential 

Chinese threat, which is often discussed by Russians, is another potential stimulus for the 

Kremlin's propitiation with NMD and other American initiatives. 

With that said, it is also important for the United States to use diplomacy in its 

relationship with Russia. The country's adjustment to its real place in the world should be made 

as painless as possible. A rise of extremist forces in the country-either as proponents or 

assailants of Putin's regime-should not be deemed implausible. American politicians should 
·~ 

bear in mind that Putin's personality is flexible in many respects, but dogmatic when it comes to 

his primary objective: reelection in 2004. As long as Putin maintains his reputation as a great 

Russian leader, American officials can be confident that they have a president with whom they 

can work. 

In the next years, the U.S. will be faced with a Russian leader whose behavior vacillates 

between several different types of foreign and domestic policies, some of them friendly toward 

America, some of them not. But one thing has become clear. Bush's NMD showed the Kremlin 

that a rational Russian politician has no choice but to acquiesce to the leading role of the U.S. in 
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the international arena. 

Acknowledgment: The author wishes to thank Joshua Woods for his e,litorial contribution to 

this article. 
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October 26, 2001 2:49 PM 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld :J2 
SUBJECT: Churchill 

One of my associates sent me the attached material on Churchill, which you might 

find of interest. 

Very respectfully, 

Attach. 
Churchill info 

DHR.:dh 
10260149 
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Churchill has a wonderful quote in his memoir of WWI about how the 
collapse of Kaiser Germany caught everybody off guard. The same is true of 
extended battles. March 1943 saw the largest destruction of cross-Atlantic 
shipping by the Li-boats. Churchill said it was the only thing that truly scared him. 
Some in the admiralty thought the war was close to being lost. But two months 
later, the allies did not lose a single ship, and the U-boats, taking impossible 
losses, withdrew from the North Atlantic. 

Important events in war sometimes come incrementally-sometimes as a 
result of critical mass having been unexpectedly reached, sometimes as a result of 
serendipity. Nobody knows. And the key to winning wars is remembering what 
Clausewitz taught--confusion is prince of the battlefield. Getting some handle on 
controlling uncertain events comes from acknowledging the impossibility of doing 
so. 

War is uncertain-a thing where surprises are routine. How wars end is 
usually just as surprising. 
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE VICE PRESIDENT 

CC: Honorable Colin Powell 
Honorable George Tenet 
Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: DonaldRumsfeld vi 
SUBJECT: Muslim Warfare During Ramadan 

October 31, 2001 10:35 AM 

Attached is a paper on Muslim attitudes toward warfare during Ramadan. 

Regards, 

Attach. 
I 0/27/01 Kraemer paper. University of Chicago, "On the Muslim Attitude to Warfare during 

Ramadan" 

DHR.:dh 
103101-2S 
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On the Muslim Attitude to Warfare during Ramadan 

Prof. Joel L. Kraemer 27 October 2001 

The University l,f Chicago 

Muslim spokesmen in Indonesia and Pakistan have asserted recently that 
waging war against Muslims duiing the holy month of Ramadan is offensive 
Lo their religious Sl!nsibilities. While this may be so, :md while it is true th.it 
Ramadan is a month of prayer. fasting. and study, this claim is disingenuous. 
as it is l'l,mmendable for ~foslims to wage jihad during Ramadan, :md they 
have done so often in the past. 

One of the reasons for the strategic surprise in the October war in 1973 was 
!hat !he Egyptians and Syrians auacked on 10 Ramadan (6 October). 

(Ramadan, the ninth month of the Muslim calendar. falls at a dlff erent time 
each year, as the Muslim calendar is lunar. so that 12 lunar month:. = 354 
days, 11 less than the solar year.) 

An Egyptian code name for the October war was .. Badr," a reference to the 
first victory or Muslim armies under the command l,f the Prophet :Muhammad 
on Friday 17 Ramadan, 2 A.H.("" 13 March 624 A.O.) at a place named Badr 
in Arabia. The Muslims regarded this first triump11 as a vindication of their 
religion, a deliverance brought about by Allah. 

Muslim armies initiated hostilities during the sacred ml,nth l,f Ramadan 
throughout history. The conquest or Mecca (l'alled al-Fath, the Conquest par 
excellence) occurred on 19 Ramadan. 8 A.H. (IO Jammry, 630 A.O.). The 
victorious raid on Tabuk in 9 A.H./63 I A.D. also tol,k place in Ramadan. 
Muhammad commanded the Muslim force:. on both occasions. The battle of 
'Ayn Jalut, where the Mamluks defeated the ~fongols, was on Friday 25 
Ramadan 658/3 September 1260. 

The Egyptians in 1973 had these precedents ln mind. Following the example 
of the Prophet assured success and raised morale. This was stressed in 
sermons, religious publications, and the daily press (see Majal/at a/-Azhar, vol 
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45 [December, l 973J; J. Jomier, in Bulletin d'Etudes Orienta/es, 29 [1977]; 
'Abd al-'Aziz Kamel, al-Ahram, 12 October 1973). 

Islamic law expressly permits warfare during Ramadan and considers it 
meritorious. It is a month when the gates of paradise are said to be open. 
Those who fight in the jihad during Ramadan are given a dispensation from 
the obligation to fast. The Hanbali jurist and theologian Ibn Taymiyya ( d. 
Damascus, 1328 A.D.), the spiritual forefather of militant fundamentalist 
Islam, issued a fatwa to that effect, acclaiming the model of the Prophet 
Muhammad and the conquest of Mecca during Ramadan. See Ibn Taymiyya. 
al-Fatawa al-kubra, I, 367; TV, 459; Majmu' al-fatawa, XXV, 209; and his 
pupil IbnQayyimal-Jawziyya(d.1350),Bada'i' al fawa 'id, TV, 846. 

The claim that it is wrong for non-Muslim armies to wage war against 
Muslims on Ramadan is bizarre, as it is always wrong for non-Muslims, i.e. 
infidels, or unbelievers (kafirun), to wage war against Muslims. There is no 
symmetry or reciprocity here. 

The only legitimate warfare according to Islamic law is jihad, which is a holy 
war, or religious war, sanctioned by Allah and fought for the sake of Allah, to 
enhance Islam and propagate the faith. 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: PRESIDENT GEORGE W. BUSH 

CC: VICE PRESIDENT RICHARD CHENEY 
SECRETARY PAUL O'NEILL 

November 5, 2001 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

DONALD H. RUMSFELD >-·' __ _.,{,,- A- ---Pt' 
ARTICLE BY DR. GARY S. BECKER 

Attached is an article by Dr. Gary S. Becker, Gary is a Nobel Laureate in Economics, 
professor at University of Chicago and a good friend. 1 found it to be a distinctly 
different perspective than most of the writing about the problem of terrorism in the 
United States. I thought you might find the article of interest. 

Dr. Becker is a person I think you would enjoy meeting on some occasion. I would be 
happy to arrange it if you thought it would be useful. 

Very respectfully. 

DHR/a1.n 
110501.31 

Attached: l'rmperily Wifl Riwt Out of the Ashes, by Gary S. Recker and Kevin M. Murphy, Wall Street 
Journal, 10/29/01 
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MO:"JDAY. OCTOBER 29. 2001 

Prosperity Will Rise Out of the Ashes 
By GARV 5. BECKER 

AND KEVIN M. MURPHY 

In the 19th century, John Smart Mill 
commented on the raptdlty of economic 
recovery from national C1lS8.!1ters and 
wo.rs_ He recognized that natlons recover 
quickly as IO!lll iis they ;re!aln their knowl
edge and ,k1hs. the pnrne 1mgi11es or eco
nonuc growth. America retains Its va,t 
supply (if. both, which suggests that. con
t rn ry to fear,, the Sept. 11 attacks arc 
unlikely to worsen the medium- to long
term economic outlook. 

The effect:; of the earthquake that hit 
the Japanese city of Kobe ln 1996 illustrate 
Mill's conciuslon. This quake destroyed 
more than 100.000 bulldlngs, badlv dam
.iged many other,. and left hundreds of 
tfiousands homeless. Over 6.000 people 
died. Esti mare, place the total loss at 
about $114 billion (more than 2'k of Japa
nese GDP at the time). Vet it took only a 
UIUe Dver a vear before GDP in the Kobe 
reel on returned to near pre-quake level:;. 
Ongoing Threats 

The uncerta.!nty about the extern of fu
ture terrori,t 11.tto.t!kll rmw make the recov
ery from Sept. 11 different from those af
ter Kobe and other shocks. But even on• 
golne: threat, usuallv have mo,tly tPm
riorary effects. F(w • c,i:amplc. the 1B62 
Cuban missile crisis sh()ckcd the 
cconornv and awakened Americans 
to the posslblllty of nuclear attack. 
Thal cr!11t11 did slgnUlcanuy lower the 
growth ()f im.:rnne for scvcra month,. but 
with In a quarrcr or tlllo. growth rates rc
turnccl to pre-cr1!1ls levels_ despite the con
tinuing- uncertai mv. 

While the primarv losses from the ter
rorist attnck:; were on the ground, ihe air
line I ndu strv. and re I ated 'ind us tries like 
tourism, have suffere,l the greatest lm
puct. But such shocks arc not unprccc
derned. The oil price shocks of the l 970s 
and earl v '80s also affected crlt1cnl sectors 
of the economy. and forced substantial ad
justments and re all ()Cal ion Of resources_ 
-Most cconomlets agree that the oil ,hocks 
contrihutcd to the p(>nr \Jcrformancc of ln
dustrla.l economies In I 1af period. 

Yet history shows that economle! ad
just. The effect of the oil prlt!e increase 
fell greatlv over time a, the L:.s. reduced 
Its dcr.cndcnce on oil. Sectors of the ec()n
omy that are less energy-depemlem grew 
relative to those that arc hlrhly so, and 
consumers and producers conserved, As a 
result of the,e shift,. and the ,u bsequent 
decline In oll prices, oil impon, accounted 
for onlv about 0.7'/c of GDP in 1999. vs. 
2.8% In 1980. More recent energy shocks 
have had a much smaller impact on the 
f C(lll(lfll y. 

The effect of the terrorist threat is 
likely to follow a stmllllr pa11em. Even if 
the ex tern al threat remaJns fl xcd over 
time, our ability to deal with it In an etrer:
tlve and efficient manner will improve, 
perhaps greatly_ The costs imposed on air 
travelers /11 terms of long lines and sched
ule disruptions wi II be reduced as we find 
more efficient ways to ensure security. 
an,l as potential travelers move toward 
vldeo-conferenclne: nnd other means of 
communlca!lon. In~ the absence of further 
incidents, the psychological impact of the 
anacks wlll also wane. Alreadv. alr travel 
Im, recovered 10 about 60% of Its pre-at
tack level. atier fali Ing to les, than 50% in 
the first week after air I ravel resumed_ 

In jm1urytnr airline sub,tdles, some po-
lltlcal le,1ders pclntl!d to the dlautmus ef
fect:; on the economy of eliminating air 

travel. Blll the relevant question ls not 
what dire consequences would result from 
ellmlnatlon, but what wlll be the damage 
from a hleher effective price for air travel 
due to iffe terrorist threat? Air irnvel. 
taken in its entirety. may be an "lndi!;pens
able" element of the economy. but mar
ginal adjustments are much less costly. 

Bad as Sept ll was, 
we have recovered from 
even worse shocks. The 
longterm outlook ror the 
economy remains strong. 

This Is one reason why the federal airilnc 
l>allout was hasrv and excessive_ 

Consumers hai.,e made a rational reac
tion t() the uncertainty and ongoing: 
threats. They cut back ()n purchases of 
big-ticket items a,. they husband resources 
and ma.intal11 !lex1blllty 10 deal with con· 
llng-encies. Slmllarl)'., businesses clll back 
on In vestment unlll they have a better 
idea of what is 10 come. But thl!S reluc
tance lo spend has hard] y bocn universal 
or lollJ:'term. In foci .. -ourchases of key sta
ples llke food and medlcl nes lnltl nll)I in
creased. while consumption that required 
individuals to 20 out in public places. like 
restaurants ancl theaters. collapsed_ How
ever, publicly consumed goods have al
ready rebounded strongly-auendance at 
Broadway. for Instance, has relllrned to 
close to pre-an.ick levels. 

Qu11.ntHylnr the Impact of the attacks is 
ln,1rµc~lve. P~e11 though eGtlmates are im
precise·. The dcstmyed World Tracie Cen
ter was worth S3 bllllon to 54 billion. The 
lost assets of the huilding's t.:nant,. and 
the cleanup cost, might add another SI 0 
bllllon. Including the damage lO surround
ing buiklini?s and 1he l'entaoon. the planes 
lost and tlic lost product&e capacity of 
those killed would raise the rnml economic 
loll! to somewhere between $25 billion ancl 
S60 bl\llon. 

To put this In ~erspectlve, total physi
cal a»els ih the U.S. ,1re about pn trillion, 
and !O!al prod uc1i ve as~e, s that also i 11-
clude human capital are on the order of 
$100 trillion. So even a $60 blllion loss i, 
only (t2 'X: of physical assets an,l Q_Q(i'X: of 
total productive assers_ In contrast. the 

S 114 blilion of physical assets dcstroyc,1-in*' 
Kobe was four tlrnes as iargP wlie11 com
pared to the Japanese economy. 

The impact of a11 ongoing threat I:; 
harder to quantity. lb gain a fee I for how 
large that might be. we use a pessimistic 
scenario-namely, that attacks will be at
tempted each vcar for the foreseeable' ru-
t\.lre, but that- ,ecuri1v mea,ures will re-
duce the likelihood of success. ' 

The direct cost of increased airport se
curity has hccn cstimate,1 at ahout S• per· 
rmssenger pet filght segment. We assume 
that night delays and security checks w~II 
force travelers to spend an additional half-'' 
hour per flioln see:ment. (However. bad 
pollcles coul<l grcat!S,· raise waiting times; : 
as when gasoline rationing caused lolit 
Jtnes at gas stations in the 1970s.) If the" 
average passcn.,cr values time at S:20 p~r 
hom, lncrea,ed" security would cost a b~ur: 
$10 billion per year. . . 

We further assume that even with en-· 
ha.n~ed s@curity, terrorists w o u l d · de · 

stroy one plane each year. resulting in. 
"P to I 00 deaths. With a generous 
value of $ IO mi II ion per I ife lost, thl111 
would add another Sl bllllon to "the 
annual perceived cost of flyillg. Thls 
gives a total added cost lo the 11.irl_lne: 
industry of about $11 billion p~r 
year. Lfnder this J)essimistic ace~·: 
nario. the terrorist threat would add 

ahout I 1 '>fe to the cost of air trav.:L .an~ 
impose a cost on the economy of about' 

O.l'l of GDP. 
Continuing Attacks 

Increased scr.:uritv would also reduce 
the ii kcl I hood of successful attacks on 
phvsical as,ets. But 10 err again on the 
high side, suppose the su,ta1i1ccl annual 
loss from ~onttnulnir attacks equals 515 bil
lion_ That annual loss in asset, would re
duce net national product by about 815 
billion for a given capital stock, and the 
percentage polnt reduction in the net re
turn to capital would be ftve basis point~. 
The investment response to the lower re
turn to capital would rcduc.: long-run cap!• 
tai ,tock fiv about o.8'11,., resulting In a loss 
of ab(>Ut C.l.2% in long-run GOl'. This' Is' 
similar to our estimate of the direct Im~ 
pact of the costs Imposed on air trav.el. 
Adding these two estimates gives a totl!,l 
Impact of about 0.3'/c of GD!'. · 

Note rhat th.: Impact 11 small compare~ 
to !he oll price ~hoch of 1974-5 and 1979-8 l. 
Overall energy costs increased in real 
terms hy 53,x_. and 67% respectively, and· 
each shock I ncrcasc ral scd the cost of 011 
imports by over I q. of GDP_ Relative to the 
economy, the impact of elthcr oil price 
shock was over four ti mes 86 I argc as our· 
estimated cost of future tcrmri ,m_ 

These calculations do not _justify com
placency hecause they assume tliat the' 
U.S. will rnke more effective me,1sures to 
reduce terrorism. Bes id es, had econornit! 
polici.:s in response to the tcrrori ,t threat 
cm1ld easilv magnify the damaee. Never
theless. the" economic furnre of ihe L:.s. is 
still highlv promlstnr. Ifs vast supplies• df· 
human mid phvsical capital. and Its tniio
vatl"e skills_ sliould continue to propel tile 
crnnomy t(> new heights. '· 

Mr. Recker, a N11bel lallreate ill eco11dni-
1cs, i., a pri,f~'ISar of ecpnomics 1111d sociol
ogy at tire ll11iver.1·itJ' Of Chicago and a .Sil-, 
11fo., felfow at tlie Hoi,ve,· lllstillltio11. Mr. 
,Htirp11y is a professor of eco11onrics at the· 
Grad11ate School of B11silress of IJ&e Unluer- ' 
sity ofChicago. · ··· 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: PRESIDENT GEORGE W. BUSH 

CC: VICE PRESfDENTRICHARDCHENEY 
SECRETARY PAUL O'NEILL 

Novembers, 2001 

FROM DONALDH.RUMSFBLD J2--_..,{.r /l ._fa 
SUBJECT: ARTICLE BY DR GARY S.BECKER 

Attached is an article by Dr. Gary S. Becker. Gary is a Nobel Laureate in Economics, 
professor at University of Chicago and a good friend. 1 found it to be a distinctly 
different perspective than most of the writing about the problem of terrorism in the 
United States. I thought you might find the article of interest. 

Dr. Becker is a person 1 think you would enjoy meeting on some occasion, I would be 
happy to arrange it if you thought it would be useful. 

Very respectfully. 
.. 
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TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld TJl 
SUBJECT: I C C 

("\~)/ 

V /\'I,"' 
November 1, 2001 12:54 PM 

We have to get some good arguments as to why it is important and why it is 

possible that we can keep ICC from being ratified by enough countries to put it 

into effect. At the moment, I think State has agreed to write the convening 

authority and tell them we are not going to adhere to it. 

But, whether or not they want to put the pressure on to get other countries to not 

sign it, they think that is a lost cause. I am not sure it is. See if you can find out 

and let's get some push behind it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
110101-5 

Please respond by----------
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TO: Doug Feith ,r 
FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~('. 

/ 

DATE: November 5, 2001 / 
/ 

SUBJECT: The Network of Terrorism ' 

Here's a brochure that the State Department is thinking about using. You might 

~(J· ~ 
v.J (\I OVJ ii '9 

have your folks take a look at it. 

Thanks. 

Please respond by: _______ l _______ _ 
,,/' 

DHR/azn 
110501.32 
Attach: The Network of Terrorism 
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AN ATTACK ON 
THE CIVILIZED 
WORLD 

"O e month ago today, 
innocent citizens from more than 80 nations were attacked and killed, without 
warning or provocation, in an act that horrified not only every American, but every 
person of every faith, and every nation that values human life. 

The attack took place on American soil, but it was an attack on the heart and soul 
of the civilized world. And the world has come together to fight a new and different 
war, the first, and we hope the only one, of the 21 rt century. A war against all those 
who seek to export terror, and a war against those governments that support or 
shelter them. 

we· re mounting a sustained campaign to drive the terrorists out of their hidden 
caves and to bring them to justice .... At the same time, we are showing the 
compassion of America by delivering food and medicine to the Afghan people 
who are, themselves, the victims of a repressive regime. 

We're angry at the evil that was done to us, yet patient and just m our 
response .... Our war on terrorism has nothing to do with diflerenc~ in faith. • 
It has everything to do with people of all faiths coming together to condemn 
hate and evil and murder and prejudice. 

People often ask me, how long will this last? This particular battlefront will 1ast 
as long as it takes to bring al Qaeda to justice. It may happen tomorrow; it may 
happen a month from now; it may take a year or two. But we wm prevail.· 

President George W. Bush 
October 11, 2001 

THE 
UNITED STATES 

AND THE 
INTERNATIONAL 

CAMPAIGN 
TO END 
GLOBAL 

TERRORISM 

D~~-g~G 
c,( )l -,eonn( ion•! )< int·;c,n•( J()r") 

D~~~tffij~G 
Today, 

the United States, 

joined by nations throughout the world, 

is engaged in a sustained effort to identify and destroy 

a global network of terrorists. With our abiding faith in human life 

and freedom, we will prevail over those who, cynically exploiting the 

fears of others, offer nothing but suffering and death. 
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"It would be a grave 
calamity when the 

followers of this 
phenomenon [terrorism] 

use religion 
as a camouflage, 

because true Islam 
stands innocent from all 

that. Its teachings stand 
aloft from people 

who believe in violence as 
a course of action and 

sabotage as a method 
and bloodshed as a 

way of reform." 
- ,he,kh Abdul-Rahman al-Sudais, 

at tho Grand Mosque, Mecca, S..ud, Arab1a 

.. Our war on «rrorism has noth,ng to do wilh 
differencos "' faith; PIOsi~ent Bush sad. ·11 has -,. 
thong to do wi1h poopl, of all ft11h• com1n9 together to 
condemn hate and evil and murder and pr"lud"• • 

Th11 wo~clwide c.ampo,,;n aga,nst to~or has many 
faces, some highly .;.,ble, others not 
.J In Afgha,.,,tan, US forces. with coalition suppM. are 

conducting mil11a,y operations to root out and ""troy 
tho al Qaeda tmor net,i,ork and ,ts Taliban supporters 

.J lnte<naMnal relief ag,n<ie<, ,.;,h u s a<11s1anc1. are 
prO\'lding food, modicino, and sholer for Afghan 
rofugoos who hav, ,ndurod tho hurnan1tanan d1,aswr 
o"" wllich the T1l1i>an Ila., 1HV$1decl . 

.J '- ,nforcem,nt l!jel\CIE!S ar, idl!llllfy,n9 and arresting 
susp-t!ttl!d terrorists, .and gov!rnmtmts are freei11ng 
tho f1nancial assots of terror~t, aod their support,rs 

..I lo the United Statos and around tho world, families 
gather to mo"'n For lho •••• of September tt, and 
10 care For the famili" looroft of ,ons and daughters, 
brothers and .,,ter,, mothers and fathers. 

..i At t~e World Trade Center and the Pentago11. workers 
continu, to clear wreckag, and "'91n lho process of 
1tbull~•~g. 

Yet out of rt,,, pain and las,. w, can alreaoy 
s" a renow,~ determ1na1oon to t,nd and desuoy the 
perpotrators or tll•so acts and to defend the valuos or 
humanity, diversify, and fro•dom that unite th• world 
c-ammunity 

How did we reach '"" ~me of sorrow aM 
rosolv,. pain and hope> 

DAV OF BLOOD AND FIRE 
In d""nbing th• •vents or S•ptomber t 1. 1001, 

it is easy to fall back on fom1l1ar, journalistic terms. and 
roFi!r to attac~, on the World Trade c,ntor ano the 
Pentagon a. if tho bo.oild,ngs wore the chi•f victims. The 
reality, of course is much ddf_, Within the space 
of two hours, more lhan 6.000 men. wom,n. and 
ch,ldron wore torrori,od. tortured, slashed with \uuve,., 
burned to doalh, aod <rushod under tons of rubble 
,n a premed1!.11ed act of mass murder. In ad~ition, 4,000 
or more childron lost a parent that oay ,n tho terrorist 
attac~s. accoroing to tho Twin Towers Or~h,n Fund 

The basic Facts Oo the morning of Septomber I 1, 
rorrorisrs or,erating in bonds or four ro •••. hrJa<k"" four 
t0/l'lrner(11I Jelliners departing lr•m airpcrts on the East 
Coast of the Uniled Statos. Using - ... -~ 

THI! NUACIUNCS 

iht" wor-5t et1 of t~rr,oritm on U.S. ,oH w-21, committed on September 11. 2001. nhen bdnd:s of fo1,.1'1' 

to <I• terrorists toot control 0Ho11r alrtin~n. Unltt'd Alr11rn-, flightl 93 and 175 ond Amorlcan 
Airline, Fllghts 11 and 11. The f•d,.ra1 n,m,a" of tnwrtlgatlon (FBI) l<nOVI"; from witness acco11nh 
of cell-phone corwt'rsalloni with pa,11,ng"" on the hijacked .!>lrllner, that th<, terrorist, pluded 
sernrlty measures and used cardboard-bo• cut!.,.,.. and ra>ors to take control of the four alrctaft. 
Hijacke" al,o smuggler:! othN typ,:,s of ~nl,M through airport !('(Urity and turned ott cockpll 
tran,ponden to e,ade detection by air traffic controller!, lnvesllgaton belleve. Security e,pert1 

<ay the hlJacken almort cenalnly <couted tllelr rocatlon, with care, choo,lng fllghh and airport< 
that would give them th .. gri,a,e,t ,ham:e of""""· 

the e•ent, aboard United AlrllnM Flight 93 are p,.,,.haps the bes1 known. 8ound from Newar~. N('W 
Jersey, to San francl1co, Callfornla, the eo.,lng 7S7 wa, loaded with more than enough ful'I to 
carry It across the continent. the hlfackers chose l'I bu,, metropolitan alrDort. They picked a plam! 
that wa, making a mln<top fllght, d'-'part!ng early on ,. r .. ,.,day morning, a week after the labor 
Day holiday- facton that almost guaranteed f=r pa,,enger; and, more tmponant. less opposi
tion. The IPrror!sh also appear to ha•" had help, Source, ,ay th-e Federal A•laUon AdmlnlstrM!on 

(FAA) received bomb threats for three or four other plane, In the e!r that momtng, creating o di1-

lratllon that woulrt give tht> hl)m:k,:,d planes (',ttr., timr to ih,mg~ rn1mr wllhout bring not!c('d. 

Unlt<,d Airlines Flight 93 was airborne by 8:44 a,m., accon!lng to radar logs. and hcad\"d west, fly
ing apparently w1tl10ut Incident untll lt reached Clt>n!and, Ohio, about SO minutes tatN 

Pa«e"gen reponed that hlJarkeri brandl,hM cigarette l!ght<'rs with hidden swltrhblades to ta~e 
control of tP'I" Jotl!ner once It was airborne. At 9:37 a.m .. the plane tu med ,outh and headed back 
the way It came. DeS<rlptlom from ~P'" aboan:l fl!gM 93 Indicate that there"'"' pandemoni
um on the plaM. four men wearing red headbands anr:I speaking with .>cceMt killed a pa<senger, 
ru,hed the cockp!I, Injured both pUots, and took over flyln9 the a!n:raft. the remaining pas,enge" 
and crew were split into two groopt - a few were hetd In th<> f,,.t-c!aH companment but most 
w~re move-d to the ganey In 1he rl'ar of th-e plane. 

One of the hljaden - the one watching the pa>!enger, In the galley~ had a ,mall red bo~ tied 
to his waist with a bett; ho ,aid the bo, wa, a bomb. CNN reponed that It had obtain,:,(! a partlal 
tram<rlpt of tO<kplt chatter and tal~<'d with a source who had li,ten<'d to th,:, air-traffic control 
tape. The, source sa!d that a man had said In brokM English: "Thi, is the captain spea~lng. R<'ma!n 
In your scat. There 1, a bomb on board Stay quiet We are meeting with their d~m<"nds. We ar,:, 
returning to the airport." 

Pa-s-..enqers on cell ph~-nr-s ,earned of the crashes at the World Trnd.P C-.PntPT .1nt1 fnrmul.;iit"r1 .!I pl..ln 

to re,pond to tile hijackers. After ma~ing a number of odd maneuver. in midair - Indication, of a 
,truggle to gain control of the p!an{' - flight 9J ,lammed nOS<'·lirst Into a field near Shan~svllle, 

Pcnnsylv~nla, killing ,;veryone on board. ., ,.,,1 ··LJ('-'1" i'.'" rr~~I' " 
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~ ..... ---.god.the --City ...... IS-In-lot -.. ~ ..... 
<Ollopot of,,,. ---·-rtwo ...------... -1tG-llo<yt-,.. 

Ooamalllol.Od..'I 
r ...... 1.111opm,e _ .. ,,,. 
Sepl,otnber 11, :zoo,. 
~att.:lk1an 
tlleUnlltcl$-.
H•k>p-t. 
.. ,....., ... _of 
""'&9,-tlon-
.... op(lelll • ..-l .. 
~bodr\1-. 

ft""'gj',----..... 1honillbleolthe 
-TradoC:
*'~11; ~-at -.-...... -... -of---c:-.-- __ ,,,. _di. 
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----II l<n...s end box cu11tr,, lhe 19 
i..ia,:u,,, 1,a.,,forme,J th• p1,nes •nlo h"'J', luol·ladon 

.,,.,.le, TIit klli,n er med IIIIO of thom >nl» N ... 'l\lrk·o 

Word Trad• c..,.., •nd • 1",•d into tho l'o,0!09"" in 

Woshwigton, D.C. ""'""'Y"'' and "~ "'10,cally fought 
wllh !he htia<~• abO/Hd tilt fount, plaM, a~,..,~y 

headed toward anolh.,. Wa,~.,gton tirge! The plaM 

crashed"' -ylllan,a, kiling Ill aboard. 

Frcm f,,otoc coll pt.,no uh and od>H p,,dence, 

11 io ,i.., that th, an..ks in,~'"" plan .. _, b•lltll 
arid <1lcula1'!<1 In the il'lhu""n """'"' found in hJgg,ge 
1,11 boh.-.d by one of 1ho lollt<, -...., mh ftnd ht, blodt, 

lor th• proy to be ,raugh~fd. • T"" hi.ia,:ke« "'"* 
kwled 01 'Mlooded lh• p;1o11. and ,tabbed •nd killed 
PIS1eflgl!r,. ltepo<tJ tndic.11• 1h11. 01 ,.,,11,ral ms1anc .. , 

fight attondants had th.,, t~rgall '''"""" w,th thoir 
arm, holplesdy bound behind them. 

But th• t,o,ro, w .. ont,, beg,nn,ng. ~lo,,g with 

the hundred, of ,,.,,.,.,. who dlfd lbc¥d thf 
plan ... ,,,,,., than 5.000 human t>eng, diod ,n !he 111• 

•nd "'"~•ge al the World Trade C<11ter. Mar,y _,, 

tr~ a;,d lcilod '"'"''°'"'"~ fotbMng th• -t ol 
mo.,..,, .. ;n10 the'"-'· -- fol(ed ty ,nten~ 
Ham ... fell o, 1um~ from wi- on h9h ftocr, 
.lard 1r.ag11t:,ilfl;, 1he in1f',..,.IP flllm~ wt-M.tned !trUt(utts 

1h11 wnnwod the a<tuol mp;,ct of !he ~"""'· ,n i.s, 
1han r- ho,.., from th• fim """""'- both,.,.,.,,, 

,mplodO<J. bllN19 •ho~-•. "1cludin<J tt,, <~i•en, of 
SO (oun1,,.. ,or.I""""" ol wtually ....y religious la,tt, 
ond «hn,c g,oup in the wood today 

In wash1ng10,,. 189 JltCplf dlfd at Ille l'!ntagon, 

ttlud"'9 thaw almrd the l'la,,•; 45 died ,bao,d " 

lourth plane tllilt cr.,,,od in ru,al l'o!M,ytv.-.~. 
TM "''"r"" may 1,a,. 1t,ought 11101, ,n atU<k,ng 

ihe W..-ld Trado C.,,te<, th.!y....,. atta,;king • "')'ff'CDI 
of Amorin.• Thoy _..,., lnslMd. ,...,. an,ckod an 

mti!ut;on ol ,n,ernatic,nal tridt. p•,nperil)', and 

tcOl10ll'O( opport~nity. Along w;!h 9"¥"""""'1 olfoc .. 
<>I n,.,1.-.nd, Chilo. atld Cot• d'....,.,., lor ... mp11,. the 

l'VDtld Traa. Ctnter lleld alfoces cf 4JO _n,.. from 

!8 '°"""""-
In short, the tl!ffOl'l:S.11. •11ad;ed nat iuSt thir 

\lnoh!d States. !hey ,n .. i..i •ho -

MURDEROUS DECLAR•TION5 
Although the iMel,gation ~ ron!,ooing, 

the -.:o that the ~1.,,..i.,, 11 alrOoty "!he 

,,.,.._., .... -... 
............ -...... -__ ........, .. , ...... .... 
onh-tdr, .. c-. ...... -..-, ..... ,..., .. 
1ho fln1-d •• ,,n,... ,_, ,.....,__.,lof, __ 1111 ,.,....,, ____ ,..,....,o.c., 
...... ...., ........ ,.-11110 .... ..,.,._,_ ... , ... _, .. 
... ~11.11111: ·-
, ... lie-ft - JuMfllol Ir ...... 
-otlM-~adtCent• ,_,. .......... .., ...... -......... ""'111,-...... ..... 
1.aoo~-1-1nNow....,_....«anlll1dll'lllle..., 
of 11our91 Njacbd 11-llt 
.......,... __ 
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"Attacking innocent 
people is not courageous; 

it is stupid 
and will be punished 

on the day of judgment. 
It's not courageous to 

attack innocent children, 

women! and civilians. 
It is courageous 

to protect freedom; 
it is courageous 

to defend oneself and 
not to attack. n 

- Sheikh Mohammo,l Sayy•d al-Til!ltiwi of 
Al•Azhar mosque aod umvel}1lr. Cairo, Egypt 

respon~b<l1ty of the al Ooed• terron,t network. h•ad•d 
by Osama bin Laden, is oompelion9aod (Oncl1111111. 
Amoog tho specific pi«•• of ovia,oce uncover•d by tho 
tinoes11g,ni«ln 10 dat• 
.J Boloro Sopt•mber 11,b,n Ladon indi<a,.d that he 

w•s plan.i,ng •" otla<k on the United s .. ,.,. 
0 In August an,l September. b,n Laden opera11 ... around 

lhe world w•re ,mnod 10 roturn to Afghan,stan by 
S•pl•mber 10. 

o Ooo of bin Lad,n's closest associat•s has be•o 
id•nlified as oonductong detailo<I pl1nn,n9 for the 
September 11 attacks. 

a DI th• 19 h1ja<~. •t 1 .. ,1 th, .. haw be,n idenlifiod 
as al Oao,la opera!,,.,,.. 

.i At leasi one hijac~or 15 knowo to have b•on 1n"°"'8d 1n 
the attack on the Navy ship U5S Cok and the bcmblf19' 
i:)f the Amet1~n emb,ai!li~e1 in Kenya and Tanzania. 

ll In tracking the h1jacla!rs' movemen1s p<,0< 10 
Sept•mbor 11, mv .. 11gator, have found that many of 
them met with bin Laden operatives and regularly 
received money an,l supp on from the al Qaeda ootwork 

Moro 1,roadly, the plannmg, pattern, and character 
of th• September attacks woro >1m1lar to those of 
provious al OHd• terronst attacks Th• S•ptomber 11 
operation i""'lllled long·term pl•ooing, coord,nated 
a<ticn1, lack of wc1rn1ng, us• of suicide attackers, and 
an offorl lo lull and maim as many p•opl• as JMl551ble. 
intluding Mu~lims .anid (1t1teris of nttler nations. 

The factual caso documenting ,1 Oa•d• as a 
cnminal <O"'l'""Y ..,11 ,n..,tably mouot ,n tho months 
ah•••· Som• of the most damning e.idM<@, however, 
comes from th• mouth of bin Ladeo himself. 

In his nolurrolfl, pm-taped statement released 
oo October,. bin Lad•n sad. "Geel has blessed a group 
of vanguard Mu~•m•. tho fo"froot of r,tam. to aestroy 
Amerio "Taken as a whole, hs wor,ls amount to a 
confession and acc•ptanco of IHPQmibihty for lh• 
S•pt•mber 11 auacks - an<I fal.,ly invoke th• faith of 
Islam to Justify m•ss killing. Bu, this is only th• lai .. t 
in a s:,ries: of bin Lade11 pronouncements. 
.J In his 19% "Decl1ratron of Jihad." ho urg•d coordi· 

neted efforts tn kill Americans and e!lcouraged others 
to ,nack tho Amencan "'enemy." 

J In• 1998 statemeor puolishod in tho Arabic newspaper 
"al-Quds al-Arabi," ho slate,l that Mllll•m• should kill 
Americans - including dvillam - "anywhere 1n tho 
world where they can b• found.' 

J In a ! 999 interviow on 1he ""'ab1<-l•ngua9• al Jazeera 
telNsion, bin I.Aden stated, "Our en•my _ IS every 
Amt<1o:an male, whether he is d,roc:111 f1ghling us or 
paying ta<os." 

.J In two 1997 and 1998 televis,on intorviews. ho 
spotilicolly deS<ribed the 1,rrorisu who bombe<I the 
World Trade Contor in 1993 as role modols aod urged 
his followers to "t.rke tho frgk!lng 10 Amenca • 

HIJACKING THE WORLD 
Al Qaeda', rocord of d•ath and dtitruct1on 

eo:!encls back long before Sept,mber 11 In Octob<r 
1991. op•rativ•• lroin,d by al oaoda killo<I 18 u S 
soldiors sewing with Unii.d Na~ons peace•eep1ng 
forces m Scma1,a. H~ o,gan1a!1on bomb•~ the 
Arner1~an emtiassi-es 1n 1<.e11iya c1nd Tanzan1,a •n August 
1998, killing 223 an<I v.oundrng mor• th•n 4,000 -
tho ov•rwh,lming majorily of them l(anyans Aod 1r1 

Oclobor 1000. bin Ladon ,.rrorists allack•d lhe Na")' 
sh,p USS Cole mth • bomb·la<len small boar. killing 1? 
American crew miembers. 

Al Qaoda ,s closely toed to the fgypt,an 1,1amic 
Jihad and lh• lslam1< Mo••m•n1 .r Urbl!lc,mn. a 1,rrori,1 
group that has ,ondueted operotron, 1n C•nlrol A,,a 

Al Qaeda doe<n'l take <red~ for its failures, but it is 
implicated mother lerroo,t conspiracies. In January 1995, 
Phtlippine aulhori~iK do,co,,ereel, plan 10 blow up•• 
many as 12 Jl:'llr~B as they cross•d !he P.K~ic. In Jordan. 
author1t,es foiled the so-call•d mrllenn1um plot 10 attack 
Westerners across JC1rd.an during the January 1, 2000. 

celebrations. A plan !o bomb Los Ang•les International 
Airpon failed wh,n customs oflrcial, at the <:anad,an 
border found bomb material, rn a car. Aud10r11ies ,r, 
Fraokfun. Germaoy, arrested members of , terrorist cell 
who w•re assembling bombs and hod •urverlmnco tapes 
or• crowded O,r11tma, market ,n S1ra,bourg, France. 

Muj,hm-Ame'iC::i:1111 wurnan pr.a vs at tlwl1lamlir; Sodttw uf Nev.adi:ll onFJldai,. 
Stptembtr 14.2001. during a spei:ial sen,lc:e rar the vi.:tims of ~he terrorist .li~tacki en New York and 
Wnhlng1on. ,...111111! eu,1 doel>1od ,1oi d•Y • nolloo•I d•Y o! '"mombrone• and P'•Y•'· 
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0-111_:_w 
- Utf"1M _._. ,._, ... u.s ..... .._ .. --~·-..... ·--........ ... g,nt 1, 1MI. -......,__ ... _ --u.,.-
lft--.lO.n 
-.-...... tllllng 
lU ......... ...,lnJunng 
- •.aoo. °" OC1-
11. ~0111, 1--
of 0- bin LHIII -
--In U.S. -Cowt1n--cn, ... 
.,. lol ptltun lar 1hoir nir., 
h1tllablom,pi..t. 

Taflc U,$.•llnudorlO .. ..,. _ .. _i,_...,. 
--n-ia,tng•-Mlho_of ___ 

.-.., In Nolr..,I • i... day, oftertlle - - A .....,... ___ ..,""'lllo>jooeollhoU.$.-...,ln 

11.at<lbl.-,o lhe--onhrlng far- n 
1-dlluhl ........ M- Ce..C• lnG-...,. 

Al Qaeda ,s by no means the only 1orroriot band 
oper&11n9 today. on October 10. th• u .. 1l!d Stales 
issu•d • "List or Most Wanted T•rroris,s • Along mth al 
Qaeda suspotts. tho 12 namos include suspects who 
hijacked a TWA 1e1line,- 1n 1985 and killed an Amenun 
pai.s~nger; detonated a tank.@r tm~k in 19% at Khobar 

Towers. a militarJ hou,ing complo, in Ohahron, Saud, 
Arabia, lulling I 9 U.S. As Force personnel and wounding 
280; and bombed the World Trade Cen«r 1n I 993. 
Uling shl Md wounding hundred!. 

. .t. 
• 1----~- l;.;1 ~:.~- :.:!:"=z-...:=n :; ~=-~ ~~--== .~,1 
~~=,: 1-r=t ... ~ --~ ;: 
:5:...~:=:.-a:-1 =~1:E! :- . 
=~~~= ~~a"=c:t.; ~ ~._c ...... ....., __ ...,. .... ~ ... i 

:r:.':il:-a.=i..::S: ~.:...-4:'=':"!! . __ ,,_...., .... __ _ 
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THETALIIANCONNECTION 
Since taking power ,n 1996, th• Taliban "9'""' 1n 

Afghanistan has pr,sidod,,...,. a humanitarian catasuophe 
Well beforo September, 11110 m,llion Afghans had Hod 
the coootry as rofugees, hondred of thousands have 
been du:placed ,n.,de Afghaniotan 11so1f. 

Th• Taliban, operating one of tho most 'fll''"""' 
and abusive regimes in the world today, havo system&
ally violated every l>asi< norm of human rights. They 
hav• a1tacked and burn•d towns. summarily k1ll!dci10loan,, 
cgnscripted childr,n into 1he m,lita"I, ano profited from 
he,o,n 1<aff,ck,ng 

Th-e regime,'s assault Qn wom,e,n :s unpreced,e,nte-d 
,n modern times:. Women are prevented from attendmg 
,chools or condu,ling bu,ine,s, dEn1ed a<<e<• 10 h•alth 
we. and rorbidden to lea" the1< homes without male 
escons Widows or women w,thout a male n,lan,ie, 

-' 
.. _ 

-i .. ·-~ 



"If lslamists did it 
and most likely 
it is lslamists because of 

the nature of what 
happened - then 

they have fully 
misunderstood 

the teachings of Islam. 
Even the most radical of 

us have condemned this. 
I am always considered 

to be a radical 
in the Islamic world, 

and even I 
condemn it." 

- Slleikh Omar Bakn, Islamic leader, 
London. England 

woth or w1thcut ch,ldren, ar, esen1,ally tr,at•d as non
persons by th• mt, and often tac, S1arva11on. 

But !hes@ are not the reasons why the United 
Slates 15 now condueting m,l,ta,y operations 1n 
li..lgt,;,nwsta~. Th, United Stat., i< using m,11\•f'/ fore, 
bee•use the Taliban, d"5pll@ repeatod warnrng,. !lave 
continued to provide support and shelter to OS1ma brn 
Laden and al QHda terror,.,,_ 

~or, accurately. tho e.,denct now 1nd~ates that 
th• laliban hav• bo,n bought and paid for by bin 
Laden's m,Qney Rather lhan desc.ribe the relationship as 
·,r.ot,-soppon•d lerron,m." the Talrllan can b• charac
torizod as a ·ierrorist-supponod stat, • Al Qaoda has 
provtdod th• Taliban with training, w,apons, sald"'1, 
.aind money - lots of it. The Taliban. i11 ttlrn. pr-ovide safe 
haven and logistical facilities. 

It 1s these malignant networks-the Taliban and 
at Qaeda -that tho United States :s targeting ,n its 
military campaign, not th• Afghan poopt,. The United 
States rop,atedty warned the Taliban that tooy ffll.l't 

either hand o...er bm Laden and his associates. or share 
ther, fat• Th,y hav• ehos,n th, latter. and for<•d the 
Afghan peopl, ta suffer as the al Qaeda network inside 
th• eountry 11 m«hodieally laeat,d and dostroy•d. 

Th, d.,t,an <a'11al!,e, ,urfer,d by th• Afghan p,opl, 
during the air campaign are tragic, but inadvertent But 
for Taliban autooritios to d•nounce the air attacks for 
targebng c1v.il1al'l5 is both ,eprthens1bl't a11d hypocritici!I. 

First, itrs...-ong:Unlil<e terro"'"'· the Un,!ed Stat•s da,sn't 
target civilians, it ffri"" to protect them. It 1s tho Taliban 
that chose to protect an orgao,zot,cn whoso oeclared 
p1Jrp,a.se- is the mass killing of tivilians. By any mt1ral calcu
lation, the blooo of Afghan civilians " upon ti,oir oanos 

AFGHANISTAN'S FUTURE 
Afghan,stan'1 immod,ate future will bo difficult. 

but 1t "n b• on• of hop•, if only '"'u,. the T&lrban 
and al Q1eda will soon b• eonsigned to tho past. 

On th, human~anan front, tho United Statos and 
other MINJn,, working iH pan of an internabonal 
coalition wito too U N. Worl,J Food Program and otoor 
in1emat1onal reliof or931111ation•, continue to tak, steps 
to avert the human t~agt-dy brought on by the Taliban. 
For the yoar-long period erid,ng September 30, too 
Unit•d Stat., donat,d 1184 million ,n humanitarian 
assistance, and President Bush receotly announced that 
the Un~ed Stales ... 11 contribute , __ .,,_ !§/ 

THE TALrDAN'S Dl:TRAYAL OF THI! AFCHAN PEOPLll 

nm Afgn~n people havo Men th~ pr1mar, •lctlm~ of Tallb3n m!!ru!o, •!!'rte the Tall ban c~ml! to 
powm In 19%. The Taliban h~~e matle t'110m tM urw,\lllng Mm o, farolgn Armetl tenor1,,,, who 
nave ,:,~plolted ar,t! endangrrcd tM AfgMn people,, ane, made Afg!'lan!sta~ Q parla'1 In the worlr:! 
community. This fart shoet outline, don,mcnted atrocities an(! human rights ab,ac, ,ommlncd 
by the T.1liban "9•1nsi the Afghan people. 

MJsiauc,: The Ta11b~n have mas,acred huntlrNh of Atghar, c\vlllan,, lntl.,dlng women ond thlldren, 
In Ya~aolan9, Mazar-1-Sharlf, Bamlyan, Oc,e!aba<!, and olhor town,. Many of tho victims of lhe,e 
mas,acro, were targeted becau,e cf their ethnic er rollglou, Identity. 

Human Rights Abuse• AgAlnst Women and Glr!s: G Iris ere 1ormn!ly prohibited from ~ttendlng school. 

Womer, are ~rohlblted, with very few exceptions, from worldng out1lctc the home. am! ore forbidden 
to leave their home, e•r•ot fn the compan1 of a male relative. The Taliban have slgnlflcanUr reduced 
women's access to health care, by decreeing that women can be treated only by women doctor<. 

The Taliban aed the Humanitarian Situation: Twenty yean of Internal armed conflict and four y,?ar. 
of devastating droug'ht have cormlbuted to II grim <ltuatlon, b11t the Taliban have made the slt11a1lcn 
much wor1e, M!dlng the A1ghan people hostage to I heir polltlca1 agenda. The T~!lban do not •hare 
tM hard1h1p, they nsve lmpo,el'I on tho Afghan p~cp!o, ~Md they have doM nothlng to alle,late 
the1e !'larchh!p1. The 'tatlban have dl,rupt<>d IM efforu of internatlonol rollef agencle< to deliver de<· 

perntely needed food am! medical supplies. On Oc!obN Hi, 2001, the Tilllb0n ~elte<! control of two 
UN warehouses, containing more th~n half the Wo!ld Food Program's wheat •uppl1 for Mghanlstan. 

The tali bar, and Islam: fhe ta!lben ha\l~ used Islam ai a doik to pr artier, ~thnlc cfoan.!n9 In 
Afghanistan. Warning against "converting our countries Into ilnother Afgh~nlstan." Saudi wrller 
Turkl Al Hamad, "'rltlng In A,-Sharq A! Awrnt, p1.111t !hi, way: " .. ,[under t~o Taliban], 1,1,m W01Jld be 
r<legated from a wMld religion with a global ~uman ant! clollltnd ml\llon to ;1 Ta!lhan-ll~e dogma 
that ban, pigeon breeding. long tialr. ~lie flying, and \lstmlng to music." 

Destruction of Afghan Culture· The Taliban have pervcnrd Afghan customs, tradition, and rellglou, 
practice fo, their own narrow poll!lcal Interests. They tiavc looted aml destroyed 1hr hl<toflcal and 
cultural patrimony cl the Afghan people - the Kabul Museum, formerly one of tho finest museums 

In the region. fs largely empty: the tenturles-old Buddhist stat11e, In Bamlyan have been reduced to 
rubble. 

Dotumentlng Taliban llbu<es Sever>! nango,ernmental organltatlon, maintain web lites 

documenting Taliban abu,o,. The Revolutionary A11octatlon of the Women of Afghanlslan 
[www.rawa.fancymar~Nlng.net) maintains a gallery of <till plioM, and slrlco clip< documenting 
mas1arre,, beatings, and c~ccutlons by the Tali ban. Human RlgM1 Wa!ch (www.hrw.org I and 
Amnesty lnterna11oMI (www.amnestyorg) prnoldc c~ten1lve dorumentatlon r,f human rights 
abuses by the Taliban and other factions In the Afghan confllcl. 
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"Such attacks 
on such a grand scale 

it's very outrageous, 
it's worth every 

condemnation. 
Whoever carried out 

the attack 
did not have a right 

to do it in the name of 
the religion, 

namely Islam .... 
Killing innocents 

to achieve a target 
has never been the heart 

of the religion." 
- Yusuf ~luhammad, 

Muslim cleric, Jakarta. Indonesia 

,...,.,...,,_Pl,. 11/ aoother S3l0 m,rl,on 1n Afl!hao 

aid. U.S. plaoes ha .. airdropped thou,and• of rndMdual 
ra.t10m, to needy areas inside the cauntry. Approximately 

as percen, or <he more tnan 200.000 melric tons of 
food aid -eich-er in transit Cit 5,mred in Pakistan ..... 

comes from the Uniled Slates. 
Recently. the Un11ed States and •tsm'IM!-rnational 

partners annaunced a fNe-~nt strategy to meet 
Arghani.st,m·s humamtari•n cnsi:ii: 
J Reduce death rates by as,en,rig every pass1ble pipeline 

10 move food. seed. blankets. and health k,ts ,nto the 
country before winter. 

.J M1n,m, .. popu!at,cnmo-t• by moving ,s much 
food as possible to ,.111~ and rural area, 

J Lower and staitw.l~z.e food prices by selling ligntfk:ant 
,c1mcunts or faa,d to la,cal merchants 

.I Ensore lhal a,d reaches the needy and prevent the 
Taliban from loot111g er ma'1ipu1at,ng ad 

.J Beg,n developmental ,~lff program, that w,11 
encourage Afghans ,o sta« lfbu11d1n9 homes. villages. 
rarm:s., and markets where possible 

.Afghans., nat oub4ders. must determ1nt the future 
or their country. Secretary of State Cclin F'owell sad, 
"We want to s.ee evenrually arJse a gove .. nrnent that 
represenl5 all thE! peoplE! af Af!h.anstan. that IS prepared 

10 lake c"e of the need of i<S people, nol rep"ss i,s 
people. And so we a" in ,ooch wilh all or lhe different 
factions: to Mt how such a government could anse f 
lhe Taliban were to collapse and go out or pgwe, • 

THE INTERNATIONAL COALITION 
Th• world commonicy ha; confronted lhe 

threat posed by global terrori.sm with an un?fl(edented 

worlowide coali<ion that is er,,ploy,ng every 1001 of 
r1ational ancl '1nternataonal power at its command' 
diplomacy, law enforcement. intel,gen<ie, f,nanci•I 
investigation. m11itary actaon. and humanitarian aicl J use 
as tel'l'Ol'ism coon1tute a fluid, elusiv@ @ne-my. so che 
new ant•terror allia.na1 has assum,o new and flexible 
rorms 111 wh1c.h d,fferent countries ,IS!urne cbfferll!nt 
1 ... 1, of action and responsibility. 

Aire.ally. the war .aga1n:st glDbal terrorism lla.s 
aclliev@d irnpor@nt s1Jccesses On the clip,l-0matic front. 
ror exampl~. a U.N. Security C0UflCII resolution, adop,ted 
unanimously. obligates all 1119 members to end all 
te,.orist iKt"tv and ,u~porl, and to bring the perpe
trators of tertOr~m 10 JUsth:e. 

BUILDING COALITIONS 
These ,ountriei have pledgeo m,1,1,1ry. m•ten,,I, ontelhgonce, of logis~c,11 suppon to the U S government ,n f1ghM9 terron,m. 

Alb;,n,• 
A11stralla 
A'Lls.trla 
Banglade,sh 
Belgium 
101-nta, 
Can.;i,d.1 
China 
Czech Republic 

E9""t 
Estonia 
Fr,ince 
Glll!fmany 
Great Britain 
Lcela~d 
[nd1a 

1 ..... 1 
ll•ly 
)lip ... 
Jordan 
Ka.wah: 
NerN billlaftd 
O,,,an 
ra"is~an 
Philippine,s 
Saudi Arabi.a 
south Kor'ea 
Spain 
lllllkistan 
Thail.ari,d 
1urkey 
united Arilb Emirates 
u,11o.111an 

......... ,£..... 

A much btnader g,nup of countries hawe eq::ires1@d support rot U.S. actions againi.t 1ettot1sh 

Azerh:;u.,;11 ~l'll(lnH~<;.~,ii, Nnt'Wi'-\1 !:itld,"11\ 

Dahr;1111 111::~n'.,I,, Jl'nfand Si~lt,"1. 

Rl'UW:\AA kyrtt\11~1.r.n rn,,,,~ .. • T,iit\lilf\li\ 

11it1lgoilfl,"I ._,11,h,t,"I 0.-.1,u ,,1,~mefl•~l~l'I 
C,;u,,tHJdia l1ht.'r1a fl'rJH•.._l,c.~f (onq-lt \J.pn,r:i,mc-J.-

Cro,U•,i l,hy~ ftm,S.•il' ....,rt•t"n 
Cy,t.-eH MoA,q1101'1~ SOIK''l'J-"J "1'1!'!)('t~, .. "Wt,'l 

G•or,g,fil- Mo:11,;,i,r;i,blquc '!itfrt!i'l-kl"" l;rimhl-i' 
'(jrC!lt't:I" th(' t4e11'11"rl.;mrl~ :Shrv-1.•r11.,. z,.-.-•• .,.1,._ 
nu,,"!t'.,"Y N~9E"•ta \nu1l,Mru-,i, 

~. C'1t1tit,fo,Offfilst.ll'l~iloo'!i ""1CNN 
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"We canno, .,_.,,,,malt the ,mi:,c>rtln<• of 
that tra,lbw:ing resolution," .1,1,d Secrerary Powell. "No 
resourc-es plus no ref\lge ultimately equals no esi::iilpe" 

lnves,igators <hroughout the world ha11e arrested 
hundre<ls of Individuals With possible t,es to al Qaeda 
iilnd orher t,errgn:s,t networks. The- threcit of future 
attacks remains. but the sustained p,ressure, of polli:::e 
work and intelligence gathering. coupled with military 
operations in Afghansran. means that al Qaeda i5 

o• tho run a•d its noiwork is beiog d,smantlo<I' cell by 
cell, ,;a.., by cave 

K1Ming and hat< take money Drying up the 

financiol .aurces or teffor is vilal to tnd the torion,r '""" 
More than 60 nati,ans have issueil bk1cking order'!i ilnd 

frozen assets used to Finance terrori'5.m. wt11cn have 
been found everywhere r .. arn bilitt .. .ac&::ount1 111 en!! 
United States. relief arga,11.1.atio,u 1n Euril~li!- Jnd d'lli11t1'5 

of honey shops in <M Midd~ e,., rne l9·•at,~n 
F1n,iHV:1i1I Act1tl11 Ta'!ik Fo•(I! na-s playl!'d J pan..:u1atly 
Mt~ t.QII! ,in ccord1n.,rnn;i!! efl'ill"l:i ,a J.Jtru1ty tll'ld scop 

financial 11.,.. ,o """'"' a•g•ni,a11an, 
Nii!UllM br1ng [ne1• tlwn erpen,nce.s. ,corh:l!!rns. 

a•d Mn POlq, d,r1e,ence. co 1h01 elfor1. Tn•1 ii 
ir1evrtat:ia.. and po,;1tNe_ che d1ver-:;1~ .and ("1]:qbl4!' nacure 

Qr '''IIS \lnpre,;edenced (c,;1,ban I) Q'l"le Qf It') ,screnl'h"S. 

Bue ch, unit'f .:ii,d con,m1tm,ent <1f rhe <Di1lit1Qn (,m,,i,-:. 
deep .is 'Nll?II. heiryg11e t~9n,m ,h,r. wnhau, ,i;;i;;i11c11?n:ed 

c1i:t1on, iilll nat1igm, reJnam \l\lln11?r.ablt ti;;i terror~t aua..;lc~. 

,, 

TE R RORIHI AND U .S, PQ Ll(V 
The United Stares rtc.Qgn1zts n.:i 'Such th,n,g ,iJ:S. 

"Islamic terrorism: The """'ber; al al Qaeda ,re 11mpiy 
tenor1ffl. and crimin.a1;_ ni>rh1ng mcire Tnl!'~ t:yrncJllv 

seek to t'.11:ploit l~l,ilm Cal df~u111 ch-t1r murde,o,u:s. o&1gl!ndJ. 

whic;h i5 nathil'lg le'5:s. ch.-iri t1n .-ia.-i.;• on thl! v,iJlut'!i of 

civib1a11an a11i'.I '1umJn1ty 1r-si!!lr'. 

S,n La4en an4 al ()Mda ao<mp1 '° JUtt,ry 1h,m
"Sel..,t'!i by cht word-.i of ('51...im fCJ, cht :s.amot rl!J-.illn'!i ch.ilc 

che:y burrow 1nco Atgh,iJn t.:•wes- co l!:S.-:::t1pl! the -....,...ich er 
the 1n1ern11,onal commun1r-r for che1r uviit ,iJ.;a; er 

mus k.1lr1i'l,g J U'5C 4'-:i Chl!y h11...i.;•e.J ,i,11,~l,iJnt'S. th-ty n.Qw 

'§ll!l!!k ro h1µid. J world t!l191"1Ct1. 
Mutl1,n le.aiders Jrlll ,cll!!r1cs r'1•ciugnciur: rtll!' wl)rli'.I 

hJve condemntd ch-t 1,e,,,an1t ...ict..1-:::i..'5 4':S. ..1 Pf'IW'l'5~ 

Jr•d tiecrav.11 or lilJm. A'§ 1u-;c uni!! u:an1~1e. J pi1111!-I M 
CMi!!peMl!!PU Mu11tm i.Cntllilt'S, ,ntlud.,·.g tne prcitt1,flffl:t 

QJ[.iu-1:1.a-:i'l!'d t:11!-ri{ Sl'li!!jk Vu1ur .a~-Q,1m1d.a\NI. !Or•denM'l!'d 

chc tlft'ro.rrst arc.i1clc5 .ilnd wrd ch.ilc IC IS che duty at 

Mu1l1m1 io ht1119 chit pe:,~-ter..1co,'ii ca, J~bcll!!. 

.. - .... ,.-..., ... 
SQWC--lloftJ ... , ... ,-. .-......... . ___ .. .... ------.·~ ·-- .... --, .. H01. Loft,.,_,,_ 
-.i, ... ,...,...,,~v•"" ,,_.,, ... ~ ................ . , __ ,,..,.. ....... ... 
~-··"" .................. niaid"9IOI 
ht_ u. ... -ci., .... , 11, 
:Nlf1. 

Am••i<ans r.nd <he baseless charge <hat the 
~"'"d St•"' IS ·N,ging • war ag11n11 Islam dl!t!l)ly 
6ffer>"""'· 111,1 a11t9a1,c•. r,o matter how many times rt 
1s rt-~td1t'n. 1s nor ltg1ttma1f" u1'hcl1ffl of U.S. Foreign 
pol.er. taut a caln1li!11.td lit. Meiu· 1.hi!ln 111 m1lllo" 

Ametic:ar.s. art- Mushl'M:; 1re,~Clt.,m t.,f s.pt-~ch and n!hgicn 
s.1and or11 1 t,~ vtr~ cut- 4J1 AmBKil'1, id~t1~. To ilJggest 
1t1a1 ,nl' United ~1d1e,s. would anai'!:k dn~1M1°!:: rt11gious 

ia<th ,1,nccncei•1bl• ln ""' ant..ie11cm1 ,ilmfl,l,gn, 
Lht lJnired S1.i!ltt:s. i!lnod 11.i; ~ill"l.r1e-ri art u~t,eild•ng tht 

vi1l1,1t:i, or 1.l)ltrilr,,t. dNfof§1ly, ill'JL1 httdeim 01 fadh -

dM b1nl1rig .:.gam!::1 ,nl' ial'\ili,1e.•1m airi,j nd,ren 4Jt 

orgii1n1Zi!11.1ein.!'- HN.1ng 1.0 dt~uoy 1.h1>i;t val1.1c-:s. 

For 1t1, pan. 1ht United ~1.i11.t:.. can po1n, 11> ill 

lc,ng, .:,n,j 1ue1e,ss. •Hord o! !.oN!'k1ng ~1Mr:~ m1 l'1 s«.111r1ty 

dM ,rusttC.e- f~• l~r.:.el and 1nt hfestin.1.ain,. ll\r:- ur.ird 
S.1a1!-~ c.:.n 1111!::o r:11~ •is iAl11tf!iutlltilt r@Ct.,rd ,n dl't@MinE, 

MUM1m popuil,ti0n1 or1M ni.:.114Jns. lr(lm •nva11cn .:.n,j 
tthn1r tlHm1n9 - tr(lrr1 ltuwa1t aiM S.aull1 Arabia m 

11"1!- 6u11 ,u Etc,s.n1.:. aM r..os.oi.io 1n U1e Eta11r.an!:: 

COURA~E AN~ HOPE 

t,1> ~,don ond t,o b,nd ~I ,,lie,1 ~ttti nothing but 
pa11n ""d s.ufff0n9 lo ,1 wo,ld whil!'rt 1.h,ey hi,:,vt ci,n. 

~g!lfd chip, wt'l,,d's. b1ll,o,,i5, (11 n('ln-Mu5,l1ms. as •1nf1d~" 

,m!J labtltd !ht Vill!il mtiDl"lty t>1 Mu'J,11m1, 11,h1:1 abho1 

then wt>1 d5- and dtri'd!i- a5- ·hrrt1icl • Thfi')' cau5-t de-alh. 

but crt•Lr f'!Qlb,ng, •nd of1,er no 1ucure- ,~crp[ fo, ,:, 

mghtmtrf' 11f veltnct a,nd ""'I 

Al O.et11·1 '""ll" or th, ruiur• •• qu1tepl1,n 101 
all lo srt.Jus.1. think. ot 1.h,e wmld as cine l,:,11;,e 
.l.lgl\1n1>t,n. 

11"1 th,e e-nd, their monumtll[ wilr be iJ$ liJHm9 JS 
a fur;,,tp,mt •'11 Lhr drsrri 

Th,e U1111.e-d Sla:!rs, w1rh Jf• cP,l1t111;1n p•rrnrrs. 

will t,ghl th, '"""'"'d. unrel,nt,ng. m,At,l1ce1ed b,n1, 
lltct.~s•ry 1.0 de-1,e-;:,l g.lob-a:l 1t"rJVJnrn. To&,,e[h,er w.th Lhc

wcirld rnmmun11.y. w,e '1111111 P'l!YI" 

P.ur 1.ht Un11.e-d su1.es. ,:,l,-o w,lt llOL ,:,llciw the 

s.had1:1w o11rrrvnpn 11:1 h11i,c~ -,. tt1i;,1l!i- 11;1 addfess 
t'11he1 1Ne1g.n pol1cv c halle-ng.es. ot lhe 21 H (e-ntury 
As Amw1-.:• and 1.he- wo,ld reb1.1111d horn t11e c1sh,i:5 cif 

S,ept,emb-e-1 zoo,. rhr Umted S\iltes wll ccintinue to 

on., l••d•i,h1p and • .,.,on of hope. s!abrl,ty, freedom. 
11:oneom11C c,ppi;,11uni1y h~r all peoples_ a 
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"Islam, 

the religion of tolerance, 

holds the human soul 

in high esteem 

and considers the attack 

against innocent 
human beings 

a grave sin .... 

I categorically go against 

a committed 

Muslim's embarking on 

such attacks. 

Islam never allows 

a Muslim to kill 

the innocent 

and the helpless." 

- she,th vusut al-Qaradaw,, 
Muslim scholar, Doh.1, Qatar 

~ ' ~';.., . 
· .......... ,J:.;, 
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Condemned 
in His Own Words 

"God ha, bte«ed" group of v~ng~Jrd 

M1i.,nlrm,, 11"1~ fon:front of h1.am, l:O d"121trQy 

AmE'rlra .. J \elf to it and IU p!Qop1~ J f~w 
word!.: I iw-e.,:r "o God ,hat Arn~ric,.1 wiU no, 
Hvc, In p(>ace bqfore peac-e r-elgn1 1n P.,:i,lci..,_,,,ri(" 

and before all the army of lnf,dd, depart 
the land of M1,..1hammad, p(':eic-e l'JC" unon him ' 

From videotaped staiement broa<1,o,1 l'Jy 
Al Jazeera. October 7, 100l 

"We issue the following fatwa to al! 
Mutlim'S'. The ruVing to kill th~ Amf'1'icc1r,s 

and their- Jnirs - clvili..if,s. and mffitary - is 

.an indivrdual dP.J1y for every Mu"ilim w?io can 

do it in any country fn \/'.;h1-ch it is pa'.i~lble- ta 

do it. We -with Goct·, help - call on 
e"w"E'r')' M1,,slim who bdie-ve"i- in God and ll"'1ishPs 

to b,:, rewarded to comply with God's order 
to kill the American, and plunder their 

mon(l'y wh.:arever ~nd whenever they find it" 

From Worrd l'ilamk Front St.atcme111t, 
February 23, 1998 

Before These Remarks, 
Bin Laden Was 
Innocent. However, 
Now He Is Condemned 

- F.alsal S.l••ft,Ai-S111fo, 
Od-••.2001 

A Confession Is the 
Most Conclusive Piece 
of Evidence 

-N-ll.l0il.Jilr.JJ11l 

Oc•ot:,u 1, 1001 

Misuse of the 
Palestinian Issue 

- IU-A"""'.W..C .. nl, 
OCC .... rt,2001 

Bin Laden Disturbs Us; 
However, He Doesn't 
Convince Us 

-uv,.1-,,lqu,.111-ca, 
o.1•, t Z, lG01 

Al Qaeda Is Not 
Authorized to Speak on 
Behalf of Muslims 

- AkhDa· Al-Arab, U11iti!!d ..... £m1-a'II!~. 

Octabl!r 1 S.2D01 
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COUIIITRIH WNEAE AL QAEDA MAS OPERATED 

Egypt Albania Libya 
r,a.,n? Af9Prla Malay.la 
Gennany Algt,,r,1,tar, Mau,ltanla 

India (,;a,hmlr) ,IIJ'prt,-,1)1'" Qatar 
Ru11I.> (Chechn1a) Bangladesh Somalia 
Pall,tan l!o<nla Sudan 
Saudi Arabia Canada TaJJkistan 
Tne Pnllipploie, Ecuador r .. n~anla 
The United 51a1e, Erltn:>a Tunisia 
u,brklil.>n Ethiopia Uganda 

Gn:>a1 Bdlalr, Uruguay 

Jordan Yemen 

Kenya 

Ko<ovo ~~~:~!~;,i 
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HUMANITARIAN AID TO AFCHANISTAN 

The United States has led the international 
i::ommun;t:y'-s rcspon,;Q to the :;uffcsrrn~ of the, 

AfghJn pQople. AltMugh the United Stat<•, '1oc, 

not have diplomatic relations with the T.ilillc1<1 

It has long provided cmerg-c:-ncy c1:s~ i:ste1~(t'- t,1 

the Afghan prople 

Sir"lr-P, 979. th~ Un~t('d St,,tii.15 h,i~ contribu~c,j 

more than !1,000 million In humanit.1rlan 

a,,1,1ance to Afghanistan~ more than it h,H 

provided to any 01hcr rnuntry 
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CURRl!ln' U.S. POOD SNIPM•NTS 
TD TN• APGNAN P•OPLB 

Whlot is !he~ ot uis•> ~.., WO<let> an, •"P"C~ng 
on Atgh•• ~oodus gf I S mllg, ~ •• 1 re,ull of 

lhf U-~- 1111~. M ID~ DI lhP 4 011i1w,n '"'"0"" l~~ady 
d11pl1nd. A laod dol~~ ol no••lr 2 ,.;n;on melrk 10n, 

.. •ltd;,, 1orl1 O<tobt, !OD! - ..,.,.,.,.. -

.._,o,110""'""' ,,. """".,.,,. l>I tllP <oontry a•d. 
K<0tdr19 b>.., ., .... -.1 team ,e,,11MC> tt.e coun\ly 
in M•y JDD1. lomr,• ho• •h•dy Ololted. About 12 
million p!Dpll!. lolmofi! .11:IH ot rrit lOOf'lirry'!. 1M1b1~1,. 

~.IOI' - ·""''"' b~ ,.,. dlO"}hl i\ttording ID ltr• 
lood ond Ag,kultu••I Organrra,.,., lfllOf. tho country 
w•I ptndu<tMI~ 10.000 ol 11'1140D.OOD lflflli< lcn1 
.,1 s.ee,CI ,nai[ 11 will ne.-e~ [t.,r r1.e-11:1 ye,an. ~i1ri1ing 
/',1Ql\idus1i.r1 currenuy ranks. lais.1 dMMg all n,t,on.L 1n IM 
u,br~ c:onr;.ume-d 1>t"r ~tritor1 1U'lld fnt •n tht numlltr c,i 

-wnod .. ,n chrldbrrth. r~ • ., popu1i11,on ---" 
~.ivt Vtl')' high U•SL1-ll"f rjitt~- pairt1tulairly dLir1r1t fi11n,1r1ei;, 
~t up 10 ~u ~••«nr or ,n, i•ople. Tr,ose ,nd,,.dua~""''' 
iirulnera1:1,1e 1ndude- small cn11t1rf'n_ prE.ognani flCJme-n. and 

Old.,ly p•oplO .. no don•, 
h..,.r the rnrr~ 111 rnovt 

Ion& dgi,nr11> 10 ,.,ug•• 
ump) "'r 1.11 d1:5,plii11,;E"d ,;o1mp5, 

Whal 1s. 1 he exh?n1 ('If 1ne 

n,ew V 5. iHd tH"1rt7 D-urin~ 
1 hf 1 Z mon1hs tnd1n9 
Seprembeor 3D. ;ooo,. Lhe

U.5, g.,;;r1i1eor nmen\ dull•te-d 
S 184 mllion 111 hv,.,..n,11n,r, 
as~15-,anc e- 1N lh&" A.ft!ha11 
peouple-. Jll ldd'ition. rre-5,1den1 

61.1.\h h;n. •nnciuncd 11e-w 
;,id o' s~w m,lliof'II. The 

U,,ll!r, Pa,.,lan; .,dAfghan 
~~IWo-lld Foot:! 
.._ IWfl') ,,,,c. with 
whalf d,c1noJ1ed ti1 the U.S. 
,......_ ,t lhe WFP 
rnm~,,c1und ftlilf '91hawa,J 
,.._,,on ~1.2001. 
lhe 1:'UCks anted' 1,0DO 
tons. of ft't1ie.at to K.abul. 
Mgh..,.-. left: Afghans 
rn Kab,~11 h;;,ai;I rood supplts 
frDnt h WFP ,iiin.d the- u.s. 
Ago,,q fotlnteffillffonal 
Developmeot omo a bkyde 
GIi Oc\a4,er 2.2001. 
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adm1n1strat1on·s g,t1ail is t,t1 get .J5 much rticid as passable 
,nto tho country as soon as po"5obl•, particularly to the 
mcun1a,n areas of che H,ndu ~u,h Thus means daub'1ng 
or more the amount of tonnage 901,,9 in from about 
21;,.000 metrlC tons per month t,t1 50.DOD met.nc tons. 

b ch• kind of food a,d appror,nal• for the Afghan people> 
The Afghan p,ople are used 10 eating flat bread made 
from .,h,at flour so about 90 percenl of 1n, food go,ag 
,n ,s wheal. Of lhe remaining 10 percent. 7 percent 15 
len11ls or beans needed to provide p,rotein and 3 p,erc-en[ 
11 1n v•getable ails necess,ry for 101,'IO acod, for people 
10 compl,tely digest the food Each of lh• rattan packeo; 
•ud•Dpp«I will provioe •l'l'fcxrmar.ly 1.200 <alcr,e; and 
Ml t,,vr • ,holf l,fe of ti 10 l4 month, To the 0>1en1 
po,srolt. delMry w,I be by "wot feed,ng program" m 
wl,odl pre;•r•d food" dlltnbuted d,r1etly to benellrianes, 
riiitht-1 l~•illl Lln,"i:iki:d "• dry ,i1tte1n,s;, be-cause- ,i;ookc,d 
1uud do t1ti:.-v1e-1 ancs hil•CSt-r ro !:;1Ure-. ma~1nq 1t mere 
d1Ffic.utl to !:;11!-al <!Intl morl' l1lcE.-ly 11\i:t1 !flt lr11Eil'ldfd 

be<re!rcian .. w,II re<e~ lhe,r 111,an, 

He·~ w,II luod g., ,o ,n, Atgn,n peoi1•> TM locd "'II 
bt droppeO .,t~ Afgnanosr,n ~Y cargo p1an,s. es(ontd 
by v.,. !,9hl., pl,n,.. ln •dd•l•on, lood will b, m<>'II'<! b~ 
,n, Wo,ld Food r,o~••m lhrough -'Y boo!,, ol 
Atghi,net•n -lhrough lr•n. the- CtnLroJI Asian 1epubll(S 
,n lhie- nt',th. aind Pak1s1an. lCl ,educe the r:.hancu. of 

looMg '"d di""'0" ol th< lood •od, linle of it w,11 be 
>lo••d ins,rte I h• ,oonoy. Raihu. ii will be stored in 
~ew1 &" a1 ,as ,n lhe bo1 derir-.g cotJr-.tries . .Also. by ,nc,t.,1ngi 

;,s- rnuch food ;,:5- P"i5ible to rc,mu,te- villages and towns1 

1hr lJn1\eo ~tat,. hop•• to diS<ourago people from 
toncll!'n\riillting in refugee <Jr 1nt@rnailly displaced r,eoon~ 
(IDP') camp,. whore tho ri,k of mani~ulal"n by the Taliban 
and 1he,r 1Ufll'O'l1<> •• comparacively hrgh. No more than 
two weeks .. worth of food WIii be- warehoused 1n areas 
lh• T!hban rontrols so as not 10 creat, 1argets for looting 

Will rh< AfEh•n p .. pl< know the foo<i aid com<S from 
the Untl<!d 5me,? The Dopartm•nr of Agr.:uh""' ,s 
go,ng to /Hin! "Gift oF che P,ople oF ch• UnrlW States• 
,nth< two major 1,nguag .. of AfgharMlan ,nd , large 
U S. flag on each b•g of food The Un1tl!d Stale, ,1so 
wll impl,meol a poblir ,nro,mation campaign so lhac 
the Afghan people know lhe aid is on <h• way. This will 
discourage further popijlu,on movement,. and provioe 
a ,hock against d,,enion ar man<P11la1ion of aid ,rnce 
people will know IMIH they aro supposed to rece,ve CJ 
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A LONG AND 
DETERMINED 
COMMITMENT 

5EC~ETA~Y OF DEFENSE 
DO NA LD RUMSFELE, 
'This war will not Ile wag•d by a grand ,11,ance un11ed far lh• 

singl< purpo,e of defoatrng an axos of he>Sl,e powers. lnst<ad. 11 
will ,m.,,.. floating c<>al<tions of counh5, IM'lleh may chang• 

and ••olv•. Counui,s ...ir ha.., dol~rent rol•s and can1ribute ,n 
different ways. Some will prc,Ylde diplomatic support. other, 

flnanc,al, still others logistical and mihlary Som, will help us 

publicly, while oth•rs. becauw of ther circumstances. may help 

coaiitlOf"I - not the othitr wi11 aroqnd." 

~-n,p:N.Q'O~. 
l.tlnl-Ml ...... lU.~ty 

HCR'lolyof s, ... - --- .... Ille p .... M NA'IO~ flags '11 _..,, __ ..,."',...._ 
, ... - •• {ri,ldl- - - a.,. Abdullall•of-M .... __ ; ................ Chlal,··--z-1n ..,.., ln~hol; 11<1 __ .....,,.. 
.. "I' IIWr(leftl ..... ,.......,. • ...,, __ 

Ibo .,.._ II the Wllllo Haoi•; llllbftl1-•1 
Mlfflltfotf.....,Moln-.1_1_ ll 

IIN hnl"9"" 18"• -Ing with U.S. o-. 

"Th< global rea,1oon to the anacks ,hould grve \IS 
courage and hop• that w, can suceoed ,,., th" Hght 
Th• Sight of people gath,.,ng in <it••• 1n every part of 
the world from every teli910n to mo\lrn - and to 
.. p,.ss solidarity wth the p<ople or the United States 
-prover mg.re eloque-ntly than iilny words. thiiilt terror
ism 1s not an 1s:rue th-ilt dn1id~ hlfrnaii•ty. but 0111e thiat 
unites Jt. We are i111 a moral .str1Jggle to fight a111 e-,,11 that 
is -ill'lliilthemc1 t,t1 all 1arths. Every stilte i111d IIM!!ry people 
he:s, 1 ptfl 10 ,:,lly. Th1:s, was en attatk on hurn.,n.~ and 
hurna,,.,v m...i .,...,.,,,d tg ,. .. one· 

ICOfl -· SICIIET--GPIEIW. QI 'lllE UNITED NAflCfn:, 
DaOllat,1001 

"NATO Ambassadors tills morn,ng 
expressed thoir full ouppg,t for tho 
a<tions af th• United su.«s and 
th• Uni«d 1(1ngdonn, which follow 
the 1ppacllrng attacks perpetrated 
against the United State.s o,n 1 T 
S<pt<mber 2001. .The umpar~n 
ta -eradicate terrorism has reached 

• ""' stage. rt will be purs••d on 
rnany rronts with detJ!P'm1n•tion 
and wrth patience. The All1anr::, 

stands ready to ~•r its role.· 

LONI -EKTSOII, 
SICREDRV-GENIIIAL QI NATO, 
D(IOIIII .. 2801 

"lwo ....,.,. on from the 111-'<b on !he Un1ml States, 
11'• elm to mo that the coi1ht1on of suppolf fo, frrm 
action against thiose responsible is 5trtngthimirtg, not 
weoken,ng .. As th< t~!ot,cn bu,lch and cur prep•ra
tions continue. the 1error1sts 4ns1de Afghanistan and the 
Taliban 1.gt,,.,. that harbor, them ,hould be ,n no doubt 
or the unity of the alliao« built agaiost th•m and our 
dererm,nahan to do what is nec111ary to br.ng those 
,e,;ioniible to Kcount ... 

- M91IS1U TOIIV ILAIII OI' GIIEAT BRITAIN, 
5El'nMIER ZS, Z\1111 
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·Chma. anil the Umted Stat-es are- 't.'llutJ. cauntri-es watfl 
1,gn1f,cant mfluen,r;e 1n the world As .such. we shilre 
camrnan ,espcfls1bil1ty and inte-r-est Jl"I ma1n1,r111n; 
peace a111d securi'l)' in the Asia Pacific and the world at 
large. promoting regional and global ec,t1n.omit gri,wthi 
and prml)l!ftl)', aod wmrng togeth<r with th• r<st or 
the internatio,nal comrnuo,ty ta combat te,rore;rn .. 

PRESIDENT JIANG U!AIN OF CHINA, 
OtrOcERl9.lOOt 

"We h,,. de,,cod to b• w,th th• co&l,toon ,n the f19M 
agam.st 1errar•:5om and whatever CIPt!fiilltlOn ES going an •n 

Afghan•tan W1lh1n th< parameters - Within the th••• 
param-eters which have been enuni::1ai1ed - that 1$, the 
mtel1•9ence cOOll)t!IPHIOn. us-e a.r air .space, and log1s11cal 

suppart And to this eJC.tent we will cena,nfy carry on 
ooapmatinq as long as the ap-eration lasts." 

PRESIDENT P'UIIIUMU-OF PAKJSTAN, 
OCTO~ER 16.2001 

"We cont11'1u,e tG hold that Stpternbe-r 11 war .an assa1.1lt 

on frtedorn, on c1v11iratmn, an d-emo,crat:y, and lnd-a.·s 
stand against tl@'rrorism - not simpl:, stilortmg fram 

S<ptember 11, <ven l>efor< tllat - has be•• unoquM>
cal, and WI! staod shouldor-to-shoulder With the rntef
not,cnal <Dnnnnunity and the Un•tod States of Amrrrc;t 
in o•• bani, ag_,n,t 11,,. global menace." 

EXTERNA( AFf'-'ltS MINISTER JII.SWANT SINGH OF INDIA. 
OCJ!IIIER 17,l001 

"It should be sai<i that in the ,o""' of these thre• 
years, ~,beki,ton has been Wllnessing the Inhumane 
face ,t1f terr-or; therefore. we cafl.no, aff-ord .standing 
as.de. and we are taking pan: 111 this anti-tf'rrons,n oplllf'
at1on that th, intomatlon•I commt1nr!y <ailed ftlr" 

PRESIDENT ISi.JiM KARIIIIIIDY OF UZSE~ISTAN. 
OCl'OIIER 5.200 t 

''Th-e mes.sage J braught was. a message of rll!ltlll!!irat1ng 
our condalences .and raterating our solidarity-the 
solidarity of tho l;gyptian peopl<, pre,,denl, and go"Orn

m•nt w11h th• United Stms-,nd ••• determtn.it,o,, 
to wa.rk toge-thtr in the fight against terrori.sm." 

FOREIGN MINISTER AHMED Mll,HER OF !G-..,1, 
SEPTEMBER26. zao1 
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I snowflake 
... 

TO: Lany Di Rita 

FROM: Donald H. Rumsfeld v~ 
DATE: November23, 2001 

RE: Secretary Powell's NATO Schedule 

Get me Colin Powell's schedule when he goes over the NATO meetings; what countries 

he is going to. We want to make sure we don't double him. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
112301.09 

Respond by: --------------------

U1472? 02 
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November 23,200 1 

~MO TO SECQEF 

~ Di Rita 

Subj: Follow-Up from our conversation Friday morning 

I. Rega.r.din__p; the MSNBC report about Uzbekistan, the network has agreed to 
disassociate you from its report, I believe Torie has spoken with you about this by 
now. 

The revised scroll, which I've seen, reads that senior officials at the Pentagon 
confirm that we are asking for the aircraft. The MSNBC report is apparently 
based on a Thursday New York Times piece on the matter. The relevant passage 
from the Times article is excerpted as follows: 

At the Pentagon, a senior officer said the three AC-130 gunships operated by the 
Air Force's Special Forces could arrive in Uzbekistan within days, allowing 
intensified attacks on concentrations of enemy troops. 

Six other AC-130's have been operating out ofa base in Oman. 

"It would be helpfulfor us to have AC-1305 up nonh, particularly when you have 
a situation like Kundtu, because that particular weapon .~ystems rnn put off 
enormous amounts of ordinance with a great deal o.fprecision, without a lot of 
collateral damage," Mr. Rumsfeld said. 

Note: Your quote tracks with the transcript of what you said on the airplane on the 
way to Bragg. Obviously, juxtaposing your quote with a leak makes it appear 
you're confirming the leak. We should call them on it; I'll discuss with Torie. 

2. Regarding Secretarv Powell's travel, his people are telling me he'll be gone 
from Dec 3 to Dec 10. The itinerary is not firm and I'll work more details with his 
Chief of Staff on Monday. The plan right now is for Secretary Powell to be at 
NATO for the ministerial on 6-7 Dec, but include travel to Germany, Russia, and 
one or two of the 'Stans,· although'which ones and when isn't firm. I'll follow up. 
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I snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

SENSITIVE/ fvu o 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfcld \), 

November 12, 2001 5:13 PM 

SUBJECT: Col. Cook 

Here is the material T~rry Cook left at that meeting on Saturday. Please take a 

look at it. I have not read it. 

Thanks. 

Arcach. 
Undated '"Hiswry of Srarc-DOD Differences over Afghanistan and PakiMan" 

[)l!l{:.111 

l l 1211 l ·22 

..........................••• 

Please respond hy ---------

Ul4741 02 

UPONREMOVALOF A ITACHMENT(S) 

SENSITIVE I F1Ju O oocuMENT BECOMES oNcLAssIFJED 

11-L-05s'9t0SD/5550 
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FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY/SENSITIVE 

SECDEF HAS SEEN 
History of State-DOD Differences over Afghanistan and Pakist,my 12 2001 

BACKGROUND. Col Terry Cook has 8 years of first hand ground experience in 
both Afghanistan and Pakistan. During the last half of the 1990's, there were two 
periods that significantly highlighted the growing differences between U.S. military 
and diplomatic interests in these countl'ies. The State Department continually 
supported the actions of' PM Renazir RhuUo and PM Nawaz Sharif as their regimes 
backed the political and military growth of the Taliban in Afghanistan. During 
these periods, the State Department's reporting was frequently inaccurate and/or 
decepth'e, and attempts by the DAO to correct these misperceptions were censored. 

SUMMARY OF EVENTS. The following is a summation of events involving these 
individuals, which occurred while Col Cook performed his military attache duties 
from 1994-99. 

Bill Milam (recently retired Amb co Pakistan r 1998-01] and previou, Amb to 
Bangladesh) 

• Coup .attempt on Mullah Omar ca fter .action report i. Spri nc ·99 
With a red pen. the Amb crossed out all of the report except for 
2 or 3 lines. The Amb's response: "Col Cook, lets understand something. The 
U.S. government doesn't give a damn about a coup attempt against Mullah 
Omar." At which point Col Cook reminded the Amb that Omar wa:. providing 
shelter for Osumu bin Laden, who the U.S. government has a $.5 million dollar 
reward. 
The Amb's response to Col Cook was "take it or leave it." 

• Pakistan rs I connection/contact with Osama bin Laden, Spring '99 
During a meeting with some tribals in Quella. a IS I Brigadier (who Col Cook 
knew) was also in attendance. During a one on one conversation. the Brigadier 
informed Col Cook (twice) that his personnel met \vith 0:-.ama bin Laden on a 
frequent basis. 
Upon returning to the Embassy, the Amb did not want Col Cook to send out the 
report on the ISi-Osama connection. 

• The OQportunity for Amb Milam &Co\ Col1k to meet \vith Tvlullah Omar. Spring '99 
During the same meeting in Quetta, the same IS I Bri1wdier offered to set up a 
meeting (location of their choice) with Col Cook. the JS I Brigadier, Amb and 
Mullah Omar. 
The Amb's response to the rs I Brigadier was a flat refusal and further responded, 
"You tell Omar that we want and intend to kill 01-,ama." 

• Detailed info on the LOC Kargil conflict, Spring ·99 
During the initial weeks of the Kargil conflict, the U.S. Government did not have 
specific proof of Pakistan Army involvement. 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY/SENSITIVE 
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FOR OFFICIAL LISE ONLY/SENSITIVE 

One evening Col Cook received the details on specific units, dispositions and 
timings, after which he called on the DCM (Al Eastham) late that night. He was 
very pleased with the information and told Col Cook to pass it to Washington 
ASAP. 
The next morning, the Amb's re.,ponse to Col Cook was that he was "off base" 
and that his sources were all liars. 
Later that day, DG IS 1 (Lt Gen Ziauddin) informed the embassy of the Pakistan 
Army involvement in Kargil. 

• Reports on PM Sharif & ex-PM Bhutto, reference their looting of the Pakistan 
Treasury and their bank accounts in London & the U.S . .Spring_-Summer '99 

The Amb did not \Vant the report~ to go out. 

• Newspaper sec-up and tht' follow-up retraction from the same newr..paper concerning 
L TC Cook, Sep ·99 

When Col Cook met with the Amb and informed him that the newspaper article 
was a sec-up. hi" response en Col Cook was, "I am sure it is. BUI I feel it is time 
t'tw a nt'w team, and I know it ,viii cake a long time to replace you." 

\.Vhen Col Cook informed tvlG Harding (DIA) of the Amb's decision for him to 
lt'aw Pakistan in the next 3-4 weeks, Col Cook told Gen Harding that 
··Amb l\1ilarn wantt'd the canary out of the coal mine." 
Gen Harding concurred that was how it looked. 

• Informed Amb Milam that the policies coming out of the EmbaS!>)' & Washington 
were pushing the Pakif,tan Army towards a ""''' due to their slwrtr,ighted ,urn,.,,., of 
PM Nawaz Sharif. end of Sep '99. 

Amb Milam ignored Col Cook and went on home leave. 

• Four nights before the coup (Oct '99t. Col Cook received a phone call and met with: 
Gen Pervez Musharraf:..Brig Rashid Qureshi (now Maj Gen). and a civilian a1;sociate. 

After half an hour of drink~ and war stories Gen Pervez !>lated \Vhat he 
intended to do if the Prime Minister Sharif took any further actions that may 
endanger the country. 

Michelle Seisson (DCM '99-present, was the previous Political Officer in Madras, India) 

• Prior to the coup, the State Department had ):)een conr,idering decreasing the 
differential pay received by the State Department personnel at the embassy. 

• As the Acting Ambassador (due to Amb Milam·s home leave), Scisson's opening 
words in the country team meeting after the coup (in a country that had recently gone 
nuclear and had initiated the Kargil Conflict). Quote: "I wonder if we will be able to 
keep our differential pay?' 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY/SENSITIVE 
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John Holzman (previous DCM in Pakistan [ 1994-97] under Ambassadors John Monjo & 
Thomas Simons. He has just completed a tour as Amb to Bangladesh) 

• False & misleading reporting. 

• 

• 

• 

i.e.; meeting with Chief of Anny Staff General Jehangir Karamat. 
After writing up a report on a meeting attended by Gen Karamat, DCM and Col 
Cook, his report was reviewed by the DCM. The DCM's comment upon reading 
the report was: "My god. chis is the conversation.'' 
To which Col Cook responded that he ha, a good memory and takes good notes, 
and he thought that was the intt'nt l1f the meeting,. 
The DCM responded that he would rewrite the report. 
Upon reading his version, Col Cl1ok could not recognize the meeting. 
Col Cook then confrnnced the DCtvf with his report and pointed out that Gen 
Karamat had not said any of the thing, in the DCM', report. 
The DCtvf responded chat was \vhac Gen Karamat meant. 
Col Cook reminded the DCM that he had known Gen Karamar for a long time, 
chat the Gt'neral states what he means, and he had not stated any of the things in 
tht' DC~r s report. 
The Dctvt informed Col Cook that he had a conversation with Gen Karamat 
several weeks ago and that was what he meant. Col Cook di,agreed and ,ent his 
repl1rc out. which Washington made positive respom~e, on and further commented 
that they could nor understand the DCM', report. 

Reports on PM Bhutto's corruption to include b,mk accounts in London & the U S 
The DCM stated that the report was •;um;ubstantiated'' and \vnuld nnt let it gn l1ut. 
However, Pakistan's Amb to the U.S., Maleeha Lodhi and Pakistan's Interior 
Minister, Gen (Ret) Na::.irullah Babar independently presented similar evidence to 
the DCM, to which his response to them \V.IS that ··we have the same list." 
Both Lodhi and Babar responded that their underswnding of ll .S. laws was th.it 
such activities were illegal in the U.S. banking system. 

Lt Gen Hamid Gui. ex DG ISL 
The DCM informed Col Cook that he did not want him to meet with or talk to 
Hamid Gui anymore because the DCl'vf '·did nnt like what he had to say.'' 
NOTE: Retired Lt Gen Hamid Gui w.is heavily involved in IS l operations in both 
Afghanistan and Kashmir prior to and after his retirement. He also frequently met 
with Harakat ul-Mujahideen (HUM) and other radical militant groups. 
Hamid Gui once commented to Col Col1k that "you are the only American at the 
embassy who comes and talks to me.·· 

Reports on the husband of PM Benazir Bhutto 1Zu)fioar Zardari)'s involvement with 
the drug trade specifically in the Khvber area of the Northwest Frontier Province. 

Although Col Cook found out that the British had similar information, the DCM 
would not allow a report to go out berause he felt it would jeopardize and 
destabilize PM Benazir Bhutto's ·'ctemocrntically elected government." 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY /SENSITIVE 
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Taliban 
Prior to the Taliban seizure of Kandah.ar, Col Cook had a list of the timings and 
ISi personalities meeting at the Pakistani Consulate in Kandahar. 
The DCM would not allow the reporting to go out. stating that Benazir Bhutto and 
the IS 1 could not possibly be :_..upporting the Taliban. 

The 'Taliban" then seized Kandahar in a well orchestrated operation, which 
included coordinated ground movement and low level helicopter support; 
securing choke points; consolidation of captured weapons and prisoners. 
Col Cook informed the DCM that this had been :m IS I command and controlled 
operation and not a group of madrasa trained Taleb (students), as was being 
portrayed to the press and \\lashing.ton. 
Again the DCtvl responded that Ptvl Ben:1zir Bhutto and the IS I could and would 
not be :_..upporting the Taliban. 
The DC.M would not allow the reports to go out. 

Week of 11 September 2001 

• That week: 
Col Cook received a call from DIA concerning their intention of sending him 
back into Pakistan due to his extensive HUMINT contacts throughout 
Afghanistan and P:i.kist:m, to indude the Pakistan Army. 

• Admiral Blair (CINCPAC) 
Heartily concurred that it was a good mission. and personal1y gave his approval 
for Col Cook's TOY. 

• John Holzman: 
Had jw.,t an-ived on station as Admiral Blair's pl)litkal advi~or. after l'l)lllpleting 
his tour as Amb to Bangladesh. 

• Out of courte~y, Col Cook briefed Holzman on DIA 's plan and Admirnl Blair\ 
approval. 

• 2 days later DIA contacted Col Cook and informed him that the DCM in Pakistan 
(Michelle Scisson) was advising the new Ambassadl)J' (Wendy Chamberlain) lo 

disapprove his return to Paki~lan. 

NOTES: 

I. The "official" response to DIA from the embassy was that the Islamabad DAO did not 
require any augmentation. 
2. The Army Attache on station (Col Dave Smith) is in a country that has a 520,000-man 
army, plus he has to deal with the current events in Afghanistan. 
3. Col Smith has stated that upon Col Cook's departure from Pakistan in the Fall of '99, 
that basical1y al1 DIA and specifically DIA HUMINT reporting from Afghanistan ended. 
4. All of the above stated incidents can be verified by witnesses and/or documentation. 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY/SENSITIVE 
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5. Col Cook's current assignment is Chairman of the Asia-Pacific Center for Security 
Studies, Honolulu, HT. He is presently TOY in the Wash. D.C. area. He can be reached at 

l<b)(6) I 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY/SENSITIVE 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfel,~ 

SUBJECT: Potential Outcomes 

10:21 AM 

Please get back to me within 48 hours with a Jist of things that could go wrong, a 
; 

separate list of things that could go right, and what we ought to do about each. 

The perfect is the enemy of the good. Please respond. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
120301-24 
....•...............••...••••• ~ .......•••••......•••••••.......•••••..... 

Please respond by ________ _ 

' I 
I 

.I 

I 
/ 
/ 

Ul4761 02 
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MEMO TO: Secretary Rumsfeld 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Don, 

Paul Wolfowi~ 

Lists 

DATE: December 5, 2001 

Here is a first cut at the two lists of surprises we should perhaps be anticipating. 
Actually, I've added a third "neutral" list. I'm sure many more will come to mind as we think 
about it. 

Good Things 

• Capture UBL 

• Afghanistan results quickly come 
close to complete "victory" 

• Saddam dies: 

I) replaced by a new thug; or 
2) revolutionary upheaval 

• People take to the streets in Iran to 
support Khatami against Khamanei/ 
Rafsanjani 

• Collapse of North Korea 

• Civil War in Cuba 

Neutral Thines 

• We find conclusive evidence of a 
state sponsor of 9/1 1 

• Iraqi move against the Kurds 

BadThim?s 

• Afghanistan starts to turn bad next 
"' spring 

• U.S. prisoners ("hostages") taken by 
Taliban or Al Qaida 

• Military set-back, perhaps a 
Mogadishu scenario 

• Civil war in Afghanistan: e.g., 
Dostam vs. Atta, or Northern 
A11iance vs. Pashtuns 

• Terrorist Attacks in U.S., perhaps 
with anthrax, radiological or nuclear 
WMD 

• Cyber/infrastructure attack 

• Terrorist attack on oil fields 

• Terrorist attack on a major ally -
Europe, Japan or Persian Gulf 

• Anthrax in Israel 

• China-Taiwan crisis 

• North Korea missile launch 

• Inda-Pak war 

• Russian move into Georgia 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfcld l 
Lists 

~)·\~ 
~ 

November 29, 2001 11:04 AM 

When are you going to get back to me with the two lists-what could go right and 

how we should deal with it. and v,fo.u could wrong and how we should deal with 

it? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
11 !'lll 1-'J 

Please respond by ________ _ 
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\V~1 
November 29, 2001 10:4~ AM 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsteld j) 
SUBJECT: Backfill 

We have to take advantage of all chose countries that have offered to backfill for 

our troops around the world. 

Please come up with a proposal. Let's discuss it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
11291.11-fi 

......................................................................••. 

Please respond by ----------

Ul4802 02 
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I snowflake 

TO: Arlene 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld p{\ 
SUBJECT: Book 

":/>(;\,\If:: ~ \ I 

~Jy l~} 

November 28, 2001 3:07 PM 

Please see if you can get the book entitled "All the Laws But One." That is a 

quote from Lincoln, referring to habeas corpus. I don't know who the author is. 

Thanks. 

DHR.:dh 
112801-17 .......................................................................................... 
Please respond by ---------

U14812 02 
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jsnowflake 
(\ .,h, ~ 
µ~~ 

November 28, 2001 3:10 PM A~ 

TO: V ADM Giambasciani } 

FROM: Donald Rumsteld ·'9~ ~ /'\o\ 
L'r·P\ 

SUBJECT: Boarding Ships X1 
/ ~ ~ 

~O\' \\\ 
You told me that only Coasc Guard people could board ships. Why don't you find 

out how we get that lmv changed and get me 13 memo on it. 

Thanks. 

DHR.:dh 
112Htll-l'.1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please reJ110nd by ---------

I ., 

r 
I 

I 
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jsnowflake 

December 12, 2001 12:15 PM 

TO: Gen. Franks 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld l}.. 
SUBJECT: Humanitarian Role for DoD 

When you get ready to discontinue the flutter drops, I do think it is important for 

DoD to continue to have an active humanitarian role and that it be visible. How 

do we plan to do that? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
121201-12 

Please respond by _________ _ 
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I snowflake 

TO: Jim Roche 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz ~ 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ "' FROM: ,-, 
~ 

SUBJECT: Predators 

I don't think we ought to sell any more Predators to CIA. Let's discuss. 

Thanks. 

DHR:t!h 
I !1'!01-18 

U15123 02 
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December 28, 2001 8:15 AM 

TO: DovZakheim 

_/,.. 
II 

,/ 
I 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld l 
SUBJECT: Earmarks 

Please get me the list of those 4,000 eannarks in~ legislation. I need to get a 

sense of what that is about. 

Thanks. 

DHR;dh 
1228014 

/ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

·····························~·········································· / 
, 
' Please respond by ________ _ 

/ 
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INFOMEMO 

January l 0, 2001 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dov S. Zak:heim'~ 

SUBJECT: Congressional Changes to the FY 2002 DoD Budget 

• You asked me to give you some details on the number of pro!_ tanged in the 
FY 2002 Appropriations Bills and the dollar value of these chant-

• The FY 2002 DoD and Military Construction Appropriations Conference reports 
made changes to over 2,000 individual programs and line items in the form of funding 
increases or decreases to requested programs and increases for unrequested programs. 

Appropriation Title 
Military Personnel 
O&M 
Procurement 
Revolving & Mgt Funds 
RDT&E 
Counter-Terrorism 
Undesignated 
Military Construction 
Total 

# of Programs/ (billions of dollars) % of 
Line Items Adds cuts Total Reguest 

48 +.l -.9 1.0 1.2% 
376 +1.4 -2.3 3.7 2.9% 
436 +2.9 -2.4 5.3 8.6% 

~ 

4 -.7 .7 28% 
995 i-3.8 -2.4 6.2 13.1 % 

17 +.5 0 .5 NIA 

146 
2,022 

+.4 -2.3 2.7 NIA 
+LO -.5 1.5 15% 

+10.1 -11.5 21.6 6.6% 

• This line item calculation excludes the allocation of the $1.65 billion across-the-board 
reduction in the DoD Bill and the 1.127% across-the-board reduction in the Military 
Construction Bill. The implementation of these cuts will affect thousands of line 
items and individual programs in every appropriation except Military Personnel. 

• These program changes of$ I 0.1 billion in adds and $11.S billion in cuts produced a 
net cut of $1.4 billion to the request, but changed the DoD program by $21.6 billion. 
(Table showing the changes for 1993-2002 is attached.) 

• The $21.6 billion in adds and cuts changed 6.6% of the total budget, but affected a 
much greater percentage of procurement and RDT &E. 

Attachment: As stated 
Coordination: None Prepared by:j',,.!(b.,..,)(~6)......_ _____ ___, 
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essional Changes to Requests 
llthority for each budget year, excluding supplementals) 

(billions of dollars) 

FV93 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97 FV98 FY99 FYOO FY01 FY02 
+14.9 +15.0 +8.3 +15.7 +15.0 +14.4 +10.2 +18.5 +14.4 +10.1 
-22.4 ·16.2 .. 9_3 -8.3 -4.5 -9.5 -10.0 ·12.1 ·10.3 -11.5 
-7.5 -1.2 -1.0 +7.4 +10.5 +4.9 +0.2 +6.4 +4.1 -1.4 

37.3 31.2 17.6 24.0 19.5 23.9 20.2 30.6 24.7 21.6 

13.8 12.4 7.0 9.8 8.0 9.5 7.9 11.5 8.5 6.6 
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APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 
($Millions) 

M111tarv Personnel. Army __ _ 
Soecial Pavs/Loan ReDlacement Pmorar 
Pelintllre x e cut i ol 
individuals in Aooellale Revle1 
End of Yeac.Betimmenh 
Excess PCS Reauiremenl! 

1/11/02 

-102.200 
5.000 

-~·5.000 
50.000 

!l:30 000 LumD Sum Bonua 
Fo,..;,.,n CU1'1'9M\ -----· 

.L-----L--- ·20,90Q 
·39.400 

----------+-------~·----
Miiitarv Personnel Navr 
UneiHnlevinere f i t : -2§.llll 
Individuals in AnnellateRevle, ·------------------l------1---5.000 
End of Year Retirement! -5.000 
1:xc·ess PCSReautremenl! -------·-----OM- ·30.000 
;$30iQC>OlurnpSu1T1.'""Bo~n""u ..... ~ _________________ ~·-----+------1----..;.1a~~·.;;.60;.;.0 
Foreion Currenc\ ·.800 
Recalculation of obligationrequi.remenl- _ -,m.uuu 

Mllltarv Personnel. Marine Corps 
Unemplovment Benefit: 
Individuals in AnnAllate Revle, 4.000 
End of YearRetirament! 
Excess PCS Aaaulremenu 

... ""'------------~----~--~·~2,,U~UU1 
·10.000 

~Q (¥)0.lumo Sum Bonus 
Foreian Current 

IMllltarv Pan.onnal Air Forc1 
Soecial Pav/Critical Skills/Retention Bonu 
Soecial Pav/Critical Skills/Accession Bonu: 
Unemolovment Benefit: 
Perso nneUndarexeoutlo1 
Variances in Personeel Strength Total 
Individuals in AnnellateRevie, 
End of Vear Retirement 
Excess PCSReauirement! 
$30,000 lump Sum Bonus 
Foreian Cu1TB""'" 
B-52 Force Structure 

Reserve Personnel. Armv 

2.300 

Additional ADR Endstrengtl 10.000 
Dutv MOS Qualification Trainina 3.000 

,.E'rofesslonal Development Trainln 1,.QQQ,_ 

Reserve Personnel, Navv 
AdditionalSchoo.1_-'T-"ra=in=in'"""1.___ ___ ~-·---------------1-----~4.~0~00cc+-
Additiona1Soaclal Tralnin, 3.000 
ADT Fleat Suppor 4.000 

02ADD adn Cuts AppnConf Page 1 
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4.300 
-9.900 

-13.100 
-19.000 

-e.400 
-206® 
-121.600 

.a.ooo 
·5.000 

-60.000 
-18.700 
-19.500 



r, ..:uu.:: 
APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 

($ Millions) 

RParve Personnel Marine Co 1 

Active Dgly for 8£.ecial Wort, ______ -~-=--=---
Additional School Tralnin 
Addltional Special TraJnin1 

02ADD adn Cuts AppnConf Page 2 
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-5.000 
7.000 

24.700 
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APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 
($MIi/ions) 

1/11/02 

- - -Land Force Division, 
Millarv Gato, --:--~::---:-::--:-:-:-=------------------- 2.SO_Q,__ 
Camera Assisted Monitorina s- fCAMS 7.000 --.-·-

_Blister Guard So . .:cil::.:::11:..... __________________ , __ , ____ ~ __ ...:;1:c:.oo:.:co-=~-----
10th Mountain Division ASL container. 1.000 

_tlydrallon.on.the Move (Camecc,l=ba""k'----·--------.. ----------------- ----~@_O~ __ , .. __ 
Land Forc- Corns Sunnor1 

Finance & Personne ·1.500 
Land Force Reac1=-'1n""esa"---=o:--u,s--=s:--u-ann-1r------------------1------1----:..:=i 

Skid Steer Laoden: 7.500 
und Fomaa n..not Ualntananm 

,_Anniston ArmvJJ¥LAPP)8ntlceS1~ro.L-... ---·---·------··-.. --·---....... f.----...;1..;._ooo'""·-..... -----· 
Mobile Kitchen Tralnen 4.300 

Communication & 8eotronle1 -------------------·----.__~})OQ~-- .. -·--· 
und Forces Readiness Sunnort Basa Sunnnr 
.... NTC __ Allhead _____ . _____________________________ _,___ 1.300 

Tralnina Facilities SUllllorl al Ft Irwin & NT< - 7.800,___ ___ _ 
Salute our Services PIiot Prool'l:lll 2.800 
Efficient eas1no Coulh CostE -3.50(! 
Transition Studies ·2.00.Q 

Land Fore• RPM 
ESEURSRM -15.000 

Land Fore• Mat & Onantlonal HC 
,_ USARPAC Transfoimatlon Plannlm 

UASRPAC C3 Uooro,~ 
-·-------------+----8::;:.:;•500;;.;i.. ____ j 

3.200 
Land Foroes UnHllld Comm•ndt 

Unified Commands-Hunter UA\ 2.500 
,..MobimYJJe!!!..lona Strllt• Mobll.==lm""tl""ot=----------------+----,~=+-----·-

Field Pack Uo SvstemE 2.500 

~abHJ!I...CJ2erationa lnduatrlal Praparednes, ··-----·-·-·-·---·-·----1-------4------------
UnutiUzed Plant CaMcit, 17.500 

MabllUy Opel!l!,=ti""o""n,,.,•:...::R°"PM'--"'-----------·---··-·----·---·------1--------1------
Mobillzallon Enhancements-ore-0Df -2AJOO 

~Jar R•eNe Offlcttn1 Tr•lnlm1-J:o1"2L ___________________ -1,. _____ ,...._ __ . __ 

Air Battle Caotaln Prnnran 1.000 
,__ROTC Facil!rl_RehabMltatlo, ·-------·---·-------------------1~---'·=200.;;.;;;..__ ______ _ 
ISmieiallzed Skllt Tralnlnr 
_Mllita~ollce School/MCTFT Jt Trainlnt 1.000 

Jt Assessment Neuroioolcat Examination 6 2.600 

_pu Donnttoty£_umlshl.!!Qs & E.9!!!rL...----~--------------1'""---.:..:..:1.oo._o_..._ ____ ,_ 
Tlllinlnn Sunnort--Other Contract! -5.000 

Tralnln_g Sl.lpport -----····--··----------·----.. -·--·-·------L----·-- _ AmlOr Officers otstanoe Leamlna IFt Knox 2.100 -·----
8111se Oos Basic Sldn & Adv Tr•nln, 

Ft. Bliss OesallnaUon Stu,11. 1.000 
Ft. Bliss Water System Pre-Design study 1.000 

Buie Sklll/Actv Tmn RPIII 
~Knox MOUT ~te Upgra.::::d;:::;BE,;;;• ___________________ --f_, _ __;2:_:.:·~500::-=l-----·-l 
JROTC 1.300 
Servk:9'!ldeTrunporta,=tl""on=---------------------1------.i-..----

Tranmortallor -10.000 

,_Pulse TechnoJ~:.::::lt,a;e:::.!Y.l...'fMQ,.._ ______________ , ____ ....,. ___ 3..;..;.5£()..__ __ _ 
Pulse Technoloav--BATICAVE 1.500 
lklidentified Documents and Manuals for Recan E -5.000 

Loalstlc Sunnort Acllvltiet 
Elect Malnt §'t!llnteractive Beet Maint ManUE 2.000 

i--:Li::O:..:G::.iT:.::E::.;:C:.:.H.:..cct~r.:cof,_,~=ce::::l:a:le::..:nce~l::.:n:..:L:;:...:ooif;::;d::.::c:"-• _____________ ,, __ _,_ ______ 1_.00Q -· -· __ = 
SeNlcewld11 SupportAdmJr~n::::ls:.;1r:.::a1..,,lo:::r,..._ _______ ·---------1------- ______ _ 

Biomelrlcs Sunnn11 14.7501 

AdmlniSlration ·-------------·----
Mannows Mimaneman1 

-10._~ 

DCPS 
other Servloewldo Sunoorl --

--------..i.-----+----,:6-~~ 
Conservation & Ecosystem_Mll__ ________ , ____ ~---- -----i.---4..c:.:.3001 
Other Se,vlcewide Sunnnr --i---:ij:ooo 

02ADD adn Cuts AppnConf Page 3 
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Serv1cew1de :Support Baso t 

FY2002 
APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 

($Millions) 

1/11/02 

_ Innovative s_afety Mg -------------·---·---+-----2_.s_oo 
A-76 Process Aberdeen Provina Groum -~:ooo 

Servlcawlda S~rt . ...;R:c-P"'"M __ c...,.,.=-~..,,....---· 
Ft Richardson Camp Denali Water System: ·------------------·--.aoo __ _ 

_ Rocle: Island 'Bridge Repair~ _ _ _ _ _ 2.000 
lnternationalMflltvHC l 
••• .NATOAdministrativeGrowtt -30.000 
Overstated Civilian Buvouteosi:-- -40.640 
Classified Programs ____ , _____________________ +-__ 2_6_.7-94 ____ _ 

Ants Proa ram Data Cacture 6.600 
Memorl .. Events .350 
Civilian Underexecutior -20.000 
Strategic Sourcil'!S 1A·7._8'~------------- -6.360 
HQ Staff Reduction - - - - - - - - - - -•----------6.....;2200 

1:aT;-.:,1ra=--v=e';=I o"':f,.-,P=:"er=s=o=n=,=----~--:._-_-_-_-_-_-. -.-.-----===========--··-_··_-_--_-_·====:~=----+----L .... , .ooo 
Mobility Enhancemenisiwh"-

Study of Railroad Tmnsportation Suppo¢Jl..!'i!IL__ __________ ---1---.,.;.·5...,oo...+------1 
WMD Response ElementTralnJri, -----------------+----.:-1.-=-70=0-____ 1 
Vlemorial Tunnel Conseauence Mg_______ _______________ t--__ 1_6._50_0-+-------, 
Rec airs at Ft. Baker 1 .coo 
JefenseJolnt Accounting Systen 
Camouflaae Nets 
Foreign Currency 
Utllltles 
Reduce Excess Carrvover 
Govt Purchase Card Savinas 
A r m v A c n Mat Praclc•• 

O&M. New 
lntermedialeM1lnt•1n111 

DSM-156 M!ssil& Test Set Upgrade 
AJrcraft Deoot Malntananct 

F-404-402SoaraModulet 
Combat Communlcltfont 

·12.500 
-10.000' 
-67.600 
-34.700 

-37.000 
-5.000, 

1.700 

8.500 
1.4001 

JI Airborne Tactical Elect CombatTmael'Of; _____________ ~ ___ 1_._0_0~0_-___ ....... 
ShilD Deoot Ocerations Sunnor 
Shicvard ADDrentice Pl'Ol'lrarr 7.600 

NUC Torpedo 09pot_"'-";! Aoo!"<,~-=an;.:.:t1=-=°':.:------------------..._ 1 __ -,;.1a.,;.4~00 _____ 1 
Improved Engineering Design Proces: 3.000 
PHNSY SAM I 12.800 

W..Cv. Tactics 
Warfare Tactics PMRF lmorovements 20.4001 
Ooerational Meteoroloav&Oce~nogr1ph1 _____________ --+ ____ _,_I ___ ____, 

-~~~N·~~=L-Sra_ph....,...,...io~C~e-n-te-r-ot-1:Xi~oel-len~D----------------~-___,J::~~I----~ 

Qpmbat ~~rt Forces __ 
Ctr for Excellence for Disaster M;::at:-&;:;.-H.::u=m=an=--As=-=s=----------===a1===:--;4-;;,30=o-

EauiDment M1lntenimc1 
_Manual ReverseOsm;:o;::;s;r;is;.Dr;;e~s:;ialr;-;in;;;a:..to~rs~(;;~.,;~,,:o:.._D'-""-----=======fa==~1=:nn3nF===:::::r 

NavarCoastal W-¥(i!_ce:ri:aioi9P.!!f!P:::..:ro:.:.v.::e,m=en.,_,_t __________________ ,~-l===..l-':l.~...-~~~,====c:I 
WeaponsMalntenanct 

-.MK-4§._~:.=-cma~wn~~:;;-------------================1-~~...;s~.eo~o~--~----1 PhalanxCWISOverhau 7 rvw 

.l!!J.bKA Ship Self·Q.l!fense Mis."lik 1 "'.., 
F1cllNties Sustainmen'-c:t"cRa:'e'"'s-'=-10'-'Cr-'a""tio-n-.-=&"TM""od ...... er-n"Tlu...,.,ti-at~=----=----= ...... -.. ----====~==;;.;:::!~~-----.J 

. NAS Meridian Airtietd lightlll! _______ ===---- -·--+--- 4.100 
Base Stlnnort ·------------·-- ·--·----·-

.__~_J;nvironmentaffiesource Ct --~4...,.90~0,__ ___ _ 
Infrastructure Proa 4.000 

--~~£~filt~~~-':!.~ceet 1.oooi_ -~ 
ExcessAdministratioveOverheat ~ ~ .Tso·· 

Sh~{=~;::!vatlorn -·-·---·--···-----····--·------- ---3:s;---·--= 
Submarine Conversior . __ -17.000 
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r-1 .:uu.r: 
APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 

($ Millions) 

ROTC 2.200 

1/11/02 

Seeo!•llii:ed Sklll Tralntn..1.__ _____ --- ----------~---·----------------- ----------·-·-~-- -~= 
Naval Aviation Aoorentloeshio Proa,am 1.000 

l!,.ofeaslonal Devel~ment Educatlo, ____________________ ··-----~------
NOS GDTEMS 2.000 

Tralnlng_Sup__pop ----------------------.. --............ ------·-··-------------.. ·-----------· ____________ ------------·-··-
Leamlna Network Proa-ctr for Navv Educ & Tma fCNET 3.400 
Distance LeamlllJl9NE1 -·---·--------·---·--·-· --------- ___ 3.400.__ __ _ 
Maintenance & Tralnlna Process CNE" 2.600 

JROTC . JROTC------------------------------------1-----·_930...._ ____ _ 

~val Sea.Cadet C~tp~-----·--------------- ----·---------------'-1.:..:.000.:.--'-'-
Set'Vlcawlde Sunnort Admlr 

Blomelrlcs 2.500 
Arlv Teclmoloav Info Sunnnrt(ATlS ·-----·---.. ------···----.. ------1-----;;;1c.,;.000,-:-=-1--------

Administration 
oiii .. Personnel Sunnnr 

----·-.. ·-··----·-··"·-- --~----- ---~MOQ 

Ce11ter for Career ~:::...,P-=rog"'="_,,G7ro,e;wtt~-----------------l-----+---...:-1'.!:.000~ 
Plannlna. Enalneerlna. & O.lm 

Naval Fac;illties Engineering Cornman 
Plannina. Enaineerina, and Desig1 
NSW Carderock All Weather Carao Transfer 8111 
Stainless Steel Sanilarv Snace Svsten 

-o.000 
-6.000 

.!slII 

2.500 
Acguisition&Prognm ~,,,g:.__ ___________________ -l------1-------J 

Acauisition Mat -53.0oc 
SPAWAR ITC Opera=t=io=ns=-------

Air Svstems Sunnort 
Confla Mot Info Sye 

Classified Proarams 

4.500 

3.600 
9.223 

stralaalc Sourcina Aw7E -30.000 
HQ Staff Reduction ·51.106 
Jravelot Persons ---·--------------------1-------1----·1;.;4~-:..:·0=00 
Defense Joint Accountina Sv: -7.000 

I o r e i a n C u r r e n c v ·18.300 
Utllltlas ·8.800 
USSAlabam, 4.200 
Intrepid Sea-·--:;A:-;-ir·-=s:-p-a-c1-----------------------,1----4,,.._""'21s"";o.+-----• 
Central tatsaD Schoo 3.500 
Govt Purchase~c""'ar"""'df;;;Se,--vl'n-at ------------------+----==-=-=+-----::.2=-=9,...,_o=o=-16 

O&M .. Marine Coros 
Ooerational Forces 
ECWCS 1.000 

Jt Service NBC Def Eq SUrveillana 2.900 
ULCANS 1.000 
Modular General Puroose Ten 2.500 
BlistarGuard Socks 1.000 
_H_y~dr~a~ti=on~o=n~t=h=e=M=o~ve=(=C-~a~m=el=ba=k~----------------L------'-1., . ..:.000..:... ,1------1 
MOLLE 4·.aoo 

FleldLogistics 
Loci lmDrovement Initiative /Ground Suoril\ 

-~s lntercration Environment Set for VII MEI 
Depot Maintenancr 

2.eoo 
1.700 

RaBa,ste m=s ______________________ __._ __ __;4~.300~------1 
Base Sunnorl 

Waste Water Treatment Studv .250 
TwentvninePalms MAGTF MOUT Fae Plaflning & Desig 1.300 
Training & SuppartFacilltil!L ___ .=-=-c~~---------------J-----=-1s-=.-700--+ ____ -.J-

Facilitv Sustainment. Restoration. & Modemlzat101 
....1M9TFTC Twentynine Palm: 
JROTC 

2.20JI' ·-------l-----=-.-37ar---
,~!!:_SO!JrC!nL~:..:-1'c.::f._, _________________ . ..... ··1-----1,----·.;..1..;;.00c.;:;.o 
HQ Staff Reduction ·4.000 
Fore_!sn Currency ·------------------...l..--------+----'.!-300 
Utilities -7.200 
Govt Purchase Card Savina: -3.000 
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l"Y 4UD2 

APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 
($Millions) 

O&M Air Force 

Prlm•r_y~mb1t Forces ... -···----------·--- .. _..__ ... ,--.. 

B-52 Attrition Reseive 
Air DD8'atlons Tralnlnt 

F-16 Distributed Mission Traininc 
Combat Communtcatlon! 

Jt Alrbome Tactical Elect Combat Tma Proi 
~r Oeeratlons Real Property Main 

Grand Fortes AFB Ramo Refurblshmen 
__ Wind Ene!ml Fund 
AJr OnBn1Uons Base Sunnnr 
~Battle Lab En9l!!eertn_g_and Tech Suppo~---· 

Pacific Server Consolidatlot 
Navigation/Weather Sueeor 

UnnrlK,.;tv Partnelina for Ooeratlonal Sunna1 
Manaaament /Operation.al HC 

Schedulina lntaaiatton Team--Contraotor Su.,..,o 
~}lie• Control Syntm• 
Satelllta Syatema 
oth• Seace Operations 

Unjustified Contractor Growt~ 
Moblllza11on RPM 

PAC/lF Strat..nic Airlift Planninc 
~zed Skll Tralnlnc: 

IT Workforce Re-Skillino Aeronautical Svs Ct 
Fllaht Tralnlne 

MBU ·20 O..Vnen Masi< 

~.13Q!£. -
Loalallca nneraUons 
_ Acqu_laj!!!)n EJt.19!.~nci~~ 

CKU-6 Rocket Catfllnult PP 
_.l9!!!.9.f'J!>.E!:!l&lon System Ufa Extensioi 

L·SMART lnfonnatlon Svs Looistics 0Df 

LaalsUca Oneratlona RPW 
Belson AFB U1iMdor. 
Hickam AFB Alternative Fuel Proaran 

S.Vlcewkte Trana~tlor 
Servlcewlde Admlnlstratior 
S.Vlcewlde Communlcatlom 
Other Servlcewlde ActMtl• 
CMI Air Patrol Col'DOl'atlor 
,Setvlc!Wkl~-~- S.l!!:P_P-.C!r1 

Wlliam Lehman AViallon Cante 
lntematlonal Sup~-

NATO & lnt'I Proaram Growtf' 
ctualfled)'JC~mns-
Active Dutv MIIPera Underexecutlon SU"""' 
S1Jataalc Sourcing (A•78' 
HQ Staff Reduction 
Conau~nt1 
Travel of Persons 
Elmendorf AFB Trans lnfrastruc 
Defense Jt Accountina Sv: 
Forei_Oru r re n cy . . . 
Utllhloa 
Govt Purchase CardS1ldng1 
MTAPP 
Grant - --
Contract Claim 

1/11/02 

--26.000 1-,, .... --.......... ~ .... -·---, ... , 

5.300 

1.000 

s:OOo 
.500 -

4.700 ·-e'.·soo ---
·---3.400 

·-----:...000 
-3.000 
-1.000 

-4.000 

1.700 

1.000 

1.000 
1.000 

-- -- ~25.0_0() 
1.700 
1.~ ----~-· 2.500 

8.500 
1.000 

-20.000 
*14.000 
-8.000 

I -19.000 --·--
3.200 

C...,------· 
.750 

·5.000 
-18.332 
-75.000 
-8}1?( 

-60.400 
-20.onc 

-180.00C 
lC.rn 

-: . ·:-:: 
-;i.13~0( 
-?8. 8(10 
-24.::: 

2.aoo 
. '~-----8.000 

"I 

:*':_~ij::fd.r!t/\}:d:J)i:'J.-,.::':\:·//:\=::,:::.:;-;':(,: ·:c. -:··: ,:--\'::'.)(\}!-_:.,';'._, =,: ;-(:)·:: ")/'(t!:'.:i'{\i)(';;):;::;:/i~~r-c?: ·:.:,:::::~--;~ 
' 
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r f £UU-" 

APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 
($Millions) 

1/11/02 

~t""""'" -~· ,~ ... ~ ..... ~; .... , ···''"·~. -.: ... , ' ' ' "'·' ........ ,,_,: ~- ,"'·','.,'' , .. •''\·, ='··::~~;~-;_~ ... "~.._,-~~~"',,: :S.'-.:-

... ~·-·; ... "::· -~·,·'"·1,,/( .)··";":~ 

O&M Defeneawlde ,--------------·-------------'-·-----·+-----~ 
Sneclal Oneratlon• Commanc 

,__Base Communlcallons Sustalnrnen -··-·-------------··------,1----------1------=·2:.::.000 
Proaram Growth -2.800 

.. Qperation Focus Relief Drawdowi _____ L-_ ___ -1:t_.OO _ _Q 
Collateral EaulDmen -1.000 

_ MAC SAAM Pl!!!l@m Growth Focus Re,_,_,fiec..._ ______________ , ____ ._ ____ _._ ______ ~:.QQQ 
DefenN Acaulsltlon Unlveralto 
_,IT Or.,ganlzational CornPosltlon Researc -------------- _ .__ ____ ..c1.;.:.ooo-=--=<h----

Dlstanoa Leamlna Travel Savina: .a-:-000 
Distance Leaminc 2.500 AfflerlcanFoFC'~ .. '-'-"'-,n-t-om-~--l~o-n~Setv-~lc-,-------------------le---~=i------
Pa_y calculatlons and_Utltltlai, ________________________ -1--------l~--..:.:··3::.00,::::i 

Clvll MllltaN Pr,....rams 
_ Youth. OevelQPment & Leadershii;i_,.P.!r,o:c__ _________________ ~ ·-- .750 ______ 1 

Innovative Readiness Trainin, 8.500 
Classltled & Int• 
DCAA 
,.. .. _Ex __ ec __ u.~t,J_o~n--·--·--···-------------------------1-----

Proaram Growth 
DCMA 

Pav Cakrulation and Pmnram Growl! 
SPS Office Effk:lenciee 
Contim::aennv Ooerallons Contract Overslah 

DHRA 
.. ClvPars Backfills for OLAMF 
DISA 

Ovarheeid 
DLA 

Unemnlovment Comrmnsallot 
-· Secu rlty Locks 

Obsolete NSNs 

-11.701 

.S.000 
-7.400 

-11.400 
-f .000 
-2.800 

.__ _____ 
-10.000 

-17.00C 

-1.900 
5.000 

~7.000 

1.000 
Daf•n• POW/MIA Offl,;::;c'::.....;--_------------------+-----:-::=1-

Peisonnel Recoven1'Needs Assessmen 
DSCA 

Budoet Justifloatior -7.000 

-1.600 
DefenH Secur~;..e --------------------+------+----.

Im"""""'' Bu.vu.t Adiustmente 
DTRA 

Headnrn•rters Pmnram Growtt -S.450 
CHemBlo Warfare Defense stud\ 1.000 

DODEA 
Math Teacher Leader&it 1.aaa 
Galena !DE.a 3.400 
SRM 5.000 

JCS 
Proaram Growth •12.nm 

Elect Ed for Res Como inciassroom & Dist Environ 1.700 
National Defenses Universitv XX 1.700 

OEA 
Fitzsim!1'ons ArmvHo_g!]!ta 3.300 

rNAS Cecil Fialc 2.000 
Adak Airfield Ops 1 .ooo 

Philadelohia Naval Business Cents 2.500 
""N.,,..o-rt-o=n-A~F;...B ........ ==--=-=--= ............... -------------------------2.500'1-----I 

Citv of St.Lou isSLAAP!ATCOPJ 1.000 
.,,B~a,.,_t..,te,..,_r...____,v2...,0e::4~0=d,.,,,io'-'-m""e,.___,P_,o""'i...,_n _______________ • • .100 

Navv SacurllY G rouo Activitv Wi nterHarbo 4.000 
Barrow Landfill Fielocatiot 3.400 
Broadneck PenninsulaNIKESit, 1 .ooo 
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OSD 

FY2002 
APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 

($Millions) 

1/1 1/02 

__ Ene~stainability'--'A.::,u::.::d:=-if!,:._ __ , _______ , ____ ,, ________ __l ____ 
1
'-·_00::xA.r--

0
J-----. ...i 

Clara Barton Center at Pine Bluf I 
__ _9.!!1mQJ'1.!~~riority Architectures (CISA .3.SOQ,__ ____ , 

CTMA 6.000 
_!QJ,JS[l Lll4.Bs:iR.R) Wearable Computer! 1 • 700 

P a c i f i c C o m m a n d R e a o n a I I n a t i v 8.000 -· 

·-~!,!__dJ~ ~-&tJ~Jy_~ ·- -5.000 
Information Assumnce ScholarshiD! 6.100 

_ _Progra~g_~=h __ , ________________________ 1----=-=+------'·1.5.00Q. 
lnlelliaence Fusion Stud! 5.000 

WHS 
-ProQram Growth -15.500 
,_Strategic----- sourcing A·7E ........ _________ ----·-----+---..,,...,.=---~·5°"".2;c.;6=01 
Leaacv ----- - 11.000 

css Alabama 1. 000 
CSSH~n-J-~-------------- .900 

!~.!!i_d___ 30.000 
Reserve Comoon,_e_n...,.t"""Jt.,..,P"'"r-of""M:-=,ll""'E,...c----------------, 3.1 DO 
Manaaement HQ Raductlor -64.300 
United Services Oraanlzatlon (USO 8.5001 
Red Cross 3.500 
Defense Joint Accountina Svsten ·13.000 
National D-Dav Muaauir 4.250 

UtHltle1 ,-----------------------+-----·--·-·--4_.~ 
Reduce Excess Carrvovm 
Grant 8.500 
Govt Purchase Card Savina, -7.000 
lnt'al Trust for Damlnlna & M~l ... n_a __ v_1c_tl~m-'--•--As ___ 1 _______________ -1-___ 14..,.._ooo...,.. _____ _ 
FrNIMrke\8 . 1.400 
Travel -20.000 
EisenhowerCommlulor 2.600 
Realonal Def Count-terror Fellow=•=h=lr.___ _________________ 17,,....9=00=+----~ 
Armed Serv\ca Retirement Homr S.200 

Land ForcN Mission OP• SuPOOrt 
Other Conlracts Unjustified Proo Growth ·15.000 

Servle-lde CommunlcatJonr 
HQ Growth -1.000 

J!~=:v7el,~----------------------------+-----+------=-4.000 
UUlltle1 .2:100 J----'~--------- ---· -- - - . ----·---~-- ---- - - I---- ---+------=....;;.;:.i 

rtP1:!~'"~~:t•:1:rt\iI'.\?tJ\JJ~:\-:)·>,•::::ri:,r:~:-,.,.::-:t·•:IJ:t:)ff.::i::_;::r•i:1::,;:t:•::% ic,:·:·'.-,. :•:,••.':.:,:'12:'J:/:f:(\·Ifft~tit .. ;::;\:tt;.(:•~ 
o&Ni. Ne.VY Reserve 
Travel --2.000 

O&M Marine CorDs Reserve 
Travel •5.000 

1'.(11'.~~,MP.~,'.,~t·.:;;..~·:,:_f\A•/·]/,\t' /·r{L::-:···?t~\.Ji1·jfi'.({/&:(\t)/:.'.,;·::.;.,);:\::;•:-:-.·::':'::::=:::,tf.fr:/J'i.::J'?·(,,,,,.f'}i}'..-,~-.f-,1}·:,{=:::.::;;:,~;~ 
O&M, Air Force Reserve 
Primary Combat Forces 
--=~ustufue~~ramGrowth -8.000 
C-17 Reserve Basel'lannin~&Deslg1 1.000 
Travel___ __,__. -6.000 

TOT~~·~,fftfJrjj•;•,i:t',:Ji,';i::iI\ '·,·•.·:,·-: :-:;·i./.:,f.'i'i•-iti·./:'(::;,y,:,:}}'4J,;,;;.i:IW·\:-.••'\\:}_·;::.-::•:'·::'!,)i·:::),.;_.,'.:=:.:;)t'.\{::,:'.:'Jf-.,'i'',Ji'/'·,H'~;~ 
---n-.M--A-rm_v ___ N-at.,..iin-n-1a..,..,1 G-::::;-,,,.-.,c---- ----------------------4-----·- -·----• 
Divisions 

Extended Cold WeaUler-Clo1hlnu Sv: 
. - - ··-·-- .. ,,, _____ ,, ___ .... ·--- 2.500 ·-··-- __ ., ________ __ 

Land Forces Operations SuDDor 
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APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 
($ Millions) 

Base Su otl 
elgle S i O r 

National Guard State Partnershi P~ 
Extended Cold Weather Clothin Syt 
Pro·ect Alert 
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8.500 
1 .ooo 
2.500 

2.990 

1.700 
5.000 

1/11/02 

·3.400 



t-Y 2002 
APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 

($ Millions) 

1/11/02 

• ' ~ ':. ' ~ Y'. " '" ~ • ' ' • ' < • ~ ' ~--

' ' ' ' ' 
: . . ' . .~ -=. , ~ :.. '. ,,,_... ' 

A 
O&M •••••• 

Consolidate Health Suooor --- 1.500 ----
- DOD-\lA.Haalth_Care Consolidation Stud __ 2.500 I 

Health Care Centers of Excelleno -[500-·-
,utomated Clinical Practice Guideline ______ ._ 6.400 

Clinical CouDler Demonstration Proiec ·---=7"'.0""0.,..01-------1 

AJ'ta::a~:~:~:or~fti;:~~ Networ .--__ -~~5_,__ ___ __ 
Tri Service N~f!lt:!9 Res~arch Progran. _____ 6.0 .... 00,...~-----
Padfic Island Health Care Referral Pro --4°]00 

B row n T r e e Snake~ """1"""'.00=0+-------+ 
Hawaii Federal Health Care Network {PAGMEDNEl 15.300 

,_ QjgU~I A~~es.s & Anaiysi.s of HisJ01ic B8llords _at AFIF 3.400 
Defense and Veterans Head lniurv Pmae r 2. 100 -----, 
Oi:ieration Ranch Hand/Agent Orange Stud" 1 .ooo _____ , 
Health Studv at.lnWil~anvt.umw.Plan 1:000 
Com~rehensivtlliwr.osctm,.r,er...,,te B.OOOJ 
Computer Based Patient Record! 2.1001 

R&D I 
Breast Cancer Res ProD 151l.0001J ____ _ 
ProstateCancerResProi: 85.000 
Ovarian Cancer Res Proi: 10.200 

!Jeer-Reviewed Medical Res. Pl'OI 50.000 
ACP-215 Blood CeU Washe1 2.000 
Advanced Cancer Detectior 3.500 
Comnrahensive Breast care Cente 11 .900 
Chro~\c ~elogenous Leukemia Aesearc 5.000 
Coronarv/Prostate Diseage Reven; 6.000 
HIV/)YQ.§E..~~1:,mtion Proc 14.000 
Hvoarbaric Oxvnen Theraov for Ce1'8bral Polieo., at WPAF! 1.100 

_!nt'I M!!ldi~!.E!Qg_ Global Satellite Sys {IMPGSE 2.000 
Nat'I Ctr for Coi laberalion in Medical Modeling & Sir .200 

Nat'I Naval Medical Ctr Hematology Lab Mod 1.500=t-----
Periscoplc Suraerv for the SolnE ·-y500 
Post PoliO_§y_l'\dromE ··--2.so=o~+------1 
TRI ES-AFI ERA Envlroomenta!/Border Hea Ith Dem 1.500 
Tuberous Sclerosis Complex (TSC) Researd 1 .ooo 
US Military Cancer Institute at USUHt 2.500 
National PrionRe_searchProject(MadCow Disease/Creutzfelt.Jacob Oisea.s. 42.500 

_ .Compreh.~"!~ive B!~asLCare Ctr at Waiter Reei 4.000 
Asher House FoundaUor 1.700 
Utllltle11 •5.100 

-A~Pil,?-:i~;'_/;/(;·: :··/:::::,;·•••:::;\:H}'.r·:¥'.IIf:~?'.;ili/:=tW:\':?f>·:::::t::=·i:}':\••••::,l\::;-:::•::·,·•"•={t~•t:,:::::J;IfoJJ}):Itf:l\'-"!i.~t·•:;/''./?r·,.;:· 
Former Soviet Union Threat Reduction 

I 
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FY2002 
APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 

($ Millions) 

1/11102 

~~~~~;h;a,>":r-F-oc~u-s~---__ , ____________ ·_··-_-_·_--.. --·-··----f-----·-2_50-0· ------·-.. 

Southwest Anti~~r Slates Initiative..... --~ --
Southwest, Border Fence 5.000 
Jetierad AeresiatRadar~-----_-_:--------·---·---~+--- ~--·-_:12.'400 

Re ionalt.Du_~!.!!_rug Tr.aining ~demy, ~J,_d_ia_n_M_S________ _ ___ .__ 1.4 
EO/IR Sensors for Air Nat'I Guard Otl-58. ·-------------1--:=--_..s_.so _ _g,1 ____ __, 

WVA.ft Nat'I Guard Counterdrug Pr99 3.000 
NortheasJ~gio naCounterdrug_Tl~ll!!9::.Ctr 
Counter-narcotics Ctr at Hammer •• 

..... MuHi.J_!Jrisdictlonal CounterdrugTask Force 
_ Nall![lte!!l]&ngj Civ-Millnstitute 

3.500 
5.200 ---- -·---.... ·---

---,--------t------:::3-::.400-::-::-t-====1 

Youno .Marines --::-:---------------+--......:.;..;.:....:.1--------·-· 
__ lndlana National Guard Counter-drug_.Acti\/ities____________ _ ____ 1.400 

-~"'~-~ National Guard Counter-d~g Ac.~':'.!(.e,_,s,----------------+--_;;;;;2.400 ----
Te"_n_e National Guard Counter-drug Activities ----------+--·--1=.000~--.. ·-----· __ _ 
Nevada National Guard Co~"ter-d~~)ies_____ _ __ 1_.000+-----· 
New York Nat'I Gd Counter-d Port Initiative 1.000 -------------"'-------------------+------"""--'---
Peru ~rt -7.20 
Counter-dru Tanker O rations ..... _ . ______ ----------+-----+---·..;;1.:.:· :.:..::-i 
Columbia Airborne Surveillance -9.6M 

1---R . ..;.O_:r_&_E ________________________ +-------+-----=--,-4.000 
LEA OCONUS Su rt • ~ 
--~~~~ Natlonaf Gd Counterdrug Prog_ 1.BOD 

P-3 Counterdrug Thermal Imaging Sys 2.000 
Puls1d Fast}Jeutron Analysis Demo 5.ooo -----

H!twaii Na~_onal Guard Countetd!!:!fl_P ram 2.BO~ 

Ins ector General 

1'bfAfiJ~e~tt¥.f$J.ij1~t?:Yi1{t·::/(/\J:}i/:t:t:·:;::t·1:·1:::·l/i;::;i.;:\,·•;tlJ!i!=t:'.tt:\k£\(;t0AJ+:t%=Plrn;~oq.\l=I~Sf:t:At:'.···:···.· 
Pavment to Kaho'olawe Conve ance 
Program Increase 42.500 

Undistributed Ad uatmenta _ _ 
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lrcraft P acurement Ann 

f-Y 2002 
APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 

(SMillions) 

Utlllty F/W AJrcraft -----------·----------------+--·- I 
Transfer of C·37A Reolacement from ROT&E Al 45--:000-

,t!!J.l~~ New Tralnlns 
TH-67 Creek Trainina Hellcoote 25.000 

_CH-47JJl1_od~--- -· __ ---·---·---" 
Crashworthv Cookcit Seat~ 2.000 

1/11/02 

__ LRIP_Dela)'.___________________________________________ _ _ _______ ._ _ -26.000 
Lonabow 

Recapitalization and Safety .M!)m!imi.Q!L._ ___________________ 7_.o_o~o ___ _ 
Fire Control Radar --820( 

___ Q!! Debris Detection & 8u!!'!!l.1L.8Y!.___. _______________ --1---·3·.c·.;;.50;;..:0,---------.; 
LonabowAP 

_ Airframes ----------------·-------------+------+----'·3;;..:.3==:-00 
UH-60Mods 

Crashworthv Externa I Fuel Systemq ARN( 
De-icina Svs Uoarade Proc 
1/2071h S e a r c h & R e s c u e 

GATMRolluc 
FhcedWina 

,__ Rotarv Wino 
Soar•Parts 

Aircraft Survivability Ea Trainer(ASET IV 
A i r c r a f t Survlvabllltv E c 

f,J,UAVR ·2 Laser Detection Set! 
ASE Infrared- CM 

ATIRCMLRIP 
.I.Ir Traffic Control 

Cold Cathode Portable Landina Liaht 
National AirsDaceSvE 

Avionic• Suooort Eaulomen 

4.200 
1.500 

1o.4uu 

2.uuu1 

5.000 

7.000 

1.500 

• ·5.5uu 
·9.500 

-12.000 

AVIAVS-8NightVisionG~,=:ei'----------------------+------,;1;.:,.o~uu+-----I 
HGU-58/P Aircrew lntearated Sy! 3.500 

•Y•4P,~/{;tti'.%m:itHt\:t):;dtfi:&rt}f,J:rt???}'J,=9'm:'jfiJfF?f¥tnr1;11::;iwr.tntittmiiiJ1~~)f1i_:W:Ji*• 
Missile Procurement Anm 
M.lnger System 

Reduction -.42B 
Guided MLRS Rocket (G=M=L=R=S.____! ________________ 1-------+----,-....,...,,-.,.i 

Proaram Delavs -8.480 
ML RS u==u~n~c~her=--.:sv""'""11~---~-------------+-------+------~ 

Reduction -10.250 
ATACMS 

Proaram Reductior 
Patriot Mods 

Proaram Reductiar 
Avenaer Mods 

Reduction 
JfA~OWMods 

Reduction 
MLRS Mods 

Proaram Underexecutior 
Mlsslle Damllharlza11or 

Missile RecvclinaCente1 

WTCV Armv 

-9.006 

·12.500 

8.000 

-35.000 

- --10.000 

----· ••• ·-------~·. I -· ,-_ooo 

Bradley BaseSustalnman ________________________ +----
Economic Production Profile Ad ·- - . -13.800 

flST Vehicle Modi 
Enaineerina & Suooorf Cost Growtt • 7. 700 

Heayv Assault Bridae (HAB) Tralnln11 Device 
Vehicle Purchases ·41.000 

,J!fVS Seties.MM,s _________ --·-····----------·-·--·---1-~--r:-r.--·--
Armor Tiles 20.000 --
Pre-Mod Deoot Maintenanm ·5.000 
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rT .l!UU2 
APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 

($ Millions) 

1/11/02 

FAASV PIP ot Fleel . ---· . ·--- >---- _ ·-
excessive Growtt- -s.200 

Abram• Tank Mod -~ ,_, 
_excessive Growth/Unjustified Unit Cost lncrea_se_: ____________ -+···-·--·----~!.:.?.QQ 
svstem Enhancement PGM: SEP M1A: 

Unju~llied Unit Cost lncreasef ---------------------------_._..::..?,.100 
Items Less than $5M 
Jroduct Improved Combat Vah Headse --··-----------------+---7_.S_O_Ot------

Ammunition Procurement. Arm1 
.50 CAL All TVDN 

so ea, sLAPc....=.. __________________________ 2._oo_o.-·-----1 
25mm. All Tvnes 

M919 Ammuni1io::..:.r ____________ , ________ _ 
40mm. All TvDe1 
-· MTP M918 LinkedUnderexecutlor 
81 mm Mortar All Tvnes 

MB18 
-·MS53 ILLUM 

M934MO 
Mortar120mm HEM9S4W/MO Fuze 
155mm HE M-107 

M795155mmHE HF 
Modular Artillery Charge Sys (MACS 

CodGmwth 
RADAM 

Cost Growth 
Mine AT/AP M87 (Volcano 
Bunker Defeatina Munition IBDM 

SMAW·D 
Demolitio nMunhlon• 

Modernization Demolition Initiator 
Anti-personnel Obstacle Breaching Sy: 

Grenades All Tvne.t 
M83 SmokeLauncher/LVOSS SmokeLaunche 

Signals. All Tyna1 
Practice MS 

items less than SSmllllor 
Smokeless Ni 

24.000 

·20.000 

4.000 
3.500 
3.500 
4.000 

2.500 

.l'5:'lffllr 

·25.060 
7.000 

3.500 

1.090 
3.500 

2.uuu 
. 

•8.900 

2.000 
Maintenance of lnactiveF1c111ae:'=------------------------------1-

Production Base Suooort at Pine Bluff Arsenc 1.500 
~RMJ; • 10.000 

tm~:tM"?itM{lt=Mit)tfiK:~:fltt:m:_@~bF/t;'.{tff:YK{'.\{:):))\'iJl/:ltI:I/f&@t~!Iifi(f;Jj({/lt'.iii~liif{Ij;~a 
Other Procurement Armv 
Tactical Trailers/Dollv Sets 

Self Load/Off Load Trailer /SLOT 1.000 
M129A2C 
FtJMpdrements •7,300 
HMMWV 
• Up-ArmoredHMMWVs 19.000 
Firetrucks & Associated Firefia hti na E1 4.000 
Family of HeavylacticalVet;,..,,.,. ________________ ---1---~-:+----~ 

Movement Trackina Svs(MTS'. 5.000 
~mored Security Vehicles 

Tactical Fire Truck 3.500 
Modification of In-Service EqCTac Surv 

Aluminum Mesh Liner 3.500 
~£.Term. . 

STAR-T Proaram Te.nninalior --:n:as1 
A.mW Global CMD ""Cautrnl ~ -----,--------------1---.. ,,..,-,, 

AN/PSC-5 Spitfire, Radio P3 4.300 r---· 
feml(Qata DistributionSysj.f.DilS'.... ~ __ --... - ...• 18.000 _1 -···---... - .... 

Nafl Guard EPLRE 
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l"T .-!UU.l 
APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 

($Millions) 

1/11102 

ACUS Mod Pro •• ram • WIN Ti • 

_ ANIUXC-1tU!S·21 Blaoklac!) ···------·---------·· .. ·----·· ... -·--·---··-·-···- ---~~ ----·--·-.. ·--
AN/TTC-58 Slmle Shelter Swilche! 26.500 
USRPAC C4 SUites ·-- 7.200 _ ----------

Comms•Elect Eaula Fleldlnc -

.. JmJnoved HIil!! Frequenq Radlo(ARea ----------·- .. ---·----------- -~-500 --------
USRPAC GCCS·A Suites .300 

Information_~ S-1.1rlty Pr~:ISSF ... -----------·-·------·---------____. ______ ~-
Blometlios Information AssurancE 9.000 ------

_ Sea.ue Terminal ~~---·-----------------------------,_ ___ 1_.so.o 
Basa Sunnort Communlcatlon1 

Trunked Radio Stste1T __________ ,----------------·-----------+----"1.,40.:.;;...;.o ________ _ 
Local Ar• Network 
_yUTIN/Dtg!lal Swltchflrs Mod_at Ft Huachuca & White Sand -------------1-----2_.oo_,o--1-----·-
AII Source Analvsla Sva IA.SAS --
.•... Intel AnaJysis Mv Tool Sets (!AATS ___ --------·· .. ------····---------..---J1--.-----'1.:...;.4cc0;.;0 ________ _ 
ODIP 2.000 
~/CIBS-M.f!l~RA.:__, __________________________ ,___ _____ ~------

Joint Tactloal Terminal: 8.500 

~al Unmanned A.tel Vehlele @.P.:,..,'11~--------- -·--------+------1-------
FAP Da1a11 -27.000 

£:I HUMINT Automated Tool Set (gfl=A-""'T"""S---------------+---=-=+------I 
Additlonal CHATS Unit! f.000 

ShortatoeJ;lectronlc Protection~------------·-------·+-------.. -----
lnlearated Loolstlos S• ...,..,..r 1. 700 ·-

Sentinel Modt 
USAAPAC Tmlan LIie ---·--·1-----_-8-00 -----· 

,_!i!~Jll•lon Dayle• _ -----..---·-,...,.,=~------I 
Borellahl 1.400 

J!lghtVluon Termlnaf Wpn Sjgb _________ ·---------+----4--------
AN/PVS.fJ IMELIOS) 1.200 -

r-tort•r Fire Control Sya _ 
Llahtwalaht L.a'""se=r~Oe:-....,sl::...a1n_a_ll,...o-n--=Ra-n""'---:-1fi-ndE-:----·----·-·- ---------2-.000--i--------

Jl'.Q!Lram 0e1av1 -1.000 
Combat ldanlflc_,_•_tl-onl......,.,:AC"Clm-1n-1a'""u....,1a...,1h,-------------------l'----------1----_..:....:--

f-Schadule Dela) 
STANIS Taotloal Comnuter• ISTACOMP 

•1.400 

Progrgam OelayE ·13.000 
St1nd•d Int-rated Cmmd Poat sv, ______________ -----·----- ---.------ ---------J--- ··-------

Modular Comm:,,,,an'-"d...,P,_00=-=s==-l.=:Sy:z.;1,.___ __________________ -+-----"2c::.500=+------I 
ADP Eaulomen1 

Ammunition All 3.500 
NG Distance Leamlna Coursewan 4.000 

LAN lnElall for Gauntlet ,_FTX.!..!:::..-::::S=il:e~.F:....t::..:Kno:=:..· ---------------''-------=·...:.450::..:;;.i. _____ _ 
_..Fleaionat Medical Ois1ance l.eamlnt'I CenlE 1.000 

~undri••~wera & Latrl~~-------------------------....... ---·--
t..aundrv Advanced i::l\,f 3.000 '-----

Ughtw...!!ght Maintenance Enclosu~. • ··-------------·------1----..,,,...,,..,...,,if------i 
LME - - - 3.000 

!.feld Feeding.and Refr!g_arallor. • • • 
Food Sanitation Cenle -

C1mouffag• ___ • 
ULCANS 

... ·--------~----~~------1.100 

"'----------------~-----4.000 _________ _ 

._g_ombatSup~~_!dl~-·-------------·---·-------
Raold lntervenous Infusion Pum1 ---3.000'-·----

_ Ute SU__e>ort !or Trauma and Tra~rl {LSf AT ----·---·---------1----2_.500 
Portable Low Power Blood Coolina and storaoe Devi( 1. ffio _____ _ 
HEMA Cool 1.000 -----------------------------·--1---------

ScraDer Earthmovlna 11/2 Cu Ye 

Scraper·-·--------------------------------.. -··--·-~-------------------_ _ 7.000 -·-----------
Mission Modul•-Enolneerln1 4.500 
IJ.!ploy•bl• Universal Combat Earth Mover .m_EUCE ----------_ ___ _ _____ _ 

DEUCE 11.200 
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FY 2002 
APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 

($ Millions) 

1/11/02' 

·, ~--, .. "\ '· .. ·:, ':: '~,,·· ''Z:.'; ' ~,·~··:,..:· ·,· . .,.' -~,·:, ''," .. ~:~,···:; ,,,."'· .. ' ,'. ',·,, . 't:' :,':': 

: .. >' . . . . ·. . ' • . .· ' ' ' ' .' ·, .' '. '·: .· ' ' . . ... ' ,-:,,: .. . . :. ' ' ~~:\ : 

FloaUnn Cranes 
100/250 Ton Cran1: 

Generator• and AHoclat•d Equia 
-·---·-----------.... ·--·'--···----I·QQ!l ·----·--·-·· 

.. _2kw Milit~actical Ganaraton ---·-------·--·--------·--- _ 2.500~-------·-
Combat Tralnlna Canters sunnnr 
.... De~oyabla Force on Force _lnstrumanlatlo ----·-----·-·-·····-·-·-·-··· .. --... -·--·-·-··- __ ,, ____ 1:~~ ·---------····· 
Tralnlna Davlcu_ Nonsvsten 
~nuns & Bradley Interactive Skill8 Tralne --------- 6.300 

Guardflst 3.000 ~--·-·--

~- Adv AVIATION lnsllt To:!g_ Simulator (l'AITS __ 2.500 
COTS Mobile Aeoonfiourab1e Taroetlna Sv 1-000 

_ De.!!!Qyable RAOQ& Tm_g & SafetySY§JDTASS Ft Bllss ANG ·-· 1.300 
Denlnvable Ran .... Tma & Safetv Svs fDTASS Ft Hood AN<? 1.300 ,___ 

__ Are fl9hli!J9.TJain~"9 5_yi ___ , 1.200 
Mil Ops in Urban Terrain IMOIJT\ 1.500 

_..§!_Mt!~------.. ----·-·-----·--·--·-·-·-·-·-----.. ----·'-----11!:.~ ··--·-·----AFIST 8,300 
_ Ft Walnwli..9.ht MOUT lnstrumenlatior 5.500 

MILES 2000 for Cooe Thunde 6.000 
,-Uva Fire Range! _ 3.500 
Avlatlvn Combined Anna Taotloal TralnerlAVCI 

Avi~tlon Aeoonllgur,,,ble Man Si!11Ulalor (A!JM~E-----------·--- ___ 4-___ 1:::..00=..co......_ ____ _ 
s-1•1 Eaulo for Uaer Teaflnc 
Argot Receiver Injection Module Threat Slm_;;:;ula:.::aaaat<~--------------1-----=3:::.·400=-1----·-·--

Additional Tarr1At Aoo Radar-AniJe Mulllbear 11.500 
~ Eq lor User Testl'!.9..__________ 1.000 
lntearated Famllv of Test Ea-llFTE' -------------1----.......:..=::+-----
,__IFTE ____________________ _,_ __ .:..11:..:.:.000=I-------
lnldal SDarn-CE 

SMART-T Pm!J.l!!!ll Del~~.--------------------------,1--------1----=-2~.oo:::.==io 

ft01A~pii~~;=~~:~~.!~~A=~=-=f :=~;~ ~i.fo~:-~=~i-~~-=-:--:~::.::;~~:~.;;:t: {:;::::-~;~::=.~-~~?~~;~~t~:~:;-~~;~=-1~.=:;:~;;~~:=::'.;-~~'.~.;;i~~~-~~tt~~J~ -·~t-~~~;~=: .-:·f ~.::;;:~~-=yJ:;·!··:i~:i)=~.:1:::::1.·;:~m~~~-~~~i~t~~'.-::i~;~~~~:;~::-:::~~~~,..1, 
l 

IAlrcntt Procurement .. Nav" 
F/A·18EIF 

_ Reduce# of Aircraft ___ -·------------------+-----+---=-2::::26~.7~00::.-:1 
V•22AP 

Unrealistic Sohedult 
SH-80A 

Production SUE!P..~ Cost Growll' 
UC-35 

Additlonal Aircraft 
C-9 Modernization 

Hush.J!!.""ts'------------
T...STS Goshawk AP 

--------------------------'-·--- __ , ___ -1_2.000 

-3.000 

7.500 

3.000 

~rational Right Trainer! ------·------·-·------- , ____ ___. ___ __::6;.;.;::.50;;:_0-:i __ _ 
1--J ...... P..._AT ..... s~----,-------·-·---··------·--·--------+-----::,=-==*""-----r 

.Addlllonal Aircraft 30.800 
KC-130,f· 

Excessive Unil Cost GroWI~ 
Defer 2 Alrcrafl 

EA-8SlriosMod1 
=Band 9/10 Transmitters 
AV-8 Serles 
,__Litenlno II TarnAttno Podt 
F·14Sarles 

TARPS CID 

02A0Dadn CutsAppnConf 

-4.800 
-·----1-3'r400 

14.000 

·---i-,----- ....._ ___ _ 
25.000 

2.500 
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l"Y J:UU.i: 

APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 
($ Millions) 

B es 
ATFLIR 

'"ECP-5983 Avionics -UDcrade for MC --
I Delay!d Prior Year O!!!!~on 

A-18EIF 
Excessive Cost .Gr.niwh SLMP & MIO~ . . 

AH-1 W Serie, -· 
:..J1l8t!!_Ja~]!:l_g ~,_r:.r_ 
H-53 ~~ -

AN/APR-39A & "A' instaJ.t Ki.~. 
·sH.ao Series 

A0~13F DJQQ]_ng Son~.!. . - -
Airborne Low Freauencv Sonars /ALFS 
ADHEELS - - - - . - - - - - - -H-1Seriea ---
AN/AA0-22 T -"-~- r m a I lmag!mt_§l':slem: . . -

EP·3 Series -
_fttpej:Wide Delta W\ng_SIGINT Egui1._ __ 

Proaeam Delavs/Slow Executl<>1 - - - - - - -
A R I E s II V M E SIGINT Tune1 

P-3Sertes 
SLAM-ER Harpoon II l!)~gra11or 
Diaital Autooilot Uoaradt 

Diaital Instantaneous Frea MgtUpgra~ 
CNS/ATM 
BMUP SEI ~~e~ 
Multi-Mode Receivers I MMRs' 
COTS Aircraft Health Monitoring S~r 
ALR-95 ESM System Unnrade 
Anti-Surface Warfare h:np!QV Upgradef 
PACT Trainer 
Advanced Dinital Recorder. 

E·2Series 
_Ha~ye 2000 CEC Unnradm 

AN1USC-42Mini-OAMAUHFSATC0MTerminal5 
C•2A 
T-45 Series 

Uniustified lncrease9 llirP-"Jional Control Mod 
v-22 Mods 
Uniustified Fundinc 

Common ECM Eaulo 
AN/ARR-47 O~tical Sensor Proararr 

Spares & Repair Parts 
__l?.[OQramGrowthReducli.!)r 
Aircraft lndustri al Facllltle1 
__.Navy Calibration Standards~pPQI 
Other Production Ch1rae1 

Excessive Growth: F-14 WSSA 
Common Ground Eaulri.mlll'T 

Direct Suppport Sguadron Readiness tralnln, 
Excessive Growth: Automatic Test Ee 

War Consumables 
Hih Pressure Pure Air Genemto 

1/11/02 

21.0001 
24.libo 

-5.001 
1."030 --

. -~-Mi 

3.5011 ---
2.500 ---
2.uu~ 
4.000 
2.UUll 

1.!>UII -
5.uuu 

----::ro:oiffi 
6.uuu 

ll 

3.500 
2.t!UU 
7.fUU 
6.300 
7.ouu 
2.500 

. 1.40Q 
6.000 

.36..POQ 
6.000 

. WQD 

"ZT.5UU 

6.000 
-2.000 

-7.200 

-17.500 

2.600 

-100.000 

2.300 

-4.300 

4.500 
I ·18.700 

2.800 

t1m:~~:i!if;:':\\:\(\,,·,::/:ti';'/fil?t/Lif:\;f'.\'<.'):,:;:.' ·.·:· :.-;-, ,·:••::.•·;.:Yf,\):ii)'.f::.:·\}::,:::::;•,:•,::ij::.::\{;:it(zl~~-:;·::,,\.i:::~·1~~: ···:: ·:•:.· 

I 

Weaaons Procurement Nav, . -
RIDENTII I 
D.-5 Serv.i.!;.!U::ife Extension Progran. - - . ·25.000 

Navv Area MissileDefensc I 
I Program Termiantior . - 8.983 
Tomahawk 

ToQli~a n d T •• e s t Eg!M( - . - 2 4 5 0 0 
ESSM 
_ ~ortCostGrowthReduclior . ••• - I - . . .. .. 3.000 
Sidewinder --

Contract Savincs -2.900 
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n 2002 
APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 

($ Millions) 

1/11/02 

"• .= ' ' '•: • '·.=.' ,:•, ',' '"~:'' '''\ ':'..., ~ .::~·,:=.'', ':'-..;:,.;,''._ H:' • ,' • ~.~';,~' ,,_\ ,, ~ '.,, ,' ~ ..... '~:':•:.: 
, • •• ' •' ' : • • • ~ ,•, • '_::, • • • " • ' • I ' • • • ;, .. :;... \ • • >: ;, • [ :, ' ."' 

AMRAAII' ·- -·-----·····---·-·-·--· .... _______ . -···-__ _.,. 
_ S.JW_poJ:LCost. Orowlh Aeducllor ----------·--------- ··-----~--------- _ L -3.0(?_0 
AwlalTaroet1 
__ SSST _ernaram_DelaY!__________________________________________ _ ~----- ------ -7_.500 
Drones & Decovs 
_Jmp_roved.Taotlcal Air Launohed OeooyJIT..AI..C ---··---------------·'- _ 14.000 ____ _ 
Ordnanc• Sunnort l!aul1 

... Increased MK-54 To~do PA)(-------·-·-····-· .. ··-·-··---···-·-.. ·------·--------·-·-.. -- -------2.500 -·-----·-··-·-·-· 
WNDon• lndustrlal Facllltle1 

Aff!IJ.ahl{JWi!tlcS Lal _________ , _____________________ _,,_ ___ 1_9_.000_ 

ASW Ranae Sunnnrl 
Northwest Undersea Range Um.rad1 _________________________ +---3~~.2..i-------

CIWS Mods 
ciws~lock _1_B .!!r!grade __ Klts & S~are~ '---------_____ ..._ ___ ..;.4.000 
Gun Mount Mod• 

,__MK45 Mod 4 Guns, __________________________________________ 2_1..:,.~ --·----····--

Ammunition Proc. NavvlMC 
JDAM 

Suooort Cost Increase 
1Cttadditional 
MchlnaGun Ammunition-f 

20MMUnklessCost Growth 
Practice Bombs·N 
_ Laser Guided Training Round: 
Cartridaes & Cart Actuated Devices 

Cost Growth 
Air Exnendable Countermeasures-I 
Lt.lU-52/B IR Expendable C~ntermeasure 
5 lnchf54 Gun Ammunition-t 

Continuous ProcessinoScale-Uo FacilitvOutfittlni 
12DmmAIITvces 

M830A 1 Ammunltlor 
Grenades All Tvoes-MC 

4.QJ)Q. 

2,51)~ 

3.:11111 

4 • .t:UU 

7.000 

1.000 -.M§7A1Fraamentation Hand GrenadeElectro/MechF~----------1-------'
Demolltlon Munitions All TYPN·M< 

SMAW Common Round 5.600 
Artillerv. All Tvces-MC 

105 HE Prolectils 

-4.00 

w - - -

-3.000 

-7,.30Q. 

·9.000 

M~1;;1m1P.:~::·:1:1:i::~ir::~~t:~:.:::;~;:111:~::~~~~;rsr~11~~1::1i1::i:11::1::l:1:1:i~~:;ft.·'.·.r~~1~!-~t:::i::~~;~~???..:~t~~~Jltl11~,,:1:ii~:;11~t~si!~i·~?i!mft~[t~=~~t11:m~~1~J:~f~:~r;1ti~1~~:ii=1::~,~,,i 
I 

Shicbuildino&Conversion Nav• 

SSGN • ·------------------,------+----I 
(Additional Reactor Core 

AdvancePlanninc 
Virair1I• Class Submarlnt 

Cost Growth Reductior 

279.000 

CVNRefuelinaOverhaul; I 
-30.000 

CVN-69 ZRCOH 30.000 
1~D~D""G~-5~1=A'-=P===-'-''------------------------~--12S:0001------I 

Cruiser Conversior 
ProaramAcceleratlor 75.060 

LP0-.17-AP. . _ . _ . _____________ ___._ ___ ___. __ 
Premature Lona-lead forLPDs23/2• -266.330 

. outrttl!!!.L_ Reduction -------------------------+-----1----_-=5....,_o-=-='oo 

LCAC SLEP 5.000 
Comoletion of PY ShiobuildinaPro1 
LPD-17 (Funded in $.ypp;. I • • 

SubmarineRefueling1 16.246 
-75.000 

General Reductior • ...,._,_ __ ..:.11.:QQ§! 
-MineHunterssWATI--___ 

1 
1.000 

YardOilers 3.tioo t-'--"'-'=-'~~-----------·-----·---------------1------------· -~---
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FY2002 
APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 

($ Millions) 

, ' ,~ ~ . . 
. . : 

, '' . : ~ : 

1/11/02 

Othw Procurement. Navv 
Othlll' Navlaatlon Ee: 

--------~---....... ....-----------... -----·----.. L........------~------····· ... 

__ AN/WSN-7B Aing Laser GyroscQJ>e€ •..•.••. ---··--·····----··--···--·-·---·-··------········· .._ 5.00~ ·····-···········--··· 
Computer Aided Dead Reckonlna Tracke 6.000 

.. MilitA,y_Sealift Command Thermal lma!l!_n ·····--- ____ 3.500....__ --·--
s1ra1-1c PlaHorm Sunnort Eauh: 

AN/UYQ-70 Submarine Workslation~ 10.100 
Shlnboard Ea less than i!;;N ··· ...... ···--····-···-·-······· ···--·-·····-·--· 

_pvN Smartshi~U,Uustified_Prgg Clrowtt ·-·-------------------- ••••• -~.099. 
Standard Boats 
~ Person Life Rafu! ·--·-----,-----------------1----=2.BOO 
lo-auna Forc• IPE 

::Se~~~~e"ir------------------------------ 4.200 

Pearl Harbor PUo 4.300 
Radar Sunnnrt -- --·---·- ...... -----------.... ·--··-

,_AN/BPS-J5H Na'!!gatlon §y~ -----··--------------i----8~-=·=30o . ..,_, ____ 1 
SPS-73 fV\ Radar 10.000 
AN/SYS-2 lnte_fil!lted Tracking Sys for FFG:"'71..._ _______________ 4-____ s .... oo....;.;.o 
MK-92 t.rnrade 2.500'--·----

SSNAooustlCI 
Nnnrirooulslon Electronic Svs Modemizatlo 6.300 

~rine Acoustic Warfare Su.fR.t!rt Et-----·--------------1-----,-,,..,...,+-------1 
Exnandabte Baththeimoaraoh Test De\llce 1.000 

~••• Warfare Support Ea 
Carrier Tactical surveillance Ctr fCV-TSC 2.000 
surface Ship Torpedo Defena1 3.300 
submarine Acoustic lnterceot Svs u~arad1 7.000 

~~!P-,,,.l"-'Ke.::81,:.:ffl,:.:19"'11':........ _________ _ 
MOM Sea Bottom ~nnina & Channa Deteo11o ·--·-·---+----.1-.soo='"------I 

N~ TIIOtlcal O.ta_Syatam ·-----·-·---··-----·------~---·--·--·-- _ _ --·--+---·-·--
Shore Based ANAJYQ-70 Olsolav Modemlzalio 8.500 

~~v• ~111.ement C•p•blllt\ -·----------------1---------~------
Low Cost Planar Arrav Antenna Prod Transltlo 8.500 

National AlrSpace Sy• ------·-·-··-·--.. -------·--·-------1--------1-----
0ASR Pmnram Oelav~ ··io.ooo 

otherTralnl~men ------------··---·---------1-----=~-=-f------l 
f,Jr Traffic Control on Board Trainer. 2.eoo 

_ Tactical Comm On-Board Trainlrx_ _______________________ ,f----'4.c.:.500...c:..:c,1-----.--c-~I 
ID Svatems -1.000 

!;'urface l•tlflca!l!fl SV•-----·------·----------,-,-·---------1------·· 
Shloboald Adv Radar TaraetlD I SARTIS 1.000 

.I..ADIX-8 -------------------Addttlonal Joint Tactical Terminah -+---1'"'2'""'.1""ooc=1------I 

~~-· surve1Danc• !r!,·------·-·--,------·------·-----+-----1----
Exoessive Proaram Growl' -i .000 

Other Shor• Eleclron Eq lesa than@ _ 
ln1At1rated Condition Assessment-Wireless s-enso·--rs-,,,.,..1c=-A.8~--------+----,2.'""aoo~~------1 

Shin Communlc•11ons AutomaUoi 
NAWCAD MSTIC wuiio Uoorades 1.000 

_Programmable lnjegrated.~Co~mu~ni~oa=ti~·o_ns_T~e""nn=ln=al'--------------'---·--'3"'-'-.49..Q...__ __ _ 
Communlc•tlons Items leas than 151\ 

Enhanced t:;)TS ON-201 Secure Voioe SYflJ.:.cieol::::::....------------.....--....;3;:,.40;,.;..;01------
IT-21 Block 1 Unnrade C41SR Comoullnn & 7. 700 
Netwolk-basei!_~Td Interior Seoure Voice Com, 8.500 

SateRlte Communications Rvatern1 

. Digital Mod_!,,![a=,,rC"-R"'-'a""d"""'k-----·-------·------·-·-·---4----'6::.:..00=.:0+.....----I 
JEDMICS 

JEDMICS Enhancemn!E 7.000 
PACOM Coailtlon Wide Area N·-e-two-rl------·-----------·---+-----:,4,.:..50,~0l-------t 

lnformatJon.!?ecurlUes Sl!J)~rt Ee_ __________ , _______ -'------'"---·--
Secure Tenninal EC1Jir 

. ln1elli98!!1~nt Security Moduli 
Naval Shore CommunlcaUom 

1.500 

-----------------,----1---1.:..;.500=-1-------l 
Mini-DAMA Tenninalt 7.000 1--0efinitvNetwork Uoorad_E ___________________________ -1-__ ....:..,3:.;:.5.;;.00;:.l,... __ , __ _ 

!,~obouYe-AIITYP.""'•'-------------------------1----=...,,.,,.,,4...----• 
Additional Sonobouvi 5.000 
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t"T oi!UU2 

APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 
{$ Millions) 

1/11/02 

W•~na Rang!..._~.HQ.rt Equlr 
Mobile Remote Emitter Simul:::a=<-to---------------=------+-----=5""_300=1--------1 

!!.clflcMlnlleRan_se --··-- ---------------~..... 5.100 
other Aviation SuDDOrt Eauh 
-· Jt Tactical Data ln1egratior ----------------·----------1-----8:;.;;....400,_______ _ 
Gun Fire Control Sv•lllm 
,...f.N/§.~:~~_§_!)lld State Transin.'""llla:;c.._ __________________ , _________ 7'-.000-"-'---·----
Shh> Self Defenee Svt ri!1:~:=~ --···-·-·--··---------------------· .. -E~~ --------... 

COTS Emuf11tors for NSWC Laboratorief 2.500 
TSC Business Sw Suites UooradE 4.000 

SurfaceASW S1:!JJ~rl Eq_ul,: ------- ---·-------·---·-.. ----'-----·--'-------
Sulfaoe Vessel To""""4o Tube1 4.200 

Stragt~fc .. Mlsslle ..§l.s Eq_~------ ----~ ____ _ 
Reduction ·2.000 

_ Smartsh!P lJQara~ __ ..:..1;.;:.oo..:.o::1-----
T•ct1ea1 Vehicle. 
_MTVA TIUCks ---------·--·-----------------·--'-- 14.000'--·-·-··------.. 
oth• Sunnlv Sunnort Eoulr 

Serial Number Tracking System.! 3.000 
S-..lal Purnoee Su....av Svstenn -50.000 
I.r•n~ Sup_ponE~pJllen ______ , _____________________ , _____ ,,, ___ -f...-·-----i-------

TRIDENT Sonar Manuals-Data Mnt &. Conversio 3.500 
Command Sup_p£ij_§._lf!!P.: ... m=en=.c.-· ----------·-----------+------1-------

Advanoe Technical lnlormation Sv, 1.000 
Raductio=n·-----·---------------------L-----'-----·-'-1.:.;;.oo=o · SPAWAA lnfonna1ion Tech Cb 

_Man overboard lndlcatorJMOB,~I _____________________ _ 
EducaUon Support Ee: 

._Jrainlna Vesse!E 
Environmental Sm•- Ee 

Naval Observatorv/Unlver Doooler Soootrometrv Tele!Dl09 Proa 

Procurement, Marina Corpt 
AAA\ 

1.000 
7.400 

-5.500 

8.400 

-1.512 

M•rin!..~h•nc~,=::.,.:..t'.:...P:..::roq~r•:::.n=----------·------------1--------'-----·-
Bavonet 200C 

~odular Weapon Sy, 
Other Suooon Mod Klb 

2.100 
-3.10() 
-3.000 

~t Vision Equlpmen;cc..c....· ---·-------------· -------------'- ·-·--· 
ANJPVS-17 7.000 

.fladlo SV.a.•1:..::em=•, _______________________ ....._ ___ __,_ ____ _ 
ST AR-T Contract Terrnlnalior -1.50( 

Comm Swltchlnn and Control Svt 
AN/AUX-C1 0 TS-21 B lackiack Diaita I Facsimilil 

Comm & Electronlc lnfr.astructure SU.J?f!. 
DPRIS DatabaSE 2.000 

Air Operations C2 Svt 
L..aeaacy Aaenclei -2.100 
Intel C2 Systems 

TCAIMSProaramDelayt ·1.270 
RreSunnort Svstem •. ____ _ 

Tar11et Location Desi11nation Handoff Svs -=-oe--::la-av-------------+-----+--~-1~1~.9=00=1 

T~a~c=ti=ca=l~F~u=el~S~y~s=te~m=s~---------- ------~----~---
Aluminum Mesh TankLina1 1.000 

514T Truck HMMWV I 
-· UparrnoredVarian I 5.000 
'.!!!ldl~m Tactical.Vehicle.R.~e=--p~la=c~e~m~e=n ___ , __________ , ______ _ 

Truck Trainina Simulator: ·2.500 
~ed Power Equip 

1.000 Laser Leve Ii naEqulprnen 
Port,J!ble£!2_odlh1hts and Generator 

Command SuooortEqulpmen 
_.M..Q..::.J!_LO- U I ti m ate B u 
Material Handlina Eaulpmen 

---·----·-----•----_._ __ ·1.(JQ9 

Id ng Machine 1.700 
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Extendable Boom Forklll 
TRAM 
For1ditt 4K 

r, ~uu,:: 
APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 

($ Millions) 

Aeld Medical E.9!1.!L ___________ _ 
CBIAF Personnel Protection E .. -·~ '~-~~~--5.300 

_Family of C~n~1t!,t~qu_l~I ___ _ 
D-7 Bulldozer-; 11.900 
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t-Y 2002 

APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 
($ Millions) 

1111102 

-C·17 MVP 
~IS :::ii~Ul£'!tOI ---- - !l.750 

Rate impact Savinaf ----- -36.ooif 
• Be{l!4:!ian ••••• -----·->----

-,500 
C-17 AP 

EQO for Second C-1 7 MVF I 142.900 
'V•'l'l.___ .. - -95.110 
V-22 AP ·14.991 
Civil Air Patrol 

AddilianaJAircrafl 4.900 
E·BC 
Prior Year Pricing. - . -11,00~ 
PredatorUAV 

Predators 17.000 
'if.'2A"Mods ---

IS~PJ!a d e s - . 11.00ll 
B-52 Mods 
Attrition Reserve Ai rcralt 14.300 
A-10 Mods 

On-Board Oxvoen Generation Sv: 2.500 
F-15 Mods 

..... BOL IA Countermeasura! -·- -----------· .-... 3.000 
:::-.:. ::. • ·,, ¥ ; :n~ ,-------..... -----·-10.000 
/\I n.1 ~" R..nti 1 ~ Internal Countefmeasurs 17.500 -
tFF. !or A,MG, NORAD Alert Mission Acfi - - 3.400 

f.J .......... . .. .. 
1. '-'Y 

On Board Oxy:gen Generating Sys (OBOGS 3.500 
C-5 Mods 
Reduce C-5 AMP Quantities Pending Flight Ta! -70.500 
C·17AMods 
Oelay: in Initiation of LAIRCMDe· ·20.000 

GATM Contract Savings -7.000 
'H& 

Engine Seats 1:l.CIIIU 
C-1:SOMods 
HC-130 Fl.IA Svs !or NG 2.000 

Modular Airborne Firefighting S~s tor ANC . 1.700 
APIM-241 Radar Upqradf 5.100 

C.'\.'\.li. fJloc:I• 
KC-135R ReenginE -56.000 

DARP Mods 
Theater Airborne Warnino Svs Acft Mod Kit: 2.000 
Senior Soout JTI OS 2.300 

SeniorScout: Data Mission Mat Processo .800 
Senior Scout: Third Shelter Modemizatio 2.000 
Senior Scout: Ground Station Modernizatlo 1.600 
Senior Scout: COMINl" Search& Collection Sv: 4.000 

E·6 Mods 
_Q.i~.P.P.~e S~i ral DevModilicalior -7.200 

Jt Services Workstation & Suooort for Air Ops et, 3.500 
Predator .Mods 
-Structured R&M Proaram 5.100 
SD1res & Ra.e.11!.l.!.Parts ·-CV·22Spares -26.400 
War Consumables . . . -MAJID ___ 

I 4.000 ~- ~ . 
-Miscellaneous Production Chama, I 

AirCombatTraininaRanaiSeou,tt, 3.000 
QA.Bf!.~! Production Charget - - -· 

U-2 SAYERS Soares 1.500 -
Clu~ltled Pro!lf9,ms -Reduction •.360 

tD:TAL··A~Af:-::_;_ : :'.?·_:: :.tt::}'}f)(\ /-:' }< ::::'.:Y}::/ /·':'.': 
.. 

··. '·.· ·• ij:].;:::::·":\(:::;-;:I:\t{.;(i{\i:j/~jai(}:i/I}~~-~-~ -~. 
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FY2002 
APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 

($ Millions) 

1/11/02 

Ammunition Procurement Al 
Pockets 

Hvdra -- ---- ---· 6.300 

J 75 i!" Rocket Motor Cost Groc...cwt ....... ~ -------------------~ -·-----+-----..s;;.;·~00~;;.;;o 

Missile Procurement.Af 
------ - - ----~------~-·---~ 

JSOW 
GAO Recommended Cu 

MMIHMods Pricing fo::::;.r_G_R_P ____ _ 

Wideband Gae.filler Set~~t ______ _ 
Proaram Reductions 

9PS(§P-acel_. __ ,,. __ ~-·-----' 
Excessive Proaram Office Succor 

-25.000 

-5.00( 

-20.000 

-5.000 
.GPS Advance Prgc • 

EiTminate AP for GPS Mod: 
·----· - - ·--------·-''-----+---_=23~.7=6=10 

Nudet Detection Sys 
Transfer from NRO 

Defense Meteorological SatProc 
Launch DelaYE 

Deten .. S!!]:!~rt Progra~,__ __________ _____c 

Launch Delavs 
!Than Soace Boosters /Scace: 

Chronic Underexecutior 
!Y.!~~~unch. 

Uniustified Growth in Delta Launch Service: 
SBIR High Adv Proc ·-----·. 
§.,....lalProarams 

Other Procurement. AF 
Intel Communications Eaulcmen 
Secure Terminal Eguigment (STE 

l!!tion~I AirspaceSys 
___1lA§!:\Test Failures 
lhmtlll' Air Co~trol System lm.p.rovemen 

Dalav of Jt Mission PJannlnoSV: 
ANJTYQ-23 hblular Control Eg IMCB Ocs Modules for ANG 

General Information Tachnafoa, 
.. REMI~ - - -
Combat Trainino Ranoer 

ANJMSQ-T-43 Modular Threat Emitte 
Mni-MUTES 
Mobile Remote Emitter Simulator. 
P4 BE ACMI-Pods for 11th Ar 
Pac:iJlc AK Range Complex MountFairplay, Sustin 
UMPTE Ucarade-111h AI-

....]tlFIVHF R!dios for jVlount Faiplay, Sustilli 
Base Information lnfrastructun 

Digital Swilched§Y.§w/ Integrated Telel,}hone& Radio Ca --~----
Soace Based JR SensorPrograrr 
.M!LSATCOM S2!_cl 

Transfer CCS-C Dev Lab Ea to R&r-
Combat Survivor Evaderlocatr I 

Availabilityof Prior Year Fund: 
CAP' Comm &Elecl 

Additional Communications Unit: 
Searchers EDGE . . . 

Comm Elect Mods 
U!!iUylifiad Level of Proo ofNCMC-TW/AA Harclwan 

--Weather Observation & Forecast Svs Cost Growtf 
Deferred Procuremen 

i Personal Security& Rescue Eq Items less than~I 
SCOT Life Support& Comm Taste _____ , ___ 

------ ----Mechanized Material Handling Er I 
Succlv Asset TrackinaSys{SATS) 
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19.066 

-1.500 

-2.500 

-30.000 

~2.500 
-93.752 
-54.066 

1.500 

·25.000 

-6.000 
10.501 

3.000 

1.ClOO 
2.!'iUI 

11.200 
6.300 

15.300 
5.1001 

. • 3.000 . . . 

2.000 
-54.347 

--
-1.400 

l -2.222 

1.000 
•• !i.000 . . . 

- _•6.500 
-6.000 
-2.500 

3.000 ----- -------
5.000 



MobUltv i.nuln 

l"Y 2UU2 

APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 
($ Millions) 

____ HeN-Basket Technolom. __ -..... ---···--------·
Intel Produotlon AoUvlti 

1/11/02 

3.000 
•7.000 

Stneoted Actlvltle1 --------------------··----·--- . __ ·33.569 Flrst Destination P-r-aa1~-.-m-·---

•2.500 
-• ,.,,,_._ ........ m R .. , .. 

Procurement Defensewlde 
~ajor E_gy!P..tnent, OSC 

Hia h Performance""'c=-o---m~1p,....,1ur=,n-1a-MoaProc - 25.0001 

-==---,=. -4..000 
M!JorE~lpmen!,_ WHS -----------------· 

IT Underexeculior 
tiU.~U_UJ. 

--i 
PAC-3 Acceleratior 
DTRA Other MajorEqulpmen 
Hard Target Smart Fuze Schedule Slil _____ _ -vvm 
DCMA Major Equlpmeni 

SPS Schedule SNc -4.400 
SOF Rotarv Wlna Unarad• 

180th SOAR Ach Mods 2.500 
MC·130tf Combat Talon II 

-3.000 Production Reductlar 
Advanced SEAL Del,.,.lv-e-,rv-..,..Sv-1•-t..,...,A-s·-=o-s-

GFE -4.50<l 
T ran.soorter •1.511 

ProductionReductiar ·10.000 

3.400 
SOF Ordnance Acqulsltlo1 

Sniner Detection Svster:-'-r ~------------------tr-----::-:-:~-

SOF Comm Eguipment&Elac:tronlct 
AN/PRC-148 SOF Radios 

$OF lnlel Svs 
Portable lntell Collection & Relay Capabill 

SOF Small An.n.& Wl!!,(JE_n~s ------
Advanced lic;ihlweight Grenade Launcher(Stnke1 

Jt BloDelense Proaram 
Production Delav: 

Individual Pro1ectlor 
Domestic Production of C2A 1 Canislen 

Classifie,d Programs 
Collective Protectlor 
• CBCICoUective ProtectionSheher. lndlan Financina (GP 

Nat'I Gu1ard & Reserve Eauipment 
Armv Reserve Ea: 
UH-60 Blackh,.:.::a:.::wlc:e:------------=----
Laser Marksmanship Training Sys(B!:AMHIT 
Miscellaneous Ee 

Navy Reserve Eq: 
MiscellanaousEc 

Marine' Corps Reserve Eq: 
Miscellaneous Ee 

Air Force Reserve Eq: 

l.000 

1.300 ----

2.5001 

-2.000 

1.000 
32.000 

.-, .c,:,r 
,l 8.0QQ, 

.··-.:-: 

·· .. ··-: ·. 

87.000 
8.000 

10.000 

. 1Jl.OOD+------l 

5.000 

C-130J ---------------F·. 7~:~- ---·-· Miscellaneous Ee • 
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P-1 9 Truck Crash 

rt LUUl 

APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 
($Millions) 

F-15 E·Kit U rades ------
F-16 Block 42 EnaineUpgraclei 
Miscellaneous Ee 

,:· ,:' t.4.tit.l~J;lh,::~f}:f:'.-.·trt)l?{:::::::x.;\/Ifr\:.}:':--\)I\(t;,i/i·\\I·:·=\;fm;ttirt{di':'hi~tI:::c:(:.s:)\r:~~,t-i~t~~A:ft;i:t·,·: ,:· 
·chemical A ents andMunitionsbestruc 
Program Reduction forUndorexecutlor 

O&M 
RDT&E 

Access Road at Tooele De o 1 _000 

·99.000 
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r I '°"',:: 1/11102 
APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 

($Millions) 

•'-'-• ~ ~"" ' ' .··:>=:, 
'''":'\'' . ' ., . . . . . ,~ . ~ '-' ;\.\ "·· 

J ·,. :-· '.•. . ,, . , ,, ~ . ·'-\" ''L' .. ' ' " ' . .. ··. 
\'I"'•• •, . \ 

' : .. =.:',", "' ·,1 

RDT&E.Armv 
·····----·-·-· --- ·-·--· -~--Defense Research Sclencet 

___ Dlsplay Perfonnance and Evaluaffon ProJec -----·--~ 2.000 
Adv Taroet Reooanlllon uslna Nanotechnoloais 1.000 ~--·--···--·-

P~i:2etuaUy Assailable & Secure Info ~ {PASlf: -· 3.800 
Sotenllfic Problems w/ Mllllarv Aoollcatton: 

.,.,~·-----aow, -·---·---1.631 
Cold Weather Sensor Par1orme 1.000 ----

·optical Technologle! 1.000 
Universitll & industrial Res Centar1 

Ctr for 011tical Manufacturing-·Adv 011tics Pnx I 1.500 --··1 
Global Information Porta 1.000 

Thermal Fluid Desian Toe 1:000 
Virtual Parts Research Eng Ct, 1.000 

Matlll'lals Technol ...... 
Advanced Materials Procassini 3.000 
FCS Composites Aesearct 2.500 
MN Multifunctional Matertali - - - 1.500 

Sensors& ElectronicSurvlvablllt, 
Passive Millimeter WaveCamer. --- 2.100 
531 Technoloav Profea 1.800 ·--·-

I Advanced Sensors and Obscurant: 2.500 ·-Aviation Technalom 
Funding: for NASA Shortta,I -------- -5.000 

Missile Technolo --
Lowcost iner1ial Guidance Technal,.,,. 5.000 
Accelerate Dev & Testina for Tac Msie Com• 3.UUUl 

CKEM Inertial Measurement Unit(IMU t.000 
MEMS/GPS.IMUniearatior 7.000 
Loiterinq Attack Munition for Aviation {LAM-A 2.000 
Jet interdiction CFD Testbec 3.SOO 

Adv Wea~ons Techn!lcll09' 
Miniature Detection Dev and Analysis Method 1.000 
Microeiectro Mechanical Svstem: 8.100 
Rapid Taraetina Aca & Trackina svs (RATS 1.400 
Reduce Proa rammed Growtt I -4?QQg 
HELSTF Solid 5ie.1e Heat Canacit 3.500 --

Modllllna & Simulation T~t.J!t.o.!gg• ··-
STRICOMI--Online Contract Document Mn 1.000 
PhQIQnic5 2.500 
Modellna. Sim & Tma lnlraat & Communf1Y De• 4.500 
3 Dimensional Ultra &Jund tmagino 3.000 

Ccmbat Vehlele A Au10moave Ta:hnoto1r 
Hvbrid Electric HMMVW Field Evet & Tech lnseruo, 3.000 
Cambat Tiuck Initiative ICOMBATr 14.000 ·-
.Combat V.ehicle Traflscortation Tech Pro 1.000 

-lntearalion of Army Interactive Device wt OntKlan:I CPU .. ···-"i".100 
Automotive Research Cente 2.000 
AdvnacedVirtual Environment: ..... J.~ - ->--'- .. --·· 
Smart Truck initiative 3.400 

Hydrogen PEM Fuel Ceil Heavy Duty .Y~ Dem • 5.000 
Chemical, Smoke, &Eq Defeating Teet 

Thermobaric Warhead Del . -· ·-- - - - 1.QQll..1, 
Armv Center of Excellence in Biotechnoioa .2.000 

Wea(!ons 1 Munitions l'.'~..9.b>lr. I 
Single Crystal Tungsten Aiioe Penetrator 2.000 

Coo11erative Ene!Qetics lnitlativ, - 3.s; 
Corrosion Measurement andContn: 

-
4.300 

Future Combat SJls Pro11ellan1 & Surviva~~!!.. . ji!.SOQ. 
gy_{._ __________ 5.200 

CT~l\~DAVJfA'trmor PiercingAmm ·---' 3.400 
Multiple Explosively-formed Penetrator 1.000--

--~!rt Coa.!!!!gE 1.0001 
COE Acoustics 

--· 
3,5001 -

Armament Svstems Network IACt1 3.400 
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I I .-;.UUillii 

APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 
($ Miliions) 

.~ . ,.. . ~ . .,, ' .,.. ·"''" . .... ,.,,,., '- '-' ' " '-• ~ " . ~ " ,, ' . •' {" .. ~ ' . , ~"' .~ ·~ '- ·~ · ... ~ ~" ... ~ .... -::: . . •:. ' .. , . ' 

' '.s;' 
' " 

Elec1ronlcs and Eleetronlc Devlce1 
Improved Hi~([le Ce - --------
LoCost Reusable Mana-Zinc Tee 

Syflecharaeable ~ndtj_<;!!~Ceil · -Loaistics Fuel Reformer Technoioa 
~ 

Cvlindrical Zinc Air Batterv for Land Warrior Sv: 
Electronic'DIS.1!!.i!!.._Aesearc:t ------· ---· .. ·---Fuel Ceil Power Svr 
TOWITASCvlindrical BatteryBe11laceman 

Heat Actuated Cooler: 
Night Yra1on r' ecnrioiog1 -

uuai Band Detector imaoino Ted 
_CountarmlneSistems 

Acoustic Mine Deteotior 
_ lntegmted Countennine Testbed & Tmg_Pn:: 

Standoff"Mine Detectior 
Land mine. Detection Techi8eismie.Enarg . - . -

Human Fac:'1111:namtfanha Teel 
Medical Errorsr\educaon n'!s {MedTaams 
Soldier Centered Desion Tools for Transfonnatlo 

Environmental Qualitv Taehnolnn• 
Ranae Safe Tech Demo initiative 

Excessive Growth: Environmental Restorat!.2.!!....To!:. 
Waste Minimi1ation & Pollution Researd 

1'1101ea.i1ar&"'l.;ompuraaona1 Hi"Sk"ASsessment"(fJIAt;t:H~ 
Transoortable Decontamination ChambE 

D!!iicative Technologv Researd 
Comouter & Software Technoloav 

Duglicationot Other Do0 Proaram! 
Militarv Enaineerint'IT~hnQ.IO~ 

Universilv Partnering for O(!s SU(!(!Or 
Climate Chanae Fuel Ceil Pro! 
OoOFuel Ceil Test&EvalCt 
Ft. Meade Fuel Ceil Dem 
Center tor Geoscience: 
ColdReoions Militarv Enaineerin! 

~~•IPw,onn.uTrainihgTeci 
Excessive Growth: studi~ 

Warftghlw Tachnolom. 
Combat Readv Food Safe!' 

Airbeam Manufacturina Prooe$ 
Ctr tor Reliable Wireless Communication: 
Standoff Precision A er i a I Deliverv Sv 
Armv NutritionProararr 

MedicalTechnoloa, 
Dve Taraeted laser ~usior 

Emeraencv Hvcothermia Jor Adv combat Casual! - - -
Center for innovative Minimally invasive The@~ 

Diabetes Project {U of Pittsburgh: 
Medical Area Network tor VirtualTeol 

,_Q_steoparosis Rasearct 
ISoeech Ca.cable Personal Oiaital ~ - . . 
• Center fnr inlernational Rehabiiitatio 

Dermai Phase Mete, 
Minimally invasive SU~~!~ •• . . . . 

Arthropod-borne infectious Disease Contn; 
VTC Lung Scan . . 
Tissue EnaineerinaResearot 

Monocionai Anti-bodi Based Tech {Hetero11oiy111er §¥!_ 
Operatina Room of the Futun 

~~cience andTechnolog!__. -Manufacturina RDE Ctr for Nonotechnoioaie 
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,, : ' .~ V ''• : ,, . 
~ ' '· ,, . . . 

.. ·. r.r: ~ ' : ~ =·=·: 

1 .b1l 
-··. . 

.600 
1.::IUIJ --;_aoo-- -
2..8.0J! ~- . . 
1.800 
9.000 uoo- --
1.500 
1.00 

- - -
2.800 

2.000 
1.400 
2.000 
1.000 

2.500 
1.000 

4.300 
-1.150 

2.000 
1.400 . -
6.000 

-5.000 
T 

-2.000 

3.400 
3.500 
5.100 
2.500 
1.500 
1.000 

I ·1 .OOo 

1.7001 
I.ODO 
LOOo 
2.000 
1.UIIU 

3.40[ 
2.800 

~-I.JOO 
5.100 
8.000 
2.800 
1.001 
1.400 
.600 

1.400 
2.500 
3.200 
4.700 

- ~.OOt) 
2.500 

3.sooi------
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($ Millions) 
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1/11102 

.: '' '- .. . . ., . . . '.' . ' ' . ' . . , . . ... '':. .. . .. ,. ·: ~--: .:, 
Wartlahter Advanced Technalnn, 
__ Metrology _______________________________ ., __ ·-·· ____ ·-------·--- _____ ·-- ,_ --····-- 1.000.... __ 

Pneumatic Muscle Solt Lcindina Teet 1.000 

_force Proi_ectlon L.Q9.lstlCE _ ----------------,,+-----2=·~.Q 
Portable Coolinn Svs D01 1.000 

_ Embedded Training SyL_ ·---··--··----------- -----·-··-· ___ ··----··-- ·- ___ -5.000 
Peraonal Navlaation of the Future Warildlte 2.500 

,_ Blo.;;ystems Technolo.m_ 4.3QQ·+-------· 
Medical Adv Technoloa, 
_soF Medk:al_,Dlagnostlc 5yL _ --------+----

Volumetrically Controled Manufaclurlno /Attitical Hi, ·3_500 
_ Dlabetes,,Projact [Joslin.:_ ____ -------------- _ _ _ __ !:_200 __ ___ _ 

Gallo Alcohollsm Researcl 5.600 
Life Support for Trauma & Tranl"ll!Qrt (LSTAT 2.500+-------i 
Center For Prostate Disease Res-WRAMC 6.400 
Blosensor Aesearc~ 2.500 Blood Safet. -·--6.800.,_ ___ , __ ,. __ 
SEATreat Canoer Tact 1.700 

,-Disaster-Relief & Emerg Medical Serv IDREAMS ---·ifooo -----
-l!!!Llecular Genetics & Muskulosk.eletal Res Pro 9.000 

National MedlGa.l Teslbel 7.700 
,....Nauroflbomato9is Researct ____ • 21.000 

Neurotoxin Elr.oo9Jre Treatment Prnn fNETRF 17.000 
Polvnitro""1ated Hemgglobl t .000 
Svnchotron Based Scannlna Aesearct 8.500 

_Secure Telemedlclne TeehProt_ 2.000 
Adv Olaanotlcs & Theraoeutlc Teet 1.300 

_J!i.Qg~f!_,_~')~. Chemopmvenlion & Tmalroont (BESCD Lung Cancer Res Pr1 3,500 
Brain Blolnnv and Machlnr 1 .aoc 
Cancver Ctr of Excellence (Notre Came 2.10C 

--:Ct:-:-r"-=to:-r--l,-n.,...ten-o-=-1-=-M-=-ed·-:-:&c--:-ln-n-ov-a-,-tlv:-'-e-:::T,-ec-:h:---_Com'---,out--,,e-,-A.ss:---:-. .sted--,W.,--n-ima.-H-vln-v-c1-si-v-e-cSu-11-o,e-+---~8~.SO--,---,Oi--------

Ctr for Un1elhered Health care at Wooester Polytechnic Institute 1 .ooo 
Continuous E!cMrt care Nelwelrk Nelv«lrlc Telemedictne Pn: 1. 500 
Fraoile X 1.000 

..J::!e~~ln ~~n Carril.' 1.000 
Heoadtls G 3.400 

_,!!.Y.$-Norwegi_anJ""~edl~~---- ___ .. __ ___ 1.400 
Memorial Hermann TvlelTltldlcine Pr~ 1.000 
Mo~lonal Antibodies: Mass Blologlcal La 1.000 
Ememenay Telemedtcine Resool\99 & Ntv Tedi Pro 1.500 
Retlnal scanning 01~ Ted 1.500 
Saccadlc Fatiaue Measuremen 1.000 
Smart Aortic Arch calhete1 1.000 

Veterans Collaborativo Care Model Pn;, 1. 700 
,___!olntDlabetes Prograrr _ S.000 

Spine Research at WRAMC Z.100 ----·-·-
Trauma Research Genta 2.100 
Medical Slmulatim Trainlna lnitiativ .750 

,_Laser Vision Correction 1Walter Reed_ 3.~,i-------i 
National Tissue Enaineerina Cents 2.000 

,Aviation Advanc;ed Technol~-------·------------i-----1----.,,...,=c,-• 
Pmt1ram DecreaSE -8.000 
Airborne Manned/Unmanned SYs Tech (AMUsn Wideband RF Networt 1.500 

_ Turbo_ Shaft Eng_lne in,_U,A_~V.f~---------------------+---__;3:::·=5(XJ:-:.1 ____ -l 
Pmnram Oelavs/Eiceoutior -3,00C 

Weap & Munition• Adv Teel 
SMAW-D Enaineerina De .. 
Low Cost Course Correction Toot 
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APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 
($Ml/Hons) 

1... ., ~· • 

1111/02 

,• -:, 

Combat Veh & Automotive Adv Teel 
.... MoJ::!l.!.!! Parts~ T~h (MPl-j! ________________________ _,_ ___ s,,_.=60,,,.,0:1-------

Nat'I Autom Ctr Standardized Exchanae of Product Dal 2.500 
Imp Materials & Power Train Arch for 21st Cent Trucks (IMPACT) 3.600 

__ Aluminum Reinforced Metal Mattix Composites tor Track Shoe 2.500 • 
Combat Vehicle Res-·Weiaht Reductior --·--r.ooo 

Movement Tracking ~s (MTS) for Family of Heavy Tac Ve ------+-" • a.500 
Uo-Arma.cedHMWWV 2 . ..,.1""'00..+-----

Corrossion Prevention & Qo11_t_!P..!f[Qg!il=r ____________ • • ·---+------=31 . ..,.34=0000 ___ ••• _ 
Vehicle Bodv Armor Suooort Sy, 

C3AdvancadTec~n'- ____ I ·- Battle11eldD.dlance A-wa-=r'---00-=-es:..__ ______________ , ___ ~---2-_so_o ... ____ ---~~-

Excessive Growth: F i e I d i n g D8fll( . . __ AO.DO 
Network Environment for C3 Mobile Service 2.600 

EWT-h .... 1 ..... .. ~'"" __ , __ ..... _______________________ t-------+-------
Shortsl:OP 6.000 

Multifunctional lntell& Remote SignalSen'-"sc-=----------------+-----4_.7_00---+--------1 
Mlsslle & Rooeket Adv Teet 

Missile Slmula.Uon , ..,J 7.000 
- Miss i I e R e~-c~v~c~l~i-n-a~P-r_o_a ram ·rr rans it ion to Ann is ton ---2-_-500--+---- ··--· 

Staodoff hlATOJnt'I Pcecision Enhanced Rocket (SNIPER) Laser Guidance foi:2..ZL___ ,-----_,,1.,,.50-------+-
VolumetricaUv (Q{IJ;roJJ.ed Ma.nufacturing{VCM\ CQJJJ9Q~.tes. Tech 2.50 
WideBandwith Tech 3.000 

.Landmine Warfare &.Barrlar=-,,A=dv""'""T ...... ec""'-t ____ .• 
Advanced Demini naTechnolog --------------------+-2.800 

Jt Service Smell Arms Prograw 
PrograrrDelays/Executior -1.400 

Ni~~~~~S:;u~:·1~::!~~~~r-cr ____________ • ··-----1----1.-200'""""""-----1 
BackDack UAV for Bde Combat Tests lBUS'TER 5.000 
~laht Vision .. F.usl.on. TRr.hnolnn• 3.000 

Throuoh WaB Rada, 3.500 
EnvlronmentaJ Qualltv Technot ..... , 

Prdton'Exchnage'Membrane (PEM) Fuel Cell Dem 
Prooram Delavs/Exewtior 

Adv Tactic&! Computer Science & Senso 
Exoesslve Growth: GCSS Demc 

.Annv Ml .. 11• o.r sv. 1n- DEMVAl 
Tactical Hiah Enerav Laser {TH& 

3.500 

13.000 
--•amilv of 6Yatem Simulators (FOSSIM 

Low Cost lnterceotot --
2.tlUU 

7.000 
--------------+----.::~ 

super Cluster Distributed MemoryTect 2.000 
Thennlonic Technolom 1.500 
Enhanced SCAAMJETMixinr 1.400 
Eaale Ev91; 2.100 

.... -·-- -1.000 

-2.000 

Deenlcparn - - - -----·~·-........ •---- • ·1 .ooo ---------------+------
Advanced Warfare Environment(AWare: 1.000 

6.100 
4.000 

RangeSafety-Kcdial • 
CooDerative Micro-SatelliteExpelimer 

-------------------=-.,,, 
2.1001 

10.000 
_§P-ace Technology Oevelopmer ·----___,=,-'---------·------+---;:;, 

SafetvSuppoVDeconfliction /Kodiak 
J:!filtmlne Warfare & Barrier Adv OB\ 

ProaranOelavs/Executior 
Plants Detectinalandmlne: 

Tank & Medium Caliber Ammunltlor 

I 
.400 

14.500 J:..:X=M=--·1=0c.::0:...:.7___._(T=E=R=M:.::......:.·K.:..:E::.1.·\---·----------·----·-- • "-+---
Proaram DecreaSE 

-2.005 

GPS lnterferance Suppressior --·----------------------· ••• c ••••• 
TERM TM3 

1.0Q.O ~--· .. 
7.0001 

Night Visions Systems Adv Dev 
Program Decrease I -4.000 
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APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 
($Millions) 

.. '., ,,,, .. ~= ,.._. ~·· ,'."':.. ~"''-;, .... "'X~ '--'.'- .... ............ : . ·.,,.~ '... -...; . ·,.~ 

lfll/Ui! 

"/\"\..:.\t-·'·~. ''"·:·:·:,_, .... '"' .... "' .... ' '\"/ \ ... ·.: .. ':-~· ..... ' ~ .. ~' _.,_.,~-- ,':<~ .. : 
Environmental Qualitv TechD•mlV• 

PEPS at Anniston Arsena ----- --,,----·,----------:-----6.0oa _ 
Managing Army Tech Environmental Enhancement Pro 1.000 -

_ Commerciallzlrie..Q.ll..!!!..'d!tl.!!!:hnologis 1 ·-------- ••••• _ •• _ • ~ • • 5.Huu 
Environmental CleanuoDemt - - 2.500- - - - - - -

Ft. Ord Cleam,p Demo f!Qieo --··-----------·--------~-----~2-.0~0~0+-------·---
Tech Dev for Unexoloded Orrlnanc1 3.400 
v_=a=na=d=iu=m~T=ec=h~Pr=o__.g~ra""'n·----,-------=----·--------·------------·-----+-----=-1~.3,,.,00 
Castina Emission Reduction Proaram(CERP 5.800 -·--- · 

Wria!!ter Info Network-Tac-DEMVAL. _____ , _____________ --s--
Proaram DecreaSE 

. . 
-2.soi 

·- .... 
. 2]o ... 

NATOR&D 
~·Unlustified Proaram<lrow!F -

4.200 
Aviation Advanced De\ • 

Virtual Cockoit Ootimization Proa ·fvcop ----· ··-----1----=-=-=-A---

2.800 
Weapons & Munitions ""'A""d . .:-v--=De='-_____ • 

PrecTsion Guided Mortor Munitior 
··--------:-----:-

. LoJl!sUcs & El!fl!neer Equ~Adv De, ·-·------· 
ProaranOetavs/Executior 

-----t------;1-----.--1.0()( 

1 .ooc •• . - . -
Medical Svstems Adv De\ 

IMEO ToolsRural Mobile Communications Piatforr 
3.500 Future M e d i c a I Cente 

SCAMP block II Dem/Va ·=--------------------+-----'--'---'+---- - -
AEHF Schedule Slii:: 

Aircraft Avionics 
Airborne Senaration Video Svs (ASVS 
Schedule Slip/Executlor 

EW DaveloPm•n1 
Adv Threat IR Countermeasures/Common Misie Warning Sys {ATIRCM/CMWS 
Delays/Exeoutior 

JI Tactical Radla 
Proaram Delavs/Execulior 

All Source Analvsis Svs(ASAS 

1.1UU 

2.UUU 

1.uuu 
1.400 

ASAS-Uaht • • ·-----------------+---
intelliaence Analvsis Adv Tool Set 

[Javelin .-....-,c---,--~---------------------+--
Preolanned Product imorovmenlt 

Tac Unmanned Ground Vehlcl, 
Vikina Platform Enaineerina Analys~ 

Nlaht Vision Systems Ena De\ 
Avenger Upgrade of 1st Generation FUF 

ion Svstem Tralnina Devlcet 
Camp Dawson Simuiatior 

. 

. . 
2.500 

1.500 

-
3.400 

2.800 

1.200 
~Ir Defense C21 Adv De, • ·----------------+-----

Air Defense Alerting Device(ADAD 
Excessive Growtl' 

Automatic Test Ea D1111 

- _1.70~ Integrated Family of Test 59..uipme;;.=,n;.....----------------s
Distributive Interactive Simulations Ena Oa 
Program Testing Dela\ 

rractical Surveillance Sys EnaDe1 
TES Program Oelays/Executior 

Aviation Ena D1n 
1.auu ~ CocknitAirbag.._.,_y _____ _,,s __________________ 1--__ ..:.:;:;.::; 

Weapons&Munitions Ena De, 
1.000 
3400 

Small Arms Fire ControlSyst.!m,__ ________ .• 
Common Remotely Operated Weapon Station (CROWS 

·----+----,,.;. 

~795E1155mm Extended Range, High Explosive Base Burnt 1.SOO 
Shoulder Launched Multiouroose Assauit Weapo 4.300 

4.500 
Program Delays./Executior 

(:3 Svs-En11Dev 
ADolied Communications & Information Networkina Pro 7.000 
ExcessiveGrowtl" 

I 

-3.000 

-7.300 

-5.000 

-5.000 

-2.200 

-4.900 

-8.000 

. . . . . 

•••• -5.600 

·10.000 

!------· I 1.000 
Madlcal, Materlel/Medlcal Bio Def E< __ _ 
r·eartledi:ie infuser PE0804807~A--c.-e'----'a"': :....--------·---- ------>---·-
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APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 
($ Millions) 

Landmine Warfare/Barrier Ena De, 
. Reduce Prom.am Growt~ ·-----
Artillerv Munitions EM[ 

Traj~_2toryCorrectable Munilionaj!,PMI SAOARM Eng_Q!__ 
Reduce Proarammed Growtt 

Army Tac Commd &. Contr.QLHardware I.Software 
Next Generation Command & Control SY-

~for_!!1BtJoiwTecl!lnolllg!£ o p m e n 
~ 

...... -----Jt Comouter Aided Ann & Loa istics Suoo 
Electronic Commodity Pilo . . . . -

f"li""·reat Simu I a t 0 r D e V e I 0 D m e n 
Next Generation Anti-Tank Guided Missi~ . - - - -
Adv Coanitive Reasoninn Ted 
RF/SAM Threat Simulato1 

Concects Exoerlmentation Pronran -
-~ANPRINT Ana!lsiE 
o a r a m Decrease ----- ---

Battlelab CooP:erative& Collaborative Re -
Battle Lab at Ft. Kno, 

Armv Tech Test Instrumentation & Target! 
Adv Como Enn Simulator tACESI & Msle Plannina TO< 

Survlvalblltvkalysji 
Info Ocerations/Vulnerabi litv & SurvAnalysi 

•Ugh Energy Laser Test Fae fHELSTF . . - - -
Solid Stale Lase1 

Infrastructure & Moblle Diagnoslia 
Lethalitv Pronanation, & Suscentilit 

Mi Ii tar!,! U ti Iii!,! A(,~y~~ . . 
Sunnort of OneralionalTeatln, 

MATTRACKS 
Armv EvalualionCanle1 
Live Fire Test of Slarstreak & Block I Slinne 

Prnnramwlde Actlvlllet 
Program Oecrea11 

Technical lnformationAc11vltle 
High Performance Com12u1ing Ct 
Excessive Growth 

Munitions Standardiratlo n, Effectiveness, & Safel' 
CVrohaclurv Anti-Personnel MineDIJ0tV>5a1Sy 
Public Privale Parlnerinn lnmauv, 
Plasma Ordnanoe Demililarization Svs <PODS 

MLRS Product Im orovement Proo - - -
ExcessiveGrowtl" 

Aerostat Joint Projectortk:1 
Liahtweiohl X-Band Radar Antenni 

Domestic Precaredness Aoainsl WM I: 
National Terrorism Precaredness Ins 

Combat Veh lmn Proarams . - . . 
Combat Vehicle Improvement Proaram 
ACE Ex~£Ution Dela~: 
AbramsLeaacv FleetSidecariEmbeclded Oiaanostic 
ComDosite Traci lmRrovemen - - - - -

Aircraft Mods/Product Imo Proa 
Guardrail/ Aerial Common SenS1Jr T.ermination of JSAF/LBS 
lntearated Mechanica I DiaanosticsSVsten 

Ai"?r•ft Engine Comg;onent lm11; Pro1 - . 
Variable Disolacement Vane Pumo & Lola Boost Pum 
Full Authoritv Dioital En11ine Control IFADEC 

Di11itization 
Testin11 Diaital Intel Situation~~boar 
Universitv XXI Effort--Diaitization at Ft Hooe 

RaP:id ACQ Prag for Transformatlor 
Reduction 

Missile/Air Defense Product Imo Proaran 
Patriot Ground SLEF 

other Missile Product lmRrovemenl Program: 
ProaramDecrease 
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'U I, IIV.C:, 

- _:.i!~-1!.~. 

3-:>UU - - -6-!i:Ji"' 

·-6.6 0 

10.200 
l.aou 

1.000 
1.000 
1.UUII --
l.OOo 

• i1i1ifflj 

4.2UU 
3 5 0 0 -

.750 

7.000 

4.300 
2.UUII 

1.500 
l.aoa 

- ~.sna - - - - -
13.tma 

. •ij.UUQ. 

W.5CUI.J 
-5.000 

2.600 
10.5UU' 
,.soo 

-11 .oOO 
I 

2.000 

2.600 

2.000 
-32.461 

1.400 
1.400 

-11.200 
14.000 

1.000 
1.000 

t.Q.OQ 
2.000 

- -
I -6.000 

5.3oor 
- -

-1 6.000 
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APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 
($Millions) 

lfll(Ui! 

0:: ' ,• 0 ' ... 0 0 ' 0 •• ... ~, ""'"'=t ~ ' : ,, ' ~ 0 ~·; 0 • .~·.'. ' : :,.; ............ ,,_' 0 ' ,• •• ::: ',- ",- ' ;' ,, 0' 0 ''- .... .. .... 0 0 0 ~ ~ 0 .' ~\: -~: ' .... 0' :...; ' L , ' ~ ,, ~ 

• • ' • • , ' ,; " ' ,. •, ' ' ' ,• • .' • ' ' '~ ·~ • < 'I 

Tractor Card 
_ Transfer from .Missile P~_AnnL __ ···---·------ ·-····--···-------- ____ ,_ _______ , .... ,. _,_5.000 

ISnaclel Armv Proaram 
ERADS 2.000 

Securltv and lntelllaence AcUvltle 
INSOCM Information Dominance Cente, ______________________ ~ _ 2.000~---------.. -

SATCOM Ground Environment {Scace 
STAR·TTennlna:.::ti::::or'-------·--·-----------------1------1----- -3.000 

Information Svaterns Sacurltv Proc 
Biometrics ___ ._. ____________ -·------ s.10~.;:;o+-----

Global Combat Sunnort Sv, 
,,_Program De~~Exewtio, ___________________ ·---·---- ·9.000 
Alrboma Raconnlsunce Sy1 
.~ral Long_Y:@~Jm=a,ge=----- , ______________ .,_ __ .;;::4-:.::200= ·+------1 
End hem Ind PreDaredn•• ActlvlU.. 
. _ Munitions Manufactu rlnJl Technolog 11c.:·=-200::.::.i.---·-·--_ 

Total lnteorallon Munitions Enolnee.rino ITIME 7.000 
_ Continuous Manufacturing_Tech for Metal Matlb{ Comaosite 2.600.___ ____ _ 

Laser Peenlna Tech for Acft & Ground E< 1.000 
_ ~argeable Bipolar Waler Cell NIMH Battery for SINCGAR 1.000 --

F81T1IQ58Cond Lase1 4.200 
Force Provider Microwave Wastewater Traalmer ------ 1.400 
MANTECH Proo for CVlindrical Zinc Battene: 1.800 

_,,Modular Extendab!e Rigid Wall ShnltE 2.600 
NATO Joint Stara -2. 109 
Genera! ReducUar -5:.000 

'tt.T.,i.~'~l.l)W(:itffiti•tl-\;f;t;f\\:;\ji\?&6!)!Hi:iP::,:f~1:}1\·:.CH·\··•:.-:'-:t =··',·'. -·:=:ftMiiiJ)iJJ\i?fi:J)~:~nJ\}t:~1.~ 
IRDT&E Navv 
Del.n- Reaearoh SeleneOM 

Southeast Allantic eo·=a"'s1'""'a=1"'0·-b-se-rvl-na-S-vs_l_S_EA_-CO_O_S_____ 4.000 

Marine Mammal Low Freguesncy Sound Rese ... a""rc"-------------+-----"1.'-'-00-'-0+----.,.._.,,.i 
Reduoe Proaram Growtt -3.500 

_Quantum Optics Researct- .500 
.~ower Pro)ectlon Analled Resee.rct 
__ Integrated BIO & Chem wanare Def Tech Platfom 

Real Worid Based lmmersive lmaolm 
-Hvbrld Fiber Ootic/Wlreless SVs for Secure Cornn 

SAR for All Waa1hor Tametinc 
lnterrnnator for Hiah-Soeed Retro-ReHectc 

..... Combustion Light Gas Gur 
Fast Pattem Processor SLAM·EF 

Fon:e Protection Anolled Resee.rcl 
Modular Enhanced Hull Forn 
Center for Adv Tran"""rtatlon Teel 
3 Dimensional Printlnn Metal Workina Teel 
Batterv Chamlna Tee~ 
Fusion of Hvcerspectral & Panchromatic Dali 
Endeavo1 
American Underoressure SVsterr 

Cammon Plctul'8 Aooled Researct 
Aulhoriz.:iition Aeductior 
Batttesoaoe Information Dlsolav Ted 
Common Sensor Moclul£ 
Tacttoal Component NetworWPMRF 
lheatsr Undersea Warfare lnitiativ1 

Human Svatems Technoln•n 
Marltwne Fire Tralnina/Barbers Poin 
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2.500 
1.250 ·--+-·----1 
1.400 
3.000 
4.200 
3.SOO 
2.000 

1.500 
3.600 
2.500 

.865 
4.500 
1.000 
1.000 

2.100 
2.000 

35.500 
4.300 

2.600 

·1.912 
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APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 

($ Millions) 

.. . ... ' ' ' . ·····: .... . .... .. ... ... ~ .. ,..... ... ""; ' ' -., ' ~ ' ' ,, . . . 

' . .. .......... ' --~-~.,. ., ·, .... , .. "· ~ ... ~:. .... ~ > .. / .\~.' .. · ,~ 

.... Sl!i~.i:i.9~.r!Jid_~ ~.!!!~~u~torMateric ----------··----- I 1-~-------
__ AQPIQ_~§.._____________ ------------ t 1.3001. __________ _ 
,... .. 9!.!:b...!>.'!f_o.i!.l!!.!q~]:!~~-8P..Pfu1..~1ion, ___ ~ ~~_Q 
_A]J~~..!E?.~L'?!!..~ti.!!~-------- - -~~.Q ______ _ 
.... !:!].!lh.l?.!!9J:l~!!~.!.8-Elaot~n ~~!:!!.~ Prof ---··-- ___ 1;_~,-=-0~+-----~ 

Oeveloi:,ment of Magrietkl Ai,ndom h;ce:ss Memor 1,... .. 00 __ 0,t-----
r--ThlckFllm -Farrtte M~netic Materials for Microwave Applications-----~--- 1.000 ·--

Materials Microni?ation Tachnoloa 3.500 ----
MicroArrav Tech!lQIO_m 3.:;cJCJ 

Material• Electronloe. & ComDuter Teet 19.:wl~+-----·-
Wlllflahter Sustainment ADDlled Rei 

Fonnable Allaned camon Thenno Sets IFACTS 
Modelina, Simulation & Trainina Immersion Facilil 
Virtual Comrn1onv Distributed Manufaoturiru 
Combinattorial Materials Svnthesi: 
Wood Comoasite Technoloa1 
Rhode Island Disa.ster lnltiatiV• 
Marine Mammal Resean::t 
Advanced Fuel Additative Pile 
Automallve Diode Array Manufacturtn, 
Battlespace Jnfonnation Disolav Ted 
Printed Winna Boards 
Bioenvironmental Hazards Res pro, 

Advanced Materials & lntelllaent Processin,. 
Titanium Matrix CompositesPro1 
Visualization of Technical informatio 
Wire Chaffina Detection T echnolog, 
AaileVaccinolom 
Advanced Safetv Tether Operatio1 

RF Svstems Aoolied Researct 
Naoscaie Devices (WideBandaao Materials 
Nanosclence & Technolog 
Maritime SvntheticRang( 

Ocean Warfiahtina Environment AonliedRe 
Bioluminescence Truth Data Measurement & Sianature Detectic 
South Florida Ocean Measurement Ct 
Mu1Uple lntelli(1ent Distrib Underwater Veh & Sensina Tee 
Littoral Acoustic Demo Ctr(LADC: 
Oceanoaranhic Sensors for MineCountermesure 

Undersea Warfare WeanonrvTectanoloa, 
SAUVIM 

Dual Use Science& TechnologyPro1 
Energy & Environmental Technolog 

Power Projection Advanced Teet 

1.500 
1.000 
1.100 
2.100 
2.100 
1.500 
1.110 
1.700 
2.600 
3.400 
1.700 
t.000 
1.500 
2.600 
1.700 
1.400 
8.50 
1 .OOo 

1.000 
1.500) 
4.300 

1 .OOo 
1.750 
3.000 
1.000 
5.100 

1.7001 

2.600 

Affordable Weapon Sy! 7.000 
Acft Liahtenina Protection AnDliaue Sv: 1.500 
Variable Deliverv Pump/Variable Enaine Nou 1.500 
DP·2 Thrust Vectorina Syl! 5.6001 
HEL-·Low Aspect Target Tracking SyE 8.400 

1-=-cTh~e-c"rm"="o~ba~ri""'c"""'W~a_rh...,,e~a~d_D~ev_e~lo~1D~m~e~n------------------+----2.10-'--'o'+-----1 
Maadaiena Ridae Observator a."400 
integmted Hypersonic Aeromechanics Tool Prag (JHAl 2.700 
Vectored Thrust Ducted Propeiio 3.400 

Precision StrikeNaviaato 1.800 
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. . .,_:} ~. , .. '. . :, : ,')~:':,,,.· ', .. ·. (!-.'~~ 
ro.ec ect 

- Littoral SU,:;..,..,rt Craft-Exnarimen12 _ • 1e·200 
AdvancedW~ter Jet AWJ~1 ·----------·-· •· ·------ 3 .. 500 '- --·· ---·---------------------1----~-=-=J.------.. ··· 
DC"Aomopolar Motor Pmc ___,. ________ ---·-~--·------ ·-·-.. 2.000 -----· 

__ Q_urved_ PiateTech11,t,:iJ£m. . ---· ·--- _ _ --~ --.. -- 2.509 _ ---·- ···--
Projeot M ______ -- __ 2.80Q ---····-----

•. -.l!!!'_eact Mitigation MK V Patrol Craft'.._---- • • • • • • • • • • • . .1-------~~ ....... . 
_ SmartlinkSyslem _____________ =----·-- __ ------~---1'-'-.50-'-0'-1-----·-

Real lime Fire & Smoke Prediction Toe 1.000 - ·--------------1----;.;,.c..;..:..i _______ _ 
Wirales;:!_§ensors for Total Ship Man"'lto=""'·-"------~------------1------aa2·;.;;;soo.c.c.i1-------

- Knowla¥Jmjectlon for Fleet Ma=ir~-----~· ·--------+---:2Ji0..Q _ ------
__ .AC.Synchronous Propulsion Mo;:.;to:......_,...... _________ _,. ·----+------4~_.oo_o ______ _ 
.: Wave Powered.Electric Power Generating Sy, _ . . _______ -----+---2~.-~000--1--------

SES 2000 Modiflcatiori.lliYSWAC:_______ _ • • _______ __,_ ___ 7._300 __ +-----• 
Common Picture Adv Teet • • I • _ __ . ------t----·---

National Cargo Tracklng Pro1 ----~- • • •• • • • • ___ _. _____ 1""'."i_Oc.·o"' -· ---=~= 
Warflahter Suataln~!'.!·.o.' ""A""dv.=......:.1':c:::•.:::cl'----------·--------------1--- ----·- _____ _ 

Program Decrease ___ • _ ------------1---- ·--i-----·~2::·:5:.:0:.:0 
, Low Volume Producti~,an -----____________ , __ ..._ __ ....:3;;.:.•::.600::..;:... .. ______ ,1 

Nari Ctr tor Remanufacturtng & Resouroe Recover _ • ---1,. ____ 1;.; ."'ooo-=-c.i1-------
COTS Carbon Fiber Qualification Pro, 1. 000 

Distance LeamLng IT een;:;t,e::::~~.::-:::====================-=-======j::-:::~1~2=::.c;:8;::00:+-----I 
RF ~J!!!I• Adv Tech 

M3CAS 
Surfac• Shin a Sub HM&_E_AdV Teel ---

4.300 

-~§erv!t,1!!.f=uel=--=ee=c..1 ______________________ ......,1--___ 2_.ooo__,f--------
DDG-61 Comooslte Twisted Rudde 1.000 

_MC Advanced Tech Dem:,:O:.,(.,_A,..,T.:,,:D:_... ___________________ +------4-----
C3AP 1.300 --
Mobile Counter-Fire~!!l""en,,._ _____________________ 1-----=2:..::.500=1--------
Marine Coms F1..1ture Lot,istia 1.700 
Fast Refueling S..Y§'. ________________________ __j.,._. __ .:.:l·c:.7=:00+------
Pmlect Albert 4.000 

Medlcal.~el=o'='pm=:-=en::..:1--==--------------------··---+-----~-----
National Bone Marrow Prooran 28.900 

.. T~erad~L---------------------------~----1.000 -------
Medlcal Readiness Telemediclne lnitia1i'1 7.700 
Aural Heat1h 6.800 
Vectored Vaccine Researct 1 .000 

_Q2,tlcal Sensing_§y!;;,__Rob@ei 22 ._so60,.,o0,t------i Nu rslna Telehealth AIXlllcation, 
~bite lnLegrated DialllJastlc & Data Analyp.::S\l:z... ____________ -+ ___ 1;.::.000;;.:::J--.------I 

Mlnlmalv Invasive Suralcal Tech lnsmu• 1.000 
Blomedloal Research Imaging Cor> 4.000 
Por1able Pioouc1ion of Sterile Water for In Ira venous Solutior 1. 000 

._.Co~nity HosP.Jlal T!!,.;;lea;h:.:e=a.;.::llh-'--Co=nc.:..:so=n'-iu,:.:...r ________________ .. ___ 1_._500--+---·--
Joint Exnerimenta11or 
c....f.~m Ciro.,,U-,_Rw~liur -15.000 
Warflahter Protec":tl~o""n~Ac"d:'-'v'-:li=-e-c,...t-----------------+------1-----~~1 

...Q.Jm!n Tra.nsferTechn~---·-------------------+----=2;:;,.oo;;;;.:o;+------
Damaa1,1 Control O=ralional Conc!ODt 1.700 
Distrib Sim, Warftahtina Conceals to Future Weap Sys Desian (WARCON) 5.100 

_ Disaster Manag![ll~t & Humanllarian Assi! ----------'-----=2,,.,.200= ~ -----· 
Mannower Pers & Tma Adv Dev T:-ec-ct:--·~------·

~:w,c,u,=.,.....,=c=..!.!.!"'"-=~"'--'---'-"'"'---------- ------·----··---- . - . -----
RIT CtrJor lntegraj!"(l Manufacturin1 --,-------------------1----=2:::..000=+-·--·-

Envlronmental Qualttv & Loa Adv Teel 
Sustainable Readiness Genta 

Undersea Warfare Adv Teet 
1.400 

_ Magnetraslrictlve TSvrsanduatlor ----·-----------------~ 2.100 '--- ______ _ 
Multi PulseAiraun li 1.300 

Mine_& E~ltlonarv Watf1m, Adv TeGI ------------··--·----1------1----------
0cean Madeline 1.500 

Aviation Survlva.!ill!JL_ ____ ~--·--·---------------,_ ___ _ 
Mo~ar Helmet & Disolav Oe• 2_000 ~-
JPALS 1.500 
2 Color Focal Plane Arrav for Tac Acft Missile Wamin, - 4.300 -· 

-~1!?.Y!lble Join~ C..9.rnmend & Conbo -------------------- _______ _ 
Proaram Reductior -50.000 
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ASW Systems Development 
·- Project BearlraJL __ , 
Surf &Shallow WaterMlne Countermeasul 
•• UUV. Center of Exellenoe at .N UWC • 

~ 

Surface Shio ToroedoDefenat 
-~tl-1.Q!P!~O AH UQ Rounc ------------·--- -

Distributed Enaineerina Ct1 
On baord Sensors and Signal ProcessinL_ ____ 
Associated Componenlf"""" 
Mi~lectromechanicalSy:stem: 

Shipboard Sva Com r:>onent De\ 
Automated Maintenance Envfronmer 
MTTC National Service Treat=· 

SSGN Conversion . . . . . 
Accelerate Desian Effart to Convert 4 Boal: 

Adv Submarine ~-DB\ _ ------ . . 
Conformal Acoustic Vetocitv Sonar (CAVES 
Adv Comoosite Sa i I Phase I 
MK 48 .AOCAP lmorovementE 

Submarine TacUcal W a r I a r e S]1slem: . . 
Multi Une Towed Arra\ 

Shlo Conceot Advanced Deslg1 
Small Conbatant Craf 
Sealion Tech Oemc . - - - -
Metallic Materials Adv Dev & CertificatiOI 
Document Automation of ICAS Main! & Other Navy Procedure sin XML Format 
?lanning & Design LHD-~oe Shir 

Advanced Nuclear ?owerSvt 
C&.. at 
Combat Svstems lntearation 

Common Command and Decision Sv: 
Ooticallv Multiolexed Wideband Radar Beamfonner (WOMBAT 

Conventional M u n i t i o n : --
Navv Insensitive Munition! 

MC Ground Combat/SunnortSvs 
Nanopartides for Neutralization of FacilityThrea1 
Nonlethal & Urban 011s Weaoonization Ted 
Nanothechnolcgv-base<Aesponse to Che/Bio Jhr~~: 
lmaaina Svstem Unarade Develoomer 
Urban Operations Lat 

Coo tlve Enaaaemen1 
Enhanced Comm & Netwrok CaDacitv ExDansio 
Next Generation Reduced Size CEC 6 
Baseline 2.1 BSuppor 
Multilevel Securitv for CEC 

Environmental Protectfor 
Naval Environmental ComnlianceOos Monitorin 

Navv Enerav Proaram 
Stationarv Proton Exchnaae Membrane (PEMl Fuel Cel 

Navy Logistic Productivity 
Ragid Retargeting of Electronic Circuit: --
Comoatible Processor UnaradeProg fCPUP - . . 

~DMICS Enhancements. 
JEDMICS Securitv 
Cloo.atwr.atlve !,.og Productivity Virtual Sy:s Im i;1lementation Pre 

Retract Macie 
Classified Programf -Ship Self Defense-DemVa 
TransDortable Anti-Intrusion p_ontoon B!!rrier ~ 

Spec.\al Processes ----------------
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1.70C 
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. . 3.4UU 
o.OOD 

45.00 

2.1uu 
4.uuu . . . 
8.500 

4.t>l>U 

8.400 

- 1,iJOD 

3.400 
2.600 
3.500 

·2.100 

17.UDD 
2.660 

2.500 

1.400 
1.uuu 
1.5uu 
b.uuu 
2.800 

12.750 
11.900 
5.!IOU 
1.::iuu 

2.000 

2.000 

4.300 
2.500 -·~ 
4.!IUU . - . 
1.700 
6.800 

- 8.tltlll 

1.00o 
6.800 
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' \ ·~: .. ' 
Land Attack Technol...,., 

Naval Fires Network Oemonst & Tac Dissem MotM 18.000 .. 
Land Attack-Standard Missile IL.ASM -· -25.000 
Tactical DisseminationModull 8.500 

-··shinhnard Trainina Software Annfication 3.000 -------
_Advanced Medium Callber Gun Demonstrratc -----------------.__ 2.600 ···---· 

Autonomous Naval Sunnnrt Aoum 10.200 
__ Integrated DeEP Water SV1 2.100 ,______ _____ 
Nonlethal Weanons DEMVAI 

New Generation Nonlthaal Wea= 1.400 
Space & Eleot Warf11re AlchltNt/Ennln1 
-· Collabora1iva ln!~rated Info Tech lnillalhf 1.400 ~._..........__, 

IT-21 Block 1 C41SR Comnutlnn Ea Unnradi 6.000 
Other Halo Qevel~p.!ften· -· Laser Alm Scorina Svstem IL.ASS' 1.MI 
_l:!LlAch T"!llJn S~port of DoD Le~2£.£'arts Solutio 1.00C ,.__ ____ 

H-80 FLIR Mounl -~60( 
__ .!:!~...!:1~?_!2lriamlo Component !-!!~_cycle Eng Ev, 2.MI' 
__ M!:l·~~-~!!?.!:'E!e Ml~~ Countermeasure Carriage, St_ram, Tow;· Recov Sys (CST~-21 5.100 -

----· ln1earated Mechanical Diaanostle; 7.nr,r, 
~tandards Dwelooment -

Joint Services Matroloav Pmoran 3.250 
Navy_Area Missile Defenst .................... ------

Reduction ·288.498 
Y·22 

Prooram Decrease -100.000 
Air Crew Syatema Dev ·-· . ___ ... . ·-

JI Helmet Mounted Cueina Svs (JHMcs· 2.500 
_ SIIS _J;jootlon ~ - 1.000 ------Intensifier Tube Advanced Develnnl'TIElf 4.300 
EW Dev 

lntea Defensive Electronic Countermeasumrs ll DEC~ 2.500 
LOCO GPSI 3.800 

SC-21 Total ShlD Rv•tem Enalneerlnr 
Power _Node Control ~n 2.750 
DD-21 Prnnram Raslructur6 -125:000 
Reaional 8eotric Power Tech. lntaaration & Leveraaina Enlemrises (REPTILE\ 3.000 
Aluminum Mesh Tank Line1 1.500 

Surface Combatant Combat Svs Enc 
AEGIS Operational Readiness Tralnl!!Q Sys (ORTE 4.000 
Aeais Perioheial Con&0Udatia 6.500 

.. Ae__g!s Tactical Dl~la.:t U0Jrad1 7.000 
Travellna Wave Tube Clrcul 1.000 

... J~J!n' Ar.a Th-ta, 5.000 
Standard Mls•lle lmorovements 12.800 
MljJor.ne ~'I_CM -Remote Tech Assist PrOQ,am IRTAS' 2.800 

A<;1S-2.9_2_0nar Data Reoord!!Jg Capabilit 2.500 
CH-608 Untelhared Airborne Mine Neutrallzatlon Sv 4.300 

SSN-688 and Trident ModemlzaUor __________ .... 
Multlpuroose Processor IMPP' 21.500 

Shipboard Aviation Sy•1e1m 
Aviatin Shioboard Info Tech lnifativ 1.750 

New Design SSN . . 
Virainia Class SSN Combat Sys Tech lnserllon/AefreshSBIRBas 4.900) 

Submarine Tactical Warfare Sy~ . . . . . . . . . . 
Submarine Com bat Svs Moderniza1ion Pro 10.000 

Shio Contract Desian/Live Fire T&E 
Titanium Watertiaht Door and Hatch Cove 1.000 

~TactlcalCom~uterResources. . . . . . . . .. . . -- ······-··---··--··· ·----·· 
AN/UYQ-70 Common Electronic Ea Reolacemer 6.800 
AIWUYQ-70 Tactica_l Co~puter. Resoui:ce:. . . . . . 21.000 __ .. ___,.. ____ ~---.--... ·--
Mu11i-level Securitvfor Newtworkcen1rfcAN/UYC-7< 3.400 

Comolementary: High Energy: Laser/Missile for Shell-Defens 6.0001 
Unauided conventional Air-Launched Weaoon 

Liaht Defender Precision Strike Missill 4.300 
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Shi Salf Defense-EMC 
.• NULKA 08ooyDevelop:u.ml:.:len~-------------·---------4-- 22_.ao10o0 --···---- I 
AIEWS SBIR Phase Iii Follow-or ·1 

.... _§g~ RAM Sys Ordalt Upgrade__ _ lAIHl _ _ _ _J 
5.600 Phalanx CIWS SEA RAM OrclAth 

---- ---6.000 
Medical Dllvelo..JJ!!ent EM[ ___ , _______ , _________________ _,.__ ____ --.-IL-

Vo ice Interactive Davie( 
3.500 1,,Ce.co,.__,,_a..,,,s_,_t-"'a_,_1___,,,C'.c!a~n~c-"'e_,_1________________ • - . __ .__ __ _ ----·-DentalResearct- 2.800 
1.500 
:Soo 

1 .000 

_HJg_hResolutionDigitalM:.::a,..m,.,m ... _ o,..g._,ra=p=h...__ _________________ +----

Sonarman Earoom Tachnolog•_ ----------------------1----.----:: 
Naval Blood Rasearoh Lal rroo -----Navv Medical Research Ctr Eimosure Treatmer 

4 . 0 0 0 
4.000 

Dlatrlbutad Surveillance !!Yst•n ---------------------+----
Adv Deploy Sys lmi: 

Cable Burial Caoabili\l ----·---------·-----------
Joint Strike FiahterE~ 
Alternative Engine Progran 2.5001 
information TechnoloovDe\ 

4.500 
2.600 

SP~WAR ITC Enterprise Mgt·----------------+---~ 
Defense Software ProductivitvlnltlaUv, 

1.UtiU 
2 .600 

Securelnte.!!l,cllve Distribuled Learlng (§.ID~,------------------1----=
rrotal Fleet Sunnort ~E 

Major T&E lnvHtmenl 
--Test&Eval Ranae&Aitbone Telemetrv Sv 

--------+----
1.70D 

1---'F,...li~g""hl,_O::Jpc::::e:.:..:ra::.::fo=-n-'--=Sa=-le::.:ty"'-=a:o...t -=--P::.:at=ux:::::e:.:..:nt"--'-'R'-'-ive=---------
Studles & Analvsis Sunnor 

1 .ooo -------+----'-';;;.;;.;;+--

..... 

-2.000 1cP_:_r.=o;;:i;gr=-=a::.:mc:__.De=c..,rea..,..SE,.__ ____________ _ 
Technical information Servicer 

-------+-----+-----"-" 

1~S=U~P~P~'Y~C=h~a~in~B=e=st~P~ra=cu=·~~·---------
Commercialization af Adv Tech 
Lean Pathways Project Expansion & Distance Leami n 

Mat Tech & international Sunnor 
Proaram OecreaSE 

T&ESunnori 
Praaram DecreaSl 
Safetv & Su rvivabilitv Studv of ProteclivePumioe T ec 
Coiiaberalfve Virtual inleraclive DesignEnvironmet 

SEW Surv•Hl•nc•Recon Sunnor 
Time Crilical StrikeProiect( 
Limited Demo of Radiant Ar<1on on FIA-I: 

MCProanm Wide Sunnori 
CIBRF 

2.000 
5.100 

---------~~--= 

2.200 

2. 2 00 
1.70D 

1.0DO 
2 .600 

3. 0 0 0 
,.ooo 
1.700 

NanoDarticie Resconses to Chem Bio Threat t--'~==~~~=~~~~~~=~----------------+---~ 
ChemBioMulti-SensorAnalvzer/Oetedc 
Consequence M<1t interoperability Service 5.000-

Tactical CrvctoioaicAc1lvHle1 

•3.000 

•3.000 

8S.OOO 
1.600 

Defense QryptQ!!JSl!Y~I_Pl'Qgran. ________________ -+--.....,....,.,.=+--__;'-' 
Foreian Counter-lntelfFcr 

2. 500 
Strategic Sub& Wea(!on SysSuppgfl 

Radiation Hardened Electronics Aool"e,ca:---:ti,--on-s--,P=ro---------------1---~ 

.F/~·18Sguadrons 
SHARP Pods 

---------..----......, 
6.000 

fleet Telecommunications {Taclical 
Proarammable lntearated ComnuterTermini 3.400 

lntearated Surveillance Sv1 
6.000 
6.600 

· Web Centric Warfare {WeCAN),_,T=e=ch"-----------------+-----;. 
1--1l-"'U;.:::S:::::S.::M:::is:!:s~io~n!..!P..!la!!.!n.!!.n!!.!in.!l:mL?, ~~! ----=---=·----· . . . ·------I----' 

Fixed DistributiveSysterr 
SURTASS/~LF-~A-'--~--~---~~--~~~~~~

AmDhibious Tactical Sunnort Unit! 
S u p p o r t i n g ArmsTechnology lnsertio1 
_Cnr:ts.Qlllia!ed JJainici.a Svs DM 

3.000 
2.600 ··--·--· ... 

·---· 
- 2.SQO 

L...- . 

SEAT Battleforce Tactical Trainirn 
Tac Camm On-Board Trainer for Batlle Force Tac Trno 

1.000 ---------~---l----f!:19011------I 
Link On Board Tralne1 • ------ I. 
EW Readiness Sunnori - J 

CDL-N Modemizatior 2.500 
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HARM lmpr_ovement 
Adv Anti-Radiation Guided Missile {AARGM ·-----n 
Aviation lmprovamen~ 

... kit AGE Exploration Model 081 __ - - - - - - - - - - - -
~ Nano-Composite Hard Coatlor Acft Coatina 
Nllvy Solence Assistance Progran ----------·· lASH 

LASHASW 
Littoral/Mine Countermeasure RaoidResoons 

F-14 Upgrade - - - -
Demonstrate SAR Poe 
M~~Ol.!!!!!Y!?lcatlons Systems • • 

Combined arms Commd & Control Tma Uoa fCACTUS 
_§.!lmls,e_Y'.£!!.!.ate. Ctr--Balloon Upgrade for Sonobuoi 

AN/TPS-59fv\3SLEP Slotted Wavet1uide Alltenm 
Mobile. Electtonlo Warfare S~pgrt §'ts {MEWSS' --~-·--·----·····-·-

MC Grnd Combat/Sunnortina Arms Svt 
Lightweight 155MM Howl~e 
ISSP 

lntell iaent Aaant Securitv Moduli - -
Navv Meteoroloaical & Ocean Sensors s-ci 

Bwgw 
Tactical Unmanned Aerial Vehld --

Maritime__Patrol & Reconnaissilnce Study (MPR - - - - -
Jt Ooerational Test Bed for UAVs /Unnrades to Gov't Fliahl Aciivlt\ 

-Airborne Reconnaissance S~n 
Hvoersoectral Modular AirborneAeconSy. 
EP-3 IJP.g_rade/Weight Reduction stutil. 

{Precision Strike\ 
C Mfllr e - -
Manned Reconnaissance Svstem! 

Advanced Multiband Receiver Surveillance.AuslAMOSf 
Distribuled Common Ground Sva 

PC Difital lmageri Workstation Suite(OIWS' . . 
Naval Soacesurvelllance Scace Actlvltle 

Excessive ProoramGrowt 
SPAWAR Convert Comm & lnlor Transfer ICIIT 

Modeling & Simulation Suooor 
SPAWAR Modelina & Simulation lntUativ, 

Industrial Preparednest 
General lncreaSE 

MariUme TechnoloavCMARITECH 
Hiah S=ed Caroo Craf 
National Shipbuilding ResearchProgr_ar - -
New Orleans Maritime Technolaov Ctr of Excelleanc 

Claaalflad Progt41m1 
General Reductlor 

14.7,JJI -----~--
2.::iu1 
1 • .mr----
5.100 
4.30 - - -4.300 

1.50 

-
5.10C 
1.lUU - - - -6.000 

"l.tiUU - -
-5.000 

2.3UU 

-1.000 

s.uuu 
2.000 

2.600 
2,51JD 

5.000 
1.700 

4.0DO 

2,liUU 

-1.DOO 
1.700 

4.t,UI) 

°2.5UU 

4.000 
2.::iuu 
7.DOO 

65.uuu 
•5.000 

~~~M~!iJ.Xtit ···:·•::/.:\ ·· .. , . ,>:;:·' ··. .. : :..::.;: ._.· 
.. 

__ .. . ;.; ~~:, .. :: 

•:-.:t\rr••;::11·~1.·lljiJ?}ft:tf.n.•;11 ...... ,.:···· ., ...... ···.·.· < .... ':-_. :!:.:., .. ·.· .... ~ .. : .-. . 
··,·,·.·-·· 
. .. ~-- · .. 

RDT&E. Air Force 
Defense Research Sc lane• 

Coal Based Adv Thermally Slable Jel Fuel 2.500 
Ctr for Solar Geochvsical Interactions at Mt. Wi Ison Obsarvator .750 
Focused ion Beam Sve 1.300 
Center for Astronomical Adaotive Ootic: 2.000 
Claifomia Science Cente 1 JlO~ 

Materials I 
Carbon Foam Dev f o r Aircraft ir. Sl)acecraf 3.400 
Free Electron Lase1 1.700 
Envin.;1nmentally Sound Coatino: 1.000 
Metals Aflordabilitv lnitiativt 3.000 
Titanium Matrix Com~osite.: - - - - - - - 4.300 -Adv Silicon Carbide Crvstal DeviceTecl 6.000, 
DurJble Hybrid Coatings for Aircraft SS\ I - 2.000· 

Aerospace VehicleTachnoloale - -
AFRL Tu1Jdall 1.200 
Advanced Comorehensive Ena Simulator /ACES 

Jso ....___ ___ 
Human Effectiveness Annlied Re! 
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1/11/02 

-___ !:@pjd[Htaction_of Bio WMt, ___ ,,___ ___J ---~1~.7.:..=Ul:i------! 
Aerosoace Prooulsion -, 
-~~gnelic Bearing Cooling Turbine Tee _ _ _ _ _ _ 3.uuu 

Lithium Ion Batterv Aircraft Soacecraft & Handheld Annlication / --roo;;;;KeJ-------! 
Lithium Ion Battery Technology for Solid State last!•,__ ____________ ,,__ 1.00( .__ ____ _ 
PBO Membrane Fuel Cell! 1 .ooo 

.... ln~ratad_High P.!YQ.ff Rocket Pr(!p.:U:.:::ISl.·"'on"-'-T'""e;.:;:;c ______ •••. _____ • • • 7.1:-:0-:c-01-------f.-
Pulse Detonation Enaim 3.000 

__ EnglneerLng_,Tooll~ementPro -------------· • • • • • • J.50Q ____ •• 
Jet Enaine Test Cell Unnrad1 2.300 

1~A~F:....:..,R~L=-T.:....::e~s~t----==S~t~a~nc:....=-d~s0-________ ~--------------+----~10~.~70~----·--~-
Aerospace Sensors 
.f!'Q9!'8m DaareaSE 

!-'-Adverse Weather Ballistic lmaail1l 1.800 
-7.001 

.. Ady~ncad FT-IA Gas Analyst~ ____ -----·------------+-----;.:1-~00;.;0,1L.. ___ ---1 
lntearation of Flexible Substance 1.2m 

~pace_!achnolo_g,,..__ ______ . _____________________ --+---.,,..,......t-----..... 
Terabit 1.7uL 
ComDosite Crvoaenic Fuel Tank: 3.000 
Mixed Sianal VLSI for Soace Veh Comm Subsy 1.300 
HAAAP E lectromaanetic Wave G radi mete 1. 700 
HAARP Incoherent Rada 2.800 
HAARPSoace Technoloci, 8.500 
Satellite Simulatio,::n"'T="'o::a:ol'"'Kl¥--------------------1----.;1.:.;.8~0~0,__ ___ --1 

Directed Enerav Technoltv1~ 
Proaram DecreaSE -3.000 
TacticalODsSysSimulato1 1.000 

Command Control & Communication, 
_P_r~orease •3.000 
Simluation Based Acalnltlaitvt 3.~uu 
Info Hiding, Stenography & Digital Watermaric.ing for Info Protect & Authent Sys 1.800 
Assured Communications 2.300 

Advanced Materials for Weaoon Svr 
Handheld Holoaraphic Radar Gui 1 :OOo 
Ceramic Matrix ComDosites 2.800 

,..._Materials Technologies for Agi=n""--'-aAJ=·ro=ra~I ----------------+----'2,:C..1-:--,0,..,,0+--------' 
Advanced Aluminum Aerostructurei 3.400 
Vapor Growth Carbon Fiber IVGCF 1 .ooo 
MetalAffordabilitvln11iatlv1 ------------------+----~1.~10=0.t--------1 
Plasma Enhanced Chemical Deoosition Techniaue 2.100 

Advanced AerosaaceSonso~r,~=~~==~------------'L-----+------1 

_,,,Ad=v,_,,P'--'h"-'yl!:s~ic~a~IV~a=ipo:.::..:.rT~ra,;,;ns:;,11nn:.::..:.1r __________________ -1-__ ---,;1:::.o~oo,___. 
RadarTaraet Madelina Torus 7.400 

Flight Vehicle Technolog! 
E-Smart Chem/Bio Sen so~ 

-·------------------+----2~.=ao=o+------• 

AFAL_ TvndaH 
Aerosoace Technoloav Dev/Demc 

"'------------+----'1c:.::.B0=-=.0,__ ____ 1 

Access-to-Se Jt Sys Proa Office 
Aeronautical SvsCh 

·---------l------1:,:.4..;:LO::;:.a~-----I 
4.900 

Affordable Combat Sys Avionics lnitia1iv, 
30 Bias Woven Preforms 

Aerospace Propulslon & P o w e r Teet 
Vectored Thrsut DuctedPropelle 
Joint .Expendable Turbine Engine {JETEC 
!HPRT 

1.800 
1.00o 

2 
2.000 
4.400 

0 0 

~~!.B'".r.c;,.P.rnterJinr.i. 1'ach --·-·------------------+----,,..,....,=1------
Combat AutomationReqTestbe1 '1.000 
Head MountedTechnQ!Qg,_• ---------------------1----..:.1.:..:.0c::.O.::.iO ___ . __ 

ElectronicCombatTechnologi 
IDAL C3NI 1.000 
CLIRCM 3.50-:::01~---

BallisticMlsslle.Te:=hp,""o;.;.10""'91 ___________________ __. • • ,___. 
GPS Ranae Safetv Oemc 1.200 

IAdv ~P.acecraftTechnolom, • 1 • • • •• ·-----· 
Scoroius - - - 61loo 

I_ Next Gen~ationJ!ybrid Orbital Maneuver 'J/e. • • ___________ --1, ___ .:..:1-.::.00::..:0:..L.-. 
!Maui Scace Surveillance Sys IMSSS - - - -
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APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 
($Millions) 

Prooram Increase .. . __ . __ 17.400 
PAN Stars 3.400 

HI UY, 

Convantlonal Waannns Technoloao ............. --

... Low Cost Autonomous Alla~s {LOCM,_§.:_______ 3.60Qc.- _ 1 __ 
Advanced Weanons Technolog• 
..... Field Laser Radar_UP.Q!!.d-Ol,.'--··· -----·--------·- 8.500 

l.aserSoalk Countermeasurei - - -- 1.500 --· 

_ Prog_ram OeoreaSE=----------------- _ --------------- -3.000 
GLINT 7.000 

_Sodium Wavelangt.'"'"h.;,;:La=se=------- ------------------ 1,700 
Manufaoturina Analvsis for Adv Tac Lase ...___. 1. 700 >---·---

Aersopace_Ra~ Mlrror§y~--- ____ ------------------~. __ 6 __ .400 __ +----·--
C3' Advenced Develoomen 

Ad?!P._tjy~_lnfonnation Prot~tion T~~ _ 1.700 
_ lnfonnation Hidin(k St91P~i.9ttal Watermarking for Info Protection ----~~------~~Q ______ _ 
Advanced EHF MILSSATCO"""'M,_t>=i:Sn=a=ca=-----------------+-----~---~ 

......Q!~.tin Start of E,..M.u.C=-. .-.-_-_-----·-·· . . • •• --------------'----___,1 __ -70.000 
lnt,...rated Broadcast SerVlct - - -----

~~ram Decrea,""SE"--------·--------·---------i------'-- -3.000 
ICBMDEMVAL 
--~[.lh~m E~e=ra=sie~--------·------------------=-s.;;:.500=1-------
Alr Force/National Prnaram eao--atlon 

~ Program_Decrea!IE ---· _ ---------------- ··----- --·· --- -2.000 
Pollutlon Prevention DemY• 
~l!I Deoreas.a 
B·2 

·--· --------------+---'" _ -1-----=-2::.:.88=::iB 

...... EGBU-28 lntegratlor ----------------------------1-. ____ 1:..:c7..:.:.o:.::oo:.::i... ________ _ 
Unk 16/CIDIIFR 47.000 

Sptc.-Baaecl Rac.tar.EM,,.,C"'-----------------------+------l---_-25.:..~ 
EW Development 

Pr~~\t;i.n~ Location ID Prog (PLAJD} for ALA-6! 
Poor E.xecutlor 

6.700+---~~ 
-5.000 

J:xt.nded Ra~e Cruise MIHlle (ERCM 
Oetavs In Delinina Pmnran -40.235 

Sm•II Diameter Bomb .... _ -6.000 
s-ce e.,ed lnfr•.-.d Sv• fSBIRs=11c-:H-:-:11a"""'t:-----------------+-----+-----=.::= 

JIBAS Hgh'"'-E ... ;..;.hd=------------------ ---------1-----4""0.c:.000;.;;.;;.,1--------
MILSTAR LOR/MOR S.1elllte Comn ·-

satellite Plannmg_a. lnlormauon Networ 
Unlustiflecl Growth In Sa1elll1e Enalneer1no 

4.800 
-4.500 

.... !:l.!:!ral Low ~~slwldlh Medical Collaboradan §l. _____________ --i1----.c..' ·:.:cooo.:;..::.i _____ _ 

Life Sunnn,t sv,-mw 
ACES II Eiectlon Seat Oiaital Sequencer 1. 500 
Panoramic Nlgt,t Vision Goaale (PNV'~O::;;ll:.0:;:ev--------------+----,,2;.;;.50=-:X3------1 

LESPA .700 
Int..,. Commd & Control Annllca1lon1 

NP LACE 2.000 
_AF Product Une£1'.9!neering klivlll 1.000,_ 

AF Ctr for Aooulsltlon & Enablll'll'l Teet 1.000 ---·--
__ ASSET eWing P!Y.!ii!lam -------------------------4'------=2 __ .eo _ ____.oc---_, __ _ 
ln1eUlaence Eaulr .500 
Evolved Eig,endable Launch Veti..il:EIJ'USJl•ee,-=--=E=M=l------------1.--.--.-

E>tcesslve SPO and FFROC Growlt ·- -6.000 
£1DT&E fo~~~lrc ..... ra ..... fl ____________________ ·-------+------,-,c--=-,c=·l-------1 

Anina Landino Gear LIie Extensloi 10.500 

I___MIDQ_\YJfl9 & Corrosion Trea~nt for ~giri_g,-'-kl.-=----------------+--___;7;,.:.00;.;..;0:.i.------.J 
~ina Prooulsion Svstems Life Extensio1 2.000 

.AQ~rcraft Knowted9!"""P'-0"0na=-~---·----------- . _ . --1---.---=2.,.=oo::::.:o::J___~-----
~~~---------------··---~-----~---~--~-~-----~--~--2 CV-22 EMO Test Articles 180.000 
IUalor T&E lnu•9tmarit 

__ MARIAH IIHype35onic Wind Tunnel P~,'-"ra::.on___ 8.500 
Laser Induced Surface Imo (LISI 1.000 .... 

.• Holloman_ Hlg!I ~eed Test Track_Upgrad, ---------------·- _ ~---2.5001-- ···--
Airborne SecaraUon Video Svs IASVS 1.000 

lnltlal 0Derational T&E 
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APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 
($ Millions) 

1-=--'M=:.::,..;:O;.;.T..::E:::::C ________________________ _ 

T&E :!LIJP~-----·-.. ------.. - -------------1-------

U ti I/UC.. 

larae Unoblla Balancer -5.000 
,_ Enhanced Flight Termination ~1 _ 1.000 _____ _ 
Rocket Svstems Launch Proa rsnace' 
_Missile.Tech Demo 1MTD).:__3E ---·--------------------·-----~--3~'--.. -··-

Batbtlc Missile Ranae Safetv Tech Proa 15.300 

Gener•I Sklll TralnLns___ -·------ -------------1-------1--·-·--
Prnnram Aeducllar -.309 

Region/Sector Op Contro. Ctr Modemlzatlor ________________ , ____ 6;:...:·.:;..ooo;...;,.___ ______ _ 

Jt levnedltlonarv Foree Ex..-lman· 

-~ram Decrease -----·-------------------- ----l.--------.1-----:?.Q~~ 
A-10 .Srruadronl 

Preci_slon EnQ~Q!!I!,.,_,_&-.::,.:n' ____ , ___________________ -4 __ ___;2=~-500=:+-------
F·18 Snuadrons 

,_J)istributed Training Centen ______________ .. __________________ 1 ___ ...c4.30Q~-------
F--15E Snuadron1 
__ f!J.9-Q!!..!:!.m.@.de Pro9rarr 
AFTENCAF 

7.000 

GPS,Jammer Detection a,,.nd=-=L:=:oc""a"'tl"'on·""-=S"-y, _____ -----------1---.__:;.;2:;:.;:.oo:..=..=.01--____ _ 
Th•tw Battle Manaaement C4 
_ 1heater,1Jattle M~g_em=e=-n,c.:al_Co0=re"-Sy=L-_________________ .___ __ ....;.1;;.:.000=1---------
JSTARS 

Poor Prior Year Execulior 
USAF Modllllna and Slmulatlo1 
-~1hetlo Thealer Ops Res Model (13'-'-T..;O.c..;R:;.:.M=-----------·-------·-------1--,--1._ooo_._ __ _ 

lntelllQent Flklht Control Svs Sim Re: 2.500 ~-··-··-
__Q~ho!ml Ci!Y. ALC Modeling & Simulatio 2.000 
W1raamlna and Slmulatlon Cent.r. 

Theater Air Commd & Control Sim Facilit
Mlsslon Plannlna Svstenu 

--------------1------=3:·.::.ooo=~----

... _P __ o~we-==rsoe= ........ 116~-------------,---------------+-----1.:..:-::.:500:.: 1-------1 
Cobra Ball 

Advanced Airborne Sanso 5.100 
information Svst11111s Securltv Proc 
_J,,iyhthouse Gyber ~curlty ProO!a:.;::""---·----·-·-------------+---=2;:~·50==-=0+-----, 

Info Assurance for Enabllna Teet 1.000 
Worldwide Info Sealrtty Environment {WISE 9.100 

Global Combat Sunnort Svt 
__§CSS (Eriterrplsa Data Warehouse· 4.100,-'-f----,---I 
Selected Aatlvltla1 -20.000 
NAVSTAR Global PosHlonln~=•=c•=&, .... Co--=no-=trolc.=.. ______________ -+---· _--_--_--_-_· -~·--_--_--___;:'6:::...00==0 
Soacellft A•nae Svstem 
_.§11:ace Integration Master Plannini.._ ________________ -+-----=,1=..::.800-=-=-11-------, 

ASA 4.000 

.Q!'!~nU2~1fl------------------·----------'------~-------
SYERS Polarization Proiec 2.000 
Dual Data Unk New Star -4.00I 

Endurance Unmanned Aerial V.trlela 
Demo at Berlin Air Sho~,------·--------·-------+------+----...:-4::.:.SOC::.:: 
Proaram Office Growtt, -4.00( 

___ Global Hawk Benson 16.000 
Airborne ReoOMlasance Svatanu 

Hlllh Data Rate Laser Communication: -----------------1----=3::.:.50=0-1-------
Wldaband ln1earated Common Data Uni 7.000 

,_Jheat~r Alrbomg __ !J.~n ~~s (TAR_S~------- ----------- '"--· 10.SOO.___ ·---
Tennlnatlon of JSAF -36.381 

_JSAF Program Offl.Q!I -.4.600 
Manned ReconnlaHnce Svstemi 
• Combat Sent Passive Airt.x>_~me~Ra~ng,_i~n·~-----------------1----=2.ooo 
Dlatrlbutod Common Groimd Svt 

NCCT 
SPACETRACK fSDace' 

, ______________________________ 5.000 ____ _ 

... ..§~ Base Surveilance Concept Tech .:D.:::e __________________ ·-· __ .. ______ _ 
Soace Situational Awarenas: 

-2.900 
. -6.000 

£:130.Alrtlft~uadror ---·---------,-----------·----~-.__. ____ ,____ ______ _ 
Late EMO Contract Aware -20.000 

c-5 Alrtlft Snuadron• 
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Nudet Detection S..Y• lSpac•: ---------------------~--+---~~c.o!-----
Proaram Reductior 3.000 

1/11/02 

D!,Ppt Maintenance (Non.:!f: _______ ---------------------t----- """'..J.....,----·-
Jt Service Metroloav R&D Suppor fa:uu 

la:idustrtal Preparednest --=~-=-=---·------------'--'" . 
NJv Low Observable Coatina: 4.200 

, __ LaserPe81J.i!lg_forF.-1f • _ •••••••••. _____________ L__!._~_o_. _____ , 
Producthlltv Reliabilitv Av~!.!!blllty,=M=•=ln='t=en'""a=n=c-____ j 

Automated Nondestructive lnspeqtifn. for. Turbioe ~------- ------.-.' -----=-4..,,.0.,.00--··--·---• 
lnsoeotion Tech for Turbine 8,( 2.200 

.Jt Logistics Progran:i::..~mm~_Standal'd~--' ------·· • ·--------+----·-- ....__ ___ _ 
Proaram Reductior -.106 

!_~port Systems Develo,ement _ 
Center for aircraft and Svstems S.:-u---nn,o--r--·----------------1-------.3 .. _o"'O"'Q:t---~-I 

__ CQ.l!lfflod!ty Managemtt!J~Consolidatio _ -· ___ 1.C>OO 
Batllespace Loaislics Readiness and Sustainmer 1.oo=-01,-------

f:lasalfled Programs -34.932 
General Reductior ·:s-:ooo 
~-~~:~ffilfflJit:1iJ'l!:'(:/\i::-D\,t.,:J;,::;);.::LU:1)ti/:'.'.tl:;/'i(l:ii,'•'::,:;'•:.,,•?•;\j•tG:J:t?/hl.\J:·.f.~t;:,;11,w.MI]l\%/!iij~Q.M~l~})~~1,1 
RDT&E. Defensewide ----··----- •••••• 
Defense Research Sclence1 ·- -

4.200 
2.100 

Advanced PhotonicsCom~,!=le=sR-01_• ___ .• 
Ultra Performance Nonotechnoiogy Ct 

·-----------+---::--...,rl------t 

1.00Q 
2.000 

Nanotechnology !nitiatlv, __ • ·----'" 
Spectrum Lab 

·-------+----

Universitv Research lnltlatlvei 
Defense Commercialization Researchlniliati"1 4.000 
Active Hvoersoectrai Imaging Sensor Re: 3.400 
Mv Power & Energy Pros: 1.500 

1 .000 
2:soo 

NationalSecurityTraini!)L_, _______________________ _,. 
MEMS for Rolling Elem~1;1t _Bearing, 
Desert Environmental Rasearcl 
BloenginaaringlNanotechnology Re 

Tropical Remote Sensing Application 
Center of Excellence in Bioformatic 
Focused Manufacturina T echnoloaie: 
Adv Films and Coatina: 

l;Orros1on notect1on 01 A1Um1num Alloy 
Force Health Protection 

2.600 
4.250 
1.250 
2.000 
1 .OOo 
1.000 
1.00ci 

4.200 
5.500 

Chronic Multi-symptom tlln ... e ... S!: ___ -=-----------·,-------....L----'-=-'-
lnterdisciollnarv Res on Gulf War Related Hines I 

. 

6.800 
Govtllndus1rY Copsponsorsbii:,_f_U_n_iv_R_ei ______________ +-----+-

Focus Center Research Pm~ 
ProgranOela)IS(ii:X=e=cu~""'tio=,._r ____ _ 

Def Expert Proa to Slim ComDetRes ----------------1----
7.000 Research Fundinglnc~,=SE...._ __________________ -+---'-' 

Chemical & Biological Def Pro1 
2.000 
2.500 900 MHz Maanetic Resonance Spectmmete 

Bug to Drug Identification and CII, ----.----------t-----..i 

Lightweight Chem-Bio Sensor! 
Medical Free ElectronL11se1 

2.500' 

5.000 Program lncreas=e,.__ ________ • • _____ • • 
Historically Black Colleges & Universitie: ------+----

3.500 
1.500 

AIHEC--Tribal Colleae & Univ Comp Eg & Scieni:e La. • • • 
Busines=./Tech Manuals R&C ------....----,~ 

Hispanic Serving. lnstitution"":'--------------------t----:
Project Grants 4.300 

Comouting Systems& Computing Teel 
RTAPS 2.000! 

Svs Enaineerina for Miniature Device: 2.600 
Secure and Dependable S0ftwa11 1.000 

. 

lnteiiiaent Software for Multilingual Progra. __ m _________________ ..j.._____ -4.400 
EKcessive Growth: New Start: +----.""2,;c5.""'00;..;0 I 
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f"J .t:OUl 
APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 

($ lllillions) 

1/11102 

" ' '- . '-. '-'-. ", "· '" .. ,, ., ' 
' ~: ' ·, '- ' ' ~. ~:::--_,:,"' :·:.' ' ~ . ' '" :<·.·· . ·.··.~· .. ,:<_:~ ·.\ .. ~;. ... \/ . ~ ,: ... 

', ' .. .... . ... ..... " '- .......... ., ' '~ . . . •., ,,,·.,.. ' 

Embedded Software and PervasivecompuJ.!M 
DARPA Reduction ----,_ _____ - -10.00. 

Biological WarfareDefenSE 
~trical.f?r~Alu.or Bio Warfare .. Oe.fe.n~ • • J.uuu 

Hydrate Fractionation Desalination Teo 2.600 
~!lier for Water Secu rit¥ 1.000 ·-· .. ----Chemical and Bioloaical Defens, 

C8Jl_9-nerative Atr Filtration Sy, -·-···· --- 1 .uuo • -_ ... 
Air Purification Svstems 2.600 
B!F.le.s.ear.Ghtlcs - - - .i!i.OO -
lnteamted Detection of Energetic& Hazardous Materia 1.000 
Common Asset for Biologjca1Secyrit - - . 1.000 
Chemical & Biological Threat: 3.5001 
Continuation of Jt B ioloaical & Chemical Terrorism Resoon&e Proia 9.000 

TacticalTechnolog\ 
CEROS -..... - - 4.700 -- -----

DARPA Reduction -9.00( 
Materials & Electranlcs Teet - . . . 

Fabrication of 3-D 0 Micro-Structure: 1.400 
Strateaic Material~ - 3,400. 
Detection & Destruction ofCW-Nanotechnoloa 1.000 
Center ..f!l!.1!!1earaled Tech no log 5.000 
Ctr for Opteoelactroo ics & Optical Comn 2.000 
Prdlelavs,Executior -30.000 
Advanced Malerials,Frequency Tunable Device 1.500 
Boron En~rw C e I I Technolog - - 2J)00 

Nuclear Sustainment& Cou nterproli -

Thermobaric Warhead Develoomen 2.ouu 
Discrete Particle Method: 1.600 
ProaramOelavs/Executio1 ·1.100 
Radiation Hardened Microelectronic 1.500 

Exploslvu Demilitarization Tact 
Explosives Demilitarization Ted 1.000 

~Gas Oecon Fadlit\ 1.400 
Thin LayeredChromotograph: 2.000 
uemil& Destruction of Gonventional Ammo & Ghem Warfare Agents 1.500 
Rota!)! Fu mace Technolog, 1.3Wl 
H MX Recovery from Dem ii itarized Energelic 1.400 
Prqjeduciior - - - - ·.400 

SOLIC Adv Teet 
SDecial Aeoon Caoabilitie: I 1.400 

Combatina Terrortsm TechSuppor 
~t Miilga~oc • • • • • 3.100 

FaciafRecoonition 1 .ooo 
Aaroael Chem Bio Detector: 2.600 
ChemBio Electrostatic Decontam inationsv 5.600 
Historical Underground Exploitation (HUGE) 1.700 

Balll•tlc Missile Defense Teel - -
Airborne Infrared Surveillance Sys (AIRS 5.600 

Wideband GaR Sem ico nducto rReSlilarcl 5.600 
Silicon Thick Films 5.100 
AEOS MWJA Adaotive 0Dtics - - 1.700 
High Data Rate Wireless Communication: 4.300 
Advanced RF Technoloav De• - - .t70Q 
POAPTechnolom 1 .000 
Water-scale Planarization Technolog1 - - - - 2.000 
Sil icon Brain Architecturt 1.200 

Chem & Biological Def Prog Adv De, - . - - -
Biodefense Statewide MedicalRespons 1.300 
Dentist!} of New Jerse', - - J.500 
Miniaturized Chem-Bio Detector: 1.700 

ioecial Technical Suooor - - -
Complex Systems Deslgr 1.200 

~rms Control Technolocn . - . -Arms Control Technoloa 4.200 ---~~:~:~e~t::,::esearol _________ -------- 2.600 
---3.500 

!Generic Loaistics R&D Tech Demc 
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t"T .t'UU.t' 1/11/02 
APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS ANO CUTS 

($ Millions) 

. ' u ~·,: . ... ~ : ..... ·. .. ' . .. 
'. t·· .. . .. 

~'. . ~ . .. , :.. ... ' ' \: ... , '..,') 

' 
0 

.. 
',''' ' ',; '.' ' :,.; :~':· ·:' 

'. ,, .. '• ... : , .. .. .,. ' .. '' :-.·.· .. 
Comouter Assisted Tech Transfer fCATT - 2.800 

---------··- -· --·-· ···-

Corrosion Prevention Control & Info Di~ 1.000 
- .. •--•--•-m,YOM•-•••M-·--~·-----·------·~ --------- 2.000 ··---·-··---

smcon-28 Proararr 
_§l.!t! .. .M!£1:Q.11 CMO_S and CMOS/SOS Uthc:_lg@~h• 2.400 ------------·--

Strat9(]ic Radiation Hardened Microelectronic 2.300 

Center tor Nanosciances lnnovatiol -·-- 8.500 
Dtaltal Electronic Walfare -

·-----
2.506 

---··--

__ Diminishing_ Monuhlcturing Source Sata Warehous -- 1.000 

Oolimizlna Electronics for Adv ControHed Environ Sv 5.000 

~.§l2_@r.. Coollnr,r. Migration PIO! 7.700 
Ultra Low Po\V8f' Battlefield Sensor. 

- 17.000 
Str•te.9h: Environment.I Res Pr'O( -· 

Toxic Chemical Cleanuo Crltarl; 1.000· 
_ _!!~tional Environmental Ed_\!_catiQn & Tmg Cl 2.500 -· 

Praaram Delavs/Executior -10.000 

Advanced _Electronic• Technolo_ale -·---·- ___ _.,_. ___ ..__ .............. ___ '~---------
Defense TechUn~ 1.000 

__ Lasier Pb:.mcs _ Point Source X-ra}' Ted 4_300 

Laser Plasma Source Ste"""' 
Advanced Lllh.QR!!~ 4.300 
Advanced Lithnnrachv X-Rav Mask Researci 

- 3.500 
~__y~l___Q!Y.stal Components for Imaging & Comr_ 8.000 

MEMS at Armv Res Lab. Zahl Phvsical Sciences Lal 5.200 
_ __eIQgram Dela)'.s/Executiot -2.00C 
ACTDs 

Flexlbla JP-B Pilot Plan 3,500 -·~-~- nn•--

Advanced Tactical Lase 7.000 
t!_lf~onn Com~utlng Modem Prl,!t, 

Proaram Daorease -12.176 
-9P.~.@l).Q.!) of S~lected Sul)000ffl~utlna Cent,, --·- 9.400 '------· 
Sensor & Guldane. Technol-
--~rg2_Millmetar Tele!ICQPI 1.500 

Excessive Growth: Tactical Taraetlnn EU 
__ ........ 

-10.000 
Sofh?are Engineering lnatltuh 

Technical Insertion Demo & Eval Pro, 1.000 
Quick Rumlon Pro~1 

Uniustlfied New Prnnram Star -.25.000 
Joint W•~•mlns: Sim Mgt Offloc 

WMD Attack•Effec:ts Rasoonse As8ess Cao at JFCOM 1.500 
~glle Port Demonslrlltlor 

CCDOTT - 8.500 -··. 
Physical Secur~!~men-

Backscatter Mobile Truck ~ 5.500 
Wat~~&'~!indside Force Protection Planne 1.000 

Jt Robotics Proa 
TUAGVPartl 1.500 -Adv Sensor :a.:.:n11catlona Prn. 
Remote Ocean Sensina Prooran 4.300 

Comnnnent Dev for Active Sensor. 1.000 
Jr:inovative Solid State Lase .. 3.500 

Prnnram Oelavs/Executlor -3.000 
CA1..S Initiative ---·---
-CALS--DemVal 5.100 
.Envlro_11.Securl~ Tech Cert Proc .. 

Pmoram Oelavs/Executlor ·5.180 

__ Decontamination Tech~~m --- .920 
Balllstlc Mlssla Def Sva en 

_, .............. -... ---.. ··· ------.,.. __ , _____ 
-9.rJ'lf_Mi~k, _pdunse-Oplical OaWSem,or F~a1 1.000 

ESPRIT 3.000 

Advanced Multi-Sensor Fusion Teslbel 1.700 ·--PMAF lfnnrades I 23.800 
Alrbome Intercept MonitorinL - 1.000 
SHOTS 4.300 
Ra!JQe Data Fusion Uograde: ··- ·- 3.000 
Kodiak Road Plannina.1Desla1 1.700 
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APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 
($Millions) 

1111/02 

l I BMD Terminal Del Segment 
MEADS Reduction . . _________ ]_ .... l -2.00 

. Arrow·--- 66.000-
BMD Midcourse Defense-men ..... . . ________ ._ 

·NTW--Sea Based Mid-Course Stud\, ·20.00 
Sea-Based Mid=UISE . -100.00 

'BMD Boost Defense Seamen· 
·-

SBL ----------··---· ·120.001 
,-.ABL 73.500 
,__, Space Based K,inetic Ene!J1¥ Studl -10.001 

Sea Based Boost Stum -20.o·rn 
Chemciai Bloloalcal Def Prog DEM&'AI. . .. -- ' 

Mobile Chemical Aaent Detecto 6.300 
M93A1 FOX Simulation Training Suite: . . . - -- . - . - •• f.4uu 

Ballistic Missile Defense Sensor: 
RAMOS - - - . . ·20.IJOI 

--1fB1 RS•Lo;_y-· - - - - - - - - ·365.0oi 
Satellite Sensors Progran .. - . - . - - • .QU.UUll 

Coalition Wa rlare 
p r o n r a m Decrease -6.62[ 

Jt Service Educ.: & Tma Svs Dell 
Advanced Distributed Learninglnitiatlv. . 6.::iuu 
ADL Prototvoe for OSD ADL Co·Laboratol' 1.500 

Chemclal & Biological Def Pl'Qg EM[ . . 
Laser interroaation of Surface Aaents (LISA 2.500 

Joint Robotics Pronram EMC 
TUGVPartll 2.000 

Theater Hi Altitude Area Def Sy~ TMD-EMC -------
Acceieratior -50.000 

IJAC-3 TMD Aca-EMC 
PAC.3 R&D 22.000 

intormatiin Technology Develo!;!men - -
ProaranOelavs/Executior •2.000 

!Technical Studies Sum;~ort, andAnelysl 
information Tech Suoerioritv Stud 1.ooc 

·7.0011 
General SunnorttoC31 

UAV lnt!!Qration into Civil Air-Sea0t - - 1.!>UII 

Pacific Disaster Center 6.000 
Defense Travel S x s t e m 

Proaram DecreaSE -10.000 
Foreian ComoarativeT•tlnc 

HELLAS 7.3UU 

ProararrOelavs.lExecutior -3.000 
Classified Proa ram (USDPI 45.000 
Classified Programs(C31l 

inlelliaence Manaaemen -20.000 
Global infrastructure DataCacturt 4.oua 
Ooen SourceExDloitatioo-MHPCC 4.300 

Comm~9.ial Ops& Support-Savinqslnltlatlv, . . 
Acft Affordability initiative (EW Dia italPiP 12.000 

ISSP -Protection ol Vital Dat 6.0 0 0 - - - .. 
.. Computer ~,!lCa & Internet Security Degree Pro -- .750 

National information Assurance Trainir. 1.700 
Suoerconductina Processors Develoomen 1.000 
IOTC 1.700 

Defense imager~ & Mapping Pros; ........ 
Geoaraohic Syn Aoerture Radar IGEOSAR) Airborne Mannina Svi 9.000 

,_J:ommercial Jt Ml!J)ping & Visualization Tooik - . . . . 12.6.Ql) 
imaaerv Librarv Rea for NAVOCENO (SURF EAGLE 2.000 

Def Jt Counterintdi Program (JMIF, . - -
JCAG and tTSO 12.000 

~I lntelliaence Proarem1 
Miniaturized Wireless initiativt 5.000 

._Joint C41SR Architecture ~--- -------- __ ,, 1.2'10) -----
Technol oav Developmerr 

Special AccessPrQArarr l -35.000 
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M~ned Racon Sv1 

t-Y ZOOZ 
APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 

($Millions) 

1/11111.:!. 

.... CombatSENTUpg_rade~ ------·----·-----····-· ------··- - 12.600 ... _, _______ :~-= 
lndustrlal Pranaredneat 
_DLA ~IJ!tllive Sustainment lnitiat!~-----------------------1-------=c3·c:::so=o --·-·--·-

Defense Suoolv Chain Manaaement Pro 12.eoo 
,_ .. Laser Additive Manufaoturlm.________ ···-------- _ .___ -~:!..Q.O ·----------

ERIM Delensse SUslainmen 4.200 
~~peratlons Technology De, 

Wireless Vicleo LlnkS for S0MR0'1 
Spike Urban Warfare Sys 
Uahtweioht Counter-Mortar Rada 
Dual BaJ'ld Cetsotor Imaging Teel 

Snaclal 0Deratlons ATDt 

1 .. 600 
4.000 
3.000 
4.300 

,_ SOF Aircraft D,efen,s.e Sy.s_ .=--------------------+----..:;2::.;.ao~o+-------• 
Electronic Oiaital Comoass Svi 1.400 

Specl1H)per-~ Tactlcal.~• DOI __ ·--------------·- _________ ,__ _______ _ 
Leadlna EDGE 4.300 

_ _psvo_e_s Advanced Developmen ___________________ ,-1------1------__::--550 
SOF Miscellaneous Eaulomnt Mo/ [)e, -.301 

,_.Miniature Day/Night Sight OeveLOP. .... me'--'-r _______________ .--1.-----1'-'-.50.0 
160th SOAR Modifk:atlom 1.000 
11t~nium Tllt.!!:!9 Helmet Mounti 1.000 
Advnaced SEAL Dellverv Svi 7.000 
Surface Planning Wet Submersible (SPWS' 3.700.,__ __ 
Mark V ComDuter Unnrad1 1.aaci 

._Maverick & Hummingbird System: -----!l-----~6.:..:.7.::.00::.i-------
Rebreather 1.000 

~al 9'-!!atlons Intel Svs 08' 
Joint Threat Wamina SVstem IJTWS\ 2.400 

Sloid State Synthetic Aperture Rada'--'.:""-=----------------+--.....:;:3.:..:.ooo~.1--------1 
SOF C41 lhreat Wamina & Situational Awarenes 1.400 

,...._Counterproliferation Analysis & Planning Sy 5.100 
SOF Medical Technol....., 08' 

TranslerfromPE040411F 2.100 
SOF Onaratlonal Enh'"01'""'n"'"ce"-'--m-en-t,....i------------------1----"~c:::i------1 

_J!I!.~~ CQ_mmand & Control ~--------------------+----.....:..:1·..:..10=.::0::J---_____ _ 
Classlflad Proarams 23.800 
BMD Waiver gf P .L 102-504 -39.ooo 
Chall.nae Pr••'""rr=-'~~~-------------------+----;:-12=-.-=soo=+--...::::;==1 

Gen•al ReducU~r -6.000 

OT&E 
_MyancedTechJ!OL~algpm;;,c•=n":-----------------1------+------I 

Test Evaluation Science & Teohnoloo -8.000 
Central Test & Evaluatlor 
'f:foadway Slmulato 
_g~~LY,ideo ~~rap!._ _____________________ ~---

uiultal lmageiy ~ysterm 

9500 
1.500 
4.000 
4.000 '="Big Crow Developmc~~en'""'t"'T=-ea-t &......,,e,..v-=-1.-u-atl.,...0-,-----------------·---+-----" 

Target & Th~atSys lnteroperabllityTestif). 
lmDlemenflng DSB Recommendation, 
Uva Fire Testlna 

Live Fire Testi"' 
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APPROPRIATION CONFERENCE ADDS AND CUTS 
($Millions) 

1111/U.t! 

• ' ••• : ' • • • • • ' • ' • • ' '- ' ,. • • < • • • ' • '- • ' "'-" '- .~ • _,. ' ~- '- • • •• :.. : ; • • ' 

:. ',:: '\ ' . . ~ ·:.' .. ' ""' .. : ~ .:.. '' ~ l "' : . ~_. .. ,' . ~ .. ~.·>:::=:·~: ;, <. . ,·'·':-,..:-~.:: ·-----Counter-Terrorism & Operation• Response transfer u111 
----------------~---- --~-----.. ---~n-TT------.. ~ • - • - • - •• ·- ~ ... .. .. .. .. --~;:p;.:~~~:: ~~~- -I ••• - • • • • • • ~--·L:=~~=01---~-=-
_fil)_!~ !;l.W. --- -- ••••• : _--: _- - .-:-= --- _ __J _____ I ___ ... 
--::,='---,,..,.,,_.,:-:"......,...--,-.. ...... I 

-· Military~BC Equ!.e,ment 60.000 -----
•• erpo ~------· •••.• I _. ______ _ 

•• Biological warf~leDeteoiion sys·--------· 
Proo. DW 

--·-34.000 

·-Antibiotic·-s-an-d..,.-V_a_c·-c1-ne_s_f_S1_oc·-~,......,il!J-&;"""R~&=· D""") ___________ ,___-_-_- - - - - - - -

RDT&E, OW 44.Q.ODi------• 
--oe&ffiw-· ·---------·· • • .+-__ 32.000 •• __ 

AFIP Lab Maintenance & Repairs 
DHP -+-------·--~ _________ ,2.5.DQO-+---

Domestic Res nse E,iercises , ___________________ •10_
06

•
0 O&M, OW ------ e+------1 

WMD-Civil Support Team__:_s_-___________________ =-------
OMA 10.000 

_Q.M...______ 2s.ooo·-+------a 
-Local Ema er'\PY t:ol'[l_m~u_ni~ca~t~io_n~sG_,e_a_r ____________ _ ----

OPA 17.000 

• DARPA.-BiologicafWarfare Post-EJ!posure Thera eutics 
RDT&E DW ==---------+-- 30.000 ··----

Chemical-Biological Med~_I T_ra_l_nl_n...._ ________________ _ 
DHP 15.000 

'=--:...""'_-'-'_"-_-_-_-_-_:-:::;-;;-=-::;~_::.....,.-:::-...::.===::;:::;:::::::;;:::::::;:============-:------1=======:::t========I 
Att~, Sen9!_ng, Wam!!'fl and .. ~_ ...... .;.n...;s;.;.e_-ln_f.;.or_m...;a.;.ti.;.on_A_s;.;s;.;.u...;ra_n.;.ce;;...... ______ -1----....-1,-------1 

O&M, OW 5.000 
Proc. oii.r---------------------+---=2s=-.o,..,,o"=a+-----+ 
RDT&E-:0W 39.000 

11.000 
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December 21, 2001 1:43 PM 

TO: Dov Zakheim 

CC Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfelcf_l)'\-

SUBJECT: Jordan and Pakistan 

You did a terrific job on the Jordan and Pakistan projec.t I assume from what you 

said that the good news has already been given to ho of them. Good news 

travels fast. 

Nonetheless, I would like to have a letter draft '1 from me to the President and the 

King explaining what has been done. I fellt trongly about it. I have been urging it 

on, and I want them to know that I perso ally care. 

Please see that this gets worked out 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 

.1~2.1~1:1~ ............. 1-· ..... ............................................. • 
Please respond b)_'! _________ 1Jjc I} if! 

( ...... 
'•....I' 

..... "' N 

o~IL~"~" ~ t)' , V ~ ' (.::, 

U 15132 
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His Excellency 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301•1 000 

General Pervez Musharraf 
President, Islamic Republic of Pakistan 
Islamabad, Pakistan 

Dear President Musharraf: 

I appreciate the substantial assistance you have provided in support of Operation 
Enduring Freedom an<l I am pleased to advise you that the Congress has passed 
legislation that will allow me to make direct payments to your country for the support 
you are providing. 

We antkipatc that Prcsidcnt Bush will sign the 1egis1ation soon. Shortly 
thereafter. the Under Secretary of Det~nse (Comptrol1er), Dr. Dov Zakheim, wil1 forward 
an initial paymcnt. We would hope to provide further funds and will work with your 
government to deal \Vith this in the most effective manner. 

Thank you again for all you have done in support of Operation Enduring Fre-edom. 

Sinrerdy. 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD/5614 



His Majesty 
King Abdullah I I 
Amman 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1 000 

The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan 

Your Majesty: 

I appreciate the substantial assistance you have provided in support of Operation 
Enduring Freedom and I am pleased to advise you that the Congress has passed 
legislation that will allow me to make direct payments to your country for the support 
you are providing. 

We anticipate that President Bush will sign the legislation soon. Shortly 
thereafter, the Under Secretary of Defense (Comptroller), Dr. Dov Zakheim, will fotward 
an initial payment. 

Thank you again for your support of Operation Enduring Freedom. 

Sincerely, 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD/5615 



December 29, 1001 11:36 AM 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

CC: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Senior Executive Council 

It seems to me that, with all the things we had going on in the year 2001, we never 

really got the Senior Executive Council (SEC) going and functioning and getting 

the kind of traction it is going to have to have in the Department if we are going to 

make the kind of progress you and I want to make. 

I think what you ought to do is sit down with your calendar and flesh out the next 

four months as to how you are going to put energy and drive into that institution 

and get these management reform issues moving along and done. 

The other thing I think you need to establish as a priority is the legislative changes 

we ne~he big, major changes in how we interact with Congress. Why don't 

you come up with a program for that and give me a briefing senzS:11~ maybe 

around January 15, so we can fmd out what role I should play in helping get that 

accomplished. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
1229014 

U15142 02 
11-L-0559/0SD/5616 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Larry Di Rita 
AdmiralG 

Donald Rwnsfeld 

June 9, 2001 

COL ~'lllD ~cj~
Co L B "lC.C I Sl).l {A) 
Cl)£ MILL-1;, _(A) 

~~ Tu-4hu.R~ 
~~~ 

I think we want to think about gently discouraging gift giving ~J~~·~ 
money and I am uncomfortable with it. ~ , 

If someone wants to do it you can't stop them and we ought to give them somethi~s • 
ought to be quite modest. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
060901.23.3 

-

11-L-0559/0SD/5617 U18049 /01 
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October 23, 2001 10:57 AM 

TO: LaJTy Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld "' 

SUBJECT: Senator Frist for Congressional Breakfast 

Sometime let's include Bill Frist in a breakfast here. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
10230!-19 ~ 

#!)/L-,4) 
~-f:J/$~ 

/7/ 
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November 6, 2001 3:18 PM 

TO: Steve Carnbone 
Rich Haver 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld l)\ 

SUBJECT: Intelligence System 

Attached is the memo Blair left for me. You should read it. 

Let me know what you think. 

Attach. 
I 0/3 0/0 I Blair \1emo 

DHR:dh 
110601-7 

Please respond by ________ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/5619 
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.... ..--~{tf!· '1>"\, ·' · Fixing the Intelligence System 
.,. ~·''},.JI>,.. .,. \ 
')1,· .,. ' 

I. Tighter Accountability 

Collection: Intelligence Community works on priorities, not on missions. Needs missions such 
as "Collect the PRC plan for aggression against Taiwan by the end of 2002," or "Penetrate Central 
Military Commission communications in the PRC by the end of 2003." Currently China is 
classified as a "hard target" and greater effort is going into collection against China, but there is 
no plan which leaders have approved and can track. 

Resources: The budgeting system for the Intelligence Community is so complicated that it is very 
difficult to track future plans against future requirements. There is a elem· need for Mandarin 
linguists, but there is no way for SccDcf and DCI to approve a plan, assign accountability and 
track the results. There arc huge gaps between planned IMINT collection capability and ability to 
use the data collected (TPED). In the case of intelligence collection from submarines, the 
platforms arc available, but the funding to use them fully is not; in the case of airborne 
surveillance platforms, the missions arc being flown without the gear needed to collect all the 
signals. At lower levels, inordinate staff is necessary simply to understand all the different 
sources off unding for a single intelligence unit such as a Joint Intelligence Center. 

Major programs: Comp::u-ed to similar programs in DoD, Multi-billion dollar technical 
intelligence programs do not receive the informed scrntiny, and then the support of the DC[ and 
SecDcf because the acquisition process is ad hoc, alternatives do not receive attention, 
presentations to leadership ,u-e unclear, and cost and schedule are not tracked clearly for 
accountability. 

Solution: Strengthen the 1DRB process. Simplify or integrate the Intelligence Community 
budgeting processes into program elements which capture all of the component parts of a 
program, and fund the program clements in a balanced way. - set clear missions at the 
DCI/SecDef level and review them frequently for progress, adjustment or attainment. Hold 
officials accountable for attaining the missions and for bringing the hardware programs in on time. 
Strengthen the Community Management Staff, as recommended below. to build the 
budget/program process. 

2. Integrated Collection Management 

SIGINT collection priorities arc adjusted continually. !MINT collection priorities arc set daily. 
The two collection management processses arc independent of each other, coordinated only 
because the officials running the centers are experienced and know one another. HUMINT 
tasking takes longer, is highly decentralized and is not connected to either SIGINT or Th1INT. 
Collection managers for different analytical organizations compete for tasking attention based on 
current events; generally if an area is "hot" it will receive heavy SIGINT and IMINT coverage, 
without any tradeoff thinking being done about which would be the most relevant. 

11-L-0559/0SD/5620 
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Solution: Combine the IMlNT, SIGINT and HUMlNT tasking centers into a single organization, 
which can allocate collection resources in accordance with capabilities as well as topicality. 

3. Director of Central Intelligence 

Because he is also Director of the CIA, the DCI i" inevitably drawn into tactical management of 
the CIA Directorate of Operations. Thaw seen director, forced to spend as much time and 
attention on a single agent as on billion dollar collection programs. 

Solution: Human intelligence operations - the clandestine service - -.hould be run by the 
Executive Director of the CTA. who should invariably be an experienced clandestine service 
officer. The CIA directorate for analysis should work for the Director of the National InteHigence 
Council. The DCI should be stafti!d by an expanded Community M::mrigement staff, with staff 
members drawn from all the incelligt'nce organizatinrn,, not by the ClA. His duties should 
concentrate on allocatil111 of resource.:; and effe~tivenes, of the orgrinizrition, rather than on making 
the intelligence calls. The Deputy Director of Central Intelligence should alway" be a 4-star 
military officer. generally. but not alw~tys. a military intelligence officer. NSA, NIMA and NRO 
should rt'main combat suppl1rc organizations 

11-L-0559/0SD/5621 
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November6, 2001 6:38 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld {)A 
SUBJECT: India 

The Ambassador talked me into inviting Fernandes of India to the United States 

sometime nexc year. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
[U)61}[.Jll 

•••••••..••..................••••...........•••••....................... , 

Please respond by ________ ___,.,,,. 

11-L-0559/0SD/5622 U18595 /01 
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TO: Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

Y \I (i..1 
FILA... 

October 26, 2001 2:21 PM 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld»fl 

SUBJECT: Media Advisors 

Do you know anything about this proposal of DoD to send teams of contract 

media advisors to each of these countries'! Please advise. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
0 2501352 OCT 01 

DHR:dh 
102601-16 ...•••...•........•••••.........•........•••......••.......•••••........ , 
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ZNR UWUU ZZH 

*"'* UNCLASSIFIED '/rw'/r C?.Ci:l\\ 
***** This Message Has Been Alter~~~til',~~· 

S O"' OC1 i& 10 a OAAUZYUW RUEHCAA5857 2980140-UUUU--RUEKNMA. 

0 2501352 OCT 01 
FM SECSTATE WA&DC 
TO RUEHAD/AMEMBASSY ABU DHABI IMMEDIATE 3595 

RUEHEG/AMEMBASSY CAIRO IMMEDIATE 1538 
RUEHDO/AMEMBASSY DOHA IMMEDIATE 0208 
RUEHIL/AMEMBASSY ISLAMABAD IMMEDIATE 2297 
RUEHJA/AMEMBASSY JAKARTA IMMEDIATE 7983 
RUEHMS/AMEMBASSY MUSCAT IMMEDIATE 3499 
RUEHRH/AMEMBASSY RIYADH IMMEDIATE 2354 
RUEKJCS/SECDEF WASHDC IMMEDIATE 1460 
RUEKJCS/JOINT STAFF WASHDC IMMEDIATE 2425 
RHEHNSC/NSC WASHDC IMMEDIATE 8809 

UNCLAS STATE 185857 

FOR THE AMBASSADOR FROM U/S GROSSMAN AND U/S BEERS 

E.O. 12958: N/A 
TAGS: OPRC, KPAO, TFUSOl 

PROPOSAL TO DEPLOY INTERNATIONAL MEDIA 
@VISORS CONTRACTORS 

FOR THE AMBASSADOR FROM U/S GROSSMAN AND U/S BEERS 

1. THIS IS AN ACTION CABLE. SEE PARAGRAPH 4. 

2. DOD 'HAS PROPOSED TO SEND TEAMS OF 2-4 CONTRACT MEDIA 
ADVISORS TO EACH ADDRESSEE COUNTRY TO PROVIDE TECHNICAL 
ASSISTANCE TO HOST GOVERNMENTS IN THE FORMULATION OF THEIR 
NATIONAL MEDIA STRATEGIES, INCLUDING THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
THEMES AND PREPARATION OF CONTENT MATERIAL FOR 
DISTRIBUTION TO PRESS/MEDIA OUTLETS. THE TEAMS ARE ABLE 
TO PROVIDE ASSISTANCE WITH DOMESTIC COMMUNICATIONS WITHIN 
THE HOST COUNTRY, AS WELL AS ASSISTANCE WITH INTERNATIONAL 
COMMUNICATIONS. THE MEDIA ADVISORS ARE CIVILIANS UNDER 
CONTRACT TO DOD IN COORDINATION WITH THE RENDON GROUP 
{TRG). THE NUMBER OF TEAMS THAT COULD BE FUNDED IS STILL 
UNDER REVIEW. 

3. THE MEDIA ADVISORS WOULD OPERATE UNDER THE AUTHORITY 
AND OVERSIGHT OF THE COM TO FURTHER U.S. FOREIGN POLICY 
INTERESTS AND WOULD MAINTAIN OFFICES IN THE U.S. MISSION. 
IF AGREED WITH COM, THEY COULD ALSO HAVE OFFICES WITH HOST 

OSD - SECDEF CABLE DISTRIBUTION: 

SECDEF: X DEPSEC: / SPL ASST: 
c&n:~~D:L 

, 
C.&lU1i CH: 

USDP; / DIA: OTHER: 
MILPER: PER SEC: COMM: 

*** UNCLASSIFIED *** 

11-L-0559/0SD/5624 
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UNCLASSIFIED *** 
***** This Message Has Been Altered ***** 

Page 2 of 2 

COUNTRY CLIENTS. THEIR EFFECTIVENESS WOULD DEPEND LARGELY 
ON THE HOST GOVERNMENT'S DESIRE TO USE THEM TO THEIR FULL 
POTENTIAL. 

4. POSTS ARE REQUESTED TO ASCERTAIN HOST GOVERNMENT 
INTEREST IN THE MEDIA ADVISOR PROGRAM IMMEDIATELY AND 
ADVISE THE DEPARTMENT OF THE RESPONSE. POSTS ARE ALSO 
REQUESTED TO ADVISE THE DEPARTMENT AT THE SAME TIME OF 
THEIR OWN EVALUATIONS OF THE UTILITY AND FEASIBILITY OF 
THE PROGRAM IN THEIR COUNTRIES AND THEIR MISSIONS, TAKING 
INTO ACCOUNT LOCAL CULTURAL SENSITIVITIES AND OTHER 
FACTORS THAT WOULD EITHER SUPPORT OR ARGUE AGAINST THE 
PROPOSAL. THE MEDIA ADVISORS CAN PROVIDE TECHNICAL MEDIA 
EXPERTISE TO GOVERNMENTS THAT MAY BE STRUGGLING WITH THEIR 
OWN INFORMATION PROGRAMS. 

5. POSTS SHOULD ADVISE DEPARTMENT ASAP IF THEY JUDGE THAT 
AN APPROACH TO THE HOST GOVERNMENT IS NOT USEFUL OR 
ADVISABLE. 
POWELL 

JOINT STAFF Vl 
ACTION 
INFO SJS-C{*) SJS-C(l) CMAS(*) CMAS(l) JSAMS{*) 

JSAMS UNCLAS DMS ( * ) BOARDMAN ( * ) NO OH ( * ) 

SECDEF V2 
ACTION 
INFO CHAIRS(*) CHAIRS TESTBED(*) SECDEF-C(l) 

SECDEF-C(*} ASD:PA-SMTP(*) 

{U) 

(U) 
1 

TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 3 
f5857 

NNNN 

UNCLASSIFIED *** 
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December 5, 2001 11:42 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld p~ 
SUBJECT: Casualties 

Please get me the assessments that have been made after each conflict as to 

percentage of casualties. killed and wounded, that occurred as a result of: 

a. Enemy action. 

b. Friendly fire. 

c. Training and other non-combat incidents(" ~ ~e I</' 

[ would also like a proposal as tu how, during this conflict, we can improve those 

percentages from past eras. 

Thanks. 

DHR;dh 
120501-18 

......................... ' .........•••••....•........•••••.............•. 

Please respond by ________ _ 

...J 
~ 
~ 
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PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: [nfonnation paper on "Letter to Employers for Reserve and 
Guard Forces" 

The information paper at TAB A responds to your question fol1owing the 

trip to West Virginia with the President, TAB B. 

cc: Deputy Secretary of Def~nse 

11-L-OOQSD/5627 U03277 /01 
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l 5 FEB 2001 

RE: YOUR NOTE OF FEBRUARY 14, 2001: Letter to Employers of Reserve 
and Guard Forces 

You asked if we have "underway" the "letter to employers" mentioned by the 
President. Yes, we do. The "letter to employers" refers to Statement of Support and 
National Employer Support of the Guard and Reserve Week Proclamation issues. 

• Statement of Support 

o First one signed by President Ni.xon in 1972 shortly after he established the 
National Committee fru Employer Support of the Guard and Reserve. 

o Since then. every President. munerous governors, leaders of major business 
associations and several hundred thousand employers have signed them. 

o Package ,viii be to you by February 28, 2001, for propo'ial to the President. 

• "National Employer Support of the Guard and Reserve Week" Proclamation: 

o Annual recognition normally held in the Fall of each year. The last 
proclamation was signed by President Clinton on October 30, 1997. 

o A major activity during the week is the awarding of Employer Support 
Freedom Awards by SECDEF to the top five most supportive employers. 

• Federal Government as Model Employer 

o Former SECDEF/SECLABOR signed memo encouraging all Federal 
agencies to remove barriers tu Reserve service by government civilians. 

o All 14 former Cabinet Secretaries signed Statements of Support. Wil1 
propose you renew with Cabinet colleagues. 

• OPM policy encourages federal agencies to pay employee share of Federal 
Employees Health Benefits Program (FEHBP) premiums for Reserve 
component members called to active duty in contingencies. 

o Would support operations in Kosovo, Bosnia. and Iraq, as well as federal 
civilian employees called to active duty for future contingencies. 

o Package at DEPSECDEF. 

• Employer Database will list civilian employers. facilitating future employer 
surveys and direct communication with employers. 
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I ~;nowflake 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE MEMO 

February 14, 2001 5:51 PM 

TO: Charles Cragin, Acting USD P&R 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld 

SUBJECT: Letter to Employers for Reserve and Guard Forces 

We went to see the Reserve and Guard folks today, and the President asked me 
about the letter to employers. Do you have that underway? 

DR:dh 
021401-4 
***************************************************************** 

DATE/TIME: 

REPLY TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE: 
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SECRETARY OF DEFENSE MEMO 

February 19, 2001 8:01 AM 

TO: Marty Hoffmann 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Phil Major 

We've got to take a quick look at Phil Major, who is an executive VP of IDA. We 
need to check with Larry Welch with the thought that he could do PA&E. 

DHR:dh 
021901-1 
***************************************************************** 

DATE/fIME: 

REPLY TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE: 
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LEGISLATIVE 
AFFAIRS 

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRElAR.Y. OF_DEFENSE 
\ . ,. - . 

WASHINGTON, DC 20~~~.1:.X,X,·,: - -.·-.-- .--

February 15, 2001 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: John K. Veroneau, Assistant Secretary for Defense (Legislative Affairs@.J 

SUBJECT: Congressional Reporting Requirements (SecDef Memo dated February 5, 
2001) 

PURPOSE: To address questions and concerns about the number of congressionally 
mandated reports that are required by law or policy. 

DISCUSSION: Historically, the Comptroller has tracked the Department's congressional 
reporting requirements that are mandated by law and emanate from the House and Senate 
Armed Services Committees and Appropriations-Defense Subcommittees. I asked Bruce 
Dauer in the Comptroller's office to provide the cost estimates and other data to address 
some of the questions you have posed. His response is at Tab A. 

Reports fall into one of two categories: I) periodic (e.g., annual; semi-annual: 
quadrennial, ect.); or 2) one-time requirements. This distinction is important because in 
1995, as part of the Contract with America, the new Republican majority pushed through 
the Federal Report Elimination and Sunset Act of 1995. The bill arose from initiatives of 
the House Government Reform and Oversight Committee and was introduced in the 
Senate by Senator John McCain (R-NM). The bill was signed into law on December 21, 
1995. The law eliminated some reports and created a sunset provision of four years for 
all previously enacted laws with re-occurring annual, semi-annual, or periodic reports. 
The deadline, however, was extended to May 15, 2000, to give congressional committees 
more time to scrub their requirements. In the meantime, the Armed Services 
Committees, as part of the National Defense Authorization Act for fiscal year 2000, 
"preserved" most of their periodic reports by exempting them from the sunset provision 
after undergoing an extensive scrub of all existing periodic reports. 

The majority of congressionally mandated reports fall into the "one-time 
requirement" category and, as such, are not subject to the 1995 law. Currently, the only 
check on the Congress' thirst for information through reporting requirements is the 
exercise of self-discipline. According to sources on the Hill, only Senator McCain is 
expressing concern about the number of reports required by law. Apparently, nobody 
else is taking a good hard look at the issue. There exists a certain mentality in some 
circles on the Hill that the Pentagon has vast resources of personnel and money and 
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should not complain about providing necessary infonnation to Congress. Others know 
the requirements are onerous and burdensome. but see it as a necessary evil. At a 
minimum, the number of reporting requirements is something that is discussed by 
Members and professional staff as the bill is being put together. My assessment is that all 
are concerned about this issue, but none are motivated to act. 

On the other side of the issue, some Members and professional staff will claim that 
they have exercised some self-discipline in reducing the number of reports. As you will 
note in the Comptroller·s assessment, the number of congressionally mandated reports 
has actually declined from a historic high of 861 in 1990 to the current figure of 567 for 
2 0 0 I . 

RECOMMEND A TIO NS: One approach you may want to explore that will highlight this 
issue is to seek a line item authorization/appropriation to fund the Department's reports 
that are congressionally mandated. Another approach is for you to use your office as a 
bully pulpit much like then-Secretary Cheney did on this very issue during his tenure in 
DoD, to encourage greater self-discipline by our Committees to ensure that only the most 
critical reporting requirements are mandated by law. 

Attachment: 
As Stated 

11-L-0059/0SD/5632 



CONGRESSIONAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 

1. What does all of this cost? 

A: .Reports are prepared either entirely in-house or with contractor support. No 
recei:it cost estimates have been prepared 

, The costs of preparing these reports could be calculated by requiring each 
office that prepares a report to make a formal cost estimate similar to that made 
for responses to Freedom of Information requests 

, Alternatively, total costs could be estimated by extrapolating total costs based 
on samples of cost estimates 

2. Which committees are requiring these reports? 

A: The House and Senate Defense Authorization Committees and House and Senate 
DoD and Military Construction Subcommittees include reporting requirements in 
committee reports, conference reports, and the Authorization and Appropriations 
Bills. The following tables provide an historical distribution of these reports: 

AUTH APPN Supps/ 
FY BASCSASCCONF HAC SACCONF MilCon Other TOTAL 

80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
00 
01 

51 
52 
49 
77 
133 
74 
52 
60 
92 
108 
65 
76 
126 
60 
62 
76 

43 
32 
35 
44 
76 
78 
67 
66 
66 
57 
45 
50 
86 
74 
50 
60 

No breakout available 

179 126 77 122 69 
184 77 55 181 88 
185 101 57 165 105 

219 92 53 96 80 
308 72 70 115 87 
232 80 56 91 46 
.180 90 86 166 46 
233 67 95 86 36 
248 86 80 86 18 
216 68 93 138 27 
254 47 32 64 48 
189 47 40 81 51 
220 36 15 62 49 
287 38 20 69 41 
184 35 36 88 52 

222 39 23 62 85 
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11 
22 
0 
0 
19 
47 
11 
0 
2 
0 
0 
27 
8 
0 
0 

231 
223 
221 
325 
422 
458 
676 
680 
719 
661 
861 
676 
734 
654 
676 
709 
555 
534 
621 
597 
507 
567 



3. Which individuals are requesting these reports? 

A: Both staffers and members request reports to: 

• obtain information they may otherwise be unable to get 

• punish the Department or a particular Service or Component because information 
has not been forthcoming, or 

• force the Department to take a particular course of action (such as requiring DoD 
to report details on contingency costs and to submit supplemental appropriations 
requests before undertaking a contingency operation) 

Sometimes DoD proposes a reporting requirement as a cheap alternative to a 
congressional budget cut or as a vehicle to resolve problem conference issues 

4. Are there some that can reasonably be eliminated completely? 
5. Are there some that can be combined? 

A: Services and OSD components routinely try to work around, eliminate, or 
consolidate some reporting requirements by negotiating with the committees about 
report content or type of compliance for reports not required in statute 

• For example, committees often will agree to briefings, consolidation of 
submissions (either for content or due dates), or accepting information 
informally in lieu of a formal report 

• The Services and OSD Components are encouraged to seek such relief 
wherever possible 

6. Is it possible that we could encourage the Congress to put sunsets on these 
reports so that they only happen once and never again? 

2 

A: In each year's budget and authorization request, the Department formally asks that 
statutory reports included in the previous year not be repeated. However, each year a 
new set of "one time only" reports are included on a new set of subjects 

7. Does someone have the due dates? 

A: The Plans & Systems Directorate in the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense 
(Comptroller) is responsible for identifying, tasking, and monitoring compliance of all 
annual congressionally reporting requirements 

• The Comptroller signs out an annual tasking memo to the Military Services, 
the Joint Staff, and the OSD Components 

• This tasking is consistent with the DoD General Counsel's annual Delegation 
of Authorities memos that assign responsibility for actions required in Defense 
Authorization and DoD Appropriations Acts 
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8. Is this something we should be talking about to the key members of Congress 
about and see if we can't calm it down? 

A: The Secretary and Deputy Secretary and senior military and civilian staff could 
address the excessive reporting burden placed on the Department in a number of venues: 

• The burden could be underscored at meetings with Committee chairs and 
ranking members and at annual Authorization and Appropriation budget 
hearings 

• Senior DoD officials could advise informally the senior congressional 
leadership and committee staff directors of the Department's willingness to 
work with the committees to provide alternatives to their reliance on annual 
reporting requiremencs 

3 

9. Is there some way we co11ld red11ce the level at which these reports or responses 
have to be'! For example. the ones for the President being reduced to me and the 
ones for me being reduced down to lower levels. 

A: It is very difficult to reduce the President's reports to a lower level after the fact. 
Generally they are in statute and are identified as a President's report because the 
Congress wants the President co sign or requires an action by the President. However, the 
Department has much discretion with Secretary of Defense reports. 

• Generally, the Secretary of Defense signs certifications and elected waiver 
authorities required in statute 

• Other Secretary of Defense reports can be delegated to a senior OSD. official 

10. Any other thoughts? 

A: The Department should change its management approach to complying. with 
reporting requirements 

• Senior DoD managers should take an active interest in determining the most 
efficient way to respond to congressional reports assigned to their organizations 

• Contractor support should be used only as necessary or appropriate to prepare 
reports 

• DoD staff should reduce reliance on repo11s as a negotiating tool during 
congressional markups 

• DoD components should be discouraged from promoting. congressional reporting 
requirements to garner support for their programs 
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OFFICE OF THE SECltETARY OF DEFENSE 

MEMORANDUM FOR Dr Cambone 

SUBJECT: Congressional Reporting Requirements 

Sir 

Attached for Yl)Lll' infonnatil)tl is a paper explaining the 
subject reports 

Also attad1ed is a listing of all Congre~sionally mandated 
reports 

Package prepared by Bmce Dauer and Warren H:.ill 

They indil'aced in red whii:h reports tey believe the Secretary 
should personally sign (i.e. not delegme to Component 
leadership for signature) 

tlt!Af 41ifn 
~ 

MARIA I. CRIBBS 
Colonel. USAF 
Executive Secretary for the 

Department of Defense 

. . 
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SECRETARY OF DEFENSE MEMO 

February 5, 200112:12 PM 

TO: Mr. John Veroneau, Legislative Affairs 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld o,f-
SUBJECT: Congressional Reporting Requirements 

Attached is a report that indicates the Congressional reporting requirements for 
2001. 

T am absolutely amazed. T have not seen anything like this. 

I have these thoughts: 

1. What does all this cost? 
2. Which committees are requiring these reports? 
3. Which individuals are requesting the reports? 
4. Are there some that can be reasonably eliminated completely? 

cc: 

5. Are there some that can be combined? 
6. Is it possible that we could encourage the Congress to put sunsets on these 

reports so that they only happen once and never again? 
7. Does someone have the due dates? 
8. Ts this something we should be talking to the key members of Congress 

about and see if we can't calm it down? 
9. Is there some way we could reduce the level at which these reports or 

responses have to be? For example, the ones for the President being 
reduced to me and the ones for me being reduced down to lower levels. 

10. Any thoughts from anyone? 

Dr. William Schneider 
Dr. Paul Wolfowitz 
Dr. Dov Zakheim 

Attachment 

DR:dh 
020501-7 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1 000 

FEB 2 8 2001 

The Honorable Adrian A. Basora 
Eisenhower Fellowships 
256 South 16th St. 
Philadelphia, PA 19 102 

Dear Adrian: 

Thank you for your letter asking rne if Eisenhower Fel1owships could keep my 
name on the letterhead with the designation Chairman Emeritus. First, let me extend my 
appreciation for your thoughtfulness in acting so promptly to record my resignation as a 
trustee. 

You may certainly keep my name on the letterhead with the de!.ignation Chairman 
Emerims. as it appears on the letter you sent 10 me. There would be a legal impediment, 
hO\vever. to your using my current official title or position on your letterhead or in any 
other connnunication that you have. I appreciate your understanding the legal and ethical 
restrictions that are placed on me in my position as t_h_e Secretary of Defense. 

I hope things are going well. 

( 
' 
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GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE · 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301-1600 .., •• , ~--·. " "'" ': ".'-. ..... .., 

GENERAL COUNSEL 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE -c.y 

DANIEL J. DELL'ORTO. ACTING GENERAL COUNSEL b~&2./11/o1 
Prepared by l(b)(6) I FROM: 

SUBJECT: REQUEST TO RETAIN YOUR NAME AS CHAIRMAN EMERITUS 
ON EISENHOWER FELLOWSHIPS - ACTION MEMORANDUM 

PURPOSE: To Accept the Request 

DISCUSSION: The Eisenhower Fellowships confirms that you are removed as a trustee 
of the organization, but ask if they may publish your name as Chairman Emeritus on the 
letterhead. There is no legal or ethical restriction on your giving permission to do that. 

RECOMMENDATION: Recommend that the Secretary sign the attached letter granting 
the request. 

APPROVED: 
DISAPPROVED: L/ 
OTHER: 

Attachment 

0 
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I. I. UIHNIING, JR. 

(b)(6) 

February 6, 2001 

www.eeF.org 

Honorable Donald Rumsfeld 
Chicago, Illinois 

RECEIVED 
FEB .. 9 2001 

Dear Don: 

Your resignation as a trustee has been duly recorded, effective 
January 19, 2001. 

Thank you for your words of respect for the achievements of 
Eisenhower Fellowships during my presidency and earlier. I am 
certain, however, that my predecessor and all of our most active 
trustees would respond as I do, namely that you yourself have 
added immeasurably to that success during your years of active 
trusteeship. 

Unless there is a legal impediment or you feel it inappropriate, 
we would like to keep your name on our letterhead as Chairman 
Emeritus, since this is a simple recognition of fact and does not 
involve trustee status. 

Sincerely, 

Adrian A. Basora 

cc. Rlfft·· 

PRESIDENT'S ADVISORY COUNCIL 
WMIIN (Mlti.IOPHHI, (ho111WHJq. 

IAMII N, ...... HATMII CU,IIIC ICIIIG 
aoMM 0. '"""'"' WK.UAM H. lUIH 

11-L:'CtmD10S~ ... 
O&NNII. Y, ,. NG
OA.,..l A ...... •• 
JO.,_N A. IN, 5"01,HII 

ICMHwt tOROKIN 

'SHOl1H1I J. WMl;NII 
KIITM MtlH,OCI 
PAOHtcA-'*ll~ll 
,a&NK O. WI-I 
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I snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE MEMO 

Dan Dell 'Orto 

Donald Rumsfeld 
3 

16-Feb-Ol 8:45 AM 

Take a look at this letter from Eisenhower Fellowships and see if it's okay for 
them to keep my name as an Emeritus. 

D[IRiazn 
021601.01 

Attach. 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Rudy De Leon 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfrld "J\_ 
March 2, 200 l 

SUBJECT: GAO 

Here's the background sheet on GAO, Why don't you have Paul begin to work 
this problem with you. I've got no problem with being stiff on not giving access 
to the decision-makers. 

DHR/azn 
030201.05 
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BACKGROUND PAPER: GENERALA&COUNTING OFFICE (GAO) INQUIRY 
INTO EXJZCUTIVE BRANCH DECISION-MAKING ON UN PEACEKEEPING 

• In March 2000, the GAO sought to commence an inquiry at the Departments of State 
and Defense into the Executive B~ch's application of U.S. policy to the recent 
approval of new or expanded U .N. peacekeeping operations. 

• DoD and DoS initially declined meetings, informing GAO that the inquiry would 
intrude into their deliberative process, which is exempted from inquiry under the 
GAO statute, and might also impinge on the Presidential communications privilege. 

• GAO first focused on State, insisting upon a document search. DoD stated its 
preference not to begin until State and NSC had taken positions. GAO did not specify 
the parameters of its search to DoD until September 2000. 

• State provided GAO access to some documents and withheld and redacted others 
because of their deliberative content or for referral to NSC for release authority. 

• In November 2000, a Congressional hearing was held on the issue, and GAO formally 
demanded the State and NSC documents under the relevant statute. In December 
2000, the Director of the Office of Management and Budget (0MB) defeated GAO's 
demand by certifying under the statute that the documents could be withheld. 

" A demand letter was also sent to DoD in November 2000. The DoD General Counsel 
(GC) responded that the demand letter was premature, as DoD had not withheld any 
documents :from GAO and was still conducting its search. 

• On 6 February, the GAO sent another letter (Tab A), -stating that DoD had "failed to 
deliver on its promises," and making a number of other unfounded assertions of delay. 

• The Acting GC responded to GAO (Tab B) (I) setting out the prematurity of the 
demand, (2) insisting upon our 1ight to protect the Department's deliberative process, 
and (3) confinning that DoD expected by 27 February to provide access to those 
documents ( or parts thereof) that we could make available, and the status of those ( or 
pmts thereof) for which we require the views of another Executive Branch agency. 

• On 27 February, DoD provided the stated document access and status repmt. We 
understand that the Comptroller General is still unhappy with DOD' s cooperation, and 
that GAO intends to force this to 0MB certification, as with the State and NSC 
documents described above. 

• The Acting GAO General Counsel has also telephoned GC a few times on this inquiry 
(and on the now-suspended inquiry on the 2001 Quadrennial Defense Review) and 
has suggested that there may be fmther hearings, or contacts with Members, or a call . 
from the Comptroller-Geiieral to SecDef. 

• We expect to prevail on these matters; however, we will ultimately require your . 
support and that of NSC and O:MB in so doing. 
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' BACKGROUND PAPER: GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE (GAO) REVIEW 
OF 2001 QUADRENNIAL DEFENSE REVIEW (QDR) 

• GAO wrote you on 22 January 2001 (Tab A) that it intended to begin reviewing the 
200 1 QDR process. 

• GAO sought to-examine 

• the roles of OSD and Joint Staff, 

• membership and roles of working groups; 

• methodology and decision-making process; 

• use of studies and other tools for addressing limitations; and 

, the basis for DoD conclusions in defining a strategy, program and budget plan 
based on the final Q DR. 

• By statute, SecDef is responsible for conducting the QDR, in consultation only with 
CJCS. 

• By statute, the QDR process supports both other DoD decision processes and the 
preparation of SecDef s QDR report to Congress. 

• GAO inquiry into SecDef s and DoD's deliberative processes is limited under the 
statute providing access to Defense Department documents. 

• The standard for denying access is substantial impairment of agency operations. 

• SecDef should be able to conduct the QDR without interference by GAO and with the 
confidence that staff may provide confidential recommendations and opinions in an 
unfettered manner. 

• The Acting General Counsel (GC) has replied to GAO (Tab B) setting out DoD's 
view that this inquiry is premature and offering to work with GAO to review the QDR 
once the Congressional report has been submitted. 

, This was consistent with discussions with DepSecDef, Dr. Cambone, and Mr. 
Gebhard, and in coordination with Mr. Verga and Mr. Di Rita. 

• We now understand from the GAO Acting General Counsel that GAO is backing 
down on this inquiry at this time, as it was a self-initiated investigation. 

• Nevertheless, we should remain vigilant about such an inquiry being restarted later in 
the QDR process, given 

, the GAO's initial oveJTeaching on this inquiry and 

, the current Comptroller-General's aggressive approach to the ongoing GAO 
inquiry into Executive Branch decision-making on UN peacekeeping operations. 
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(b)(6) 

REirl 
Dear li§LJ 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON 

IMR 11 3XJI 

Thanks so much for your note. It was good 
to hear from you. 

Isn't it amazing the twists and turns life can 
take. Here we .are, 25 years later, back in the 
Pentagon, and hard at it. What a surprise it is! 

I will keep in mind your offer. It ,1vould be 
good to see you. 

U05664 
11-L-0059/0SD/5645 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Marty Hoffinann 

Donald Rumsfeld(f) 

l(b)(6) I -7 

March 18, 2001 2:33 PM 

Here is a terrific guyJ<b)(5) I who indicated he would be willing to do 
something on a pro bono basis. You might want to keep that in mind. 

He is a good lawyer and a good friend. 

Attach. 

DHR:dh 
031XOl-9 
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MAYER, BROWN & PLATT 

Mr ::inrl Mrs Don::i\rl R11rnstt>ld 
(b)(6) 

Dear Don and foyce: 

190 SOUTH LA SALLE STREET 

CHICAGO, ILLIMOIS 60603-3441 

March 14, 2001 

MAIN TELEF'l-l"I-IE 

(b)(6) 

Thank you very much for sending me your new Washington address. I have been 
intending Cl1 drop yliu a congrnculatory note but l wa,n' t sure that such a note would make its 
\vay through the Pentagon ladder of command. 

NO\v tn the congratulations~ to both of you for agreeing to help keep the Republic 
tkking and safe. I include both of you in the congratulations because - in ways Hilly and Bill 
don't even begin to consider - a major office holder cannot rea1ly function without the support 
of the proper type of spouse. 

I note, Don, that your current pictures reveal a Don Rumsfeld remarkably similar to the 
Navy photo used in your first run for political office which in.-..pired the Evm,.-..1011 Republic.in 
Old Guard to dub you Captain Midnight. 

As you can see from the letterhead, I am still with the law firm I have been with since 
September of '5~. My job title is "Senior Counsel". Thi, means J have an office to come to and 
office support, including the young lady who typed this letter. but I don·t have to do anything. 
'What T do do is teach triai lawyering, judge moot court trials. try an liccasional pro bono case 
and give senior counseling to those who need it regardle,s of whether they have asked for it. 

If it should ever occur to you that there i~ something pro bono and short lived that l 
someone like me might be able to help you with. don·, hesitate to call.Twas in Air Force JAG 
for two years ( 195 1 - 1953) and was "Chief, Military Justice. Headquarters Northeast Air 
Command which consisted of Newfoundland, Labrador, Greenland and certain secret North Pole 
ice islands. I was surrounded by people preparing for World War 11 l. Since then I have been 
dealing with disputes of all kinds in all kinds of courts. 

CHICAGO CHARLOTTE COLOGNE HOUSTON LONOON LOS AMGELES NEW YORK PARIS WASHINGTON 
INDEPENDENT MEXICO CllY CORRESPONDENT: JAUREGUI. NAVARRETE, NADER V ROJAS 

aa19151 1 31401 I \ 29C 42007336 
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MAYER, BROWN & PLATT 

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Rumsfold 
March 14. 2001 
Page 2 

On the personal side,!{b){6) !and I are functioning well and in fine fettle. So are our 
offspring and their respective s ouses. b){6) All of 
them live nearby. Brother· {b)(6) re doing well as are their spouses and numerous heirs. 

(b)(6) 

l(b)(6) 

I~7·-i75 I. I 3140 I I I 29C ~~007:, ,~ 
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March 23, 2001 8:45 AM 

FAX TRANSMISSION 

l(b)(B) FAXED 
TO: William F. Buckley, Jr. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld Y / 
SUBJECT: White House Correspondents' Dinner 

Dear Bill, 

Thanks so much for the nice thought about the White House Correspondents' 
Dinner. Unfortunately, I have already accepted another group's invitation. 

You were nice to think of me. I hope we have a chance to visit that evening, if not 
before. 

Best regards, ------
~) 

DHR:dh 
032301-1 

...__...-··· 

101 
I 
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NATIONAL REVIEW 21s Lexington Ave., New York, New York 10016 

Te 1.l(b )(6) 

WILLIAM F. BUCKLEY, JR. 

March 16, 2001 

Dear Don: 

I happily invite you and Joyce to j0in 0ur little 

National Review party at the v,Jhite Ho1Jse Correspondents' 

Dinner. It. is a great. affair, teeming with nicE: & c:i',Jful 

people including our new (nice) Presid1::nt. Date, April 28, 

time 7:30, place, Washington Hilton. Dress -- blac~ tie. 

W-='11 b-= ho.sting a reception before the dinner at 6PM 

and hope to see you there. Please say yes to -- Liz Capano, 

by Marr.: h 3 0 , 2 0 0 1, 

With cordial regards, 

Wm. F. Buckle:}' ,Jr. 

The Honorable and Mrs. Donald Rumsfeld 
2206 Kalorama Road, NW 
Washington, DC 20008-1621 
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l(b)(6) 

..... . 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON 

ur. r, 2 6 "lr1n~ 1v1An t..Lu: 

Dear~ 

l(b)(6) I 
Thanks for your note about...._ ____ __, 

I will see that our mutual friend, J<b)C6) I 
feeds it into the process. 

Thanks so much, · · ·· ··· · · ·-·"" 
I 

Regards, / 
I 

.,, 

: ,,.l' 

/ 

/ -

11-L-0059/0SD/5651 
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-
March 20,2001 8:17 PM 

TO: 

FROM: 

l<b)(6) I 
Donald Rumsfeld ·;7 

SUBJECT: !.._<b_)(6_) ___ _, 

FYI 

Attach. 

DHR:dh 
032001-15 
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(b)(6) 

The Honorable Donald Rumsfe]d 
Secretary of Defense 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Don: 

March 16,200 1 

1<b )(6) I 
lt is my understanding that is a candidate for an appointive post in 

Defense, or one of the Services. I have known !(b)(6) !for many years going back to his 
active duty service in the Army when l was Secretary and he did legislative liaison with 
the Appropriations Committee. He also had a fine combat record in Vietnam. 

As you are aware, the House Sub-Committee on Defense Appropriations wants 
liaison by the Department with the sub-committee handled through the Office of 
Financial Management rather than the traditional Congressional liaison staffs of the 
services. This is an expertise of!(b)(6) l who carried out these duties first as an 
Army officer and Jater in a civilian capacity, Through the years, he has developed a most 
helpful relationship with the sub-committee members and staff. Congressman Murtha, 
especia1ly, has relied heavily on him. 

He has held other key positions in the building, and Sean O'Kieff gave him 
assignments in the Navy secretariat when he, Sean, was Secretary of the Navy. 

Because of his broad experience in Defense matters, and his special expertise in 
legislative affairs, I wanted to commend him to you. 

With best wishes, I am, 

(b)(6) 
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" " 
THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTOR, CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 

SUBJECT: Director. National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) and Undersecretary 
of the Air Force 

You requested a summary of the duties and responsibilities for the Director, 
NRO position. I have attached such a summary. 

I have also included some attributes of a candidate that seem to make sense 
to us. 

As you know, this is critically important to our efforts here at DoD. 

Our folks here have been visiting with Mr. Al Smith for the position of 
Undersecretary of the Air Force and Director, NRO. I have attached his 
background sheet. I am sure many of your colleagues know him. 

I would appreciate your getting back to me with your thoughts as to the 
duties and qualifications for the Director. NRO and also any observations you may 
have with respect to Mr. Smith. We have not formally put him forward at the 
White House as yet and will await hearing from you . 

... -... --··-----
Thanks. 

.! 

Attachment: 
As stated 

U06518 /01 
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DIRECTOR OF THE NATIONAL RECONNAISSANCE OFFICE 

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

Manage and lead a program of over $XXBillion per year 

Acquire advanced technology to penetrate our advisory's most 
sensitive secrets 

Direct the unique and extraordinary DCI acquisition authorities 

Address the most advanced technological issues with the nation's 
leading defense contractors 

Lead our allied space program involving the most trusted and 
important foreign partners 

Formulate US commercial space business development 

fntegrate the nation's space reconnaissance with our manned and 
unmanned airborne programs 

Understand in detail the nation's intelligence requirements and 
sho11falls 

Organize the presentation of the Air and Space reconnaissance 
programs to the Congress 

ATTRIBUTES OF A CANDIDA TE 

Director of the NRO should be a recognized "world class" engineer; 
scientist, manager 

Director of the NRO must have intimate working knowledge of the 
DCI acquisition authority 

11-L-0059/0SD/5655 



Director of the NRO should be someone recognized and respected by the 
aerospace industry 

Director of the NRO should have extensive background in intelligence programs 
and requirements 

Director of the NRO should have experience with most advanced and sensitive 
technologies associated with remote sensing 

Director of the NRO should already be recognized by Congressional leaders as a 
leading authority on reconnaissance and technology issues 

Director of the NRO must have extensive working knowledge of Military 
programs and strategies 

COMMENTS 

The NRO is the single largest and most important component of the intelligence 
community 

The NRO has been the primary technology engine for most the US predominance 
in space and information technology. Most of our space and information technology 
industry was invented inside the "Black" world of the NRO and then brought out into the 
"White" commercial world 

The NRO and the nation require that this technology leadership role be resumed, 
we should settle for nothing less than the very best for this position 

The NRO achieved its greatest success when the Director of the NRO was dual 
hatted as either the Secretary of the Air Force or Under Secretary of the Air Force. Tom 
Reed, Hans Mark, Pete Aldrich and Bud Whelon are examples of the kind of 
extraordinary leaders who have not only made a difference in our national security,: but 
also created the technology world we live and thrive in today. The issue before us is 
really tomorrow. The nation needs a leader at the helm of the NRO whole will lead that 
organization to new heights from which we will benefit in the coming decades 
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1999 - PrcscrH 

1985-199() 

ALBERT E. SMITH 
Undcrsccrctar1· of the Air Force 

l .1x·kheed-M.u1 in 

Lo~l,;hc.:ed 

Ccmr~11 Intelligence 
Agency 

Northe:.istem Llnivcrs.i 1y 
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Exec. VP. Sp:li:c 
Systems 

Various Management - ; 

Positions. 

Engineering Project 
Management 

B . .\ .. Electrical 
Engineering 



Candidate: 

Positions: 

Registration: 

Political Activity: 

Albert E. Smith 

Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition) 
Director of NRO 8 Assistant Secretary of the Air 
Force {Space) 
NASA Administrator 

Republican (CO) 
Voted in Primary & General Election 

Contributed to Bush/Cheney 

Prior Confirmation: No 

Clearances: 

Form SFB6: 

Contact Number: , 
; 

Bio: 

Top Secret Codeword 
Up to Date Special Background Investigation 

Completed 

!(b)(6) 

Albert E. Smith is Executive Vice President of the $5.8 billion Lockheed Martin Space 
Systems Company and also an officer of the Lockheed Martin Corporation. He was 
promoted in September 1999 from his previous position as President of Lockheed Martin 
Missiles & Space, one of the principal operating elements comprising Space Systems. 

Before joining Space Systems, Smith was President of Lockheed Martin Aerospace 
Electronics Systems, which includes Sanders, Space Electronics& Communications, 
Fairchild Systems, and IR Imaging Systems. He had served as President of the 
Sanders division before his promotion to Aerospace Electronic Systems. 

Smith joined Lockheed in 1985 as Director of Communications Systems Engineering in 
the company's Space Systems Division. Over the next 10 years, he advanced through 
positions of increasing responsibility, including Vice President, MILSTAR Program: Vice 
President and Assistant General Manager, Advanced Government and Commercial 
Systems; and President of the Space Systems Division" Smith also served as President 
and Chairman at Lockheed Khrunichev Energia, a Proton rocket joint venture with 
Russian industry. 

Prior to joining the Lockheed Corporation, Smith served with the Central Intelligence 
Agency, first as chief engineer of a CIA ground-station facility, and later as division 
manager responsible for program management of classified large-scale engineering 
projects. Smith holds a bachelor's degree in electrical engineering from Northeastern 
University in Boston and is a graduate of executive programs at Dartmouth and Stanford 
universities. He is a member of the Security Affairs Support Association, Association of 
the United States Army, Association of Old Crows, and Armed Forces Communications 
and Electronics Association. 



" Where Space Means Business™" 

Albert E. Smith 
E.xecutive Vic.·c President, Lockheed Manin Space Systems Company 

Alben E. Smith is Executive Vice President of the 
$5.8 billion Lockheed Martin Space Systems 
Company and also an officer of the Lockheed 
Martin Corporation. He was promoted in 
September 1999 from his previous position as 
President of Lockheed Martin Missiles & Space, 
one of the principal operating elements comprising 
Space Systems. 

Before joining Space systems. Smith was 
President of Lockheed Martin Aerospace 
Electronics Systems, which includes Sanders. 
Space Electronics & Communications. Fairchi tc.J 

Systems. and IR Imaging Systems. He had served as President of the 
Sc}nders Ji vision before his promotion to Aerospace Electronic systems. 

Smith joined Lockheed in 1985 as Director of Communica1ions Systems 
Engineering in the company's Space Systems Division. Over the nexl IO 
years. he advanced through positions of increasing responsibility. including 
Vice Pres idem, MILST AR Program: Vice President and Assistant General 
:vtanager. Advanced Government and Commercial Systems: and President llf 

the Space Systems Division. Smith also served as President and Chairman al 

Lockheed Khrunichev Energia, a Proton rocket joint venture with Russian 
inJm;try. 

Prior to joining the Lockheed Corporation. Smith served with the Ct!ntral 
Intelligence Agency. first as chief engineer of a CJA ground·:station facility. 
and later .. is division manager responsible for program management ot 
classified large-scale engineering projects. 

Smith holds a bachelor's degree in electrical engineering from Northeastern 
University in Boston and is a graduate of e:c.eculi\'c progrnms at Dartmouth 
and Stan ford uni ,·ersi lies. He is a member of the Security A ff airs Support 
Association. Association of the United States Army, Association of Old 
Crows. and A.tined Forces Commumcations and Electronics Association. 

Headquart~rcd in Denver, Colorado, Lockheed l'vfartin Space Systems is one 
nf four principal husiness areas within the Lockheed Martin Corpomtion. A 
\\'orld-dass value provider uf space and missile systems. Space Systems' 
primary product linl!s encompass strategic ;md Jefensi\'c missile systems, 
satellite~. space transpo1ta1ion :iystems and ground systems. Space Systems 
has also played a role in every t.:.s. planetary mission. Target markets for 
Spact' S~ ~terns' broac.l range of proi..lucts arc uefcnse. classified. civi I. 
rnmm~rcial teic::ommunications JnJ remote .'-en.sing. Space Systems 
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generated sales of $5.8 billion in 1999 and employs ncar1y 22.000 dedicated 
men and women through its three primary operating units. 

Please send any technical questions or comments to our (JnerJ~tive 1vkdia 
D~partm~_nt. 

This Web site developed and !'la1n1a;r.eJ by the Space Foundat,on 
0 2000 Uni tee States Space Fou ndaliOn 

Event not affiliated or othorwlsa assoc1a:ed w,th Space News 

Page~ of·~ 
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TO: 

FROM: 

I.,, 

~,.\"'\3D\.>\ 
' ') 

~xecSec .<~ 
Donald Rumsfel~ _....-, 

SUBJECT: Revised Text for DCT Letter 

March 29, 2001 6:31 PM 

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTOR, CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 

SUBJECT: Director, National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) and Undersecretary 
of the Air Force 

You requested a summary of the duties and responsibilities for the Director, 
NRO position. T have attached such a summary. 

I have also included some attributes of a candidate that seem to make sense 
to us. 

As you know, this is critically important to our efforts here at DoD. 

Our folks here have been visiting with Mr. Al Smith for the position of 
Undersecretary of the Air Force and Director, NRO. I have attached his 
background sheet. I am sure many of your colleagues know him. 

I would appreciate your getting back to me with your thoughts as to the 
duties and qualifications for the Director, NRO and also any observations you may 
have with respect to Mr. Smith. We have not formally put him forward at the 
White House as yet and will await hearing from you. 

Thanks. 

Attachment: 
As stated 

DHR:dh 
032901-26 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

.. 1·· 
/ 

~·;I 

/ 

/ 

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTOR ENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 

SUBJECT: Director, National Re onnaissance Office (NRO) 

Attachment: 
As stated 

1} \ 
I c \ ·. r~/(.. . 

.?\ 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1 ODO 

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTOR, CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 

SUBJECT: Coordination on Recommendation to the President for position of 
Director, NRO 

Attached is a Duties and Qualifications summary for the Director, NRO position. 

As you well know. our space and intelligence operations are at the center of our 
building for the future. \Ve have been fortunate to attract Al Smith to accept the position of 
Undersecretary of the Air Force, including the responsibilities of Director NRO. His bio is 
also attached. hut I am sure many of your colleagues know Al. 

I would appreciate your support for this position so that I may forward it to the White 
House. Please let me know, 

Attachment: 
As stated 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

MAR 3 0 2001 1 

Honorable Shimon Peres 
Minister of Foreign Affairs and Deputy Prime Minister 
of the State of Israel 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Jerusalem, Israel 

Dear Shimon: 

Congratulations on your appointment as Minister ofl 
Foreign Affairs and Deputy Prime Minister in Israel's 29th 
government. Israel will benefit greatly from the wisdom you 
have accumulated over more than five decades of public 
service. 

Your vast experience will be a valuable asset in the1 
ongoing effort to bring peace and stability to the region. I 
look forward to working with you as our two nations contin e 
our long-standing cooperation on matters of mutual intere t. 

With best wishes, 

,.,. 

( 

( 

l-{ 
V') 
-, 
~ 
(0 -

t,J 
0 

f 
1 
0 -
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!snowflake 

& l 'i>\ 
March 29, 2001 7:15Al\'.I 

~~,ti'l 
TO: ~ec · 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Shimon Peres 

Have I written Shimon Peres on his new post as Foreign Minister'! 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
032901-1 

/JI/£ ~zUlYAl-j 

f!wfrJ~-tJ LEne-,t /{ A/7µ/df fi) 

t.rh/tLtr 
'y'J1 l--k-t:._ 
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April 3, 2001 

To: Secretary Rumsfeld 

From: Rudy de Leon ~ 

Re: Inspectors General 

Mr. Secretary, 

You asked the question as to how many inspectors general does 
the Department of Defense have in all of its various entities. 

Acting General Counsel Dan Dell'Orto has prepared the attached 
sheet that lists the organizations that have an inspector general. 

11-L-0059/0SD/5666 
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INSPECTORS GENERAL IN DoD 

REQUIRED BY LAW: 4 

• DoD Inspector General - Inspector General Act of 1978 

• Military Departments: 

• Inspector General of the Army - IO U.S.C. § 3020 

• Naval Inspector General - 10 U.S.C. § 5020 

• Inspector General of the Air Force - IO U.S.C. § 8020 

NOT REQlJIRED BYLAW: l Jnknown 

• Within each of the Military Departments, in addition to the statutory Inspector General, 
there are subordinate Inspectors General below the Department level, down to the 
local level. These subordinate Inspectors General are not required by law. 

• Intelligence Agencies listing an Office of Inspector General 

• National Imagery and Mapping Agency I 

-I 

• Defense Intelligence Agency 

• National Reconnaissance Office 

• Other Defense Agencies/DOD Field Activities listing an Office of Inspector General 
• Defense Commissary Agency I 

• Defense Information Systems Agency 

• Defense Threat Reduction Agency 
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f !snowflake 

March 28, 2001 10:45 AM 

TO: 

FROM: 

Rudy de Leon 

Donald Rurnsfeld '*" 
SUBJECT: Inspectors General 

How many inspectors general does the Department of Defense have in a11 of its, 
various entities? 

DHR:dh 
032801-1 
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March 28, 2001 10:45 A. 

TO: 

FROM: 

Rudy de Leon 

Donald Rumsfeld t 
SUBJECT: Inspectors General 

How many inspectors general does the Department of Defense have in all of its 
various entities? 

DHR:dh 
032801-l 
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April 3, 2001 

To: Secretary Rumsfeld 

From: Rudy de Leon ~ 

Re: Inspectors General 

Mr. Secretary, 

You asked the question as to how many inspectors general does 
the Department of Defense have in all of its various entities. 

Acting General Counsel Dan Dell'Orto has prepared the attached 
sheet that lists the organizations that have an inspector general. 
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•. 

INSPECJORSGENERALINDoD 

REQlJIRED BY I AW· 4 

• DoD Inspector General - Inspector General Act of 1978 
• Military Departments: 

• Inspector General of the Army - IO U .S.C. § 3020 
• Naval Inspector General - IO U.S.C. § 5020 
• Inspector General of the Air Force - IO U.S.C. § 8020 

NOT REQUIRED BY IAW: JJnknown 

• Within each of the Military Departments, in addition to the statutory Inspector Gerteral, 
there are subordinate Inspectors General below the Department level, down to th1e 

I 
local level. These subordinate Inspectors General are not required by law. 

• Intelligence Agencies listing an Office of Inspector General 
• National Imagery and Mapping Agency 
• Defense Intelligence Agency 

• National Reconnaissance Office 

• Other Defense Agencies/DOD Field Activities listing an Office of Inspector General 

• Defense Commissary Agency 
• Defense Information Systems Agency 
• Defense Threat Reduction Agency 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON 

The Honorable David L. Walker 
Comptroller General of the United States 
GAO Building . 
Room 7100 
441 G. Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Walker: 

APR 1 0 2001 

I talked to Pete Aldridge and he's willing to do it if 
and when he is confirmed. 

Regards, 

w 
w 
-C 

--0 

* 0 -
IU07277 /01 
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I snowflake 

TO: 

{v~: 
SUBJECT: 

Pete Aldridge 

DOlllld Rumsfcld~ 

Commission on Out.sourcing 

April 7, 2001 4:29 P 

Walker from GAO says there is a statutory commission on outaourcing, and he is 
anxious to have. you serve on it for the Department. 

lt is your call. 

Thanks, 

11-L-0059/0SD/5673 
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~PR 09~a1 10:01AM AEROSPACE WASH. DC 

IITHE AEROSPACE 
CORPORATION 

Date: 

TO: 

Fax: 
Phone: 

FROM: 

Fax: 
Phone: 

E. C. Aldridge, Jr. 
Chief Executive Officer 

4/9/01 

The Hon. Donald H. Rums1eld 
Secretary Of Defense 

r\ls7 Deoartment Qf Drnse 

Mr. E. C. NPete11 .Aldridge, Jr. 
Chief Executive Officer 
The Aeros ace Corporation 
(b)(6) 

CC; 

No. of Pages:=-2 ___ each (including Cover Sheet} 

TELEFAX COVER SHEET 

-----------------------------------~--~-----------------~~---------

~.1 

Corporate Officea: 2350 Eull El Segundo Blvd., El Segundo, CA 90245·4691/Mail: P.O. Box 92957, Los Angeles, 4 90009· 
2957/Phone: i(b)(6) I Washington Corporate Office: 1000 Wilson Blvd., Ste. 2600, Arlin ton, VA 22209 

Phone:!(b)(6) I 
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TO: Rudy de Leon 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Inspectors General 

I 

April 9, 2001 4:10 PMI 

Do we really need all these inspectors general? Why don't we have one for the 
Department of Defense and one for each of the services and let them handle the 
rest of these activities? 

Any thoughts? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
4/3 Memo from Mr. de Leon 

DHR:dh 
040901-48 

U07297lW/01 
11-L-0059/0SD/5675 ·- .. 
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jsnowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUE! JECT: 

Rudy de Leon 

Donald Rumsfeld t 
Inspectors General 

March 28, 2001 10:45 AM 

How many inspectors general does the Department of Defense have in all of its 
various entities? 

DHR:dh 
032XOl-l 
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April 3, 2001 

To: Secretary Rumsfeld 

From: Rudy de Leon ~ 

Re: Inspectors General 

Mr. Secretary, 

You asked the question as to how many inspectors general does 
the Department of Defense have in all of its various entities. 

Acting General Counsel Dan Dell'Orto has prepared the attached 
sheet that lists the organizations that have an inspector general. 

11-L-0059/0SD/5677 



... 

INSPFCIQRS GENERAL IN DoD 

REQUIRED BY LAW: 4 

• DoD Inspector General - Inspector General Act of 1978 
• Military Departments: 

• Inspector General of the Army - 10 U.S.C. § 3020 

• Naval Inspector General - 10 U.S.C. § 5020 

• Inspector General of the Air Force - IO U.S.C. § 8020 

NOT REQUIRED BY LAW: J Jnknown 

• Within each of the Military Departments, in addition to the statutory Inspector Geineral, 
there are subordinate Inspectors General below the Department level, down to tllCI 
local level. These subordinate Inspectors General are not required by law. 

• Intelligence Agencies listing an Office of Inspector General 

• National Imagery and Mapping Agency 

• Defense Intelligence Agency 

• National Reconnaissance Office 

• Other Defense Agencies/DOD Field Activities listing an Office of Inspector Gene:ral 

• Defense Commissat)' Agency 

• Defense Information Systems Agency 

• Defense Threat Reduction Agency 

11-L-0059/0SD/5678 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301•1 000 

MAY 3 200l 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
VICE CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

Subject: Dual Absence 

If the Chairman or the Service Chiefs intend to be absent from the Washington area, their 
Vice/ Assistant should remain. In instances where there will be a dual absence, please notify the 
Deputy Secretary of Defense through the OSD Executive Secretary. 

In the event of a dual absence, the Chairman and Vice Chairman should limit their travel so 
at least one remains in CONUS, could return to the Pentagon within 4 hours, and has access to 
secure communications. The Service Chiefs/Commandant and their Vice Chiefs/ Assistant 
Commandant should coordinate their travel so that at least one remains in CONUS and has 
access to secure communications. 

0 U08239 /01 
11-L-0059/0SD/5679 



GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

_51?,;, WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301-1600 

'tl~O 

OF DEFENSE SECDEF ·iASSEEN 
MAY ... 320011 

QCf)O 

GENE~AL COUNSEL 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE OSD 
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSB-ilTf\W"Jrtiaei{lON 

~ MAY flll. 
FROM: ACTING GENERAL COUNSEL <iy S 4/i,jo' c.,/ao/01 

(Prepared by Mr. James Smyser, OGC(P&HP), ... l(b-)(-6)-~ 

SUBJECT: Designation of Acting Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS) 
and Dual Absences of Senior Military Officers - ACTION 
MEMORANDUM 

PURPOSE: To Obtain the President's Designation of Acting Chairman Pursuant 
to title 10, United States Code, section I 54(e), and to Establish 
Departmental Policy with Regard to Dual Absences of Senior 
Military Officers. 

DISCUSSION: , 

• CJCS requests that the President designate a member of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff (JCS) to become Acting Chairman in the Absence of the CJCS and Vice 
Chairman (VCJCS) on a rotating calendar basis (Tab A). 

• In absence of JCS member, a Service Vice Chief (Assistant Commandant for 
Marine Corps (CMC)) would assume Acting Chairman duties. 

• CJCS also requests that SECDEF establish policy that requires VCJCS and the 
Vice Service Chiefs/Assistant CMC to remain in the Washington area when 
the principal is absent and establishes restrictions on dual absences of both 
senior officers for a Service. 

RECOMMENDATION: Sign memorandum to the President on designating the 
Acting Chairman at Tab B and sign the memorandum at Tab C that promulgates 
guidance on dual absences. 

Attachments: 
As stated 

SECDEF DECISION: 
APPROVED ---
DISAPPROVED_ 
OTHER -----

G 
11-L-0059/0SD/5680 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9919 

'lr•r,r .I '"'<"I n •'I Al~ !n. n 7 
.. ::.:.i ,f •. • 11 .,. .• , J i,:l n ..... - 1. • 

c"-1162-01 
19 April 2001 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

Subject: Designation of Acting Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and Dual 
Absences 

1. Title 10, United States Code, section 154, paragraphs d and e (Enclosure A), state 
that the Vice Chairman will function as Acting Chairman in the absence or disability 
of the Chairman or when there is a vacancy in the office. Paragraph e further states 
the President will designate a member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff to become Acting 
Chairman if both the Chairman and Vice Chairman are absent or disabled or there is 
a vacancy in both offices. 

a. To ensure designation of an Acting Chairman in a timely manner, recommend 
the President appoint the JCS member to become Acting Chairman in advance on a 
rotating quarterly basis. If the Service Chief specified in this schedule is absent or 
disabled, responsibilities fall to the nextJCS member in the rotation. Finally, if no 
member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff is available, Acting Chainnan responsibilities 
would be assumed by one of the Vice Chiefs or the Assistant Commandant of the 
Services in order of their seniority by date of appointment to the position. 

b. These procedures have been in place for rnany years and serve to ensure 
continued military leadership and advice in all reasonably foreseeable circumstances. 

2. Guidance with regard to dual absences of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Vice Service 
Chiefs and Assistant Commandant of the Marine Corps is also enclosed. 

3. Request your signature at Enclosure B forwarding the proposed memorandum to 
the President on designating the Acting Chairman and at Enclosure C promulgating 
guidance on dual absences. 

• ""-. II. 514. ---
HEN RY H. SHELTON 

Chairman 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Enclosures 

11-L-0059/0SD/5681 U07B64 /01 
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61 CL 5-JGINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 5 1 5 4 

(C) Obanps m technology that am bi applied eff'~vely 
w·warfare; . . · · 
(2) The Chairman. aball include in each such re~rt rec• 

ommend.ations for. such changes iJl polici~, directives, regulations. 
and legislation u may be necessary to achieve the changes in the 
assignment of ftmetions recommended by the Chairman. 
(Added P.L.~1201. Qd.l,.1916.100 Stat.1007.) 

' . 
f 154. Vice Chairman 

(a) APPoINTMENT.-{l) There is a Vice Chainnan o( the Joint 
Chiefs of~ a_ppointed by the President. by and with the advice 
and consent· ot t1:ie Senat.e, lrom the officers of the regular compo· 
nenta or the armed fon.n. 

(2) Tbe Chairman and Vice Chairman may not be members of 
the same armed force. However, the Pn,sident may waive the re
striction in the preceding aentence for a limited period of time in 
order to pnride for the orderly transition of officers appoint.ed to 
serve in the JJQsitions of Chaimian and Vice Chairman. 

(3) The Vice Chairman serves at the pleuure of the President 
for a term of two years and may be reappointed in the same man
ner for two additional t.erma. However. in time of war there is no 
limit on the number of reappointmenta. 

(b) REQtJJREMENT POil .APPoJNTMENT.--(1) The President mar: 
appoint. an officer as Vice Chairman or the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
only if the offi.cer-

(A) has the joint sped.alty under section 661 of this title; 
and 

(B) has a:,nipleted a fW1 tour of dut:y in a joint duty assign
ment (as defined. in section 664(0 of this title) aa a general-or 
~officer. 
(2) The President may waive paragraph (1) in. the case of an 

officer if the President determines such action is necesaary in the 
national int.ereat. · 

(c) DtJTJES.-The Vice Chairman performs the duties pre
acn"bed for him u a member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and such 
other duties u may be P!'eaCribed by the Chairmaa. with the ap
proval of the Sec:retar:r of Defense. 

(d) FuNcnoN AS .AcTINa CHAIRMAN.-When there is a vacancy 
in the office of Chairman or in the absence or disability of the 
Chairman, the Vice Chairman acts aa Chairman and perfonns the 
duties of the Chairman until a successor is appointeci or the ab
sence or disability ceases. 

(e)· SUCCF.SSION AFTER CIIAmMAN AND VICE CIWII.MAN.-When 
there is a vacancy in the offices of both Chairman and Vice Chair
man or in the absence or disability of both the Chairman and the 
Vice Chairman, or when there is a vacancy in one such office and 
in the absence or disability of the officer holdinR the other, the 
President shall desiRnate a member of the Joint Chiefs of Stafi' to 
act aa and perform the dutiea of the Chairman until a successor to 
the Chairman or Vice Chairman ia appointed or the absence or dis
abilit:pf the Chairman or Vice Chairman ceases. 

(f) GRADE AND RANK..-The Vice Chairmau. while so semng, 
holds the gi:_ade of general or, in the case of an officer of the Navy, 
admiral and outranks all other officers of the anned forces except 

I 

• 

Enclosure·A 

11-L-0059/0SD/5682 
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April 28, 2001 4:41 PM 

TO: Dan Dell'Orto 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Designation of Acting Chairman 

I am ready to sign these papers from General Shelton if you are comfortable with 
them. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
CJCS memo toSecDef re: "Designation of Acting Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff and Dual Absences" 

DHR:dh 
04280 l-2 1 

11-L-0059/0SD/5683 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETA"RY OF DEFENSE 

DATE~-~~~~/-~----

MEMORANDUM FROM THE SENIOR MILITARY ASSISTANT 

SUBJ: 

.;JrJ,,u, c,t-tu-s or sn,r,:: 

b v/li. /11$.SIUt)c.£<;, 

S1t1.... 

- 1AesC t<)oµ,1v~ 

/2£-V/£v¥ . 

--

TO t)MJ i)~ LL I CJte-7 0 1 D A-ru ,:,T, '-'-

IS o rFt ee.. op L.e<JJ 

/2£/?t..y. 
11-L-0059/0SD/5684 
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

Subject: Designation of Acting Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and Dual 
Absences 

1. Title '10, United States Code, section 154, paragraphs d and e (Enclosure A), state 
the Vice Chairman will function as Acting Chairman in the absence or disability of the 
Chairman or when there is a vacancy in the office. Paragraph e further states the 
President will designate a member of the Joint Chiefs of St.aff to become Acting 
Chairman if both the Chairman and Vice Chairman are absent or disabled or there is 
a vacancy in both offices. 

a. To ensure designation of an Acting Chairman in a timely manner, recommend 
the President appoint the JCS member to become Acting Chairman in advance on a 
rotating quarterly basis. If the Service Chief specified in this schedule were absent or 
disabled, responsibilities would fall to the nextJ CS member in the rotation. Finally, if 
no member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff is available, Acting Chairman responsibilities 
would be assumed by one of the Vice Chiefs or the Assistant Commandant of the 
Services in order of their seniority by date of appointment to the position. 

b. These procedures have been in place for many years and serve to ensure 
continued military leadership and advice in all reasonably foreseeable circumstances. 

2. Guidance with regard to dual absences of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Vice 
Service Chiefs and Assistant Commandant of the Marine Corps is also enclosed. 

3. Request your signature at Enclosure B forwarding the proposed memorandum to 
the President on designating the Acting Chairman and at Enclosure C promulgating 
guidance on dual absences. 

Enclosures 

HENRY H. SHELTON 
Chairman 

of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

11-L-0059/0SD/5685 
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A, 
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11 Cl 5--IIINT CHIEFS OF Sf AFF §154 

(C) Changes in technology that am be applied effectively 
to·warfare~ . · 
(2) '1be Chairman shall include in each ,ucb report rec .. 

ommendatiom for. such changes in polici .. , diredivu, regulatiom, 
and legu.lation a,. may be neceBSBO' to achleft the cbangea ln the 
assignment of functions_ recommended. by the Chairman. 
IMdel PJ..19-411, I IDl. Del..\ 1181, 100 Sta\. loa7J . . 
1164. Viee Chairman 

(a) APPoINT.MENT.-(U There is a Vice Chairman. of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, a_ppointed bI the President. by and with the advice 
and coment·of the Senate, from the offi.cen or the ngular c:ompo. 
nenta of' the armed rmaa. 

(2) The Chairman and Vice Chairman ~ not be memben of 
the l8Dle anned. foree. However, the Pruidmit ~J waive the re
striction in the vn:cedilur sentence for a limited· period of time in 
order to prride l'or the orderly transitiOJl of oQicen appointed to 
une in the J)08itiom of Cba.imian and Vice Cha&m.an. 

(3) The Vice Chaimuan serve, at the pleuure of the Pruident 
for a tenn of two years and may be reaJ!pointed in the ume man. 
ner for two additional term&. However, m time or war there ii no 
Jim.it on the umnber of reappointment,. 

{b) REQUDtEKENT FOA APPOl?ffllBNT,-(1) Tbe President ma.1.. :mt an officer u Vice Chairman of the Joint. Chier. of Sta.tr 

y if 1i1.r~ joint specialty under aectioa 661 of this title; 
ed -

(B) bu completed a full tour of d~\?;:n, a joint duty wian .. 
ment (u defined in section 664(0 or · title) u a general or 
~officer. 
(2) 'Iba President may waive paragraph (1) in the c:ue of an 

officer if the President detennines such action ia ueceauy In the 
national interest. · 

(c) DunES.-The VICe Chairman perfonna tbe dutiu .Pre
acribed for him as a inember of the Joint Chlef'1 of Staff and such 
other duties aa may be P.r9acribed by the Clwnnan with the ap-
proval of the Sec:ret.uy or Defenae. 

(d) FuNcnoM AS AcnNo C.HAJRMAN.-Whe:n there ii a vacancy 
in the office or Chainnan or in the absence or diubWty of the 
Chainna.n, the Vice Chairman acts u Chairman and eerfonm the 
duties of the Chairman until a successor is appoint.ea or the ab
aence or disability ceuea. 

(e) SUCCl:SSION' An.ER CHAIRMAN AND VICE CHAIRMAN.-When 
there i1 a vamncy in the office• oC both Chairman and Vice Chair. 
man or in the absence or dlaability of both the Chairman and the 
Vice Chainn.an, or when there ii a vacancy in one such office and 
in the absence or disability of the officer boldina' the ot.J,n. the 
President ehall designate a member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff' t.o 
act u and perfonn the dutiea of the Cb.airman. until a successor to 
the Chainnan or Vice Chairman b appointed or the abaence or cUa. 
abilitf of the Chairman or Vice CheinnaD eeases. 

(f) GJtADE AND RANK.-The Vice Chainnan. while IO .senina, 
holds the grade of general or, in the cue of an officer of the Navy, 
admiral and outranks all other officers of the armed farces u:cept 

11-L-0059/0SD/5686 
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

SUBJECT: Designation of Acting Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Title 10, United States Code, section 154, paragraphs d and e, state the Vice Chairman 
will function as Acting Chairman in the absence or disability of the Chairman or when there is a 
vacancy in the office. Paragraph e further states the President will designate a member of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff to become Acting Chairman if both the Chairman and Vice Chairman are 
absent or disabled or there is a vacancy in both offices. 

To ensure designation of an Acting Chairman in a timely manner, I recommend you 
appoint the JCS member to become Acting Chairman in advance on a rotating quarterly basis. If 
the Service Chief specified in this schedule were absent or disabled, responsibilities would fall to 
the next JCS member in the rotation. Finally, if no member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff is 
available, Acting Chairman responsibilities would be assumed by one of the Vice Chiefs or the 
Assistant Commandant of the Services in order of their seniority by date of appointment to the 
position. 

These procedures have been in place for many years and serve to ensure continued 
military leadership and advice in all reasonably foreseeable circumstances, 

I recommend you approve these procedures by signing the attached memorandum. 

Attachment: 
As stated 

11-L-0059/0SD/5687 
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

Subject: Designation of Acting Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Pursuant to the Constitution and laws of the United States of America, I hereby 
designate the following officers to act as Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
in the circumstances described in section 154 (e) of title 10, United States 
Code, during the period indicated in CY 200 l and in succeeding calendar 
years: 

Period of Designation: 
1 January to 31 March 
l April to 30 June 
l July to 30 September 
I October to 3 I December 

Designated Officer: 
Chief of Naval Operations 
Chief of Staff, US Army 
Commandant of the Marine Corps 
Chief of Staff, US Air Force 

If the member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff specified in this schedule were absent 
or disabled, responsibilities would fall to the next member in the rotation. In 
the event no member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff is available, Acting Chairman 
responsibilities will be assumed by one of the Vice Chiefs or the Assistant 
Commandant of the Services in order of their seniority by date of appointment 
to the position. 

11-L-0059/0SD/5688 
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MEMORANDUM FOR CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
CHIEF OF STAFF, US ARMY 

Subject: Dual Absence 

CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERA TIO NS 
CHIEF OF STAFF, US AIR FORCE 
COMMANDANT OF THE MARINE CORPS 

If you intend to be absent from the Washington area, your Vice/Assistant should remain. If 
both you and your Vice/Assistant intend to be absent, please notify the Deputy Secretary of 
Defense through the OSD Executive Secretary. 

In the event of a dual absence, the Chairman and Vice Chairman should limit their travel so 

at least one remains in CONUS, could return within 4 hours, and has access to secure 
communications. The Service Chiefs/Commandant and their Vice Chiefs/Assistant 
Commandant should coordinate their travel so that at least one remains in CONUS and has 
access to secure communications. 

copy to: 
Secretaries of the Military Departments 

11-L-0059/0SD/5689 
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March 15, 2001 3:46 PM 

TO: RDML Quinn 

FROM : Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Order of Succession 

Have Dell'Orto take a look at that order of succession in the Pentagon for me. 

DHR:dh 
031S01-26 
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March 15, 2001 12:13 PM 

SUBJECT: Order of Succession 

I want to review the order of succession for the Pentagon and be told to what 
extent it is statutory and to what extent we can propose changes to it. 

DHR:dh 
031501-12 
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TO: Chris Williams 

CC: 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowiti .' 

Donald Rumsfeld V{l.. 
SUBJECT; Mark Stokes 

April 25, 2001 2:51 PM 

I ' 

I definitely will not detail Mark Stokes out of OSD. I want him here-he is 
excellent. c_· -----

DHR:dh 
042501-15 

c,------~) 

11-L-0059/0SD/5692 UO 8, S6 / 01 



l OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 
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PROGRAM ANALYSIS 
AND EVALUATION 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1800 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C 20301-1 800 

INFO MEMO 

( 

"l""'' l"' V j !'; '"'. , .... ,, . 
lr-.,,1l I.,.~ j ;_.. , • ._}• ts 1i 

May 9, 20013:53 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

~ ~~qrlh.YO} 
FROM: Barry D. Watts, Director, PA&E '0~ . 0 

SUBJECT: Facilities Recapitalization Rates 

• You requested information regarding standard recapitalization rates for various types ~ 

of infrastructure in order to determine costs for each of the services to meet standards \) 
over 6 to 12 years (TAB A) \) 

+ The overall DoD recapitalization rate is about 67 years 
PA&E calculated this value independently 
Agrees with the value provided by USD(AT&L) in the April 2001 Report to 
Congress on reducing the backlog of maintenance and repair facilities 
Recapitalization rates for the Services range from 65 years for the Army to 68 
years for the Marine Corps 

+ The current backlog is approximately $82B 
The cost to work off that backlog in 6 to 12 years (while maintaining the rest of 
the facilities at the 67-ycar rate) is $10-$20B per year above the cun-ent fundin~ 
level of $2.SB 

• Privatization efforts (such as utilities), BRAC rounds, or demolition of facilities could 
reduce the costs substantially, but without details we can not estimate those savings 

+ TAB B provides details on these calculations, as well as tables of recapitalization 
rates and funding requirements 

COORDINATION: None 

Attachments: 
As stated 

J(b)(6) 
Prepared By: Scott A. Comes, Special Assistant PA&E ____ _ 

0 
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April 30, 2001 7:21 PM 

TO: PA&E 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfrld 1l 
SUBJECT: Recapitalization Rates 

Would someone please give me the correct information as to what the proper 
recapitalization rates are for the various types of infrastructure the Pentagon 
invests in. I understand it could vary from Service to Service and from housing to 
other types of facilities. Let me know how you can most easily present it. 

My goal is to end up being able co figure out a number for each of the Services as 
to what it would rnst if \1/e decided to get them to the proper recapirnlization 
schedule in 6. 8. 10 or I~ years for, say, 15'/4) of their infrastructure. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
043001-1:,J 
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Facilities Recapitalization 

Backe:round 

+ You requested information regarding standard recapitalization rates for various types 
of infrastructure in order to determine costs for each of the services to meet standards 
over 6 to 12 years (TAB A) 

Recapitalization Rates 

• Facilities Recapitalization includes: 
Replacement Projects 

- Revitalization Projects 
- Associated Planning and Design 
- Minor Construction 
- Restoration and Modernization 

• Recapitalization rates were computed by PA&E from more detailed rates established 
by a pane] of DoD experts in 1997 in connection with the Quadrennial Defense 
Review. These rates: · 

Provide the only comprehensive DoD rates 
- Reflect judgement of panel members-not explicitly sounded on benchmarks 

+ Table 1 (attached) provides detailed listings of recapitalization rates by service and by 
type of facility 

The breakout by Service is: 
• Army - 65 years 
• Navy - 67 years 
• Air Force - 6 7 years 
• Marine Corps - 68 years 

+ Aggregating over a11 the services and facility types, the standard recapitalization rate 
for facilities funded through the military construction and family housing accounts is 
about 67 years 

This figure agrees with the value computed by USD(AT &L) in the Report to 
Congress on Identification of the Requirements to Reduce the Backlog qf 
Maintenance and Repa;r of Defense FaciUties (April 2001) 

11-L-0059/0SD/5696 



Comparison versus Commercial Standards 

+ Table 2 (attached) provides benchmark data for comparing DoD recapitalization rates 
to commercial standards 
- The data represents the best that is readily available to us 

+ Compared to these benchmarks: 
DoD lines up well for: 
• Medical (DoD - 50 years: benchmarks ,.._, 50 years) 
• Office buildings (DoD ,.., 56 years; benchmarks - 36-50 years) 
• Housing (DoD ,._, 42 years: benchmarks - 30-65 years) 

- DoD seems high for: 
• Supply facilities (DoD ..... 77 years; benchmarks ...., 32-40 years) 
• Utilities and ground improvernents (DoD...., 68 years; Army, Air Force, USMC 

- 70-75 years: benchmarks"' 60 years) 

Because we do not have the underlying data behind these benchmarks, we can not 
evaluate the reasons for these differences 

Recapitalization Funding 

• The steady-state cost of sustaining the department-wide recapitalization rate of 67 
years is roughly $88 per year (ignoring the backlog) 

The services currently program about $2.5B per year 
- The shortfall is thus about $5.58 per year for the facilities in T,1ble I 

+ Because past funding has been well below the steady-state need. the recapitalization 
backlog is about $82B 

• Table 3 (attached) displays the annual additional resources needed to: 
- Either eliminate this backlog and fully fund the steady-state needs (I 00%) 

Or, eliminate 75% of the backlog and fund 75t:+ of steady-state needs 
• In the second case, the backlog would continue to grow absent measures such 

as a round of base closures 
- After working off the backlog, the steady-state funding would need be the $8B per 

year discussed above ($5.5B above current levels) to prevent the backlog from 
. . 

growmg agam 

+ Data in Table 3 suggest at least $10-20B per year more would be needed to work off 
the backlog in the next 6 to 12 years (see caveats below) 
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Caveats 

• In computing these funding requirements, two points must be considered: 
~ Some categories of faci1ities should be outsourced (such as utilities), which 

account for over 25 percent of the replacement value of DoD facilities 
Many facilities should be declared excess and tom down rather than replaced, 
which is particularly important if no additional BRAC rounds are authorized 

+ We can not estimate the effects of these changes without details on which facilities 
are affected, but the changes could be substantial 
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Table 1. Facility Recapitalization Rates (Years) 

0 erations and Traininu 61 73 75 75 71 

Maintenance and Production 50 74 50 51 59 

Research, Develo ment, Testing and Evaluation 46 48 45 48 46 

Su 1 Facilities2 78 76 75 77 77 

Medical excludin Defense Health Pro am 50 50 50 50 50 
A<lministrali ve 38 50 65 61 56 

Housin 65 64 62 76 68 

Utilities and Ground hn rovements 70 5& 75 73 68 

Overall 65 67 67 68 67 

Notes: 

I. The recapitalization races shown are target rates and are equal to 1he r,ervice life of the respective 
facility infra~tructure type. 
2, Supply facilities include warehouses. hazardous material storage facilities, and :.mrnrnnitiDn 

storage facilities. 

Variance in Infrastructure Recapitalization Rates 

• A 1997 DoD panel established service life estimates f\ir .:ipprnxim;:iting. 1 :;o grnupingc; lif like 
facilities. 

• The differences in the proportion of these facilitie~ owned by each service produced the 
variance shown in the infrastructure type rec<1pitalization rate~ 

• For example: 

-- Shipyard maintenance facilities had an es1i1rnted ~ervice life of 100 years, far greater than 
other maintenance facilities. The Navy hw, the majority of these types of facilities and 
therefore its overall maintenance and production recapitalization rate is noticeably higher 
than the other services. 

-- One group of Morale, Welfare, and Recre..ttional facilities in the administrative 
infrastructure type had an estimated service life of 25 years, far lower than other 
administrative facilities. The Army ha!I lhe maJority of these types of facilities and 
therefore its overnl I administrative recapitalization rate is noticeably lower than the other 
services. 
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Table 2. Comparison of Service Life Estimates' 
BEA2 BEA Marshall 

(Rrivate} (government} & Swift3 

Office Buildino 50 45-55 
36 35-50 

Warehouse 40 50 35-60 
Hospital 48 50 35-50 
Single Residence 80 na 30-65 

Noles: 
1. Extracted from Implementation of the Department of Defense Sustainment Model, 

Whitestone Research, January 2001. 
2. Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce. 
3. Marshall and Swift is a commercial firm that specializes in collecting, processing, and 

distributing building cost data. 
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Table 3. Additional Annual Resource Needs to Recapitalize Facilities 

6 Years 8 Years 10 Years 12 Years 

100% Army $68 $5B $58 $4B 
Navy $7B $6B $58 $4B 
Air Force $6B $5B $4B $48 

Total $19B $168 $14B $128 

75% Army $5B $4B $3B $3B 
Navy $5B $4B $4B $3B 
Air Force $4B $48 $3B $3B 

Total $14B $12B $10B $9B 

Note: These resources are above the $2.58 the Services are currently 
investing and include eliminating the backlog within the prescribed times 
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PROGRAM ANAL vsrs 
AND EVALUATION 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEF~N~E-
1soo DEFENSE PENTAGON r"'"(-: :·· _.. · .. 

.... -- -· .... 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-1800 

INFO MEMO 

May 11, 2001 5:42 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE , ~ . 

~\S\).;'l:\~(~ l, Ct1LJ 
FROM: Barry D. Watts, Director, PA&E _., "J 

SUBJECT: Facilities Recapitalizacion Races 

+ You requested infonnation on the infrastructure-recapitalization rates of each Service 
to help you determine how much each Service needs to recapitalize, for example, 75% 
of its infrastructure over 6. 8, 10. or 12 years (TAB A) 

+ We have broken the answer into three pieces (recapitalization, backlog, facilities 
funding). v.-'hich are presented in the attached point papers 

+ The overall DoD recapitalization rate is about 67 years (TABB) 
- This figure represents the average lifetime before facilities need to be restored. 

modernized, or replaced 
- Separately. the Department funds efforts to sustain facilities in good working order 

+ The current backlog of recapitalization is approximately $82B {TAB C). but this 
figure has several important caveats: 

Many of fa<.:ilities are not in need of replacement amVor will never be replaced 
Some fa<.:ilities will be demolished and not replaced 
Base closures via BRAC will reduce the inventory of facilities 
Privatization efforts (for example, utilities) wi11 reduce the inventory of facilities 
We do not have the data available to estimate how much these caveats reduce the 
backlog figure, but we propose to start a study to examine this issue 

+ The cost to work off the full $828 ba<.:klog in 6 to 12. years is $10-$20B per year lll.ll.Ce. 

than the current funding leve 1 (TAB DJ- But. other factors must be considered: 
- This level of funding could nut be executed in the near term because we could not 

ramp up our construction capabilities 
- The caveats discussed above serve to reduce this requirement. but we do not know 

how much 

• 'Ill 

0 uo9117 /01 
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• In addition to the backlog of recapitalization, the Department's funding for 
sustainment is approximately $1 .OB below requirements 

+ Taking these considerations into account, we recommend facilities funding be 
increased by $SB per year in FY02, based on: 

Sustainment funding be increased approximately $ l B per year 
Recapitalization funding be increased approximately $6.5B to $7B per year, which 
includes the cost to: 
• Reduce the recapitalization rate to 67 years ($2.5B to $3B) 
• Begin to reduce the backlog ($4B) 
Recapitalization funding levels for FY03 and beyond should be determined based 
on the results of a study to properly evaluate what portion of the backlog should be 
recapitalized 

• Adding the $8B to the $7B currently in the program in FY02 brings the total funding 
to $15B 

COORDINATIONS: NONE 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Scott A. Comes, Special Assistant PA&E,_!<b_)_<6_) __ 
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jsnowflake 

April 30f 2001 7:21 PM 

TO: PA&E 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1, 
SUBJECT: Recapitalization Rates 

Would someone please give me the correct information as to what the proper 
recapitalization rates are for the various types of infrastructure the Pentagon 
invests in. I understand it could vary from Service to Service and from housing to 
other types of facilities. Let me know how you can most easily present it. 

My goal is to end up being able to figure out a number for each of the Services as 
to what it would cost if we decided to get them to the proper recapitalization 
schedule in 6, 8, 10 or 12 years for, say, 75%, of their infrastructure. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
043001-63 
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Facilities Recapitalization Rates 

Definition of Recapitalization 

+ Facilities Recapitalization includes: 
- Restoration activities, which are repairs necessary to restore degraded facilities to 

useful condition 
Modernization efforts, which are repairs and replacements necessary to implement 
new standards or functions for facilities 

- Replacement of facilities 
Examples include replacing heating and air conditioning throughout a building, 
replacing a roof, or rewiring a building to accommodate new communication and 
computer capabilities 

+ Recapitalization is distinct from Facilities Sustainment, which is maintenance and 
repair necessary to keep facilities in good working order 

Examples of sustainment include replacing filters on heating and air conditioning 
units, replacing a few shingles on a roof, refinishing wall surfaces 

Recapitalization Rates 

• Recapitalization rates were computed by PA&E from more detailed rates established 
by a panel of DoD experts in 1997 in connection with the Quadrennial Defense 
Review. These rates: 

Provide the only comprehensive DoD rates 
- Reflect judgement of panel members-not explicitly grounded on benchmarks 

• Table I (attached) provides detailed listings of recapitalization rates by service and by 
type of facility 

The breakout by Service is: 
• Army - 65 years 
• Navy - 67 years 
• Air Force - 67 years 

. • Marine Corps - 68 years 

, + Aggregating over all the services and facility types, the standard recapitalization rate 
for facilities funded through the military construction and family housing accounts is 
about 67 years 

This figure agrees with the value computed by USD(AT&L) in the Report to 
Congress on Identification of the Requirements to Reduce the Backlog qf 
Maintenance and Repair of Defense Facilities (April 200 1) 
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Comparison versus Commercial Standards 

+ Table 2 (attached) provides benchmark data for comparing DoD recapitalization rates 
to commercial standards 
- The data represents the best that is readily available to us 

+ Compared to these benchmarks: 
DoD lines up well for: 
• Medical (DoD - 50 years; benchmarks - 50 years) 
• Office buildings (DoD - 56 years; benchmarks - 36-50 years) 
, Housing (DoD - 42 years; benchmarks - 30-65 years) 

- DoD seems high for: 
, Supply facilities {DoD - 77 years; benchmarks - 32-40 years) 
, Utilities and ground improvements (DoD - 68 years; Army, Air Force, USMC 

- 70-75 years; benchmarks - 60 years) 

Because we do not have the underlying data behind these benchmarks, we can not 
evaluate the reasons for these differences 
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Table 1. Facility Recapitalization Rates (Yem-s) 

61 73 75 75 71 

Maintenance and Production 50 74 50 51 59 
Research, Develo ment, Testin and Evaluation 46 48 45 48 46 

Su I Facilities2 78 76 75 77 77 
Medical excludin Defense Health Pro 50 50 50 50 so 
Administrative 38 50 65 61 56 
Housin 65 64 62 76 68 

Utilities and Ground Im rovements 70 58 75 73 68 
Overall 65 67 67 68 67 

Notes: 

l. The recapitalization rates shown are target rates and are equal to the service life of the respective 

facility infrastructure type. 
2. Supply facilities include warehouses, hazardous material storage facilities, and ammunition 
storage facilities. 

Explanation of Variance in Infrastructure Recapitalization Rates in Table 1 

• A 1997 DoD panel established service life estimates for approximating 130 groupings of like 
facilities. 

• The differences in the proportion of these facilities owned by each service produced the 
variance shown in the infrastructure type recapitalization rates 

• For example: 

-- Shipyard maintenance facilities had an estimated service life of 100 years, far greater than 
other maintenance facilities. The Navy has the majority of these types of facilities and 
therefore its overall maintenance and production recapitalization rate is noticeably higher 
than the other services. 

-- One group of Morale, Welfare, and Recreational facilities in the administrative 
infrastructure.type had an estimated service life of 25 years, far lower than other 
administrative facilities. The Army has the majority of these types of facilities and 
therefore its overall administrative recapitalization rate is noticeably lower than the other 
services. 
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Table 2. Comparison of Service Life Estimates· 
BEA2 BEA Mars hall 

(government) & Swift3 

Office BuildinQ 36 50 45-55 
Warehouse 40 32 35-50 
Church 48 50 35-60 
Hospital 48 50 35-50 
Single Residence 80 na 30-65 

Notes: 
I. Extracted from Implementation of the Department of Defense Sustainment Model, 

Whitestone Research, January 200 l. 
2. Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce. 
3. Marshall and Swift is a commercial firm that specializes in collecting, processing, and 

distributing building cost data. 
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Recapitalization Backlog 

Backlog Definition 

• The recapitalization backlog is calculated based on the Plant Replacement Value 
(PRV) of facilities, which is the cost to replace facilities at current standards 

+ The backlog calculated using PRY represents the total inventory of facilities that 
exceed their recommend lifetimes 
- Many of those facilities are not in need of replacement and/or wi11 likely never be 

replaced (for example, bui1dings at Service academies or bui1dings of an historic 
nature) 
Some facilities will be demolished and not replaced 
Base closures via BRAC wi11 reduce the inventory of aged faci1ities 
Privatization efforts (for example, utilities) will reduce the inventory of facilities 

+ Other backlog calculations have been used to identify shortfalls, but those have 
uncertainties as well 

The Department previously cakulated the Backlog of Maintenance and Repair 
(BMAR), but discontinued that when it become obvious the reported data was 
inaccurate and could not be verified 
The Department has attempted to relate facility conditions to ;•c ratings" used for 
readiness reporting, but those calculations are based on uncertain standards and are 
subjective and difficult to verify 

Recapitalization Funding 

• The current recapitalization backlog based on PRV is approximately $82B 
The latest estimate (FY 2000) for the backlog based on BMAR is $49B 

- The latest estimate (FY 2002) for calculating the funding needed to raise all 
facilities from C3/C4 to C2 is $62B 

• Using the PRV calculation, Table 3 (attached) displays the annual additional 
resources needed to: 

Either eliminate this backlog and fully fund the steady-state needs (100%) 
Or, eliminate 75% of the backlog and fund 75% of steady-state needs 
• In the second case, the backlog would continue to grow unless the inventory of 

facilities was reduced by 25% via measures such as a round of base closures 
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+ Data in Table 3 suggest at least $10-208 per year more would be needed to work off 
the backlog in the next 6 to 12 years 

This level of funding could not be executed in the near term because we could not 
ramp up our construction capabilities 

+ The caveats discussed above reduce the $828 requirement, but we do not know how 
much 

If we assume 25% of the inventory can be reduced via BRAC or demolition, the 
backlog would be about $60B 
Including divestitures via privatization and accounting for facilities that will never 
be replaced reduces the requirement further, but we have no estimate for that level 
If we arbitrarily assume the total reduction is 50% we are left with a backlog 
estimate of $40B 
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Table 3. Additional Annual Resource Needs to Recapitalize Facilities 

6 Years 8 Years 10 Years 12 Years 

100% Army $6B $58 $58 $4B 
Navy $7B $6B $5B $4B 
Air Force $6B $58 $4B $4B 

Total $198 $168 $14B $12B 

75% Army $58 $48 $38 $38 
Navy $5B $4B $4B $3B 
Air Force $4B $4B $3B $3B 

Total $14B $12B $10B $9B 

Note: These resources are above the $2.58 the Services are currently 
investing and include eliminating the backlog within the prescribed times 
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Facilities Funding Levels 

. Sustainment Funding 

+ The requirement for sustainment funding is about $5.5B to $6.0B per year 

+ The Department currently spends about $4.5B to $5.0B per year on sustainment, 
leaving a shortfall of about $1 .OB per year 

+ Historically, funding for facility sustainment has been a bill-payer during budget 
execution, because base commanders can readily move this O&M funding to meet 
other ••higher-priority" needs 

Any decision to fund additional facility sustainment efforts should recognize this 
funding migration issue 

Recapitalization Steadv-state Funding 

• The steady-state cost of maintaining the department-wide recapitalization rate of 67 
years for 75%; of the inventory is roughly $5B per year (ignoring the backlog) 

+ The Department currently spends about $2.0B to $2.5B per year on recapitalization, 
leaving a shortfall of about $2.SB to $3.0B per year 

Recapitalization Backlog: Funding 

+ The cost of funding the backlog depends on the perceived backlog level and the time 
period for buying this out 

+ Accounting for the considerations that could reduce the backlog to $40B and 
spreading this out over IO years, the estimated annual cost to buy out the backlog 
would be$4B 

Total Facilities Funding 

+ Adding each of these components, the annual shortfall is approximately $8B 
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TO: Jackie Arends 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Donald Rumsfeld .,\ 

May 29, 2001 

T am told that l(b)(B) , ,I has a resume in to get a job, T 
think in the Under Secretary for Policy and Readiness shop. 

Can you dig that out for me? Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
052901.20 
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I snowflake 

.. 
TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Steve Cambone 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
May 29, 2001 

SUBJECT: Attached 

Attached is a paper on Managing The Pentagon from 1989. I have no idea who 
wrote it, but it has some interesting thoughts, although somewhat out of date. 

Thanks. 

DHRfazn 
052901.34 
Attach. (Managing the Pentagon 1/31/89) 

l.) 
...(\ 
:r 
):,. 

""< 
t:. 
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Date: Janua=y 31, 1989 

S·Jbject MAKAGIKG :'lE PENTAGON 

INTRODUCTION 

:r.is ~e~orand~~ identifies severa:.. issues tr.at yo~ should resc:..ve 
ea=ly beca~se they a:':'ect tr.e charters of OSD offices a:-id tr.e qLality of 
suppcrt for you= decision precesses. Separate sectio~s lay out aspects 
c:' t:"le management problerrs yo·J face, st.::-ess the impo.::-tance o:: strategy 
deve:..oprr.er:t, descri:oe the operation o:: tl:ree se9arate ciecision processes 
that yo~ inierit, ar:ci raise issues :or yo~r consideration. Ey 
=ecommenciations are .:.:-ic:..uded v.;he=e appropriate. 

W.:.thout kr:ow.:.~g !:ow familiar each of yo~ .:.s wit!: this material, I 
have t.::-ieci to 9rovide ~ini~al backgroLr:d. I would, of cocrse, be 
pleased to disc~ss any of tl:ese matte.::-s ir: ~ore de9th at your 
cc:1ve:1.:.e:1ce. 

THE PROBLEM 

:te r.ew Administration has stakeci a great dea:.. or: good management 
of the Pentagon. Yet the cocr:try co~ld be siortcha~ged by the ve.::-y 
focus on c~tting the bLdget ar:d reforming weapons p=ocu=ement t~at na:-iy 
insicie t:"le Adn.:.:1.:.strat.:.c:1 ar:d out are ca:..:...:.:-ig for. It all ciepencis or: 
how it's done. 

:he r:ew Pentagon management team is be.:.:-ig ca:..:..ed Lpor: to deliver 
better valLe for the taxpaye= and tc restore cor:fider:ce in the integ=ity 
o:: defer:se management. Yet even this uncie.::-states the true challenge. 
If the P.::-esicient accepts level or even dec:...:.~.:.~g .::-eal de::e~se spenciing, 
the cuts ir: c~rrently approved :'crces anci prograrrs ~~st be very la=ge. 

This acceptance woLld be gro~nded mo=e ir: dcnest.:.c political 
=eality t:"lan .:.:1 ar: admittedly unce=tain assessment of the U.S. world 
role. :r.Ls, divir.g rigr.t. into budget cutbacks v.;oulci be like ordering 
nater.:.als fo.::- a new house be::ore the arcr.itect ias drawn the plans. 

A thcrcughgc.:.:-ig reassess~ent of our r:atior:al secur.:.ty :-ieeds and the 
nea:-is to attain them is needed tc gu.:.de tr.e,force restructuring, the 
re::orned proci.:rerr.er:ts and the buciget CJ.ts. The .::-eal job of defer:se 
management is to match a strategy, ar:d the milita=y capabilities :-ieeded 
tc carry .:.t out, wit.:1 a de:'ense program maci.e ·,1p of forces and weapons 
tr.at can be provided at budget levels tr.at Congress can be pe=suacieci to 
-ma:-ce available. 
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~akir:g this match nea~s reassessir:g objectives, eval~ating rrear:s, 
a~d sea~ching oi;t ~ore efficient ways of dc.:..~g business. It takes 
:iterally hundreds of dec.:..s.:..c~s aboi;t policies, forces, weapor:s, 
pe~sonnel, orgar.izatio:-is, operations, and timing. To pull .:..t off, L'le ,/ 
Secretary ~ust control ~he Pentagon age~da. The passive managemen~ 
style in vogJe recer:tly--settir:g bcdget :.:..n.:..ts =er the Serv.:..ces a~d the~ 
reactir:g to the.:..r spending, prcpcsa:s--ca~'t lead to a balance of 
st~ategy, progra~, a~d bi;dget. 

The task of rratcr.ir:g st:ategy, prograrr and bcdget is further 
complicateci by twc realities of be Pe:-1tagc:L Firs:, ag:eement rarely 
exists on spec.:..:.:..c objectives. Secor:ri, a:l the players will n~always 
be on your team, ir.clcdir.g some appoir.tees of the Administration ar:d 
some ser.ior m.:..l.:..tary officers. Yet, ncre tha~ usua:, t:'le national 
.:..~terest requires clear policy cii:ection a~d civilian/milita:y teanwcrk 
at the Pentagon. 

THE PRIMACY OF STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT 

Why is reL'linking de:e:1se strategy so important, anci how s:'lo-Jld ycu 
see that it gets, do~e? 

Stripped tc .:..ts Lrnda:nentals, managing tr.e de=e~se p:og:am is abcut 
p~epa~ing for the i;se of ~ilitary :crce. Tr.at stark realization gi;ides 
eve~ything else. 

~ilitary force is o~ly one ins:rumen: of pol.:..cy. But the credible 
i;se of force is-the only constant a:-d effect.:..ve ir:strune:-1t of order in a 
fractiocs world. The C.S. has a special role as global keeper of order. 
Ou: capacity tc play this role =ar octstrips that of any :.:..ke-n.:..~ded 
ccun:ry. 

For this rc:e to be c:eciible, tte J.S. must be willing tc cse 
force, ir: conce~t witt allies and secJrity partners whe~ possible, 
unilate:ally w: .. en necessary. To accord wi tr. American values anci secu:e 
the scpport of the Ame:ican people, ar.y cse of force rr.cst :Oe thoughtful 
anci appropriate. Anti t:'lat requ.:..res ir.strcrrer:ts--rr.ilitary fo:ces-
des.:..gr:ed a~d e:nployed with the er:ds a~d circ~:nstances of thei: potential 
use in rr.ir.d. 

This is what a defense strategy means--ciefining J.S . .:..~terests and 
objectives, ttir:kir:g th~ough tte circJ~stances that ccu:d th~eaten tterr 
tc tr.e point of calling ~pon the cse of J.S. milita:y power, dev.:..s.:..~g 
the rr.:..l.:..tary capa~.:..l.:..t.:..es needed fox each case, and deciding :~e m~of 
fo:ces and dep:cyne~ts tr.at will best deter r.ostile acts against U.S. 
in:erests, er attain C.S. sec~ri:y objec:ives shou:d deterre~ce fail. A 
ciefense strategy stocld fit cchere~t:y ir:to an cvera:: national secu~ity 
s:rategy, wtict ~eans close coordination is ~eeded dJring its 
deve:cpner:t at the :eve: c= the Nat.:..c~a: Secur.:..ty Ccu~c.:..: a~d scne key 
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tiecisions will have to be ~ade by the P=esitient. Nonet~eless, the 
Secretary of De::ense has the management c:1.aller:ge of prepari:1g the 
r:atior:' s rrilitary capabilities to st:pport tte defense strategy. 

Wtile it rray be obvious that no force str~ct~re, and de::e~se budget 
to gc wit:1 it, car. be adeqt:ately justified to Cong:::-ess ar:d the Arrericar: 
people ~nless it derives fro~ a tl:.ot:gl:.tft:l anti co~erent strategy, 
conside.c yo·.ir day-to-day na::1agene::1t cr.aller:ge if you were fo.cced to 
operate w:thcut one. Along corres a key decision about a new ~ajcr 
weapor: system pt:sted :1.ard by the Chief or Secretary of a Se:::-vice. You 
might say to eitl:.er c~ t~e~, "I'rr worried that yot:r syste~ is too costly 
ar.d wor.'t work as well as advert:sed." The Ctief or Secretary co~ld 
respond, "We k~cw :1.ow to solve all the rerrair:ir:g tech~:ca: prcb:ens. 
The syste~ will have several :npress:ve capabilities. The req·.iire~ent 
fo:::- it was approved years ago. ~aybe we ca~ get t~e cost down so~e, but 
we car.'t p~t a pr:ce tag or. o~r secu:::-ity. Besides, the costs are :cw 
:or the firs:. cot:ple of years." What happe~s r:ext? Per:1.aps yocr staff 
can ~ncover a tech~:ca: Actilles teel in the design, or produce 
hdeper.cie:1t cos:. estirr.ates you'd be willi:1g to stand 0:1. Ever. so, an 
au=a of arbitrarir.ess w::: creep into tiecisions based prirrarily c~ 
cutL::1g ar.d fitting the defense progra~, w:th rr.ar.y such pieces, to a 
fixeti oudget. The perceptior. of a=bit=a=y, bt:dget-driver. tiecisions will 
u::idern:::1e be credibility of defense management, wr.ict partly explains 
the problerrs Secretary Weinbe!ge! had whe~ the budget stopped growing 
a::id his arr.bitiot:s progra~ had to be cut back. 

How rrt:cl:. better if yo~ were ab:e to say, "That systerr won't add 
ve.cy ~~c:1 to the capabilities ~eeded to carry o~t cur strategy. 
Eesicies, there are several other ways to skin that same cat (cor.ci.1.:ct t:"le 
mission) t~at give us rrore capability for the ~oney." ~h:s way yet: 
p=ovoke an assessrrer.t carried ot:t ir. terrrs of r.atior.al r.eeds ratter tl:.ar. 
Service preferer:ces, greatly i:1creasing your ability to shape the 
Pentagon agentia anti gene=ate the kinti of info=mation neetieti to suppo=t 
1•ot:r decisions. 

Ttereir. lies an important prir.ciple c:: defense management and a key 
ur.derlyir.g design criterion ~er the rrar.agerrer.t syste~s which serve t~e 
Sec=eta~y of De=e~se. If you a=e to exerc:se yot:r authority as requ:red 
by law, cont:::-ol the Per.tagor. age::ida, ar.d produce a credible de=e~se 
prcgrarr., yot: will have to see tc it that issues a:::-e fra~ed :er decisior. 
:~ ter~s that put you ir. t:"le driver's seat. This means dealing with 
tiefense rrissior.s that often cut acrcss Service lines ir. p~rs~it of 
national objectives. Tl::.er. yo·J a:::-e managing a ::1at:o::1a: exercise in which 
each Service is a part. Bt:t tte DoD is ~ct o.cganized ir: n:ss:c~ te:::-ms. 
If dec:_s.:_c~s get -:"raried in Arriy or Navy. or Air Fcrce terrr.s, the Service 
w::: clearly speak w:th g=eate= authority tha~ the Secretary:~ any 
tiebate abot:t the rrerits. Obv~cus:y, tiivitiing bt:dget c~anges by t~ree to 
give each Service :L, "s:"lare" of any increase or cut, t:"lo·,H/"1 f=eo_:uent 
pract:ce ir. tl:.e Pentagon, abtiicates tr.e responsibilities er.tn:sted to 
the Secretary of Defer.se, To discharge these respor.sibilities, yet: have 
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to get the bu~eauc~acy to play on the national tea~, not let tie~ call 
the shots. 

The kind of questions t~at sh~u:J dorrirate the Secretary's age~da 
flow fro~ tie elements ~~ st:ategy a~d :nissions. For a~ illust~ative 
tto~gt ce~tainly r.ot ex~aJstive list, see Enr::losur~ :. Wtile all are 
gooci q~estior.s, tr_is ::.st ~.:.:,ns jL1St a :e0,1 e:canrJ:es of t~e :nany 
questior.s that tave to :Ce .:-:'rr1u:at~d ar,d ar:s-.:ered ir, the precess of 
developir.g a strategy wit~ a natch:.~g set of force ?lans a~d 
capabilities. 

St:·ategy Je,,elop:nent nust 2<.:.11r,:, first b1cece1us1ce 1cefficier,cy in the 
defer.se progr~,m riepenri.s :.:·1 ti~,:, tirst ir1.star,ce '~:i er:st:rir:r2 tt,at only 
those fo~ce.s a~d we~p0n.s ar,:, burigeted -.:ti~t fit tte st:ategy ard p~ovide 
needed capab:.::.t:.~s. BLt jeliverin1 better valt:~ for the ta~pay~r takes 
mere. New weapons should a:tLally ~erk in the ::.e:.d and not t~ "gold• 
plat"'d~. (T~is is dis2ussed in .s0mewhat g:eate: 1e~t~ Le:~w). 
S•.1b:,t.a:1t.:.al effL,iet~,,ies '.~an also be fc.-.rn~J :.,, rJ:.::ere·~,t -.:ave: rA "doing 
bus:.:·1~ss. 11 A few -2.~2.n·pl-2.s a1-e :.iste::l i~, Er,r::l,Jc:ure- 2. TJ-,e-s:e "macro- · 
~tti2ie1'.ccy" 1SSL:es ti.0n 1 t .u·:.s~ L·um stratec;iy de·-Jel0prner,t a:id ·,;,.:.,r,'t 
L·d~l~le up fr,,11 t.l·.e ·cureau,.-::ra,.-::y. Yuu will he1·;1= to ~reate necha:i:.Sns t '_; 
~~i.se d~d 2o~sid,:,r .such :.ssu~s, eithe: thr::,ugh the ::,:ig::,:.:ig resourr::e 
~~ll0c:~~ti0n d~c:.s:.~':·1 p:0c:e.s.s ct: by spec:.d: task :'~rce. De,.::isir.,r,.s ·-,1::.:: be 
ci.i Uic:ult, irrplerrer.tat ior. e,;en ha:ci.e:, ard rrost ot the sa-.•irigs will co:11e 
seve::-al ye,us :.1 the fl:tl:ri'!. Yet, attacking these kirds of issues 
::,ff~rs t~~ 0nly ::-eal hope of :.-:;wer:.,g t~e deferse tudget with0ut cutting 
n1ce,:,rj,:,rj_ n:.:__:.ta.ry --::a9abiliti1ces, 0r cf getting 11.:::re -:::-a~,ili,ility :r.:::n any 
giver butig,:,t :__eve:__s. 

THE MANAGEMENT PROCESS 

:r d1=aling with t~ese quest~-::~s. arti the myriad details 0f sys~ems 
ar.d b~dr;,~ts, h0·,: ,;o the i,ecretc.ry ,n,:J Dep1.1ty i1,~t\:c1lly manage th<?. 
Departrr.er-.t? You 1et t·~1is rJ::,:-1,:c; thr-:; 1.1gh tl~ree dist.fret d<?.dsi0n p::-ocesses 
ttat are ofter c0ntus1=d in pucilic discussion. Ore qiv<?.s st:ategic 
directior. to the JCS and t~e C::,nni1ds to q~ide th<?. o:gani~ation anci 
employment of e;i.istin1 fo::-,-:es, rJfter: callsd cc:1:in,1-2:1c-y rlanning, It 
has a shcrt-ten1 -::r~e~ta.t~-::~ w~th the ~:cus :~ rr-2rdr~~g tc use ex.:..st.:..~g 
forces, if necessa::·y. A :;,:c;c::,:-d pr0-,,id<?.s fer f\:t\:re capabilities ar.d is 
usually ::·efe:·::·ed tc, a;; th,:, burj_q,:,t p:oc1::ss, N- tb-2 f':__d:n.:..:19, pro9ra:n:ni:1g 
a:1d budget.:..:19 systen (??3Sj . It -:::0•.;ers q.~ t0 '.:1 0: l; :.:.seal years at a 
ti:1e. The ttird, ·,is·Jc.lly r;;i,ll'o'd U,e acquisiti0n p·-:Jcess, na~ages the 
deve:-:::prrer.t and p::-ocu:::-ernent 0f :-1,:c;,-1 · . ..-eap0ns syst.<?.ms. It -::::te:i nust :-:::-:::k 
out 7-10 years, sometim1ce;; :__-;:·,ger. 

B-:::tt the Packa:::-ci Ccnri:.:;:;~~,:-1 1 :; r,:>,~·::imre1~dc1tior.s anci t'.'1e prcv.:..s.:..c~s of 
the Goldwater-~ichols defens,:, ref0r~ :__~g~s:__dt~c~ speak to some aspects 
of eact c~ these areas. Ttes~ r'o'm0ve any d.:::ubt ttat the Secretary is 
cha:::-geci with cc~tr-::::::__.:..~g, ration.;lizing, :~nd inte:·:·elating L'1ese L'1ree 
a:::-eas of defense decisior. 11akin1. Tre C·::i1~gress seems ciete:::-mineci to do 
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mo.:::e in the L1Lire to !:old the DoD leadersl:ip acco-.intable in a __ th.:::ee 
ci.cmains. 

Serre aspects of th:..s heighteneci attertior are new. Contingency 
p:a~~ir.g--defir.ed broadly to :..~c:ude the assigr.rr.er.t of missions a~d 
:orces to tr.e Corr.rr.ar.ds, plar.r.ir.g for rrilitary operatior.s, tr.e 
preparatior. of crisis rr.ar.agerr.er.t capabilities, and tl:e ass-.irance of 
sounci proced·.ires and necha:i:..sns for tl::e command anci cont:-ol of the 
n:..::_:..tary for:::es --is a time-honored professional rrilitary discipline. It 
has been largely ·.rnder the purv:..ew of tr.e Coint Chiefs c:: Staff (JCS) 
s:..~ce tie Jeoartment o: Defense was for~ed in :9~7. A 1958 law moveci 
the Sec:-eta:-y into the chain-of-commanci under the President, and took 
the JCS out. Sir.ce tr.er., the Cnifieci. and Spec:..::..ed Cor:'JF.la::-ids (wl:ose 
Ccnrr.ar.ders-ir.-CJ::ief are called, CINCs) report tc the Se:::retary, thrcugh 
the JCS (now t:'1e Cr.airrr.ar. of tl::e JCS s:..:ice Goldwater-:.Jichols) only by 
the Secxeta:-y • s assignment. B·Jt over the years, Secretar :..es of Defe~se 
!:ave rarely cievoteci ~-.ici e::ort ar.d attention to co~t:..~ge~cy plar.r.ir.g, 
ex:::ept in the area of command ar.d control of tl::e ll"Jclear forces. 

What's rew is the :..:is:..ste:ice that the Sec:-eta:-y take t~is on. 
Politi:::al gt:idar:::e is a key ingredient c:: strateg:..c dire:::tior for the 
employment of the fo:-ces. Tl:e professior.al military of a free soc:..ety 
expe:::t political guiciance, ever if a few do rot welcome it. Gt:idar:::e is 
neecieti on such topics as-the role expected of other nations; wiat 
wa.:::ning assur:ipt:..o::-1s to -.ise; wl:er. to plar. for rr.obilizatior. or make do 
wit.I:: active fo:-ces; wl::ere it is essential to avoici :::ast:alties, POWs, or 
collate:-al da'.llage; assumptions abo·.1t base access anci overfligit r:..ghts 
:..~ vario-.is circumstances; !::ow '.ll~C~ risk tc :-un of provoking the 
involvement of otl::er powers; tl::e relative priorities of differert 
corruni::men::s; which cases r:iust be handled sirr.t:ltar.eot:sly; w:1at 
geog.:::aphical constraints will have to be respected. Tl:ese a~d otier 
elements shou:d :Oe covered in yo-.ir operatior.al guidance to the .::-cs and 
the CINCs, as a :Oasis fo.::: the:..r developrr.er.t and yo·.1r rev:..ew of 
cc:it:..:iger.:::y plans, corr.rr.ar.d and control, ar.d preparations for :::risis 
management. 

L'1e PPBS was es::ablished by Secre::ary McNamara :..n the early 1960s, 
sl::ortly after the Sec:-eta:-y's powe:- over the purse was strengthened by 
tr.at sa'.lle 1958 A:::t. The basi::: iciea was to orgarize into rrissiors te:-ms 
the Secretary's dec:..s:..c:is or the p:-og:-ams of t~e Serv:..ces, so that 
alterr.atives and t.:::acieoffs cou:d be considered on a meaningful basis. 
The p.:::ocess was ~odified by Secretary ~aird ar.d Jeputy Secretary Packa.:::ci 
in 1969 with tl:e aciciition of st.:::ategy ar.d fiscal gt:idar.ce f.:::om tl:e 
Se:::retary to establisl:: direction for set limits on t~e Serv:..ces' prcgran 
prcpcsals, at the sar:ie time s:1ifting much of tr.e initiative fox p.:::og:cam 
cievelopment back to the Serv:..ces. Sec.:::eta.:::y 3rown added a Defense 
Resources 3oard chai.:::eci :Oy tl:e Deputy Secretary. The resulting process 
.:::emains today tl:e Sec.:::eta.:::y's pr:..~c:..pa: rr.ar.agerr.er.t mechanism :or 
assess:..::-1g the r.eeds fc.r military capab:..::..t:..es, evaluating tr.e 
alte:-native ~eans for ach:..ev:..:ig then, ard dec:..d:..:ig tie content of the 
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defer.se progra~ anci the bi.:dget, Tr.e PPBS captu~es all dec:'..s:'..e:i.s wr.icr. 
affect the defense bi.:dget ar.d, tr.ereby, provides the only unifying 
cor.text fox resource allocatior. decisio:is. The recent reforrr. e::orts 
have ~ainly exjorted the Secretary to use the process to :'..ts fi.:11 
potential in ~aking strategy, =erces, a:id budgets "rratcr.-i.:p." 

:he acquisition process received major attention from the Packa~ci 
Commission and Goldwater-:hchols. The =u:i.ct:'..e:i. has bee:i. ~eo~ganizeci at 
the Per.tagor. and mo~e emphasis :'1as bee:1 p:..aced or. adhering to gooci 
management practices ::i. weapor.s development anci proc~re~ent, 
strean:..::1::-1g the bureaucracy, a:-id cla~ifying lir.es of authority a:-id 
accountability. :we years later, many observers :Oelieve that the 
:'..:i.te:i.ded i~prove~ents are bare:..y discernible; there is certainly no 
ev:de:-1ce yet that program oi.:tcorr.es are better. Coir.cider.tally, cor.cerr. 
abeut t:'1e quality of acqu:'..,,:'..t:'..e:i. ~anage~ent has beer. he:'..ghte:i.ed by 
disclos·.1res of a:..leged illegal behavior by some cor.tractors a:id a =ew 
Se~vice c:v::..:a:i. officials. 

The top ~anage~ent process :or weapons acqi.:isitior. d:rect:..y untie~ 
the Secretary has not mate~ially cr.ar.ged =re~ t~at establisheci by Deputy 

Secretary Packard about 1970. Tr.e overall process :'..s ir.tended to ens·.1re 
that acq~isition projects are initiateci ar.d cond~cted to satisfy ~ission 
neecis rat~er t~an ge:ierat:'..:i.g tecr.r.ical solctior.s in sea~ch of a preb:..e~, 
i.e. si.:cccrr.bir.g to "tecl:r.ology-pi.:sl:." A Defer.se }i.cquisition Board 
oversees each incii viciual system, reviewir.g eacr. or.e at a series of 
milestones tied to the stages of system development ar.d preduct:'..e:i.." At 
each decision poir.t, L'1e system ma:i.agers are supposed to ciemo:i.strate 
certair. standards of tecl:r.ical p~og~ess a:i.d management practice before 
bei:ig a~~~orizeti to proceed :'..r.to t~e next phase. Good rrar.agerrer.t 
practices si.:cr. as unambiguous objectives tieci to ~:'..ss:'..e:i. :i.eeds, 
prototypir.g ar.d r.ardware derr.or.st.rat.ior., corr.petitior. ir. its various 
forms. independent cost estimates, exter.sive rea:..:st:c test::1g before 
high-:::-ate prodcctior., spec:'..a:.. procedures for cr:'..t:'..ca:.. sui:Jsystems (e.g. 
e:i.g:'..:i.es ar.d corr.plex electrodes), ar.d accountai:Jility in contracting are 
=reque:i.t:..y encou~ageci bet :ict always practiced, 

Because t.r.e acquisition decision precess is necessarily o~ganizeci 
areu:i.d :'..:i.d:'..v:'..dua:.. syste~s, eve:i. wr.er. considering trade-offs with 
competing systems, anci operates 0:1 a schedule tied to events in that 
particular system life-cycle, it cioes not easily maintain a broader 
pe~spective or. strategy anci corr.pet.ir.g de~ands fo~ resocrces. I:: is the 
~ight for~~ for e:-1sur:'..:-1g the efficier.cy ar.d integrity of "how we buy" 
de:e:-1se systems; it is r:ot a good for:.im :or ciecicii:i.g "what we b·Jy." '.:'he 
PPBS fills that latter bill. 

You will jave to de:..::i.eate nore clearly witl:ir. the Jepartment the 
major responsibilities =or "how we b·.1y" anci c:..ar:'..=y their relations:'1ip 
tc the PPBS. At· the same time, any effo~ts you ~ake to sta~p o·.1t 
illegal be:'1avior can't be allowed to interfere •,,·ith the good na:-1agene:-1t 
p~actices r.eeded to develop ar.d proc~re effective weapo~s at affordable 
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prices. And the discipline to adhe=e to those good practices needs to 
be strer.gtl::er.ed. 

Fo=tunately, as yot: undertake to ~anage all c~ tl:is, you have lots 
of help avai:able--from :,he Chairman, :,ie CINCs,the Services, ar.ti frorr. 
yocr own staff. Ur.fortcr.ately, r.ot all of tr.err will be able all tl:e 
timeto work a giver. isst:e from yot:r :Oroader perspective, or ever. be 
wLlir~g to acidress some isst:es you will consicier irr.portar~t--i:i. some 
cases tecause cf b~rea~crat-~c bias, in ethers due to lack of k:i.cw:edge 
ex access. Most o:: the pro?osa 1 s ::or ::orces and weapon systems wi 11 
cor.tint:e to come ::rorr. the Serv.:..ces. It .:..s much :"1ardex tc get a Servi::::e 
to adopt a program it didn't invent than it is to refcse tl::eir 
prcpcsa:s. So yo~ w.:..:: r.eed l::elp in developing g~idance tc ir.::::rease and 
shape tie cpt.:..c:i.s available f~om tie Serv.:..ces, ir. assessing options on 
tl:eir me~its ir. tie proper ri:ss:c:i. context, ar.d in making the t~atieoffs 
~e::::essary to ::.:..t within a~ overall budget constraint. 

One i~portant ar.d recently strengtiened source of help is the 
Chairrr.ar. of the :cs. The Gc-ldwater-Nicic-ls :aw riade tl:e Chairman the 
prir.cipal ri.:..:.:..taxy adv.:..scr tc the Secretary a:i.d the Pres.:..de:i.t, .:..:i.stead 
of t:"1e JCS as a ccriri.:..ttee. It also added a V.:..ce Chaicman to strengt:"1en 
the cross-Service ox "joint" pe~specti ve and c:"1artered the Cha.:..rria:-1 tc 
ativise the Secretary on reso·.1rce-constrained force p:a:-1s a:-id c:-1 
s:rategy. 71::e ccrrer.t Chairman and tie ~ew Vice Chairman have al~eady 
begun to perfor:n parts c:: thei= new cha=te=. It will be up to you to 
riar.age this cpgraded ~esou~ce to exploit its full poter.t ial. TJ::i s ,d 11 
take s~pervision and care::u: taskir.g to bring the Chaicman f~lly .:..~tc 
cielibe:-ations -c::i resource-constrained plans and progra.~s ~ nov,l 
::::ooperative tl::e JCS will be in suppo=ting Sec=eta=ial ~anage~ent of 
cor.tir.ger.cy planning re~ains er.tested. Overall, the exper.:..e:i.ce of the 
first couple of years with :cs reform suggests that yot: coulti get ~ore 
help ::rorr. this source than did yot:r predecessors. 

Like yot.:r yreo.ecessors, yo·.1 will have :o depend. most heavily on 
yot.:r own staff, and also on the Serv.:..ce Se::::retaries, for the civilian 
scpport. yo·.i need. The Service Secretarie.f can be o:: great assistance in 
providir.g insights into tie th.:..:i.k.:..:i.g bel:ir.d Service p~oposals, c~~er.:..:i.g 
ir.deper.der.t eva:uat.:..c:i.s, advancing you= inte=ests with their Service, 
providir.g political aci.vice, anti .:..rip:erie:-1t.:..:-1g your decisions. It will be 
you~ ciallenge tc keep tr.err on you~ team since pressures are stror.g to 
take c~ the cc:crat.:..c~ of tieir Servi::::e. For he:p that consistently 
adopts you~ perspective, yo~ will iave to ccu:i.t on your own staff. You 
::::ar. irr.prove the o_:uality of t:"1is suppcrt by ::::larifyir.g the =oles and 
~esponsibilities of certa.:..:-1 parts of L""le OSC, selectir.g well-qualified 
inci.ivici.uals, ar.d insisting that tr.ey bu.:..:d ·.ip staff ::::orrpeter.::::ies .:..~ 
selected areas. 
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DECIDING THE ROLES OF OSD OFFICES 

The new position of Undersecretary for Acq_uisition (USO/A) is by 
law the third-ranking off icial in the DoD. Rccommendec! by the Packard 
Commission, ar.ci. enacted int:(, law in 1986, this position has overall 
responsibility for thc~cquisit ion process. The Secretary 1.'ill need to 
make clear that the USD/i\ has complete responsibility and authority over 
najor syste:ns c:ievelC\pment. ill'.d p:o~~u:::ement with respect to "hew we buy", 
and that he is one of tile key advisors to the Secretary on "what we 
buy. 11 He has line responsibility for management of the basic research, 
acivar.ceci technology ,:_~1:c.~ m~1:k1\1eme:,t s·J!•P<:H t !•Grtir_,r:.s c.,f ROT&E f·Jr.cis (so 
ca:_led 6.1, 6.::!, 6.3.a, .~nd l;,5 ~-N.:..esi. And the offices responsible for 
develo:c-me:it test.in.:,·, pr(,Cllre~·en. po:_ie;y, >.)gist:..,;s, andC3.I, as l,.'ell as 
the J:..rector a~ Defense R~s~arch bnd E~gir.seri~g (DDR&E) ~nd the DNA, 
also report cii::e..::t.ly t:.o htr. Th:s, the Ur:d;::,rs;::,~r;::,t.ary s·:,c.-Jl:J :Oe 
delegated responsibility for the quality and integrity of all 
devel0:cme:1t: a:id pro..::ureme:i= projec=s, fox the pa:icy guidance 
controlling all other acquisition activities, for the de:::ensis- tis-d,nology 
kue, 3.t'.ci. :L-.r ~-;1e ~-31,a..:,·e~·er:t. (~f the RDT&E :::unds plc<C':;-6 ur:rJ,;,r J-,i s c:are. 
He shoLld co:it:rol t:~e milest:ore decisi~:,s f~r major syst~ms, subj,;,ct ta 
:Lrdir'g ~clvirg teer made availacile through the PPB2 and appropriate 
prior consultation with one of you. You will need to clarify and 
:eissue the ~~ilrter ~= t.~e G5DIA. 

Ore glbrirg gap in the USD/A's a~:~crity arises trom the 
Cor.gres3ior.~l ~r.3i3ter.c~ or. having the o:f~ce 0: operational.test ard 
9va:_,~,,.t~,x1 re~>ort to th8 S8u·et<iq..- and :h-2 ~:cn~ir-2.:os., but 11L't the USD/A. 
L19 OT&.E L.1r:ctio:·1 is a:·1 int':,qral part c,: th12 cie,,eh,p1T.s1:t pruc:ss..s. It 
rr11st b':e ,;ept irid<:ep<:enslerit o: the Services ~.:1at j17-vekr the ,weapons 
S/St9rns, b,~t sh,Juld nrJ: b8 d<::t01c:1eci frum an c,th12rwit,e int12gn1ted 
ac•-::u is it ion .,.,,1t h0 r it:,;. io~ s~oJld con.side~ urging C:~gress to ch&nge 
tje law so t~at OT&~ works Jr.ti':er t:je-day-to-tiay s~~ervisior of the~-· 
USD/A, wi:-_, ,Jire-ct ~·:c<:,35 tr; the ::iecretary, a1~ti wi~.h ~nderendent OT&E 
:::-epo:::-ts a'1ailable tc- •:;~,:-,gr02:;:;, 

r:,e [r.:;:.<:,rse•:r<:,tary fr;r Policy (1J::;D/F) i:3 te;::h1<;::,~Ly the four:.:, 
rank:..r.g o::Ec:~a:_ 0: the DoD. :r. :::eality, te~at:se ·:,i.s is a staff offi:::e 
with minimal :in8 authority, &nti te2a~s12 h~s p&y grad~ is one r.otct 
:ower, his statur9 rela:iv8 to the USD/A &~ci ths S-2rvice Secretaries is 
so~ewtat less. Konetheless, t~':e USD/P is :~e principal staff a.rm of the 
Secretary o~ pol:..t:..~~1-m~l~t~ry opera:io,s. Thi~ 0ffice sho~ld be 
a.ssig~ed the role of helping you manage the ,::orti:iger.cy plan:ii:ig 
process. The USD/P, w:·rkin•; cl'.::ssly w~th the JCS a:-id the Commands, 
should develop political gJiti~:-ice for you =0 ~ssue, and should je give~ 
authority :.o rev:..ew or. yo~r beh~l: all asrec:s o:: co:1:.inge:1cy p:_ann:..ng, 
commanci. a:::-:::·angements, ar.d r;0nt:r0l of t:1e2 :;:rces. You tr:.L :,,_ave to 
i~sist tiat tie JCS a~d th8 CINCs prov~d12 the USD/P adequate access to 
thei~ plans a~d data. Tje USD/P wo~ld also con~inue respons:..b:..l:..t:..es 
:or the DoD role in arms con: rel neyc,t idt :.ens, relat:..ons with allies anci 
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sect.:rity partr.ers, programs of secu~ity assistance and arns sa:es, 
ir.telliger.ce policy, and net assessne:1t. You might consider rena~ing 
the office--eithe~ Cnde~ Sec~eta~y fo~ Ope~ations or Jnder Secretary for y 
Political ~ilitary Affairs would be ~ore properly descr.:..pt.:..ve of its 
function. 

:te PPBS car. be managed by two offices reporting to the Sec=eta=y, 
much as has been the case at times in the past. The office of prograrr. 
ar.alysis and evaluation, with a brcade:1ed ciarter (anti appropriately 
renamed), would be respc:1s.:..b:e for the planning a:1d prograrr.rr.ir.g phases; 
t~e comptroller wo~ld na:1age the budget phase. Respor.sibility fo~ 
plar.r.ir.g ft.:tt.:re capabilities and analyzing progra~ a:ter:1at.:..ves s~ot.:ld 
be cor.solidated ir. PA&E, w~ic~ could then be renamed Assistant Sec~eta~y 
for Plar.r.frg & Programming or Plar.r.frg & Analysis. A full resource 
a:1a:ys:..s capability· should be recc:--1st:.. tuted, incL1ding =esponsibility 
:er analyzing manpowe= and :cg:..st:..cs req.1ire~ents. This will a::cw tie 
"nacrc-e-:-:.:..c.:..e:1cy" :..ssues to be icientifieci and examined. Tr.e office 
shcu:d tave an unconstrained analytical ciarter a:1d you will want to 
ensu~e it has access to all needed information. This office will be tie 
or.ly st.:bstar.tive staff suppo~ting you tiat ca:1 sta:1d er.tirely clear of 
ope=ational anti line responsibilities. Since it ias no axe to gr.:..:1d, .:..t 
car. adopt and st.:stair. yo~r point of view. If it also prcv.:..des h.:..gh 
qt.:ality analysis c: the iss.1es, ar.d pc:.:..ces t:'1e analytical quality 
prodi.:ced by ethers, it will be ir.vali.:able to you (as it has'been ir. some 
earlier adn.:..:1.:..strat.:..c:1s) . 

If yo~ plar. on a d.:..v.:..s.:..c:1 of responsibilities ~nder wh.:..ch the 
Secretary concentrates on policy and st=ategy, ar.d tie Deputy Secretary 
on operatior.al ~anage~ent, one possible allocation wot.:ld be :er 
Sec=eta=y Tower to supervise the contingency plar.r.ir.g precess, while 
assigr.ir.g st.:pervisior. of the ??3S and the USD/A's rrar.agerrer.t of the 
acqu.:..s.:.. t.:..c:1 process to Depi.:ty Secretary Atwood. YOU wv.1ld then r.eed to 
wo~k closely togetier ever t~e plar.r.ir.g phase in PPBS so that 
Sec~eta~ial th.:..:1k.:..:1g leads st~ategy deve:cpne:1t ar.d assu~es .:.ts 
coordi1~atio:1 wit:1 contingency __ planning. This arrar.gerrer.t wv.1ld also 
leave Secretary Toi,.rer more time for ou::.side ci.i.:ties .:..nvo:v.:..ng the 
Cong~ess ar.d the White Eot.:se, a,~ci for NSC-level issues st.:ch as arms 
con:rol. He would have to make it c:ear that the USD/A reported to 
Deputy Sec=eta=y Atwood. 

::1 the -:.:..:1a: a:1a:ys.:..s, na:1ag.:..:1g the Pe:1tagc:1, :.:..ke a:1y otier 
en:erprise, comes down to people. Ko amount of crga:1:..zat:..c:1a: 
c:ar.:..-:.:..cat.:..cr. or staff work ca:1 st.:bstiti.:te for intellectual :eadersh.:..p 
and management discipline fro~ t:1e top. Tr.e best crga:1.:..zat.:..c:1 and 
urocess can't ensure good ot.:tcorr.es, :Out can make it easier :or 
management to produce geed outcomes. 

11-L-0059/0SD/5723 
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Defe~se management will not ~e judged only o~ w~et~er the prcgra~ 
ca~ be cut a~d ~~t to a pc:~t~ca::y feasiLle budget level or abuses are 
=educed i~ the p=ocu=ement ot w~ap~~s syst~ms. It will matte= whether 
the defe~se leaders~ip can de3cr~be the U.S. role in the world, de~~~e 
how ~ilitary capabilities c0ntri~ute t~ that r~:e and to U.S. security, 
a:1d explain ·~1hy the f0~·c:es a1'.,j \•iedpor1.s iri th; LJ·Jget are a:1 effective 
a~d efficient way tc p~·o,/ic"ie ti'.<" nee:-Je:-J r;;:;!.,;:;°r;iliti1=>s. Ir.ope tr.is memo 
makes some small cont~·ibuti0n tor.-,;,.u·::I t:-iat Lroa".l.er "':;d. 
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ENCLOSURE 1: ILLUSTRATIVE QUESTIONS FOR STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT 

What stocld be the fLtLre r::e anci stape c~ the NATO a~~::.a~ce, 
especially if tie 3:v:~t thr~&t is reduced? Cocld a stronger 
Ecropear role be spec:~.'..ed? 

If corvertioral arms :eductions, or NA~O ~crce ertarce~erts, 
could relieve sa~ew~at t~e thre3t of sho=t-wa=ning attack in 
Eu=ope, w:1e.t. ,?.re the :r1p:.'..c3t.'..~,·.,., fr,r tr:;;: levels, deployment, 
and readiness :~ NATO t0~ces? 

What can be r~d::st:cd::y dot:e to c0unt~r & p0ssible Soviet 
::.rvasiar of I:an or ~urkey? ~tat force2 or ,y,te~s would be 
effployect? Given t.~e :.'..ke:.'..h::d of such an eue:1t, tow much 
sl'.'.)Lid ti'.e LT. ~3. !)[(•gram for thi2 e,,·entualit 0;·! 

What is the :ole of anj '.1eed ~:r forward-d;;:ploy;;:d J.S. ground 
t0:-...::es i1'. th~ P.:".::iti...:·? (:af". sorre redt:::::tiot:s te n1ad~ tr<.:,n1 
hist0:·i...:~~1 le,,eL::; anJ, it s::::, wt,at :::orrpersatit:<2 ddjustne:;ts in 
C.S. 0r l0cal toc2es w:u:d be ~rJ1ent? 

Fo: ~h3t missions d~ we plan to ~sett;;: ca::ie: t3,k fo:ces ·
the Na;iy? C0ult'i. s0me be acco:nr,lis:,e1 Ly rcder:;, :,~YJ-rd:;]e, 
hiq~ acc~r6cy weapcns instead? Wit~ w~at et~ect a~ ths 
:equi:ed size of the carrier force? 

In w~at scenarios w::::u:d t~e U.S. use the levels of ~crc:.b:e 
1,:nt:~' t,,:,rc::1,:s--Marines over the beac:1, p:~::~t:·oopers, sp8c:i;:,l 
assault.units--currently in o~r ~orce 8tructure~ 

What s:~r~ri0s C3~ be 3~e~ified :.~ which current er pro~ra~~ej 
f0r~es w0Jlti be i~ai~qcate to protec: C.~. interes:s? Wha: 
'"":peratior.al C:6.fJr3.biliti'?:-~ a.:·e ffissiJ~\;·? H0·i,.; cc··,11...i they l~t?. 
p: rJ ·,,, i rJ.r::r.i.? 

\•.i:-1at :.s ,Jut base-a,:c:-=,s::; r,::lan ·,wrld--.1icte·, 1:i:rnt capabilities 
w0ulti h1,:tig1,: against bas-=, rieni;:,l? ~~at opport~ritie5 cocld tte 
u.::i. p.,1rs.,1e t0 :.:-1cre3.,e our ability t;:. 0F'e~·ate wherever we 
might n~~d t0 ir the w~r:d? 

In each 3,:;~n~rio, whdt rr1le l1(> ·,•iE' 1?:-.p1?2t ~-ur sec·..1rity pa:·tne:·s 
to play? HrJ·~; ;;~1r1..1l'l tr:eir t,_,rce pL~nnin9 bl? :::oordir.ated with 
cur owr:? 

Given tte a:.r-3~per:.~r:.ty fo:ces in the Ai= Force a~d Navy, 
shcu:d t~e Ma=ine ~ir ~r~ be foc~~ej on ground attack a~d t=oop 
t~anspo~t? If good for tte ~arines, should the Air Fo=ce g:.ve 
ove:· its c:::::se ai: s,~pport n:.ss:.~-:·i t0 tte Arny? 
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In tr_e :ace of fi..;ti..;re threats anci ::::r_ar.gir:g n:..ss:..c:1s, cio we :1eed 
a diffe:::-ent Navy, ::::r:e less tied t:::: ca:::-:::-ie:::-s ar.d bL1e water 
operations, with more emphasis or. subr.tar:_:1es, a:1d witr_ si..;rface 
ships ciesigneci to operate in cir::::cwstar.ces wore -like those of 
the Pe:::-sian Gclf campaign? 

Dees the c:.irrent wiciesp:'.'eaci cieployment of r.c::::lear weapons ::::~ 
~aval s::i.ips serve U.S. lor.g term :_nterests? w:_1:_ ocr ~either 
Confi:::-m :,;ror Der.y p:::::_:_cy h:::::_d ·J.p? What alternative r.cclear 
weapons dep:_::::yr.te:-1t patterns s:i.o:.ild be consicie:::-eci, together with 
or separate :ron U.S.-Sov::_et arns co~1trol agreerr.er.ts? 

=~ both tte conventional and ~uc:ear :'.'ealms, tow can our ar11s 
cc~trc:_ planning and ::crce imp:'.'ove11ents oe riade complementa:'.'y 
anci mutually reir.forcir.g? 

~ow tioes techno:ogica:_ change af::ect strategy? Where would 
advar.ced capabilities ir. tr_e hands of adversaries call elements 
cf strategy :_:-it:::: q:.iestion? l•Jot.:ld projecteci 1~ew capabilities. 
make feasible e:erie~ts which teretofore were consicie:'.'eci too 
:::-isky o:::- costly, or si11ply i11possible? 

Wr_at strategic ciefense capabilities are feasible in tte ~ext 
ciecacie er so? Wtict or.es add to stability anci sec:.irity :_: beth 
sides r_ave them? 

11-L-0059/0SD/5726 
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ENCLOSURE 2: ILLUSTRATIVE MACRO-EFFICIENCY ISSUES 

The taxpayer ccu:..'-i b.a 1.::~tter SE:rved if tie DoD bi.;reai.;cra:::y ar:d 
the ciefense cont:act0:s we:e both subjecteci to p=essu:es to 
co~solidate operations and reduce overiead similar tc those 
t~at much of A~er:..c3~ tcsi~~ss ha! faced s~~ce the 1982 
recession. 

P.. star-: ha:::; be~n 1Ltd~ 01: clc-.sir,(J urif,E:eJed :Oases, bi.;t mere could ./ 
be done, espe:ially :..: t~e heaciqua:te:s stri.;cti.;res c= tie 
Services we:e scrut:..~:..=ed at t~e 2ame ti~e. 

Moderr: techn0l0gy C3~ multiply t~e wartirr~ effectiveness c= 
cielive:ed munitions. We usually take t~e be~e:~ts ~~ ~~creased 
capability rat~er t~ar: a srrall~r fore~ of costly delivery 
~latf0rms ta ria the s3me mili:ary job. 

Variocs ijeas have bee~ st~died for rec~~st~tut~~g the 
logisti:s supp~rt for combat for~e! ttat wo~ld Make ~aintenance 
3t~d SL:pply mc•re effe,:~t.i•,re in ,,'a:time, ar,:-J T"1~gr,t \·ie:_:_ S8Ve money 
111 po2.3C'2 t. i nl-2. 

Crnrper·.sat.ior~ f,~r enlisted per:::r,r:r:~l cc,.il~J ·ce adj1~st.~d tc· rely 
s0mewhat less on the pay tables t.tat. apply to a:.:. anci rror~ on 
spe,~i,,1 pays .~nj bon·-1ses :~r .,carce .sk~:.:..s, wit.I-: a lik~ly 
:eduction in overall budget c~sts. 

W•.TC tr·1c,ats :_,yJist:..cs support as :~ "national" 1e.s~~(i1:.sibility, 
ea,:h n,:;,nb,:;,r r,:;,:,1:;1:,n:,ible :er suvr0rt. of its own fQL~t?s. M,Y,•imi 
t0 t:.he se-=,rni:1gl.y s,:;,:1:;;ibl!:' ccn~~;pt r:,f "coalition logist ic:s" · 
,,u:,,;lr;l c·ffer gr,:;,.:it:.,:;,r :::0rrt::«t c.;;p.;;bility or .::·::ist .'3<3's-'ing.s, out. 
ldcts th~ n~~ded p~::..tical supp0rt, .av.a~ fo~ dev~l0pi~0 a 
:::i:;-?.:::ifi::: plari. 
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INSPECTOR GENERAL 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

400 ARMY NAVY DRIVE 
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22202-4704 

[NFOMEMO 
':' ... - : 1 • ·• ! I ~-:-

"' ... ~ • ... .. . • ; ¥'. 

;-·, - 05 • " ::;: u 

June 15, 2001 4:00 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

, ./) d .,J I .1 .. J 

FROM: Robert J. Lieberman, Deputy Inspector Genera], DoD/~.,. 4~-~.~-, 
SUBJECT: Response to Senator Grassley 

• To respond to your memo regarding a meeting with Senator Grassley and his 
request for information concerning an internal inquiry. 

• I have not met with anyone from Senator Grassley's office since March 19, 
2001. on a different subject. My Director of Audit Policy and Oversight, who 
conducted the internal inquiry into this matter, met with Senator Gras~ley's 
staffers in early l\fay. She provided them a copy of our internal inquiry report. 
At that meeting and in subsequent telephone conversations, one of the staffers 
(Charlie Murphy) asked for additional information and documents. 

• When [ as:,;igned the ta:,;k of responding to these reque:,;t:,; to the Deputy General 
Counsel (Inspector General). he reque:-ted the :,;taffer put hi:- reque:,;t:,; in writing 
for purposes of clarification of what informaticm was needed. Instead. the 
Deputy General Counsel received a letter. dated June 7.200 I, :-igned by 
Senator Grassley, delineating the requests. Because the requested data 
includes the names of over 3,600 DoD employees. we are ensuring that Privacy 
Act requirements are met. A re:,;ponse to thi:- letter i:- being prepared and 
coordinated with the Office of General Counsel. 

Coordination: None 

cc: Assistant Secretary of Defense (Legislative Affairs) 
General Counsel, DoD 

l(b)(6) 
Prepared by: Robert J. Lieberman. ______ _, 
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June 13, 2001 5:29 PM 

TO: Inspector General 

General Counsel·~ 
1'ow~l }toone 

cc; 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Response to Senator Grassley 

I met with Senator Grassley today. He tells me his office had a meeting with you 
within the last month and you have not responded to the meeting. He said you 
then told him you needed a letter from the Chairman of the Committee to respond. 

Please advise me as to what the status is. 

DHR:dh 
061301-38 

\ 
' 

11-L-0059/0SD/5729 
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INFO MEMO 
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/ _.~4 ..,:·..,_. 
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June 15, 2001, 12:00 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Gordon R. England. Secretary 

SUBJECT: Answer to SecDef qu 
Tunisia for a target range. Caul 

• The Ben Ghilouf range in Tunisia is not a suitable alternative to Vieques. Specifically: 

o Ben Ghilouf is a single mission bombing range (air-to-ground ordnance delivery). 

o Access to the range is limited to pa11icipation in bilateral exercises upon 90 days 
advance notification. 

o Range operations are limited to daylight bombing only. with inert ordmmce only. 

o By contrast, Vieques allows for realistic. integrated combat training and evaluation 
of major Fleet units across the full range of warfare missions -- land. sea. air. and 
amphibious. 

u Navy uses Ben Ghiluuf when it is available. For example. aircraft from the 
HARRY S. TRUMAN Battle Group participated witl1 Tunisian Air Force units in 
a bilateral exercise in December, 2000. 

• Defense Planning Guidance an<l current operational requirements dictate that U.S. 
Naval Forces be fully trained an<l ready for combat before arrival in theater. Delaying 
combat proficiency training until after arrival in theater reduces the flexibility and 
responsiveness of deploying forces and increases operational risk. 

COORDINATION: NONE. 

. J(b)(6) 
Prepared By: CDR Chns Noble. SECNAV OPA analys, ... _____ _, 
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15 June 20 01 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

Sub~ect: TUNISIA TRAINING RANGE: 

This responds to your 13 June question concerning use of a 
range in Tunisia instead of Vieques. The Ben Ghilouf range in 
Tunisia is not a suitable alternative to Vieques. Specifically: 

- Ben Ghilouf is a single mission bombing range (air-to
ground ordnance delivery). 

- Access to the range is limited to participation in 
bilateral exercises upon 90 days advance notification. 

- Range operations are limited to daylight bombing only, with 
inert ordnance only. 

- By contrast, Vieques allows for realistic, integrated 
combat training and evaluation of major Fleet units across 
the full range of warfare missions -- land, sea, air, and 
amphibious. 

- Navy uses Ben Ghilouf when it is available. For example, 
aircraft from the BARRY S. TRUMAN Battle Group participated 
with Tunisian Air Force units in a bilateral exercise in 
December, 2000. 

- Defense Planning Guidance and current operational 
requirements dictate that U.S~ Naval Forces be fully trained 
and ready for combat before arrival in theater. Delaying 
combat proficiency training until after arrival in theater 
reduces the flexibility and responsiveness of deploying 
forces and increases operational risk. 

Go;;~land \ 

11~-0059/0SD/ 
Gord R. England 
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Gordon England 

Donald Rumsfdd \J' 
SUBJECT: Tunisia 

TO: 

FROM: 

June 13, 2001 9:46 AM 

I am told that the Air Force uses Tunisia for a target range. Could we use that 
instead of Vieques? 

DHR:dh 
061301-1.1 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

William J. Haynes 

Donald Rumsfeld ·7~ 
June 18, 2001 

SUBJECT: IG Peer Review 

Please work with Powell Moore to make sure we handle this JG issue properly and ~q 
then get back to Sen. Grassley in an appropriate way. \ ..._, 

~~- ~ 

DHR/azn 
061801.1() 

11-L-0059/0SD/5733 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON 

JUN 19 DH 

Dr. Henry Kissinger 

Dear Henry, 

It is getting closer to August, and it is now 
clear to me that Joyce and I are not going to be able 
to make it up to Connecticut. 

I simply have too many big issues we are 
wrestling with here that it would be highly unlikely 
I could get away. 

Joyce and I do thank you for thinking of us 
and hope you have a terrific weekend. Maybe we 
can do it some other ti me. 

-----···-

_,,. 

P.S. Do call if you have thoughts or suggestions. 

U1110~ /01 
11-L-0059/0SD/5734 
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l(b)(6) 
TO: . 

FROM: 

Maj Damiano 

Donald Rumsfdd 3 

SUBJECT: Calendar: Kissinger/ August I 0 

April 5, 2001 10:40 AM 

Kissinger has invited me up to his place in Kent, Connecticut, on the weekend of 
August IO. He is having Charles Powell of the UK. There is an airport nearby. 

I will haw to get back co him on it. Lee's tickle a note for June J 5 for us to 
respond. 

Thank you. 

DHR:dh 
040501-Y 

11-L-0059/0SD/5735 



HENRY A. KISSINGER 

June 14, 2001 

Dear Don: 

("'-~····. 
(:·_= .... 

"'1r,.-..I f'HI ~ .... 
[-.,,:; ...... i { • ..J 

You told me to ask you again around this 
time about spending the weekend of August 
10 with us in Kent. Nancy and I would be 
delighted to have you and Joyce with us 
when Charles and Carla Powell will also be 
visiting. We hope you can make it and 
look forward to seeing you. 

The Honorable 
Donald H. Rurnsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 
The Pentagon 

Warm regards, 

)--7 
Henry A. Kissinger 

Washington, DC 2 03 01-100 0 

f't' ! ....... 
.·' 07 

TWEl\"TY-SIXTH FLOOR . 350 PARK AVF.l\UE . l\'F.W YORK. NEW YORK !0022 l(b)(6) 
i(b)(6) -----
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INT£~N"-TIONA.1.. 
St.CURITY l,,FFl,JIIS 

c:g.ef."tfc~ oi=':THE Ass1sTANT SECRETARY oF DEFENSE 
-.._!_.,·. ,.- • ::2:400 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHJNGTON, DC 20301-2400 
"':' .- ":' ft ., f ,... -~ f'"·t' 

L i. ..: . ~- • -~ ~ i::: Ii _., .... 

INFO MEMO 
1-01/006959 

June 14, 20016:05 p.m. 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
~~ ,~:1~ q 

FROM: DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY O FENSE l~..-l/ 
FOR EUROPEAN AND NAT FF AIRS 

SUBJECT: Response to Question 

• On 9 June you asked what meeting Ivanov mentioned he was invited to in 
Naples and said he would accept (Tab A). 

• Mr. Ivanov was refen-ing to the NATO Informal Defense Ministerial 
Meeting which will be held in Naples, Italy September 26-27. 

• In response to your request, we wi11 send Tom Miller copies of statements 
you made on Bosnia in the various ministerial meetings. 

COORDINATION: Tab B 

Attachments: 
a/s 

Prepared by: Scott Schless, ISA/NATO, .... !(b_)(_a) ___ 

~ 

11-L-00Wso15737 
U11190 /01 
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1:RoM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

Steve Cambone 
Lisa Bronson 

Donald Rumsfeld Y 
June 9, 2001 

Find out what the meeting that Ivanov mentioned that he was invited to in Naples and said he 
would accept. He said that during the Ministerial meeting in Brussels. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
060901.11 

11-L-0059/0SD/5738 
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I snowflake I 
·~TO:.> 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Lisa Bronson 

Donald Rumsfeld \) 

June 9, 2001 

Make sure you send Tom Miller anything I said about Bosnia in the various ministerials. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
060901.16 

11-L-0059/0SD/5739 
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COORDINATION ~q (),/If 
Special Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for Policy Matters:~r. Gallington 
Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Policy (Policy Support) Mr. Verga~ I 9 2001 
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense International ~ %-

Security Affairs ~~McConnell 

11-L-0059/0SD/57 40 



THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

The Honorable Pat Roberts 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 205 10- 1605 

Dear Senator Roberts, 

JUL 17 2001 

We have discussed the E11sworth Study a 
number of times at DoD. It is a very good piece of 
work. I do thank you for bringing it to my 
attention. We are certainly taking it into account. 

I understand Secretary Roche had a good 
exchange with you at a recent hearing. 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0059/0SD/57 41 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Powell Moore 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Pat Roberts 

May 29, 2001 5:00 PM 

You might want to draft a letter for me to send to Pat Roberts on the Ellsworth 
paper he was involved in and worked on. He has mentioned it to me twice. It was 
a good piece of work. 

Our people have read it, we are certainly taking it into account, and I think it 
would be nice to tell him that. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
052901-56 

11-L-0059/0SD/5742 
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September 10, 2001 5:56 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld <f}'{\ 
SUBJECT: Armed Forces Staff College 

Jim Roche has suggested that they abolish the Armed Forces Staff College. 
Apparently, they have a 16-week program that is worth about 4 weeks, and they 
could cover the same subjects in the Army, Navy and Air Force Staff Colleges. 

Please look into it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
091001-54 

-

U1272.5 /02 
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October 25, 2001 1:04 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: P A&E 

We have to fix PA&E fast. I am crippled. We need to start a search. I simply 

have to have someone, and my instinct is to maybe pull someone out from under 

Dov. 

Let's talk. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
102501-30 

......................................................................••• 

Please re.~pon_d_b:_y-==\:'\la)2~l,;;;;::;;;;;;== 

11-L-0059/0SD/5744 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Germany 

0)~~ 
October 26, 2001 8:54 AM 

I see that there is a split in the German government about whether or not to 

provide forces for the anti-terrorism campaign. 

If that is the case, why don't we get them to backfill us in Bosnia and Kosovo? 

They can feel they are helping that way. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
I0260l-8 

Please respond by __ lo-----1(,..............7,_..·D~----
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ACQUISITION AND 
TECHNOLOGY 

THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

3010 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301-3010 

INFO MEMO 

. , ... _') l 3 

July 26, 2001, I 0:00 AM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Mr. E.C. "Pete" Aldridge. Under Secret(i}~nse (AT &L) 

SUBJECT: Chemical ·weapons 

• With regard to your note (Tab A), the Russian initiative to destroy its chemical 
weapons stockpile is beset by a failed economy and poor management. U.S. 
assistance for these efforts is being managed through the Cooperative Threat 
Reduction Prograrn. DoD has been \vorking with Russian officials to develop a 
chemical \veapons destruction process and munitions processing equipment, upgrade 
a central analytical laboratory, and. most significantly, construct a chemical weapons 
destruction facility in Shchuch'ye (Tab B). This facility will use the Russian 
developed and demonstrated two-stage destruction process. 

• The U.S. Congress has criticized Russia for delays with construction-related 
requirements and curtailed funding for this program beginning: in FYOO. 

• To address the problem and demonstrate its commitment. the Russian government 
centralized all chemical demilitarization activities under one office to advance the 
program and seek foreign assistance. This has been perceived as a positive step. 

• The U.S. program has nine sites, one in the closure phase. one operational, five under 
various stages of construct1on, and two locations where ,ve will make a technology 
decision in FY02. In contrast, the Russian program has only one facility under 
construction. The Chemical Weapons Convention has a 2007 destruction deadline 
and the Russian program will require a full five-year extension. U.S. program data 
strongly suggests that we also need an extension. This will be determined in an 
upcoming Defense Acquisition Executive review. 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Pete Aldridge 

Paul Wolfowitz \[\ 

Donald Rumsfeld /~ l 

SUB JECT: Chemicals 

May 25, 2001 9:09 AM 

I notice the Russians are having the same problem getting rid of their chemicals. I 
wonder if we ought tu dday the timing and try to cooperate with the Russians to 
figure out hmv 1,ve can each do it 

Any thoughts? 

DHR:dh 
052.501-4 
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CHEMICAL WEAPONS DESTRUCTION FACILITY 

Project Objective: Assist the Russian Federation in eliminating chemical weapons through the 
creation of a Russian destruction facility at Shchuch'ye for nerve agent-filled artillery munitions. 

Shchuch'ye: A 5,460 metric ton stockpile of chemical weapons (CW) is stored at the 
Shchuch'ye CW storage depot, Kurgan Oblast, Russia. These include modern, nerve agent-filled 
munitions which are: in excellent, ready-to-use condition; for the most part, small and easily 
transportable; easily mated to delivery systems found throughout the world-both short-range 
missiles and artillery. The agents stored at Shchuch'ye comprise 14 percent of the total declared 
Russian CW stockpile and roughly 50 percent of the modem artillery- and rocket-launched nerve 
agent. Included in the munitions stored at Shchuch'ye are nearly one million 122-mm nerve 
agent-filled artillery munitions. 

Project Overview: The Cooperative Threat Reduction (CTR) Program provides, among other 
things, assistance for the design and construction of a CW destruction facility (CWDF) at 
Shchuch'ye to destroy approximately 800 metric-agent-tons per year. This facility will use the 
Russian developed and demonstrated two-stage destruction process. The Shchuch'ye CWDF, as 
planned, will be readily expandable to allow the Russians to scale-up destruction rates (to 1,600 
metric agent-tons per year). 

US Project Cost: CTR support to the Russian CW destruction facility effort has committed U.S. 
funding in the amount of $229.5 M (FY94-FY99) for the following: 

• Evaluation, optimization and scale-up of the Russian nerve agent destruction process; 
• Development, design, fabrication and testing of the munitions processing equipment; 
• Preparation of the Justification of Investment and design (working construction 

documents) of the integrated CWDF processes and facility. 
• CWDF site clearing, water drainage and preparation of the land for construction. 

Additional funding (FY02-08) for construction, equipment acquisition/installation, 
systemization, training, and start-up of the Shchuch'ye CWDF is estimated at S657.5 M. Total 
U.S. project cost is projected to be $888 M. 

US Congressional Action in FY 2000: Section 1305 of the FY 2000 National Defense 
Authorization Act prohibits the obligation or expenditure of FY 2000 appropriations, or any 
appropriations thereafter, for the planning, design, or construction of a chemical weapons 
destruction facility in Russia. DoD understands the Congressional action was taken largely as a 
result of concern about the slow progress by the Russian Federation in meeting construction
related requirements at the Shchuch'ye CWDF site and the lack of international assistance for the 
project. Substantial progress has been registered 1·ecently in both areas. 

US Congressional Action in FY 2001: Although Congress noted recent progress, they declined 
to lift the post-FY 1999 construction ban and restore funding for the project in FY 2001. 
However, in the FY 2001 authorization language, Congress did note the availability of prior-year 
funding that may be used to secure and eliminate Russia's CW stockpiles. Accordingly, on 21 
Dec 2000, DoD began site preparation activities for the CWDF using FY 1999 funding and will 
seek the lifting of the construction ban and $35 Min additional funding for CWDF construction 
in its FY2002 budget request. 
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COORDINATION 

OUSD(P) COL Baldwin July 25, 2001 
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-~ 
ASSISTANT ~c~lWV:BF otw~Ns~ - ··v·· 

2400 DEFENSE PENTAGON- --, 1 '"' ,., , , •• •r"i, '-' ~ 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301·2400 . AUG" 2 7'20~ 

INFO MEMO AUG 2 7 2001 
INTERNATIONAL 

SE(;URITY AFFAIRS 

August21,2001, 1540 
1-0 I /0 I 0069-APR 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Assistant Secretary of Defense. International SeciC\wrcrairs (Mr .. PetefoW·ioo\ 
Rodman,!(b)(6) t ,, ! "l 

SUBJECT: Australia-U.S. Submarine Statement of Principles 

• This memo responds to your comments (TAB 1) on the Submarine Statement of 
Principles (SSOP) between the U.S. Navy and the Royal Australian Navy. 

• The SSOP (TAB ~) provides for unprecedented free and open exchange of 
information and technology in all aspects of submarine warfare. 

• The SSOP language has been agreed to at the Flag level on both sides and will 
undergo final review by the Chief of Naval Operations before signature during: the 10-
12 September visit of Australian Prime Minister HO\vard. 

• The CNO and the Australian Chief of Navy will ~ign the SSOP. 

• Although the SSOP is a nun-binding agreement. it dDes provide impetu~ for Naval 
cooperation through other legally binding agreements such as Project Arrangements 
and Memoranda of Understanding. 

• Conclusion of the SSOP is nevertheless important to the Australians in light of their 
recent decision to select a U.S. solution for a replacement combat system for their 
COLLINS-class submarines. 

• This agreement is a good thing for U.S.-Australian security ties and is something that 
we should support. 

Coordination: TAB 3 

Reviewed by DASO/ AP Pl1J 2 4 Al ,r. 11fll1 

Prepared by: Peter Ipson, ._!(b_)(_a) _ ____. 

UNCPJISIFIED 
11-L-O~SD/5750 U 14526 / 01 



1snowflake 

July 31, 2001 7:21 AM 

TO: Peter Rodman 

FROM: Donald Rumsfetd"y~ 

SUBJECT: Statement of Principles 

In lhe meeting, you will recall that the Defense Minister of Australia said he was 
hoping lo have some sort of a statement of principles in September concerning the 
Navy. We better think through what that is going to be between now and then. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
073101-1 
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STATEMENT OF PRINCJPLES 

FOR ENHANCED COOPERATION 

BETWEEN 

THE UNITED STATES NA VY 

AND 

THE ROY AL AUSTRALIAN NA VY 

IN MATTERS RELATING TO SUBMARINES 

DRAFT AUS VI 26 JUL 01 
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RATIONALE 

The United States Navy (USNi anti the R,iyal Aumali:m Navy (RAN), herein referred 
to as the Participants, aspire to the defense of m111ual interesK We see a common goal 
in the employment of submarines to ad1ieve 1hese aspirn1ions and seek to achieve the 
maximum interoperability ,md sy11ergy of efforl. 

The RAN can make an irnpl)rtant contribution to !he knowledge base of the USN by 
providing highly capable die~d ~ubmarines for operation\ and exen::ise~ in shallow 
water environment:,.. The RAN b also able rn provide apprnpria1e supptlrl facilities 
for weapon firing,. signamn:: measun::ments, and forward suppor! of common systems 
or weapt1ns. In rnrn. the USN Ctlntribure~ to the 1ac1ical proficiency of the RAN by 
providing kiyal ,1pp,1sitio11 for submarine versus submarine exercises, h~sl rnnges and 
other e1.1uipment and facilities. 

Training and :tppl'llpriate ex.perience is vital fi.>r 1he attainment and maintenam:e of full 
tlperatitlmtl capability. The type llf training 1ha1 is mos! sui1able for instilling 
tlperatitm.11 capability is practical exercising at sea with other ship\ and submarine~. 
The USN ,md RAN can gain great mmual benefit from this 1ype of exercise 
cot1pcracion. 

The benefits dlilt c:u1 be gained from coopem1ive activi1ies can only be gauged by 
effective gathering of peninent d<1ta and e;,;,haustive analysis. Mutu.11 cooperntion in 
the field of wait'are data exchange would have synergistic 1:iendits in drawing the 
appropriate bson~. 

The appropriate bsons drawn from data analysb will form the qimulus for research 
and development. [t is anticipated that considernbk ,h.h'tmlagt: w1•uhl flow from 
cooperation into rese,trch projects de~igned to enhanet: the warfighting ability 1>f !he 
submarine forces of both navie~. 

The exchange of data and experiences on issues of mutual interest in sul:imarinc-s will 
benefit both navies and ~hould be encouraged as mud1 as possitik by !hi.' rl.'.~can:h and 
development organization~ and the operational for~e~ 1•f both navie~. 

DRAFT AUS VI 26 ruLOI 
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--------------------------------------·-·-·-·-·····- . 

PURPOSE 

The purpose of this Statement of Principl.:s (hereinaflt:r referred to as the SoP) is as 
follows: 

For both navies to assist i::a..:h other in providing fully i.:apable, ,ustainable and 
interoperable submarine force~. 

To engage in colbborJtive- ,lctivitie, chm will enh,tnce che ability of .~uhmarines to 
operate effectivdy in the prev,liling strncegic circum,cances. 

To share training opportunities w incn:J,c mutual skills in warfare discipline~. 

To facilitate partkipation i11 ..:ollahlll'ative ventures designed to maximize the 
Parcicip.mt~· Jdv.mtage in submJrine w.wfa.re in the region. 

To facili[J(e the exchJnge of test. evaluation and wa11"are d,1ta, plus the ,1nalysi~ of 
infonnatilm that thlw~ from this dat.1 i11 support of mutually determined objei.:tives. 

To maximize th.: mrnu:tl b.:ndits llf interoperability and the synergy of equipment 
proJucti,111 :md l.1gistks support which re~ult.~ from im:rea,ed opportunities for bolh 
r~111 ici pants· indu~trial ba~es. 

DRAFT AUS VI 26JULOI 
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SCOPE 

In implementation of this SoP, an<l where there will be no prejudice to the national 
security of either Parlicipanl, the Participants will use their besl efforts to: 

( l) Encourage the exchange of the following types of information: 

a. Details for lhe coordination of combined submarine exercises. 

b. Reconslruclion and analysis producls derived from combined exercises. 

c. Tactical capability development data. 

d. Advice on operational concepts that might increase the capability and 
interoperability of submarines. 

e. Characleristics of the performance and capability of submarines. 

f. Surveillance data, analysis and advice. 

g. Technical information that will advance the war-fighting capability of the 
submarines of both Navies. 

(2) Paci litate access to, and use of their respective facilities, equipment, and 
personnel as follows: 

a. Collins class submarines. 

b. Base facilities consistent with national policy for nuclear powered vessels. 

c. USN and Australian research, engineering. lest, and analysis facilities. 

d. Ranges. 

e. Defense scientific laboratories for the purpose of submarine research. 

L Loan, exchange, or purchase of equipment for the purpose of the staled 
objectives. 

g. Operation orders, doctrine, instructions, and guidance where these are 
necessary for the furtherance of the stated objectives. 

h. Exchange of personnel where all costs associated with travel and 
accommodation are borne by the parent navy of lhe individual unless 
othe1wise mutually determined by the Participants. 

(3) Cooperate in research, development, an<l engineering projects as follows: 

DRAFT AUS VI 26 JUL 01 
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a. Projects lo improve lhe acoustic characteristics of submarines. 

b.Projects to improve submarine combat systems. 

c. Projects to enable submarines to achieve their full operational potential. 

d. Projects to develop improvements jointly for .~oftware updates for a common 
combat system. The USN and the RAN intend to maximize convergence 
on software improvements with a goal of ensuring a USN/RAN common 
baseline, thereby providing cost savings and interoperability benefits to 
both Participants. 

MA~AGEMENT 

The Paiticipants will be jointly responsible for the administration of this SoP, 
including its periodic revie:w. 

Each Paiticipant will ensure the proper execution of their respective responsibilities in 
the management of this SoP. 

Visits necessary to accomplish the objectives or lhis SoP will be subject to normal 
visit clearance procedures and security regulations. 

DRAFf AUS VI 26JULOI 
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GENEN.AI. PN.0\'ISIONS 

The Participants recognize that the n1,1pera1ion and 1echnology transfer contemplated 
by this SoP will be executed in :LCCllrdance with the Participants' respective national 
laws and regulations. 

The Participants further re.:ognize that tedrnology tnmsfer is predicated upon the 
safeguarding of such inforr11acion exchJ.nged or ,hared hetween the Participants in 
accordance with the pnlViSilmS llf the :Lrrangemellls under which the exchange or 
.~haring occur~. le is J..:knowledged by the Participants. that they have the right to 
ensure to their llWII sati~facti,111 that their info1mation will be pro1ected before it is 
exchanged. B11th P:mkipants will use their best endeavors to coopera1e a~ fully as 
possible in the spirit uf thi~ d1K·l1mcnt with 1he undeNamling that the national security 
provisiou~. laws. regulations, and policies of both Par1ii.:ipan1s mus1 be rnmplied with. 

Thi,SoP is meant to he an exrre,sion of the Particir,ani..' fumre intemion to 
.:oorerme in mJ.tters relJ.ting to suhmJ.rines under .~er,,1rate exi,ting or new 
arrnngements appropri:Lle for the particular proposed cooperative activity, .mt! is ntll 

intended co be an .1gree111ent binding under internmional law. This SoPdoe, not 
est:Lblish legally bindi11g nnnmitmcms or obligations on either Navy, aml doe~ not 
creJ.te any right~. du(ie,, ,1r resronsihilicie.~ enforceahle against any person or entity in 
any court of law or equity, or he fore any Third Party. In addition, this SoP creates no 
commitment by either Partidpant to indemnify final product~. or 10 provitle oversight 
of, or assistance with, the other Participant's industrial activity or contrarting with 
U.S. m Australian in<lu~try. 

DRAFT AUS VI 26 JUL 01 
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! 
! 

TERMINATION AND AxlENDMENT 

This SoP will remain in effel'I t~1r 5 year\ unless lerminated or amended, and will 
be examined by both Partkipants at that 1ime with a goal ofrenewal. 

DRAFT AUSVI 26JULO£ 
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EFFECHVE DATE 

This SoP will enter into etl'ect on the date of la~t signature Df the Participants. 

Signed (in duplicate) by the Juchorized repre~entative, de~ignmed below: 

FOR THE ROYAL AUSTRALIAN NAVY FOR THE UNITED STATES NAVY 

Signaturt• Signature 

Name Name 

Title Title 
--

Date Datt 

Location Localil)ll 

DRAFT AUS VI 26 JUL O I 
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COORDINATION 

Under Secretary of Defense for Policy lMr. Douglas J. Feith) 

Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense, International 
Security Affairs (Peter C.W. Flory, !<b)(6) I 

AUG 2 81001 

~'I 
2 4 AUG 2001. 
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November 12, 2001 3:32 PM 

TO: Powell Moore 

cc: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: 

.,1' 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ ; 1 

SUBJECT: Christmas Cards to Members of Congres;/ 

I 

Joyce wonders if we ought to send any Christmas 9'rds to any members of the 

House or Senate, or to the press. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
111201-5 

I 

/ 
I 

/ 
................................•• , ............•......................... 

/ 
i 

Please respond by ________ _ 

Jzc#e/
~J~~ 

~hJ t''Oc.< /o .fe.-.._/ Cuch. 

j/, J /J o /e n fich_/ · 

J};li 
11/tt-1 

Ul4692 02 
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FOR: 

FROM: 

THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1300 

UNCLASSIFIED 

ACTION MEMO 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

Powell Moore, Assistant Secretary of Defense for Legislat 

SUBJECT: Christmas Cards to Members of Congress \ 

• If you and Joyce plan to send Christmas Cards this year, I recommend that 
the list include both Members of Congress and the press. 

• Legislative Affairs will provide you with a complete list of names and 
addresses for all Members of Congress, highlighting the ones we 
recommend that should be included on your list. 

• Public Affairs should develop a press corps List, 

• We will also provide you and Joyce with any other support that may be 
necessary to complete your Christmas card mailing to Members of 
Congress. 
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November 19, 2001 11:30 AM 

TO: 

FROM: Donald Rumsfcld tJ. 
SUBJECT: Thank You Note 

Let's get a thank you note off to Bigger and the Africtin-American woman who 

co-chaired that function for women chat I spoke to. 

Thanks. 
/ 

I 
/ 

/ ., 
I 

~• I 
111901-15 : 

( 
I 

' ···········································7·· ......................... . 
Please respond h}' --/ 

d-d}-J 

I 

) 

U14721 02 · 
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1-2001 13:50 OASD LEGISLRTIUE AFFAIRS 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1 300 

l(b)(6) P.03/03 

I) 
LEGISLATIVE 

AFFAIRS 

November 13, 2001 

The Honorable Judy Biggert 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 205 15 

Dear Madame Chair: 

On behalf of the Secretary of Defense, I would like to thank you for your visit to 
the Pentagon with your colleagues from the Women's Issues Caucus. 

We truly appreciate your interest and recognize that your cooperation is an 
important element of bipartisan support for the policies of the President and the Secretary 
of Defense. We especially welcome your interest in the restoration of the Pentagon and 
in promoting a better understanding of the brutality of the Taliban regime. 

If you ever need any assistance with Department matters or wish to share your 
ideas and view5;. please do not hesitate to contact me e Marv Beth Carozza. Deputy 
Assistant Secretary for Legislative Affairs (House) at (b)(6) I. 

Powell A. Moore 
Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Legislative Affairs) 

11-L-0059/0SD/5764 
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November 20, 2001 2:05 P.M. 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

:~ARKE 
Thank You Note 

Attached you will find a copy of the letter that Powell Moore sent to all participants in the 
Women's Issues Caucus. Let me know if it is necessary for me to also send a thank you letter. 

Attachment 
As stated 
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jsnowflake 

November 26, 2001 2:22 PM 

/ 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Central Time 

Please find out what. timt it. was in Chicago when th.: 

Harbor. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
l l1601-17 

··························-·············································· 
Please respond by---------

I 

I 
I 
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November 26,200 1 

/ 

MEMO TO SECDEF 

From: Di Rita 

_ The Pearl Harbor attack occmred ar 7:55 a.m. in Hawaii. 

That would have made it 12:55 p.m. in Chicago, December 7. 

11-L-0059/0SD/5767 
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(b)(6) 

Dear Dr. Hicks: 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON 

OCT 22 2001 

Thanks so much for sending me your paper, "Beyond 
Mad: Toward a Seamless Deterrent." 

You were thoughtful to send it, and I am pleased to have 
the benefit of your expertise on the subject. 

With my best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

I.-

U17757 
11-L-0059/0SD/5768 
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I snowflake September 27, 2001 7:58 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld y, 
SUBJECT: l(b)(a) I Letter 

Please get this letter from J,_<b_)<_5) _ _,! answered. I have kept the paper to read. 

Thanks. 

Attach. !(b)(a) 1 9/10/01 letter 

DIIR:dh 
092701-3 7/21 

~ .ff!VT-

ft?-a,c ct"/f .A~~ · 

~j_1L~L_ 
l.alTY Di Rita 
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(b)(6) 

September 10,200 l 

The Honorable Donald H. Rumsfeld 

Secretary of Defense 

1000 Defense Pentagon 

Washington DC 20301- IOOO 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

We have met, the last time when my wife and I were guests of Harold Brown at a Rand 

Director's dinner, but we have had little personal contact. Anecdotically, with the 

recommendations of Albert Wohlstetter and Andy Marshall, I hired Jim Roche to head the 

Northrop Analysis Center, when you also were considering him. And, my wife and I had your 

seats at the Gala during President Reagan's first Inaugural when you were unable to attend 
(thank you). Tom Korologos was able to work through the chaotic reservation situation. 

To give you a feeling for my background, with the exception of the years spent at the 

University of California at Berkeley receiving my PhD in Nuclear Physics, I have been 

involved in defense related activities since I was an Army First Lieutenant during World War 

11. I have had technical and management roles at Boeing and Northrop, served as a Director on 

the board of three Defense Companies, and chaired or served on Task Forces of the Defense 

Science Board for the last thirty years. I also have and continue to serve on advisory panels for 

the National Laboratories. And, most importantly to me, I served during the second Reagan 

Administration as Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering. 

l only present my background since it is the foundation for my enclosed commentary "Beyond 

Mad: Toward a Seamless Deterrent". I hope you will find the paper useful. I believe that it is 

consistent with the statements made by both you and President Bush and expresses the issue of 

deterrent in an important way. It strongly supports the purchase of additional B-2C bombers. 

11-L-0059/0SD/5770 



Many of us are totally supportive of this Administration's position that a major change is 

required in our military services if we are to be prepared for future threats - so different from 

that of the Cold War. At the same time those of us with Washington experience recognize the 

difficult task you face in dealing with the super sand boxes of Congress, the Military Services, 

and the Defense Industry. Many of these supported systems are really social welfare programs 

that bring jobs and votes. The real hope for the necessary change is for an increase in the 

Defense budget. As you know the defense budget percentage of the GDP has gone from 6% 

when I was USDRE in 1986 to the present 2.9%. Yet, Defense is the one governmental 

responsibility that only the Federal Government supports. 

Recognizing that you have to deal with your share of megalomaniacs, I am somewhat 

embarrassed, since I'm not of that ilk, to relate the following success while I was Under 

Secretary. However, it makes a point that I trust will be helpful to you. 

I began to develop the technical capability in Stealth at Northrop during the Sixties and continue 

to believe in its great importance. In that period before I left Northrop to become USDRE, I 

focused on the B-2 bomber and paid little attention to our efforts in the competition that resulted 

in the F-22 fighter. However, when I went into the Department in the late summer of 1985, I had 

to focus on that program since the proposals were due in about one month. I was astonished to 

find that the requirements for stealth were completely inadequate. Since it was clear technically 

that it could be a stealthy fighter, what had happened? Those in the Air Force without the 

necessary knowledge had had experience with the F- 117 fighter that, while stealthy, had poor 

aerodynamic characteristics. They wanted a high performance fighter. But the B-2 bomber 

incorporating a new generation of stealth technology had proved that an aircraft could be both 

stealthy and efficient. 

As a result T forced a four-month delay in the competition and changed the specifications to 

require a stealthy fighter. The reaction was world class. All of the senior civilian and military 

leaders of the Air Force castigated me. Those in the Congress with the proper access demanded 

an explanation, and those companies in competition with Northrop accused me of conflict of 

interest because of Northrop's experience with Stealth. As you know from your own experience, 

I had made a great financial sacrifice in coming into government and had no financial ties to that 

company. Only the program's classification prevented a front-page attack in the New York 

Times or the Washington Post. 

But I held firm. No one could justify building a non-stealthy fighter when we had F-15s and 

F-16' s. As you are we 11 aware, the Air Force now is using the F-22's stealth as an argument 

against the group calling for its cancellation. (Note that from an acquisition stand point the first 

development contract for the F-22 was signed in 1986.) General Joe Ralston, then a colonel, 

can confirm my actions. 
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Surprisingly, when the dust had settled, T received a visit from the Vice Chief of Staff -
representing the Air Force - who commended me for my action. 

I bring this issue up because I believe that the Air Force is just as remiss in understanding the 
importance of long-range force projection and a stealthy bomber- centric force. I believe that 

the arguments in my paper are valid, and that the Senior Leadership and their consultants are 
just as incorrect as those in my time. I have known, supported. and admired Jim Roche and 

Lan-y Welch for twenty years. but they are missing the point as badly as the Air Force did 

sixteen years ago. 

You have pointed out that major lllil icary impact,;, can be made with a ,;,mall percentage change 
of the force. I fully believe that proceeding with the purchase of the B-2C will give that 
impact. The Navy and the Anny haw lllttch co do to meet the new requirements, but the Air 
Force should have a m,tjor role in the deterrent force. 

We have seen the last ten years pass with little effort to change our military force to meet the 

new requirements. It \\-'ould be a tragedy for the Nation's future if the Clinton Drift were 

allowed to continue through this Administration. 

(b)(6) 

The stealth capability of the B-2C is sometimes questioned. Dr:-. John Foster & Bill Perry 

were the original chairmen of the Red Team concemed with thir,. isr,.ue. Dr. For,.ter recently has 
been thorou hi briefed on this subject and would be an excellent reference if you were 
concerned. (b)(6) 
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PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000 

INFO MEMO 

December 3, 2001- 9:00 AM 
DepSecDef __ _ 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: DAVIDS. C. CHU, UNDER SE~RY OF DEFENSE 
(PERSONNEL AND READINE ... ~4dJ,cf _. ti~DEC - 4 200! 

SUBJECT: An Update on Tracking "Lost Days" 

• As reported to you in July. we have worked with Rny DuBois to cnrry out your 
instru~tion that a ''lost dav" tracking web site be established (Tab A) . ., ... 

• For civilians, these data ;;:m nov,1 be viewed al https://www.dmdc.osd.mil/ltwi/owa/cop. 

The data show that the Departm~m has a lost dny rate of approximately "34." 
This m~ans that ltll' the November 3, 2001 pny period, the Department lost 34 
workdays for every 100 wmk years. Put another way, we have about 1,300 
employ~es out of our 665,000 civilian workforce who have lost nn average of 
seven days of work due lo job related injuries during lhis time. 

• Our current data also indicate that the Navy has the highest rate (45) and the 
Air Force the lowest (26). These data are preliminary: we ,viii refine lhe 
metrics as we finalize and validate the web site. 

• We are working to develop a similar metric for tracking military lost time 
using the Defense Medical Surveillance System. We have a prototype targeted 
for spring 2002. 

• ALCOA appears to calculate their lost day rate somev..-Jmt differently than 
DoD; however, initial analysis indicates that our lost day rate is considerably 
higher than theirs. We seem to have room for improvement. 

• Ray and I will bring the availability of these data to the attention of the Senior 
Executive Council. 

COORDINATION: Ray DuBois 7?J{J , .. J•/oi 

Attachments 
As stated 

ft 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

4000 DEFENSE PEN,AGON 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 2qao 1-4000 

INFO MEMO 

SECDEF HAS SEEN 
JUL 2 6 2DD1 

PERSONNEL AND 
Rll!:ADINESS 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: David S. C. Chu, Under Secretary of De~ense Personnel and Readiness) 
"t6(d, cz. c3~~4'-d!--c, I 

SUBJECT: Status of Tracking "Lost Days" for Do 

• You asked us lo ensure lhal we could lrack workdays lost lo injury as Paul O'Neill 

had done with ALCOA. This is a quick status of our efforts . 

• Working with Pete Aldridge's safety office, we have made quick progress toward 

capturing these data. Currently, our civilian personnel office has ready access to the 

amount of time lost lo injury for our civilian workforce as these data are gathered 

from payroll records. 

• We do not have as ready access to capture the time lost for our military as lhe payroll 

records do not directly record this information. Instead, we expect to use accident 

records from the Service safety centers and DoD hospitals to develop a good metric of 

the time lost. The attached update to the Air Force charl presented you earlier 

illustrates why this is imporlanl: The Air Force estimate is much lower than the 

estimate from hospitalization records alone (and these in turn will not capture all 

workdays lost). 

• As to disseminating this information, the Air Force is developing a web based tool to 

capture many of these safety metrics. We have established an IPT to consider this 

system as well as others to implement quickly lost workdays tracking. 

COORDINATION: USD(AT&L) 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Joseph J. Angello, !(b)(a) J. 
11-L-ooiiso1s774 
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!snowflake 

TO: David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld l\ 
SUBJECT: Lost Day Rate 

June 25, 20011:03 PM 

Let's require that every one of our units give us a "lost day" rate like Paul O'Neill 
suggested, and let's think of starting to put it on some sort of a web so everyone 
can see it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
06250 1-2 I 

__ ,., u~ocr= 

1-e-, ;7~ . ;; #cz/J 
JJ.U 
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VIA FACSIMILE 

TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

FROM: Donald Rumsteld ( 

Thanks for the kind \vords in Tht WaJhinxton Post! 

Regards and good fishing, 

DHR:dh 
0111)7{)1 -14 

August 7, 2001 12:02 PM 

FAXED 
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Genghis Khan 

101!,0 1100 

October 29, 2001 2:56 PM 

Attached is a paper on the subject of Genghis Khan written by the President of 

Kansas State University and sent to General Myers. I found it interesting. It is a 

quick read-you might enjoy it. 

Very respectfully, 

Attach. 
10/12/0 1 Wefald ltr to CJCS plus attachments 

DHR;dh 
102901-26 
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October 12, 2001 

General Richard B. Myers 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
Department of the Air Force 
The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20330-HlOO 

Dear General Myers: 

!~STATE 
Kansas State University 
Office of the President 
110 Anderson Hell 

l(~l1M"' KS "'1 <112 

I look forward to :.-.c-eing yuu ~H lhc- foutball game- between the University of Kansas and Kansas State 
University. I hope that you and your wife. Mary Jo, and your key aids can stop by at our house about 
45 minules 10 ~m hour after lhe game- for hlWS J\)euvres, cookies, and coffee before you embark on your 
lrip back to \Va:.-.hington, DC. It would be fun to catch up on what is going on in the world, especially 
in the Near East. 

Meanwhile. l am sending you a copy of a paper l wrote on Genghis Khan and the Mongolian Horde 
several years ago. As you might know, Genghis Khan became the greatest empire builder in the entire 
historJ of the world. Wilh unly horse~, bows, ~mows, and sabers, ~md without guns, tanks. jeeps. plane~. 
helicopters, and night-vision goggles, Genghis Khan and the Mongoliim Horde turned the world upside 
down. They conquered the great stales and empires of China, the old Persian Empire. much of India. 
Russia, and much of Eastern Europe. 

Genghis Khan's empire extended east to west from the China Sea almost to the Baltic Sea. Khan·s 
empire e/1.lended for about 6,000 miles from east tu west and 2.000 miles fwm south tu north from lhe 
Persian Gulf to Siberia. In short. his empire extended from the tip of Korea and Pekin:;. China to 
Cracow in Poland and Breslau in modem-day Germany up to about the Oda River. 

Genghis Khan took six warring tribes in Mongolia and united them into one huge army of about 200,000 
men on horseback. It became the finest Calvary in the hi:-.tory of the world. They were virtually 
unbeatable. Many military historians claim. and I tend to agree. that the l\fongol warriors might very 
well be the toughest and most ferocious soldiers in history-with the exception of our 46,000 special 
forces. This is what Harold Lamb said about the Mongol warriors that moved west to conquer the Old 
Persian Empire in the spring of 12 19: "Forging ahead in the uner rnld l)f high Asia a qumter million men 
endured hardships that would have put a modem division into the hospital. .• " 

The reason I am sending you this paper on Genghis Khan and the Mongol Horde is so that you 
understand that the so-called Afghan soldier-warrior has been beaten in the past 1000 years. As you 
know, since September 11,200 I, there has been talk about the Afghan fighter as unbeatable. We know 
that at least twice in the l 91hCentury the British failed to subdue the Afghan nation and its fighters and 
have that territory as a full-fledged segment of the British Empire. We also know that the USSR invaded 
Afghanistan in 1979 and put about 100,000 troops un the ground. Yet, 10 years later, the Soviets had 
to withdraw. Thus, the Afghans have the image as being unbeatable. 

In the spring of 12 19. as you will see in my ern.::lo:,;ed pape.r. Genghis Khan gave the orders to his Mongol 
Horde to start preparations for the invasion of the Persian Empire. To go from the Mongolian Steppes 
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General Richard B. Myers 
October 12, 2001 
Page 2 

and the Lake Baikal area to present-day Afghanistan would be about 1500 miles. This is a huge trek for 
200,000 troops on horseback-let alone a modem-day army with planes and helicopters. During the 
1500-mile march, the Mongols lived off their sheep and reindeer herds and lived off the land. 

The head of the Persian Empire, the Shah Muhammad, had over 500,000 troops. The Mongols and the 
Persian forces first met up in what we call present-day Afghanistan. Using brilliant strategy somewhat 
reminiscent of Operation Desert Storm in 1991, Genghis Khan attacked the Afghan warriors of the 
Persian Empire in Afghan cities that we know about today-including Merv, Herat, Bamiyan, etc. In 
February of 1221, the Mongol warriors attacked the Afghan city of Merv. The Mongols killed over 
500,000 Persian-Afghans. Jn March of L22 I, the Mongols attacked Bamiyan and killed over L00,000 
Afghans. Ju November of 122 I, the Mongols attackedHerat and killed well over 200,000 Afghans and 
destroyed the city completely. In about a one-year period, the Mongols killed well over I million 
Afghans and literally destroyed those fair1y advanced cities of the Middle Ages in Afghanistan. 

Quite frankly, it probably is true to say that the Afghan civilization of the 13111 Century never recovered 
from the Mongol Horde of L22 l and 1222. To this day, there is no basic industry or basic agriculture 
in Afghanistan. 

Now, the Afghans that make up the Taliban regime will be facing the greatest military force that they 
have faced in about 800 years. They had better be ready. The Taliban regime and Osama bin Laden will 
regret that they ever reawakened the Sleeping Giant called the United States of America. WE will be 
approaching the Taliban and its troops with the same ferocity and determination of the Mongol waiTiors 
of the 13111 Century. I read an e-mail concerning your visit to the Quantico Marine Base about several 
weeks ago. J read where you were demonstrating your shooting skills. I also appreciate the response 
of what the Marine said to you when you asked him how he could calibrate how long it took to fire six 
to eight rounds. The Afghans will soon be facing that same ferocity from our troops in the very near 
future. 

J hope you have a chance to read my paper. You will love it. 

dh 

Enclosure 
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GENGHIS KHAN AND THE MONGOLIAN HORDE: 
AND THEJR IMPACT ON WORLD HISTORY, ESPECIALLY RUSSIA 

By Jon Wefald 
President, Kansas State Unh·ersity 

Spring 1998 

I. GENGHIS KHAN AND THE MONGOLIAN HORDE: AN INTRODUCTION TO 
THE STATE OF THE WORLD IN 1200 A.D.-OR ABOUT 800 YEARS AGO
DURING THE SO-CALLED DARK AGES: 

A. Only about 350 million people in the world-compared to almost 6 billion today. 

B. Most people lived only to be 25 years old. 

c: Most people were always hungry and malnourished. 

D. Vast bulk of people were agriculturalists or nomads. 

E. There were millions and millions starving to death. 

F. The only source of energy and power came from the muscle power of animals 
and people. 

G. Freedom-as we know it--did not exist and servitude was commonplace. 

H. People literally did not know where they were-east or west and north and 
south-and would not know until after the era of Christopher Columbus in the 
late 15th Century and early 16"' Century. 

I. There were no great civilizations in 1200 A.D. With the' exception of some 
church scholars, the greatness of ~ and Athens wellr long forgotten. e 
glories of Greek City States and the Roman Empire dated from about 500 B.C. 
to 500 A.D. From this point to the 121h and 13"' Centuries, the world regressed 
into the Dark Ages. 
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n: There were onlv 2 dominant civilizations in 1200 A.D.-

A. China 
B. Islam 

1. China-was the most advanced and ancient civilization. 

2. Islam was supreme from India and the old Persian Empire to today's 
Middle East, North Africa, and even Spain. 

3. Christian Europe was, as a writer for The Washington' Post said in a 
1995 article, "A backwater. A bunch of fiefdoms, bishoprics, baronies. 
The Holy Roman Empire was the poor man's version of the real thing. 
No one would have gambled a 1000 years ago that the Christians of 
Europe would go on to colonize (dominate) the planet." 

C. But a new Empire was about to arrive. Indeed, the new Mongol Empire that 
arose about 800 years ago changed virtually everything. 

I. THE STORY OF GENGHIS KHAN AND THE MONGOL HORDE: 

IL 

A. In his excellent book on Genghis Khan; Emperor of AH Men, Harold Lamb says 
this: About 800 years ago, "A man almost conquered the earth. He made 
himself master of half the known world, and inspired humankind with a fear 
that lasted for generations. In the course of his life, he was given many names
the Mighty Manslayer, the Scourge of God, the Perfect Warrior, and the Master 
of Thrones and Crowns. He is better known to us as GENGHIS KHAN." 

B. The Mongols said of him: "One sun in heaven, one Lord on Earth." 

C. The Great Khan came to feel that he had a mandate to rule the world. As 
Harold Lamb puts it: "Indeed it is difficult to measure him by ordinary 
standards. When he marched with his horde, it was over degrees of latitude and 
longitude instead of miles; deserts were peopled with the fleeing and dying; 
when he had passed, wolves and ravens often were sole living things in once 
populous lands." 

How difficult is it to measure the importance of Genghis Khan? 

A. From 2000 B.C. to 1227 AD. or between the time of Abraham to Genghis Khan, 
we can list conquerors and emperors like Ramses II, Xerxes, Alexander the 
Great, Hannibal, and Julius Caesar. Genghis Khan exceeds them all as a 
conqueror and even as a general. Khan's Empire becomes twice the size of 
Alexander the Great's Empire and lasts much longer. 

2 
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.. 
B. How about the period from 1300 A.D. to the present? We can name generals 

and emperors like Frederick the Great, Napoleon, Suvorov, Bismarck, Hitler, 
Rommel, Stalin, Eisenhower, Patton, and MacArthur and Schwarzkopf. 
Genghis Khan tops them all. 

C. In short, Genghis Khan is the world's all·time conqueror and one of the most 
brilliant generals ever. 

D. MY LIST OF THE GREATEST GENERALS AND CONQUERORS IN 
HISTORY IN THE OitDER THAT I PICKED THEM: 

1. Genghis Klum 
2. Alexander the Great 
3. Hannibal 
4. Napoleon 
5. Suvoro,,. 
6. Zhukov 
7. F1·edel'ick the Great 
8. l\fac Arthur 
9. Patton 
IO. Grant 
11. Julius Caesar 

ID. The truth is that the l\'longolian army of the 1311:a and 141h Centuries probably is the 
greatest army in the history of the world from 2000 B.C. to the Age of Gunpowder: 

A. With only horses, bows, arrows, and sabers. and without guns. tanks, jeeps, 
planes, helicopters, and night.vision goggles. Genghis Khan and the Mm1golian 
Horde turned the world upside down. They l~onquered the great states and 
empires of China, the old Persian Empire. much of India, Russia. and much of 
Eastern Europe. 

B. By 1241. the Mongols were looking straight into modem-day Germany, France, 
and Ualy-nothing stood in their wa)·. 

C. In terms of distance, what are we talking about? 

1. Keep in mind that from New York City to San Francisco, it is about 
3,000 miles. 

2. Khan's Empire is east to west from the Pacific Ocean to the present-day 
boundaries of Western Europe. It is about 6,000 to 7,000 miles east to 
west and 2,000 miles t'rom south to north from the Persian Gulf to 
Siberia. Thus, it is about 6.000 to 7,000 miles wide and 2,000 miles deep. 

3. It is literally from the tip of Korea and Peking, China, to Cracow in 
Poland and Breslau and Liegnitz in modem-day Germany up to about 
the Oder River. 

J 
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4. Remember the Korean War of 1950-1954 and how American soldiers 
bogged down there: America did not win or lose the war but ended up 
at the 38 °parallel.Despite our vaunted technology advantage, America 
could not win the war in Vietnam either. 

5. Thus, with Korea and Vietnam in mind-how even with a high 
technology advantage-America could not prevail. In your mind's eye, 
think of this, with no rifles, tanks, and trucks and planes but rather only 
with horses and basically bows and arrows, the Mongol Horde 
conquered an area of the world about 7,000 miles long and 2,000 miles 
deep. 

6. In his book, Gene-his Khan: His Life and Legacy, Professor Paul 
Ratchnevsky said this about the Mongol Empire: It was "the largest 
contiguous land-based Empire in human history." 

7. The Khan's Empire and the wars fought to achieve that Empire in terms 
of distances covered would not be eclipsed until World War II in the 20th 
Century. 

Iv. Who was Genghis Khan? 

A. His first name was Temujin-born in 1163 A.O.; died in 1227 A.D. He lived to 
be 64 years old. 

B. His marriage was arranged at 13 to a 9 year-old. 

C. By age 17, he had become a powerful tribal leader. 

D. At age 33, in the year 1196, he was proclaimed Chief' of' the Mangkhols. 

E. What was Mongolia in 1196? 

1. Disparate and warring tribes from beginning of time on the Mongolian 
steppes and Gobi Desert. 

2. Warring tribes included the: Naimans, Keraits, Merkits, Qirats, Tatars, 
and Genghis Khan's tribe, the Mangkhols. 

F. Between 1196 and 1206, Genghis got all tribes under control and in 1206-he 
was appointed the Supreme Head--the Khan--and his new name was Genghis 
Khan. 

G. By 1211 and 1212, Genghis Khan was leading his forces into North China. By 
1215, the khan had conquered most of North China. 

H. By 1217, Genghis Khan felt he had a mandate to rule the world. 
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V. Let us look at the chances in 1196 A.D. of' Genghis Khan becoming the World's 
Greatest Congueror. How about 1 out of a million or 350 million-the oooulation of 
the world in 1200. Khan's chances were about the same in 1986 of KSU turning its 
football team into a national Dower. In short. it was out of the question. 

A. 

B. 

Genghis Khan is a classic example of how one person with will and 
determination can make a difference--for good or bad. 

Let us remember as students of history that history is not scripted; it is not -~\ 
irreversible; and it is not dominated by laws of history. ,--J 

VI. In looking at Mongolia today or in the 13"' Century, you will see why Genghis Khan's 
chances of becoming a great world conqueror are ·1 out of a million. 

A. Mongolia is what in 1200 A.D.? 

B. The Mongolian Steppes represent a huge and mainly treeless area of land that 
has an extreme temperature range. 

C. There are barely 3 months of summer. 

D. There are 9 months of winter. 

E. Mongolia is a barren, stark world. 

F. It is a land totally unsuitable for agriculture. 

G. It is a land of' no cities and no towns and no villages. 

H. In growing up, Genghis never saw a city, a town, or a farm. 

I. Mongolia-then and now-was a forbidding land of nomads with horses, 
reindeer, sheep, and goat'i. 

J. This Mongolia has no one-room school houses, no Jeffersonian democracy, no 
books. Mongolians cannot read or write. 

K. How harsh is the climate? As one observer said: '"Winds blow with such 
ferocity as almost to lift a rider from his saddle. The height and rarified 
atmosphere sometimes induce giddiness and exhaustion, and the lack of' oxygen 
often obliges the nomad to desist from his attempts to kindle a tire. The 
monotony of the steppe is notorious; as f'ar as the eye can travel, it sees little but 
a flat wilderness." 

L. What about their food and eating habits? Thirteenth-century travelers confirm 
that., besides having some goats and sheep, the Mongols were not fastidious in 
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their eating habits. As one 13" Century observer said of the Mongols, "They 
consume everything which can be eaten .. dogs, wolves, foxes, horses, and, in an 
emergency, human flesh ••• They also eat the afterbirth of mares, we even saw 
them eating lice; and with our own eyes we saw them consume mice." 

M. As Harold Lamb says, 'When food failed, the Mongol soldiers opened a vein in 
the horse, drank a small quantity of blood, and closed the vein ..• " 

VIl. It is difficult to comoare Gem~·his Khan to other conquerors like Alexander the Great, 
Julius Caesar. Napoleon, and Hitler. 

A. Virtually all of the great world generals and conquerors inherited the armies 
and civilizations of their predecessors. 

B. Alexander the Great, for example, inherited at age 20 the army of his father, 
Philip of Macedonia, and the Civilization of Pericles and the Greek City States. 

C. Julius Caesar inherited the Legions and Civilization of Rome. 

D. Napoleon inherited the army and civilization of the French kings. 

E. Genghis Khan built his world-class army from virtually nothing. He did it with 
mirrors. 

VDI. How do we out Genghis Khan and the Mongolian Horde into nersoective. 

A. In his Histon of the Mongol Conguestt, J. J. Saunders said we should not view 
him from a western world and 20" Century point of view. 

B. J. J. Saunders says this about the Khan: he "was the product of his people and 
time, His actions were determined by the brutal law of the steppe which knew 
no compassion toward enemies." 

C. Genghis Khan, his sons, and grandsons might have killed upwards of 40 to 50 
million people over 250 years or about 8% to 10% of the world's population of 
500 million from 1211 to 1500. 

D. Adolf Hitler and the Nazis probably account for the deaths of 50 million people 
from 1939-45. But Hitler rejected the civilization and culture of Germany and 
Western Europe. 

E. Genghis Khan mirrored his civilization. 

F. Genghis Khan never knew the values of western civilization; he never read 
Norman Vincent Peale, St. Thomas Aquinas, or Plato. As Harold Lamb 
suggests, "To visualize this man, we must actually approach him, among his 
people and on the surface of the earth as it existed seven hundred years ago. We 
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cannot measure him by the standards of modem civilization. We must view him 
in the aspects of a barren world peopled by hunters, horse-riding and reindeer-. 
driving nomads. Here, men clothe themselves in the skins of' animals, and 
nourish themselves on milk and flesh. They grease their bodies to keep out cold 
and moisture. It is even odds whether they starve or freeze to death, or are cut 
down by the weapons of other men." 

How did Geni&his Khan start organizing: this most fearsome army? 

A. He organized it by lO's on ~-

1. 10 = Platoon 
2. 100 = Company 
3. 1,000 = Battalion 
4. 10,000 = Division 
5. 30,000 = Corp 
6. 120,000 = Army 

B. Khan's Anny was probably somewhere between 200,000 and 240,000 or about 
2 armies of' cavalry troops in 1220. 

C. Each Division of 10,000 was headed by a general that formed an independent 
tactical formation. 

D. Unlike the Greek and Roman armies, or the armies of Frederick the Great and 
Napoleon, Genghis had no nobles, princes, or dukes to appoint to key military 
or political positions. 

E. Because there was no landed class or aristocracy, there was a kind of' 
opportunity for anyone to be a military leader for the Mongols. 

F. Indeed, many of the Khan's top leaders were common shepherds or stable lads. 
The Khan looked for intelligence, loyalty, dedication, and ferocity. 

G. Ironically, Genghis Khan had no racial or religious bias for either his troops or 
leaders. He did not care if they were Shamanjsts (religion basically like our 
Native Americans), Muslims or Christians or if' they were light or dark skinned. 

H. Actually, the Mongols were derived from a Turkish-Iranian Mix. 

L Khan's army was classless; common troops had the same food and clothing as 
the generals. 

J. The Khan was loyal to his commanders and troops. 

X. What was the Essence of the Mon2ol Arrnv? The Kev to Success? 
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A. Khan's soldiers were tough-extraordinarily tough-maybe the toughest and 
most ferocious soldiers in history. 

B. Harold Lamb talks about the Khan's Army moving to the west in the spring of 
1219. "Forging ahead in the utter cold of high Asia, a quarter million men 
endured hardships that would have put a modem division into the hospital .. 

" 
C. Khan's soldiers had incredible discipline and a great capacity for hard work 

and unbelievable loyalty to the Khan-maybe only matched by Hitler's troops 
from 1939-45. 

D. Khan's troops gave a new meaning to the concepts of will and determination. 
They simply did not know the meaning of giving up and we all know that, if you 
are surrounded by people that never give up, you eventually will win. 

E. A retreat could only be ordered by the Khan or one of his top generals. If 1 
retreated, he was executed. If 100 retreated, they were executed. If 1,000 
retreated, they were executed. 

F. Discipline was fast and harsh. 

XI. The Moneol's normal straoo in war was simple: Attack, 'fthh;ki attack. a s t h e 
overall rubric of' their strategy. Harold Lamb, Paul Ratchnevsky, J. J. Saunders, and 
Bertold Spuler in his book The Mongol Period all talk about Mongol military strategy 
and tactics. 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

The element of surmise and speed with their cavalry army. 

Incredible mobility. 

Concentration of force at kev points. Keep in mind the brilliant American 
general in the'Faclk dllring.JWW H-l}ou"-as MacArthur. e w e r e 
surprised o,·er and over again by :MacArthur's tactics of attack, speed, surprise, 
and mobility. 

The standard envelopment was often used. As David Woolman points out in an 
article in Militan: History for October of 1995 on the Mongol Military Strategy 
in the 13111 Century, "it was this trinity of speed, mobility, and the concentration 
of forces that led ... the Mongols ... to victories time after time." 

What we are talking about: the Mongol Army is the equivalent of a Medieval 
Blitzkrieg-maybe unlike any other until the Nazi German forces of 1939-41. 

Genghis Khan would have loved the American strategy of Operation Desert 
Storm and Operation Left Hook with Fort Riley's The Big Red One in 1991 
against Iraq, where the concepts of speed and surprise, mobility, the 
concentration of forces, and envelopment with Operation Letl Hook way out in 
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the Saudi Arabian desert were deployed, successfully and quickly. Iraq was 
defeated in about 2 days. 

Xll. The Actual Plannin2 

A. The Khans always tried to follow a well-thought through plan. 

B. To formulate a plan, a General Council (or Kumltaia) was called. 

1. All lead officers had to attend. 

2. The war situation was discussed and the plan of' campaign was 
explained. 

3. Routes were selected. 

4. Generals and various Divisions were chosen for the upcoming battle. 

5. They practiced and practiced. 

C. The Mongols had the equivalent of a CIA-KGB group that sent out spies to 
travel in merchant caravans into hostile territory and spies were also sent into 
enemy towns, markets, and bazaars. They gathered information and 
intelligence and spread disinformation. 

The Mongols virtually always attacked the enemy nation or empire or area from / 
several points at once. V 

D. 

E. Harold Lamb and J. J. Saunders explain that the individual commanders had 
the flexibility and discretion to alter a course or maneuver in a different 
direction. 

F. But they all used couriers to keep in touch with the Khan and top generals. 

G. The Mongols basically lived off the land as they marched and gathered supplies, 
food, and clothing from conquered peoples. 

XIII. The Mon2ols' tactics within the broad strateev and olan: 

A. Again, the elements of' speed and surprise were central. 

B. If necessary, they would ride day and night to surprise the enemy. 

C. For example, they might use 3 Divisions or a Corp of 30,000 cavalry to ride 80 
miles in 1 day and night and surprise the enemy by hours or days. They would 
get to the enemy long before they thought it was humanly possible. Keep in 
mind, for commanders from Alexander the Great and Julius Caesar to Napoleon 
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and even America's George Patton, they usually only moved their armies 20 to 
25 miles a day. When the Mongols marched 80 miles in I day and night or 150 
miles in 2 days and 2 nights, they always had the element of' surprise. Speed 
kills in war and athletics. 

D. The Mongols' horses were short, sturdy, and strong. A Mongol Army Cavalry 
Division could average 10 miles an hour for a limited period of time. 

E. A great Mongol general, Subotai, rode his divisions-about 5 or 6 divisions-so 
at least 50,000-290 miles in 3 days in the Mongol invasion of' Hungary in 1241. 
(That probably ranks as a record from 2000 B.C. up to 1940 and 1941 in 
WWll.) 

F. THE SPECIFIC TACTICS: Some examples of' Mongol tactics: 

1. The Khan would have 2 or more Divisions coming from different 
directions converge at the place of battle with a huge concentration of 
forces and punch hu2e holes in the enemv lines. 

2. Many times, the Mongol leaders from different directions would use the 
tactic of envelopment. They would use an Operation Left Hook or Bight 
Hook and then attack the enemy from behind and from the sides. This 
was the Standard Sween of' Alexander the Great. 

3. At other times in other battles, the Mongols would send several thousand 
troops right to the middle of' an opposing force to unleash their arrows 
and then retreat. The opposing force would chase them until they found 
they were surrounded by larger Mongol forces on both sides. 

4. Or a whole Mongol force would attack and then retreat for a day or so 
until the opposing forces were scattered and tired and the Mongols 
would switch to fresh horses and attack. 

5. Other times, the Mongols would tight a tough opponent and allow that 
enemy to retreat and then attack on the march. 

6. The Khans would never allow themselves to get involved in a 2 front 
war. 

7. The Chinese said that Genghis Khan "led his armies like a god" ... and 
that he "moved large armies of men over vast distances without an 
apparent effort." 

XIV. What the Mongol Armv was like? 

Juvani the Chronicler said this of' the Mongol Army: "From the days of Adam to the 
present, there has been no army comparable to that of the Tatars." Fra Carpini who 
was sent by the Pope to implore the Khan not to invade Europe in 1242, said this of the 
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Mongols: "No single kingdom can resist the Tatars ... They tight more by stratagem 
than by sheer force." 

A. All Mongol horsemen were mobile, quick, light, and nasty. Each soldier had to 
keep 2 to 4 horses and had to be prepared to move in minutes. Each soldier 
carried his own cooking pots, dried meats, water bottle, and needle and thread. 
Mongols all wore SILK SHIRTS because the silk would go in with the arrow 
and could be pulled out more smoothly. 

B. Mongol Army divided up into Light Cavalry and Heavy Cavalry: 

I. Lieht Cavalrv-each light cavalry soldier had 2 bows and 3 quivers of 60 
arrows. (They also might have a javelin.) The bow was a compound bow 
made of Yak horn and bamboo and was stressed against the natural 
curve of the bow to give the bow great power to shoot the arrows. 

2. 

a. The Mongols, with their powerful bows, were the greatest archers 
in history. 

b. Each bow had a pull of about 160 pounds and the bow could 
shoot the arrow about 250-300 yards. The American Sioux 
Indians, for example, at the Little Bighorn in 1876 had a bow 
with a pull of about 50 pounds,, compared to Mongol bow of 160 
pounds and Sioux arrow could go from 50 to 75 yards compared 
to Mongol's arrow of' 250-300 yards. (One Mongol DMsion could 
have easily defeated both the 8,000 Sioux warriors and Custer's 
entire cavalry at the same time.) 

c. The ton Mongol archers could shoot 12 arrows a minute and top 
archers could shoot 7 arrows before the first one hit the ground. 
It was, in effect, the Mongol artillery. 

Heaw Cavalrv: 

a. The Mongol horsemen in the heavy cavalry had swords and 
shields and axes hanging from their belts. 

b. They also had lariats for pulling siege weauons, catapults, and 
supply carts. 

c. They also had huge crossbows and the equivalent of flame 
throwers from their bows in their assault-, on towns. 

d. A Division of' 10,000 Mongols had, in effect, a Corn of Engineers 
that operated the siege cannons, catapults, and they built bridges, 
etc. 

XV. The Mona:ol Battle Formations: 

II 
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A. For huge battles under Genghis Khan between 1219 and 1227 A.D., as Harold 
Lamb says, if the army was about 200,000, Genghis would command the center 
of 100.000 troops and there would be .5.0..00.0 troops on right flank and 50.000 
troops on left flank 

B. With this army of 200,000 .. approaching over a wide distance, as one observer 
said, "With the Mongolian Horde approaching a town or city the dust clouds 
appeared and the ground shook ... and ... the noise of the carts, the neighing 
of horses, and the saYage war cries of the Mongols were deafening.', 

C. Professor Harold Lamb explained how the Mongols operated when they were 
preparing a battle formation on an open plain, : "The Mongol baffle formation 
took the form of two ranks of heavy armored caYalry in front with three ranks 
of armorless mounted archers behind. The latter, moving forward through the 
intenals of the front rank~ poured forth a deYastating fire and then withdrew, 
whereupon the heavy cavalry charged the demoralized enemy off the field." 

D. 

If you have seen Braveheart, where archers shot their arrows two or three times 
and, then, the Infantrymen charged, and, then, the cavalry-you get somewhat 
the idea. 

!l 
L.C. H.C. L.C. H.C. L.C. 

1. The Light Cavalry would move through the intervals of Heavy CaYalry 
and unleash thousands of arrows. Remember many of the archers could 
shoot 12 in a minute. This was the artillery barrage of the Mongols. 
Then, Heavy Cavalry mond in for the kill. 

2. This was the Mongol Medieval Blitzkrieg. They were virtually 
unbeatable. 

3. When they met the Europeans, the Mongols faced European medieval 
knights that had heavy protective armor. European knights had very 
heavy protectin armor. 

1. Mail Mesh Leggings - 20 lbs. 
2. Mail Mesh Shirt = 50 lbs. 
3. Mail Mesh Headress = 20 lbs. 

Throw in the lance, the shield, etc. and the Medieval warrior could be 
carrying up to 250 pounds of weight each. 

4. Mongol archers had files for sharpening arrowheads that when dipped 
in red hot brine could pierce mail armor. Some of the Mongol's arrows 
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made a whistling noise in the air that added to the terror. 

Paul Ratchnevsky says in his book that "The Mongol leaders were 
masters of the art of' war such as the world scarcely saw before or has 
been seen since." 

XVI. Genghis Khan and the Mongols start looking to the West 

A. North China had been conquered. By 12"17, the Khan was looking west to the 
Old Persian Empire of Darius and Xerxes. By the 13111 Century, this empire was 
called the Khwar-izm Empire. Harold Lamb says of Khan by 1217 that the 
Khan "knew now that beyond the ranges of' his westerly border existed fertile 
valleys where snow never fell •.• " and "where rivers never froze ...• " 

B. For the Mongols to get there, they would have to cross a network of mountain 
ranges. These mountains served as a Continental Divide that separated the 
Plains Dwellers of the Khan from the Valley Dwellers of the West. 

C. Initially, the Khan was mainly interested in starting lucrative trade with the 
Khwar-izm State of the Shah Muhammad and his Muslim inhabitants. 

D. From the first, the Shah of the Old Persian Empire was suspicious of the Khan. 
The Shah had an army of over 400,000 troops. The Empire of the Shah had 
never felt threatened by a foreign state or nation. 

E. The Shah felt invincible and did not tear the illiterate infidels-the Mongols. 
The Shah was sent envoys from the Khan twice- the first time as trade 
merchants whom the Shah killed and the second time as envoys to the Shah to 
protest and they, too, were killed. Never again did Genghis or any of his 
successor Khans permit being crossed more than once. In the future, if any of 
his top leaders, em·oys, etc. were killed by an empire, a city, or a fortress, all 
men, women, and children. Their heads were cut off and their ears were 
collected in sacks. 

F. As the Khan now said, "There cannot be two suns in the heavens, or two Kha 
Khans upon the earth." 

G. War between the great empire of the Shah and the nomadic warriors of the 
Khan was now inevitable. 

H. To show you what the Mongols were up against, Harold Lamb says the Muslims 
and Islam in the 13111 Century were at the height of their martial power. 
(Remember Mahomet lived from 572 A.D. to 632 A.D. and Islam quickly spread 
to all of the Middle East, North East, and North Africa and even Spain.) 

I. The Shah's Empire extended from India to modem-day Iraq and Iran, and 
from the Persian Gulf to the Aral Sea to present-day Afghanistan and several 
southern former USSR Republics and this area included great Middle Ages 
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cities like Samarkand and Berat, Bokhara, and Balkb, etc., Tashkent. 

J. This is the kind of distance the Khan and the Mongols faced-think of Korea 
and Vietnam, for example, and how diflicult they were. 

K. From the heart of the Mongolian Steppes and Lake Baikal to modem-day Iraq 
and Iran, and this is as the crow flies over the mountain ranges of mid-Asia, it 
is 2,000 miles. As Lamb says, for a modern army of 200,000 troops, this would 
represent an impossible march and mission. Travelers today can make it only 
in we&equipped caravans. 

L. But the Khan had no doubt his cavalry army could make the march. In the 
spring of 1219, he gave orders to the Mongol Horde to assemble. Each soldier 
brought 4 or 5 horses. The Khan was now 56. 

l\'I. Every Light Cavalryman had 2 bows and 3 quinrs of arrows-about 60 arrows. 
The Heavy Cavalrymen had swords, axes, and knives. They also brought siege 
engines, catapults, and flame throwers. 

N. During the 2,000-mile march, they lived off their sheep, reindeer, and goat 
herds, and they lived off the land. 

0 . They had to cross raging rivers where 20 horses would be roped together by the 
saddle horns. 

P. Even in the middle of the summer, masses of ice and snow accumulated in the 
mountain. 

Q. Finally, the Mongols could see the first frontier of the Persian Empire of Islam 
and the wide River Syr. 

R Remember the Shah had 400,000 men to Khan's 150,000 to 200,000 and the 
Khan is attacking. The Shah was confident: "The Mongols have conquered 
only non-believers-now the banners of Islam are arrayed against them." 

S. In the first engagement, the Shah outnumbered the Mongols by 10 to I-yet the 
forces of the Shah lost over 100,000 in that first battle. 

T. The Shah Muhammad still had the bulk of his forces. But now the Shah split 
up his forces-putting 40,000 along the Syr River with the rest going to the cities 
of Bukhara and Samarkand. He did not believe the Mongols could storm his 
city citadels. 

U. Keep in mind, the Mongols are outnumbered 4 or 5 to 1 and are the ones 
attacking. In a move reminiscent of Operation Desert Storm where American 
and UN troops went way out into the Saudi desert in Operation Left Hook and 
swept back along the Iraqi lines, Genghis Khan led his forces way out into the 
Red Sands Desert in a kind of Operation Right Hook-except his troops came 
from the east and went out into the desert northwest and attacked a Muslim 
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citadel, Bokhara, from the west, Now the great Khan suddenly and swiftly was 
attacking Rokhara from the west. 

V. The Shah Muhammed was outfoxed and outflanked just like Saddam Hussein 
and the Iraqis were in 1991. In 1221, however, Genghis Khan and the 
Mongolian Horde totally defeated the Persians and the Mongols pursued the 
Shah until they found him and killed him. 

W. Like Saddam Hussein, Shah Mohamed had been totally out-generaled. 

XVII. Genghis Khan and the Mongols make use of terror. brutality. and nsvcholoe:ica.l 
warfare. 

A. As Paul Batchnevsky says, "Genghis Khan set out to create a reputation of' 
ferocious terror where the Mongols involved whole populations in their terror." 
This use of terror probably was not duplicated until the Nazis of' WWH. 

B. As Ratchnevsky says in his book: "There is something indescribably revolting 
in the cold savagery with which the Mongols carried out their massacres. The 
inhabitants of a doomed town were obliged to assemble in a plain outside the 
walls, and each Mongol trooper, armed with a battle-axe, was told to kill so 
many people, ten, twenty, or fifty. As proof that orders had been properly 
obeyed, the killers were sometimes required to cut oil' an ear from each victim, 
collect the ears in sacks, and bring them to their officers to be counted. A few 
days atler the massacre, troops were sent back into the ruined city to search for 
any poor wretches who might be hiding in holes or cellars; these were dragged 
out and slain." 

C. The use of terror, slaughter, and massacres was tirst seen at~ in February 
of' 1221, because the people of' Merv fought back Genghis ordered his Mongols 
to cut oil' the heads of all Persian Oflicers. Then, the remaining men, women, 
and children were forced to lie down with arms behind their backs. They were 
slashed and strangled to death. 

Merv, February 1221, possibly up to 700,000 were killed. 

1. At Merv, 400 craftsmen or so sent back to Mongolia. 

2. Some children saved to be slaves and sent back to Mongolia. 

3. 600 wealthy rounded up; they gave up their wealth and were killed. 

4. 5,000 Muslims hid in cellars, but Mongols searched them out and killed 
them. 

D. Bamivan-March 1221-over 100,000 were killed 

E. Nishapur-April 1221-500,000 to maybe 2,000,000 were killed 
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F. Jkrat-November 1221-Herat leveled add 200,000 to over 1,000,000 killed. e 
great cities of Samarkand and Bokhara were earlier ravaged. These cities were 
some of the greatest cities of the Near East during the Middle Ages. Many of 
these cities have never recovered right up to the present day. 

G. Compared to 700,000 killed at Merv to 500,000 at Nishapur, here are some 
other totals of people killed in other great battles: 

1. Alexander the Great killed 300,000 Persians at Arbella in 331 B.C. and 
100,000 Persians at lssus in 333 B.C. 

2. Hannibal killed 80,000 Romans at Cannae in 216 B.C. 

3. Russians killed 10,000 Japanese in 1904 at Pt. Arthur 

4. Germans killed 60,000 British in Battle of Somme in 1916. 

5. From 1941-45, America lost 400,000 troops killed in both Europe and the 
Pacific. 

XVIII. Genghis Khan dies in 1227 A.O. and Oeadai becomes the Great Khan in 1229 and 
the J\1omml Horde heads west into Russia. The Mommls reach Moscow and take it over 
in 1237 A.D. 

A. By 1239 and 1240, the Mongols are in control of much of Russia, including 
Moscow. 

B. In December of 1240, the Mongols head to Kiev, one of the key centers of 
Christendom in Eastern Europe. 

C. By now, the Russians are calling the Mongols the Bevilfs Horsemen. w a s 
reduced to ashes. Kiey's Byzantine churches and treasures were destroyed. 
Piles of heads of men, women, and children were built into pyramids. Even dogs 
and cats were killed. In Kiev, bodies were found on the plains 5 years later. 

D. In Kiev, observers said, "The stench of death hung over the land." 

E. Genghis Khan told his sons and generals: "I forbid you to show clemency to my 
enemies without an express order from me." 

F. Or, as the Khan said another time, "There is no better place for an enemy of our 
nation than in the graYe." 

G. By 1240 and 1241, the Mongols were heading further into Europe. They won 
separate ,,ictories over the Europeans in both Hungary and Poland. In Poland, 
they sacked the beautiful and historic city of Cracow. Remember, the great 
Mongol general, Subotai, leads his Mongol cavalry 290 miles in 3 days to defeat 
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the Europeans at Hungary. In Hungary, the Mongols kill 30,000 Hungarians 
and 1 ear was cutoff' each body. Nine sacks of' ears were gathered • 

By late 1241, the Mongolian Horde is right up against Western Europe. 

I. Germany, France, and Italy were liable to suffer the same fate as China, Persia, 
India, and Russia. 

J. There was no European army of any consequence between the Mongols and the 
Atlantic Ocean. 

K. Had Germany, France, and Italy been conquered by the Mongols, there 
probably would have been no Renaissance, Reformation, and the 
Enlightenment. What would the world be like today? 

L. But Ogadei died as the Great Khan in 1241 and the Mongols letl Poland and 
Hungary. They abandoned Western Europe. 

M. Historians vary on the number of' people killed by the Mongolian Horde over 
200 years from 1213 to 1550 A.D. During this period of time, the world 
contained about 400 million to 500 million people. Some historians speculate 
that the Mongols killed about 10% of the world's population from about 1200 
to 1500 A.O. This would mean that the Mongol Horde killed from 40 million 
people to 50 miliion people over this period of time. 

XIX. The Imnact of the Mongol Invasion on Russia from 1220 A.D. to the Present 

A. The examples of past.conquerors and empires and how long they lasted: 

1. Alexander the Great and Macedonian Empire: 336 B.C. to 323 B.C. 

2. Napoleon and the French Empire: 1798·1815. 

3. Hitler and the 3n:1 Reich: 1933-45 

B. The Mongol Empire lasts in Russian from about 1240 A.O. to 1500 or even as 
late as 1555 A.D. Because of' the Mongol 300-year rule over Russia, a kind of' 
Eastern, Oriental despotism was fastened onto the Russian body politic. Like 
the Khans, the Tsars became supreme rulers and despots. 

C. Because of the Mongol rule that lasted for about 300 years, the Russian people 
basically miss: 

1. The Renaissance-remember it is in Florence, Rome, and Italy between 
1450 and 1530 with Leonardo Da Vinci, Raphael, Michelangelo, and 
Botticelli where the Renaissance blossomed. 
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2. The Reformation: Luther, Calvin, Zwingli, etc. were all critics of the 
established church. 

3. The democratic concepts of' the Enlightenment and Evolving Democracy. 

D. The legacy for Russian history of the Mongol rule from the center includes the 
following: 

1. The Khans are replaced by the Tsars. The terms are interchangeable. 

a. The fll'St important Tsar is Ivan IV the Terrible: 1533-1584 with 
power consolidated in the Tsardom. 

b. The Tsarist tradition of' power consolidated in the Tsardom 
accelerates with the Romanov Tsars who rule Russia from 1613-
1917. 

c. But it is the Tsar, Peter the Great, 1689-1725, who totally defeats 
the Russian Boyars (nobility) and moves Tsarist Russia to a total 
autocracy. 

2. With the evolving Kingships in Western Europe, in contrast to the 
Khans and Tsars, there were other developing power centers in the 
West, 

a. In Western Europe during the Middle Ages from 1100 to 1500, 
for example, a multitude of different power centers developed to 
counter the Monarchs: The countering power centers in Western 
Europe included the following: 

1. A more independent and powerful nobility 

2. An independent Catholic Church and later with the 
Reformation other independent churches led by Martin 
Luther, John Calvin, etc. 

3. Chartered towns 

4. A freer peasantry 

5. Rising middle class 

6. An evolving system of' laws 

3. In Russia, after the Mongols departed, the Russians, as Paul 
Ratch_nevsky and J.J. Saunders suggest, used the word Iw. to describe 
the replaced Khan. 

4. Like the Mongol Khan, the Russian Tsar, as J. J. Saunders says, "was 
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not restrained by a powerful aristocracy, an independent Church, the 
liberties of chartered towns, the bold self-confidence of a free peasantry, 
or the legal limitations defined and enforced by an ancient and revered 
system of jurisprudence. The boyars or nobles were dependent on the 
grand duke for bounty in the form of landed estates from the territory 
retrieved from the Mongols, the Orthodox clergy preached the virtues ot' 
submission to the prince who fought for the faith against the accursed 
infidels." 

5. Thus, the Russian Tsar not only did not face an evolving and revered 
system of jurisprudence, a growing middle class, chartered towns, 
protestant reformers, but 

a. The Russian nobility was dependent on the Tsar for the leasing 
of their estates. 

b. The Russian Eastern Orthodox Church and the top patriarch 
became an integral part of' the Russian Tsardom. 

XX. In the past 1000 years, Russia has been attacked many times from the west: Gustavus 
Adolphus and the Swedes; Napoleon Bonaparte and the French; Kaiser Wilhelm and 
Adolf' Hitler and the Germans. 

A. Russia rebutl'ed all attacks from the West. 

B. But the one time Russia was attacked from the East, Russia lost and was 
conquered. 

C. Professor J.J. Saunders, in his book The Historv of Mon2ol Conauests, tells of 
what it meant for Western Europe when the Mongol offensive to the West was 
called off when Ogadei, the Great Khan, died in 1241: "Thus Western Europe, 
free from the scourge of barbarian attack since the Viking raids, was able to 
develop the arts and sciences and steal a march on the Christian nations of the 
East, who languished under Tatar or Turkish servitude. The unequal evolution 
of the two halves of' Europe originating in the Mongol Age has never been 
rectified. The West pressed ahead to a more dynamic future, through 
Renaissance and Reformation, scientific and industrial revolutions, while the 
East stagnated under allied tyranny, in despotism, serfdom and ignorance." 

XXI. Today, many American politicians, writers, and citizens blame all of the woes and 
problems of Russia on the Communist takeover in 1917. They tick off Lenin, Stalin, 
Nikita Khrushchev, and Leonid Brezhnev for the horrible problems of Russia today 
and the fact that Russia has such limited democracy and private enterprise today. 

A. The truth is that the lack of democracy and free enterprise can be traced all the 
way back to the Mongol rule of Russia that started in 1239 and "1240 and lasted 
for almost 300 years. 
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B. Then, this Khan-type rule was continued by the Tsars until 1917. 

C. Then, in 1917, the Communist dictatorship took over with the Communist Party 
secretary becoming the new Tsar and the new Khan. 

1. The Communist Party secretary replaced the Tsar and the Khan. 

2. The religion of Marxism replaced the Russian Orthodox Church. 

3. The Communist KGB replaced the Tsarist Secret Police. 

4. The Communist-owned state industries replaced the Tsarist-owned state 
enterprises of the 19th and early 20" Centuries. 

XXII. The truth is that the Mongolian yoke of about 800 years is only broken in August of 
1991 when Boris Yeltsin climbed on the Russian tank in front of the Russian 
Parliament building on August 19, 1991, and said, in effect, that the 800 years of the 
Khan-Tsarist-Communist rule is over. 

Thus, the political continuum of Russian political despotism that lasted from 1240 to 
1991 was ended when Boris Yeltsin and the Russian Parliament symbolically threw off 
the 80~year-old Mongolian yoke on August 19 and 20, 1991. On August 21, 1991, the 
SOO-year era of the Khans, the Tsars, and the Communist dictatorships was ended. 
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